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Announcements and News
Service Update TPX 5.4 S2111 Now Available

A new Service Update pax file for TPX Session Management Release 5.4 is now available. This Service Update,
TPX 5.4 S2111, includes the base product and all maintenance and new feature PTFs through CA RS 2111,
totaling about 120 PTFs. This Service Update supersedes the previously published pax file and PTFs. The
Service Update pax file simplifies the installation process, making it easy to receive and apply all maintenance
and new feature PTFs through CA RS 2111.
New Installations:

If you are performing a new TPX Release 5.4 installation, install the Service Update pax file, TPX 5.4
S2111, and any additional maintenance that was published after CA RS 2111, totaling about 120 PTFs.

Existing Installations:
Existing customers are not required to install the Service Update pax file. To run the Service Update-
equivalent product, verify that you are current with all product maintenance.

To download the Service Update pax, TPX 5.4 S2111, go to Broadcom Support.
New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File

Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
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installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for TPX™ Session Management for z/OS (TPX). TPX is a VTAM-
based menu driven system that provides secure, authenticated access to multiple applications on the mainframe
simultaneously, with the ability to swap between them without degrading productivity.

See the following articles for detailed information about this version:

• New Features
• Portfolio Simplification for TPX
• Release Compatibility and Support
• Deprecated Features

Transition to Continuous Delivery
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.

We have transitioned from an Incremental Release model to a Continuous Delivery (CD) release model. The Incremental
Release model bundled groups of features and fixes together into incremental updates. The CD model provides more
flexibility to select which service stream elements you want to apply and lets us provide you with earlier access to features
and fixes.

For CD, new features are delivered as individual PTFs, separate from product fixes, as the features are completed. Where
possible, we deliver features that are disabled by default, which lets you plan for the introduction of the new capabilities.
You control when to make the new feature available for use in your environment. Review the PTF HOLDDATA and
product documentation for specific details and activation requirements.

Fixes are delivered when needed as individual PTFs, separate from product features. This model means that you can
apply fixes without enabling new features.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and fixes are rolled into the Broadcom
Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of your environment.
CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and implement a proactive
maintenance strategy in which you apply your preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

You do not need to reinstall your product to take advantage of enhancements. Apply the new feature PTFs as you have
applied PTF maintenance previously.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.

New Features
The new features in this TPX release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for
simple installation.
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TPX Version 5.4 provides the following enhancements. To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that
your products are current on maintenance. We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to have
maintenance that is downloaded and received automatically on your system regularly.

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are
updated programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

Service Update TPX 5.4 S2111 Now Available

A new Service Update pax file for TPX Session Management Release 5.4 is now available. This Service Update, TPX
5.4 S2111, includes the base product and all maintenance and new feature PTFs through CA RS 2111, totaling about 120
PTFs. This Service Update supersedes the previously published pax file and PTFs. The Service Update pax file simplifies
the installation process, making it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs through CA RS 2111.

New Installations:
If you are performing a new TPX Release 5.4 installation, install the Service Update pax file, TPX 5.4 S2111, and
any additional maintenance that was published after CA RS 2111, totaling about 120 PTFs.

Existing Installations:
Existing customers are not required to install the Service Update pax file. To run the Service Update-equivalent
product, verify that you are current with all product maintenance.

To download the Service Update pax, TPX 5.4 S2111, go to Broadcom Support.

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) and Advanced Authentication Mainframe (AAM) Support

TPX supports sign-in with MFA/AAM. MFA/AAM provides an extra level of security for TPX by letting users sign in with a
combination of authentication factors, such as a passcode. A passcode can be either a password, password phrase, or
MFA/AAM code. MFA/AAM support allows you to sign in to TPX with your User ID and one of the following combinations:

• RSA token
• PIN + RSA token
• RSA token + PIN

IMPORTANT

• TPX supports RACF password phrase and MFA through the SAF interface. Sites using IBM RACF must
configure TPX to use SAF security. If your site uses IBM RACF, set SMRT Security System to SAF and
SAMT to SAF.

• Ensure that the Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) /Advanced Authentication Mainframe (AAM) product and
mainframe security products at your site are current with enhancements and maintenance.

• Implement Pass Ticket before you implement MFA/AAM. For more information about why you should
implement Pass Ticket before MFA/AAM, see Knowledge Base article 73106.

Panel TEN1003 is updated to support passcode entry. For more information on sign-on panels, see Password Verification.

You must add security messages to the Security Access Message Table (SAMT) for MFA/AAM support. See Security
messages to add to TPX SAMT when employing MFA/AAM for more information.

Apply the following PTFs for MFA/AAM support:

• RO93703 (Base)
• RO93704 (English Panel TEN1003)
• R093702 (Uppercase Panel TUP1003)

For more information, see the Knowledge Base article How to set up TPX with Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) and
Advanced Authentication Mainframe (AAM) Support.
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Password Phrase Support

TPX has introduced Password Phrase support that requires the use of the new TEN1003 panel.

For more information on the TEN0003 and TEN1003 signon Panels, see Password Verification.

ACF2 R15 (Z/OS) and ACF2 R14 (Z/OS) sites must apply ACF2 APAR RO38461 before attempting to use the TPX
Password Phrase interface. Seven new messages have been added to the ACF2 Security Action Message Table (SAMT).
To incorporate these messages into an existing ADMIN1 VSAM file, modify and run job ACF2PWPH in the CB0VJCL file.

The ACF2 SAMT entries for Password Phrase support follow:

ACF2 SAMT entries

Return Code/ Message
ID

Action Cursor Position Suppress Message Substitute Message IDs

#0000159 R SNPSWDV N

#0000220 R SNPSWDV N

#0001005 R SNPSWDV N

#0001044 P SNPSWDV N

#0001108 P SNNPSWDV N

#0001142 R SNPSWDV N

#0001144 R SNPSWDV N

#0001161 A N

#0001163 R SNPSWDV N

NOTE
The default size for slot 5, above the 16M line, has been changed from 200 to 208. The change accommodates
the user control block increase for maintaining password phrases. If you build a new SMRT, the 208 slot size is
used. To continue to use your existing SMRT or a copy of it, change the slot 5, above the 16M line, from 200 to
208. For more information on about this adjustment, see Security Action/Message Tables.

Simplified Password for External Security

The mainframe password requirement has been simplified for environments that use external security, such as SAFENET
RADIUS with Multi-Factor Authentication [MFA] Compound In-Band.

Previously, a user ID and an MFA passcode consisting of a pin, token, password, and possibly a separator were required
for login. With this enhancement, only a user ID and password are required. The external security management system
determines whether the credentials are valid.

You can change your current mainframe MFA passcode to a password that does not include a pin and token after you
apply PTF SO08045.

NOTE
For more information, see Change Your External Security Passcode.

Below-the-Line Control Blocks and Transient Work Area Sizes Changed

Below-the-line control blocks and transient work area sizes have changed in this release of TPX. For example, some
items that previously fit in 32 bytes now fit in 64 bytes.
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New Sample Exits for Migrating to TPX

The product includes new sample exits that are helpful when you migrate to TPX from other session management
software, such as Teleview. The new samples provide the following functionality:

• Simulate session numbers in ascending order on the TPX Main Menu.
• Sample user sign-on/sign-off exit to extract the profile name from INSTDATA for dynamic users.

Panels TEN0041 and TEN0010 were updated to support this functionality as samples in the CB0VSRC library.

Apply PTF SO01585 to acquire the new sample exits and sample panels.

LOCK/UNLOCK Reverification Enhancement

TPX supports using the LOCK/UNLOCK function for users who sign on with a password, password phrase, or Multi-Factor
Authentication and Advanced Authentication Mainframe (MFA/AAM) code.

Panel TEN1023 is modified to accept a passcode (password, password phrase, or MFA/AAM code) to unlock the terminal.
For more information on using panel TEN1023 for LOCK/UNLOCK, see Lock and Unlock Your Terminal.

NOTE

Users who sign in without a passcode or with a Pass Ticket must use a lock word to lock and unlock the
terminal.

Apply the following PTFs for the LOCK/UNLOCK enhancement:

• RO94337 (Base)
• RO94338 (English panels)

The TPX user signon and signoff exit TPXUSNSF has been enhanced with the addition of call point 52. Call point 52 is for
users who log into TPX with a password, password phrase, or pass code. Existing call point 48 is for users who log into
TPX with a lock word. For more information, see Signon and Signoff Exit.

This enhancement is necessary because the LOCK/UNLOCK code structure was modified to work with a greater than 8-
character password such as a passphrase or an RSA token.

PTF RO94337 replaces the default TPXUSNSF exit that is supplied with the Release 5.4 installation. Because this exit is
called at every login to TPX, we recommend that you install the PTF. Also, future sysmod updates may require that the
new exit codes are in place. If you are not using the TPXUSNSF exit, TPX functionality should not be impacted.

Slot 5, Above the 16M Line - Default Size Changed

The default size for slot 5, above the 16M line, has been changed from 200 to 208. The change accommodates the user
control block increase for maintaining password phrases. If you build a new SMRT, the 208 slot size is used. To continue
to use your existing SMRT, or a copy of it, change slot 5, above the 16M line, from 200 to 208. For more information about
this adjustment, see Modify Parameters on the System Options Table.

Below the line control blocks and transient work area sizes have changed in release 5.4.
Example: some items that would fit in 32 bytes now fit in 64 bytes.

ACBs Moved Above the 16M Line

The ACB control block in TPX has been moved from below the 16M line to above the 16M line. This move helps to
minimize the storage usage below the 16M line.

Tiered Menu Self-Maintenance

The self-maintenance panels in TPXADMIN have been changed to not allow the Tier Level name or Tiered Menu Keys
fields to be updated. Only a user administrator can update these fields.
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Updated Panels

The following panels have changed in TPX:

• HCU0103
• HCU0103B
• HCU0104A
• HCU0123F
• HCU0165F
• HCU1003
• HEN0103
• HEN0103B
• HEN0104A
• HEN0123F
• HEN0165F
• HEN1003
• HUP0103
• HUP0103B
• HUP0104A
• HUP0123F
• HUP0165F
• HUP1003
• TCU0103
• TCU1003
• TENMSGL
• TEN0103
• TEN1003
• TUP0103
• TUP1003

Functional Modification Identifiers (FMIDs)

For information about each TPX FMID and the related language, language identifier, and panel data set name (DSN), see
Functional Modification Identifiers (FMIDs).

Portfolio Simplification for TPX
TPX for z/OS now includes all features and capabilities:

ADC Option Allows the compression of inbound and outbound data in a
network, which reduces network traffic and shortens queuing
times. The result is improved end-user response time.

Application Integration Package Provides access to the following options: TPX Mailbox Option,
TPX ACLE Option, TPX ADC Option, TPX Pass Thru Print Sup
Option and TPX Mainframe Windows Option.

ACLE Option A high-level programming language used to automate routine
interactions (such as signing on and off ) and that provides
powerful tools that enhance the way users see and use
applications.

Extended Package Provides access to the following options: TPX Mailbox Option,
TPX ACLE Option and TPX ADC Option.
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Mailbox Option Allows TPX users to send messages to another user’s terminal or
mailbox.

Access Management package Provides access to the following options: TPX Mailbox Option,
TPX ACLE Option, TPX ADC Option, TPX View Option and STX
Basic with one STX terminal emulator (STX simplifies access to
applications connected via X.25 networks).

Pass Thru Print Sup Option Enables TPX to determine where to send output requested by
certain users or groups of users by using printer tables to map
print requests to the requestor’s default printer.

TPX Package A grouping of several options.
View Option Gives the TPX administrator the ability to view another user’s

application session on the same instance of TPX, and sometimes
interact with that session. This option is helpful when you need to
view a user’s screen to troubleshoot a problem.

Mainframe Windows Option Allows a user to view and interact with two or more application
sessions simultaneously using one terminal.

 

TPX for z/VM now includes all features and capabilities:

Data Compression Option Allows the compression of inbound and outbound data in a
network, which reduces network traffic and shortens queuing
times. The result is improved end-user response time.

Application Integration Package Provides access to the following options: TPX Mailbox Option,
TPX ACLE Option, TPX ADC Option, TPX Pass Thru Print Sup
Option and TPX Mainframe Windows Option.

ACLE Option A high-level programming language used to automate routine
interactions (such as signing on and off ) and that provides
powerful tools that enhance the way users see and use
applications.

Extended Package Provides access to the following options: TPX Mailbox Option,
TPX ACLE Option and TPX ADC Option.

Mailbox Option Allows TPX users to send messages to another user’s terminal or
mailbox.

Pass Thru Printer Option Enables TPX to determine where to send output requested by
certain users or groups of users by using printer tables to map
print requests to the requestor’s default printer.

View Option Gives the TPX Administrator the ability to view another user’s
application session on the same instance of TPX, and sometimes
interact with that session. This option is helpful when you need to
view a user’s screen to troubleshoot a problem.

Multiscreen Option Allows a user to view and interact with two or more application
sessions simultaneously using one terminal.

Next Steps

To use these options, go to your usual download facility (for example, Broadcom Support) and download the additional
component features from the drop-down list. If one of the downloads requires an LMP key, follow your usual process to
acquire the key. 
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Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online (login required):

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• TPX Community

Diagnostic Procedures
Refer to the following flowchart for a summary of the procedures you should follow if you have a problem with a Broadcom
software product. Each of these procedures is detailed on the following pages.
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Collect Diagnostic Data

The following information is helpful in diagnosing problems that might occur:
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• Control statements used to activate your product
• JCL used to install or activate your product
• Relevant system log or console listings
• Relevant system dumps or product dumps
• List of other IBM or third-party products that might be involved
• Manufacturer, model number, and capacity of your hardware
• Numbers and text of IBM or Broadcom error messages associated with the problem
• Names of panels where the problem occurs
• Listings of all fixes applied to all relevant software, including:

– The dates fixes were applied
– Fix numbers
– Names of components to which fixes were applied

• Short description of problems
• Product Log(s) or Product Runtime Output

Interpret Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

1. What was the sequence of events prior to the error condition?
2. What were the circumstances when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
3. Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
4. Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
5. Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
6. Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

Product Versions and Maintenance
Customers are requested to operate only under currently supported versions of the product.

Customers with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing product maintenance. When a new version of the
product is available, a notice is sent to all current customers.

Deprecated Features
The following feature has been removed from the product:

• TCPaccess Telnet Server Interface

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with TPX:

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.
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Screen resolution
Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

Icon size
Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

Volume
Sets the computer sound up or down.

Text-to-Speech
Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Warnings
Defines visual warnings.

Notices
Defines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.

Schemes
Associates computer sounds with specific system events.

Captions
Displays captions for speech and sounds.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

Tones
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.
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Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Let you complete the following actions:

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that TPX supports:

Keyboard Description

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+Shift+S Save All

Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• TPX™ Session Management for z/OS (TPX)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Advanced Authentication Mainframe (AAM)
• Application Characteristics Table (ACT)
• Application Passthrough Printer Support (APPL PPS)
• Automated Command Interface (ACI)
• Automated Conversation Language (ACL/E)
• Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS)
• CA 7® Workload Automation (CA 7)
• CA Health Checker
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (CCS)
• Datacom™

• Content Delivery Network (CDN)
• Data Set Name (DSN)
• Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
• Functional Modification Identifiers (FMIDs)
• Hierarchical File System (HFS)
• High-level Qualifier (HLQ)
• IDMS™

• IDMS™/DC
• L-Serv
• License Management Program (LMP)
• LMP
• Mainframe Software Manager (MSM)
• MII
• Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
• NetSpy
• Primary Logical Unit (PLU)
• Product Acquisition Service (PAS)
• Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs)
• Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU)
• Remote Console
• Roscoe
• Secondary Logical Unit (SLU)
• Security Access Message Table (SAMT)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Software Configuration Service (SCS)
• Software Installation Service (SIS)
• STX
• System Modification Program Extended (SMP/E)
• System Options Table (SMRT)
• Teleview
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• VMAN™

• zSeries File System (zFS)
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Installing
Audience

The system programming group is usually responsible for software product installation and maintenance because of their
SMP/E (System Modification Program Extended) knowledge. This section assumes a working knowledge of the SMP/E
facility and its processes.

This section provides basic standalone SMP/E install and maintenance instructions. For the knowledgeable SMP/E
user, there is enough information that is provided in this section, and the generated JCL and control statements, to allow
integration with any site-specific SMP/E standards. For the SMP/E novice, this section should provide enough of the basic
information and concepts you must complete the basic SMP/E installation process.

How the Installation Process Works

Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

• Acquisition—Transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E—Optionally creates a CSI environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps.

The software is untailored.
• Deployment—Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.
• Configuration—Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

CSM provides a web-based interface to make the standardized installation process easier. Using CSM, someone with
limited knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.

Note: If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at Broadcom Support. Follow the
installation instructions in the CSM documentation. The standardized installation process can also be completed manually.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by Preparing for Installation.
2. Acquire the product using one of the following methods:

– CSM
– Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
– Order a DVD.

3. Install the product based on your acquisition method.
4. Install Common Components and Services using the pax files that contain the Common Components and Services

you need at your site.
All sites should install all Common Components and Services that contained in the Required Common Components
and Services bundle.

5. Apply maintenance, if applicable.
6. Deploy your target libraries.
7. Configure your product.

Prepare for Installation
To prepare to install TPX, review the following information and meet the following requirements:

Common Components and Services Requirements

TPX uses the CCS component CAIRIM, the Resource Initialization Manager, for product license authorization.
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CAIRIM is a common component whose features and functions are shared by many Broadcom z/OS products. This
component prepares your operating system environment for your Broadcom products and components and executes
them.

CAIRIM routines are grouped under Broadcom z/OS Dynamic Service Code S910. For further details about the features
and associated utilities of CAIRIM, review the CCS for z/OS documentation.

• CA Health Checker
Provides a simple and consistent method for Broadcom products to create health checks to run under the IBM Health
Checker for z/OS. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS helps you identify potential problems in your z/OS environment by
checking system or product parameters and system status against recommended settings. Broadcom has joined other
vendors in creating checks for Broadcom z/OS products. TPX health checks are automatically activated on the target
system when the product is started on a system where the following components are installed and configured:
– CA Health Checker Common Service
– IBM Health Checker for z/OS
For more information on installing the CA Health Checker Common Service, see the Common Components and
Services Installation documentation.
For more information about the IBM Health Checker for z/OS, see the IBM Health Checker for z/OS User Guide.

L-Serv

This product requires L-Serv (License Management Program) to initialize correctly. L-Serv also provides a standardized
and automated approach to the tracking of licensed software.

L-Serv is provided as an integral part of CAIRIM. When a currently supported version of CAIRIM has been installed,
assistance is available to you for all L-Serv-supported products.

Specify the LMP Code

You must add the L-Serv Execution Key provided on the Key Certificate to the CAIRIM parameters to ensure proper
initialization of this product.

To define a L-Serv Execution Key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify member KEYS in CAI.PPOPTION.

The statement structure for member KEYS is:

PROD(pp) DATE (ddmmmyy) CPU (tttt-mmmm/ssssss)

LMPCODE (kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

CAIRIM Parameters

The CAIRIM parameter definitions are:

Parameter Definition
pp The two-character product code. This code agrees with the

product code already in use by the CAIRIM initialization
parameters for any earlier versions of this product (if applicable).
This is required.

ddmmmyy The L-Serv licensing agreement expiration date.
ttt-mmmm The CPU type and model on which L-Serv is to run (for example,

3090-600). If the CPU type, model, or both require less than four
characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused characters.
This is required.

ssssss The serial number of the CPU on which L-Serv is to run. This is
required.
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kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk The execution key needed to run L-Serv. This L-Serv execution
key is provided on the Key Certificate shipped with each L-Serv
software solution.

Following is an example of a control statement for the L-Serv execution software parameter. The product code and
execution key value will be different when you install this product at your site.

PROD(1B) DATE (27JUN03) CPU(3090-600 /370623)

LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

For more information regarding the Common Components and Services CAIRIM and its L-Serv facility, see the Common
Components and Services Administration documentation.

Other Requirements

The installation procedure involves loading the TPX installation data sets from the distribution media and customizing
statements in these data sets for your site.

The administration facility, required for performing online administration, is installed automatically when you install this
product.

Coupling Facility

Optionally define the Coupling Facility structure for use by TPX in the z/OS policy data set. This is required if multiple
instances of TPX are to operate as a single VTAM generic resource.

Naming Conventions

The INSTALL data set that you use to install this product uses PREFIX execution parameters to set the values of the
prefixes used in data set names. If you choose to change this value, make sure you change it consistently throughout the
installation procedure, and check that all parameters in the INSTALL data sets conform to the conventions at your site.

The examples in this section use the original values for the application name, TPX. If you assign a different name, make
appropriate changes consistently throughout the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of TPX and continue to use an older release in another SMP/E CSI environment. If you plan to
continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When installing into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases in that environment.
• If you acquired your product from tape or with Pax-Enhanced ESD, select different target and distribution zones for

your new release from where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current
release.

NOTE
CSM installs into a new CSI by default.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

 

Best Practices for Installing, Configuring, and Maintaining TPX
Review the installation best practices before you begin the installation process.

Review the following best practices for installing, configuring, and maintaining TPX.
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Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.
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More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Sign up for HIPER notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive
notification of potential problems for your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to HIPER and other product
notifications like security advisories within the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Subscriptions under MY
ACCOUNT. Select the alerts that you want and Submit.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Install TPX on Test System

Before installing TPX on production system, perform your installation and initial evaluations of the product and its
components on a test system.

Business Value:
Evaluating TPX in a test environment helps you detect any possible problems before you roll out the product to a
production system. New releases of TPX are always compatible with previous releases, letting you run a new release on a
test system while still running the older version on a production system.
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Configuration

The following section explains the best practices for configuring TPX for optimal performance.

Use Latest Version of TPX
Check that you are running the latest version of TPX.
Business Value:
To obtain full support from Broadcom Support, you must run a supported version of the product.
To determine the release you are running, start a session to TPXOPER. The release is displayed in the top right-
hand corner of the initial TPXOPER screen.
TPX11B - CA11 ************* TPX Operator      ************* 5.4/00 TEN0200 

Apply High Priority PTFs
Apply all high priority PTFs. Check regularly for recent maintenance.
Business Value:
Being current on maintenance avoids system failures, makes problem resolution go smoothly, and maximizes
your investment by providing access to the latest features and functionality of TPX.

Install Latest Version of IBM APARs
Install all the latest IBM APARs appropriate for your environment.
Business Value:
If pertinent APARS are missing, it may impact the operation or performance of your Broadcom products.
Additional Considerations:
We recommend that you review our current list of IBM APARs and apply only those that are appropriate to your
environment.
More Information:
The list of IBM APARs is documented in TPX APAR QI05737 and can be accessed from Broadcom Support.

Separate User Code from Broadcom-Delivered Software
Create a separate library for user-created code. It should be concatenated ahead of the Broadcom-delivered
library. For example, custom exits should be assembled and kept in a separate library concatenated ahead of the
TPX Load library (CB0VLOAD). Similarly, any customized panels or libraries can be saved in separate library.
Business Value:
By saving your customizations in a separate library, you can easily:

• Identify customizations that must be ported to a new release
• Fall back to the Broadcom version of a module or member

Additional Considerations:

• Always reassemble the exits with new release libraries.
• Always compare customized items to see if the original delivered version has been changed in the new

release.
For example, if you have customized a specific panel, compare the earlier version of that panel from
Broadcom with the same panel from the new release.

NOTE
If Broadcom has made changes to the panel, you must implement those in your custom version too.

Reassemble User Exits During Release Upgrade
Always re-assemble user exits when migrating to a new release of TPX.
Business Value:
Reassembling the user exits when upgrading the product helps to avoid potential failures and loss of productivity.
Additional Considerations:
New releases of TPX are packaged with the required macro libraries that are needed for reassembling the
customized user exits.
A sample JCL is also included to assist in the assembling of the user exits and is available in the SAMPLIB
(CB0VSRC) member ASMUXIT.
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Re-evaluate SMRT Defaults After An Upgrade
Take advantage of new parameters and improved default settings by evaluating the differences in the new release
with the previous release.
Business Value:
With a new release of TPX, there may be new fields added to the SMRT or there could be changes to the
recommended values of existing SMRT fields such as slot pool sizes.
Additional Considerations:
If you apply no changes to your SMRT in the new release, the defaults for any new fields that were introduced
since your prior release are retained.
To compare your existing SMRT with the new release defaults

1. Take screen prints of each SMRT panel in your existing release.
2. Create a new SMRT in the new release.
3. Take screen prints of the SMRTs. These screen prints have the recommended default values.
4. Compare the SMRTs to identify the new fields and their defaults, or identify where your SMRT differs from the

recommended values.

Set Up TPX to Create SVC Dumps
Set up TPX so that SVC dumps are created when abends occur. SYSUDUMPs usually do not provide adequate
information for problem investigation. You may need to remove the SYSUDUMP DD from the delivered
TPXPROC.

NOTE
Verify the requirements within your own environment.

Business Value:
You do not need to wait for the reoccurrence of the problem to capture the required dump for diagnosis.
Additional Considerations:
Whenever sending a dump to Broadcom Support for TPX, the corresponding TPX started task log is also
required.

Performance and Maintenance

The following section explains the best practices for optimal performance of TPX.

Backup TPX VSAM Files
Backup TPX VSAM files periodically.
Business Value:
Backing up the VSAM files provides a recovery point if the active VSAM files become unusable.
Additional Considerations:
All TPX regions which access the VSAM files being backed up should be taken down while the backups are being
run.

Regular VSAM Maintenance for TPX VSAM Files
Use VSAM tools such as the IDCAMS utility regularly.

Business Value:
This preventative maintenance can help avoid corruption of VSAM files and improve performance by removing
excessive CA/CI splits, for example.
This recommendation is a general VSAM best practice that is important for TPX.
Additional Considerations:
Frequency of this maintenance depends upon the amount of change activity. A REORG using the IDCAMS utility
should include:
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• Taking a backup of the VSAM file beforehand
• Performing a DELETE or REDEFINE of the VSAM cluster
• Restoring the VSAM file from the data portion of the backup file; letting the INDEX be rebuilt to cut down on

possible VSAM INDEX corruptions

This preventive maintenance procedure (REORG) mitigates Control Area(CA) and Control Interval(CI) splits and
VSAM file corruption.

NOTE
If the CA or CI splits are excessive even after a REORG has been done, increasing the FREESPCE
parameter in the VSAM cluster DEFINE will help to alleviate this problem. Excessive CA/CI splits most
typically occur during a new installation when performing a high volume ADD maintenance activity for
information stored on the TPX VSAM files. You can lower the FREESPCE parameter when the high
volume of activity has ended.

When you are performing a REORG of your TPX VSAM files, you should first review the DASD definitions and
make sure the current definitions are still adequate for the volume of data that is stored on each TPX VSAM file.
If you are at or near the maximum space capacity, you should increase your DASD specifications so that the next
VSAM REORG DEFINE of the cluster reflects the new DASD specifications or requirements for the VSAM file.
Sample JCL members for TPXVSAM file backup (VBACKUP/LSBACKUP*), file restore from file backup
(VRESTORE/LSRESTOR*) and cluster definition (VADMIN1/VADMIN2/VMAIL/VNOTES/VVIEW) can be found in
the CB0VJCL library.

NOTE
If your TPX VSAM files are managed by LSERV, refer to member $INDEX for a list and definition of
subsequent members that are provided in the CB0VJCL library.

We also recommend that you run the TPX Batch Reset Integrity process (refer to library SAMPLIB, member
BATCHINI for sample JCL) after any TPX VSAM file REORG/restore process before starting TPX.

Adjust Timeout Parameters in SMRT Option 4
Timeout Parameters in SMRT option 4 must be carefully adjusted to take advantage of the functionality provided
by this parameter.
Business Value:
It is good practice to set up session timeouts properly. Doing this helps to avoid situations where users do not
close application sessions at the end of usage or work day. The values, if applied properly, can enforce a clean
shut down of user sessions and eliminates any need for VTAM / TPX inconsistencies. Apply timeouts prudently,
considering environmental requirements and organizational policies. This is useful in facilitating proper TPX
administration and reducing overhead.
Additional Considerations:
All timeouts should be tested and applied prudently to enforce security standards, organizational needs, and
requirements. Timeouts should also not adversely impact user productivity.

Add Virtual Terminals and Printers in a 24x7 Environment
Add virtual terminals or virtual printers while TPX is running.
Business Value:
The TPXOPER VTADD command can add virtual terminals or virtual printers to TPX dynamically without recycling
TPX for the changes to take effect.
Additional Considerations:
VTADD is a method to dynamically add virtual terminals. Use the VTADD command when all the currently defined
virtual terminals are in use and more than those virtual terminals defined in the TPX startup VTAM node are
required. This TPXOPER command eliminates the need to recycle TPX.
To add virtual terminals and printers

1. Build a new VTAM member to define the new additional GROUP and/or UNIQUE virtual terminals as shown in
the following screen:
TPXNEW VBUILD TYPE=APPL
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*TPX,UNIQUE DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES UNIQUE VIRT TERM\

*

Z44IJSU0 APPL MODETAB=ISTINCLM,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

Z44IJSU1 APPL MODETAB=ISTINCLM,DLOGMOD=T3278M2E,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

Z44IJSU2 APPL MODETAB=ISTINCLM,DLOGMOD=T3278M3,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

*     END OF UNIQUE VIRTUAL TERMINALS

*

*TPX,GROUP DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT INDENTIFIES GROUP VIRT TERM

*

Z44IGRU0 APPL MODETAB=ISTINCLM,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

Z44IGRU0 APPL MODETAB=ISTINCLM,DLOGMOD=T3278M2E,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

Z44IGRU0 APPL MODETAB=ISTINCLM,DLOGMOD=T3278M3,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

*     END OF GROUP VIRTUAL TERMINALS*

2. Vary the new member ACTIVE in VTAM.
3. Use TPXOPER to issue the VTADD command (VTADD TPXNEW) to add the newly created VTAM member

TPXNEW.

Prevent User Administrators from Controlling Profile and User Security
Setting the Only Master and System Admin. can update profile/user security: parameter in the SMRT table
disallows User Administrators from controlling Profile and User Security.
Business Value:
Setting this parameter to Y prevents the lower level administrators from updating the security changes. It helps
the security administrators to enforce strict policies.
Additional Considerations:
To implement the Only Master and System Admin. can update profile/user security: parameter

1. Log onto TPXADMIN.
2. Select Option 2 (TPX System Options).
3. Select Option 1 (System Options).
4. Select the active (STARTUP) SMRT table.
5. Select Option 9 (Security Parameters).
6. Enter Y in the Parameter field.
7. Reload the SMRT table in TPXOPER (cmd: RELOAD SMRT=tablename).

Review the List of TPX Knowledge Documents
Review the list of TPX knowledge documents regularly.
Business Value:
The TPX knowledge base contains a broad variety of knowledge documents, for categories such as installation,
customization, optimization, problem determination and resolutions.
Additional Considerations:
To find TPX knowledge base documents

1. Log on to Broadcom Mainframe Software Support.
2. Enter TPX as a keyword.
3. Click Search.

Adjust Slot Pool Percentages in SMRT
Partitioning storage into several Slots in SMRT Option 2 (below 16 MB) and 3 (above 16 MB) must be reviewed
and adjusted to your installation requirements to have a well-maintained use of storage.
Business Value:
It is good practice to have a well-maintained partition of the Storage into the available Slots. The default storage
settings, provided in each release, allow TPX to start when initially installed. As every installation differs, you
must check the settings of the SMRT by using display Commands D STOR and D STORXA respectively.
Depending on their result, you must change the Slot parameters in the SMRT.
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Additional Considerations:
We recommend that you change the percentage that is used by the slot pools and do not change any slot sizes.
The percentages must add up to 100%.
Slot pool overflow messages (TPB300 or TPX300) should be monitored. One slot overflowing is not generally a
problem because TPX starts to use space from another pool. When two or three slot pools overflow, you can get
into performance degradation and you should consider adjusting the slot pool percentages. Take 1-2% from a
pool with lowest of the maximum value and give it to the pools that overflowed.

NOTE
If you have one pool that consistently overflows, then it should receive attention.

Ensure that all published TPX maintenance is applied, before starting this procedure.
We recommend using REGION=0M for TPX.
Verify that slot pool sizes are current by creating an SMRT that is populated with default values only for
comparison purposes.
TPXSTRG messages are now also written to the TPX LOG when a slot pool overflow occurs. These messages
include the data that is also available with TPXOPER D(DISPLAY) STOR and D STORXA.
You might use the concept of an Opengate User to get regular reports on storage usage.

Recycle TPX When You Recycle Your ESM
Recycle TPX each time you recycle your External Security Manager (ESM). Otherwise, your system issues an
OC4 or an OC1 abend.
Business Value:
Keep TPX in sync with your ESM to avoid abends.

Functional Modification Identifiers (FMIDs)
The following table shows each TPX Functional Modification Identifier (FMID) and the related language, language
identifier, and panel data set name (DSN):

FMID Contents Panel languages Language Identifier Installed Panel DSN
CB0V540 Base product N/A N/A N/A 
CB0V541 HCU… , HEN… , TCU…

& TEN… panels
English
Common User Access
(CUA)

EN
CU

*.CB0VPENU

CB0V542 HBF… & TBF… panels Belgium French BF *.CB0VPFRB
CB0V543 HBP… & TBP… panels Brazilian Portuguese BP *.CB0VPPTB
CB0V544 HDA… & TDA… panels Danish DA *.CB0VPDAN
CB0V545 HDU… & TDU… panels Dutch DU *.CB0VPNLD
CB0V546 HFI… & TFI… panels Finnish FI *.CB0VPFIN
CB0V547 HFR… & TFR… panels French FR *.CB0VPFRA
CB0V548 HGE… & TGE… panels German GE *.CB0VPDEU
CB0V549 HIT… & TIT… panels Italian IT *.CB0VPITA
CB0V54A HKA… & TKA… panels Japanese JP *.CB0VPJPN
CB0V54B HNO… & TNO… panels Norwegian NO *.CB0VPNOR
CB0V54C HSF… & TSF… panels Swiss French SF *.CB0VPFRS
CB0V54D HSG… & TSG… panels Swiss German SG *.CB0VPDES
CB0V54E HSP… & TSP… panels Spanish SP *.CB0VPESP
CB0V54F HSW… & TSW… panels Swedish SW *.CB0VPSVE
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CB0V54G HUP… & TUP… panels Upper Case English UP *.CB0VPENP

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:
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NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Apply required maintenance
for Common Components
and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)

The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your
installed CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation
for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed,
specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems Programmer

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary
source of information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM
documentation in a separate browser tab for reference during installation of your
products using z/OSMF Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources. To prevent
SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, make
sure that you have added the Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF
keyring. For information, see Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.
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As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -
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  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:
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• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary
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 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>
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NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
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BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/staticpathextension.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
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Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.
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Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
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//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.
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Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. You will use this
directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
2. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
3. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*
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//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

4. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:
//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before continuing to Acquire the Product
Pax Files.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133
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2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, copy the following JCL sample and edit as indicated:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *
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//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for pax file downloads.          *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Save your changes, type SUBMIT on the command line, and press Enter to execute the job.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to Copy the Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample
installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and review the AREADME (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that you created in the
previous task, Create a Product Directory. This file lists the required data set members to complete the installation
process.
The product-specific installation details are available.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO OMVS:
– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set. Use a unique HLQ for each

expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.
– Change YOUR USS DIRECTORY to the product-specific directory where the pax file resides.
– Set HASH to YES or NO to indicate whether GIMUNZIP performs SHA-1 hash checking for the archive files that

were specified in the SYSIN data set.
If HASH=YES, GIMZIP requires Integrated Cryptographic Services (ICSF) or Java to compute an SHA-1 hash
value. If HASH=NO, no hash checking is performed. To use Java, uncomment the SMPJHOME and SMPCPATH
DDs to enter your Java runtime directory and Java application classes directory.

Save your changes and press Enter.
The UNZIPJCL is edited.

3. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter to execute the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job reads the downloaded file and directories and creates the SAMPJCL data set. Return code zero
is expected. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The
SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. Perform the installation using the
members in this data set.

You are now ready to Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:
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• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro TPXSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type TPXSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the TPXSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
TPXAREAD member, and submit the TPXEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX00ALL in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command line.
TPX00ALL is customized.

3. Submit TPX00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX03ALU in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TPX03ALU is customized.

b. Submit TPX03ALU.
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX06MKD in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TPX06MKD is customized.

d. Submit TPX06MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX10CSI in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command line.
TPX10CSI is customized.

6. Submit TPX10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
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WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX15CSU in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TPX15CSU is customized.

b. Submit TPX15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the TPXSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
TPXAREAD member, and submit the TPXEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX20RCB in an edit session, and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TPX20RCB is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit TPX20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX30APB in an edit session, and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TPX30APB is customized.

4. Submit TPX30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX40ACB in an edit session, and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TPX40ACB is customized.

6. Submit TPX40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.
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To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.
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WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:
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– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
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b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.
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The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.
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Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.

1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
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b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.
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Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.
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When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.

Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.
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• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:

• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.
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Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.
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2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.

Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.
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Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.
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NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.
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An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.

Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.
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Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
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TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
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the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.

To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the TPXSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

11. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX60RCH in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
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NOTE
Update TPX60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

TPX60RCH is customized.
12. Submit TPX60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX70RCM in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command

line.
TPX70RCM is customized.

14. Submit TPX70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.

15. (Optional) Apply CARS Maintenance.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX80APM in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TPX80APM is customized.

2. Submit TPX80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member TPX90ACM in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the
command line.
TPX90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit TPX90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
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IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX50CAR in an edit session, update TPX50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command line.
TPX50CAR is customized.

2. Submit TPX50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command line.
TPX70RCM is customized.

4. Submit TPX70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member TPX80APM in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TPX80APM is customized.

6. Submit TPX80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member TPX90ACM in an edit session and execute the TPXSEDIT macro from the
command line.
TPX90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit TPX90ACM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
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MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Configuring Your Product
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks needed before TPX can be started, customized, and used in your
environment.

Calculate VSAM Storage
To calculate the number of VSAM storage records needed for the ADMIN2 file use:

VSAM storage records = profs + profsessions + users + usersessions

where:
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profs
Indicates number of profiles

profsessions
Indicates total number of sessions in all profiles

users
Indicates number of users

usersessions
Indicates total number of sessions for all users

Edit and submit the JCL in the DEFVSAM member of the CB0VJCL data set. Comments in the JCL specify the
information that you must supply or modify. The job executes successfully with a condition code of 0.

Define APPL Statements
This task adds APPL statements to your SYS1.VTAMLST data set. The APPL statements define the following logical units
to VTAM:

• TPX application
• Virtual terminals
• Virtual printers

The definitions allow the product to establish application sessions with virtual terminals and perform pass-through printing.
The definitions are contained in the APTPX member of the CB0VSRC data set.

For a description of the APPL statements see the section APPL Statements.

For details on virtual terminals and passthrough printing, see Administrating .

To copy the APPL statements to your SYS1.VTAMLST data set you can:

• Edit and submit the TPXAPPL member of the CB0VJCL data set.
• Copy the APTPX member of the CB0VSRC data set using the ISPF copy facility.

Using TPXAPPL

If you use the TPXAPPL member:

1. Specify the following information in the member:
– An appropriate job card.
– A name for the member when it is copied to SYS1.VTAMLST. You can give the member a name other than APTPX,

as long as it is specified on the TPXAPPL parameter in the startup procedure.
– Any required changes to the SYSIN data.
The member containing the APPL statements relating to the product must include these comment lines:
*TPX,PRIMARY

*TPX,REBIND

*TPX,SHARE

*TPX,GROUP

*TPX,UNIQUE

*TPX,APPLPPS

*TPX,USERPPS

Each comment line must appear just before its corresponding APPL statements.

WARNING
If cross-domain resources need to be defined at your site, change the condition code of the CDSC parameter
on the PROC statement to 4.

2. Submit the TPXAPPL job.
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The job executes successfully with a condition code of 0.

NOTE
When going production, it may be appropriate to use VTAM model statements instead of those defined in the
TPXAPPL member. For more information, see Batch Administration.

Copy the Logmode Tables
Logmode tables define virtual terminals to the product. When a 3270-type terminal user requests a session, TPX selects
the appropriate entry from the logmode table to define a virtual terminal session that is suitable for the terminal of that
user.

The TPX.CB0VSRC data set contains five logmode tables that you must copy to your SYS1.VTAMLIB data set.

The basic table, TPXLGMOD, contains entries that define session parameters for almost any 3270 terminal model. These
entries are duplicated in tables TPXLGMD2 through TPXLGMD5.

An additional entry is added to these tables to allow the incorporation of Dynamic Logmodes for ANY terminal model. The
following example shows the additional entry added to the PSERVIC parameter:

PSERVIC=X'028000000000000000000300'

The multiple tables can be customized for applications that require an entry with a particular name, regardless of the
terminal model. The logmode tables include an entry to allow LU1 terminal support.

For additional information about using the logmode tables and creating entries for applications with special requirements,
see Programming.

To copy the tables

1. Submit the JCL in the LOGMODE member of the CB0VJCL data set on each system where TPX will run.
2. If your site has user-defined logmode tables in a separate library, change the data set name in the LOGMODE job to

refer to this library.

Copy the Startup Procedure
If you are using L-Serv to manage all or some of the VSAM files, you must copy the startup procedure that you modified
as described in the section VSAM File Sharing With L-Serv. Do not submit TPXPROC.

To copy the startup procedure to your PROCLIB

1. If you have deviated from the naming conventions used in this section, modify the JCL in TPXPROC as necessary:
– Change the PREFIX parameter to match the prefix specified for the data sets when they were loaded.
– Make sure the name on the PROC statement is unique for each component installed at your site.
– Make sure the APPL parameter matches the name of the SYS1.VTAMLST member created when you defined

APPL statements.
2. Make sure that the JCL:

– Allows a region size of at least 4 MB to start the product. You may need to adjust this value for production.
– Specifies the CB0VPENU panel library in addition to any other panel libraries.

3. To write the log to a data set other than SYSOUT, specify a LOG data set with the specifications:
– LRECL=131
– RECFM=FBA

NOTE
Do not set the log destination and class parameters in the System Options Table (SMRT) if logging is done to
a non-SYSOUT data set.

4. Submit the JCL for the TPXPROC job. The job executes with a condition code of 0.
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Authorize the Load Library
This section describes the two different methods to authorize the load library.

TPX must run from an APF-authorized library if you intend to use the following features:

• VTAM Authorized Path Facility
• VSAM file sharing
• VTAM Generic Resource Option

To authorize the TPX load library and any user load library, you must add them to SYS1.PARMLIB using one of the
following methods:

• The older Authorized Program Facility List (IEAAPFxx) method
• The newer APF portion of Authorized Program List, Exits, LNKLST Sets and LPA (PROGxx) method

NOTE
For detailed information, see the IBM z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference for your release of the
operating system.

Authorize the Load Library Using IEAAPFxx Method

To authorize the Load Library using the IEAAPFxx method

1. Add the data set name and volume of the load library to SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAAPFxx).
2. Add the data set name and volume of the TPX USERLIB to SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAAPFxx).
3. If you have a separate load library that contains your exit routines, add an entry in IEAAPFxx for that library as well.

NOTE
The xx in IEAAPFxx is the suffix of the authorization list specified in IEASYSxx.

Authorize the Load Library Using PROGxx Method

To authorize the Load Library using the PROGxx method

1. Add the data set name and volume of the load library using the ADD APF statement to SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx).
2. Add the data set name and volume of any TPX user library using the ADD APF statement to

SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx).
3. If you have a separate load library that contains your exit routines, add an entry in PROGxx for that library as well.

NOTE
The xx in PROGxx is the suffix of the authorized program list specified in IEASYSxx.

Install Other Language Panels
Besides the default English panels, TPX also supports panels in the following languages:
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• Belgium French
• Brazilian Portuguese
• Danish
• Dutch
• Finnish
• French
• German
• Italian
• Japanese
• Norwegian
• Swiss French
• Swiss German
• Spanish
• Swedish
• Upper Case English

To add one or more panel libraries

• Installing from files produced by the ESD process
Edit and submit the JCL in the INSTPNLD member of the CB0VJCL data set.
Comments in the JCL specify what information you must supply or modify. The job executes successfully with
a condition code of 0.

Install Other Language Panels
In addition to the default English panels, TPX supports panels in the following languages:

• Dutch
• Finnish
• French
• German
• Italian
• Japanese
• Norwegian
• Swiss French
• Swiss German
• Spanish 
• Swedish
• Upper Case English

Add One or More Panel Libraries

You install panel libraries from files produced by the ESD process. Edit and submit the JCL in the INSTPNLD member of
the CB0VJCL data set.

Comments in the JCL specify what information you must supply or modify. The job executes successfully with a condition
code of 0.

Verify Your Installation
This section describes how to verify that your installation was successful.
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This section includes the following information:

• Starting TPX - Issue the command to start TPX for the first time.
• Log On a Terminal to TPX - Establish a connection between TPX and your terminal.
• Sign on to TPX - After signing on, you can establish virtual terminal sessions with applications in your VTAM network.
• Stop TPX - Issue the command to stop TPX.

Starting TPX
This section includes the console command to start TPX for the first time.

To start the product, issue the console commands:

V NET,ACT,ID=APTPX

S TPX

You receive startup messages followed by a message that the product is accepting logons.

NOTE
If your site is using L-Serv to manage the ADMIN1 or ADMIN2 files, and L-Serv is unavailable, the product
abends with a U001 abend. If your site is using L-Serv for the NOTES, MAIL, or VIEW files only, the product will
start without those files and will wait for L-Serv to become available.

Log On a Terminal to TPX
When you have started the product, establish a connection between it and your terminal by issuing the command:

LOGON APPLID(TPX)

NOTE
The command you issue can have a different format if the VTAM system programmer at your site has altered the
distributed Unformatted System Services (USS).

The USS component of VTAM converts this command to a request to initiate the application. VTAM honors this request as
long as you have done both of the following:

• Defined a primary logical unit (PLU) named TPX on an APPL statement in the SYS1.VTAMLST data set.
• Activated the product by issuing the console commands specified in the section Starting TPX.

The Default Logo Panel

In response to the logon command, the default Logo panel appears, shown here:

              .......             @@@@@@@@@@@  @@@@@@@@@  @@@@@ @@@@   

          .             .        @@ @@@   @@    @@@   @@   @@@  @@              

      ccccc      aaaaaa  .      @   @@@  @     @@@   @@@   @@@ @@               

     cc .  c    aa    aa  .        @@@        @@@   @@@    @@@@@                

    cc .              aa   .      @@@        @@@   @@@     @@@@                 

    cc .         aaaaaaa   .     @@@        @@@@@@@@      @@@@                  

    cc .        aa    aa   .    @@@        @@@           @@@@@                  

     cc .  c    aa   aaa  .    @@@        @@@           @@ @@@ REL 5.4/BASE     

      ccccc      aaaa aa .    @@@        @@@           @@  @@@                  

          .             .    @@@        @@@           @@   @@@                  

              .......       @@@@@      @@@@@        @@@@ @@@@@                  

                                                                                

         Copyright (c) 2020   CA, INC.        

    Userid:                   (or LOGOFF)                          08:16:05     
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    Password:                                                      05/15/20

    New Password:                                                  TERMID01

    Account:                                                       3279-2A

    Transfer:                                                      SMRT51      

                                                                               

                        CA TPX Session Management (TM)                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

    PF1=Help    PF3=Logoff       

The statements defining this screen initially reside in the Tln0003 member of the language panel data set, where ln
specifies a language code. For a list of available languages, see Install Other Language Panels.

Sign On to TPX
After the Logo panel appears, you can sign on to the product. Enter the pre-existing administrative user ID, TPXADMIN,
which has unlimited authority.

NOTE
If TPX is used exclusively to administer STX, use the STXADMIN user ID.

If your site has not loaded the administration files, you need to add the TPXADMIN user ID with the Batch facility. JCL in
the TPXADMIN member of the TPX.CB0VSRC will add this ID to your administration files.

To sign on to an LU1 terminal, enter the user ID and password, separated by a slash (/).

After the product accepts and processes your user ID, the Menu panel appears as shown in the following sample panel:

                        TPX MENU FOR      TPXADMIN           Panelid  - TEN0041

                                                             Terminal - ABDC1234

  Cmdkey=PF12/24    Jump=PF20      Menu=PF19                 Model    - 3279-2

  Print=NONE        Cmdchar=/                                System   - TPXPROD

     Sessid      Sesskey       Session Description            Status

   _ TSO         PF  5         TSO on System1

   _ IMS         PF  6         IMS Production

   _ CICS        PF  7         CICS Test System

   _ TPXADMIN    PF  8         TPX Administration

   _ TPXMAIL     PF  9         TPX Mail System

   _ TPXNOTES    PF  10        TPX Notepad

   _ WINDOWS     PF  2         TPX Windows

 Command ===>

 PF1=Help  PF7/19=Up  PF8/20=Down  PF10/22=Left  PF11/23=Right  H =Cmd Help

After signing on, you can establish virtual terminal sessions with any application in your VTAM network except those that
require the terminal to be predefined.

For instructions on using the menu, see the Using section.

Stop TPX
To stop TPX, issue the console command:
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P TPX

For information on stopping L-Serv, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Post-Installation Tasks
This section gives a brief explanation of customization tasks and describes where you can find detailed information.

Use Authorized Path Facility
With the load modules in an authorized library, the product can run as a non-swappable application and use the VTAM
Authorized Path Facility (APF) and write SMF records. The APF facility saves 20 to 30 percent of your CPU overhead.
The APF facility is required for VTAM generic resource support.

To use VTAM Authorized Path Facility

1. Specify Y in the VTAM Authorized Path Facility field of the Performance Parameters panel.
For information about changing the performance parameters, see Administrating.

2. Specify YES on the SRBEXIT parameter of each APPL statement in your major node.

Define the Coupling Facility Structure
When using TPX to operate as a VTAM generic resource, you must define the coupling facility structure.

NOTE
To use this feature, you must run TPX from an APF-authorized library.

Calculate the Structure Size

This procedure describes how to calculate the structure size (CFSTRUCTURE TYPE=LIST) for TPX using the IXLCSP
macro.

1. Open member CFSTRASM in the CB0VSRC data set and customize the JCL statements as follows:
– JOB card: Specify the site.
– SYSIN DD: Specify CFSTRSRC in the CB0VSRC data set.
– SYSLMOD: Specify your USERLIB load module library data set name. The name must be APF-authorized.

2. Run the customized CFSTRASM JOB to assemble and link the program to the USERLIB load module library.
3. Open member CFSTRSIZ in the CB0VSRC data set and customize the JCL statements as follows:

– JOB card: Specify the site.
– STEPLIB data set name: Specify your USERLIB load module library. The library must be APF-authorized.
– PARMS input: Specify the appropriate TPXSYS, CFNAME, planned number of users, and maximum number of

TPX instances (members) for the TPX generic resource name.
4. Run the customized CFSTRSIZ job and verify that the output contains the appropriate information to define the TPX

coupling facility structure.

Define the Structure

This procedure describes how to define the coupling facility structure.

1. Open member CFSTRUCT in the CB0VJCL data set.
2. Define the name of your structure and its size. The structure name consists of two parts:

– An 8-byte prefix, which cannot contain blanks.
– The generic resource name used for all instances of the product. You may need more than one generic resource

name.
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NOTE

• Each generic resource name requires its own structure.
• For details on determining the structure storage requirements, see Programming.

3. Update the z/OS policy data set to reflect the definition of the structure.
4. Once TPX is installed and running, update the generic resource parameters using the System Options Table Menu

and then recycle TPX. For more information, see Administrating.

Define Administrators
TPX allows you to distribute the responsibility for administration among several types of administrators. The capabilities
of each administrator are assigned by a Master Administrator. To perform administration, you must define these
administrators in an online administration session.

For instructions for defining administrators and running an online administration session, see Administrating.

Define System Options and Applications
System administration gives you control over the operating environment. You must define the components for the VTAM
network at your site and provide the product with information about applications, physical terminals, and printers. You also
specify default system, application, and user characteristics.

For procedures relating to system administration, see Administrating.

For a list of applications that require special customization tasks and the related procedures for these applications, see
Programming.

Define Operator Capabilities
You can define the capabilities of operators by creating and maintaining operator command classes.

For instructions on specifying operator capabilities, see Administrating.

To learn about the tasks operators perform in an operator session, see Operating.

For information about messages, see Message Reference.

Define Users
You can define users by using online or batch administration.

For information about performing user administration using the online facility, see Administrating.

For information about performing user administration using the batch facility, see Batch Administration.

How you define user characteristics depends on what type of user you are defining, static or dynamic.

Static Users

Static users are defined in user administration and recorded in the administration databases. The characteristics of a
static user are determined during signon by values in the System Options Tables, Application Definition Tables, and user
and profile records.

NOTE
For a description of how user characteristics are determined, see Administrating.
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Dynamic Users

Dynamic users are not recorded in the administration databases. The characteristics of dynamic users are determined by
profiles assigned in the signon exit. User validation and profile selection can be determined at signon through interaction
with an external security package. The default signon exit provides for this method of dynamic user management and
almost eliminates the need for ongoing user maintenance in TPX.

Options in the System Options Table (SMRT) determine if TPX accepts dynamic users. For information about the SMRT,
see Administrating.

The product also allows saved dynamic users.

Dynamic users cannot be administered because no record of them is kept in the ADMIN2 database. A user is either static
or dynamic, and cannot be static for one component and dynamic for the other.

Allow Dynamic Users

To allow dynamic users, specify Y in the Dynamic Users Allowed field of the System Options Table (SMRT). The signon
exit determines the profiles that are assigned to dynamic users.

NOTE
For more information on the signon exit, see Programming.

Convert Dynamic Users to Static Users

You can convert dynamic users to static users. This conversion can be set to take place automatically when the dynamic
users sign on to the product. This procedure can be used to add new static users when they sign on, without having to
administer them individually with online or batch administration.

Convert Users to a Different Type

To convert dynamic users into static users with signon privileges

1. Set the following fields to Y in the System Options Table (SMRT):
– Allow Dynamic Users
– Save Dynamic Users
– Optional Parameter 18

2. Have users at your site sign on to the product at their convenience. The users will be assigned user characteristics as
if they were dynamic users and these values will become their characteristics as static users. As soon as they sign on,
they become static users with signon privileges.

A user administrator can also use the Static User field in User Options to determine whether a user is static or dynamic.
This applies only to saved dynamic users.

WARNING
Remember to set Optional Parameter 18 to N after your users have become static to prevent spurious user IDs
from being stored in your administration file.

Saved Dynamic Users

Saved dynamic users have the following features:

• Like dynamic users, the profiles specified in the signon exit (and optionally determined through interaction with external
security) determine their session options.

• Unlike dynamic users, their user options are saved in the ADMIN2 database and can be modified by a user
administrator or through self-maintenance.

• When profiles for a user for which TPX maintains user customization are no longer authorized by the signon exit or
external security, those customizations are deleted at signon time. User IDs must be deleted manually.
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Allowing saved dynamic users at your site gives you the convenience of dynamic users with the additional benefit of being
able to administer them.

To allow saved dynamic users at your site, set the Save Dynamic Users option to Y in the System Options Table (SMRT).
With this option turned on, all users who sign on dynamically become saved dynamic users.

The Static User field in the User Options panel can be set by a user administrator to change a saved dynamic user into a
static user (or conversely). If a saved dynamic user becomes a static user, the profiles that were assigned when the user
signed on are recorded in the user record and will be the profiles of the user every time the user signs on. The profiles of
the user are no longer determined by the signon exit.

Write ACL/E Program
The product provides an automated conversation language (ACL/E) to help you automate and simplify information
exchanges between users and their applications. The ACL/E program provides input in place of the user during user-
application interactions.

For information on developing and using ACL/E programs, see ACL/E Programming.

For information on user interaction with applications through the product, see Using.

Set Up VSAM Sharing
You can set up the product to allow the VSAM administration data sets to be shared. This allows you to run multiple
regions and run batch administration while running the product online.

Implement a Signon and Signoff Exit
You can either use the default signon and signoff user exit, TPXUSNSF, which is distributed in the TPX.CB0VSRC, or use
a signon and signoff exit of your own. If you do not specify a signon and signoff exit, the product uses the default exit.

NOTE
For information about the signon and signoff user exit, see Programming.

MAIL and VIEW Files
The installation procedure included allocation for the MAIL and VIEW files, which are VSAM files used by TPX for the Mail
and View facilities.

If your site is not authorized to use the View facility or the MAIL facility, you do not need these files and can delete them.
However, the VIEW file includes sample session recordings for use with the Record/Playback feature of the View facility.
These sample recordings can be played back even if you are not authorized for View. The samples contain examples
demonstrating the use of some features.

Allocate the Trace File
The Trace file (DDNAME=XTRACE) is used when the TPXOPER TRACE DESTINATION (TR DEST) command is issued
with the external destination (EXT) option.

You must allocate the Trace file. A sample job for allocating and initializing the trace file is in hlq.CB0VJCL(TPXTRFMT).

For more information about the TRACE command, see TRACE command to Specify a Trace Destination.

Migration Information
This section describes considerations when migrating from a previous release of TPX.
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Migration from Releases Prior to Release 5.4
We recommend that you DO NOT have different versions of TPX accessing the
same VSAM files. This can have unpredictable results with the potential
for file corruption in the worst case scenario.

Coupling Facility System Managed Rebuild
If any TPX instances earlier than Release 5.4 are connected to the same coupling facility structure, the operating system
rejects a request to rebuild or alter the structure. The system-managed rebuild or alteration of the coupling facility
structure requires that all instances are at Release 5.4.

System-Managed Rebuild of the TPX List Structure

If the TPX list structure is lost while running the coupling facility, the product initiates a system-managed rebuild of the list
structure for the generic resource environment. The rebuild, which includes allocation of the list structure, occurs only if an
active coupling facility is available in the preference list that is common to all involved systems.

You must rebuild the TPX member list in the list structure for all members in the generic resource ring before you re-
enable sign-on for members.

Migration Checklist
Use this checklist when migrating to a new release of TPX:

• Use the file allocations from the new TPX as delivered.
• Make a backup of your old TPX VSAM files.
• Copy the TPX VSAM file backups into the new allocated VSAM files.
• Verify that LOADLIB is APF authorized.
• Run RESET INTEGRITY (refer to CB0VSRC library, member BATCHINI).
• Migrate any custom ACL/E programs to the new ACL/E library.
• Migrate any custom PANEL libraries to the new PANEL library.
• Reassemble all custom user exits against the new libraries.
• Modify the new TPX startup procedure to refer to tables from migrated files (for example, SMRT, ACT, and so on).
• Review new SMRT parameters:

a. Take screen prints of each SMRT panel in your existing release.
b. Create a new SMRT in the new release and take screen prints of these.
c. Compare both the SMRTs to identify new fields and their defaults.

If you apply no changes to the SMRT in the new release, the defaults will be in effect for any new fields introduced
since your existing release.

Note: As of r4, VSAM files are upwardly compatible and do not require conversion.

Installation Frequently Asked Questions
Q: What is the recommended dispatch level?

A: Set the dispatch level to below VTAM and the TN3270 Server, but higher than applications that TPX communicates
with (CICS, IMS, TSO, and so on), regardless of whether TPX is defined as a generic resource.

Q: Does a new service pack require that I reinstall the software?

A: No.
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Q: What are the requirements to enable system managed rebuild and the ALTER command for the Coupling
Facility structure used by TPX?

A: All instances of TPX connected to the structure must be Release 5.3 or Release 5.4. The operating system and
CFLEVEL must support this functionality.

Q: When signing on, I get message IENS008A (THE SECURITY SYSTEM IS INACTIVE), but RACF is active. What is
wrong?

A: TPX has called RACF to validate the user ID and password submitted during signon. An abend occurred in RACF
processing that was percolated up to TPX. TPX recovers from the abend and indicates the external security system
is unavailable. This condition should be reviewed. It is likely that the security file was locked at the time and normal
processing will resume when the condition is cleared. If it becomes necessary to obtain a dump of this condition, a SLIP
trap should be set for the appropriate abend code with the address spaces to be dumped.

Q: Do I need to code the new switch-in exit (TPXUSWIN)? TPX successfully refreshed the screen in my shop.

A: You do not need to code the exit. TPX will use the current methods (that is, those used in Release 5) to refresh the
screen image. The exit is intended for those applications that make heavy use of graphics and have the capability of
refreshing the screen image on their own.

Q: Qualified pass ticket works when my application is running on the same instance of the operating system as
TPX, but if I move it to another instance, the logons are rejected by the application. What did I do wrong?

A: The pass ticket profile in the external security system used for pass ticket generation and validation for any given
application must be identical. When security systems do not share the same security database, a mismatch can occur
resulting in a validation failure for a good ticket.

Q: Can TPX use qualified pass tickets when RACF is the security system on the operating system image on
which the target application resides?

A: Yes. To generate qualified pass tickets, TPX requires Top Secret or ACF2 to be the active security system on the
operating system image on which TPX is active. An appropriate pass ticket profile must be defined to the eTrust solution.
When the appropriate pass ticket profile is defined to RACF for an application, RACF can interpret a qualified pass ticket
generated by TPX in conjunction with one of the previous eTrust solutions.

Q: I already have a TN3270 Server from a vendor other than Broadcom. Can TPX communicate directly with that
server?

A: No. TPX can use standard VTAM LU0 or LU2 sessions to communicate with TN3270 servers from other vendors.

VSAM File Sharing Without L-Serv
This section describes VSAM file sharing managed directly by TPX and the required setup procedure.

How It Works
In TPX, the VSAM data sets are shared by setting VSAM share options to (4,3). ENQ/DEQ logic manages the sharing
process.

The ENQ uses a RESERVE to serialize access to the VSAM data sets. The qname of this ENQ is TPXMS. If the VSAM
data set is cataloged in an ICF catalog, the rname is the name of the data set. If the VSAM data set is not cataloged, the
rname is the data definition name, ADMIN1, ADMIN2, MAIL, NOTES, or VIEW. Testing has shown that converting the
RESERVE using a product such as MII is not necessary and increases the overhead associated with the cross-system
sharing process.

WARNING
The overhead associated with this serialization causes considerably higher I/O rates to the VSAM data sets.
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Sharing information about each VSAM data set is maintained in record zero of the data set (the key consists of 17 “0”s).
The VSAM shared information (VSI) for the Data and Index data sets is written to record zero to pass the information
cross-system. If any VSAM data set is restored or moved, the information in control record zero becomes inaccurate, so
it must be deleted. You can use batch administration to delete control record zero. For more information, see the Batch
Administration in the Administrating section.

If a VSAM data set is coded as DISP=SHR in the DD statement in the startup procedure, that data set will be shared.

Allow VSAM Sharing Without L-Serv
To allow VSAM sharing in your system

1. Set the VSAM share options on each VSAM data set to (4,3).
2. Specify DISP=SHR in the DD statement for any data set that is to be shared.
3. Re-evaluate your usage of the option Reserve ACB's at startup on the Performance Parameters panel in the System

Options Table (SMRT). If it is set to Y, startup will be slowed down significantly when VSAM sharing is used.
The option Reserve ACB's at startup causes the product to read the entire ADMIN2 data set, searching for user
records that have ACB names that are fully qualified (consist of eight characters and no masks). With VSAM sharing
this process is slow.
You must set this option to Y only if you have assigned users a fully qualified ACB name through User Administration.
If you have assigned users by using masking, the Reserve ACB's at startup option can be set to N.
If you must reserve specific ACBs for specific users, in most cases you can set up masking rules to accomplish this.
If you cannot use masking, using either the ACB Selection Exit or the OPENGATE feature can eliminate the need for
using the Reserve ACB's at startup option.

4. Authorize the load library on each system that TPX runs on.
5. Re-evaluate the placement of the VSAM data sets. You can move them to minimize the effects of the RESERVEs

used to serialize access to the data sets.

NOTE
Sharing is not possible for VM systems or non-authorized copies of this product. If you select sharing and do not
authorize TPX, an abend will occur.

VSAM File Sharing With L-Serv
This section briefly discusses L-Serv and explains how to customize TPX and L-Serv to allow L-Serv to manage TPX
VSAM files.

L-Serv Benefits
L-Serv is a master started task that provides standard services used by many Broadcom products.

L-Serv can simplify VSAM file sharing for different combinations of TPX on one or more z/OS systems. L-Serv can:

• Provide easier cross-system VSAM file sharing among multiple copies of TPX operating on different systems.
• Improve file security by establishing L-Serv as the only user that can access the VSAM files.
• Provide a log containing the key of each VSAM record that has been updated through L-Serv.
• Provide less disruptive backup and restore operations by allowing maintenance on individual VSAM files without taking

down TPX.

File Sharing With L-Serv
When using L-Serv, TPX accesses the VSAM files through the L-Serv file server component. Only L-Serv has direct
access to the files. It takes read and write requests from TPX and determines the correct VSAM file to access.
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Control record zero, which contains VSAM sharing information when L-Serv is not used, is deleted when the VSAM files
are opened for update.

L-Serv Cross-system Sharing

With L-Serv managing the files, you can share VSAM files across systems, even when shared DASD is not available. In
this case, L-Serv must exist on each system with the communications server providing cross-system communication.

A single L-Serv, defined as the host, manages the VSAM files, while the other L-Servs are defined as remote, as in the
following illustration:

NOTE
If your site is using one L-Serv on one system, the L-Serv must be defined as local.
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If L-Serv Becomes Unavailable

TPX will detect when L-Serv or any of the files managed by L-Serv cannot be accessed. TPX will mark the affected files
as unavailable and periodically attempt to access them.

The period between attempts is the L-Serv Recovery Retry Interval. The default interval is 120 seconds. You can set the
interval in the System Options Table (SMRT) after TPX has been installed and started.

When the files become available, the TPX accesses them and marks them available.

You can determine the status of the VSAM files by issuing the D FILES command in a TPXOPER session.

How to Customize TPX
This section explains how to customize the TPX startup procedure to allow VSAM file sharing with L-Serv.

Omit DD Statements

If you want TPX to access a VSAM file through L-Serv, omit the DD statement for that file from the TPX startup procedure.

Identify L-Serv to TPX

TPX must recognize the L-Serv subsystem name to establish communication. To identify the subsystem name to the
product, place the following statement in the startup procedure:

//SSN$name DD DUMMY

The default subsystem name is LSRV. The subsystem name is assigned to L-Serv when L-Serv is installed.

Specify the DDname Prefix

You must specify a DD statement in the startup procedure to specify the L-Serv ddname prefix. The prefix is a four-letter
code. The VSAM files are defined to L-Serv with the same prefix. L-Serv allows TPX to access files with the matching
prefix. Different copies of TPX can use different prefixes, which allows L-Serv to control the sharing of different file sets
concurrently.

Place the following statement in the startup procedure to define the prefix:

//DDN$prefix DD DUMMY

By specifying the same prefix in the startup procedure of another TPX, both copies will share the same VSAM files.

Specify the ICSN

You can include an ICSN= statement in the JCL EXEC parameters indicating the intercommunications system name of
TPX. L-Serv uses this name to identify this copy.

The default ICSN is the started-task name.

How to Customize L-Serv for TPX
This section explains how to customize L-Serv to manage the TPX VSAM files.

You must modify the startup procedure to specify which files are being managed by which L-Serv.

Also, you must structure the L-Serv parameter data sets, which contain members that provide operating values to L-Serv
and issue L-Serv commands.
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Specify the Files L-Serv Manages

You must specify to L-Serv the VSAM files it is managing.

Use the ddname prefix, as described in Specify the DDname Prefix, to identify which files will be accessed by each TPX
instance.

For example, use the following ddnames for the VSAM files if you are using the ddname prefix TPXV:

TPXVADM1

TPXVADM2

TPXVNOTE

TPXVMAIL

TPXVVIEW

When using L-Serv to manage file sharing, you must ensure that L-Serv is the only address space with update access to
the files. To ensure adequate protection, you must carry out the tasks described in the following paragraphs.

Specify the Disposition and Share Options

To ensure adequate protection for the files, you must carry out the following tasks:

• Set the VSAM share options for managed files to (1,3) or (2,3). This takes advantage of L-Serv performance
advantages and is required to ensure restricted access to the managed files.

• Set the VSAM option for managed files to REUSE.
• Set the disposition of managed files to DISP=OLD in the L-Serv startup procedure.

To do this, override the default (DISP=SHR) using the following steps:
a. Code a DD statement explicitly for the file in the L-Serv startup JCL.
b. Code the ADDFILE command for the file with the ddname but without the data set name.
Unless you perform these steps, the ADDFILE command will allocate the file with DISP=SHR, and the file can be
exposed to unauthorized updates.

When a file is allocated with DISP=OLD, it cannot be browsed online while under L-Serv management, and the L-Serv
IFSYS command cannot be used to run multiple copies of L-Serv with the same initialization commands and startup
procedures. Using the IFSYS command in this manner would cause the multiple copies of L-Serv to attempt to allocate
the same files with DISP=OLD.

Propagate ENQs

The following ENQs must be propagated across all systems that share the DASD on which the managed files reside:

• The LSERVDSN ENQ. This is issued by L-Serv against a VSAM file when the file is placed under L-Serv management
with an ADDFILE command. This ENQ is used to determine whether L-Serv is managing the file.

• The SYSVSAM ENQ. This is issued by VSAM when a VSAM OPEN takes place. Share options of (1,3) or (2,3) use
this ENQ to restrict update access to the file.

• The SYSDSN ENQ. This is issued by z/OS when an OPEN takes place against a data set that is coded DISP=OLD.

You can use a product that propagates ENQ requests globally, such as MII Data Sharing. Your site probably already has
methods to propagate the SYSVSAM and SYSDSN ENQs.

Use Private Buffer Pools

We recommend that you use private buffer pools. Private buffer pools are used by default-you do not have to specifically
assign files to them. Do not use local shared resource (LSR) buffer pools.
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Sample Members

The CB0VJCL data set includes the following members that pertain to L-Serv:

LSVTPX
L-Serv startup commands for L-Serv managed access to all VSAM files for the component of TPX.

LSVNVIMG
L-Serv log messages indicating the beginning and end of sessions with L-Serv.

Installation Checklist
The following tables provide a checklist for installing and customizing the L-Serv and the TPX components:

General Completed
VSAM files that are managed by L-Serv are managed by a single
L-Serv.

Yes/No

Each VSAM file is accessed through L-Serv or directly by TPX, but
not both.

Yes/No

Implement a security package to restrict access to the VSAM files. Yes/No
Ensure that the LSERVDSN, SYSVSAM, and SYSDSN ENQs are
propagated as necessary.

Yes/No

L-Serv Installation Completed
L-Serv startup parameters match those in sample L-Serv startup
members, after any required customization for your site.

Yes/No

The L-Serv that is managing the product files is defined as host if
you are cross-system sharing or local if you are not.

Yes/No

All L-Servs defined as remote have the same z/OS subsystem
name as the host L-Serv

Yes/No

The L-Serv file server is active on each L-Serv system. Yes/No
If your site is performing file sharing with more than one L-Serv,
the L-Serv communications server is active on each L-Serv
system.

Yes/No

Each L-Serv communication server has the correct VTAM applid. Yes/No
All VSAM files that are managed by L-Serv have VSAM sharing
options of (1,3) or (2,3).

Yes/No

An ADDFILE command is present for each file that L-Serv is
managing.

Yes/No

Each file that L-Serv is managing has a DD statement specifying
DISP=OLD in the startup procedure of the local or host L-Serv.

Yes/No

TPX Startup Procedure Completed
The L-Serv subsystem name specified in the startup procedure
matches that of the L-Serv system with which the product must
communicate.

Yes/No

The ddname prefix specified in the startup procedure matches that
used in the L-Serv ADDFILE commands.

Yes/No

A DD statement is present for each VSAM file that is to be
accessed directly by TPX

Yes/No
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.The Intercommunications System Name (ICSN), which identifies
each component to L-Serv, is correct.

Yes/No

APPL Statements
This section describes the APPL statements contained in the TPXAPPL member.

Primary APPL Statement
This is the primary APPL statement:

TPX APPL AUTH=(ACQ,PASS),MODETAB=TPXLGMOD. . .

This statement identifies a primary logical unit (PLU) named TPX. A PLU is the application that your 3270-type terminals
communicate with directly. Each product installed at your site must have a different name on its primary APPL statement.

Rebind APPL Statement
This is the rebind APPL statement:

TPXRBIND APPL AUTH=(ACQ,PASS),MODETAB=TPXLGMOD. . .

This statement identifies an ACB that the product uses to perform a rebind function that has been specified either by a
user exit or by a terminal options table parameter. Using an extra ACB for the rebind process allows the product to rebind
to connections that disconnect immediately upon receiving an UNBIND (such as TCP/IP connections).

APPL Statements for Shared Virtual Terminals
This is the APPL statements for shared virtual terminals:

TPXSHARE APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=T3278M2. . .

This statement identifies a parallel secondary logical unit (SLU) named TPXSHARE. It can be used for applications such
as TSO that can communicate with many different users who share one virtual terminal.

NOTE
This statement is not used in PASS mode.

If the product is connecting to an application using its VTAM generic name, the TPXSHARE APPL should not be used.
VTAM routes all sessions with a particular generic resource to the same instance of that application. We recommend that
you use Group Virtual terminals as defined next.

APPL Statements for Group Virtual Terminals

These are the APPL statements for group virtual terminals:

TPXGR001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2. . .

TPXGR002 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2. . .

 .

 .

 .

TPXGR020 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD5,DLOGMOD=T3278M5. . .

These statements identify the virtual terminals TPXGR001 through TPXGR020, each of which is an identical, non-parallel
SLU. The product uses these statements for applications such as IMS and CICS, which can have many different users but
permit only limited sharing of virtual terminals. With these applications, a virtual terminal can establish only one session
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with a particular application (for example, CICS). However, that virtual terminal can be shared by a group of users, as long
as the users are accessing different applications through that terminal.

NOTE
These statements are not used in PASS mode.

APPL Statements for Unique Virtual Terminals

These are the APPL statements for unique virtual terminals:

TPXUN001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2. . .

TPXUN002 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2. . . . . .

 .

 .

 .

TPXUN020 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M5. . .

These statements identify the virtual terminals TPXUN001 through TPXUN020. Each of these can support a single
session between one user and one application; it cannot be shared among several applications or users.

Any application that is not predefined in the Application Characteristics Table (ACT) must use one of these virtual
terminals exclusively.

NOTE
These statements are not used in PASS mode.

WARNING
If you access the IBM Information Network, you must make your virtual terminal LU names unique for your site.

APPL Statements for Application Passthrough Printing

These are the APPL statements for application passthrough printing:

TPXAP001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=PLU1TPX. . .

TPXAP002 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=PLU3M2. . .

 .

 .

 .

TPXAP006 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=PLU0M2. . .

These statements identify the virtual printers TPXAP001 through TPXAP006, used for Application Passthrough Printer
Support (APPL PPS). For APPL PPS, you associate a pool of real printers with a virtual printer.

APPL Statements for User Passthrough Printing

These are the APPL statements for user passthrough printings:

TPXUP001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=PLU1TPX. . .

TPXUP002 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=PLU3M2. . .

 .

 .

 .

TPXUP006 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD5,DLOGMOD=PLU0M2. . .

These statements identify the virtual printers TPXUP001 through TPXUP006. The product uses these statements for User
Passthrough Printer Support (USER PPS). For USER PPS, you associate a virtual printer with the virtual terminal from
which the user requested a print function.
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Data Set Name Changes
This following table lists the data set name changes in TPX releases:

New Name (5.3 and 5.4) Old Name (5.2 and earlier) RELFILE Description
CB0VDATV N/A CB0V540.F6 Unloaded VSAM files
CB0VJCL INSTALL CB0V540.F4 Post installation jobs and

samples
CB0VLOAD LOADLIB CB0V540.F1 The distributed object modules
CB0VMAC GENLIB CB0V540.F2 TPX macros available for user

exits
CB0VPDAN PANELDA CB0V544.F1 HDA… & TDA… panels
CB0VPDES PANELSG CB0V54D.F1 HSG… & TSG… panels
CB0VPDEU PANELGE CB0V548.F1 HGE… & TGE… panels
CB0VPENP PANELUP CB0V54G.F1 HUP… & TUP… panels
CB0VPENU PANELEN/PANELCU CB0V541.F1 HCU… , HEN… , TCU… &

TEN… panels
CB0VPESP PANELSP CB0V54E.F1 HSP… & TSP… panels
CB0VPFIN PANELFI CB0V546.F1 HFI… & TFI… panels
CB0VPFRA PANELFR CB0V547.F1 HFR… & TFR… panels
CB0VPFRB PANELBF CB0V542.F1 HBF… & TBF… panels
CB0VPFRS PANELSF CB0V54C.F1 HSF… & TSF… panels
CB0VPITA PANELIT CB0V549.F1 HIT… & TIT… panels
CB0VPJPN PANELJP CB0V54A.F1 HKA… & TKA… panels
CB0VPNLD PANELDU CB0V545.F1 HDU… & TDU… panels
CB0VPNOR PANELNO CB0V54B.F1 HNO… & TNO… panels
CB0VPPTB PANELBP CB0V543.F1 HBP… & TBP… panels
CB0VPSVE PANELSW CB0V54F.F1 HSW… & TSW… panels
CB0VSCRI ACLLIB CB0V540.F3 Supplied ACL/E scripts
CB0VSRC SAMPLIB CB0V540.F5 Sample exits and more
SAMPJCL N/A SAMPJCL Jobs to install the product
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Administrating
This section contains information for customizing and maintaining this product.

General Administration
This section describes the general administration roles and tasks that can be performed by TPX administrators.

General Administration Introduction
This section discusses the types administrative authority and the administration of STX.

Types of Administrative Authority
The administration structure allows administrators to maintain system, application, and user options that govern how this
product operates in a given environment. This administration can be distributed among several administrators who each
have a different area of responsibility, or it can be assigned to a single person.

Regardless of the number of administrators you define for your site, this product recognizes four types of administrative
authority:

• Master administrator
• User administrator
• System administrator
• Operator administrator

NOTE
You can perform many of the administration tasks described in this section using batch processing. For more
information, see Batch Administration .

Administration of STX
Administration of STX section describes how to perform online administration for STX r4. TPX and STX share a common
administration structure.

Parts of This Section
General Administration section is divided into four "parts." Each part shows how to perform the tasks for one of the four
types of administration, as follows:

Master Administration

This part shows you how to distribute administration responsibilities by defining other administrators. Administration is
usually distributed among a number of administrators who each have a different area of responsibility. Some sites assign
all duties to a single person.

User Administration

This part shows you how to define and modify user characteristics, and how to define profiles to simplify user definition
and maintenance. You can also limit the amount of control that the users have over their options.
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System Administration

This part shows you how to define system characteristics such as performance, storage, and operational parameters.
It also shows you how to define default user and application characteristics. Special system customization tasks are
discussed in Programming  and System and Application Characteristics for STX.

Operator Administration

This part shows you how to define and maintain the TPXOPER command class tables. The TPXOPER command class
tables determine which commands an operator can execute in a TPXOPER session to display performance data and
other information about users, sessions, and terminals. The TPXOPER command classes that you create are assigned to
users by a user administrator.

Introduction to Master Administration
Setting up TPX administration for your site involves customizing the operation of this product and defining users. Before
you customize the product for your site, you will want to carefully consider the needs of your site and your users. Review
this section to understand the tasks involved.

Administration Structure
As you set up administration, you (and possibly other administrators) will perform these tasks:

• Define administrators
• Define system options and applications
• Define users
• Define operator capabilities

Your Role as the Master Administrator

Your responsibility as a master administrator is to define administrators, usually several who each have a different area of
responsibility. You can, however, assign all responsibility to one person.

How Online Administration is Organized

Online administration is organized as follows. An administrator's authority determines which options the administrator can
access and update.
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Types of Administrative Authority

Regardless of the number of administrators you define for your site, TPX recognizes four types of administrative authority.
Each class of administrator can be assigned authority for this product.

Master Administrator
Assigns responsibilities to other administrators. The head security officer usually holds this responsibility.

System Administrator
Defines system options and defaults. Members of technical services or systems programming groups usually hold this
responsibility.

Operator Administrator
Defines tables to limit the operator commands a user can issue. The manager of computer operations usually holds this
responsibility. This class applies to TPX only.

User Administrator
Defines user IDs and specifies options for a user or group of users. Department heads usually hold this responsibility.

User Administration Distribution
If you have a large number of users that have different needs for TPX, you may want to divide these users into groups.
The TPX software allows you to define multiple user groups so you can distribute the responsibility for user administration
between two or more user administrators.

Define a User Group

You define a user group by giving a user administrator the authority to administer the group as shown in Authorizing a
User to Administrate a Group in the section "Defining Administrators." A newly defined group has no users. The user
administrator adds users to the group by defining each user and entering the name of the group in the Group name field
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in user or profile maintenance, as described in Adding or Modifying a User in the section "Performing User Maintenance."
A user administrator can have authority to administer more than one group. Also, a group can have more than one user
administrator. However, the simplest and most practical setup is to have one group per user administrator and one user
administrator per group.

Administrator Authority

A user administrator can have TPX authority. This authority, assigned when you define the user administrator, determines
which parameters and sessions the user administrator can modify.

You can have more than one master administrator for a single system. Only master administrators can authorize a user
administrator to administer a group. Also, master administrators can only define a user administrator for a group that they
have the authority to administer. So before a master administrator can define a group for a user administrator, the group
must be defined for the master administrator's own user ID.

Examples

For sample scenarios, see the following sections:

• Single Master Administrator Example
• Multiple Master Administrator Example

WARNING
If you give a master administrator authority to perform user administration on the group the administrator
belongs to, this person can then become the administrator for all groups. The administrator is able to change the
options for any user (including yourself).

At least one master administrator needs this capability, but it is unlikely that you want more than a small number of master
administrators to have authority over all users.

Pre-Existing Master Administrator IDs

The administration facility comes with a pre-existing ID that has master administrator authority. The ID is TPXADMIN.

After you establish master administrators for your site, you can delete the ID to ensure security. See Deleting an
Administrator ID in the section "Defining Administrators."

Single Master Administrator Example
You have been appointed as the master administrator for a system and decide to distribute the administration
responsibility. You want to assign one master administrator and a separate user administrator for each of the three major
departments: Sales, Development, and Technical Support. Each of these user administrators will have authority for TPX.
The following is an example of the procedure you would use:

1. Sign on as TPXADMIN and define the user ID that you will use as the master administrator as described in the section
"Defining Administrators."

2. Sign off and then sign on with the master administrator ID you just defined.
3. Define a system administrator as described in the section "Defining Administrators."
4. Define an operator administrator as described in the section "Defining Administrators."
5. Authorize yourself to administer the groups: SALESGRP, DEVOGRP, and TECHGRP as described in Authorizing a

User to Administrate a Group in the section "Defining Administrators." Authorize yourself for TPX.

NOTE
You must be authorized to administer a group before you can authorize a user administrator to administer
that group.

6. Define a user ID for the user administrator of each group, and authorize them to administer the group as described in
Authorizing a User to Administrate a Group in the section "Defining Administrators." Authorize each user ID for TPX.
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At this point, the system and operator administrators can begin to perform their responsibilities. The user administrators
can begin to add users and profiles to the groups that you have authorized them to administer.

The following diagram shows administration with a single master administrator and multiple user administrators:

Multiple Master Administrator Example
You have been appointed as the master administrator for a system and decide to distribute the administration
responsibility. You want to assign a separate master administrator for each division and allow those master administrators
to create their own groups and user administrators. The three divisions in the company are the Software Development
Division, the Hardware Development Division, and the Headquarters Division.

1. Sign on as TPXADMIN and define the user ID that you will use as the master administrator as described in the section
"Defining Administrators."

2. Sign off and then sign on with the master administrator ID you defined.
3. Define a system administrator as described in the section "Defining Administrators."
4. Define an operator administrator as described in the section "Defining Administrators." Authorize yourself to administer

the groups: HARDDIV, SOFTDIV, and HEADDIV as described in Authorizing a User to Administrate a Group in the
section "Defining Administrators." Give yourself authority over TPX.
Note: You must be authorized to administer a group before you can authorize a user administrator to administer the
group.

5. Define a user ID for the master administrator of each division as described in the section "Defining Administrators,"
and authorize each of them to administer the appropriate group as described in the section Authorizing a User to
Administrate a Group. Give each master administrator authority over TPX.

At this point, the system and operator administrators can begin to perform their responsibilities. The master administrators
for the divisions can begin to add user administrators and groups for their divisions.

The following diagram shows administration with multiple master administrators:
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Defining Administrators
This section shows you how to define TPX administrators, and how to authorize master administrators and user
administrators to administer user groups.

How to Define and Add User ID for Administrator
As a master administrator, it is your responsibility to assign various administrative duties to the other administrators. The
procedure in this topic shows you how to add a user ID for an administrator.

If you are defining a master or user administrator, you must complete the procedure in Authorizing a User to Administrate
a Group.

When this product is first installed, an unsecured user ID of TPXADMIN is provided for you, which you use to perform
the initial setup of your system. To make sure that other users cannot perform master administration tasks, use the
TPXADMIN user ID to set up your own secure master administrator ID and then delete the TPXADMIN user ID as
described in Delete an Administrator ID.

Update a User Who Has an Active TPXADMIN Session

If you update the administrative authority of a user, and that user currently has an active TPXADMIN session, that user
should:

• End the TPXADMIN session.
• Sign off and then sign back on to TPX.

This ensures that the update becomes effective.

Define an Administrator ID

To define an administrator ID for yourself or another user

1. Sign on to TPX with an ID that has master administrator authority (TPXADMIN or your own master administrator ID).
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2. Select option 1, TPX User/Group Maintenance, from the TPX Administration Menu.
The TPX User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

3. Select option 3, User Maintenance.
A panel, which is shown in step 4, displays and asks you to select the user ID that you want to administer.

4. Type the user ID that you want to add or modify in the space to the right of the prompt and press Enter. If you do not
know the user ID, type an asterisk (*) to the right of the prompt or specify a mask and press Enter.

WARNING
Issuing an asterisk (*) operand in the User Maintenance field to search all user records in the VSAM tables
can cause system and storage-related problems. This command causes TPX to search every record in the
TPX database and can cause performance degradation on large complexes. If you know that a userid begins
with the characters ‘USR’, then you can list all users that begin with USR by typing USR* and pressing Enter.

The options menu for user maintenance is displayed.
In this panel, the administrator is adding a user ID of MASTADM1.

NOTE
When specifying a new user ID, do not use the hyphen character (-) within the user ID. The hyphen is not a
valid character.

                   TPX User Maintenance 

                                               Panelid - TEN0196 

 Command ===>                                  Userid  - MASTADM 

                                               Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                               Date    - 03/14/03

                                               Time    - 07:35:49

    Enter Userid to administer or '*' for list ===> MASTADM1

    Record Count Limit ===>

5. Select option 6, Maintain Administrator Capabilities, by typing 6 at the command prompt and pressing Enter.
The following TPX User Maintenance panel is displayed.
                  TPX User Maintenance 

                                               Panelid  - TEN0118

Select Option ===>                             Userid   - USER01

                                               Terminal - D90M32

   Userid: MASTADM1  <New>                     Date     - 01/11/03

                                               Time     - 12:03:34

 1 TPX User Options 

 2 TPX Session Options 

 3 STX User Options 

 4 STX Session Options 

 5 Maintain List of Profiles 

 6 Maintain Administrator Capabilities 

 7 Maintain TPX View Capabilities 

6. At this point, you can assign one or more of the various administrative duties to the user as described here:
Master Administrator

To define a master administrator, type a Y in the Master Administrator field for one or both components. Also, you
must add groups to the administrator's list of groups (as described in Authorizing a User to Administrate a Group),
since a master administrator must have authority to administer a group.

System Administrator
To define a system administrator, type a Y in the System Administrator field for one or both components.

Operator Administrator
To define an operator administrator, type a Y in the Operator Administrator field.
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User Administrator
To define a user administrator, type a Y in the User Administrator field for one or both components. You must also
add one or more groups to the administrator's list of groups as described in Authorizing a User to Administrate a
Group in this section.

In the following panel, the administrator is giving user administrator authority to a user ID of USRADM1.
                  TPX User Maintenance 

                                                        Panelid - TEN0169

   Command ===>                                         Userid  - USER01 

                                                        Termid  - D90M34 

   Userid: USRADM1                                      Date    - 01/11/03

                                                        Time    - 13:33:19

  TPX User Administrator:            STX User Administrator:   

  TPX Master Administrator:          STX Master Administrator:

  TPX System Administrator:          STX System Administrator:

  TPX Operator Administrator:

   Groups this User Administrator can modify:

 ******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

7. Press PF3 three times when you have finished assigning administration authority to the user.

Authorize Group Administration
If you update the administrative authority of a user, and that user currently has an active TPXADMIN session, that user
should:

• End the TPXADMIN session.
• Sign off and then sign back on to TPX.

This will ensure that the update becomes effective.

Add a Group

When you define a master or user administrator, you must specify at least one group in the list of groups that the user can
administer.

To add a group to the list of the groups

1. Access the TPX User Maintenance panel as described in How to Define and Add User ID for Administrator. You can
add groups to a new user ID or existing user ID.

2. Select Sessid of TPXADMIN.
3. If there are no groups listed for the administrator, use the Tab key (→) to move the cursor next to the heading "Groups

this User Administrator can modify," type I, and press Enter, as shown in the following.
A blank line will be inserted in the list of the user's groups, and the cursor will be moved to the blank line.
If there is already at least one group in the user's list of groups, you can type the I to the left of the existing group
name.
                     TPX User Maintenance 

                                                        Panelid - TEN0169

   Command ===>                                         Userid  - USER01 

                                                        Termid  - D90M34 

   Userid: USRADM1                                      Date    - 01/11/03

                                                        Time    - 13:33:19

  TPX User Administrator:           STX User Administrator:   

  TPX Master Administrator:         STX Master Administrator:

  TPX System Administrator:         STX System Administrator:
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  TPX Operator Administrator:

 I Groups this User Administrator can modify: 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

4. Type the name of group you want the user to administer on the blank line. In the following panel, the administrator is
adding TPXGROUP to the list of groups.
Group Name Requirements -- The group that you specify must be a group that you already have the authority to
administer. If you are using the TPXADMIN user ID to set up a master administrator ID for yourself, type TPXGROUP
on the blank line.
When specifying a new group, do not use the hyphen character (-) within the group name. It is not a valid character.
                      TPX User Maintenance 

                                                        Panelid - TEN0169

   Command ===>                                         Userid  - USER01 

                                                        Termid  - D90M34 

   Userid: USRADM1                                      Date    - 01/11/03

                                                        Time    - 13:33:19

  TPX User Administrator:            STX User Administrator: Y 

  TPX Master Administrator:          STX Master Administrator:

  TPX System Administrator:          STX System Administrator:

  TPX Operator Administrator:

   Groups this User Administrator can modify:

    TPXGROUP

  ******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

5. If you want to add another group to the list, repeat steps 2 through 4.
6. When you have finished adding groups, press PF3 three times to display the Administration Menu.g

Delete Administrator ID
WARNING
The TPXADMIN user ID supplied with TPX is unsecured. Place the TPXADMIN user ID under the control of your
z/OS security system. Do not delete this ID because it is your emergency TPX Administration ID.

Also, designate your user ID and other user IDs as master, system, operator, and user administrators, and
remove NONE as the security system specified for the ID.

To delete an administrator ID

1. Select option 1, User/Group Maintenance, from the Administration Menu. The User/Group Administration Menu is
displayed.

2. Select option 3, User Maintenance.
A panel appears that asks you to select the user ID that you want to administer.
                   TPX User Maintenance 

                                                Panelid - TEN0196

 Command ===>                                   Userid  - MASTADM

                                                Termid  - DXAP59B

                                                Date    - 03/14/03

                                                Time    - 07:35:49

   Enter Userid to administer or '*' for list ===> ?

   Record Count Limit ===>

3. Type an asterisk (*) in the space to the right of the prompt or specify a mask and press Enter, as shown.
A list of the user IDs that you can administer is displayed, as shown in step 5.

4. Use the Tab key (→) to move the cursor to the space to the left of the user ID you want to delete. If the user ID you
want to delete is not displayed on the panel, use PF8 to scroll forward through the list of user IDs.

5. Type a D to the left of the user ID and press Enter. A message appears asking you to confirm the deletion request.
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In the following panel, the administrator is deleting a user ID of TPXADMIN.
                    TPX User Maintenance 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0129 

 Command ===>                                            Userid  - MASTADM 

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                         Date    - 03/14/03

   Userid           Last-updated by Userid               Time    - 07:35:54

   MASTADM1         03/03/03 12:09:43 TPXADMIN 

   OPERADM1         03/06/03 13:59:17 MASTADM1 

   USRADM1          03/03/03 12:14:05 MASTADM1 

 D TPXADMIN         03/03/03 12:13:34 TPXADMIN 

   USERADM1         03/03/03 12:12:40 MASTADM1 

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

6. Do one of the following actions:
– To confirm the deletion, press PF3 or type END and press Enter. If you confirm the deletion, TPX displays the list of

user IDs, and the user ID you deleted will no longer be listed.
– To cancel the deletion, type CANCEL and press Enter.

7. Press PF3 to display the User/Group Administration Menu.

NOTE
You can also delete user IDs from the options menu for user maintenance (TEN0118). To go to the confirmation
of deletion panel, simply type DELETE at the command line of the options menu and press Enter.

Introduction to User Administration
This section discusses the user administrator role and includes procedures and examples for updating user profiles.

User Administrator Role
Your responsibility as a user administrator is to ensure that this product meets the needs of the users in your group. You
can also limit the amount of control that the users have over their options.

Online Tutorial
An online tutorial demonstrating the basic tasks required for user administration is available. The tutorial is available as a
recorded session in the Record/Playback feature of the View facility.

To run the tutorial

1. Activate the TPXVIEW session.
2. Enter the Record/Playback feature.
3. Select the recorded session Tutorial--User Admin. For easiest review of the tutorial, specify the manual playback mode

(M). This mode allows you to control the pace by pressing Enter to display the next screen update.

How To Determine User and Session Characteristics
You control user and application session characteristics by assigning values to profile and user definitions. Profiles
define characteristics that can be assigned to several users. When you assign a user to a profile, the user has the same
characteristics as other users assigned to that profile. User definitions define characteristics for an individual user only.
You can also control which of the user definition values the users can change themselves.
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How These Characteristics Are Merged at Signon

When a user signs on to this product, options are determined by merging the values for these fields from the system,
application (for session characteristics only), profile, and user levels.

User Characteristics

This product gathers the values for the user parameters in the following order:

1. At the system level, the product gets the system default values from the SMRT and STXT tables. These values apply
to all users.

2. At the profile level, the product gets the profile default values from whatever profiles are assigned to the user. If more
than one profile is assigned to the user, values from the first appropriate profile are used. Some values are defined at
both the system level and profile level. If a profile value is different from the system value, the profile value overrides
the system value.

3. At the user level, the product gets the user values assigned to the user by a user administrator or by the user during
self-maintenance. If a user value is different than a value set at the profile or system level, the user value overrides the
other values.

Summary of Process
This illustration summarizes the merge process for user characteristics.

Session Characteristics

This product gathers the values for application session characteristics in the following order:

1. At the system level, the product gets the system default values from the SMRT and STXT tables. These values apply
to all users.

2. At the application level, the product gets the application default values that are defined for the particular application in
the application characteristics table (the ACT for TPX). These values apply to all users using this application.

3. At the profile level, the product gets the profile session default values from whatever profiles are assigned to the user.
If more than one profile session with the same ID is assigned to the user, values from the first profile are used, but can
be overridden by values from subsequent profiles. Some values are defined at both the system level and profile level.
If a profile value is different from the system value, the profile value overrides the system value.

4. At the user level, the product gets the user values assigned to the user by a user administrator or by the user during
self-maintenance. If a user value is different than a value set at the profile or system level, the user value overrides the
other values.

Summary of Process
The following illustration summarizes the merge process for session characteristics.
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Fields With System Defaults

The following fields have system (SMRT) defaults:

• ACCESS=PASS
• Timeout

The following fields have system (STXT) defaults:

• ACIPATH
• Allow spool to data set
• Emulation Journaling
• Group Name
• Journal Allocation Blocks
• Screen Presentation Modes
• Self Update Class
• Spool Destination Unit
• Startup Application Name
• Timeout Interval
• Timeout Terminal

Fields With Application Defaults

The following fields have application (ACT) defaults:

• Modent Name
• Sesskey
• Startup ACL
• Term ACL
• Timeout min.

The following fields have application (NPT) defaults:

• Screen Presentation Width
• Uppercase Conversion
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Administration Group Plan
This section helps you to plan what kinds of characteristics and capabilities you want your users to have.

Before you begin defining users and profiles, take some time to determine the needs of the users in your group. While this
section does not cover all options that you can specify for profiles and users, it does discuss the most important ones. You
can get a description for any field on the panels by moving the cursor to the field and pressing PF1.

As a user administrator, you can be assigned TPX authority. This authority determines the parameters that you can
change in the user group you administer.

User IDs and Security

Your company has probably already established user IDs for you and the users in your group. The software allows you
to define users to the product with the same user IDs they already use. You should also determine what type of security
system manages security when the user signs on to the product. If your site already uses RACF, ACF2 Security, Top
Secret Security, or SAF for system security, you can make TPX use the same security system.

You can use the product's own security system to manage security. With this security, users determine their own
passwords, and the software encrypts and stores them in the TPX ADMIN2 data set. You can also allow a user-defined
exit routine to provide protection. See the system administrator at your site about setting up user exits.

If you like, you can specify that users do not have to enter a password when they sign on to the product.

Signon Panels for Passwords and Password Phrases
TPX provides two sets of English signon panels:

• TEN0003 - Userid and traditional password signons.
• TEN1003 - Userid and password, password phrase, or passcode signons.

A TPX site administrator configures the signon panel by updating the Default LOGO: field on the User Signon
panel on the TPX System Options Table Detail Panel (Panel TEN0108).
The TEN1003 panel allows users at customer sites to sign on to TPX utilizing password phrases or passcodes.
The TEN1003 panel requires sites to be use either ACF2, Top Secret or RACF security systems.
ACF2 sites have to do the following procedures to use password phrases and the TEN1003 Panel:
ACF2 R15 (Z/OS) and ACF2 R14 (Z/OS) sites must apply ACF2 APAR RO38461 before attempting to use the
TPX Password Phrase interface.

• Use SAMPJ job ACF2PWPH (from the CB0VJCL file) to install ACF2 SAMT entries into the ADMIN1 VSAM
file.

• Set Y in the field Allow Lower Case Pswds: on the TEN0090 panel
• Set the size to 208 bytes for Slot Pool 5 for above the line storage on the TEN0103 panel.
• Set field Default LOGO to TEN1003 on the TEN0108 panel

The Top Secret sites have to do the following procedures to use Password Phrases and the TEN1003 Panel:
Set Y in the field Allow Lower Case Pswds: on the TEN0090 panel.

• Set the size to 208 bytes for Slot Pool 5 for above the line storage on the TEN0103 panel.
• Set field Default LOGO to TEN1003 on the TEN0108 panel

The RACF sites must configure TPX to use the SAF security not RACF.
The RACF sites have to do the following procedures to use Password Phrases and the TEN1003 Panel:
Set Parameter Security System: to SAF on the TEN0090 panel.

• Set Y in the field Allow Lower Case Pswds: on the TEN0090 panel.
• Set the size to 208 bytes for Slot Pool 5 for above the line storage on the TEN0103 panel.
• Set field Default LOGO to TEN1003 on the TEN0108 panel

For more information on the TEN0003 and TEN1003 Signon Panels, see section in Programming.
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Key Assignments

You can determine what keys users press to display the Menu, switch sessions, and print a screen image. The keys that
you assign should be keys that are rarely or never used in the application sessions that the users access.

Command Classes

You can determine what commands users can issue by constructing command class tables. For example, if you do not
want your users to be able to send messages using Mailbox, you can construct a command class that does not allow
sending messages and assign the users to that command class. The section Maintaining Command and SelfMaintenance
Class Tables shows you how to restrict users from issuing commands.

Update Classes

You can allow the users in your group to change some of the values in their user definitions and session definitions
themselves. This product allows you to specify what values the users can customize themselves using User Self-
Maintenance Update Classes. The section Maintaining Command and SelfMaintenance Class Tables shows you how to
limit the user definition values that users can customize.

Timing Out Idle Terminals

You can cause this product to automatically take some action when a terminal has been idle for a period of time. For
example, you can tell the software to sign a user off if the terminal is idle for 60 minutes. Timing out idle terminals is
especially useful for economic or security reasons when users forget to log off from their terminals when they are away for
long periods of time.

Access to Applications

TPX allows the system administrator to define one of three levels of access for all applications:

• MULTIPLE access allows users to activate more than one application at a time.
• SINGLE access allows users to sign on to only one application, but still have access to other functions.
• PASS access passes control of the terminal to the application and a user cannot access the software while the session

is active. You can use PASS for file transfers.

You can further limit your users' access to their sessions, but you cannot increase it. For example, if the system
administrator has defined MULTIPLE access, you can limit your users' access to SINGLE or PASS. If the system default
is SINGLE access, you can limit your users' access to PASS, but cannot increase it to MULTIPLE. If the system default is
PASS, you cannot modify your users' access to their sessions.

Other Features

This product allows you to indicate how many sessions the user can have active at one time, to what printer the user's
TPX output goes, and whether the user's sessions are inactivated when the user signs off. You can also force the user
directly to Mailbox at signon if there is new mail.

If you like, you can also specify a virtual terminal or group of virtual terminals that should be used for the users, and
whether the same virtual terminal should be used for all of the users' sessions.

Windows Parameters

If your site uses TPX Windows, you can also specify parameters like window borders, the key used for switching modes in
Windows, and the Window command character.
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Application Sessions

You should also determine which applications your users need to access. When you have decided what applications
that you need, ask the system administrator for the application ID and session ID for each session. There are also some
options that you can specify for each application session that is assigned to a profile or user.

Session Access
For each session, you can indicate whether control of the terminal is passed to the application when the user
activates a session. When control of the terminal is passed to the application, users cannot use features or
functions until they log off from the application.
ACL/E Programs

You can cause this product to activate ACL/E programs to be executed when a user activates or
inactivates an application. You can write ACL/E programs to perform tasks that the user would normally
perform when signing on or off an application. For more information about writing ACL/E programs, see
ACL/E Programming.

Other Application Session Options
You can also indicate whether this product should sound a local alarm when output arrives for an
application, whether the application should be displayed on the Menu, and what virtual terminal or group
of terminals to use for the application.

STX Administration Group Plan
Before you begin defining users and profiles, take some time to determine the needs of the users in your group. This
section helps you to plan what kinds of characteristics and capabilities you want your users to have. While this section
does not cover all of the options that you can specify for profiles and users, it does discuss the most important ones. You
can get a description for any field on the panels by moving the cursor to the field and pressing PF1.

As a user administrator, you can be assigned STX authority. This authority determines which parameters you can change
in the user group you administer.

Authorization

You can assign an authorization class to each user. The authorization class limits what actions the user can perform. The
authorization classes range from privileged, which allows the user to perform all functions including administration, to
restricted, which allows the user to get an application only by specifying it on the Logo panel.

Emulation Parameters

Terminal emulation allows you to communicate with applications that use protocols for full-screen terminals.

You can specify the following emulation parameters:

• Either a standard teletype device or an AJ model 33 type terminal, which supports the APL character set.
• Whether the user can use journaling with full-screen terminal emulation.
• Width of the user's screen and the initial screen presentation mode. The screen modes include the following:
Continuous

Scrolls the information as it is received
Wrap-around

Overwrites the screen
Page-at-a-time

Allows the user to view the information one screen at a time
Automatic Refresh

Automatically clears the screen when the screen is full and then displays the new screen.
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Spooling Parameters

You can set parameters for journal spooling, the facility that saves screen data from application sessions. Journal spooling
allows users to print this data or store it in a data set.

The spooling parameters allow you to specify the destination printer or data set for the journal and a header for the
spooled data. You can also set the printer class and number of copies to be printed. If the amount of data written to the
session journal exceeds the amount of memory allocated for the journal, the software will write the data to the journal spill
file. You can control how many blocks are allocated to the journal spill file.

Application Sessions

You can specify which application sessions the user can select, and some of the parameters for these sessions.

ACI Programs

You can create Automated Command Interface (ACI) programs to manage X.25 application sessions.The ACI programs
can automate standard responses to prompts and issue input to the applications.

You can specify the ACI program that is executed when you activate a session and the parameters for that program. You
can also specify the data set containing the file that is referred to by the ACI %%INCLUDE command.

Update Classes

You can restrict which user and session parameters the users can change during self-maintenance. You can assign
users to different update classes, which determine the user and session parameters the user can change during self-
maintenance.

Timing Out Idle Sessions

You can specify whether or not this product deactivates sessions that are inactive for a certain amount of time. You can
also specify the time interval between the last activity in the session and when the timeout occurs.

Uppercase Conversion

You can specify whether or not this product automatically converts all input to uppercase.

How to Define Users
This section describes how to define users to TPX and to STX.

As you set up the product, you will want to define your users. How you define user characteristics depends on what type
of user you are defining. This product allows two different types of users to sign on to the system, static and dynamic.

Static Users

Static users are users defined in user administration and recorded in the administration databases. Their characteristics
are determined when the user signs on by values in the System Options Tables, Application Definition Tables, and user
and profile records.

Dynamic Users

Dynamic users are not recorded in the administration databases.

Characteristics of dynamic users are determined by profiles assigned in the signon exit (described in Programming),
external security, or both. Options in the System Options Table (SMRT) determine if the product accepts dynamic users.
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This product also allows saved dynamic users. See .

Dynamic Users Cannot be Administered

Dynamic users cannot be administered because no record of them is kept in the TPX ADMIN2 database.

Allow Dynamic Users

To allow dynamic users, specify in the Dynamic Users Allowed field of the System Options table (SMRT). The sign on exit,
described in Programming , determines the profiles that are assigned to dynamic users in TPX.

Convert Dynamic Users to Static Users

The product allows you to convert dynamic users to static users. This conversion can be set to take place automatically
when the dynamic users sign on. This procedure can be used to add new static users to the product when they sign on,
without having to administer them individually with online or batch administration. To enable this feature, specify Y on
Option #18 in the System Options table, Optional Parameters.

Saved Dynamic Users

Saved dynamic users have the following features:

• Like dynamic users, profiles specified in the signon exit, external security, or both, determine their session options.
• Unlike dynamic users, their user options are saved in the TPXADMIN2 database and can be modified by a user

administrator or through self-maintenance.

Allowing saved dynamic users at your site gives you the convenience of dynamic users with the additional benefit of
being able to administer them. User validation and profile selection for saved dynamic users can be determined at signon
through interaction with an external security package. The default signon exit provides for this method of dynamic user
management and almost eliminates the need for ongoing user maintenance in TPX.

To allow saved dynamic users at your site, set the Save Dynamic Users option to Y in the System Options Table (SMRT).
With this option turned on, all users who sign on dynamically become saved dynamic users.

The Static User field in User Options can be set by a user administrator to change a saved dynamic user into a static user
(or conversely). If a saved dynamic user becomes a static user, the profiles that were assigned when the user signed
on are recorded in the user record and will be the user's profiles every time the user signs on. The user's profiles are no
longer determined by the signon exit.

Batch Updating and Reporting
After you have used the panels described in this section to perform user administration, you can try using TPX Batch to
perform the same tasks.

The Batch component allows you to report on and update user and profile information in the administration database. This
database includes TPX information. You can construct a simple JCL batch job that performs updates that would take you
a great deal more time if you made the changes online. You can also generate reports that list user, profile, and session
information so that you can see what characteristics you have assigned to them.

NOTE
For more information about updating and reporting with Batch, see Batch Administration.

Administration Help
This product provides field-sensitive online help for its administration panels. Accessing help from the command line gives
you an overview of what you can do from the panel. (Sometimes pressing PF1 from here generates a one-line message.
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Then, if you press PF1 again, you see the overview help panel.) Accessing help from an input field gives you a description
of the field.

 

Performing Profile Maintenance
This section shows you how to define user profiles to reduce the amount of time and effort required for user definition and
maintenance.

Introduction to Profiles
Profiles assign common user options and application options to a group of users. The Profile Maintenance option on
the TPX User/Group Administration Menu allows you to add, modify, and delete profiles. You can also add sessions to
a profile so that those sessions will appear on the TPX or STX Menu for each user assigned to that profile. By defining
characteristics in a profile that is assigned to a group of users, you can reduce the amount of time required to define and
maintain users. For example, when you change the TPX menu key in a profile definition, you change the menu key for all
of the users assigned to the profile unless they have defined their own menu keys in user self-maintenance.

Depending on your authorization, you can change TPX parameters, STX parameters, or both.

The values that you assign in a profile override the system default values assigned by the system administrator in the
system options tables (the SMRT for TPX options). Also, if you allow users to change their own override values and the
users have made changes, the user values override the profile values. Therefore, you may want to limit what values users
can modify in self-maintenance. The section Maintaining Command and SelfMaintenance Class Tables shows you how to
impose these restrictions. See the section How to Maintain Self-Maintenance Update Classes.

This section contains procedures for adding, modifying, and deleting profiles.

#DEFAULT Profile
TPX is delivered with a predefined profile named #DEFAULT. This reserved profile cannot be modified or deleted.

Profile #DEFAULT gives the user a TPX menu that includes all the applications defined within the active Application
Control Table (ACT). These applications appear in alphabetical order. When TPX is installed for the first time, #DEFAULT
is the profile name assigned in the SMRT for the Default Dynamic User Profile.

Sessions will be displayed on the user’s TPX menu in the alphabetic order. If you want to provide an alternate menu order
to the sessions you need to use a different profile name.

Select or Add a Profile
You use profiles to assign common characteristics and sessions to a set of users.

To modify the values in an existing profile or to create a new profile

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The TPX User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 2, Profile Maintenance.
The TPX Profile Table List is displayed, as follows.
                     TPX Profile Table List 

                                                    Panelid - TEN0110 

Command ===> S SALESPROF                            Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                    Termid  - DXAP59B

                                                    Date    - 03/14/03

   Profile            Last-updated by Userid        Time    - 07:33:24
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  BASEPROF 

  DEVPROF 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

3. Do one of the following:
– To add a profile, type S profileID at the command line, as shown in the previous panel, where profileID is the name

of the profile you want to add or select. Then press Enter.
NOTE: To copy an existing profile into your new profile, you must do that separately for the profile user options and
profile sessions on the next panels. This is noted on TEN0116 with the comment: 'COPY profile' valid from next
panel

– To select an existing profile, either type S profileID, or use the Tab key to move the cursor to the entry you want,
type S, and press Enter.

In the previous panel, the administrator is adding a profile named SALESPROF.
The TPX Profile Maintenance panel is displayed, as shown in the panel on the following page. From this panel you can
choose profile parameters to modify.
               TPX Profile Maintenance 

                                               Panelid  - TEN0116

Select Option ===>                             Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                               Terminal - D08L074

   Profile: SALESPROF                          Date     - 11/07/03

                                               Time     - 15:02:08

  1 TPX User Options 

  2 TPX Application Session Options

  3 STX User Options 

  4 STX Application Session Options

 * Indicates you have defined user and application session options

     used during access to this CA product.

  'COPY profile' valid from next panel

PF1=Help   PF3=End   PF4=Return   "CANCEL" cancel updates  "DELETE"

NOTE
For information about modifying Profile Options, see the following list:

• To modify TPX User Options, see Modify TPX User Options.
• To modify TPX Application Session Options, see Add or Modify a TPX Profile Session.

Modify TPX User Profile Options
To copy the TPX user options for the profile from another profile

1. From the TPX Profile Maintenance panel, select option 1, TPX User Options, as follows.
             TPX Profile Maintenance 

                                               Panelid  - TEN0116

Select Option ===> 1                           Userid   - TX05

                                               Terminal - D08L074

   Profile: BASEPROF                           Date     - 11/07/03

                                               Time     - 15:02:08 

  1 TPX User Options 

  2 TPX Application Session Options

  3 STX User Options 

  4 STX Application Session Options

The first TPX Profile Table Detail Panel for user options is displayed, as follows.
                TPX Profile Table Detail Panel 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0113
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 Command ===>                                            Userid  - TX05

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B

   Profile: BASEPROF                                     Date    - 03/14/03

                                Current System defaults  Time    - 07:34:42

   Command character: -         / 

   Command key:       -------   PF12/24 

   Jump key:          -----     NONE 

   Menu key:          -----     PF4 

   Print key:         -----     NONE 

   Group name:        GROUP

     Command class:   -         P 

     OPER Cmd class:  -         D 

     Update Class:    D         D 

   Stage 1 timeout:   ------    999999     (Zero implies no timeout)

   Stage 1 option:    --        F 

   Stage 2 timeout:   ------    0          (Zero implies no timeout)

   Stage 2 option:    --

 PF1=Help  PF3=End  PF4=Return  PF8=Next Page      "CANCEL" cancel

2. To copy user options from an existing profile, type COPY profilename on the command line. Then press Enter. The
copied values may now be modified.

 

To modify the TPX user options for the profile

1. From the TPX Profile Maintenance panel, select option 1, TPX User Options, as follows.
             TPX Profile Maintenance 

                                               Panelid  - TEN0116

Select Option ===> 1                           Userid   - TX05

                                               Terminal - D08L074

   Profile: BASEPROF                           Date     - 11/07/03

                                               Time     - 15:02:08 

  1 TPX User Options 

  2 TPX Application Session Options

  3 STX User Options 

  4 STX Application Session Options

The first TPX Profile Table Detail Panel for user options is displayed, as follows.
                TPX Profile Table Detail Panel 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0113

 Command ===>                                            Userid  - TX05

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B

   Profile: BASEPROF                                     Date    - 03/14/03

                                Current System defaults  Time    - 07:34:42

   Command character: -         / 

   Command key:       -------   PF12/24 

   Jump key:          -----     NONE 

   Menu key:          -----     PF4 

   Print key:         -----     NONE 

   Group name:        GROUP

     Command class:   -         P 

     OPER Cmd class:  -         D 

     Update Class:    D         D 

   Stage 1 timeout:   ------    999999     (Zero implies no timeout)

   Stage 1 option:    --        F 
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   Stage 2 timeout:   ------    0          (Zero implies no timeout)

   Stage 2 option:    --

 PF1=Help  PF3=End  PF4=Return  PF8=Next Page      "CANCEL" cancel

2. Modify the fields on the first panel, shown in step 1.
The system default for each option is listed in the column under the heading Current System Defaults. Type a value in
a field to the left of the default value only if you want to override the system default. If you want the software to ignore
the values in the system column, use the space bar to erase the underscores in the user column. You can use the Tab
key to move the cursor from field to field.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a TPX panel, move the cursor to the field
and press PF1.

3. Press PF8 to go to the second TPX Profile Table Detail Panel for user options (as follows).
                    TPX Profile Table Detail Panel

                                                        Panelid  - TEN0115 

  Command ===>                                          Userid   - TX05 

                                                        Termid   - A32L8203

    Profile: DOTTEST                                    Date     - 04/11/03

                              Current System defaults   Time     - 11:08:18

    ACCESS:               ________    MULTIPLE 

    Language:             __          EN 

    Security system:      ____        TOPS 

    Inactivate on:        _        (F=Signoff, K=Logoff)

    Maximum sessions:     ____        0 

    Default printer:      ________  

    ACB mask default:     ________ 

    Propagate ACB:        _ 

    Display menu:         _ 

    Transfer option:      ____ 

    Affinity applid:      ________  

    Pass Ticket User:     _ 

    Qualified PTick User: _ 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

4. Modify the fields as desired. Then press PF8 to go to the third TPX Profile Table Detail Panel for user options.
                   TPX Profile Table Detail Panel 

                                                        Panelid  - TEN0180

  Command ===>                                          Userid   - TX05

                                                        Termid   - TPXSYS01

    Profile: ________                                   Date     - 01/19/03

                                                        Time     - 10:20:35

                                   Current System defaults 

    VIEW security level:        ___ 

    Get Mail first:             _ 

    Do Not Disturb:             _ 

    Do Not View   :             _ 

    Profile Should be First:    _ 

    Security Alias:             ________ 

    ACF2 Authorization Offset:  ____ 

    ACF2 Authorization Mask:    __ 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

5. Modify the fields as desired. Then press PF8 to go to the fourth TPX Profile Table Detail Panel for user options.
                 TPX Profile Table Detail Panel 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0119
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 Command ===>                                            Userid  - TX05

                                                         Termid  - PUN01

   Profile: BASEPROF                                     Date    - 03/30/03

                                                         Time    - 08:33:52

 Window Options:                   Current System defaults

   Window Mode key:    ----- 

   Window Cmd char:    - 

   Lock keyboard:      - 

 Foreground session:

   Horizontal border:  -             * 

   Vertical border:    -             * 

 Background sessions:

   Horizontal border:  -             - 

   Vertical border:    -             |

 PF1=Help   PF3=End   PF4=Return   PF7=Prev Page       "CANCEL" cancel

6. Modify the fields as desired. Then press PF3 four times to display the TPX Administration Menu.
7. To put the new profile values into effect, issue the following command in a TPXOPER session. Profileid specifies the

profile you have just modified.
RELOAD PROF=profileid

Modify STX User Profile Options
To modify the STX user options for the profile

1. From the TPX Profile Maintenance panel select option 3, as follows.
                 TPX Profile Maintenance 

                                               Panelid  - TEN0116

Select Option ===> 3                           Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                               Terminal - D08L074

   Profile: BASEPROF                           Date     - 11/07/03

                                               Time     - 15:02:08 

  1 TPX User Options 

  2 TPX Application Session Options

  3 STX User Options 

  4 STX Application Session Options

The first STX Profile Maintenance panel for user options is displayed, as follows.
                    STX Profile Maintenance Panel 1 of 5 

                                                        Panelid - TENX123

Command ===>                                            Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                        Termid  - D08L074

Profile:   ________                                     Date    - 11/07/03

                                                        Time    - 15:16:39

                                     System 

                                     Defaults 

Group Name:               STXGROUP 

Update Class:             D

Password:                 ---- 

Authorization:            -

Timeout Terminal:         -         N 

Timeout Interval:         -----     99999

Startup application name: -------

PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return           PF8=Next page  "CANCEL" cancel
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2. Modify the fields on the first panel, shown in step 1.
The system default for each option is listed in the rightmost column. You need to type a value in the left column only if
you want to specify a value other than the system default. If you want the values in the system column to be ignored,
use the space bar to erase the underscores in the left-hand column. You can use the Tab key to move the cursor from
field to field.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.

3. Press PF8 to display the second STX Profile Maintenance panel for user options, as follows.
                   STX Profile Maintenance Panel 2 of 5 

                                                        Panelid - TENX124

Command ===>                                            Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                        Termid  - D08L074

Profile:   ________                                     Date    - 11/07/03

                                                        Time    - 15:22:41

                                     System 

                                     Defaults 

Journal Allocation Blocks:

Upper Case Conversion: 

Emulated Terminal Type:

Screen Presentation Width:

Screen Presentation Mode: 

Roll mode Allowed: 

Wrap mode Allowed: 

Page mode Allowed: 

Autopage Mode Allowed:

PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return PF7=Prev page    PF8=Next page  "CANCEL" cancel

4. Modify the fields as desired. Then press PF8 to display the third STX Profile Maintenance panel for user options, as
follows.
                   STX Profile Maintenance Panel 3 of 5 

                                                         Panelid - TENX125

Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - D08L074

Profile:   ________                                      Date    - 11/07/03

                                                         Time    - 15:39:17

                                     System 

                                     Defaults 

Acipath (VM Only)

  Filename:

  Filetype:

  Filemode:

  Link Userid:

  Link Virtual Address:

  Link Password:

Acidsn (MVS Only)

  Acidsn:

  System Acidsn:

PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return PF7=Prev Page PF8=Next page  "CANCEL" cancel

5. Modify the fields as desired. Then press PF8 to display the fourth STX Profile Maintenance panel for user options, as
follows.
                    STX Profile Maintenance Panel 4 of 5 

                                                         Panelid - TENX126

Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN
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                                                         Termid  - D08L074

Profile:   ________                                      Date    - 11/07/03

                                                         Time    - 15:44:55

                                     System 

                                     Defaults 

Emulation Journaling: 

Emulation Spool Dest: 

MVS Spool To Dataset Options:

  Allow Spool to Dataset:

  Disposition:

  Volume:

  Unit:

  Dataset Name:

Header1: 

Header2: 

Header3:

PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return PF7=Prev Page PF8=Next page  "CANCEL" cancel

6. Modify the fields as desired. Then press PF8 to display the fifth STX Profile Maintenance panel for user options, as
follows.
                   STX Profile Maintenance Panel 5 of 5 

                                                         Panelid - TENX127

Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - D08L074

Profile:   ________                                      Date    - 11/07/03

                                                         Time    - 15:50:27

MVS and VM Options 

  Spool Class:

  Spool Copies:

MVS Spool To Printer Options 

  Printer:

  Printer FCB:

VM Spool Options 

  Userid:

  Hold:       / 

  Forms:

  Distcode:

  Destcode:

  Spoolid:

  Tag:

PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return PF7=Prev Page                "CANCEL" cancel

7. Modify the fields as desired. Then press PF3 four times to save the changes you made and return to the TPX
Administration Menu.

8. To put the changes into effect, restart STX using the updated profile.

Add or Modify a TPX Profile Session
When you add a TPX session to a profile, that session appears on the Application Selection Menu of all the users who are
assigned to the profile.

A user can have more than one session for a particular application. For example, you can have a user that has two
user IDs for a TSO session. If you add two sessions with the same application ID but different session IDs, the user can
manage two sessions with the same application concurrently.
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• To copy all profile application sessions from another profile

After selecting the profile that you want to modify,

1. From the TPX Profile Maintenance panel, select option 2, TPX Application Session Options.
The Profile Table Entry List panel, such as the following, is displayed. This panel lists all the sessions associated with
this profile.
                     TPX Profile Table Entry List 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0112

 Command ===> S TSO2                                     Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - D08L074

   Profile:     ATEST            System defaults         Date    - 11/14/03

   Command key: PF6              PF12/24                 Time    - 11:55:10

   Jump key:    PF7              NONE 

   Menu key:    PF8              NONE 

   Print key:   PF9              NONE

                Profile                 Menu    Default 

  Session       Applid       Sesskey    Order   Order 

  TPXMAIL       TPXMAIL      PF 4        __     00 

  TSO           TSO28        PF __       __     00 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

2. To copy all application sessions from another profile, type COPY profilename on the command line. Then press Enter.
You will see message: MENA8017 profilename copied. The copied values may now be modified.

To modify one of these application sessions

1. From the TPX Profile Maintenance panel, select option 2, TPX Application Session Options.
The Profile Table Entry List panel, such as the following, is displayed. This panel lists all the sessions associated with
this profile.
                     TPX Profile Table Entry List 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0112

 Command ===> S TSO2                                     Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - D08L074

   Profile:     ATEST            System defaults         Date    - 11/14/03

   Command key: PF6              PF12/24                 Time    - 11:55:10

   Jump key:    PF7              NONE 

   Menu key:    PF8              NONE 

   Print key:   PF9              NONE

                Profile                 Menu    Default 

  Session       Applid       Sesskey    Order   Order 

  TPXMAIL       TPXMAIL      PF 4        __     00 

  TSO           TSO28        PF __       __     00 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

2. Do one of the following:
– To add a session, type S sessionID on the command line, as shown in the previous panel, where sessionID is the

name of the session you want to add or modify. Then press Enter.

NOTE
When specifying a new session ID, do not use the hyphen character (-) within the session ID. It is not a
valid character.

– To modify an existing session, either type S sessionID, or use the Tab key to move the cursor to the entry you want,
type S, and press Enter.

The first TPX Profile Table Detail Panel is displayed, as shown in the following panel TEN0114.
3. Modify the fields as desired.
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To copy all session parameters from another session in this profile, select the application from the session list so that
you have panel TEN0114 displayed, and then type COPY sessionname on the command line. Then press Enter. You
will see message: MENA8017 sessionname copied. The copied values may now be modified.
The system default for each option is listed in the rightmost column, and the application default for each option is listed
in the middle column. You need to type a value in the left column only if you want to specify a value other than the
system and application default. If you want TPX to ignore the values in the system and application columns, use the
Delete key to erase the underscores in the user column. You can use the Tab key to move the cursor from field to field.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a TPX panel, move the cursor to the field
and press PF1.
                 TPX Profile Table Detail Panel 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0114 

 Command ===>                                          Userid  - TPXADMIN 

                                                       Termid  - PUN01 

Profile: BASEPROF                                      Date    - 11/28/03 

Session: TPXMAIL                                       Time    - 17:00:28 

                                   Application   System 

                                   Defaults      Defaults 

Applid:           TPXMAIL 

ACCESS=PASS:      -                              MULTIPLE 

Timeout min.:     ------           ------        00999999 

Modent name:      --------         -------- 

Sesskey:          PF 6             -- 

Start at signon:  - 

Startup ACL:      --------         -------- 

ACL Userid:       -------- 

ACL Password:     -------- 

Term ACL:         --------         -------- 

ACB Mask:         -------- 

KeepACB:          -                N 

Invisible:        - 

OV/MVS ACI:       -

PF1=Help   PF3=End   PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel

4. Press PF8 to display the second TPX Profile Table Detail Panel for application session options, shown in step 5.
5. Modify the fields as desired.

                TPX Profile Table Detail Panel 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0146 

 Command ===>                                          Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

Profile: BASEPROF                                      Date    - 03/14/03

Session: TPXMAIL                                       Time    - 07:35:38

Applid:  TPXMAIL 

Label:

 Default: TPX Mailbox System

Output Option: -------- 

Parm 1:        --------------------------- 

Parm 2:        --------------------------- 

Parm 3:        --------------------------- 

Parm 4:        --------------------------- 

Parm 5:        --------------------------- 

Parm 6:        --------------------------- 

Parm 7:        --------------------------- 

Parm 8:         ---------------------------
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Session data:  -------------------------------------------------------

PF1=Help   PF3=End   PF4=Return   PF7=Prev Page   PF8=Next Page   "CANCEL" cancel

6. Press PF8 to display the third TPX Profile Table Detail Panel for application session options, shown in step 7.
7. Modify the fields as desired.

The Parm fields on this panel specify parameters for ACL/E programs running in this session. An ACL/E program
recognizes these variables as &P1 through &P8.
                   TPX Profile Table Detail Panel

                                                        Panelid  - TEN0117 

  Command ===>                                          Userid   - TPXADMIN 

                                                        Termid   - A32L8203

 Profile:  DOTTEST                                      Date     - 04/11/03

 Session:  TEST     <New>                               Time     - 11:10:10

 Applid:   ________ 

 

                                     Application    System

                                     Defaults       Defaults

 

 HLLAPI name:            ________

 HLLAPI id:              _

 Generate Pass Ticket:       _             N

 Gen Qualified Pass Ticket:  _             N

 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=Prev Page    "CANCEL" cancel

8. Press PF3 to save the data and return to the TPX Profile Table Entry List panel.
9. If you want to, you can assign PF key values for the profile and menu order positions for the profile sessions on the

TPX Profile Table Entry List. These fields are shown in the following panel.
                      TPX Profile Table Entry List 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0112

 Command ===>                                            Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - D08L074

   Profile:     ATEST             System defaults        Date    - 11/14/03

   Command key: PF6               PF12/24                Time    - 11:55:10

   Jump key:    PF7               NONE 

   Menu key:    PF8               NONE 

   Print key:   PF9               NONE

                Profile                 Menu    Default 

  Session       Applid       Sesskey    Order   Order 

  TPXMAIL       TPXMAIL      PF 4        __     00 

  TSO           TSO28        PF __       __     00 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

10. To add another session, repeat steps 1 through 8. Otherwise, press PF3 to save the data and return to the TPX Profile
Maintenance Menu.

11. Press PF3 three times to return to the TPX Administration Menu.
12. To put the changes into effect, issue the following command in a TPXOPER session. ProfileID indicates the profile you

changed.
RELOAD PROF=profileID

Add or Modify a STX Profile Session
When you add a STX session to a profile, that session appears on the Application Selection Menu of all the users who are
assigned to the profile.
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To modify an application session

1. From the TPX Profile Maintenance Menu, select option 4, STX Application Session Options.
The STX Profile Maintenance-List of Sessions, such as the following, is displayed. This panel lists all sessions
associated with this profile.
                 STX Profile Maintenance - List of Sessions 

                                                         Panelid - TENX131 

Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - D08L074 

Profile: STX1                                            Date    - 11/07/03

                                                         Time    - 15:56:11

  APPL               Last-updated by Userid      Menu Order 

  EMAIL              09/14/03 08:29:37 USER1        0001 

  STOCK              08/11/03 11:39:09 USER2        0003 

  TRAVEL             08/11/03 12:40:05 USER2        0002

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

2. Select the session you want to modify by doing one of the following:
– To add a session, type S sessionID on the command line, where sessionID is the name of the session you want to

add or modify. Then press Enter.
– To modify an existing session, either type S sessionID, or use the Tab key to move the cursor to the left of the

session, type S, and press Enter.
The STX Profile Maintenance-Session Parameters panel is displayed.
              STX Profile Maintenance - Session Parameters 

                                                         Panelid - TENX132 

Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - D08L074 

Profile:     PRF04                                       Date    - 11/13/03

Application                                              Time    - 08:32:58

Aci Program: ------- 

&&P1: 

&&P2: 

&&P3: 

&&P4: 

&&P5: 

&&P6: 

&&P7: 

&&P8: 

&&P9: 

&&P10: 

&&P11: 

&&P12: 

PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return            "CANCEL" cancel

3. Modify the fields as desired.
The fields on this panel specify information for the default ACI program and parameters to be used by that program.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.

4. Press PF3 to save the data and return to the STX Profile-Maintenance List of Sessions panel.
5. To add another session, repeat steps 2 through 4. Otherwise, press PF3 to save your changes and display the STX

Profile Maintenance Menu.
6. Press PF3 three times to display the TPX Administration Menu.
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Delete a Session from a Profile
To delete a session from a profile

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The TPX User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 2, Profile Maintenance.
The TPX Profile Table List is displayed.

3. To select the profile containing the session you want to delete, do one of the following:
– Type S profileID on the command line, as shown in the following panel, where profileID is the name of the session

you want to delete. Then press Enter.
– Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX Profile Maintenance Menu is displayed.
In the following panel, the administrator is selecting a profile named BASEPROF.
                          TPX Profile Table List 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0110 

Command ===> S BASEPROF                                  Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                         Date    - 03/14/03

Profile       Last-updated by Userid                     Time    - 07:33:24

BASEPROF      03/02/03 17:23:08 TPXADMIN 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

4. Select either TPX Application Session Options.
The list of TPX sessions is displayed, depending on which you selected.

5. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the space to the left of the session you want to delete. Use the PF7 and PF8
keys to page through the list of sessions.

6. Type D and press Enter.
The session is deleted from the list of sessions. Reload the profile in TPXOPER as necessary.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting a session named TSO1 from the TPX Profile Table Entry List.
                    TPX Profile Table Entry List 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0112 

Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - PUN01

  Profile:    BASEPROF              System defaults      Date    - 11/28/03

  Command key: -------              PF12/24              Time    - 16:59:17

  Jump key:    -----                NONE 

  Menu key:    -----                PF4 

  Print key:   -----                NONE

               Profile                     Menu    Default 

  Session      Applid         Sesskey     Order    Order 

  TPXADMIN     TPXADMIN       PF 5         01       00 

  TPXMAIL      TPXMAIL        PF 6         02       00 

  TPXNOTES     TPXNOTES       PF 7         03       00 

  TPXOPER      TPXOPER        PF 8         04       00 

  TPXWINDW     TPXWINDW       PF 9         05       00 

D TSO1         TSO1           PF 10        06       00 

*************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

7. Press PF3 four times to display the TPX Administration Menu
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Delete a Profile
NOTE
You cannot delete a default profile. If the default profile does not exist, then the screen prints the TPX057 error
message (see Message Reference) and continue the TPX startup.

To delete a profile

1. From the TPX Administration Menu select option 1, TPX User/Group Maintenance.
The TPX User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 2, Profile Maintenance.
The TPX Profile Table List is displayed.

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the space to the left of the profile you want to delete. Use the PF7 and PF8
keys to page through the list.

4. Type D and press Enter.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting a profile named PROFILE2.
                 TPX Profile Table List 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0110 

Command ===>                                           Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                       Date    - 03/14/03

  Profile             Last-updated by Userid           Time    - 07:33:24

  BASEPROF            03/02/03 17:23:08 TPXADMIN 

D PROFILE2            04/05/03 16:10:12 TPXADMIN 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the profile.
5. Do one of the following:

– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter. If you confirm the request, the TPX Profile Table
List is displayed, and the profile you deleted will no longer be listed.

– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.
6. Press PF3 twice to display the TPX Administration Menu.

Note: You can also delete profiles from the options menu for profile maintenance (TEN0116). Simply type DELETE at the
command line and press Enter.

Performing User Maintenance
This section shows you how to define TPX users and their attributes.

Introduction to User Maintenance
A user definition assigns characteristics to a single user. The User Maintenance option on the Administration Menu allows
you to add, modify, and delete user definitions. You can also add sessions to an individual user ID if the sessions are not
already defined by a profile assigned to the user ID.

The values that you assign in a user definition override the system defaults assigned by the system administrator in the
system options table (SMRT for TPX) and the profile values that you have assigned in profile maintenance.

This section contains procedures for adding, modifying, and deleting users. You can access field-sensitive online help for
any field on the panels. To display the definition for a field, move the cursor to the field and press PF1.

Add or Modify a User
This section includes the procedures for defining a new user or modifying an existing user's characteristics.
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Define a New User or Modify Existing User

To define a new user ID or modify an existing user's characteristics

1. From the Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The TPX User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 3, User Maintenance.
The TPX User Maintenance panel is displayed.

3. Type the user ID you want to add or modify in the space to the right of the prompt, as shown in the following panel,
and press Enter.
Note: When specifying a new user ID, do not use the hyphen character (-) within the user ID. It is not a valid character.
If you know that a userid begins with the characters ‘USR’ then you can list all users that begin with USR by typing
USR* and pressing Enter. If you do not know the user ID, you can type an asterisk (*) and press Enter. A list of the
user IDs that you can administer is displayed. You can select a user ID from the list by typing an S to the left of it.
In the following panel, the administrator is requesting a list of the user IDs he can administer that begin with USR.
                      TPX User Maintenance 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0196 

 Command ===>                                          Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                       Date    - 03/14/03

                                                       Time    - 07:35:49

   Enter Userid to administer or '*' for list ===> USR* 

   Record Count Limit ===>

The options menu for user maintenance is displayed, as follows. From this menu you can select which options you
want to modify for the user ID you have selected.

WARNING
Issuing an asterisk (*) operand in the User Maintenance field to search all user records in the VSAM tables
can cause system and storage related problems. This command causes TPX to search every record in the
TPX database and can cause performance degradation on large complexes. Use a mask and/or set the
Record Count Limit to avoid this problem.

4. To copy all user settings from another userid

WARNING
After selecting the userid that you want to modify.

5. To copy all user values from another userid (including user options, session options, list of profiles, administrator and
VIEW capabilities) type COPY userid on the command line. Then press Enter. You will see message: MENA8017
userid copied. The copied values may now be modified.
                      TPX User Maintenance 

                                                     Panelid    TEN0118 

 Select Option ===>                                  Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                                     Terminal - D08L074 

     Userid: USR1                                    Date     - 11/07/03

                                                     Time     - 15:02:08

    1 TPX User Options 

    2 TPX Session Options

    3 STX User Options 

    4 STX Session Options

    5 Maintain List of Profiles 

    6 Maintain Administrator Capabilities 

    7 Maintain TPX VIEW Capabilities
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Modify Different User Options

The following list describes where you can find information on modifying the different options.

• To modify User Options, see Modify TPX User Options.
• To modify Application Session Options, see Adding or Modifying a Session.
• To modify Profile List, see Add a Profile to a User and Changing the Order of Assigned Profiles.
• To modify View Capabilities, see Maintaining a User's View Capabilities.

NOTE
When you are adding a user ID, you should assign profiles before modifying fields. See Adding a Profile to a
User and Changing the Order of Assigned Profiles in this section.

Modify TPX User Options
Select User Maintenance from the TPX User/Group Administration Menu before you modify the user options for the user.

To display or modify the user options for the user

1. Select option 1, TPX User Options, on the TPX User Maintenance menu, as follows.
The first TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for user options is displayed.
               TPX User Maintenance 

                                                     Panelid  - TEN0118 

 Select Option ===>  1                               Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                                     Terminal - D08L074 

     Userid: USR1                                    Date     - 11/07/03

                                                     Time     - 15:02:08

    1 TPX User Options 

    2 TPX Session Options

    3 STX User Options 

    4 STX Session Options

    5 Maintain List of Profiles 

    6 Maintain Administrator Capabilities 

    7 Maintain TPX VIEW Capabilities

2. Modify the fields of the panel.
The system default for each option is listed in the rightmost column; profile values are listed in the middle column; and
the user values are in the left-hand column. For all fields except Group Name, you need to type a user value column
only if you want to override the system defaults and profile values. You must specify a group name unless the user
is a new user. In this case, the group name defaults to the first group name in the administrator's list of authorized
group names. If you want TPX to ignore the values in the system and profile columns, use the space bar to erase the
underscores in the user column. You can use the Tab key to move the cursor from field to field.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.
                TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel 

                                                             Panelid - TEN0123 

 Command ===>                                                Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                             Termid  - TPXPUN01

Userid:  USR1                                                Date    - 03/30/03

UserName:                                                    Time    - 08:44:44

Location:                             Phone:

                                     Profile defaults     System defaults 

Command character:     -             \                    / 
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Command key:           -------        -------             PF12/24 

Jump key:              -----          PA1                 NONE 

Menu key:              -----          PF6                 PF4 

Print key:             -----          PF7                 NONE 

Group name:            TPXGROUP 

  Command class:       -              -                   P 

  Operator Cmd class:  -              P                   D 

  Update class:        -              -                   D 

Stage 1 timeout:       ------         ------              999999 

Stage 1 option:        --             --                  F 

Stage 2 timeout:       ------         ------              0 

Stage 2 option:        --             --

PF1=Help   PF3=End   PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page         "CANCEL" cancel

3. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the first panel.
The second TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for user options is displayed, as shown in step 4.

4. Modify the fields as desired.
                   TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel

                                                             Panelid  - TEN0125 

  Command ===>                                               Userid   - NATALIE 

                                                             Termid   - A32L8203

 Userid:   ABCDEF                                            Date     - 04/11/03

 UserName:                                                   Time     - 11:12:21

 Location:                          Phone:

                                   Profile defaults    System defaults

 ACCESS:               ______      ______              MULTIPLE 

 Language:             __          __                  EN 

 Security system:      ____        ____                TOPS 

 Inactivate on:        _           _        (F=Signoff, K=Logoff)

 Maximum sessions:     ____        ____                0 

 Default printer:      ________    ________ 

 ACB mask default:     ________    ________    ---------------------------

 Propagate ACB:        _           _          |   Static user:       N 

 Display menu:         _           _           ---------------------------

 Transfer option:      ____        ____       |   Suspend user:      N 

 Affinity applid:      ________    ________   |   Force new pswd:    N 

 Pass Ticket User:     _           _  

 Qualified PTick User: _

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

5. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the second panel.
The third TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for user options is displayed, as shown in step 6.

6. Modify the fields as desired.
                   TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel 

                                                          Panelid  - TEN0190

  Command ===>                                            Userid   - TX05 

                                                          Termid   - TPXSYS01

 Userid:                                                  Date     - 01/19/03

 UserName:                                                Time     - 09:48:34

 Location:                         Phone:  

                                  Profile defaults    System defaults 

 VIEW security level: ___         ___ 

 Get Mail first:      _           _ 

 Do Not Disturb:      _           _ 
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 Do Not View   :      _           _ 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

7. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the third panel.
The fourth TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for user options is displayed, as shown in step 8.

8. Modify the fields as desired.
                  TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel 

                                                          Panelid - TEN0121 

 Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                          Termid  - TPXPUN01

Userid:  USR1                                             Date    - 03/30/03

UserName:                                                 Time    - 08:51:38

Location:                                                 Phone:

 

Window Options:

                                    Profile defaults    System defaults 

   Window Mode key:   -----         ----- 

   Window Cmd Char:   -             - 

   Lock keyboard:     -             -

 Foreground session:

   Horizontal border: -             -                   * 

   Vertical border:   -             -                   * 

 Background sessions:

   Horizontal border: -             -                   - 

   Vertical border:   -             -                   |

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=Prev Page       "CANCEL" cancel

9. Press PF3 to save the changes you made and display the TPX User Maintenance menu.

Modify STX User Options
Select User Maintenance from the TPX User/Group Administration menu before you modify the STX user options for the
user.

To display or modify the STX user options for the user

1. From the TPX User Maintenance panel, select option 3, STX User Options, as follows:
                     TPX User Maintenance 

                                                       Panelid  - TEN0118 

 Select Option ===>  3                                 Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                                       Terminal - PUN01

     Userid: USR1                                      Date     - 03/30/03

                                                       Time     - 08:43:43

    1 TPX User Options 

    2 TPX Session Options

    3 STX User Options 

    4 STX Session Options

    5 Maintain List of Profiles 

    6 Maintain Administrator Capabilities 

    7 Maintain TPX VIEW Capabilities

The first STX Userid Maintenance panel for user options is displayed, as shown in step 2.
2. Modify the fields as desired.
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The system default for each option is listed in the rightmost column; profile values are listed in the middle column; and
user values are in the left column of fields. For all fields except Group Name, you need to type a user value column
only if you want to override the system defaults and profile values. You must specify a group name unless the user is
a new user. In this case, the group name defaults to the first group name in the administrator's list of authorized group
names. If you want the product to ignore the values in the system and profile columns, use the space bar to erase the
underscores in the user column. You can use the Tab key to move the cursor from field to field.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.
                   STX Userid Maintenance Panel 1 of 5

                                                          Panelid - TENX103 

 Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                          Termid  - TV012B3 

Userid:  USR04                                            Date    - 01/22/03

UserName:                                                 Time    - 18:23:02

Location:                       Phone:

                                         Profile  System

                                         Defaults Defaults 

Group Name:                     STXGROUP ________ 

Update Class:                   _        _

Password:                       -------- -------- 

Authorization:                  -        -

Timeout Terminal:               -        -        - 

Timeout Interval:               -----    -----    -----

Startup application name:       -------  -------

PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return                   PF8=Next page  "CANCEL" cancel

3. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the first panel. The second STX Userid Maintenance panel for user
options is displayed, as shown in step 4.

4. Modify the fields as desired.
                 STX Userid Maintenance Panel 2 of 5

                                                           Panelid - TENX104

 Command ===>                                              Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                           Termid  - DV023NN

Userid:  USR04                                             Date    - 01/22/03

                                                           Time    - 18:25:34

                                       Profile  System

                                       Defaults Defaults 

Journal Allocation Blocks:

Upper Case Conversion: 

Emulated Terminal Type:

Screen Presentation Width:

Screen Presentation Mode: 

Roll mode Allowed: 

Wrap mode Allowed: 

Page mode Allowed: 

Autopage Mode Allowed:

PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return FP7=Prev page       PF8=Next page  "CANCEL" cancel

5. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the second panel. The third STX Userid Maintenance panel for user
options is displayed, as shown in step 6.

6. Modify the fields as desired.
                 STX Userid Maintenance Panel 3 of 5

                                                           Panelid - TENX105

 Command ===>                                              Userid  - TPXADMIN
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                                                           Termid  - D08L074

 Userid:  USR04                                            Date    - 01/17/03

                                                           Time    - 15:13:57

                                       Profile  System

                                       Defaults Defaults 

Acipath (VM Only)

  Filename:

  Filetype:

  Filemode:

  Link Userid:

  Link Virtual Address:

  Link Password:

Acidsn (MVS Only)

  Acidsn:

  Profile Acidsn:

  System Acidsn:

PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return PF7=Prev Page PF8=Next page "CANCEL" cancel

7. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the third panel. The fourth STX Userid Maintenance panel for user
options is displayed, as shown in step 8.

8. Modify the fields as desired.
                 STX Userid Maintenance Panel 4 of 5

                                                           Panelid - TENX106

 Command ===>                                              Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                           Termid  - D08L074

 Userid:  USR04                                            Date    - 01/17/03

                                                           Time    - 15:18:01

                                       Profile  System

                                       Defaults Defaults 

Emulation Journaling: 

Emulation Spool Dest: 

MVS Spool To Dataset Options:

   Allow Spool to Datset:

   Disposition:

   Volume:

   Unit:

   Dataset Name:

   Profile Dataset name:

Header1: 

Header2: 

Header3: 

Profile Header1: 

Profile Header2: 

Profile Header3: 

PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return PF7=Prev Page PF8=Next page "CANCEL" cancel

9. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the fourth panel. The fifth STX Userid Maintenance panel for user
options is displayed, as shown in step 10.

10. Modify the fields as desired.
                 STX Userid Maintenance Panel 5 of 5

                                                           Panelid - TENX107

 Command ===>                                              Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                           Termid  - D00L074

 Userid:  USR04                                            Date    - 01/18/03
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                                                           Time    - 20:32:12

 MVS and VM Options             Profile Defaults 

   Spool Class:

   Spool Copies:

 MVS Spool To Printer Options 

   Printer:

   Printer FCB:

 VM Spool Options 

   Userid:

   Hold:

   Forms:

   Distcode:

   Destcode:

   Spoolid:

   Tag:

 PF1=Help  PF3=End  PF4=Return  PF7=Prev Page           "CANCEL" cancel

11. Press PF3 when you have modified the fields on the fifth panel.
The changes you made are saved, and the User Maintenance Menu is displayed. The changes become effective the
next time the user logs on to STX.

12. Press PF3 three times to return to the TPX Administration Menu.

Add a Profile to a User
If a user has characteristics that are common to a group of users, you can assign a profile to the user. Then, when you
want to change an option for all of the users, you only need to make the change to the profile.

NOTE
To create a profile, see Performing Profile Maintenance.

To add a profile to a user

1. Select option 3, User Maintenance, from the TPX User/Group Administration Menu. A panel will prompt you to enter
the user ID you want to administer.

2. Type the user ID to which you are adding a profile in the space to the right of the prompt and press Enter.
In the following panel, the administrator is entering a user ID of USR1.
                     TPX User Maintenance 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0196 

 Command ===>                                          Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                       Date    - 03/14/03

                                                       Time    - 07:35:49

   Enter Userid to administer or '*' for list ===> USR1

   Record Count Limit ===>

The options menu for user maintenance is displayed.

NOTE
If you know that a userid begins with the characters ‘USR’ then you can list all users that begin with USR by
typing USR* and pressing Enter. If you do not know the user ID, you can type an asterisk (*) and press Enter.
A list of the user IDs that you can administer is displayed. You can select a user ID from the list by typing an
S to the left of it.

3. Select option 5, Maintain List of Profiles, as shown in the following panel. The TPX User Maintenance Detail Table is
displayed.
                    TPX User Maintenance 

                                                       Panelid  - TEN0118 
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 Select Option ===>  5                                 Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                                       Terminal - D08L074 

     Userid: USR1                                      Date     - 01/19/03

                                                       Time     - 21:21:37

    1 TPX User Options 

    2 TPX Session Options

    3 STX User Options 

    4 STX Session Options

    5 Maintain List of Profiles 

    6 Maintain Administrator Capabilities 

    7 Maintain TPX VIEW Capabilities

4. If there are no profiles in the list, use the Tab key to move the cursor to the space to the left of the word Profile in the
heading above the asterisks. If there are one or more profiles in the list, use the Tab key to move the cursor to the
profile after which you want the new profile to be inserted.

WARNING
For more information on ordering profiles, see Changing the Order of Assigned Profiles.

How User Options are Built -- User options are built from the first profile in the user's profile list. User options are not
superceded.

5. Type an I (insert), as shown in the following panel, and press Enter.
                  TPX User Maintenance Detail Table

                                                        Panelid - TEN0159 

 Command ===>                                           Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                        Termid  - PUN01

                                                        Date    - 03/30/03

                                                        Time    - 08:44:19

I Profile name(s) from which the user is built: 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

If there are no profiles in the list, a blank line is inserted between the heading and the asterisks, as shown in the
following panel. Otherwise, a blank line is inserted after the profile where you typed the I.
                  TPX User Maintenance Detail Table

                                                        Panelid - TEN0159 

 Command ===>                                           Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                        Termid  - PUN01

                                                        Date    - 03/30/03

                                                        Time    - 08:44:19

  Profile name(s) from which the user is built:

 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

6. Type the name of a profile that you want to add to the user's list of profiles on the new blank line. In the following
panel, the administrator is adding a profile named BASEPROF to the user's list of profiles.
                 TPX User Maintenance Detail Table

                                                        Panelid - TEN0159 

 Command ===>                                           Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                        Termid  - PUN01

                                                        Date    - 03/30/03

                                                        Time    - 08:44:19

  Profile name(s) from which the user is built:

  BASEPROF

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************
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7. If you want to add another profile, repeat steps 4 through 6.
8. Press PF3 four times to return to the TPX Administration Menu.

Changing the Order of Assigned Profiles
When TPX builds a user's session options using more than one profile, the session options from all profiles are merged
according to the following procedure:

1. The session options in the first profile in the list are selected.
2. If a session option is also defined in the second profile in the list, the value in the second profile supercedes the value

selected from the first profile.
3. The product continues this process until it reaches the last profile in the list.

Keep this in mind if you specify more than one profile in the list.

Move Profile Within List of Profiles

You can move a profile within the list of profiles from the TPX User Maintenance Detail Table.

To move a profile within the list of profiles

1. Type an M in the space to the left of the profile you want to move.
2. Do one of the following:

– If you want to move the profile before another, type a B to the left of that profile.
– If you want to move the profile after another, type an A to the left of that profile.
In the following panel, the administrator is moving PROFILE1 to appear after PROFILE3.
                  TPX User Maintenance Detail Table

                                                        Panelid - TEN0159 

 Command ===>                                           Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                        Termid  - PUN01

                                                        Date    - 03/30/03

                                                        Time    - 08:44:19

   Profile name(s) from which the user is built:

 M  PROFILE1 

    PROFILE2 

 A  PROFILE3 

    PROFILE4 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

3. Press Enter. The software moves the profile to the indicated position.
                  TPX User Maintenance Detail Table

                                                        Panelid - TEN0159 

 Command ===>                                           Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                        Termid  - PUN01

                                                        Date    - 03/30/03

                                                        Time    - 08:44:19

   Profile name(s) from which the user is built:

    PROFILE2 

    PROFILE3 

    PROFILE1 

    PROFILE4 

****************** ************ BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************
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Add or Modify User Sessions
This article includes procedures for adding or modifying an application session that is associated with a user, and adding
or modifying a session for a user.

Add or Modify an Application Session Associated with a User

Use this procedure to add or modify an application session that is associated with a user.

To add or modify an application session that is associated with a user:

1. Select option 3, User Maintenance, from the TPX User/Group Administration Menu.
A panel that asks you to enter the user ID you want to administer is displayed.

2. Type the user ID associated with the session that you want to add or modify in the space to the right of the prompt and
press Enter.
The options menu for user maintenance is displayed.
In the following panel, the administrator is entering a user ID of USR1.
                      TPX User Maintenance 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0196 

 Command ===>                                          Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                       Date    - mm/dd/yy

                                                       Time    - 07:35:49

   Enter Userid to administer or '*' for list ===> USR1    

   Record Count Limit ===>

NOTE
If you know that a userid begins with the characters ‘USR’, then you can list all users that begin with USR by
typing USR* and pressing Enter. If you do not know the user ID, you can type an asterisk (*) and press Enter.
A list of the user IDs that you can administer is displayed. You can select a user ID from the list by typing an
S to the left of it.

To modify Session Options,see Add or Modify a Session.

Add or Modify a Session

When you add a session to a user, that session appears on that user's TPX Menu.

A user can have more than one session for a particular application. For example, a user can have two user IDs for a
TSO session. If you add two sessions with the same application ID but different session IDs, the user can manage two
sessions with the same application concurrently.

To add or modify a session for a user:

1. From the TPX User Maintenance panel, select option 2, TPX Application Session Options, as follows:
                TPX User Maintenance 

                                                       Panelid  - TEN0118 

 Select Option ===>  2                                 Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                                       Terminal - D08L074 

     Userid: USR1    < NEW >                           Date:    - mm/dd/yy

                                                       Time     - 15:02:08

    1 TPX User Options 

    2 TPX Session Options

    3 STX User Options 

    4 STX Session Options
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    5 Maintain List of Profiles 

    6 Maintain Administrator Capabilities 

    7 Maintain TPX VIEW Capabilities

The TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List, which lists all the sessions that are associated with this user is
displayed, as shown in step 2.

2. Do one of the following substeps:
– To add a session, type S sessionID on the command line, where sessionID is the name of the session you want to

add or modify. Then press Enter.

NOTE
When specifying a new user ID, do not use the hyphen character (-) within the user ID. The hyphen is not
a valid character.

– To modify an existing session, either type S sessionID as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the
cursor to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.

               TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List 

                                                           Panelid - TEN0122

Command ===> S TSO2                                        Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                           Termid  - D08L074

  Userid: USR1                  Profile        System      Date    - mm/dd/yy

                                Defaults       Defaults    Time    - 10:02:55

  Command key:

  Jump key:                     NONE 

  Menu key:                     _______        PF12/24 

  Print key:                    _____          NONE

                   Applid        Profile    Sesskey   Profile  Menu   Profile

 Session           Override      Applid     Override  Sesskey  Order  Order

 TPXMAIL                                    PF __     PF __    02 

 TSO                                        PF __     PF __    03 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

The first TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel is displayed, as shown in step 3.
3. Modify the fields as desired.

There are four columns for each option: (from right to left) system defaults, application defaults, profile defaults, and
user values. Type a value in the left column only if you want to override the system and application default. If you want
TPX to ignore the values in the system and application columns, use the space bar to erase the underscores in the
user column. You can use the Tab key to move the cursor from field to field.
To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and press PF1.
                  TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel

                                                           Panelid - TEN0124

  Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                           Termid  - TPXPUN01

 Userid:  USR1              Session:  STX                  Date    - mm/dd/yy

                                                           Time    - 08:52:32

                               Profile       Application   System

                               Defaults      Defaults      Defaults

 Applid:          --------     STX 

 ACCESS=PASS:     -            -                           MULTIPLE

 Timeout min.:    ------       ------        ------        999999 

 Modent name:     --------     --------      -------- 

 Sesskey:         PF           --            --- 

 Start at signon: -            - 

 Startup ACL:     --------     -------- 

 ACL Userid:      --------     -------- 
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 ACL Password:    --------     -------- 

 Term ACL:        --------     -------- 

 ACB Mask:        --------     -------- 

 KeepACB:         -            - 

 Invisible:       -            - 

 OV/MVS ACI:      -

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF8=Next Page      "CANCEL" cancel

4. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the first panel. The second TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for
session options is displayed, as shown in step 5.

5. Modify the fields as desired.
To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and press PF1.
                 TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel

                                                           Panelid - TEN0126

  Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                           Termid  - DVML040

 Userid:  USR1              Session:  TPXADMIN             Date    - mm/dd/yy

 Applid:  --------                                         Time    - 08:20:22

 Label:            -------------------------------- 

 Profile label:    

ACT label    : TPX Administration 

                                          Profile Defaults 

     Output    Option: -------                  -------- 

  Parm 1: --------------------------- --------------------------- 

  Parm 2: --------------------------- --------------------------- 

  Parm 3: --------------------------- --------------------------- 

  Parm 4: --------------------------- --------------------------- 

  Parm 5: --------------------------- --------------------------- 

  Parm 6: --------------------------- --------------------------- 

  Parm 7: --------------------------- --------------------------- 

  Parm 8: --------------------------- ---------------------------

  SessionData: ------------------------------------------------------------

  Default:     ------------------------------------------------------------

  PF1=Help   PF3=End     PF4=Return    PF7=Prev    PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

6. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the second panel. The third TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for
session options is displayed, as shown in step 7.

7. Modify the fields as desired.
The Parm fields on this panel specify parameters for ACL/E programs running in this session. An ACL/E program
recognizes these variables as &P1 through &P8.
                   TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel 

                                                          Panelid  - TEN0127 

  Command ===>                                            Userid   - NATALIE 

                                                          Termid   - A32L8203

 Userid:   ABCDEF             Session:  CA-EMAIL          Date     - mm/dd/yy

 Applid:   ________                                       Time     - 11:14:12

                                          Profile       Application    System

                                          Defaults      Defaults       Defaults

 HLLAPI name:               ________      ________ 

 HLLAPI id:                 _             _

 Generate Pass Ticket:      _             _             N

 Gen Qualified Pass Ticket: _             _             N
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 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev        "CANCEL" cancel

8. Press PF3 to save the data and return to the TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List panel.
9. To assign or modify the session key and menu order for the application session, modify the fields on the TPX Userid

Maintenance Table Entry List panel. You can also modify the other fields for the user. These fields are shown in the
following panel.
               TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List 

                                                           Panelid - TEN0122

Command ===>                                               Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                           Termid  - D08L074

  Userid: USR1                 Profile        System       Date    - mm/dd/yy

                               Defaults       Defaults     Time    - 10:02:55

  Command key:   /

  Jump key:      PA1           NONE 

  Menu key:                    _______        PF12/24 

  Print key:     PF18          _____          NONE

                  Applid        Profile    Sesskey   Profile  Menu   Profile

 Session          Override      Applid     Override  Sesskey  Order  Order 

 TPXMAIL                                   PF __     PF __     02 

 TSO                                       PF __     PF __     03 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

10. If you want to add another session, repeat steps 2 through 7. Otherwise, press PF3 when you are finished with this
panel.
The changes that you made are saved and the options menu for user maintenance is displayed.

11. Press PF3 three times to return to the TPX Administration Menu.
12. To put the changes into effect, issue the following command in a TPXOPER session, replacing profileID with the name

of the profile you changed.
RELOAD PROF=profileID

Delete a User ID
To delete an user ID from TPX

1. Select option 1, User/Group Maintenance, from the TPX Administration Menu.
The TPX User/Group Administration menu is displayed.

2. Select option 3, User Maintenance.
A panel is displayed that asks you to enter the user ID you want to administer.

3. Type an asterisk (*) in the space to the right of the prompt and press Enter.
A list showing the user IDs that you can administer is displayed.
                TPX User Maintenance 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0196 

 Command ===>                                          Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                       Date    - 03/14/03

                                                       Time    - 07:35:49

   Enter Userid to administer or '*' for list ===> ?

4. Use the Tab key to move the cursor next to the user ID you want to delete.
If the user ID you want to delete is not displayed on the panel, use PF8 to scroll forward through the list of user IDs.

5. Type D and press Enter.
You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the user ID.
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In the following panel, the administrator is deleting the user ID USR8.
                     TPX User Maintenance 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0129 

Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                         Date    - 03/14/03

  Userid            Last-updated  by  Userid             Time    - 07:35:54

  USR1           03/03/03 12:09:43 USERADM1 

  USR3           03/06/03 13:59:17 USERADM1 

  USR4           03/03/03 12:14:05 USERADM1 

D USR8           03/03/03 12:13:34 USERADM1 

  USR14          03/03/03 12:12:40 USERADM1 

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

6. Do one of the following:
– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter.

If you confirm the request, the list of user IDs is displayed, and the user ID you deleted will no longer be listed.
– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.

7. Press PF3 three times to display the TPX Administration Menu.

NOTE
You can also delete user IDs from the options menu for user maintenance (TEN0118). Simply type DELETE at
the command line and press Enter.

Delete a Profile from A User
To delete a profile from a user's list of profiles

1. Select option 1, User/Group Maintenance, from the TPX Administration Menu. The TPX User/Group Administration
Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 3, User Maintenance. A panel is displayed that asks you to enter the user ID you want to administer.
3. Type the user ID you are deleting the profile from in the space to the right of the prompt and press Enter. The options

menu for user maintenance is displayed.
In the following panel, the administrator is entering a user ID of USR1.
                  TPX User Maintenance 

                                                        Panelid - TEN0196 

Command ===>                                            Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                        Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                        Date    - 03/14/03

                                                        Time    - 07:35:49

  Enter Userid to administer or '*' for list ===> USR1

  Record Count Limit ===>

NOTE
If you know that a userid begins with the characters ‘USR’ then you can list all users that begin with USR
by typing USR* and pressing Enter.  If you do not know the user ID, you can type an asterisk (*) and press
Enter.  A list of the user IDs that you can administer is displayed.  You can select a user ID from the list by
typing an S to the left of it.

4. Select option 5, Maintain List of Profiles. The TPX User Maintenance Detail Table is displayed, as shown.
                 TPX User Maintenance Detail Table 

                                                           Panelid  - TEN0159 

  Command  ===>                                            Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                                           Termid   - T05B2501

  Profiles added here take effect only if you set          Date     - 03/14/03
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  the "Static User" field on panel TEN0125 to Y for        Time     - 14:31:14

  this user.

    Profile name(s) from which the user is built:

       BASEPROF

       ADMNPROF

 ******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA*******************************

5. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the left of the profile you want to delete from the user's list of profiles.
6. Type a D and press Enter. The profile is deleted from the user's list.
7. Press PF3 four times to display the TPX Administration Menu.

NOTE
You can also delete profiles from a user on the options menu for profile maintenance. Simply type DELETE and
press Enter.

Delete a Session from a User
To delete a session from a user's list of sessions

1. Select option 1, User/Group Maintenance, from the TPX Administration Menu.
The TPX User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 3, User Maintenance.
A panel is displayed that asks you to enter the user ID you want to administer.

3. Type the user ID you are deleting the session from in the space to the right of the prompt and press Enter.
The options menu for user maintenance is displayed.
In the following panel, the administrator is entering a user ID of USR1.
                  TPX User Maintenance 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0196 

 Command ===>                                          Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                       Date    - 03/14/03

                                                       Time    - 07:35:49

  Enter Userid to administer or '*' for list ===> USR1

  Record Count Limit ===>

NOTE
If you know that a userid begins with the characters ‘USR’ then you can list all users that begin with USR
by typing USR* and pressing Enter.  If you do not know the user ID, you can type an asterisk (*) and press
Enter.  A list of the user IDs that you can administer is displayed.  You can select a user ID from the list by
typing an S to the left of it.

4. Select the type of session you want to delete, either option 2, TPX Application Session Options or option 4, TPX
Application Session Options.
The TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List is displayed.
                  TPX User Maintenance 

                                                       Panelid  - TEN0118 

 Select Option ===>                                    Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                                       Terminal - D08L074 

     Userid: USR1                                      Date     - 11/07/03

                                                       Time     - 15:02:08

    1 TPX User Options 

    2 TPX Session Options

    3 STX User Options 

    4 STX Session Options
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    5 Maintain List of Profiles 

    6 Maintain Administrator Capabilities 

    7 Maintain TPX VIEW Capabilities

5. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the space to the left of the session you want to delete.
6. Type a D and press Enter.

The session is deleted.
In the following panel, session TPXNOTES is being deleted from the TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List.
             TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List 

                                                           Panelid - TEN0122

   Command ===>                                            Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                           Termid  - PUN01

  Userid: USR1                 Profile        System       Date    - 03/30/03

                               Defaults       Defaults     Time    - 08:52:08

  Command key:     -------     -------        PF12/24 

  Jump key:        -----       PA1            NONE 

  Menu key:        -----       PF6            PF4 

  Print key:       -----       PF7            NONE

                   Applid       Profile    Sesskey   Profile  Menu   Profile

  Session          Override     Applid     Override  Sesskey  Order  Order

  TPXMAIL          --------     TPXMAIL    PF --     PF --     --     -- 

D TPXNOTES         --------     TPXNOTES   PF --     PF --     --     -- 

  TPXADMIN         --------     TPXADMIN   PF --     PF --     --     -- 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

7. Press PF3 three times to display the TPX Administration Menu.

How to Maintain User's View Capabilities
You can control a user's View capabilities. The View capabilities determine which user groups the user can view and the
user's View authority for each group. A user is limited to viewing other users who are assigned a View security level lower
than his or her View authority. If the security level is equal to the authority level, the user cannot view.

Example of View Authority
In this example, user USR04 has the View capabilities.

Group Authority

DEVGRP 150

PRDGRP 100

HRGRP 50

USR04 cannot view any members of DEVGRP with a View security equal to or greater than 150. For example,
if the user USR23 is a member of DEVGRP and has a View security level of 100, USR04 could view USR23's
sessions. However, if DEVGRP included a user USR35 that had a security level of 200, USR04 would be
unable to view USR35's sessions. USR04 cannot view sessions for users in DEVGRP with a security level
of 150. The same is true of the other user groups. USR04 can view sessions of users in PRDGRP who have
a security level below 100 and users in HRGRP with security levels below 50. USR04 is authorized only for
the three user groups, DEVGRP, PRDGRP and HRGRP. USR04 cannot view sessions of users outside those
groups unless the individual users grant USR04 temporary View authority.
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Assign and Modify View Capabilities

To assign View capabilities

1. Select option 1, User/Group Maintenance, from the TPX Administration Menu. The TPX User/Group Administration
Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 3, User Maintenance. A panel that asks you to enter a user ID is displayed.
3. Type the user ID for which you want to assign or modify View capabilities. Then, press Enter. The options menu for

user maintenance is displayed.
4. Select option 7, Maintain TPX VIEW Capabilities as shown in the following panel.

                    TPX User Maintenance 

                                                       Panelid  - TEN0118 

 Select Option ===>  7                                 Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                                       Terminal - D08L074 

     Userid: USR1                                      Date     - 11/07/03

                                                       Time     - 15:02:08

    1 TPX User Options 

    2 TPX Session Options

    3 STX User Options 

    4 STX Session Options

    5 Maintain List of Profiles 

    6 Maintain Administrator Capabilities 

    7 Maintain TPX VIEW Capabilities

The TPX View Administration Table, shown in the following, is displayed. This panel lists the groups that the user can
view and the user's View authority for each group.
                   TPX VIEW Administration Table 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0149 

 Command ===>                                          Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DL03L74 

Userid: USR04                                          Date    - 01/20/03

                                                       Time    - 13:37:02

View Capabilities

 Type one or more action codes. Then press Enter.

     I=Insert  A=After  B=Before  D=Delete  M=Move  R=Repeat

Action Groups this user can VIEW       View authority within the Group 

        DEVGRP                            150 

        PRDGRP                            100 

        HRGRP                             50 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

From this panel you can add and delete groups from the list and change the user's authority for each group, as
described in the following sections.

Add a Group

To add a group to the TPX View Administration Table

1. Tab down to an action field, type I, as show in the following panel, and press Enter.
A new line is added to the list.
                TPX VIEW Administration Table 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0149 

Command ===>                                           Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DL03L74 
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Userid: USR04                                          Date    - 01/20/03

                                                       Time    - 13:37:02

View Capabilities

 Type one or more action codes. Then press Enter.

    I=Insert  A=After  B=Before  D=Delete  M=Move  R=Repeat

Action Groups this user can VIEW       View authority within the Group 

        DEVGRP                            150 

        PRDGRP                            100 

I       HRGRP                             50 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

2. In the new line, specify the user group name in the column headed "Groups this user can VIEW." Then, in the right-
hand column, specify the user's View authority within the group.

3. Press Enter. The user now has the specified authority for the group.
4. Press PF3 to return to the TPX User Maintenance panel.

Delete a Group

To delete a group from the View Administration Table

1. Type D in front of the name of each group you want to delete, as shown in the following panel, and press Enter.
The groups are deleted from the list. The user can no longer view users in those groups.
                 TPX VIEW Administration Table 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0149 

 Command ===>                                            Userid  - TPXADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DL03L74 

Userid: USR04                                            Date    - 01/20/03

                                                         Time    - 13:37:02

View Capabilities

 Type one or more action codes. Then press Enter.

    I=Insert  A=After  B=Before  D=Delete  M=Move  R=Repeat

Action Groups this user can VIEW       View authority within the Group 

        DEVGRP                            150 

D       PRDGRP                            100 

D       HRGRP                             50 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

2. Press PF3 to return to the TPX User Maintenance panel.

Modify User's Authority Over a Group

To change the user's authority over a group

1. Tab down to the VIEW authority within the Group field for the group and type a new authority number over the existing
number. Then press Enter.
The user now has the specified authority to view users in that group.

2. Press PF3 to return to the TPX User Maintenance panel.

Maintaining Command and Self-Maintenance Class Tables
This section shows you how to define command authorization classes and self-maintenance update classes used to
identify the capabilities for a group of users.
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How to Maintain Command Authorization Classes
You can control what commands the users in your group can issue by creating command authorization classes. An
authorization class lists each TPX command and indicates whether or not each command is authorized. In User or Profile
Maintenance, you can assign a command authorization classes to users.

The Command Authorization Class option in User/Group Administration allows you to create, modify, and delete
command authorization classes and command class tables.

Each user group has a command authorization class table associated with it. The table has the same name as the user
group and consists of command classes. Users in the group can be assigned any of the command classes in the table
associated with their group.

If you do not assign a command authorization class for a user, the product uses the class specified in the SMRT.

Add a Command Authorization Class Table

Before you can add specific command authorization classes, you must create a command authorization class table for
your group.

To add a command authorization class table

1. Select option 1, User/Group Maintenance from the TPX Administration Menu. The TPX User/Group Maintenance
Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 5, Command Authorization Class. The TPX Command Authorization Class Table List is displayed.
3. Type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the command authorization class table you

want to add. You must give the table the same name as the user group with which it is associated. Then press Enter.
The TPX Command Authorization Class Table List is displayed.
In the following panel, the administrator is adding a command authorization class table for a group named GROUP.
            TPX Command Authorization Class Table List

                                                     Panelid - TEN0130

 Command ===> S GROUP                                Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B

  Command Authorization                              Date    - 03/14/03

  Class Table (Group) Last updated by   Userid       Time    - 07:38:09

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

At this point, you can go to step 4 or 5 of the following procedure to add a command authorization class to the table.

Add or Modify a Command Authorization Class

To add or modify a Command Authorization Class

1. Select option 1 from the TPX Administration Menu. The TPX User/Group Maintenance menu is displayed.
2. Select option 5, Command Authorization Class. The TPX Command Authorization Class Table List is displayed.
3. Do one of the following:

– To add a table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the table you want to add
or modify. Then press Enter.
NOTE: You must give the table the same name as the user group with which it is associated.

– To modify an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor
to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.

In the following panel, the administrator is selecting a command authorization class table for a group named GROUP.
               TPX Command Authorization Class Table List

                                                     Panelid - TEN0130

 Command ===> S GROUP                                Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B
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  Command Authorization                              Date    - 03/14/03

  Class Table (Group) Last updated by   Userid       Time    - 07:38:09

  GROUP            03/06/03 13:57:08 ADMIN

**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

The TPX Command Authorization Class Table Entry List is displayed, as shown next.
4. To copy all Command Authorization Classes from another group, type COPY table-name on the command line. Then

press Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 table-name copied. The copied classes within the table may now be
modified.

5. Type S classID on the command line, where classID specifies the command authorization class that you want to add
or modify. The class ID is one character long and can be any letter, number, or symbol on the keyboard. Then press
Enter.
The TPX Command Authorization Class Detail panel is displayed, as shown in step 8. In the following panel, the
administrator is adding command authorization class A.
             TPX Command Authorization Class Table Entry List

                                                     Panelid - TEN0131

 Command ===> S A                                    Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B

 Command Authorization Class Table:    GROUP         Date    - 03/14/03

                                                     Time    - 07:38:14

  Command Authorization Class

  D

  E

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

6. To copy all values from another Command Authorization Class within this group, type COPY classID on the command
line. Then press Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 classID copied. The copied values within the class may now
be modified.

7. In the field beside each command, indicate whether users in the class will be authorized for the command. Type Y for
yes or N for no, as shown in step 8.
You can use the Tab key to move the cursor from field to field.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.

8. Modify the fields as desired.
                 TPX Command Authorization Class Detail Panel

                                                           Panelid - TEN0132

 Table Name: TPXGROUP                                      Userid  - USRADMIN

 Class Name: A                                             Termid  - DXAP59B

 Help Panel:                                               Date    - 03/14/03

                                                           Time    - 07:38:09

   Y -  A - Activate Sessions               Y -  J - Jump

             Y - ALL parameter              Y -  K - Logoff

             N - DYNAMIC sessions           Y -  L - Lock terminal

                                            Y -  N - Start sess. in PASS mode

   N -  D - Delete Dynamic Session          Y -  P - Print Screen

   Y -  E - Establish Functions             Y -  Q - Send Screen

   Y -  F - Signoff                         Y -  R - Refresh

   Y -  G - Ignore ACL Start-up             Y -  S - Submit ACL

   Y -  H - Help                            Y -  V - Interrupt ACL

   Y -  I - Inactivate Sessions             Y -  W - TPX Menu

             N - ALL parameter
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 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF8=Fwd      "CANCEL" cancel updates

9. Press PF8 to display the second TPX Command Authorization Class Detail panel, shown in step 8.
10. Modify the fields as desired.

WARNING
Sending a TPX message to all users can cause system or storage related problems. You can enter a value
of N in the Send Message to Everyone and Store Message to Everyone fields to restrict users from sending
messages to all users.

                    TPX Command Authorization Class Detail Panel

  Command ===>                                               Panelid  - TEN0133

                                                             Userid   - USRADMIN

  Table Name: TPXGROUP                                       Termid   - A32L8203

  Class Name: B                                              Date     - 04/11/03

  Help Panel:                                                Time     - 11:15:45

   N - Send Message                      N - Store Message

   N - Send Message to Group             N - Store Message to Group

   N - Send Message to Everyone          N - Store Message to Everyone

           (Bulletin)                             (Bulletin)

   N - Send Message to All Users         N - Store Message to All Users

        of an Appl/Session                    of an Appl (Appl News)

   N - Send Message using /B             N - Receive Stored Messages

   N - Breakin when Sending Message      N - Delete Unexpired Stored Messages

                                              to Everyone (Bulletin)

   N - Use Mask Character                N - Use "?" to Browse Recipient Lists

   N - Create Personal Lists             N - Update General Lists

   N - Update logo news from Mail

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=Bkwd    PP8=Fwd      "CANCEL" cancel

11. Press PF8 to display the third TPX Command Authorization Class Detail panel, shown in step 10.
12. Modify the fields as desired.

                      TPX Command Authorization Class Detail

 Command ===>                                                      Panelid - TEN0134

 Table Name: TPXGROUP                                      Userid  - USRADMIN

 Class Name: B                                             Termid  - DXAP59B

 Help Panel                                                Date    -03/14/03

                                                           Time    -07:38:09

 Session Assist                        Trainer

  Y -Can assist sessions                  N -Schedule a training session

  Y -Give temporary assist authority      N -Register yourself

                                          N -Register others

 Conference                               N -Update training schedule

  Y -Initiate a conference                N -Initiate a training session

  Y -Join a conference                    Y -Join a training session

 Record/Playback                       View

  Y -Record a session                     Y -Can view/track sessions

  Y -Playback a recorded session          Y -Give temporary view authority

  Y -Delete a recorded sequence           Y -Give temporary track authority 

  Y -Update a recorded sequence 

 F1=Help     F3=End     F4=Return     F7=Bkwd     CANCEL =Cancel

13. Press PF3 four times to display the TPX Administration Menu.
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Delete a Command Authorization Class

To delete a command authorization class

1. Select option 1 from the TPX Administration Menu. The TPX User/Group Maintenance menu is displayed.
2. Select option 5, Command Authorization Class. The TPX Command Authorization Class Table List is displayed.
3. To select a table, do one of the following:

– Type S table-name on the command line, where table-name specifies the table you want to delete. Then press
Enter.

– Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.
In the following panel, the administrator is selecting a command authorization class table for a group named GROUP.
               TPX Command Authorization Class Table List

                                                     Panelid - TEN0130

 Command ===> S GROUP                                Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B

  Command Authorization                              Date    - 03/14/03

  Class Table (Group) Last updated by   Userid       Time    - 07:38:09

  GROUP            03/06/03 13:57:08 ADMIN

*************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

The TPX Command Authorization Class Table Entry List is displayed.
4. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the space to the left of the command authorization class you want to delete.
5. Type a D and press Enter, as shown in the following panel. The command authorization class is deleted from the list.

        TPX Command Authorization Class Table Entry List

                                                     Panelid - TEN0131

 Command ===>                                        Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B

 Command Authorization Class Table: GROUP            Date    - 03/14/03

                                                     Time    - 07:38:14

  Command Authorization Class

  A

D B

  C

  D

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

6. Press PF3 four times to display the TPX Administration Menu.

Delete a Command Authorization Class Table

To delete a Command Authorization Class

1. Select option 1 from the TPX Administration Menu. The TPX User/Group Maintenance menu is displayed.
2. Select option 5, Command Authorization Class. The TPX Command Authorization Class Table List is displayed.
3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the space to the left of the command authorization class table you want to

delete.
4. Type a D and press Enter, as shown in the following panel.

You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the command class table.
             TPX Command Authorization Class Table List

                                                     Panelid - TEN0130

 Command ===>                                        Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B

  Command Authorization                              Date    - 03/14/03

  Class Table (Group) Last updated by   Userid       Time    - 07:38:09

  GROUP               03/16/03 14:47:18 ADMIN
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D GROUP1              05/07/03 15:53:03 ADMIN

  GROUP2              04/23/03 13:32:12 ADMIN

*************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

5. Do one of the following:
– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter. If you confirm the request, the list of command

authorization class tables is displayed, and the table you deleted will no longer be listed.
– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.

6. Press PF3 twice to display the TPX Administration Menu.

How To Maintain Self-Maintenance Update Classes
You can control what user and application values a user can change by creating self-maintenance update classes. The
User Self-Maintenance Update Class option in TPX User/Group Maintenance allows you to create, modify, and delete
self-maintenance update classes. A self-maintenance update class table is made up of a group of classes and has the
same name as the user group with which it is associated. You can have multiple self-maintenance update classes defined
with a table so that you can give different users different authorization.

There are separate update class tables for TPX parameters and STX parameters.

Each group that you are authorized to administer must have a self-maintenance update class table associated with it.
Also, each user that you are authorized to administer must have a self-maintenance update class assigned on the user,
system, or profile level.

Add a Self-Maintenance Update Class Table

Create a self-maintenance update class table for your group before you add specific self-maintenance update classes.

To create a Self-Maintenance Update Class Table

1. Select option 1 from the TPX Administration Menu. The TPX User/Group Maintenance Menu is displayed.
2. Select option 4, User Self-Maintenance Update Class. The TPX Update Class Table List is displayed.

                   TPX Update Class Table List

                                                         Panelid - TEN0170

Command ===> S GROUP                                     Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B

 Update Class                                            Date    - 03/14/03

 Table (Group)   Last Updated by Userid                  Time    - 07:37:43

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

3. Type S table-name on the command line, where table-name specifies the name of the table you want to add to the list.
Then press Enter.
The TPX Update Class Entries panel is displayed.
In the previous panel, the administrator is adding an update class table for a group named GROUP.

Naming the Table
You must give the table the same name as the user group with which it is associated.

At this point, you can go to step 4 or 5 of the following procedure to add a command authorization class to the table.

Add or Modify a Self-Maintenance Update Class

To add or modify a Self-Maintenance Update Class

1. Select option 1 from the TPX Administration Menu.
The TPX User/Group Maintenance Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 4, User Self-Maintenance Update Class.
The TPX Update Class Table List is displayed.
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3. Do one of the following:
– To add a table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the table you want to add

or modify. Then press Enter.
NOTE: You must give the table the same name as the user group with which it is associated.

– To modify an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor
to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.

The TPX Update Class Table Entries panel is displayed, as shown in step 4. In the following panel, the administrator is
selecting an update class table for a group named GROUP.
                  TPX Update Class Table List

                                                         Panelid - TEN0170

Command ===>                                             Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B

  Update Class                                           Date    - 03/14/03

  Table (Group)   Last Updated by Userid                 Time    - 07:37:43

S GROUP            ADMIN

  PRDGROUP         PRDADMIN

  HRGROUP          ADMIN

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

4. To copy all User Self-Maintenance Update Classes from another group, type COPY table-name on the command line.
Then press Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 table-name copied. The copied classes within the table can now
be modified.

5. Type S class-name on the command line, where class-name is the name of the self-maintenance update class that
you want to add or modify. The name of the update class is one character long and can be any letter, number, or
symbol on the keyboard. Then press Enter.
The TPX Update Class Maintenance Menu is displayed.
In the following panel, the administrator is adding command authorization class A.
                        TPX Update Class Entries

                                                        Panelid - TEN0171

 Command ===> S A                                       Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                        Termid  - DXAP59B

 Update Class Table: GROUP                              Date    - 03/14/03

                                                        Time    - 07:37:47

  Class

  D

  P

**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

Note: You see this panel only if you are authorized as both a TPX and STX administrator. Select the kind of update
class tables you want to add or modify.
                 TPX Update Class Maintenance

                                                        Panelid  - TENV006

Select Option ===>                                      Userid   - USRADMIN

                                                        Terminal - D08L074

 1 TPX Update Class Maintenance                         Date     - 12/04/03

 2 STX Update Class Maintenance                         Time     - 11:06:12

For TPX classes, type 1 and press Enter. The first TPX Update Class Detail Panel is displayed. For information on
using these panels, see Maintain TPX Update Classes.
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Maintain TPX Update Classes

To maintain TPX Update classes

1. To copy all values from another User Self-Maintenance Update Class within this group, type COPY classID on the
command line. Then press Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 classID copied. The copied values within the
class may now be modified.

2. Modify the fields on the first TPX Update Class Detail Panel as desired.

NOTE
Except for the Can add session in TPX Admin field, the fields on these three panels correspond to fields on
the three panels under TPX User Options in user and profile maintenance.

For the Can add session in TPX Admin field, type a Y to allow users to add a session to their own TPX Menu, or N to
disallow it.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.
                      TPX Update Class Detail Panel

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0172

  Command ===>                                           Userid   - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid   - A32L8203

   Table Name: TPXGROUP       Class Name: D              Date     - 04/11/03

                                                         Time     - 11:17:05

                         USER OPTIONS:

     ---------------------------------------------------------

     Y - Command character                    N - ACCESS 

     Y - Command key                          N - Inactivate on

     Y - Jump key                             N - Maximum sessions 

     Y - Menu key                             N - Default printer 

     Y - Print key                            N - ACB mask default

     N - Language                             N - Propagate ACB 

     N - Stage 1 timeout                      Y - Get Mail first 

     N - Stage 1 option                       N - Display menu   

     N - Stage 2 timeout                      N - Transfer option 

     N - Stage 2 option                       N - Affinity applid  

     N - Can add session in TPX Admin         N - VIEW Security level

     N - Do Not Disturb                       N - Do Not VIEW 

     N - Pass Ticket User                     N  -  Qualified PTick User

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel

3. Press PF8 to display each of the next detail panels. The second TPX Update Class Detail Panel is displayed, as
shown in step 4.

4. Modify the fields on the second panel as desired.
                   TPX Update Class Detail Panel

                                                        Panelid  - TEN0179

  Command ===>                                          Userid   - USRADMIN

                                                        Termid   - TPXSYS01

   Table Name: TPXGROUP       Class Name: D             Date     - 01/19/03

                                                        Time     - 10:24:46

                         USER OPTIONS:

    ----------------------------------------------------------

    Window Options:

       - Lock Keyboard in Windows

       - Window Mode key
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       - Window Cmd Char

       - Foreground Horizontal border

       - Foreground Vertical border

       - Background Horizontal border

       - Background Vertical border

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev    PF8=Next    "CANCEL" cancel

5. Press PF8 to display the next detail panel. The third TPX Update Class Detail Panel is displayed, as shown in step 6.
6. Modify the fields on the third panel as desired.

                   TPX Update Class Detail Panel

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0173

  Command ===>                                           Userid   - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid   - A32L8203

   Table Name: TPXGROUP       Class Name: D              Date     - 04/11/03

                                                         Time     - 11:25:51

                     APPLICATION OPTIONS:

     ---------------------------------------------------------

     N - Applid                           N - Invisible

     N - ACCESS                           N - Application label

     N - Timeout minutes                  N - Parm 1

     N - Modent name                      N - Parm 2

     Y - Sesskey                          N - Parm 3

     N - Start at signon                  N - Parm 4

     N - Startup ACL                      N - Parm 5

     N - ACL Userid                       N - Parm 6

     N - ACL Password                     N - Parm 7

     N - Term ACL                         N - Parm 8

     N - ACB Mask                         N - Session Data

     N - KeepACB                          N - HLLAPI name

     Y - Menu Order                       N - HLLAPI id

     N - Output Option                    N - Generate Pass Ticket

     N  -  Generate Qualified Pass Ticket

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev Page       "CANCEL" cancel

7. Press PF3 five times to display the TPX Administration Menu.

Maintain STX Update Classes

To maintain STX update classes

1. Modify the fields on the STX Update Class Options panel as desired. Use PF8 to display each of the next panels.
Note: The fields on this panel correspond to fields on the five panels under STX User Options in user and profile
maintenance.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.
                 STX Update Class Options 1 of 3

                                                         Panelid - TENX202

 Command ===>                                            Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DL0L74

  Table Name: STXGROUP         Class Name: D             Date    - 01/20/03

                                                         Time    - 16:30:00

                         USER OPTIONS:

    ---------------------------------------------------------

     Y- Password                           Y- Screen Presentation Width
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     Y- Authorization                      Y- Screen Presentation Mode

     Y- Startup Application Name           Y- Valid Presentation Modes

     Y- Timeout Option                     Y- Emulated Terminal Type

     Y- Timeout Interval                   Y- Journal Allocation Blocks

     Y- Uppercase Conversion               Y- ACIDSN (MVS)

     N- Can Add STX Session in TPX Administration

   VM ACIPATH Options:

     Y- Filename (VM)                      Y- Link Userid

     Y- Filetype (VM)                      Y- Link Virtual Address

     Y- Filemode (VM)                      Y- Link Password

   Spool Options:

     Y- Emulation Journalling              Y- Header1

     Y- Emulation Spool Dest               Y- Header2

                                           Y- Header3

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel

2. Press PF8 to display the second STX Update Class Options panel, shown in step 3.
3. Modify the fields on the second panel.

                   STX Update Class Options 2 of 3

                                                         Panelid - TENX203

 Command ===>                                            Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DL00000

  Table Name:                  Class Name:               Date    - 01/20/03

                                                         Time    - 16:43:03

                    USER OPTIONS:

   ---------------------------------------------------------

   MVS Spool-To-Dataset Options:

     Y- Spool Destination                   Y- DISP

     Y- Volume                              Y- Unit

     Y- Dataset Name

   Spool-To-Printer Options:

     Y- Class                               Y- Copies

   MVS Spool-To-Printer Options:

     Y- Printer                             Y- Printer FCB

   VM Spool Options:

     Y- Userid                              Y- Hold

     Y- Forms                               Y- Distcode

     Y- Destcode                            Y- Spoolid

     Y- Tag

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=Prev    PF8=Next       "CANCEL" cancel

4. Press PF8 to display the third STX Update Class Options panel, shown in step 5.
5. Modify the fields as desired.

               STX Update Class Options 3 of 3

                                                      Panelid - TENX204

 Command ===>                                         Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                      Termid  - DXAP59B

  Table Name:                  Class Name:            Date    - 01/20/03

                                                      Time    - 16:43:03

                 APPLICATION OPTIONS:

    ---------------------------------------------------------

            Y- ACIPGM                         Y- Menu Order Number

            Y- &P1                            Y- &P9

            Y- &P2                            Y- &P10
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            Y- &P3                            Y- &P11

            Y- &P4                            Y- &P12

            Y- &P5                            N- &P13

            Y- &P6                            N- &P14

            Y- &P7                            N- &P15

            Y- &P8                            N- &P16

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel

6. Press PF3 five times to display the TPX Administration Menu.

Delete a Self-Maintenance Update Class
To delete a command authorization class

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The TPX User/Group Maintenance Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 4, User Self Maintenance Update Class.
The TPX Update Class Table List is displayed.
                    TPX Update Class Table List

                                                         Panelid - TEN0170

Command ===>                                             Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B

  Update Class                                           Date    - 03/14/03

  Table (Group)   Last Updated by   Userid               Time    - 07:37:43

  GROUP           03/03/03 12:16:17 ADMIN

  DEVGROUP        03/03/03 12:16:17 ADMIN

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

3. To select a table, do one of the following:
– Type S table-name on the command line, where table-name specifies the table that you want to delete. Then press

Enter.
– Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX Update Class Entries panel for the table you specified is displayed. In the following panel, the administrator is
selecting an update class table for a group named DEVGROUP.
                    TPX Update Class Table List

                                                         Panelid  -  TEN0170

Command ===> S DEVGROUP                                  Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B

  Update Class                                           Date    - 03/14/03

  Table (Group)   Last Updated by   Userid               Time    - 07:37:43

     GROUP        03/03/03 12:16:17 ADMIN

  DEVGROUP        03/03/03 12:16:17 ADMIN

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

4. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the space to the left of the update class you want to delete.
5. Type a D and press Enter to delete the class from the list, as shown in the following panel. The update class is deleted

from the list.
                   TPX Update Class Entries

                                                         Panelid - TEN0171

Command ===>                                             Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B

  Update Class Table: GROUP                              Date    - 03/14/03

                                                         Time    - 07:37:43

   Class
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   C

 D P

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

6. Press PF3 three times to display the TPX Administration Menu.

Delete a Self-Maintenance Update Class Table
To delete an update class table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance. The TPX User/Group Maintenance
Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 4, User Self-Update Class. The TPX Update Class Table List is displayed.
                   TPX Update Class Table List

                                                         Panelid - TEN0170

Command ===>                                             Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B

  Update Class                                           Date    - 03/14/03

  Table (Group)   Last Updated by   Userid               Time    - 07:37:43

  GROUP           03/03/03 12:16:17 ADMIN

  GROUP1          07/23/03 15:43:14 ADMIN

  GROUP2          09/19/03 12:52:17 ADMIN

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the space to the left of the update class table you want to delete.Type a D and
press Enter to delete the table, as shown in the following panel.
                   TPX Update Class Table List

                                                         Panelid - TEN0170

Command ===>                                             Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid  - DXAP59B

  Update Class                                           Date    - 03/14/03

  Table (Group)   Last Updated by   Userid               Time    - 07:37:43

  GROUP           03/03/03 12:16:17 ADMIN

D GROUP1          07/23/03 15:43:14 ADMIN

  GROUP2          09/19/03 12:52:17 ADMIN

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the table.
4. Do one of the following:

– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter. If you confirm the request, the TPX Update Class
Table List is displayed, and the table you deleted is no longer listed.

– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.
5. Press PF3 twice to display the TPX Administration Menu.

Introduction to System Administration
The next several sections show you how to perform system administration tasks.

System Administrator Role
As a system administrator your responsibility is to specify system options that will make this product better suit the needs
of your users. You can define system options and default user and application characteristics. The following sections show
you how to use the Administration panels to define and control these characteristics. Programming discusses special
system customization tasks.
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Highlighted Options
Highlighted options on a menu indicate that you have administrative authority to update these options. The authority to
update options for this product does not automatically give you signon access to the product. You must be defined as a
TPX user to have this access.

System and Application Characteristics
TPX is a session manager for users of 3270-type terminals on a VTAM network. To these end users, the product offers
a consistent, secure entry point into the system each day. Any user who signs on through TPX can have simultaneous
access to more than one application at a time and quickly toggle from one session to another by pressing one key.

Before you begin defining application and system options, take some time to determine the needs of your users. This
section gives an overview of application and system options you can define.

System Options Table (SMRT)

The system characteristics that you specify are recorded in the System Options Table (SMRT). At startup, the software
looks at the SMRT to see what you have specified for performance parameters, storage allocation, timing parameters,
system features, and user defaults.

Application Characteristics Table (ACT)

You can also specify parameters that the product uses when it establishes sessions with specific applications. These
parameters are recorded in the Application Characteristics Table (ACT). At startup, the product looks at the ACT to see
what parameters you have specified for each application.

Performance Parameters

This product allows you to control aspects of system performance that affect how the product uses your system
resources. Some of these aspects are:

• Whether the product uses VTAM's authorized path facility
• Whether the product uses VTAM's large message processing option (LMPEO) if you have ACF/VTAM version 2.1 or

later
• The number of concurrent tasks that are to be attached to pass the flow of data between a terminal and a connected

session
• The maximum number of application sessions that can be active at one time
• The maximum number of users who can be signed on to the product at one time.

Timing Parameters

You can specify how long a user or an application session can be idle before the software takes some action such as
logging the user off. You can also control the time intervals at which the product checks for idle users and sessions.

System Features

You can specify system features such as what type of access users will have to their sessions, how the product interacts
with other Broadcom products, and how it handles dynamic users.

User Defaults

As the system administrator, you define the values that are used as a foundation for user definitions. If a user
administrator or user does not specify values for these fields at the profile or user level, the product uses the values that
you specify at the system level.
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Debugging Parameters

You can control debugging parameters such as how many trace table entries the software allows, how it handles abends
in its subtasks, and how it dumps storage when a subtask abends.

Storage Allocation

You can specify how the product handles available storage both above and below the 16-megabyte line. If you find that
the default storage values are not using system storage effectively, you can modify the amount of storage that is reserved
for the product, DSA percentage, DSA and slot overload percentages, and other storage parameters.

Security and Operational Parameters

You can specify operational procedures such as how security is enforced, what is displayed when the user signs on to the
product, what print features are used, and how SMF logging is done.

Application Characteristics

If you want users to be able to access an application through this product, you must let TPX know how to interact with that
application. You specify the VTAM application ID of an application, how the application session appears on the users' TPX
Menu, whether the application can be used from certain terminals, and various other application options.

Virtual Terminal Masking Rules

Virtual terminal masking rules enable the product to select a virtual terminal for an application session based on the ID of
the user's physical terminal. This is necessary when an application enforces security based on the name of the terminal
with which it is communicating.

Printing Options

You can tell the software how to handle users' print requests. You can assign physical printers to a virtual printer so that a
user's print request is routed to the first available printer in a list. You can also tell the software what printer to send output
to when a user uses the /P command or print key to print a screen image.

Terminal Options

If your site has a variety of terminal types, you can tell the software how to interact with various terminals. When a user
signs on, the software checks the physical terminal ID to see what type of options are defined for that terminal.

System and Application Characteristics for STX
STX (SNA to X.25) is an ACF/VTAM application that allows users of 3270-type terminals to access applications and
services attached to the X.25 network (public and private data network following the X.25 protocol). Users can access
applications that communicate with full-screen terminals, save session information for later use, and transfer files using
XModem.

Before you begin defining application and system options, take some time to determine the needs of your users. This
section gives an overview of application and system options that you can define.

System Options Table (STXT)

The system characteristics that you specify for STX are recorded in the System Options Table (STXT). At startup,
the product looks at the STXT to see how you have specified parameters governing performance, storage allocation,
communication, file management, user defaults, diagnostics, security, and operation.
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Application Definition Table (NPT)

The application characteristics you specify for this product are recorded in the Application Definition Table (NPT). The
product looks at this table at startup to see how you have defined the X.25 applications that users will be accessing.
These parameters govern communication, emulation types, character translations, and aliases.

Performance Parameters

STX allows you to control aspects of system performance that affect how the product uses your system resources. Some
of these aspects are:

• Whether the product uses VTAM's authorized path facility
• The maximum number of users who can be logged on at one time
• The maximum number of switched LUs that the product will try in order to connect to a remote application
• The length of message segments
• The nesting level for ACI commands
• Whether you want to share VSAM files with other STX or TPX regions.

Communication Parameters

Communication parameters affect how sessions are established between STX and the X.25 application. You can specify
such parameters as the name users enter when logging on, the application ID used by the software for all X.25 sessions
with NPSI, packet and window sizes for GATE sessions, and when MCH control sessions are activated and quiesced.

File Management Parameters

You can specify file management parameters to control the storage of ACI scripts, spooling of session-journal data, and
spill files for handling session-journal overflow.

User Defaults

You can specify default values for miscellaneous parameters in user and profile definitions. Examples are the BREAK
key, TOGGLE key, timeout option, and self-update class. If a user administrator or user does not specify values for these
parameters at the profile or user level, the product uses the values you specify at the system level.

Diagnostic Parameters

You can specify diagnostic parameters that govern how the product attempts to recover from abends, what information a
SNAP dump will include, and the entries included in the trace table.

Security Parameters

Security parameters control how the product interacts with security packages such as RACF, ACF2, and Top Secret, and
how the product in general controls access to its resources.

Storage Allocation

You can specify how the product handles available storage both above and below the 16-megabyte line. If you find that
the default storage values are not using system storage effectively, you can modify the amount of storage that is reserved
for the product, DSA percentage, and slot pool sizes and percentages.

Operational Parameters

Operational parameters specify information for SMF logging, the language used in the help panels, and certain help
screen characteristics for Japanese-language customers.
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Optional Functions

You can specify optional functions to change the way the product normally operates. These functions are in the form of
optional PTFs. The PTFLIB contains a complete listing of optional functions.

Application Definitions

Application definitions determine how sessions are established between the product and X.25 applications and how users
interact with these applications. These definitions include communication, emulation, character translation, and alias
options.

Character Translation

Character Translation Tables allow you to define specific character translations for inbound and outbound data between
the product and the X.25 application.

Station IDs

Stationid Tables allow you to define station IDs used for sessions with 3270 Passthru.

Keyboard Maps

Keyboard Mapping Tables allow you to define primary and alternate keyboard maps for the devices supported by full-
screen emulation.

Password Prompts

Password Prompt Tables allow you to define the character strings that the product should recognize as password prompts
from the application. STX then does not display the password the user enters.

Access TPX Administration
You can access TPX administration by activating the TPXADMIN session from your TPX Menu.

To perform system administration, see the section "Specifying System Options" through the section "Specifying Security
System Actions and Messages."

Specifying System Options
This section shows you how to add and modify System Options Tables (SMRTs).

System Options Table (SMRT)
After TPX has been installed at your site, you will want to set the values specified in the System Options Table (SMRT).
The values that you specify in the SMRT determine the way the product performs. Some of the things you specify in the
SMRT are performance parameters, storage allocation, user defaults, and operational parameters.

You can maintain more than one System Options Table for a single system, but only one of them is used when you start
up the product. You may want to maintain multiple tables so that you can quickly and easily change system options by
changing the name of the SMRT specified in the startup procedure. You also can test changes that you make to your
system options before implementing them permanently.
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Add or Select a System Options Table
To add or select a System Options Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 1, System Options (SMRT).
The TPX System Options Table List is displayed.

3. Do one of the following:
– To add a table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the table you want to add

or select. Then press Enter.
– To select an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor

to the table you want, type S, and press Enter.
If you want the software to use this table at startup, you must specify the table name in your startup procedure, as
explained in Installing.
The following panel shows an administrator adding a System Options Table named SYSBTEST.
                    TPX System Options Table List 

                                                          Panelid - TEN0109 

 Command ===> S SYSBTEST                                  Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                          Termid  - DXAP59B 

  System Options                                          Date    - 03/14/03

  Table                Last updated by   Userid           Time    - 07:39:00

  SYSAPROD             03/03/03 16:52:22 TPXADMIN STARTUP 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

The TPX System Options Table Option Menu is displayed. You can now modify system parameters as discussed in
Modify Parameters on the System Options Table.
                   TPX System Options Table Option Menu 

                                                        Panelid  - TEN0100

  Select Option ===>                                    Userid   - USR047 

                                                        Terminal - TPXSYS02

     System Options Table: SYSBTEST                     Date     - 03/14/03

                                                        Time     - 10:47:07

     1 Performance Parameters 

     2 Storage Parameters 

     3 XA Storage Parameters 

     4 Timing Parameters 

     5 System Features 

     6 User Default Parameters 

     7 Debugging Parameters 

     8 Operational Parameters 

     9 Security Parameters 

    10 Startup Parameters 

    11 Mail Parameters 

    12 Generic Resource Parameters 

    13.Optional Parameters

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return      "CANCEL" cancel updates

Modify Parameters on the System Options Table
This topic describes the different parameters that are available on the System Options table and how to modify those
parameters.
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Modify Parameters on the System Options Table (SMRT)

To modify parameters on the system options table:

1. Access the TPX System Options Table Option Menu as described in this section.
2. To copy all values from an existing table to the selected table, place your cursor on the command line and type COPY

table-name on the panel where table-name is the name of the table you want to copy into your selected table and
press ENTER. The message: MENA8017 table-name copied appears. The copied values within the SMRT may now
be modified.

3. Select the type of parameters that you want to modify.
The detail panel listing these parameters is displayed.

4. Modify the fields on the panel. You can use the Tab key to move the cursor from field to field.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.

5. To modify other types of parameters, use PF7 (backward) or PF8 (forward) to move through them.
6. Press PF3 three times to save your data and return to the TPX System Administration Menu.
7. To put your changes into effect, perform one of the following actions:

– For fields that have an asterisk (*), issue the following command in an operator session:
RELOAD SMRT=table-name

– For fields that do not have an asterisk (*) to the left of them, restart the product using the updated System Options
Table in the startup procedure.

The following sections in this section list the parameters you can modify.

Performance Parameters

Performance parameters allow you to control aspects of system performance that affect how TPX uses your system
resources.

                   TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0101

  Command ===>                                           Userid   - USR047

                                                         Terminal - TPXSYS02

     System Options Table: SYSBTEST                      Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                         Time     - 08:16:06

     Performance Parameters 

     ---------------------- 

         VTAM Authorized Path Facility:      N 

         Large Message Processing Option:    Y 

         Rtasks (Number of servers):         03 

         Load profiles at startup:           Y 

         Reserve ACB's at startup:           Y 

       * Maximum Sessions:                   00000 

       * Maximum TPX Users:                  00000 

       * ACL Runaway Limit                   10000 

         Build user name list at startup     Y 

 * Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel

Using the VTAM authorized path facility can save 20% to 30% of CPU resources. To use this facility, complete the
following tasks:
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• Put the product into an authorized library using the procedure described in Installing.
• Specify YES on the SRBEXIT parameter of each APPL statement in your major node as described in Programming.

Vary the major node inactive, and then vary it active.
• Specify Y in the VTAM Authorized Path Facility field on the performance parameters panel.

You must have ACF/VTAM version 2.1 or later to specify Y in the Large Message Processing Option field on the
performance parameters panel.

Below-the-Line Storage Parameters

You can indicate how TPX handles available storage below the 16-megabyte line. The values that you specify depend on
the needs of applications running at your site. Change storage allocation only after determining that existing allocations
do not use below-the-line storage effectively. Programming contains more detailed information on storage allocation. You
can also get online help for tuning by moving the cursor to the command line on the System Options Table Detail Panel for
below-the-line storage and pressing PF1 three times.

Storage Allocation Changes
Storage allocation changes take effect only after you restart the product using the updated System Options Table.
                TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                      Panelid  - TEN0102

 Command ===>                                         Userid   - SYSADMIN

                                                      Terminal - DXAP59B

    System Options Table: SMRTXA                      Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                      Time     - 07:39:18

    Storage Allocated (below 16m line)

    ----------------------------------

        System Storage:  1024 K    * DSA Overload at:  80 % 

        Minimum Storage: 2048 K    * Slot Overload at: 80 % 

        DSA Percentage:    75 %

  Pool#  Size  Percent    Pool#  Size  Percent   Pool#  Size  Percent 

  --------------------    --------------------   -------------------- 

    1.    0008    04        2.    0016    05       3.    0032    05

    4.    0064    07        5.    0128    06       6.    0256    06

    7.    0512    07        8.    1024    07       9.    2048    07 

   10.    4096    08       11.    8192    26      12.   10240    12

                       Slot Percentage Total: 100 %

* Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command

PF1=Help   PF3=End   PF4=Return   PF7=Prev   PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

Above-the-line Storage Parameters

You can indicate how the product handles available storage above the 16-megabyte line. The values that you specify
depend on the needs of applications running at your site. Change storage allocation only after determining that existing
allocations do not use above-the-line storage effectively. Programming contains more detailed information on storage
allocation. You can also get online help for tuning by moving the cursor to the command line on the System Options Table
Detail Panel for above-the-line storage and pressing PF1 three times.

Storage Allocation Changes
Storage allocation changes take effect only after you restart the product using the updated System Options Table.
             TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                      Panelid  - TEN0103

 Command ===>                                         Userid   - SYSADMIN

                                                      Terminal - DXAP59B
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    System Options Table: SMRTXA                      Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                      Time     - 07:39:23

    Storage Allocated (above 16m line)

    ----------------------------------

        XA Storage:   032768 K 

        DSA Percentage:   20 %

  Pool#  Size  Percent   Pool#  Size  Percent   Pool#  Size  Percent 

  --------------------   --------------------   -------------------- 

    1.    0032    08       2.    0064    06       3.    0128    10 

    4.    0136    08       5.    0208    02       6.    0352    04 

    7.    0456    06       8.    0512    13       9.    1024    06 

   10.    2048    21      11.    4096    14      12.    8192    02

                 XA Slot Percentage Total: 100 %

        PF1=Help   PF3=End   PF4=Return   PF7=Prev   PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

Timing Parameters

You can specify how long a terminal or session can be idle before the product takes action such as logging off the user or
inactivating the session. You can also indicate how frequently the software checks terminals and sessions for activity and
updates the SMF log.

Put Your Changes Into Effect
To put all the changes that you make to timing parameters into effect, issue the RELOAD command in an operator
session. However, if you specify 0 for any of the following intervals, either at startup or by reloading the SMRT, the
particular function is disabled:

• Timeout Checking
• Inquire Checking
• SMF Logging

To enable the function, specify a different interval value and restart the product.
                   TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0104

  Command ===>                                           Userid   - USR047

                                                         Terminal - TPXSYS02

     System Options Table: SMRTXA                        Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                         Time     - 08:20:39

     Timing Parameters 

     ----------------- 

                                  1st Level     2nd Level 

       * User Timeout             999999  min   000000  min 

       * Timeout Option           F 

       * Session Timeout:                999999  min 

       * LOGO Timeout:                   999999  min 

       * Timeout Checking Interval:      0002  min 

       * Inquire Checking Interval:      0005  min 

       * SMF Logging Interval:           0015  min 

       * PPS Release Request Timeout     0120  sec 

       * PPS JES Idle Session Timeout    0120  sec 

       * PPS VTAM Idle Session Timeout   0120  sec 

       * L-Serv Recovery Retry Interval  0120  sec 

* Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command 

        PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel
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System Features

You can specify certain system features such as users' access to application sessions, interface with other Broadcom
products, and how the product handles dynamically added users.

Put Your Changes Into Effect
To put all the changes that you make to system features into effect, issue the RELOAD command in an operator
session.
                   TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0105

  Command ===>                                           Userid   - USR047

                                                         Terminal - TPXSYS02

     System Options Table: SMRTXA                        Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                         Time     - 08:16:26

     System Features 

     --------------- 

     * ACCESS:                             MULTIPLE  (Multiple, Single, Pass)

     * Affinity:                           N 

     * Activate NetSpy Interface:          Y 

     * Activate OfficeVision Interface:    N 

     * Reconnect after PASS session:       Y 

     * Release Terminal upon Request:      N 

     * Dynamic Users Allowed:              Y 

     * Save Dynamic Users:                 N 

     * Default Dynamic User Profile:       TPXPROF 

     * Notify Users when being VIEWed      N 

     * Show Userid as '*' in Display List  N 

     * Maximum number of Queued VIEW Msgs  00 

 * Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command 

        PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

NOTE
You must be licensed for the Multiple Session Manager to specify MULTIPLE in the ACCESS field.

User Default Parameters

You can specify the system default values for user characteristics such as the command key, jump key, and panel
language. The product uses the values that you specify as the foundation for all user definitions. A user administrator can
override these values for a particular profile or user.

Group Name Field
The Group Name field is used for dynamic users. All profiles and users must have a group name.

Put Your Changes Into Effect
To put all the changes that you make to user default parameters into effect, issue the RELOAD command in an
operator session.
            TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                      Panelid  - TEN0106

 Command ===>                                         Userid   - SYSADMIN

                                                      Terminal - ABCDD333

    System Options Table: SMRTXA                      Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                      Time     - 10:20:48

    User Default Parameters 

   ----------------------- 

      * Command Char:      /        * Group Name:         TPXGROUP 
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      * Command Key:       PF12/24  * Update Class:       D 

      * Jump Key:          NONE     * Command Class:      P 

      * Menu Key:          PF4      * Operator Cmd Class: D 

      * Print Key:         NONE     * Print Class:        A 

      * Language:          EN       * Maximum Sessions:   0000 

      * ATTN Option:       MENU     * ATTN Interval:      001 

   Window Options:

      * Window Mode Key:   PA1      

      * Window Cmd Char:   \

      * Foreground Horizontal border: * 

      * Foreground Vertical border:   * 

      * Background Horizontal border: - 

      * Background Vertical border:   | 

* Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command 

        PF1=Help   PF3=End   PF4=Return   PF7=Prev   PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

Debugging Parameters

You can specify how the product handles errors and traces, such as the maximum number of trace table entries, error
recovery and printing options, and trace destination.

                   TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                        Panelid  - TEN0107

  Command ===>                                          Userid   - USR047 

                                                        Terminal - TPXSYS07

     System Options Table: SMRTXA                       Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                        Time     - 16:36:37

     Debugging Parameters 

     -------------------- 

         Internal Trace Entries:         00100 

         Storage Trace Entries:          00000 

                 Trace All Requests      N        (if Y next six fields 

                 Trace Slot Storage      N         are ignored)

                 Trace DSA Storage       N 

                 Trace Above the Line    N 

                 Trace Below the Line    N 

                 Low Size Req Traced     00000    (Smallest size req traced)

                 High Size Req Traced    00000    (Largest size req traced)

       * Error Recovery Option:          RECOVER  (RECOVER, ABEND)

       * Error Printing Option:          SDUMP    (SDUMP, ALL, STORAGE)

       * Trace Destination:              FMT      (INT, EXT, FMT) 

* Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

The Recommended Values are:

• A value of RECOVER is recommended for the Error Recovery Option field.
• A value of SDUMP is recommended for the Error Printing Option field.

Operational Parameters

You can specify operational characteristics such as security, print features, log class, and SMF record number.

                   TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0108
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  Command ===>                                           Userid   - USR047 

                                                         Terminal - TPXSYS02

     System Options Table: SMRTXA                        Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                         Time     - 08:16:49

     Operational Parameters 

     ------------------------ 

       * SMF Record Number     000        Use SMF Monitor DD     N 

       * Printer Sharing:       Y         * Print Banner Page:   Y 

       * Log class:                       * Log Destination ID:

       * Default LOGO:          TEN0003V  * Console area:        Z 

       * Softcopy unit          SYSDA     * Softcopy volume:     WRK002

       * European dates:        N 

         TEN0196 Record Count Limit   Default:  00025   Maximum  00500

       *

 * You can specify LOGO News on the following two lines (158 characters): 

this is big news 

 * Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

• For performance data to be written to the SMF data set, TPX must be APF-authorized. An assembler DSECT of SMF
record types is in TPX.CB0VMAC (MONSMF). A SAS record layout is in TPX.CB0VSRC (SAS).

• To write SMF records to the MONITOR data set instead of the SMF data set, specify Y in the Use SMF Monitor DD
field, and a //MONITOR DD statement in the startup procedure.

• You can reset the SMF Record Number field with the RELOAD command, but you must restart the product to turn on
or shut off SMF recording. For example, you can use the RELOAD command to reset the SMF record number from
187 to 188. However, if you change the number from 187 to 0 with the RELOAD command, SMF recording is not
suppressed. Instead, the records are written with an SMF record number of 0.

• Log Class - Overrides the //LOG DD statement in the TPX start-up procedure. Log Class is also used as the default
SYSOUT class for the TPX SPIN Operator command.
If this field is left blank, the LOG DD SYSOUT in the TPX PROC is not overridden and the new LOG allocated after
SPIN uses class A regardless of the value of the SPIN command CLASS parameter.

• The Default Record Count Limit value is the initial limit that is displayed by the TEN0196 screen.
A user may override the Default value on the TEN0196 screen up to the Maximum value.
Valid values are 00000 through 65535. The default is 00025. A value of 00000 means that all records are to be
presented. Allowing a 00000 value can cause severe performance degradations on large complexes, including U0032
abends.

• The Maximum Record Count Limit value is the upper limit that is displayed by the TEN0196 screen.
A user may not be able to display the number of users beyond the Maximum value on the TEN0196 screen.
Valid values are 00000 through 65535. The default is 00500. A value of 00000 means that all records are to be
presented. Allowing a 00000 value can cause severe performance degradations on large complexes, including U0032
abends.

Security Parameters

You can specify parameters that control how the product relates to your security system. The parameters allow the
software to receive information from your security system and control password information.

Put Your Changes Into Effect
To put all the changes that you make to user default parameters into effect, issue the RELOAD command in an
operator session.
                   TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0090

  Command ===>                                           Userid   - USR047
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                                                         Terminal - TPXSYS02

     System Options Table: SMRTXA                        Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                         Time     - 07:56:44

     Security Parameters 

     ------------------- 

   * Security System:           NONE       * Profile Selection:         NONE

   * Alias Name:                TPXSPYMH   * Resource Class:

   * TPX Pswd Retries:          002 

   * User Name Info Offset:     0000       * User Name Info Length:     00 

   * Return Messages from SAF:  N          * Write User Info to File:   N 

   * Bypass New Pswd Reverification: N     * Suppress Pswds in Memory:  N 

   * Propagate Pswd Change:     N          * Keep Pswds Encrypted:      N 

   * Allow Lower Case Pswds:    N

   * Only Master and System Admin. can update profile/user security:    N 

   ACF2-Specific Parameters 

   * CVT Location:              CVT        * TPX Auth Offset:       0000

   * CVT Offset: . . . . . . .  0000       * TPX Auth Mask:         00 

   * Bypass MUSASS Processing:  N 

* Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command 

        PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

See Programming
Programming includes information on how to customize the product for your security system, and how to use the
fields on this panel.

Startup Parameters

You can specify parameters that control which tables TPX loads when it starts up. If a table is not specified in the PARM=
field of the EXEC statement in the startup procedure, the table that is specified on this panel is used. If a table is specified
in the PARM= field in the startup procedure, that table is used.

The values in the Proc Override column indicate the PARM= parameter you can use to specify a table override in the
startup procedure.

The values in the Reload Command column indicate the parameter that you can use in the operator command RELOAD
to reload that table.

                   TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0089

  Command ===>                                           Userid   - USR047

                                                         Terminal - TPXSYS02

     System Options Table: SMRTXA                        Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                         Time     - 08:14:15

     Startup Parameters 

     ------------------ 

                                                          Proc       Reload

                                                        Override     Command

     Application Definition Table:      ACTTEST          ACT=         ACT=

     Virtual Terminal Mask Table:                        VMSK=        MASK=

     Print Destination Table:           SYSAPROD         PRTB=        PRT=

     User Passthrough Print Table:                       PPS=         PPS= 

     Terminal Options Table:                             TMSK=        TRM= 

     OfficeVision/MVS ACI Table:                         OVAC=        OVAC=

     Security Action/Message Table:                      SAMT=        SAMT=
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     STX STXT:                                           STXT=         n/a 

     STX NPT:                                            NPT=          n/a 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

Mail Parameters

You can specify parameters that control some aspects of the Mail facility.

Put Your Changes Into Effect
To put all the changes that you make to mail parameters into effect, issue the RELOAD command in an operator
session.
                   TPX System Options Table Detail 

                                                          Panelid  - TEN0086

  Command ===>                                            Userid   - USR047

                                                          Terminal - TPXSYS02

     System Options Table: SMRTXA                         Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                          Time     - 08:14:15

     Mail Parameters 

   * Send message or bulletin pacing . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0200 

   * Default days before a message or bulletin expires . . . . 0000 

   * Userid count for security . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0010 

   * Pacing time in 1/100 of seconds . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0100 

     Time of day to purge expired messages . . . . . . . . . .

   * Store message being viewed when breakin message occurs. . N 

   * Mailbox messages sent to userlist not sent to sender. . . N 

   * Mailbox messages not to userlist not sent to sender . . . N 

   * Request confirmation when deleting messages or bulletins. N 

 * Can be updated dynamically using the CA TPX Operator Reload Command 

 Command ===> 

 F1=Help     F3=End     F4=Return    PF7=Prev    F8=Fwd     CANCEL =Cancel

NOTE
Broadcom recommends that you do not specify a time of day to purge your mail messages, but instead
use a batch job to delete unwanted messages.

Generic Resource Parameters

You must define the information that the product requires to operate as a VTAM generic resource. The values in the
Coupling Structure Name Prefix and the VTAM Generic Resource Name fields are concatenated together to form the
structure name that TPX allocates in the parallel sysplex Coupling Facility. For more information, see Installing.

Put Your Changes Into Effect
You can specify the parameters that the product needs to implement its generic resource environment. Generic
resource parameter changes take effect only after you restart the product using the updated System Options
Table.
                   TPX System Options Table Detail Panel   

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0270

  Command ===>                                           Userid   - TPXADMIN

                                                         Terminal - A44TIG01

     System Options Table: SMRTXA                        Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                         Time     - 09:42:24

   Generic Resource Parameters 

   Coupling Structure Name Prefix:  TPXGENRC

   VTAM Generic Resource Name:      GENTPX
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   Generic Resource Member Count:   04          

        PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=Prev   PF8=Next    "CANCEL" =Cancel

Optional Parameters

Using these parameters, you can select some alternate functions to normal processing.

Type a Y in the field if you want the alternate function to take effect the next time that you reload the System Options Table
or restart the product.

To put all the changes that you make to optional parameters into effect, issue the RELOAD command in an operator
session. Panels one and two of the Systems Options table are shown next:

Panel One
                         TPX System Options Table Detail Panel

                                                             Panelid  - TEN0099 

  Command ===>                                               Userid   - NATALIE 

                                                             Terminal - A32L8203

     System Options Table: JMP                               Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                             Time     - 11:27:45

     Optional Parameters

     -------------------

     * Option 001: n/a  * Option 002: n/a  * Option 003: N    * Option 004: n/a 

     * Option 005: N    * Option 006: n/a  * Option 007: N    * Option 008: n/a 

     * Option 009: n/a  * Option 010: N    * Option 011: N    * Option 012: N 

     * Option 013: N    * Option 014: N    * Option 015: N    * Option 016: N

     * Option 017: n/a  * Option 018: N    * Option 019: n/a  * Option 020: N

     * Option 021: N    * Option 022: N    * Option 023: N    * Option 024: N

     * Option 025: N    * Option 026: N    * Option 027: N    * Option 028: N 

 * Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=Prev    PF8=Next    "CANCEL" cancel

Panel Two
                     TPX System Options Table Detail Panel 

                                                             Panelid  - TEN0097 

  Command ===>                                               Userid   - NATALIE 

                                                             Terminal - A32L8203

     System Options Table: JMP                               Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                             Time     - 11:28:29

     Optional Parameters

     -------------------

     * Option 029: N    * Option 030: N    * Option 031: N    * Option 032: N 

     * Option 033: N    * Option 034: N    * Option 035: N    * Option 036: N 

     * Option 037: N    * Option 038: N    * Option 039: N    * Option 040: N

     * Option 041: N    * Option 042: N    * Option 043: N    * Option 044: N

     * Option 045: N    * Option 046: N    * Option 047: N    * Option 048: N

 * Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=Prev                "CANCEL" cancel

Delete a System Options Table
To delete a System Options Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
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The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.
2. Select option 1, System Options (SMRT).

The TPX System Options Table List is displayed.
3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the System Options Table you want to delete. Type D and press Enter.

You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the table.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting a table named SYSBTEST.
                     TPX System Options Table List 

                                                          Panelid - TEN0109 

 Command ===>                                             Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                          Termid  - DXAP59B 

  System Options                                          Date    - 03/14/03

  Table                Last updated by   Userid           Time    - 07:39:00

  SYSAPROD             03/03/03 16:52:22 TPXADMIN STARTUP 

D SYSBTEST             02/15/03 13:43:23 TPXADMIN 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

4. Do one of the following:
– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter.

If you confirm the request, the TPX System Options Table List is displayed, and the table you deleted will no longer
be listed.

– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.
5. Press PF3 to display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Generic or Default SMRT
If you want to start TPX with default SMRT values, specify SMRT=*DFAULTN or SMRT=*DFAULTY. The default values
are those seen creating SMRT. By using one of these parameters, TPX starts with the current default values while
allowing you to control the SMRT Performance Parameter VTAM Authorized Path Facility. This path coordinates with your
VTAMLST APPL parameters for SRBEXIT.
*DFAULTN for SRBEXIT=NO VTAM lists
*DFAULTY for SRBEXIT=YES VTAM lists
On occasion, you may need to start TPX with a generic SMRT if changes to your SMRT are inhibiting TPX from starting.
SMRTTEST is delivered with TPX and is the usual recommendation for an emergency situation. A complication arises
because this command is delivered to work during the installation phase in a non-APF authorized environment. Once
you are in production and APF authorized, your VTAMLST APPL entries are defined with SRBEXIT=YES. SMRTTEST
includes VTAM Authorized Path Facility = N which conflicts with this SMRTTEST. In addition, some customers have
modified SMRTTEST so that is no longer an option for this type of situation.
The example shows the default SMRT parameters in a PROC.

//TPX    PROC TPREFIX='TPX.TPXPRD',    TPX DATASET NAME PREFIX      

//             VNODE=APTPX,           THE TPX APPL MEMBER IN VTAMLST

//             SMRT=*DFAULTN,         SYSTEM OPTIONS TABLE         

//             ACT=ACTTEST,           APPL CHARACTERISTICS TABLE   

//             PRTB=,                 PRINT DESTINATION TABLE      

//             VMSK=,                 VIRTUAL TERMINAL MASKING TABLE

//             TMSK=,                 TERMINAL OPTIONS TABLE       

//             PPS=,                  USER PASSTHRU PRINT TABLE    

//             OVAC=,                 OV/MVS APPL CONNECTIVITY TABLE

//             SAMT=,                 SECURITY ACTION/MESSAGE TABLE

//             MODETAB=,              MODE TABLE NAME              

//             DUMP=H,                DUMP SYSOUT CLASS            

//             OUT=H                  LOG AND OTHER SYSOUTS        
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OR

 

 

//TPX    PROC TPREFIX='TPX.TPXPRD',    TPX DATASET NAME PREFIX      

//             VNODE=APTPX,           THE TPX APPL MEMBER IN VTAMLST

//             SMRT=*DFAULTY,         SYSTEM OPTIONS TABLE         

//             ACT=ACTTEST,           APPL CHARACTERISTICS TABLE   

//             PRTB=,                 PRINT DESTINATION TABLE      

//             VMSK=,                 VIRTUAL TERMINAL MASKING TABLE

//             TMSK=,                 TERMINAL OPTIONS TABLE       

//             PPS=,                  USER PASSTHRU PRINT TABLE    

//             OVAC=,                 OV/MVS APPL CONNECTIVITY TABLE

//             SAMT=,                 SECURITY ACTION/MESSAGE TABLE

//             MODETAB=,              MODE TABLE NAME              

//             DUMP=H,                DUMP SYSOUT CLASS            

//             OUT=H                  LOG AND OTHER SYSOUTS 

Specifying Application Characteristics
This section contains procedures for adding, modifying, and deleting Application Characteristics Tables (ACT) for TPX.

Application Characteristics Table (ACT)
After the product has been installed and you have set up your System Options Table (SMRT), you need to define the
applications that your users will be accessing. The characteristics for these applications are defined in the Application
Characteristics Table (ACT). The values that you specify in the ACT determine the way the product and users interact with
the applications.

You can maintain more than one Application Characteristics Table for a system, but only one of them is used at startup.
By maintaining multiple tables, you can quickly and easily change application characteristics by changing the name of the
ACT specified in the startup procedure. You also can test changes that you make to your application characteristics before
implementing them permanently.

Add or Select an Application Characteristics Table
Create an Application Characteristics Table for your system before you define application characteristics.

To add or select an Application Characteristics Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 2, Application Definition (ACT).
The TPX Application Characteristics Table List is displayed.

3. Do one of the following:
– To add a table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the table you want to add

or select. Then press Enter.
– To select an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor

to the table you want, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX Application Characteristics Table Entry List is displayed, as shown in step 2.
If you want the product to use this table at startup, you must specify the table name in your startup procedure, as
explained in Installing.
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In the following panel, the administrator is adding an Application Characteristics Table named SYSBTEST.
           TPX Application Characteristics Table List 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0091 

Command ===> S SYSBTEST                                Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

  Application                                          Date    - 07/14/03

  Characteristics                                      Time    - 07:40:05

  Table             Last Updated by   Userid 

  SYSAPROD          07/03/03 13:19:11 SYSADMIN STARTUP 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

Add or Modify Application Characteristics
To add or modify the characteristics for an application

1. Access the TPX Application Characteristics Table Entry List, as described in Add or Select an Application
Characteristics Table.

2. Do one of the following:
– To add an application, type S applid on the command line, where applid is the application ID of the application you

want to add or modify. Then press Enter.
– To modify an existing application, either type S applid as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the

cursor to the application you want, type S, and press Enter.
The first TPX Application Characteristics Detail panel is displayed, as shown in step 5.
In the following panel, the administrator is adding an application named TSO32.
             TPX Application Characteristics Table Entry List 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0092 

Command ===> S TSO32                                     Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                         Termid  - ADDD6664

  Application Characteristics Table: ACTPROD             Date    - 02/21/03

                                                         Time    - 15:23:24

            Default                                    Default 

  Applid    Sessid    Application description        Session key 

  CICS                Production CICS                   PF __ 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

3. To copy all applications from another table, type COPY table-name on the command line. Then press Enter. You will
see message: MENA8017 table-name copied. The copied applications within the table may now be modified.

4. To copy all application values from another application within this ACT, type COPY applid on the command line. Then
press Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 applid copied. The copied values within the application may now be
modified.

5. Modify the fields on this panel.
You can use the Tab key to move the cursor from field to field.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.
                   TPX Application Characteristics Detail Panel 

                                                          Panelid  - TEN0093

  Command  ===>                                           Userid   - USR047 

                                                          Termid   - TPXSYS02

     Application Characteristics Table:                   Date     - 03/21/03

                                                          Time     - 08:19:50

     Applid:                        * Substring:

   * Sessionid:

   * Label: 
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 Application characteristics: 

   Type (SHR,GRP,UNQ,TPX):    GRP        * Issues CLSDST PASS:   N 

 * Model sensitive:           N          * Sends first screen:   Y 

 * Extended datastream:       N          * XRF application:      N 

   Keep virtual terminal:     N          * USERVAR application:  N 

 * Mask entry name:           ________   * Temporary keep VT:    N

 * Masking done for security: N          * NVW Host Country Code:  000 

 * Generic Resource:          N

 * Can be dynamically updated using Reload even if application is not quiesced

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel

Mask Entry Name Field -- If the mask entry you specify in the Mask entry name field does not exist, the user will not be
able to establish a session with the application, and the product will display the following message on the user's TPX
Menu: No ACB Available.

6. Press PF8 to go to the second TPX Application Characteristics Detail Panel, shown in step 5.
7. Modify the fields on this panel.

About TPX Internal Applications --
– Outbound compression is performed automatically for internal applications such as NOTES, TPXADMIN, and

TPXMAIL.
– Because internal applications (such as NOTES, TPXADMIN, and TPXMAIL) do not preset modified data tags

(MDTs) to ON in outbound data streams, there is no need to set the Inbound compression field to Y for these
applications.

                     TPX Application Characteristics Detail Panel 

                                                             Panelid  - TEN0094 

  Command  ===>                                              Userid   - USR047 

                                                             Termid   - A32L8203

     Application Characteristics Table: ACTECY               Date     - 04/11/03

     Applid:    TPXMAIL            * Substring:              Time     - 11:30:12

   * Sessionid:             * Label:     TPX MAIL SYSTEM

 TPX options: 

* Start ACL prior to CLSDST PASS:   N    * Outbound compression:     Y

 * Suspend background application:   N      Inbound compression:      N

 * Enforce CD protocol:              N    * Outbound stripping:       N

 * Inform user of CD protocol error: N      OPENGATE Control User:     

* Auto restart:                     N    * Maximum sessions:         00000  

 * Inquire on application status:    N    * Mode entry override:      ________ 

   End-to-End option:                BB   * Timeout Minutes:          ______   

 * Ignore appl output for timeout:   N    * Signal session switch:    ________ 

 * Disallow VIEWing on this appl:    N    * Pass Ticket prof name:    TPXMAIL  

   Readbuf Technique:                N    * TPX enhanced sec:         N

   Screen even if readbuf technique: N    * Generate Pass Ticket:     N

 * Gen Qualified Pass Ticket:        N

 * Can be dynamically updated using Reload even if application is not quiesced  

 PF1=Help  PF3=End  PF4=Return   PF7=Prev Page  Pf8=Next Page    "CANCEL" cancel

8. Press PF8 to go to the third TPX Application Characteristics Detail Panel, shown in the following.
9. Modify the fields on this panel.

                   TPX Application Characteristics Detail Panel 
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                                                          Panelid  - TEN0095

  Command  ===>                                           Userid   - USR047 

                                                          Termid   - TPXSYS07

     Application Characteristics Table:                   Date     - 12/15/03

     Applid:                        * Substring:          Time     - 16:35:53

   * Sessionid:              * Label: 

 TPX defaults: 

     * Start ACLPGM:      ________ 

     * Terminate ACLPGM:  ________ * Session Key:           PF __ 

 * Can be dynamically updated using Reload even if application is not quiesced

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev Page       "CANCEL" cancel

10. Press PF3 three times to save your data and return to the TPX System Administration Menu.To put your changes into
effect, issue the following command in an operator session:
RELOAD ACT=table-name

If the application you are modifying is active, changes to the following fields do not take effect until you quiesce the
application and reload the table.
– Type (SHR, GRP, UNQ, TPX)
– Keep Virtual Terminal
– End-to-End Option
– Readbuf Technique
– Screen Even if Readbuf Technique
– Inbound Compression
– Opengate Control User
– Load Module Name
To do this procedure, ensure that all users are logged off from that application. Then issue the following commands
from a TPXOPER session:
Q applid 

RELOAD ACT=table-name 

ACT applid

Delete an Application
To delete an application from an Application Characteristics Table

1. Access the TPX Application Characteristics Table Entry List, as described in Adding or Selecting an Application
Characteristics Table in this section.

2. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the application you want to delete. Type D and press Enter.
The application is deleted from the list.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting an application namedCICS.
            TPX Application Characteristics Table Entry List 

                                                         Panelid - TEN0092 

Command ===>                                             Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                         Termid  - ADDD6664

  Application Characteristics Table: ACTPROD             Date    - 02/21/03

                                                         Time    - 15:23:24

            Default                                    Default 

  Applid    Sessid    Application description        Session key 
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D CICS                Production CICS                   PF __ 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

3. Press PF3 twice to save your changes and display the TPX System Administration Menu.

NOTE
You cannot make a deletion of an entry from the ACT effective by doing a reload of the table. You must recycle
the product.

Delete an Application Characteristics Table
To delete an Application Characteristics Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 2, Application Definition (ACT).
The TPX Application Characteristics Table List is displayed.

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the Application Characteristics Table you want to delete. Type D and press
Enter.
You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the table.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting an Application Characteristics Table named SYSBTEST.
          TPX Application Characteristics Table List 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0091 

Command ===>                                           Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

  Application                                          Date    - 03/14/03

  Characteristics                                      Time    - 07:40:05

  Table             Last Updated by   Userid 

  SYSAPROD          03/03/03 16:52:22 TPXADMIN STARTUP

D SYSBTEST          04/15/03 13:43:23 TPXADMIN 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

4. Do one of the following:
– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter.

If you confirm the request, the TPX Application Characteristics Table List is displayed, and the table you deleted is
no longer listed.

– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.
5. Press PF3 to display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Specifying Virtual Terminal Masking Rules
This section discusses virtual terminal masks, how to add, select, or modify a masking rules table, and how to delete a
masking rules entry.

Masking Rules for Virtual Terminals
Using masking rules, you can specify how TPX selects virtual terminals for certain physical terminals. Rules for selecting
virtual terminals are sometimes necessary when an application is enforcing security based on the name of the terminal
with which it is communicating. With this product, the application communicates with a virtual terminal rather than a
physical terminal, so the application does not know the location or ID of the physical terminal. But if you force a terminal
or set of terminals to always use the same virtual terminal or set of virtual terminals, the application can determine how to
interact with the user.
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You can also use virtual terminal masking rules to allow only a subset of your virtual terminals to access a particular
application.

How Virtual Terminal Masks Are Used
When a user initiates a session with an application that uses virtual terminal masking, the product uses the masking
rules table to determine what virtual terminal should be assigned for the session. It compares the physical terminal ID
with the physical terminal masks in the table. If it finds a mask that matches the physical terminal ID, it then compares
the corresponding virtual terminal mask with the available virtual terminals. When the software finds a matching virtual
terminal, it assigns that virtual terminal to the session. If it cannot find a matching physical terminal mask in the table, or if
it cannot locate an available virtual terminal, it uses the next pair of physical and virtual terminal masks in the table.

Special Characters and Blanks

You can use two special characters in masks. An asterisk (*) in the mask indicates that the product should substitute the
character from the physical terminal ID at the same location as the asterisk before making a comparison. A hyphen (-) in
the mask indicates that any character in that position will match.

Blanks are significant. If a blank appears at the end of a physical terminal mask, the last character of the physical terminal
ID also must be a blank.

WARNING
For each application using virtual terminal masking, you must specify the virtual terminal mask name in the Mask
entry name field of the Application Characteristics Table (ACT).

Example One
As an example, suppose your site has physical and virtual terminals with the following IDs:

Physical Terminal IDs Virtual Terminal IDs

D72L001 V72L001

D72L010 V72L010

D99L001 V99L001

LU005 KCA021

LU006 KCA022

LU007 KCA023

LU008 KCA024

Only virtual terminals with IDs beginning with V, and physical terminals with IDs beginning with D, are
authorized in CICS to run a secure transaction. So if a user initiates a CICS session on a physical terminal
with an ID beginning with D, you want the product to assign a virtual terminal with an ID that begins with V to
that session. Also, you do not want a virtual terminal beginning with V to be assigned to a physical terminal
with an ID beginning with L. You indicate these rules with the following mask pairs:

Physical Terminal Mask Virtual Terminal Mask

D------- V*******

L------- K-------

The asterisks in the first virtual terminal mask indicate that TPX should use the virtual terminal ID that has
the same ending characters as the physical terminal ID. So if a user initiates the session from the physical
terminal with an ID of D72L001, this product assigns the virtual terminal with an ID of V72L001 to that session.
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The hyphens in the second pair of masks indicate that the product should assign a virtual terminal with an ID
beginning with K to physical terminals beginning with L.
Example Two
As another example, suppose that CICS recognizes only virtual terminals with IDs beginning with K, and if any
other virtual terminal is used, CICS rejects the session. The following rule indicates that the product should
use only the virtual terminals with IDs beginning with K regardless of the name of the physical terminal from
which the session is initiated:

Physical Terminal Mask Virtual Terminal Mask

-------- K-------

Add or Select a Masking Rules Table
Define a masking rules table before you define masking rules for applications.

To add or select a masking rules table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 3, Virtual Terminal Masking Rules.
The TPX Masking Rules Table List is displayed.

3. Do one of the following:
– To add a table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the table you want to add

or select. Then press Enter.
– To select an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor

to the table you want, type S, and press Enter.
In the following panel, the administrator is adding a masking rules table named SYSBTEST.
                  TPX Masking Rules Table List 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0150 

Command ===> S SYSBTEST                                Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                       Date    - 03/14/03

  Masking Rules Table    Last updated by   Userid      Time    - 07:40:50

  SYSAPROD               03/03/03 13:33:12 TPXADMIN STARTUP 

**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

The Masking Rules Table Entry List is displayed, as shown here.
                 TPX Masking Rules Table Entry List                           

                                                           Panelid  - TEN0151 

Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                           Termid   - A55TU055

   Masking Rules Table: SYSBTEST <New>                     Date     - 08/21/12

                                                           Time     - 15:36:29

   Masking Rules Table Entry                                                  

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

4. To copy an entire Masking Rules Table from another table, type COPY table-name on the command line. Then press
Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 table-name copied. The copied Masking Rules Table Entries may now be
modified.
                 TPX Masking Rules Table Entry List                           

                                                           Panelid  - TEN0151 

Command  ===> copy sysaprod                                Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                           Termid   - A55TU055
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   Masking Rules Table: SYSBTEST <New>                     Date     - 08/21/12

                                                           Time     - 15:36:29

   Masking Rules Table Entry                                                  

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

 

                  TPX Masking Rules Table Entry List                           

MENA8017 SYSAPROD copied                                    Panelid  - TEN0151 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU055

    Masking Rules Table: SYSBTEST <New>                     Date     - 08/21/12

                                                            Time     - 15:38:18

    Masking Rules Table Entry                                                  

    CICSA                                                                      

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

If you want TPX to use this table at startup, you must specify the table name in your startup procedure, as explained in
Installing.

Add or Modify Masking Rules for an Application
To add or modify masking rules for an application

1. Access the TPX Masking Rules Table Entry List, as described in in this section.
2. Do one of the following:

– To add an entry, type S entry-name on the command line, where entry-name is the name of the masking rules entry
that you want to add or modify. Then press Enter.

– To modify an existing entry, either type S entry-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the
cursor to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.

The TPX Masking Rules Detail Table is displayed, as shown in step 5.
In the following panel, the administrator is adding an entry named IMS.
               TPX Masking Rules Table Entry List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0151 

Command ===> S IMS                                   Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B 

   Masking Rules Table: SYSAPROD                     Date    - 03/14/03

                                                     Time    - 07:40:55

   Masking Rules Table Entry 

   CICSA 

**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

Press Enter
                  TPX Masking Rules Detail Table                               

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0152 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU055

 Masking Rules Table:       SYSBTEST <New>                  Date     - 08/21/12

 Masking Rules Table Entry: IMS      <New>                  Time     - 16:51:19

                                                                               

      Physical Terminal           Virtual Terminal                             

      Masking Rule                Masking Rule                                 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************
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3. To copy a Masking Rules Table Entry from another entry, type COPY entry-name on the command line. Then press
Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 entry-name copied. The table entry may now be modified.
                 TPX Masking Rules Detail Table                               

                                                           Panelid  - TEN0152 

Command  ===> copy cicsa                                   Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                           Termid   - A55TU055

Masking Rules Table:       SYSBTEST <New>                  Date     - 08/21/12

Masking Rules Table Entry: IMS      <New>                  Time     - 16:51:19

                                                                              

     Physical Terminal           Virtual Terminal                             

     Masking Rule                Masking Rule                                 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Press ENTER.
                  TPX Masking Rules Detail Table                               

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0152 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU055

 Masking Rules Table:       SYSBTEST <New>                  Date     - 08/21/12

 Masking Rules Table Entry: IMS      <New>                  Time     - 16:54:37

                                                                               

      Physical Terminal           Virtual Terminal                             

      Masking Rule                Masking Rule                                 

      D72*5                       M72X***                                      

      TRR*****                    TPXGR***                                     

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

4. Enter, change, or delete the terminal and virtual terminal masks as desired.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.

5. To insert a new line, use the Tab key to move the cursor to an existing rule, type I, and press Enter. (If there are no
existing rules, move the cursor to the Physical Terminal heading, type I, and press Enter.)
                  TPX Masking Rules Detail Table 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0152 

Command ===>                                           Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

Masking Rules Table:       SYSAPROD                    Date    - 03/14/03

Masking Rules Table Entry: CICSA                       Time    - 07:40:59

     Physical Terminal           Virtual Terminal 

     Masking Rule                Masking Rule 

I    D72-5                       M72X*** 

     TRR-----                    TPXGR*** 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

6. To delete a rule, use the Tab key to move the cursor to the rule, type D, and press Enter.
7. Press PF3 three times to save your changes and display the TPX System Administration Menu.
8. You can put your changes into effect by issuing the following command in a TPXOPER session:

RELOAD MASK=table-name

Delete a Masking Rules Entry
To delete a masking rules entry

1. Access the TPX Masking Rules Table Entry List, as described in in this section.
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2. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the masking rules entry you want to delete. Type D and press Enter. The entry
is deleted from the list.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting an entry named IMS.
                 TPX Masking Rules Table Entry List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0151 

Command ===>                                         Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B 

   Masking Rules Table: SYSAPROD                     Date    - 03/14/03

                                                     Time    - 07:40:55

   Masking Rules Table Entry 

   CICSA 

D  IMS 

**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

3. Press PF3 twice to save your changes and display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Delete a Masking Rules Table
To delete a Masking Rules Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 3, Virtual Terminal Masking Rules.
The TPX Masking Rules Table List is displayed.

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the Masking Rules Table you want to delete. Type D and press Enter.
You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the table.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting a Masking Rules Table named SYSBTEST.
                 TPX Masking Rules Table List 

                                                      Panelid - TEN0150 

Command ===>                                          Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                      Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                      Date    - 03/14/03

  Masking Rules Table     Last updated by   Userid    Time    - 07:40:50

  SYSAPROD                03/03/03 13:33:12 TPXADMIN STARTUP 

D SYSBTEST                02/23/03 14:45:32 TPXADMIN 

**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

4. Do one of the following:
– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter. If you confirm the request, the TPX Masking Rules

Table List is displayed, and the table you deleted is no longer listed.
– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.

5. Press PF3 to display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Defining Print Destination Tables
This section shows you how to add, modify, and delete print destination tables.

Print Destination Tables
You use Print Destination Tables to associate a group of physical printers at your site to a single virtual printer or
mnemonic printer name. When a user requests output using the /P command, TPX determines which printer the user
selected. If the user has specified one of the mnemonic printer names defined in the Print Destination Table, the software
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sends the output to the first physical printer or JES destination listed for that mnemonic printer name. If this destination is
not available, the software usually does not send the output to any other destination.

You can also use the Print Destination Table to associate a group of physical printers with a single virtual printer. This
process is called Application Passthrough Printer Support. When the software receives output for a virtual printer, it
attempts to send the output to the first available physical printer in the print destination list for that virtual printer. If the
characteristics of the first available physical printer are not acceptable for the request, the software goes to the next
physical printer in the list.

You define virtual printers in the VTAMLST member with the *TPX,APPLPPS comment. See  Installing .

Add or Select Print Destination Tables
Define a Print Destination Table before you associate groups of physical printers with a virtual printer or a mnemonic
printer name.

To add a Print Destination Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 4, Print Destination Definition.
The TPX Print Destination Table List is displayed.

3. Do one of the following:
– To add a table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the table you want to add

or select. Then press Enter.
– To select an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor

to the table you want, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX Print Destination Table Entry List is displayed. For an explanation of how to work with this list, see in this
section.
If you want the product to use this table at startup, you must specify the table name in your startup procedure.
In the following panel, the administrator is adding a Print Destination Table named SYSBTEST.
                 TPX Print Destination Table List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0155 

 Command ===> S SYSBTEST                             Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B 

  Print                                              Date    - 03/14/03

  Destination Table   Last updated by  Userid        Time    - 07:41:15

  PRTBTEST            03/0391 13:35:29 TPXADMIN 

  SYSAPROD            03/0391 13:37:28 TPXADMIN STARTUP 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Press ENTER.
                  TPX Print Destination Table Entry List                       

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0156 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU002

 Print Destination Table: SYSBTEST <New>                    Date     - 04/19/13

                                                            Time     - 20:21:43

  Mnemonic name or                                                             

  Virtual Printer name                                                         

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

4. To copy a Print Destination Table Entry from another entry, type COPY entry-name on the command line. Then press
Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 entry-name copied. The table may now be modified.
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                  TPX Print Destination Table Entry List                       

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0156 

 Command  ===> copy sysaprod                                Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

 Print Destination Table: SYSBTEST <New>                    Date     - 04/22/13

                                                            Time     - 12:22:21

  Mnemonic name or                                                             

  Virtual Printer name                                                         

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Press ENTER.
                  TPX Print Destination Table Entry List                       

MENA8017 SYSAPROD copied                                    Panelid  - TEN0156 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

 Print Destination Table: SYSBTEST <New>                    Date     - 04/22/13

                                                            Time     - 12:23:03

  Mnemonic name or                                                             

  Virtual Printer name                                                         

  LOCAL                                                                        

  SYSPROG                                                                      

  TPXAP001                                                                     

  TPXAP002                                                                     

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Add or Modify Printer Names
To add or modify the list of physical printers for a virtual printer or mnemonic printer name

1. Access the TPX Print Destination Table Entry List, as described in in this section.
The TPX Print Destination Table Entry List is displayed.

2. Do one of the following:
– To add an ID or name, type S printer-name on the command line, where printer-name is the virtual printer ID or

mnemonic printer name that you want to add or modify. Then press Enter.
– To modify an existing ID or name, either type S printer-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move

the cursor to the ID or name you want, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX Print Destination Detail Table is displayed.
In the following panel, the administrator is adding a mnemonic printer name of SYSPROG.
          TPX Print Destination Table Entry List 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0156 

Command ===> S SYSPROG                                 Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

Print Destination Table: SYSBTEST                      Date    - 03/14/03 

                                                       Time    - 07:41:19

 Mnemonic name or 

 Virtual Printer name 

 TPXAP001 

 TPXAP002 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

Press ENTER.
                  TPX Print Destination Detail Table                           

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0157 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 
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                                                            Termid   - A55TU002

 Print Destination Table:  SYSBTEST  <New>                  Date     - 04/19/13

 Mnemonic/Virtual Printer: SYSPROG   <New>                  Time     - 20:48:57

                                                                               

  VTAM Printer/       Type      --Optional JES--                               

  JES Sysout Dest.    (V/J)       Class   Form                                 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

3. To copy a mnemonic/virtual printer from another entry, type COPY printer-name on the command line. Then press
Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 printer-name copied. The printer details may now be modified.
                  TPX Print Destination Detail Table                           

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0157 

 Command  ===> copy tpxap001                                Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU002

 Print Destination Table:  SYSBTEST  <New>                  Date     - 04/19/13

 Mnemonic/Virtual Printer: SYSPROG   <New>                  Time     - 20:56:33

                                                                               

  VTAM Printer/       Type      --Optional JES--                               

  JES Sysout Dest.    (V/J)       Class   Form                                 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Press ENTER.
                  TPX Print Destination Detail Table                           

 MENA8017 TPXAP001 copied                                   Panelid  - TEN0157 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU002

 Print Destination Table:  SYSBTEST                         Date     - 04/19/13

 Mnemonic/Virtual Printer: SYSPROG                          Time     - 21:12:44

                                                                               

  VTAM Printer/       Type      --Optional JES--                               

  JES Sysout Dest.    (V/J)       Class   Form                                 

   DXAL584              V                                                      

   LOCAL                J                                                      

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

4. To add a printer ID to the list, use the Tab key to move the cursor to the left of an existing line, type I, and press Enter.
If no printer IDs are on the panel, type I to the left of the heading JES Sysout Dest.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.
                TPX Print Destination Detail Table 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0157 

Command ===>                                           Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

Print Destination Table:  SYSBTEST                     Date    - 03/14/03 

Mnemonic/Virtual Printer: SYSPROG                      Time    - 07:41:32

  VTAM Printer/      Type      --Optional JES-- 

I JES Sysout Dest.   (V/J)       Class Form 

  PRTLU101             V 

  PRTLU102             V 

**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

5. Press PF3 three times to save your changes and return to the TPX System Administration Menu.
6. You can put your changes into effect by issuing the following command in a TPXOPER session:

RELOAD PRT=table-name
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Delete Virtual Printers and Mnemonic Printer Names
To delete a virtual printer or mnemonic printer name

1. Access the TPX Print Destination Table Entry List, as described in in this section.
2. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the virtual printer name or mnemonic printer name you want to delete. Type D

and press Enter.
The printer name is deleted from the list.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting a mnemonic printer name of SYSPROG.
           TPX Print Destination Table Entry List 

                                                       Panelid - TEN0156 

Command ===>                                           Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                       Termid  - DXAP59B 

Print Destination Table: SYSAPROD                      Date    - 03/14/03

                                                       Time    - 07:41:19

  Mnemonic name or 

  Virtual Printer name 

D SYSPROG 

  TPXAP001 

  TPXAP002 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

3. Press PF3 twice to save your changes and display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Delete Print Destination Tables
To delete a Print Destination Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 4, Print Destination Definition.
The TPX Print Destination Table List is displayed.

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the Print Destination Table you want to delete. Type D and press Enter.
You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the table.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting a Print Destination Table named PRTBTEST.
            TPX Print Destination Table List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0155 

 Command ===>                                        Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B 

  Print                                              Date    - 03/14/03

  Destination Table   Last updated by   Userid       Time    - 07:41:15

D PRTBTEST            03/03/03 13:35:29 TPXADMIN 

  SYSAPROD            03/03/03 13:37:28 TPXADMIN STARTUP

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

4. Do one of the following:
– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter. If you confirm the request, the TPX Print

Destination Table List is displayed, and the table you deleted is no longer listed.
– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.

5. Press PF3 to display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Defining User Passthrough Print Tables
This section shows you how to add, modify, and delete User Passthrough Print Tables.
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User Passthrough Print Tables
User passthrough print tables enable TPX to determine where to send output requested by certain users or groups
of users. For example, when a user presses a CICS print key, CICS sends the print request to the associated printer
assigned to that terminal in the TCT entry. Because the TCT entry refers to a virtual terminal, the location of the user is not
known.

Passthrough print tables, however, provide a mapping from the virtual printer to the virtual terminal, enabling the product
to determine the user of the virtual terminal. After identifying the user who issued the application print request, the product
uses the default printer defined for that user to satisfy the print request.

Example
For example, a user activates a session named CICSPROD from the virtual terminal TPXGR008. The user
then issues a print request by pressing the CICS print key. CICS locates the virtual terminal TPXGR008 in a
CICS TCT entry such as the following:
DEFINE  NETNAME(TPXGR008)

        DEVICE(LUTYPE2) 

        PRINTER(TPXPR008)

        .

        .

        .

The virtual printer TPXPR008 is assigned to the virtual terminal TPXGR008, and is also defined to the
software as a virtual printer in VTAMLST. The software locates virtual printer TPXPR008 in the passthrough
print table and finds the following:
Virtual Printer Mask: TPXPR***

Virtual Terminal Mask: TPXGR***

The asterisks tell the software to replace the asterisks with the characters from the virtual printer ID to which
the request was sent. So the software determines that a print request sent to virtual printer TPXPR008 was
issued by the virtual terminal TPXGR008. It then determines the user ID of the user who is accessing virtual
terminal TPXGR008 and sends the request to the user's default printer.

Where Default Printers Are Assigned

The user or user administrator assigns default printers in user or profile maintenance.

Add or Select User Passthrough Print Table
Define a User Passthrough Print Table before you provide the software with the information to map virtual printer IDs to
virtual terminal IDs.

To add a User Passthrough Print Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 5, User Passthrough Print Management.
The TPX User Passthrough Print Table List is displayed.

3. Do one of the following:
– To add a table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the table you want to add

or select. Then press Enter.
– To select an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor

to the table you want, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX User Passthrough Print Table Entry List is displayed, as shown in the procedure Add or Modify Passthrough
Print Entries in this section.
If you want the product to use this table at startup, you must specify the table name in your startup procedure.
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In the following panel, the administrator is adding a User Passthrough Print Table named SYSAPROD.
             TPX User Passthrough Print Table List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0135 

Command ===> S SYSAPROD                              Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                     Date    - 03/14/03

   Table name  Last updated by   Userid              Time    - 07:41:52

   SYSATEST    03/03/03 13:38:37 TPXADMIN 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Press ENTER.
                  TPX User Passthrough Print Table Entry List                  

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0136 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

 Table name: SYSAPROD <New>                                 Date     - 04/22/13

                                                            Time     - 12:45:45

    Entry      Virtual Printer Mask                                            

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Add or Modify Passthrough Print Entries
To add or modify the list of passthrough print entries

1. Access the TPX User Passthrough Print Table Entry List.
2. Do one of the following:

– To add an entry, type S entry-name on the command line, where entry-name is the name of the entry that you want
to add or modify. Then press Enter.

– To modify an existing entry, either type S entry-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the
cursor to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.

3. To copy an entire Passthrough Print table from another entry, type COPY table-name on the command line. Then
press Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 table-name copied. The table details may now be modified.
                  TPX User Passthrough Print Table Entry List                  

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0136 

 Command  ===> copy sysatest                                Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

 Table name: SYSAPROD <New>                                 Date     - 04/22/13

                                                            Time     - 12:55:52

    Entry      Virtual Printer Mask                                            

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Press ENTER.
                  TPX User Passthrough Print Table Entry List                  

MENA8017 SYSATEST copied                                    Panelid  - TEN0136 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

 Table name: SYSAPROD <New>                                 Date     - 04/22/13

                                                            Time     - 12:56:59

    Entry      Virtual Printer Mask                                            

    IMS        V08****                                                        

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

In the following panel, the administrator is adding an entry named CICS.
           TPX User Passthrough Print Table Entry List 
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                                                     Panelid - TEN0136 

Command ===> S CICS                                  Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B 

Table name: SYSAPROD                                 Date    - 03/14/03

                                                     Time    - 07:41:56

   Entry      Virtual Printer Mask 

   IMS        V08**** 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **********************

Press ENTER.
                  TPX User Passthrough Print Detail Panel                      

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0137 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

    Table: SYSAPROD                                         Date     - 04/22/13

    Entry: CICS     <New>                                   Time     - 13:21:53

                                                                               

    Virtual Printer Mask:                                                      

                                                                               

    Virtual Terminal Mask:                                                     

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return      "CANCEL" cancel updates                 

4. Enter the virtual printer mask and its associated virtual terminal mask in the appropriate fields.
You can use two special characters in masks. An asterisk (*) in the mask indicates that the software should substitute
the character from the physical terminal ID at the same location as the asterisk before making a comparison. A hyphen
(-) in the mask indicates that any character in that position will match.
Blanks are significant. If a blank appears at the end of a physical terminal mask, the last character of the physical
terminal ID also must be a blank.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.
In the following panel, the administrator is associating the virtual printer mask TPXUP--- with virtual terminal mask
TPXGR---.
                  TPX User Passthrough Print Detail Panel                      

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0137 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

    Table: SYSAPROD                                         Date     - 04/22/13

    Entry: CICS     <New>                                   Time     - 13:21:53

                                                                               

    Virtual Printer Mask:    TPXUP---                                          

                                                                               

    Virtual Terminal Mask:   TPXGR---                                          

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return      "CANCEL" cancel updates                 

5. Press PF3
           TPX User Passthrough Print Table Entry List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0136 

Command ===>                                         Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B 
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Table name: SYSAPROD                                 Date    - 04/22/13

                                                     Time    - 07:41:56

   Entry      Virtual Printer Mask 

   CICS       TPXUP---

   IMS        V08****

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **********************

6. To add more mask entries, repeat steps 2 through 4.
7. To copy a single table entry from another entry in this table, type COPY entry-name on the command line. Then press

Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 entry-name copied. The table details may now be modified.
                  TPX User Passthrough Print Detail Panel                      

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0137 

 Command  ===> copy cics                                    Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

    Table: SYSAPROD                                         Date     - 04/22/13

    Entry: CICSB    <New>                                   Time     - 14:15:17

                                                                               

    Virtual Printer Mask:                                                      

                                                                               

    Virtual Terminal Mask:                                                     

Press ENTER
                  TPX User Passthrough Print Detail Panel                      

MENA8017 CICS copied                                        Panelid  - TEN0137 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

    Table: SYSAPROD                                         Date     - 04/22/13

    Entry: CICSB    <New>                                   Time     - 14:16:27

                                                                               

    Virtual Printer Mask:    TPXUP---                                          

                                                                               

    Virtual Terminal Mask:   TPXGR---                                          

Entry can now be modified as necessary. Press PF3 to save changes.

8. Press PF3 twice to save your changes and display the TPX System Administration Menu.
9. You can put your changes into effect by issuing the following command in a TPXOPER session:

RELOAD PPS=table-name

Delete User Passthrough Print Entries
To delete a user passthrough print entry

1. Access the TPX User Passthrough Print Table Entry List, as described in Add or Select a User Passthrough Print
Table in this section.

2. Use the Tab key to move the cursor next to the entry that you want to delete. Type D and press Enter.
The entry is deleted from the list.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting the entry named CICS.
          TPX User Passthrough Print Table Entry List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0136 

Command ===>                                         Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B 

Table name: SYSAPROD                                 Date    - 03/14/03

                                                     Time    - 07:41:56

   Entry      Virtual Printer Mask 
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   IMS        VPRT---- 

 D CICS       TPXUP--- 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

3. Press PF3 twice to save your changes and display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Delete User Passthrough Print Table
To delete a User Passthrough Print Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 5, User Passthrough Print Management.
The TPX User Passthrough Print Table List is displayed.

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor next to the User Passthrough Print Table you want to delete. Type D and press
Enter.
You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the table.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting a User Passthrough Print Table named SYSBTEST.
            TPX User Passthrough Print Table List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0135 

 Command ===>                                        Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B 

                                                     Date    - 03/14/03

    Table name   Last updated by   Userid            Time    - 07:41:52

    SYSAPROD     03/03/03 13:38:37 TPXADMIN STARTUP 

D   SYSBTEST     02/23/03 14:52:23 TPXADMIN 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

4. Do one of the following:
– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter.

If you confirm the request, the TPX User Passthrough Print Table List is displayed, and the table you deleted is no
longer listed.

– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.
5. Press PF3 to display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Specifying Terminal Options
This section discusses terminal options tables and how to add, select, and modify terminal options tables and entries.

Terminal Options Tables
This section shows you how to add, modify, and delete Terminal Options Tables. You use Terminal Options Tables to
specify options for particular terminals or groups of terminals. These options tell TPX how to interact with the terminal and
override some of the options specified in the System Options Table (SMRT) and Application Characteristics Table (ACT).
You specify certain options for various terminal masks, and the software compares the physical terminal's VTAM logical
unit name with these masks until it finds a match. If it finds a match, it uses the specified options for the terminal. If it does
not find a match, no overrides are used.

The order in which entries appear in the table is important, as is the length of the mask. A hyphen (-) matches any
character.

Example Showing Order
The product searches the masking entries in the order listed and uses the first mask that matches the terminal
name. For example, let's say your Terminal Options Table contains the following entries:
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RULE01   D-34---

RULE02   C5--7-- 

RULE03   D434---

When a terminal named D434CCC logs on, the software sees that RULE01, the first terminal mask, matches
the terminal name. It applies the options specified for RULE01 to the terminal and looks for no further
matches, even though you might have wanted RULE03 to be used.
Example Showing Length
The product matches only those terminals having a name the same length as the mask. For example, the
physical terminal name is D72L561, and your Terminal Options Table contains the following entries:
RULE01   D72-4--

RULE02   D72-5 

RULE03   D72-5--

RULE01 does not apply because the characters in the fifth position do not match. RULE02 does not apply
because the terminal name has seven characters and the mask only has five. RULE03 does match, so the
software applies the options for this mask to the terminal.

Add or Select Terminal Options Table
Define a Terminal Options Table before you specify terminal options.

To add or select a Terminal Options Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 6, Terminal Options Specification.
The TPX Terminal Options Table List is displayed.

3. Do one of the following:
– To add a table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the table you want to add

or select. Then press Enter.
– To select an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor

to the table you want, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX Terminal Options Table Entry List is displayed, as shown in Add or Modify Terminal Options in this section.
If you want the product to use this table at startup, you must specify the table name in your startup procedure.
In the following panel, the administrator is adding a Terminal Options Table named SYSBTEST.
             TPX Terminal Options Table List 

                                                      Panelid - TEN0140 

Command ===> S SYSBTEST                               Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                      Termid  - TPXPUN05

                                                      Date    - 03/23/03

   Table name  Last updated by   Userid               Time    - 12:00:43

   SYSAPROD    03/23/03 11:58:46 TPXADMIN STARTUP

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Press ENTER
                  TPX Terminal Options Table Entry List                        

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0141 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

 Terminal Options Table: SYSBTEST <New>                     Date     - 04/22/13

                                                            Time     - 13:51:51

    Entry         Mask characters                                              

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************* 
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Add or Modify Terminal Options
To add or modify terminal options for a terminal or group of terminals

1. Access the TPX Terminal Options Table List, as described in Add or Select a Terminal Options Table in this section.
2. Do one of the following:

– To add an entry, type S entry-name on the command line, where entry-name is the name of the entry that you want
to add or modify. Then press Enter.

– To modify an existing entry, either type S entry-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the
cursor to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.

The first Terminal Options Detail panel is displayed, as shown in step 3.
Why Order Is Important -- The product uses the entries in the order listed. Note that the software sorts the rules
alphabetically first and numerically second.
For example, if you add the entries RULE02, TPXGRP, RULE07, and TPXADMIN, the software sorts them as follows:
– RULE02
– RULE07
– TPXADMIN
– TPXGRP
After you add an entry, there is no way to move it in the list.

3. To copy an entire Terminal Options Table from an existing table, type COPY table-name on the command line. Then
press Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 table-name copied. The table details may now be modified.
                  TPX Terminal Options Table Entry List                        

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0141 

 Command  ===> copy sysaprod                                Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

 Terminal Options Table: SYSCTEST <New>                     Date     - 04/22/13

                                                            Time     - 14:08:17

    Entry         Mask characters                                              

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Press Enter
                 TPX Terminal Options Table Entry List                        

MENA8017 SYSAPROD copied                                    Panelid  - TEN0141 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

 Terminal Options Table: SYSCTEST <New>                     Date     - 04/22/13

                                                            Time     - 14:09:30

    Entry         Mask characters                                              

    RULE01        A55TI---                                                     

    RULE02        --------                                                     

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

4. In the following panel, the administrator is adding an entry named RULE03.
           TPX Terminal Options Table Entry List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0141 

Command ===>S RULE03                                 Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - TPXPUN05

Terminal Options Table: SYSAPROD                     Date    - 03/23/03

                                                     Time    - 12:37:45

   Entry         Mask characters 

   RULE01        DXAL5--- 

   RULE02        -------- 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************
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Press Enter
                  TPX Terminal Options Detail Panel                            

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0142 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

    Terminal Options Table: SYSTPROD <New>                  Date     - 04/22/13

    Terminal Options Entry: RULE03   <New>                  Time     - 14:04:59

    Terminal Mask:                                                             

  LOGO panel member:                                                           

  LOGMODE entry override:                                                      

  Application Logmode override:                                                

  User Passthrough Print Mgmt. printer:                                        

  ReBind with largest screen size available:      N                            

  Term. does not support 081b:                    N                            

  Term. does not support Read Buffer:             N                            

  Term. does not support Read Modified All:       N                            

  Ignore Device End sense code:                   N                            

  Terminal defined to VTAM with INTTAB:           N                            

  Terminal does not support extended datastream:  N                            

  Terminal does not support highlighting:         N                            

  Terminal supports ERASE, RESET struct. field:   N                            

  Terminal name is from an LU pool:               N                            

  Ignore Keyboard Restore sent for a null RU:     N                            

                                                                               

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel        

5. To copy a single table entry from another entry in this table, type COPY table-name on the command line. Then press
Enter. You will see message: MENA8017 table-name copied. The table details may now be modified.
                  TPX Terminal Options Detail Panel                            

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0142 

 Command  ===> copy rule01                                  Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

    Terminal Options Table: SYSTPROD                        Date     - 04/22/13

    Terminal Options Entry: RULE03   <New>                  Time     - 14:23:39

    Terminal Mask:                                                             

  LOGO panel member:                                                           

  LOGMODE entry override:                                                      

  Application Logmode override:                                                

  User Passthrough Print Mgmt. printer:                                        

  ReBind with largest screen size available:      N                            

  Term. does not support 081b:                    N                            

  Term. does not support Read Buffer:             N                            

  Term. does not support Read Modified All:       N                            

  Ignore Device End sense code:                   N                            

  Terminal defined to VTAM with INTTAB:           N                            

  Terminal does not support extended datastream:  N                            

  Terminal does not support highlighting:         N                            

  Terminal supports ERASE, RESET struct. field:   N                            

  Terminal name is from an LU pool:               N                            

  Ignore Keyboard Restore sent for a null RU:     N                            

                                                                               

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel        

Press ENTER
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                  TPX Terminal Options Detail Panel                            

MENA8017 RULE01 copied                                      Panelid  - TEN0142 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

    Terminal Options Table: SYSTPROD                        Date     - 04/22/13

    Terminal Options Entry: RULE03   <New>                  Time     - 14:24:38

    Terminal Mask:          DXAL5---                                           

  LOGO panel member:                                                           

  LOGMODE entry override:                                                      

  Application Logmode override:                                                

  User Passthrough Print Mgmt. printer:                                        

  ReBind with largest screen size available:      N                            

  Term. does not support 081b:                    N                            

  Term. does not support Read Buffer:             N                            

  Term. does not support Read Modified All:       N                            

  Ignore Device End sense code:                   N                            

  Terminal defined to VTAM with INTTAB:           N                            

  Terminal does not support extended datastream:  N                            

  Terminal does not support highlighting:         N                            

  Terminal supports ERASE, RESET struct. field:   N                            

  Terminal name is from an LU pool:               N                            

  Ignore Keyboard Restore sent for a null RU:     N                            

                                                                               

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel        

6. Modify the fields on this panel. You can use the Tab key to move the cursor from field to field.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.
                  TPX Terminal Options Detail Panel                            

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0142 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

    Terminal Options Table: SYSTPROD                        Date     - 04/22/13

    Terminal Options Entry: RULE03   <New>                  Time     - 14:26:22

    Terminal Mask:          DXAL6---                                           

  LOGO panel member:                                                           

  LOGMODE entry override:                                                      

  Application Logmode override:                                                

  User Passthrough Print Mgmt. printer:                                        

  ReBind with largest screen size available:      N                            

  Term. does not support 081b:                    N                            

  Term. does not support Read Buffer:             N                            

  Term. does not support Read Modified All:       N                            

  Ignore Device End sense code:                   N                            

  Terminal defined to VTAM with INTTAB:           N                            

  Terminal does not support extended datastream:  N                            

  Terminal does not support highlighting:         N                            

  Terminal supports ERASE, RESET struct. field:   N                            

  Terminal name is from an LU pool:               N                            

  Ignore Keyboard Restore sent for a null RU:     N                            

                                                                               

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel        

7. Press PF8 to go to the second Terminal Options Detail panel, shown in step 5.
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8. Modify the fields on this panel.
              TPX Terminal Options Detail Panel 

                                                    Panelid - TEN0143 

Command ===>                                        Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                    Termid  - TPXPUN05

   Terminal Options Table: SYSAPROD                 Date    - 03/23/03

   Terminal Options Entry: RULE01                   Time    - 12:38:09

   Terminal Mask:          DXAL5---

Override System Options:

  Reacquire terminal on any disconnect:  N 

  Ignore Logo Timeout:                   N 

  Query terminal for capabilities:       N

Override Application Characteristics Definitions:

  Use Read Buffer Technique:                      N 

  Override ACT, Outbound Compression On:          N 

  Override ACT, Outbound Compression Off:         N 

  Override ACT, Inbound Compression On:           N 

  Override ACT, Inbound Compression Off:          N

PF1=Help   PF3=End   PF4=Return   PF7=Prev     PF8=Next      "CANCEL" cancel

9. Press PF8 to go to the third Terminal Options Detail panel, shown in the following.
10. Modify the fields on this panel.

                   TPX Terminal Options Detail Panel

                                                          Panelid  - TEN0144

  Command  ===>                                           Userid   - SYSADMIN

                                                          Termid   - TPXSYS02

     Terminal Options Table: SYSAPROD                     Date     - 12/14/03

     Terminal Mask entry:    RULE01                       Time     - 08:19:23

     Terminal Mask:          DXAL5---

   Change Signoff to Logoff:                N

   Disallow Input from LOGO:                N 

   Disallow LOGOFF, /K, or F3 from LOGO:    N 

   Use Terminal name as Userid (Autosign):  N 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev Page       "CANCEL" cancel

11. Press PF3 to return to the Terminal Options Table Entry List.
                  TPX Terminal Options Table Entry List                        

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0141 

 Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

 Terminal Options Table: SYSTPROD                           Date     - 04/22/13

                                                            Time     - 14:27:25

    Entry         Mask characters                                              

    RULE01        DXAL5---                                                     

    RULE02        --------                                                     

    RULE03        DXAL6---       

Note: In the above example, this new RULE03 will never be used since RULE02 will apply to everything that does not
match RULE01.

12. To add more terminal options entries, repeat steps 2 through 8.
13. Press PF3 twice to save your changes and display the TPX System Administration Menu.
14. You can put your changes into effect by issuing the following command in an operator session:

RELOAD TRM=table-name
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Delete Terminal Options Entries
To delete a terminal options entry

1. Access the TPX Terminal Options Table Entry List, as described in Add or Select a Terminal Options Table in this
section.

2. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the entry that you want to delete, type D, and press Enter.
The entry is deleted from the list.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting the entry named RULE03.
           TPX Terminal Options Table Entry List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0141 

Command ===>                                         Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - TPXPUN05

Terminal Options Table: SYSAPROD                     Date    - 03/23/03

                                                     Time    - 12:37:45

   Entry         Mask characters 

   RULE01        DXAL5--- 

   RULE02        -------- 

D  RULE03        DVCL4--- 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

3. Press PF3 twice to save your changes and display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Delete Terminal Options Table
To delete a Terminal Options Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 6, Terminal Options Specification.
The TPX Terminal Options Table List is displayed.

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the Terminal Options Table you want to delete, type D, and press Enter.
You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the table.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting a Terminal Options Table named SYSBTEST.
            TPX Terminal Options Table List 

                                                      Panelid - TEN0140 

Command ===>                                          Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                      Termid  - TPXPUN05

                                                      Date    - 03/23/03

   Table name  Last updated by   Userid               Time    - 12:00:43

   SYSAPROD    03/23/03 11:58:46 TPXADMIN STARTUP

D  SYSBTEST    02/12/03 12:43:52 TPXADMIN 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

4. Do one of the following:
– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter.

If you confirm the request, the TPX Terminal Options Table List is displayed, and the table you deleted is no longer
listed.

– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.
5. Press PF3 to display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Specifying Security System Actions and Messages
This section discusses security action/message tables and how to add, select, and delete them.
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Security Action/Message Tables
You use Security Action/Message Tables (SAMTs) to specify how TPX will respond to return codes and messages from
your security system. A SAMT consists of entries for return codes and messages. For each entry there is a corresponding
action for the software to take or a reference to a message for the software to display, or both.

When the software receives a return code or message from the security system, it will check for an entry in the SAMT
for that return code or message. If an entry exists, it will take the corresponding action, depending on what you have
specified.

Depending on your security system, the software can receive return codes, message IDs, or both from the security
system.

Use SAMT

You must use a SAMT if your site is using RACF, SAF, ACF2, or Top Secret security.

Default SAMTs Are Provided

Default SAMTs are provided. The default SAMTs should provide sufficient coverage. Other than making copies of tables
before making changes, you will not need to create new SAMTs.

In general, the only changes you would want to make to the tables is to suppress last accessed messages.

SAMT Processing for RACF or ACF2

Because RACF returns a return code only, and ACF2 returns a message ID, the SAMT uses that code or message ID to
determine the proper action and messages. The SAMT will contain an entry for the RACF return code or ACF2 message
ID. The entry will specify what action to take, the cursor position, whether to suppress the message, and what message to
display.

SAMT Processing for SAF and Top Secret

Because SAF and Top Secret return both return codes and messages, the SAMT will include separate entries in the
SAMT for both:

• Return code entries specify the action and the cursor position.
• Message ID entries specify whether to suppress the message, and, if not suppressed, one or two messages to

substitute for the security system message.

The Default SAMT Entries

Each SAMT includes two default entries, #DFLTMSG and #DFLTRC, which cannot be deleted. These entries tell the
product what to do when it receives return codes and message IDs that are not specified in the list.

• #DFLTMSG determines what happens when the software receives a message ID that is not specified in the SAMT.
• #DFLTRC determines what happens when the software receives a return code that is not specified in the SAMT.

You can specify the action, cursor position, message suppression, and message substitution for these default entries,
depending on the security system you are using:

• If you have RACF you will only need to specify information for the #DFLTRC entry.
• If you have ACF2, you will only need to specify information for the #DFLTMSG entry.
• If you have SAF or Top Secret you must specify information for both.
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Specify a Startup SAMT

If you want the software to use this table at startup, you must specify the table name in your startup procedure or in the
startup parameters in the System Options Table (SMRT).

Add or Select Security Action/Message Table
To add or select a Security Action/Message Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 8, Security Action/Message Processing.
The TPX Security Action/Message Table List is displayed.

3. Do one of the following:
– To add a new table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the table you want

to add or select. Then press Enter.
Note: The new table will be populated with default entries #DFLTMSG and #DFLTRC. You can modify the
#DFLTMSG and #DFLTRC entries, but you cannot delete them from the table.

– To select an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor
to the table you want, type S, and press Enter.

The TPX Security Action/Message Table Entry List is displayed.
                   TPX Security Action/Message Table Entry List 

                                                          Panelid  - TEN0296

  Command  ===>                                           Userid   - TX05 

                                                          Termid   - TPXSYS01

   Security Action/Message Table: MLHPROD                 Date     - 01/18/03

                                                          Time     - 18:13:43

     Return Code/                 Cursor      Suppress        Substitute 

      Message ID      Action     Position     Message         Message IDs 

       #DFLTMSG         A                        N 

       #DFLTRC          R                        N 

       #0000101                                  N 

       #0000102                                  N 

       #0000409                                  Y 

       #0070001                                  N 

       0404             A        SNUSERV         N         IENS010A IENS010B

       0420             R        SNUSERV         N         IENS008A IENS011B

       080C             R        SNNPSWDV        N         IENS011A IENS011B

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Up   PF8=Down   "CANCEL" cancel

4. To copy an entire SAMT from an existing table, type COPY table-name on the command line. Then press Enter. You
will see message: MENA8017 table-name copied. The table details may now be modified.
                   TPX Security Action/Message Table Entry List                

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0296 

 Command  ===> copy acf2                                    Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                            Termid   - A55TU068

  Security Action/Message Table: ACF2NEW  <New>             Date     - 04/22/13

                                                            Time     - 14:45:45

                                                                               

    Return Code/                 Cursor      Suppress        Substitute        

     Message ID      Action     Position     Message         Message IDs       

      #DFLTMSG         A                        N                              
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      #DFLTRC          R                        N                              

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Press ENTER
                    TPX Security Action/Message Table Entry List                

 MENA8017 ACF2 copied                                        Panelid  - TEN0296 

  Command  ===>                                              Userid   - VALGA02 

                                                             Termid   - A55TU068

   Security Action/Message Table: ACF2NEW  <New>             Date     - 04/22/13

                                                             Time     - 14:46:23

                                                                                

     Return Code/                 Cursor      Suppress        Substitute        

      Message ID      Action     Position     Message         Message IDs       

       #DFLTMSG         A                        N                              

       #DFLTMSG         A                        N                              

       #DFLTRC          R                        N                              

       #DFLTRC          R        SNUSERV         N                              

       #0000076         R        SNUSERV         N                              

       #0000118         P        SNNPSWDV        N                              

       #0000999         R        SNPSWDV         N                              

       #0001004         R        SNUSERV         N                              

       #0001007         R        SNPSWDV         N                              

       #0001010         R        SNUSERV         N                              

       #0001011         R        SNUSERV         N         

5. Do one of the following:
– To add an entry, type S entry-name on the command line, where entry-name is the name of the entry that you want

to add. Then press Enter.
– To modify an existing entry, use the Tab key to move the cursor to the fields you want to modify, make the changes,

and press Enter.
– To delete an existing entry, use the Tab key to move the cursor to the field in front of the entry that you want to

delete, and press Enter.
6. To add, modify, or delete more Security Action/Message entries, repeat step 4.
7. Press PF3 twice to save your changes and display the TPX System Administration Menu.
8. You can put your changes into effect by issuing the following command in an operator session:

RELOAD SAMT=table-name

Delete Security Action/Message Table
To delete a Security Action/Message Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 8, Security Action/Message Processing.
The TPX Security Action/Message Table List is displayed.
             TPX Security Action/Message Table List 

                                                     Panelid - TEN0295

Command ===>                                         Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                     Termid  - TPXPUN05

   Security                                          Date    - 03/23/03

   Action/Message                                    Time    - 12:00:43

   Table       Last updated by   Userid              

   RACFPROD    03/23/03 11:58:46 TPXADMIN STARTUP
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   RACFTEST    02/12/03 12:43:52 TPXADMIN 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the Security Action/Message Table you want to delete, type D, and press Enter.
A confirmation panel is displayed.

4. Do one of the following:
– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter.

If you confirm the request, the TPX Security Action/Message Table List is displayed, and the table you deleted is no
longer listed.

– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.
5. Press PF3 to display the TPX System Administration Menu.

Introduction to Operator Administration
This section and the next show you how to perform operator administrator tasks.

Operator Administrator Role
Your responsibility, as a TPX Operator Administrator, is to create and maintain the operator command class tables. These
tables determine which commands an operator can execute in an operator session to display performance data and other
information about users, sessions, and terminals. The command classes that you create are assigned to users by a user
administrator.

Operator Administration Plan
Before you begin defining operator command class tables, take some time to determine the needs of your users. For more
information on the various operator commands, see Operating. You can create different command classes that give varied
levels of authority, so determine what commands are needed by some users and not other users.

Performing Operator Command Class Maintenance
This section shows you how to add, delete, and modify TPX operator command classes and tables.

Add or Select Operator Command Class Table
Create an operator command class table for a user group before you add specific operator command classes.

To add an operator command class table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 1, TPX User/Group Maintenance.
The TPX User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 6, TPX Operator Command Authorization Class.
The TPX Operator Command Class Table List is displayed.

3. Do one of the following:
– To add a table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the table you want to add

or select. You must give the table the same name as the user group that it is associated with. Then press Enter.
– To select an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor

to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX Operator Command Class Table Entry List is displayed.
In the following panel, the administrator is adding an Operator Command Class Table for a group named TPXGROUP.
             TPX Operator Command Class Table List 

                                                   Panelid - TEN0160 
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  Command ===> S TPXGROUP                          Userid  - OPRADMIN

                                                   Termid  - DXAP59B 

   TPX Operator Command                            Date    - 03/14/03

   Class Table       Last updated by   Userid      Time    - 07:38:39

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **********************

Add or Modify Operator Command Class
To add or modify an operator command class

1. Access the TPX Operator Command Class Table Entry List, as described in Adding or Selecting an Operator
Command Class Table in this section.

2. Do one of the following:
– To add a class, type S class-name on the command line, where class-name is the name of the class you want to

add or modify. Then press Enter.
Note: You must give the table the same name as the user group that it is associated with.
The name of the operator command class is one character long and can be any letter, number, or symbol on the
keyboard.

– To modify an existing class, either type S class-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the
cursor to the class you want, type S, and press Enter.

The TPX Operator Command Class Detail panel is displayed, as shown in step 3.
In the following panel, the administrator is adding command authorization class A.
            TPX Operator Command Class Table Entry List 

                                                   Panelid - TEN0161 

  Command ===> S A                                 Userid  - OPRADMIN

                                                   Termid  - DXAP59B 

TPX Operator Command Class Table: TPXGROUP         Date    - 03/14/03

                                                   Time    - 07:38:43

   TPX Operator Command Class 

   D 

   P 

 ************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

3. In the field beside each command, indicate whether users in that class can issue the command: type Y for yes or N for
no. You can use the Tab key to move the cursor from field to field.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field on a panel, move the cursor to the field and
press PF1.
          TPX Operator Command Class Detail Panel 

                                                      Panelid - TEN0162 

Command ===>                                          Userid  - OPRADMIN

                                                      Termid  - DXAL061 

 TPX Operator Command Class Table: TPXGROUP           Date    - 03/14/03

 TPX Operator Command Class:       D                  Time    - 16:57:16

 Y - ACTIVATE  - Activate application  Y - QUIESCE - Quiesce applications

 Y - CANCEL    - Cancel user/sessions  N - RELOAD  - Reload panels or tables

 Y - DISPLAY   - Display Information   N - SEND    - Send messages

                 (all but memory)      Y - SPIN    - Spinoff TPX Log

 Y - MODIFY    - User ONLY             Y - TRACE   - Trace on/off

 N - MODIFY    - All operands          N - UNLOCK  - Unlock terminals 

 N - MEMORY    - Display memory        

 N - MEMORY    - Update memory         Y - VTADD   - Add Virtual Terminal

4. Press PF3 three times to display the TPX User/Group Administration Menu.
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Delete Operator Command Class
To delete a TPX Operator command class

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The TPX User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 6, TPX Operator Command Authorization Class.
The TPX Operator Command Class Table List is displayed.

3. To select a table, do one of the following:
– Type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the TPX Operator Command Class

Table listed on the panel. Then press Enter.
– Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the table you want, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX Operator Command Class Table Entry List is displayed.
In the following panel, the administrator is selecting a TPX Operator Command Class Table for a group named
TPXGROUP.
         TPX Operator Command Class Table List 

                                                   Panelid - TEN0160 

  Command ===> S TPXGROUP                          Userid  - OPRADMIN

                                                   Termid  - DXAP59B 

  TPX Operator Command                             Date    - 03/14/03

   Class Table       Last updated by   Userid      Time    - 07:38:39

   TPXGROUP          03/05/91 15:34:21 OPERADM1 

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **********************

4. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the TPX Operator Command Class you want to delete, type D, and press Enter.
The TPX Operator command class is deleted from the list.
         TPX Operator Command Class Table Entry List 

                                                      Panelid - TEN0161 

  Command ===>                                        Userid  - OPRADMIN

                                                      Termid  - DXAP59B 

   TPX Operator Command Class Table: TPXGROUP         Date    - 03/14/03

                                                      Time    - 07:38:43

   TPX Operator Command Class 

   A 

 D B

   D

   P

 ************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

5. Press PF3 to display the TPX Operator Command Class Table List.

Delete Operator Command Class Table
To delete a TPX Operator Command Class Table

1. From the TPX Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The TPX User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 6, TPX Operator Command Authorization Class.
The TPX Operator Command Class Table List is displayed.

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the TPX Operator Command Class Table you want to delete, type D, and press
Enter.
You will see a message asking you to confirm your request to delete the table.
In the following panel, the administrator is deleting a TPX Operator Command Class Table for a group named
GROUP1.
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           TPX Operator Command Class Table List 

                                                   Panelid - TEN0160 

  Command ===> S TPXGROUP                          Userid  - OPRADMIN

                                                   Termid  - DXAP59B 

   TPX Operator Command                            Date    - 03/14/03

   Class Table       Last updated by   Userid      Time    - 07:38:39

   TPXGROUP          03/05/03 15:34:21 OPERADM1 

 D GROUP1            05/07/03 15:53:03 OPERADM1 w

   GROUP2            04/23/03 13:32:12 OPERADMI 

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **********************

4. Do one of the following:
– To confirm the request, press PF3 or type END and press Enter.

If you confirm the request, the TPX Operator Command Class Table List is displayed, and the table you deleted is
no longer listed.

– To cancel the request, type CANCEL and press Enter.
5. Press PF3 to display the TPX User/Group Administration Menu.

Using TPX with OfficeVision/MVS
This section shows the system administrator how to define Application Connectivity for TPX with OfficeVision support.

Define Applications to Application Connectivity
To define applications to Application Connectivity, you must access the Application Connectivity Table Entry List.

To access the Application Connectivity Table Entry List

1. Select option 2, TPX System Options, from the TPX Administration Menu.
The TPX System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 7, OfficeVision/MVS Application Connectivity Definition.
The TPX Application Connectivity Table List panel, shown in the following, is displayed. This panel lists the Application
Connectivity Tables already defined.

3. Do one of the following:
– To add a table, type S table-name on the command line, where table-name is the name of the Application

Connectivity Table you want to add. Then press Enter.
– To modify an existing table, either type S table-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to move the cursor

to the table you want, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX Application Connectivity Table Entry List is displayed, as shown in step 4. This panel lists the applications
associated with the Application Connectivity Table that you selected.
In the following panel, the administrator is selecting an Application Connectivity Table named OVACAET.
                  TPX Application Connectivity Table List

                                                          Panelid - TEN0175

 Command ===> S OVACAET                                   Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                          Termid  - A01B02C

  Application Connectivity                                Date    - 01/01/03

  Table           Last Updated by   Userid                Time    - 10:34:40

  OVACAET         12/31/94 10:03:42 USER1

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

Maintaining Multiple Application Connectivity Tables -- You can maintain multiple Application Connectivity Tables, but
only the table specified in the OVAC= parameter of the startup procedure is used by TPX. To use a different table,
specify the new table name in the OVAC= parameter of the startup procedure.

4. Do one of the following:
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– To add an application, type S application-name on the command line, where application-name is the name defined
in the remote call ATD as the Application Name (described in Information Required Before You Start in this section).
Then press Enter.

– To select an existing application, either type S application-name as described previously, or use the Tab key to
move the cursor to the entry you want, type S, and press Enter.

The TPX Application Connectivity Detail panel is displayed, as shown in step 5. You use this panel to describe the
application to Application Connectivity.
Remote Call Applications -- Each application defined to Application Connectivity must be defined in OfficeVision
Application Services as a "remote call." An application is defined as a remote call if you specified invocation type 2 in
the application-type description record (ATD) for the application. For an explanation of remote calling and ATDs, see
Managing OfficeVision/MVS Application Services (SH21-0520).
            TPX Application Connectivity Table Entry List

                                                          Panelid - TEN0176

Command ===> S ASFCICS                                    Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                          Termid  - A01B02C

Application Connectivity Table: OVACAET                   Date    - 01/01/03

                                                          Time    - 10:34:40

Application Name

 ASFCICS

 ASFCICS2

 ASFNIMS

 ASFTSO

 ASFTSOP

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

5. Complete the fields on the TPX Application Connectivity Detail Panel to define the application to Application
Connectivity.
Accessing Online Help for Field Definitions -- To access help for a field, move the cursor to the field and press PF1.
           TPX Application Connectivity Detail Panel

                                                         Panelid - TEN0177

Command ===>                                             Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                         Termid  - A01B02C

  Table Name: OVACAET                                    Date    - 01/01/03

                                                         Time    - 10:34:40

  OfficeVision/MVS Application Connectivity Definition

  Application Name:

  AS Transaction ID:

     TSO Transaction ID is program, not CLIST:

  Environment Name:

  Environment Type:                  (CICS, IMS, OR TSO)

  VTAM Applid:

  AC Agent ID:

  Start-up ACL:

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return                    "CANCEL" cancel

6. Press PF3 to save the application definition.
7. Repeat steps 1 through 3 of this procedure for each application defined as a "remote call" in OfficeVision/MVS.
8. You can put the new values into effect by issuing the following command in a TPX operator session:

RELOAD OVAC=table-name
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Introduction to Defining Application Connectivity
TPX with OfficeVision support works with IBM OfficeVision/MVS as a functional replacement for NetView Access Services
to provide session switching and application connectivity.

Install OfficeVision/MVS

If you plan to use TPX with OfficeVision, you do not have to install IBM's NetView Access Services. The following steps in
Installing OfficeVision/ MVS (SH21-0515) should be omitted if you do not want to install NetView Access Services:

• Steps 14 through 39 in the section, "Installing Application Connectivity."
• Step 1 and steps 8 through 12 in the section, "Installing TSO Application Access."

Tasks Required Before You Start

Before you define Application Connectivity, complete the following tasks:

1. Install OfficeVision/MVS as described in Installing OfficeVision/ MVS (SH21-0515), omitting the steps indicated
previously.

2. Install TPX as described in Installing.
3. Perform the tasks that are described in this section and in Programming to define your system the way you want it.
4. Make sure that the "Activate OfficeVision Interface" field on the System Features panel of the System Options Table is

set to Y.

After you have completed these requirements, follow the procedures that are shown in each of the remaining sections of
this section to define OfficeVision Application Services applications to Application Connectivity. You must be authorized as
a system administrator to do this.

Information Required Before You Start

Before you define Application Connectivity, collect the following information from the person at your site who installed
OfficeVision/MVS.

Application Name
The name that other OfficeVision/MVS applications use to identify this application. This name is defined in the
remote call ATD as the Application Name. This field corresponds to the Application Name described in Installing
OfficeVision/MVS (SH21-0515) in Step 30 in the section, "Installing Application Connectivity."
VTAM Application ID

The ID used by VTAM to identify this application. This ID is the label name for theVTAM application
resource within SYS1.VTAMLST for your CICS, IMS, or TSO application. This ID is the name that you
would use to define the application on theApplication Characteristics Table in TPX Administration. (See
Adding orModifying Application Characteristics in the section “Specifying ApplicationCharacteristics.”)

AC Agent ID
The AC Agent ID is the transaction ID (or CLIST for TSO) of the Application Connectivity Agent. In
OfficeVision/MVS, the default values for Agent ID are:

• EGAC for CICS
• EGA1 for conversational IMS
• EGA2 for non-conversational IMS
• EGATSO for TSO

This field corresponds to the Agent Identifier described in Installing OfficeVision/MVS (SH21-0515) in
Step 29 in the section, "Installing Application Connectivity."
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AS Transaction ID
For CICS or IMS, this ID is the transaction ID for Application Services. For TSO, this field contains the
program or CLIST for Application Services. The default OfficeVision/MVS values for Application Services
are:

• DXB0 for CICS
• DXBC for conversational IMS
• DXBN for non-conversational IMS
• CLIST EGATAPPL for TSO

This field corresponds to the Transaction Code described in Installing OfficeVision/MVS (SH21-0515) in
Step 30 in the section, "Installing Application Connectivity."

Batch Administration
This section introduces you to Batch Administration and provides many of the procedures you can perform with Batch
Administration.

Batch Administration Introduction
This section introduces you to the Batch Administration actions that are available.

What You Can Do With Batch Processing
The Batch component allows you to report on and update information in the administration database.

Using the control statements described in this section, you can:

• Add, modify, and delete users, profiles, sessions, mail messages, user lists, and application definitions
• Create administrators
• Assign View authority to users
• Create reports from information in the administration database
• Convert existing STX administration data so it can be used in the administration database
• Reset the integrity of the VSAM databases

These tasks involve extracting records from the administration database, updating information, and creating reports.

Administration of STX

You can also use the Batch component to report on and update information in the STX r4 administration database. TPX
and STX share a common administration structure.

Compatibility with Earlier Releases

The batch facility that is described in this section is compatible with the batch facility in earlier releases of TPX. All batch
files and commands for earlier releases work with this release of the batch facility.

Update Administration Data

Batch processing allows you to perform many of the administration tasks accomplished online with the administration
facility. Updating with batch processing can save you a great deal of time since you do not have to redisplay panels for
each user, profile, or session.
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Add, Modify, and Delete Records

You can use the ADD, COPY, DELETE, and UPDATE control statements to modify specific user or profile records, or to
delete table records. For example, you can change the stage one time-out for a user, add a new user, delete a profile,
or add an application session to a profile. For information about how to add, delete, and modify records, see the section
Updating Administration Data.

Update with Extracted Records

Batch processing allows you to select records from the administration database and write them to a sequential file called
an extract file. You determine what user, profile, or session records are extracted by specifying extraction criteria. Extract
files are used for creating reports and can also be used when updating large amounts of information. For information
about how to extract user, profile, and session records, see the section Extracting Data.

After you have extracted the records, you can use the extract file to select the user, profile, or session records that you
want to update. For example, you may want to update all users who use the CUA panels so that they use the English
language panels. You could:

• Use an EXTRACT statement to extract all users who have their language option set to CU.
• Then use an UPDATE statement to change the language option to EN for all the user records in the extract file.

For information about how to use an extract file to add, delete, and modify records, see the section Using Extract Files for
Updating.

Create Reports

Batch processing allows you to generate and format reports that contain information about specific users or profiles. For
example, you can generate a report that lists all users in a specified user group and also lists what profiles and sessions
are assigned to them. This report might be useful if you are creating a profile to better suit the needs of the users.

Reporting is a two-step process involving extracting the data and then printing the report.

Step 1 Extract the Data
In the first step, you extract the information that you want to report on from the administration database. You use
the EXTRACT statement (see the section Extracting Data) to specify the information to be extracted. Records that
meet the criteria are written to an extract file, which is then used as input to the REPORT statement.

Step 2 Print the Report
In the second step, the extract file is used by a REPORT statement that generates the report. The REPORT
statement specifies the information to be printed in the report.

Batch processing also allows you to format your report with headings, ASA printer control characters, and labels. If you
like, you can use the extract file with another report generator such as SAS to generate the report.

For a complete description of the REPORT statement and how to format reports, see the section Using Extract Files for
Reporting.

Variables

In many of the batch facility statements you specify variables:

• When extracting data, you specify variables with specific values as extraction criteria. If the data matches the criteria,
the user, profile, or session information is extracted.

• When creating reports, you specify the variables that you want listed in the report.
• When updating data, you specify values to be assigned to for variables.

For a complete list of variables, see the section Batch Variables. Most of the variables correspond to fields that can be
modified in online administration.
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There are also special batch variables and administration variables that do not correspond to online fields. These
variables can be used only for extraction and reporting (they cannot be updated). They provide information about:

• The last update of the record
• The user's administration authority
• The profiles that are assigned to the user
• The user's View facility authority

For example, by using these variables, you could extract all users who have a specific profile, and then create a report
listing these users, their profiles, and which user groups they can administer.

Examples in CB0VSRC Dataset
Examples of jobs that perform batch processing as discussed in this section are in the TPX.CB0VSRC dataset. CB0VSRC
member $BATADMN lists and briefly describes each sample. Member $BATMAIL lists and describes sample batch
functions related to the TPX Mail facility.

Use Batch Control Statements
This section illustrates batch control statement syntax and discusses some general rules concerning control statement
syntax.

Elements of Batch Control Statements

To run Batch, you use control statements that tell Batch what to do. A control statement includes the following elements:

• A control word (such as EXTRACT, REPORT, ADD, DELETE, or UPDATE) that indicates what function you want to
perform.

• Parameters (such as USER, ALL SESSIONS, USERSESSION, or PROFILE) that indicate what type of information you
want to process.

• Variables that indicate specific information such as user IDs, profile names, and user definition values.

Control statements also contain delimiters such as spaces, parentheses, and single quotes.

Examples:

Some examples of control statements are:

DELETE PROFILESESSION USING(CICSPROF) 

ADD TPX USERSESSION (USER03 TSO02) 

EXTRACT GIVING (HRUSERS) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXNAME (HR---))

Syntax Diagram

In this section, the syntax for a control statement is shown using a syntax diagram. Syntax diagrams show you what parts
of a statement are required, where you have a choice of parameters, where you must enter variables, and what parts of
the control statement can be repeated.

Example of Simple Batch Control Statement:

Here is a syntax diagram of a simple control statement:

ADD (for user profiles)

                                |------------------------+

                                V                         |

->>-- ADD --- USERPROFILES ---(--- userID -- profileID -----)----><
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The syntax diagram always begins with the double right arrowhead on the left end of the control path. The ADD control
word is required since it is directly on the control path. Next, you must type USERPROFILE.

As you follow the control path, you see that the open parenthesis is also required. The next item on the path is a variable.
Variables indicate specific items that you replace with information like user IDs, profile names, variable names, or other
values. In this case, the variable is a user ID. After the user ID is another variable, a profile name. The arrow starting after
the variables and pointing back to the area before the variables indicates that you can enter more than one variable. In
this case, you can specify as many user IDs and profile names as you like. You have to enter a user ID and profile name
together each time you make a loop.

After you have entered a value for the variable, you must type the close parenthesis to end the list. The right and
left arrowheads at the end of the control path indicate the end of the syntax diagram. Here is an example of an ADD
statement following this syntax diagram:

ADD USERPROFILE (USER1 PROF1 USER2 PROF1)

Optional Items

Some statements have optional items. In the following example, you can enter OPTION1, OPTION2, or nothing between
the word COMMAND and the variable.

COMMAND example

->>--- COMMAND ------------------------- (variable) ------------><

                   |-- OPTION1 ---|

                   +-- OPTION2 ---+

Example of a Complex Batch Control Statement:

The following diagram is a syntax diagram that contains some more complex instructions:

UPDATE (for users and profiles)

->>--- UPDATE ------ TPX ----------- USER --------------(---->

                 +-- STX --+     +-- PROFILES --+

    +-----------------------------------------+

    |              +---------------------+     |

    V              V                      |     |

->---- object --(------ variable(value) -----)-----)----------><

Although this syntax diagram has two lines, you do not have to enter your control statement on two lines. The syntax
diagram simply does not fit on one line. The single right arrowhead at the end of the first line indicates that the control path
continues on the next line.

The two repeat arrows in this diagram indicate the following actions:

• The longer arrow indicates that you can repeat the items object (variable(value)) as many times as you like.
• The shorter arrow shows that, within the previous repetition, you can also repeat variable(value) as many times as you

like.

Here is an example of an UPDATE statement following the syntax diagram:

UPDATE USER (USER1 (UIDXJKEY(PA2) UIDXMKEY(PA3))

             USER2 (UIDXJKEY(PA2)))

Blank Spaces and Lines

The examples in this section show you where to enter spaces in your control statements to separate the various pieces of
information. The following rules apply to the use of blank spaces and lines:
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• You might want to add spaces in a control statement so that you can read it more easily. You can use any number of
spaces where one space is appropriate. You can also enter as many spaces as you like before and after an open or
closed parenthesis.

• You can put a line break or blank line anywhere that a space is appropriate. For example, you may want a report that
prints three lines of information for each record in an extract file. You could put the definition for each line of the report
on a separate line in the control file. You may find it useful to break control statements into multiple lines because of
your terminal screen width and for clarity.
For example, the following four lines in a control file are read as one control statement:
REPORT GIVING(PF3REPRT) USING(PF3USERS)

            ((' &UIDXNAME ' '&UIDXGRP')

             (' &UIDXMKEY ' '&UIDXJKEY ' '&UIDXPKEY')

             (' &UIDXESCK ' '&UIDXACCS ' '&UIDXPRSV'))

• You can put more than one control statement on one line of the control file. For example, consider the following two
ADD statements:
ADD USER (USER18) 

ADD USER (USER52)

• You could put the two statements on one line as follows:
ADD USER (USER18) ADD USER (USER52)

Use Single Quotes

Single quotes are most often used in REPORT statements. The text and variables to be printed in a report must be
enclosed within single quotes in a report statement. The other control statements only require single quotes when you are
specifying a value that has spaces within it. For example:

UPDATE USER (USER1(VUSRLOC('PGH BLDG FLOOR-7')))

Batch resolves the text that is enclosed within single quotes literally. The only exception is if a string of characters is
preceded by an ampersand (&), in which case it is considered a variable name and replaced by the value of that variable.

To include a single quote within text enclosed by single quotes, type two single quotes with no space between them ('').
Ampersands without text immediately following them are resolved as ampersands, but to include an ampersand with text
following it, type two ampersands with no space between them (&&text).

Any text that is not enclosed within single quotes is automatically converted to uppercase. Text enclosed in single quotes
(such as report labels) is not converted to uppercase. So, if you define a report label with uppercase and lowercase
characters, the label is printed in uppercase and lowercase.

A string within single quotes cannot be longer than one line of the REPORT statement.

For example, the following REPORT statement prints the menu key, jump key, and print key for each user record in
the extract file named KEYREPT. The report labels "Menu Key," "Jump Key," and "Print Key" are printed on the report
in uppercase and lowercase characters. The user is adding spaces within the single quotes to indent these labels.
An ampersand (&) is added in front of UIDXNAME, UIDXMKEY, UIDXJKEY, and UIDXPKEY to tell TPX that they are
variables.

REPORT GIVING(KEYREPT) USING(KEYUSERS)

       ((' &UIDXNAME')

        (' Menu Key  - ' '&UIDXMKEY')

        (' Jump Key  - ' '&UIDXJKEY')

        (' Print Key - ' '&UIDXPKEY'))

NOTE
Hexadecimal quoted strings can appear in REPORT statements with the same constraints as other quoted
strings.
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Use Abbreviations and Aliases for Control Words

When you are specifying control words and parameters in control statements, you can use shortened forms of the control
word to conserve space on the line. Batch also allows aliases or alternate names for some of these control words.

For a list of the abbreviations and the aliases for control words, see the section Control Word Abbreviations.

Set Up Your JCL Control File
You execute Batch control statements such as EXTRACT, REPORT, ADD, DELETE, and UPDATE from a JCL control file.
You can execute any number of control statements in a single JCL file. If you use the REPORT statement, make sure the
EXTRACT statement that produces the extract file for the report appears before the REPORT statement.

You must include some statements at the beginning of the control file to activate Batch. See the Sample JCL in this
section that activates Batch and generates a report. The VNODE='*BATCH*' parameter on the second line indicates that
Batch is to be activated.

Items to Remember

Keep the following points in mind:

• The procname is the name of your TPX procedure that contains the VSAM files you want to process.
• You must allow a region size of at least four megabytes to start the batch facility.
• If you have changed the symbolic parameters for the startup procedure, change VNODE in your VNODE='*BATCH*'

parameter to the value specified in the VNODE parameter of your startup procedure. See the Installing section.
• Do not use sequence numbers in Batch input statements. Batch statements will not execute if you use sequence

numbers. If you are using TSO to create your JCL, enter UNNUM in the command line to turn off sequence numbers.
• You can use the COMMENTS statement to put comments in your control file. You may find it helpful to document

the control statements so that other users can easily see what the statements do. COMMENTS statements are not
executed when the job is run. For an example containing some COMMENTS statements, see Sample JCL.

• Do not intersperse comments in a command. This can cause parsing errors when batch executes the command. If you
want to separate the parameters in a command, use blank lines.

Sample JCL

This sample JCL will produce an extract file and a report.

//USER54 JOB (0,A300),BATCHJCL,CLASS=V,MSGCLASS=H,NOTIFY=USER54 

// EXEC procname,VNODE='*BATCH*'

//*Define file names for extract files 

//PA3USRS DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)) 

//*Define file names for report files 

//PA3RPRT DD SYSOUT=E 

//XTRACE DD DUMMY 

//SYSIN DD * 

COMMENTS   The following statement produces the extract file named

COMMENTS   PA3USRS which contains the merged user definition for 

COMMENTS   each user who has PA3 as the menu key. 

COMMENTS 

EXTRACT GIVING(PA3USRS) USER NO SESSIONS (UIDXMKEY(PA3)) 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS  The following REPORT statements produce the report files

COMMENTS  PA3RPRT and PA2RPRT which list the user ID, menu key, 

COMMENTS  jump key, and print key for the users who have PA3 and 
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COMMENTS  PA2 assigned for the menu key. 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

REPORT GIVING(PA3RPRT) USING(PA3USRS)

       ((' &UIDXNAME' '&UIDXMKEY' '&UIDXJKEY' '&UIDXPKEY'))

VSAM Data Sets
If you want to run multiple copies or versions of TPX in batch mode or online, you must follow the instructions for sharing
data sets in the Installing section. It allows the different versions to share the VSAM administration data sets.

WARNING
Running Batch concurrently with an online version of TPX may cause VSAM file corruption if the VSAM sharing
parameters are not set correctly.

Reset Control Record 0

When you share VSAM files without using L-Serv, and need to restore or move your VSAM data sets, you need to delete
control record zero (0). Use the batch RESET INTEGRITY control statement to do this.

NOTE
Prior to a Reset Integrity command being processed, the TPX Batch job will issue an exclusive ENQ for the file
to be processed. If the ENQ fails, the Reset Integrity job is rejected.

RESET INTEGRITY

                               |------------------+

->>--- RESET INTEGRITY ----(--V----- ADMIN1 -----|-----)---><

                                   |-- ADMIN2 ----|

                                   |-- NOTES -----|

                                   |-- MAIL ------|

                                   +-- VIEW ------+

In this statement you specify a VSAM data set (ADMIN1, ADMIN2, MAIL, or VIEW) or the NOTES data set. For example,
the following RESET INTEGRITY statement deletes control record zero from ADMIN1 and ADMIN2:

RESET INTEGRITY (ADMIN1 ADMIN2)

NOTE
When the RESET INTEGRITY statement is executed, the following messages may appear in the batch log:

TPBL1010 VSAM ERA CTLREC 0 RETURN CODE IS 8

TPBL1051 MEANS RECORD ACCESSED NOT ON FILE

These messages indicate that the file did not need to be reset because control record zero has already been deleted. No
error has occurred, and your batch file will continue to execute.

Examples of Batch Jobs
The CB0VSRC library contains examples of batch processes, which are indexed in the $BATxxxx members.

Updating User Administration Data
This section shows you how to update users, profiles, and sessions in batch administration.
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Introduction to Updating
Batch processing in TPX is designed so you can add, modify, and delete data for the three main elements of user
administration: users, profiles, and sessions. In online administration, you use panels to identify which of these elements
you want to update and specify the necessary information in panel fields. In Batch, you use control statements to specify
what you want to add, delete, or modify.

Add a User in Online Administration

To add a user in online administration

1. Select User Maintenance and add the new user ID.
2. Select User Options in User Maintenance and assign the user to an administration group named ADMINGRP.
3. Change the user overrides for the stage 1 time out and the stage 1 option.
4. Select Maintain List of Profiles in User Maintenance and assign profiles PROF1 and PROF2 to the user.
5. Select Session Options in User Maintenance and assign sessions TSO-20 and CICS-1 to the user.
6. Select each application session and specify an application ID for the session.
7. Change the session overrides for Startup ACL and Term ACL and Label.
8. Select Session Options in User Maintenance and assign the session NETWRK to the user.
9. Change the session override for ACIPGM.

Add Multiple Users in Batch Administration
Adding one user in online administration does not take a great deal of time, but if you have 20 users to add, Batch
provides a more efficient solution. The following example lists a series of control statements to add a user. If you have 20
users to add, you can copy the control statements and change the appropriate values for each new user. You could also
modify the statements to make the appropriate changes for all users. The statements in the example are documented in
this section.

Example
This example adds USER1 and adds two TPX sessions.
SET MASKCHAR '!'

ADD TPX USER        (USER1 (UIDXGRP  (ADMINGRP)

                            UIDXTOU1 (60)

                            UIDXTOP1 (K)))

 

ADD TPX USERSESSION (USER1 TSO-20 (UENTAPPL (TSO-20)

                                   UENTSCRP (TSOSTRT)

                                   UENTSCRT (TSOTERM)

                                   VSESLABL ('TSO for Reports'))

                     USER1 CICS-1 (UENTAPPL (CICS-1)

                                   UENTSCRP (CICSSTRT)

                                   UENTSCRT (CICSTERM)

                                   VSESLABL ('Test CICS')))

Add Users and Profiles
Use the ADD statement to add user or profile records to the administration database.

You can use the ADD statement to add signon authority to an existing user. When you add signon authority to an existing
user, TPX sends a message to the log that indicates that the user was updated instead of added.
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Format

The ADD statement for users and profiles has the following syntax when you do not use an extract file:

->>--- ADD ------------------------ USER -------------------(-->

               |-- TPX --|      +-- PROFILES --+

               +-- STX --+ 

    |--------------------------------------------------+

    V                                                  |

->---- object ----------------------------------------------)--><

                |     |------------------- -+     |

                |     V                     |     |

                +--(----- variable(value) -----)--+

Operand Explanations

The ADD statement for users and profiles has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

TPX Indicates that you want to add a user or profile authorized for TPX.
TPX is the default if you have an LMP code for TPX only. If you do
not have an LMP code, you must specify TPX.

STX Indicates that you want to add a user or profile authorized for STX.
STX is the default if you have an authorization code for STX only.

USER Add a user.

PROFILE Add a profile.

object The user ID if you are adding a user, or the profile name, if you are
adding a profile.

variable A user or profile variable that you want to add. For a description of
the variables, see Batch Variables.

Value The value that you want to assign to the specified variable.

 

UIDXGRP and PIDXGRP Variables

To add a user to a user group, specify a value for the UIDXGRP variable. If you do not specify a group, then TPX assigns
the user to the default group. Define the default group in the System Options Table.

To add a profile to a profile user group, specify a value for the PIDXGRP variable. If you do not assign the profile to a
group, then TPX assigns the profile to the default group. Define the default group in the System Options Table.

NOTE
When you add a profile or user, immediately assign the profile or user to an authorization group. If you do not
assign the profile or user to a group, then TPX assigns the profile or user to the default group. Define the default
groups in the System Options Table. For information about how to use the UPDATE statement to assign a profile
or user to a group, see Modify User and Profile Values.

Override Profile Values

To nullify a profile parameter value at the user level without specifying a particular value, specify a string of 8 blanks or
spaces (' '). For example, the following statement adds the user USER45 to the user group HR and overrides any ACB
mask set at the profile level.
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ADD USER (USER45 (UIDXGRP(HR) UIDXACBN('        ')))

For information about how TPX incorporates profile values when you define a user, see Extracting Data.

Example: Add a User
In this example an administrator wants to add three new user IDs that are authorized for TPX. The
administrator wants to assign two of the IDs to the HR user group and one ID to the SALES user group. The
administrator executes the following ADD statements to add the user IDs USER45, USER67, and USER78 to
the administration database and assign the users to the specified groups. The users have authority for TPX.
Initially, there are no profiles or sessions associated with the user IDs and the user definition variables contain
no values:
ADD TPX USER (USER45 (UIDXGRP(HR))

              USER67 (UIDXGRP(HR))

              USER78 (UIDXGRP(SALES)))

For more information about how to add sessions to a user, see Add Sessions to Users and Profiles. For more
information about how to add profiles to a user, see Add Profiles to Users. For more information about how to
assign values to the user definition variables, see Modify User and Profile Values.
Example: Add a Profile
In this example an administrator wants to add a new profile named SALEPROF for the company's sales
department employees. The administrator wants all users of this profile to have an update class of B
and panel language of CUA. The administrator wants the profiles to belong to the SALES maintenance
authorization group. The administrator executes the following ADD statement to add the profile SALEPROF to
the administration database. There are no sessions associated with the profile. The profile contains values for
the update class, panel language, and group:
ADD PROFILE (SALEPROF ( PIDXUPDC(B) PIDXLANG(CUA) PIDXGRP(SALES) ))

For more information about how to add sessions to a profile, see Add Sessions to Users and Profiles. For
more information about how you can assign values to the profile definition variables, see Modify User and
Profile Values.  

Add Sessions to Users and Profiles
Use the ADD statement to add sessions to users and profiles.

Format

The ADD statement for users and profile sessions has the following syntax:

->>--- ADD -------------------------- USERSESSION -----------------(------------>

              |-- TPX --|         +-- PROFILESESSION ---+

              +-- STX --+

    |-----------------------------------------------------------------+

    V                                                                 |

->---- objectID ---- sessionID --------------------------------------------)—>< 

                                |     |------------------- -+     |

                                |     V                     |     |

                                +--(----- variable(value) -----)--+
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Operand Explanations

The ADD statement for users and profile sessions has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

TPX Indicates that you want to add a TPX session. TPX is the default if
you have an LMP code for TPX. If you do not have an LMP code,
you must specify TPX.

STX Indicates that you want to add a STX session. STX is the default if
you have an authorization code for STX.

PROFILESESSION Add a session to a profile.

USERSESSION Add a session to a user.

objectID The profile or user ID that you want to add a session to.

sessionID The session that you want to add to the specified profile or user.

variable A variable for the user or profile that you want to add sessions to.
For descriptions of the variables, see Batch Variables.

value The value that you want to assign to the specified variable.

Add a Session to TPX

When you add a session to a user or profile, specify the application ID for the session. Insert a value in the UENTAPPL or
PENTAPPL variable to specify the application ID.

Override Profile Values

To nullify a profile parameter value at the user level without specifying a particular value, specify a string of eight blanks or
spaces (' ').

For information about how TPX incorporates profile values when defining a user, see Extracting Data.

Example: Add a Session to a Profile
An administrator wants to add a session with a session ID of SALESREP to three profiles. The administrator
executes the following command statement to add the session SALESREP to the profile records for PROF05,
PROF08, and PROF14:
ADD TPX PROFILESESSION (PROF05 SALESREP 

                        PROF08 SALESREP 

                        PROF14 SALESREP)

Add Profiles to Users
Use the ADD statement when you want to add profiles to a user.

Format

The ADD statement for profile sessions has the following syntax:

                              |------------------------+

                              V                         |

->>-- ADD -- USERPROFILE ---(--- userID -- profileID -----)---><
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Operand Explanations

The ADD statement for profile sessions has the following operands:

userID
Specifies the user ID of the user to which the profile is added.

profileID
Specifies the name of the profile to be added to the user.

Example Adding a Profile to a User

An administrator wants to add a profile that is named SALEPROF to the user USER45. Instead of adding the profile with
online administration, the administrator executes the following command statements in a batch job:

ADD USERPROFILE (USER45 SALEPROF)

The ADD statement adds the profile that is named SALEPROF to the user USER45.

Authorize a User to Administer a Group
This topic discusses how to use the ADD statement when you want to give a user authorization to administer the users in
a user group.

Format

The ADD statement for adding a user to administer a group has the following syntax:

                                             |--------------------------+

                                             V                           |

->>--- ADD ------------------ USERMAGN ----(--- userID --- group-name -----)---><

              |-- STX --|

              +-- TPX --+ 

Operand Explanations

The ADD statement for authorizing a user to administer a group has the following operands:

TPX
Indicates that you want to create a user administrator. If the user already has user administration authority, no
additional authority is assigned.

STX
Indicates that you want to create a STX administrator. If the user already has STX user administration authority,
no additional authority is assigned.

userID
Specifies the user ID group administration authorization is to be added.

group-name
Specifies the name of the user group that you want the user to have authorization for.

If You Omit TPX
If you do not specify TPX, authority is assigned to the administrator according to the values set in your L-Serv
codes:

• If your site has both TPX and STX, the administrator has both authorities.
• If your site has TPX only, the administrator has TPX authority.

The batch log contains messages indicating what authority was assigned to the administrator.
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Example: Authorizing a User to Administer a Group
An administrator wants to authorize a user to administer two authorization groups. Instead of using the online
administration, the administrator executes the following command statements in a batch job:
ADD USERMAGN (USER45 SALEGRP1 

        USER45 SALEGRP2)

When the ADD statements are executed, the user with a user ID of USER45 is authorized to administer the
groups that are named SALEGRP1 and SALEGRP2.

Assign User View Authority
This topic discusses how to use the ADD statement when you want to give a user authority to view a group with the View
facility.

Format

The ADD statement for authorizing a user to view a group has the following syntax:

                               |-----------------------------------------+

                               V                                           |

->>--- ADD ---- USERVAGN ----(---- userID --- group-name --- authority -------)---><

Operand Explanations

The ADD statement for authorizing a user to view a group has the following operands:

userID
Specifies the user ID to which View authority is to be assigned.

group-name
Specifies the name of the user group that you want the user to have authority to view.

authority
Specifies a number that is the user's View authority for the specified user group. The user is able to view sessions
of users in the group with security levels lower than the number specified here.

Example: Authorizing a User to View a Group

An administrator wants to authorize a user to view two authorization groups and have a View authority of 50 for each
group. Instead of using online administration, the administrator executes the following command statements in a batch
job:

ADD USERVAGN (USER45 SALEGRP1 50 

              USER45 SALEGRP2 50)

When the ADD statements are executed, USER45 can view sessions of users in the groups SALEGRP1 and SALEGRP2
with a View security level less than 50.

Copy Users and Profiles
This topic discusses how to use the COPY statement to copy the characteristics of an existing user or profile record to
create a record.

Format

The COPY statement can be used to add signon authority to an existing user if the user does not already have that
authority. In this case, a message is sent to the log indicating that the user was updated instead of copied.
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The COPY statement for users and profiles has the following syntax:

->>--- COPY ---------------------- USER -------------- templates ------------ ( -->

                |-- TPX --|   +-- PROFILES --+                     +- TO -+

                +-- STX --+ 

    |------------------------------------------------------+

    V                                                         |

->---- object -------------------------------------------------- ) -------------><

                 |        |------------------ -+        |

                 |        V                     |        |

                 +-- ( ------ variable(value) ----- )--+

Operand Explanations

The COPY statement for users and profiles has the following operands:

TPX
Indicates that you want to copy the parameter values and authority. If the template user or profile does not have
signon authority, the COPY statement is not executed.

STX
Indicates that you want to copy the STX parameter values and authority. If the template user or profile does not
have STX signon authority, the COPY statement is not executed.

NOTE
If you do not specify TPX or STX, the COPY statement is executed and whatever signon authority the
template user or profile has is copied.

USER
Indicates that you want to copy a user.

PROFILE
Indicates that you want to copy a profile.

template
Specifies the user or profile that is to be used as a template for the new user or profile.

object
Specifies the user ID or profile ID assigned to the new user or profile.

variable
Specifies a variable. For descriptions of the variables, see the section Batch Variables.

value
Specifies a valid value to be assigned to the variable selected in variable.

Example 1 Copying a User

An administrator is adding user IDs for two new employees. The administrator wants the new user IDs (USER80 and
USER81) to have the same profiles, sessions, and user definition values as an existing user (USER32). The administrator
executes the following statement in a batch job:

COPY USER USER32 TO (USER80 USER81)

When the COPY statement is executed, USER80 and USER81 are added to the administration database. Their user
definitions, sessions, and profiles are the same as those for USER32.
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Example 2 Copying a Profile

An administrator is creating a profile that is named USRPROF5 and wants it to have the same profile definition and
sessions as a profile named USRPROF2. The administrator executes the following statement in a batch job:

COPY TPX PROFILE USRPROF2 TO (USRPROF5)

When the COPY statement is executed, USERPROF5 is added to the administration database. USERPROF5 has the
values from profile USRPROF2.

If the Profile Exists

If the profile exists, delete the existing records and then copy the new ones. The COPY statement only works for new
profiles.

Copy User and Profile Sessions
This topic discusses how the COPY statement can be used to copy the characteristics of an existing user or profile
session record to create a record.

This command is useful after you assign a session to a user or profile. For a description of adding a session to a user
or profile, see the section Add Sessions to Users and Profiles. You can copy the characteristics of the existing record to
create the record.

Format

The COPY statement for user and profile sessions has the following syntax:

->>--- COPY --------------------- USERSESSION -------- template --sessionID---(-->

              |-- TPX --|    +-- PROFILESESSION --+

              +-- STX --+

    |---------------------------------------------------------------+

    V                                                                  |

->---- objectID ---- new-sessionID -------------------------------------)-----><

                                     |    |-------------------+     |

                                     |    V                    |     |

                                     +--(--- variable(value) ----)--+

Operand Explanations

The COPY statement for user and profile sessions has the following operands:

TPX
Indicates that you want to copy a session. If the template session is not a TPX session, the COPY statement is
not executed.

STX
Indicates that you want to copy a STX session. If the template session is not an STX session, the COPY
statement is not executed.

NOTE
If you do not specify TPX or STX, the COPY statement is executed regardless of what type of session
the template is.

USERSESSION
Indicates that you want to copy a user session.

PROFILESESSION
Indicates that you want to copy a profile session.
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template
Specifies the user or profile containing the session that is to be used as a template for the new user or profile
session.

sessionID
Specifies the session ID of the session that is to be copied.

object
Specifies the user ID or profile ID of the user or profile to contain the new session.

new-sessionID
Specifies the session ID of the session that is to be created.

variable
Specifies a variable. For descriptions of the variables, see the section Batch Variables.

value
Specifies a valid value that is assigned to the variable selected in variable.

RECORD NOT FOUND Error

If you get a RECORD NOT FOUND error while copying a user session, the session you are trying to copy may be
assigned to the user by an assigned profile. Although the profile session appears on the user's menu, there is no record of
it at the user level.

Example: Copying a User Session

An administrator wants to add sessions that are named TSO-3 and TSO-4 to a user with a user ID of USER2. The
administrator wants the new sessions to have the same user session values as an existing session named TSO-1 that is
assigned to a user named USER5. The administrator executes the following statement in a batch job:

COPY TPX USERSESSION USER5 TSO-1 (USER2 TSO-3 USER2 TSO-4)

When the COPY statement is executed, USER2 has two new sessions with session IDs of TSO-3 and TSO-4. The new
sessions have the same user session values as the session named TSO-1 assigned to USER5.

Delete Users and Profiles
You can use the DELETE statement to delete user and profile records from the administration database.

Format

The DELETE statement for users and profiles has the following syntax:

                                                            |-------------+

                                                            V              |

->>--- DELETE --------------------- USER --------------- (----- object ------)-----><

                |-- TPX --|     +-- PROFILES --+

                +-- STX --+ 

Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for users and profiles has the following operands:

 Operand Explanation 

TPX Indicates that you are deleting values and signon authority.
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STX Indicates that you are deleting STX values and signon authority. If
the user or profile does not have TPX signon authority, the user is
deleted.
If you do not specify TPX or STX, the user or profile is deleted
regardless of signon authority.

USER Specify USER to delete a user.

PROFILE Specify PROFILE to delete a profile.

 object If you are deleting a user, this parameter specifies the user ID to
be deleted. If you are deleting a profile, this parameter specifies
the name of the profile to be deleted.

Example 1 Deleting a User
An administrator wants to delete two user IDs from TPX. Instead of using online administration, the
administrator uses the following DELETE statement:
DELETE TPX USER (USER35 USER46)

When the DELETE statement is executed, USER35 and USER46 and their associated TPX profile and
session records are deleted from the administration database.
Example 2 Deleting a Profile
An administrator wants to delete a profile. Instead of using online administration, the administrator uses the
following DELETE statement:
DELETE PROFILE (USRPROF3)

When the DELETE statement is executed, the profile named USRPROF3 and the associated session records
for both TPX and STX are deleted from the administration database.

Delete Sessions from Users and Profile
This topic discusses how to use the DELETE statement when you want to delete sessions from a user or a profile.

Format

The DELETE statement for user and profile sessions has the following syntax:

                                                        |--------------------+

                                                        V                      |

->>--- DELETE ------------------ USERSESSION ---------(--- object -- sessID --- ) --><

               |-- TPX --|  +-- PROFILESESSION --+

               +-- STX --+

Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for user and profile sessions has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

TPX Indicates that you want to delete a session. If the session is not a
TPX session, the DELETE statement is not executed.
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STX Indicates that you want to delete a STX session. If the session is
not an STX session, the DELETE statement is not executed.
Note: If you do not specify TPX or STX, the DELETE statement is
executed regardless of what type of session the template is.

USERSESSION Indicates that you want to delete a session from a user.

PROFILESESSION Indicates that you want to delete a session from a profile.

object Specifies the profile or user ID from which the session is to be
deleted.

sessID Specifies the session ID that you want to delete.

RECORD NOT FOUND Error

If you get a RECORD NOT FOUND error while deleting a user session, the session you are trying to delete may be
assigned to the user through an assigned profile. Although the session would appear on the user's menu, it is actually a
profile session.

Notes on Deleting Sessions from User

When you delete a session from a user, the action that TPX takes depends on several factors as described in this section.

Session Does not Exist
If the user does not have the specified session, Batch creates an override record and marks it with the
*DELETED* flag on the user's list of sessions in user maintenance. Since a session is not associated with the
override record, the override record is deleted the next time the user signs on.

Session Exists
If the user does have the specified session record, TPX determines whether the record is a session record or an
override record.
Session Record

If the record is a session record, this product deletes the record.
Override Record

An "override" record is a session record that is added to the user record when the user changes session
values for a session that is really a profile session.

For example, PROFILE1 is a user's assigned profile and has a session that is named TSO32. There is no TSO32
session record for the user, but the TSO32 session appears on the user's Menu.
The user decides to change some of the session values for the TSO32 session, such as the startup ACL/E
program or the session time-out. The user's changes are not recorded in the profile session. Instead, TPX
creates an "override" record containing the values that the user specified. When the user initiates the session, the
override values are used.
When you are using the DELETE statement to delete an override session record from a user, TPX must first
determine whether the override record is already marked with the *DELETED* flag.
Already *DELETED*

If the override record is already marked with the *DELETED* flag, the override record is deleted. As a
result, the session appears on the Menu the next time the user signs on. From the user's point of view,
the session has been added.

Not *DELETED*
If the override record is not marked with the *DELETED* flag, TPX marks the session as *DELETED*.
The session does not appear the next time the user signs on.
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Example Deleting a Session from a User
An administrator wants to delete two sessions from a user with a user ID of USER45. Instead of using online
administration, the administrator executes the following command statements:
DELETE TPX USERSESSION (USER45 SALESREP USER45 ACCTINFO)

When the DELETE statement is executed, the sessions SALESREP and ACCTINFO are no longer assigned to
USER45.

Delete Profiles from a User
This topic discusses how to use the DELETE statement when you want to delete profiles from a user.

Format

The DELETE statement for user profiles has the following syntax:

                                    |-------------------------+

                                    V                          |

->>--- DELETE ---- USERPROFILE --(----- userID -- profileID -----)---><

Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for user profiles has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

userID Specifies the user from which the profile is to be deleted.

profileID Specifies the profile to be deleted from the user.
To delete all profiles that are assigned to the user, specify eight
masking characters for this variable. For example, if the current
masking character is the dash (-), enter --------. See Specify
Masking Criteria Values.

Example: Deleting a Profile From a User

An administrator wants to delete two different profiles from two different users. Instead of using online administration, the
administrator executes the following command statement:

DELETE USERPROFILE (USER45 PROF1 USER54 PROF3)

When the DELETE statement is executed, profile PROF1 is deleted from USER45 and profile PROF3 is deleted from
USER54.

Remove Group or View Administration Authority
This topic discusses how to use the DELETE statement when you want to remove a user's authority to administration
authority or View authority.

Format

The DELETE statement for removing group authorization authority has the following syntax:

                                       |----------------------------+

                                       V                              |

->>--- DELETE ----- USERMAGN -------(------ userID --- group-name ------)---><

                +-- USERVAGN --+
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Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for removing group authorization authority has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

USERMAGN Indicates that user administration authority is to be deleted.

USERVAGN Indicates that View facility authority is to be deleted.

userID Specifies the user ID from which administration authority is to be
removed.

group-name Specifies the user group to be deleted from the user's list of
administration or View authority groups.
To delete all groups that are assigned to the user, specify eight
masking characters for this variable. For example, if the current
masking character is the dash (-), enter --------. See Specify
Masking Criteria Values.

Example: Removing Group Administration Authority from a User

An administrator wants to remove a user's authority to administer a maintenance authorization group named SALESGRP.
Instead of using online administration, the administrator executes the following command statement in a batch job:

DELETE USERMAGN (USER45 SALESGRP)

When the DELETE statement is executed, USER45 is no longer authorized to administer the users in the group named
SALESGRP.

Modify User and Profile Values
Use the UPDATE statement to modify user or profile values in the administration database.

Format

The UPDATE statement for users and profiles has the following syntax:

->>--- UPDATE --------------------- USER -----------------(---->

                |-- TPX --|     +-- PROFILE --+

                +-- STX --+ 

    |-----------------------------------------------+

    |                   |--------------------+      |

    V                   V                    |      |

->---- object -------(----- variable(value) -----)--------)----><

Operand Explanations

The UPDATE statement for users and profiles has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

TPX Indicates that you want to modify the TPX parameter values. If
the user or profile does not have signon authority, the UPDATE
statement is not executed.
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STX Indicates that you want to modify the STX parameter values. If the
user or profile does not have STX signon authority, the UPDATE
statement is not executed.
If you do not specify TPX or STX, the UPDATE statement is
executed and regardless of the signon authority the user or profile
has.

USER Modify user values.

PROFILE Modify profile values.

object The user ID if you want to modify user values. The profile name if
you want to modify profile values.

variable The user or profile variable that you want to modify. For
descriptions of the valid variable names, see Batch Variables.

value The value that you want to assign to the specified variable.

Override Profile Values

To nullify a profile parameter value at the user level without specifying a particular value, specify a string of eight blanks or
spaces (' '). For example, the following statement updates the user USER45 in the user group HR and overrides any ACB
mask set at the profile level:

UPDATE USER (USER45 (UIDXGRP(HR) UIDXACBN('        ')))

For information about how TPX incorporates profile values when you define a user, see Extracting Data.

Example: Modify a User Value
In this example an administrator wants to change the values for a user's menu key and stage 1 time out. The
administrator executes the following statement to assign a value of PA3 for the menu key and a value of 60 for
the stage 1 time out:
UPDATE USER (USER50(UIDXMKEY(PA3) UIDXTOU1(60)))

Example: Assign a User to a Group
In this example an administrator wants to change the user authorization group of user USER62 to USRGRP5.
The administrator executes the following statement to assign USER62 to the user authorization group named
USRGRP5:
UPDATE USER (USER62(UIDXGRP(USRGRP5)))

Example: Modify a Profile Value
 In this example an administrator wants to modify the definition values of two profiles so that the session for
the users deactivates when they issue a /F command. The administrator executes the following UPDATE
statement to change the value of the Inactivate on field to F in each profile description.
UPDATE PROFILE (USRPROF1(PIDXKOPT(F)) USRPROF4(PIDXKOPT(F)))

Modify User and Profile Session Values
Use the UPDATE statement to modify user or profile session values in the administration database.

Format

The UPDATE statement for user and profile sessions has the following syntax:

->>--- UPDATE --------------------- USERSESSION ---------------(-------->

                |-- TPX --|     +-- PROFILESESSION ---+
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                +-- STX --+

    |------------------------------------------------------------+

    |                                  |-------------------+     |

    V                                  V                   |     |

->---- object-ID --- session-ID --- ( --- variable(value) -----)-----)--><

Operand Explanations

The UPDATE statement for user and profile sessions has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

TPX Indicates that you want to update a user or profile session
authorized for TPX. If the session is a TPX session, the UPDATE
statement executes.

STX Indicates that you want to update a user or profile session
authorized for STX. If the session is a TPX session, the UPDATE
statement executes.
If you do not specify TPX or STX, the UPDATE statement
executes regardless of the type of session you update.

USERSESSION Modify user session values.

PROFILESESSION Modify profile session values.

object-ID The user ID if you are modifying user session values. The name of
the profile if you are modifying profile session values.

session-ID The session ID of the session you want to modify.

variable A variable for the user and profile sessions that you want to
modify. You do not need to specify the user group variable. For
descriptions of the variables, see Batch Variables.

value The value that you want to assign to the specified variable.

RECORD NOT FOUND Error

A RECORD NOT FOUND error indicates that the session might be assigned to the user through an assigned profile.
Although the session appears on the menu for the user, the session is actually a profile session.

Override Profile Values

To nullify a profile parameter value at the user level without specifying a particular value, specify a string of eight blanks or
spaces (' '). For example, the following statement updates session TSO05 for USER45 and overrides jump key definitions
set at the profile level:

UPDATE USERSESSION ( USER45 TSO05 (UENTPJMP('        ')))

For information about how TPX incorporates profile values when defining a user, see Extracting Data.

Example: Modify User and Profile Session Values
In this example an administrator develops a new ACL/E program named TSOSTRT. TSOSTRT is a startup
program for a session with the session ID TSO32. The administrator wants to assign the new startup program
to one user and two profiles that have the session. Other users and profiles have the TSO32 session,
but the administrator does not want them to use the new startup program. The administrator uses the
following UPDATE statements modify the administration database so that the TSO32 sessions for USER56,
USRPROF1, and USRPROF2 execute TSOSTRT when the sessions are initiated.
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UPDATE TPX USERSESSION (USER56 TSO32(UENTSCRP(TSOSTRT))) 

UPDATE TPX PROFILESESSION (USRPROF1 TSO32(UENTSCRP(TSOSTRT))

                           USRPROF2 TSO32(UENTSCRP(TSOSTRT)))

Extracting Data
As a TPX administrator you want to create reports or update records for a specific subset of data. Use the EXTRACT
statement to retrieve data from the TPX administration files and write it to an extract file. Use extract files to create reports
and update records.

For more information about how to use extract files for updating and reporting, see Using Extract Files for Updating and
Using Extract Files for Reporting.

You can also use extract files with report generators such as SAS. For information about the format of extract files, see
Extract File Layout.

Extract File Contents

TPX writes the data that you specified in the EXTRACT statement to an extract file. You can pull the following types of
records to an extract file:

• User definitions
• Profile definitions
• Session definitions that are associated with users or profiles
• Application definitions
• Mail locators

User Definitions
When you extract user records, Batch uses the same process to determine the values of the user options fields
as when the user signs on to TPX. Batch determines the values for fields by merging the values for the fields from
the system, profile, and user levels during sign-on.
TPX merges the values for the user parameters in the following order:

1. At the system level, the product gets the system default values from the SMRT and STXT tables. These
values apply to all users.

2. At the profile level, the product gets the profile default values from the profiles that are assigned to the user.
If more than one profile is assigned to the user, then values from the first appropriate profile are used. Some
values are defined at both the system level and profile level. If a profile value is different from the system
value, the profile value overrides the system value.

3. At the user level, the product gets the user values assigned to the user by a user administrator or by the user
during self-maintenance. If a user value is different from a value set at the profile or system level, the user
value overrides the other values.

Batch uses this same process to construct a user definition. User options values in an extract file or report are the
result of merging the system defaults, profile overrides, and user overrides for each field.

Profile Definitions
TPX does not merge profile definitions. The profile definition values in an extract file are the options that are
assigned for that profile.

Session Definitions
Batch constructs session definitions in a similar way to user definitions. TPX gathers the values for application
session definitions in the following order:

1. At the system level, the product gets the system default values from the system option table (the SMRT for
TPX). These values apply to all users.
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2. At the application level, the product gets the application default values that are defined for the particular
application in the application characteristics table (the ACT for TPX). These values apply to all users using this
application.

3. At the profile level, the product gets the profile session default values from whatever profiles are assigned to
the user. If more than one profile session with the same ID is assigned to the user, values from the first profile
are used. Values from subsequent profiles can override values from the first profile. Some values are defined
at both the system level and profile level. If a profile value is different from the system value, the profile value
overrides the system value.

4. At the user level, the product gets the user session values assigned to the user by a user administrator or by
the user during self-maintenance. If a user value is different than a value set at the profile or system level, the
user value overrides the other values.

Application Definitions
You can extract the application definition records and can use them for reports, updating, or deleting.

Mail Locators
Mail locators create an association between a mail message text and the users who have that message in their
mailbox. The message text exists once, but has a mail locator for each mailbox that contains the message.
You can extract the mail locators, and then use the DELETE MAILMESSAGE command to delete the locators.
When a mail locator is deleted, the message is removed from that user's mailbox.

EXTRACT Statement Syntax

The EXTRACT statement has the following syntax:

->>-- EXTRACT -- GIVING(ddname) ---- USER -------------+- AND ALL SESSIONS -------->

                                 |-- PROFILE -----+    |- AND MATCHING SESSIONS -|

                                 |                     +- AND NO SESSIONS -------|

                                 |-- MAILMESSAGE --------------------------------|

                                 |-- USERLIST -----------------------------------| 

                                 +-- ACT ----------------------------------------+

                                 |-----------------------------------------------+ 

                                 |  |-------------+                              |

                                 |  V             V                              | 

->---------------(--- variable( ---- value ----------)--------------------)-------><

NOTE

If your batch job contains more than one EXTRACT statement, the extract file must specify the DISP=MOD
parameter. DISP=MOD prevents each EXTRACT statement from overwriting the previous one.

EXTRACT Statement Operands

The EXTRACT statement has the following operands:

ddname
Specifies the data definition name (DDname) of the output extract file. The data that is extracted from the
administration database is written to this file.
Because the program controls the DCB information, you do not need to specify it. The maximum record size that
you can extract is equal to the size of the ADMIN2 file. To calculate the space requirements of the extract file,
consider the record size, expected record count, and media type of the records you plan to extract. JCL controls
the final disposition of the data set.

USER
Specify USER to extract user records.
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PROFILE
Specify PROFILE to extract profile records.

MAILMESSAGE
Specify MAILMESSAGE to extract mail locators.

USERLIST
Specify USERLIST to extract user lists.

ACT
Specify ACT to extract application definition records.

AND ALL SESSIONS
Indicates that all the session records associated with each user or profile record are extracted, regardless of the
extraction criteria that you specify. Sessions that are associated with a profile are extracted even if the session
was previously deleted from the user. (Use the UENTDEL variable to determine if the session has been deleted.)

AND MATCHING SESSIONS
Indicates that only sessions that match extraction criteria that contains a session value are extracted. If you
specify AND MATCHING SESSIONS and the extraction criteria does not contain a session variable, no sessions
are extracted.

AND NO SESSIONS
None of the session records associated with each user or profile record are extracted, even if the extraction
criteria contain a session variable.

variable
Specifies the name of any valid user, profile, or session variable. These variables represent the fields on the
online administration panels. You can specify as many variables as you need, but TPX only extracts a record
if it matches all the criteria variables. For a list of the variables that you can use and the corresponding online
administration fields, see Batch Variables.
You can also use one of the following variables. These variables allow you to extract users, sessions, or profiles
according to what component they are associated with. These variables can have a value of Y or N. You can
specify as many values as you need. Records are extracted if the specified variable contains one of the specified
values. For more information on specifying variables and values, see Specify Extraction Criteria.
VUSR$TPX(value)

Selects the user if the user has signon authority.
WUSR$TPX(value)

Selects the profiles.
VSES$TPX(value)

Selects the user sessions.
WSES$TPX(value)

Selects the profile sessions.

Specify Extraction Criteria
You can use extraction criteria to extract users or profiles with a particular user ID, menu key, or another characteristic.

BATCH uses the variable and value that you specify in the EXTRACT statement as criteria to select records. BATCH
writes the records that you select to an extract file.

Specify Masking Criteria Values

If you want to extract all records regardless of some of the values in your criteria, you can use masking characters as
placeholders. You can mask any number of characters of the value from one to the number of characters in the value. You
can change the masking value if it conflicts with values in the records.
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Example: Use a Mask to Extract User IDs
If you want to extract records for all user IDs that begin or end with specific characters, you can use masking
criteria.
In this example, the EXTRACT statement produces the extract file named SALEDEPT. SALEDEPT contains the
user records for all users whose user IDs begin with SALES, regardless of the last three characters:
EXTRACT GIVING(SALEDEPT) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXNAME(SALES---))

Example: Change the Masking Character
Use the MASKCHAR parameter of the SET statement to specify a different masking character. The default
masking character is a hyphen (-).
In this example, the SET statement sets the masking character as an exclamation point (!):
SET MASKCHAR '!'

Manage Errors

An error occurs when Batch finds a value in an input control record that contains the MASKCHAR value. The
variable MASKERLV instructs Batch on how to handle the error. Use a SET statement to set MASKERLV to one of the
following values:

0
Batch continues to process as if the error had not occurred. Error message TPBL1050 is issued.

1
(Default) Batch only processes records that do not contain the masking character. If the return code for the job is
not already set to a higher number, the return code is set to 12. Error message TPBL1050 is issued.

2
Batch terminates processing. All data before the error was encountered is saved. If the return code for the job is
not set to a higher number, the return code is set to 16.

3
No data is written to the extract file. User abend 930 is issued.

For example, set the return code as 2 to stop processing and save all data that was processed before the error.

SET MASKERLV '2'

Specify Multiple Variables

If you want to extract all records that match multiple criteria, you can specify more than one variable in the extraction
criteria.

For example, this statement extracts all user records that have a command class of A and an update class of A to the
extract file PRIVUSRS.

EXTRACT GIVING(PRIVUSRS) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXPRSV(A) UIDXUPDC(A))

Specify Multiple Values

If you want to extract records that match one or more of a set of values for a variable, you can specify more than one
value in the extraction criteria.

For example, this statement produces an output file KEYUSERS that contains the user records for each user who has a
menu key of PA1, PA2, or PA3:

EXTRACT GIVING(KEYUSERS) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXMKEY(PA1 PA2 PA3))

NOTE
A record must match only one of the specified criteria to be extracted.
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Examples: Extract Records

• As an administrator, you want to create an extract file to create a report or update records for all users with a particular
value.
For example, this statement produces the output file PA2USERS that contains the user records for all users whose
menu key is PA2.
EXTRACT GIVING(PA2USERS) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXMKEY(PA2))

• As an administrator, you want to create a report for a list of users and their sessions that the service department
employees use. You also want to know what startup and termination ACL programs the users have assigned for their
sessions. The user IDs for service department personnel begin with SERV, followed by a four-character code unique to
the user
For example, this statement produces an extract file SERVSESS that contains the merged user definitions and the
associated session records for each user whose user ID begins with SERV.
EXTRACT GIVING(SERVSESS) USER AND ALL SESSIONS (UIDXNAME(SERV----))

• As an administrator, you want to write an ACL/E startup program for a session SALESREP. You want to create a report
that lists all users who have the SALESREP session. For example, this statement produces an extract file SRUSERS.
The extract file contains the user definition and the SALESREP session record for each user who has the SALESREP
session.
EXTRACT GIVING(SRUSERS) USER AND MATCHING SESSIONS (UENTUSER(SALESREP))

• As an administrator you want to create a report that lists the profiles that give the user PASS access to the sessions.
You also want to know what sessions are associated with the profiles. For example, this statement produces an extract
file PASSPROF that contains the profile definition and associated session records for each profile that has a value of
PASS in the ACCESS field.
EXTRACT GIVING(PASSPROF) PROFILE AND ALL SESSIONS (PIDXACCS(PASS))

• As an administrator, you want to know what profiles have a session with a sessionID of TSO2. You also want the report
to list the startup and termination ACL/E programs that are assigned for the session by each profile. The statement
produces an extract file TSO2PROF that contains the profile definition and TSO2 session records for each profile that
has a session with a sessionID of TSO2.
EXTRACT GIVING(TSO2PROF) PROFILE AND MATCHING SESSIONS (PENTUSER(TSO2))

NOTE
The records for sessions other than TSO2 are not included in the extract file.

• As an administrator, you want to extract all mail locators for a user ID TUSR05, which has been deleted. For example,
this statement creates the extract file OLDLOC, which contains all mail locators for the recipient TUSR05. The variable
MLOCTO specifies the recipient of a mail message.
EXTRACT GIVING(OLDLOC) MAILMESSAGE (MLOCTO(TUSR05))

Specify Variables Without Assigned Values
If you want to update or report records that have not been assigned a value, you can specify a blank value in the
EXTRACT statement. 

Profile Variables

Some profile variables may not have assigned values. You can use a blank value to extract profile variables that have not
been assigned a value. Specify a value of eight underscores, regardless of the length of the variable.

NOTE
This method can only be used to select profiles and profile sessions.
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User Variables

Some user variables may not have assigned values. You can use a blank value to extract user variables that are not
assigned a value. Specify a single space (' '), regardless of the length of the variable.

NOTE

A variable with a blank value as extraction criteria only selects user records if the variable has not been
assigned a value at the system, application, profile, or user level.

Example: Check for User and Profile Variables Without Assigned Values
This example runs reports against user and profile session data to check for blank label fields:

EXTRACT GIVING(EXTFILE) USER AND MATCHING SESSIONS 

       (VSESLABL(' ')) 

SET RTITLE1 

' USER REPORT:' 

SET RTITLE2 

' USERID SessionID Label (VSESLABL)                      PROFILES' 

SET RTITLE3 

' ======== ========= =================================== ==========' 

REPORT GIVING(RPTFILE) USING(EXTFILE) 

(( ' &UIDXNAME' ' &UENTUSER' 

   ' &VSESLABL ' 

   ' &VUSR$PRF ' )) 

EXTRACT GIVING(EXTFIL2) PROFILE AND MATCHING SESSIONS 

       (WSESLABL(________)) 

SET RTITLE1 

' PROFILE REPORT:' 

SET RTITLE2 

' PROFILE SessionID Label (WSESLABL) ' 

SET RTITLE3 

' ======== ========= =================================== ' 

REPORT GIVING(RPTFIL2) USING(EXTFIL2) 

(( ' &PIDXNAME' ' &PENTUSER' 

   ' &WSESLABL                            ' ))

Using Extract Files for Updating
This section shows you how to use extract files to update the TPX ADMIN and MAIL files.

Update Records with Extract Files
When you use the EXTRACT statement, information is extracted and written to an extract file. The extract file can contain
user, profile, session, user list, or mail data. Using the ADD, DELETE, and UPDATE statements, you can modify all of the
records that appear in the extract file. You can also use the records in the extract file to delete mail messages or create
user lists.

NOTE
When you use an extract file to update records, the records in the administration database are updated and not
the records in the extract file.

You do not have to use extract files to update the administration or mail files:
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• For information on how to update user and profile records directly, without using extract files, see the section Updating
Administration Data.

• For information on how to update mail messages and user lists directly, see the section Updating Mail Messages and
User Lists.

Add Profiles and Authority to Users
This topic discusses how you can specify an extract file in an ADD statement when you want to add a profile or user
maintenance authorization group to a set of user records.

Format

The ADD statement for user profiles and group authorization has the following syntax:

->>-- ADD ------------------- USERPROFILE ------ USING(ddname)-->

            |-- TPX --|   |-- USERMAGN ----|

            +-- STX --+   +-- USERVAGN ----+

----------- (object) -------------------------------------------><

       |                                        |

       +---(-- group-name --- authority ---)---+

Operand Explanations

The ADD statement for user profiles and group authorization has the following operands:

TPX
Indicates that you want to assign authority. TPX is the default if you have an LMP code for TPX only. Otherwise,
you must specify TPX or STX. If the user already has user administration authority, no additional authority is
assigned.
This parameter applies only when using the USERMAGN parameter.

STX
Indicates that you want to assign STX authority. STX is the default if you have an authorization code for STX only.
Otherwise, you must specify TPX or STX. If the user already has STX user administration authority, no additional
authority is assigned.
This parameter applies only when using the USERMAGN parameter.

USERPROFILE
Indicates that you want to add a profile to a user.

USERMAGN
Indicates that you want to authorize a user to administer a group.

USERVAGN
Indicates that you want to assign a user View authority for a group.

ddname
Specifies the data definition name (DD name) of the input extract file that is used to update the administration
database.

object
Specifies the name of a profile if you are adding a profile to a user, the name of an authorization group if you are
authorizing a user to administer a group, or a View authority if you are assigning View authority to a user.

group-name
Specifies the group for which the user is assigned View authority.
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authority
Specifies the user's View authority for the group.

Example 1 Adding a Group Profile to a User
An administrator wants to add a profile that is named GRP1PROF to all the users who are in a maintenance
authorization group named USERGRP1. The administrator uses the following control statements:
EXTRACT GIVING(GRP1USRS) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXGRP(USERGRP1)) 

        ADD USERPROFILE USING(GRP1USRS) (GRP1PROF)

The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file that is named GRP1USRS, which contains the merged user
definition for each user who is in the maintenance authorization group named USERGRP1. The ADD statement
adds the profile that is named GRP1PROF to each user record in the extract file.

Example 2 Authorizing Users to Administer a Group
An administrator wants to authorize all user administrators in the company's sales department to administer a
user group named SALESGRP. All sales department administrators have user IDs that begin with SALESAD, so
the administrator uses the following control statements:
EXTRACT GIVING(SALESEMP) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXNAME(SALESAD-)) 

        ADD USERMAGN USING(SALESEMP) (SALESGRP)

The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file that is named SALESADS, which contains the merged user
definition for each user whose user ID begins with SALESAD. The ADD statement authorizes these users to
administer the users in the group named SALESGRP.

Delete Users, Profiles, and Sessions
This topic discusses how you can specify an extract file in a DELETE statement when you want to delete user records,
user session records, user profile records, profile records, and profile session records.

WARNING
When deleting users and profiles using an extract file, always use the extract file to print a report first to make
sure that you are not deleting records that you do not want to delete. You should also back up the administration
data sets before running Batch.

Format

The DELETE statement for users, profiles, and sessions has the following syntax:

->>-- DELETE ----------------- USER -------------USING(ddname)--><

              |-- TPX --| |-- PROFILE ---------|

              +-- STX --+ |-- USERSESSION -----|

                          +-- PROFILESESSION --+

Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for users, profiles, and sessions has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

TPX Indicates that you want to delete the parameters. If you do not
specify TPX or STX, Batch deletes regardless of type.

STX Indicates that you want to delete the STX parameters. If you do
not specify TPX or STX, Batch deletes regardless of type.

USER Specifies that you want to delete a user.

PROFILE Specifies that you want to delete a profile.
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USERSESSION Specifies that you want to delete a session from a user.

PROFILESESSION Specifies that you want to delete a session from a profile.

ddname Specifies the data definition name (DD name) of the input extract
file that is used to indicate which users, profiles, user sessions, or
profile sessions are to be deleted.

Example 1: Deleting User IDs
An administrator has discovered some user IDs that have not been used for a long time. The user IDs were
named using an old naming convention and all begin with HSP. The administrator executes the following
statements in a batch job:
EXTRACT GIVING(DELUSRS) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXNAME(HSP-----)) 

        DELETE USER USING(DELUSRS)

The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file that is named DELUSRS, which contains the merged user
definition for each user ID in the list of extraction criteria. The DELETE statement deletes the user records, user
session records, user profile records, and maintenance authorization group names for each user.

Example 2: Deleting User Sessions
You can use the DELETE statement with an extract file to delete one or more sessions from a set of user records.
For example, an administrator wants to delete a session with a session ID of TSO24 from all user records that
have the session. The administrator uses the following control statements:
EXTRACT GIVING(TSOUSRS) USER AND MATCHING SESSIONS (UENTUSER(TSO24)) 

        DELETE USERSESSION USING(TSOUSRS)

The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file that is named TSOUSRS, which contains the merged user
definition and the TSO24 session record for each user who has a TSO24 session defined. Records for the users'
other sessions are not included in the extract file. The DELETE statement deletes the user session records that
appear in the extract file named TSOUSRS (all TSO24 sessions).

Example 3: Deleting Profiles
You can use the DELETE statement with an extract file to delete a set of profile records. For example, an
administrator wants to delete three profiles that have been replaced by other profiles. The administrator uses the
following command statements to delete the profiles.
EXTRACT GIVING(DELPROF) PROFILE AND NO SESSIONS 

                        (PIDXNAME(ACCTPROF SERVPROF TSPROF)) 

        DELETE PROFILE USING(DELPROF)

The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file that is named DELPROF, which contains the profile records for
each profile in the list of extraction criteria. The DELETE statement deletes the profile records and profile session
records for each profile.

Example 4: Deleting Profile Sessions
An administrator is going to delete a session with a session ID of CICSTST. But first, the administrator wants
to make sure that the session is deleted from the profile records that have session records for CICSTST. The
administrator uses the following control statements:
EXTRACT GIVING(CICSPROF) PROFILE AND MATCHING SESSIONS (PENTUSER(CICSTST)) 

        DELETE PROFILESESSION USING(CICSPROF)

The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file that is named CICSPROF, which contains the profile definition
and the CICSTST session record for each profile that has a CICSTST session defined. Records for the other
sessions in the profile are not included in the extract file. The DELETE statement deletes the profile session
records that appear in the extract file named CICSPROF (all CICSTST sessions).

Delete Profiles and Authorization from Users
This section shows the format and operand explanations for deleting profiles and authorization from users.
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Format

The DELETE statement for user profiles and group authorization has the following syntax:

->>-- DELETE ----- USERPROFILE ----USING(ddname) -- (object) --><

               |-- USERMAGN ----|

               |-- USERVAGN ----+

Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for user profiles and group authorization has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

USERPROFILE Specify USERPROFILE to delete a profile from a user.

USERMAGN Specify USERMAGN to remove group authorization from a user.

USERVAGN Specify USERVAGN to remove View facility authority from a user.

ddname The data definition name (DD name) of the input extract file that
is used to indicate which users are to have profiles or group
authorization deleted.

object This parameter specifies the object that is to be deleted from each
user record. This is a profile name if you are deleting a profile from
a user, or a group name if you are removing group authorization
from a user.

Example 1: Deleting a Profile from a User Group
An administrator wants to delete a profile that is named GRP1PROF from all the users who are in a maintenance
authorization group named USERGRP1. The administrator uses the following control statements:
EXTRACT GIVING(GRP1USRS) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXGRP(USERGRP1)) 

        DELETE USERPROFILE USING(GRP1USRS) (GRP1PROF)

The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file that is named GRP1USRS, which contains the merged
user definition for each user who is in the maintenance authorization group named USERGRP1. The DELETE
statement deletes the profile that is named GRP1PROF from each user record in the extract file.

Example 2: Removing Group Authorization from Users
An administrator wants to delete a group named SERVGRP from the user records for the company's sales
department employees. All sales department employees have user IDs that begin with SALES, so the
administrator uses the following control statements:
EXTRACT GIVING(SALESEMP) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXNAME(SALES---)) 

        DELETE USERMAGN USING(SALESEMP) (SERVGRP)

The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file that is named SALESEMP, which contains the merged user
definition for each user whose user ID begins with SALES. The DELETE statement deletes the user maintenance
authorization group that is named SERVGRP from each user record in the extract file.

Add User Lists
This topic discusses how you can specify an extract file in an ADD USERLIST statement. The statement adds user lists to
specified users, getting entries for the list from the extract file.

Format

The ADD statement for userlists has the following syntax.
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->>-- ADD -- USERLIST -- userlist ---- owner ------------------------------------>

                                   +- *GENERAL* -+  +- PRIVATE -+ +- INVISIBLE -+

->------------------------------ USING (ddname) --------------------------------><

     +-- title - (title) -+

Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for mail messages has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

userlist Specifies the name to be assigned to the user list that is being
added.

owner Specifies the user ID or user group name of the owner of the list
that is being added.

*GENERAL* Indicates that the list being added is a general list, which can be
used by all users.

PRIVATE Indicates that only the owner of the list can use it.
This parameter does not apply to general user lists.

INVISIBLE Indicates that only the owner of the list can browse or copy its
contents.

TITLE(title) Specifies a title to be assigned to the new list. The title must be a
quoted string.

ddname The data definition name (DD name) of the input extract file that is
used to indicate which entries appear in the user list that is being
added.
All entries of a user list must be of a single type. Possible types
are user IDs, user names, terminal IDs, user lists, user group
names, active application IDs, application IDs, active session IDs,
and session IDs.

Example

An administrator wants to add a list to all users in the accounting department. All users in the accounting department
have user IDs that begin with ACCT. The list is to include the user IDs of all users who work on the ABC Corporation
account. The administrator knows that all of these users have been assigned the profile ABC so the special batch variable
VUSRPROF can be used to extract these users. The administrator does not want other users to be able to use this list. To
perform these tasks, the following control statements can be executed in a batch job:

EXTRACT GIVING(ABCUSRS) USER AND NO SESSIONS (VUSRPROF(ABC))

ADD USERLIST ABCLIST ACCT---- PRIVATE TITLE('ABC Accountants') USING (ABCUSRS)

The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file that is named ABCUSRS, which contains the user ID of all users who
have the profile ABC in their profile list. The ADD USERLIST command adds a list that is named ABCLIST to each user
whose ID begins with ABC. The list contains all user IDs that are in the extract file ABCUSRS.

Delete Mail Locators
Mail locators are associated with mail messages. A locator exists for every user that has the message that is stored in
their mailbox. When the locator is deleted for that user, the message no longer appears in the user's mailbox.
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You can specify an extract file in the DELETE MAILMESSAGE statement. The extract file can specify actual mail locators,
which are deleted, or user IDs, in which case all mail locators for that user are deleted.

Format

The DELETE statement for mail messages has the following syntax.

->>--- DELETE --- MAILMESSAGE ---- USING --- (ddname) ----><

Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for mail messages has the following operands:

ddname
Specifies the data definition name (DD name) of the input extract file that is used to indicate which mail locators
are to be deleted. The file can consist of mail locators or user IDs.

Example

An administrator wants to delete mail messages in the mailboxes of users whose IDs are no longer valid. The user
IDs were named using an old naming convention and all begin with HSP. The administrator uses the following control
statements:

EXTRACT GIVING (OLDMAIL) MAILMESSAGE (MLOCTO (HSP-----))

DELETE MAILMESSAGE USING (OLDMAIL)

The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file that is named OLDMAIL, which contains all mail locators for all users
whose IDs begin with HSP. The DELETE MAILMESSAGE statement deletes all of these mail locators.

Modify Records
Use an UPDATE statement with an extract file to modify user or profile values. 

Format

The UPDATE statement has the following syntax:

                                    |------------------+

                                    V                  |

->>--- UPDATE -- USING(ddname) ---(----variable(value) ---)---><

Operand Explanations

The UPDATE statement has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

ddname The data definition name (DD name) of the input extract file that
updates the administration database.

variable The name of the user or profile variable that you want to modify.
Specify as many variables as you need. You can specify one
value for each variable. For descriptions of the valid variables
and the corresponding online administration fields, see Batch
Variables.

value The value that you want to assign to the specified variable.
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Override Profile Values

To nullify a profile parameter value at the user level without specifying a particular value, specify a string of eight blanks or
spaces (' '). For example, the following statement updates the users in the extract file USERS. The blank value overrides
any value for the ACB mask set at the profile level:

UPDATE USING (USERS) ( UIDXACBN('        '))

For information on how TPX uses profile values when creating a user definition, see Extracting Data.

Example: Modify User Variables
In this example, an administrator wants to make sure that all users have a stage 1 time out of 60 minutes. The
administrator uses the following EXTRACT statement to produce an extract file that contains the merged user
definitions for all users. The UPDATE statement modifies the administration database for each record in the
extract file. The value of the time out and option fields have the specified values for all users:
EXTRACT GIVING(ALLUSERS) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXNAME(--------))

UPDATE USING(ALLUSERS) (UIDXTOU1(60) UIDXTOP1(L))

Example: Modify Profile Variables
In this example, an administrator notices that some profiles have PA3 assigned as the command key. The
administrator uses the following control statements to change these profiles so that they have PF12 assigned
as the command key. The EXTRACT statement produces the extract file PA3PROFS. PA3PROFS contains
the profile definition for each profile that has a command key of PA3. The UPDATE statement changes the
command key value to PF12 for each profile records:
EXTRACT GIVING(PA3PROFS) PROFILE AND NO SESSIONS (PIDXESCK(PA3)) 

UPDATE USING(PA3PROFS) (PIDXESCK(PF12))

Example: Modify User and Profile Session Variables
In this example, an administrator develops a new ACL/E program named TSOSTRT. TSOSTRT is a startup
program for a session with the session ID TSO32. The administrator wants to make sure that all users and
profiles that have the session TSO32 use the correct startup ACL program.  The administrator issues the
following control statements: The first EXTRACT statement produces an extract file named ACLUSERS.
ACLUSERS contains the merged user definition and the TSO32 session record for each user with the TSO32
session. The second EXTRACT statement produces the extract file ACLPROFS. ACLPROFS contain the
profile definition and the TSO32 session record for each profile with the TSO32 session. The UPDATE
statements update the administration database so that all users and profiles that have the TSO32 session
have TSOSTRT specified as the startup ACL program for that session. 
EXTRACT GIVING(ACLUSERS) USER AND MATCHING SESSIONS (UENTUSER(TSO32)) 

EXTRACT GIVING(ACLPROFS) PROFILE AND MATCHING SESSIONS (PENTUSER(TSO32)) 

UPDATE USING(ACLUSERS) (UENTSCRP(TSOSTRT)) 

UPDATE USING(ACLPROFS) (PENTSCRP(TSOSTRT))

   

Delete User Lists
This topic discusses how you can delete user lists with the DELETE USERLIST statement. The DELETE USERLIST
statement can specify a specific user list belonging to a specific user or group.

Format

The DELETE USERLIST statement has the following syntax:

->>-- DELETE -- USERLIST --- userlist ----- owner -----------><

                                         +-- *GENERAL* --+
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Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for user lists has the following operands:

userlist
Specifies the name of the user list that is to be deleted.

owner
Specifies the user ID or user group name of the owner of the list that is to be deleted.

*GENERAL*
Indicates that the list to be deleted is a general list.

Example

An administrator wants to delete the user list HRLIST from all users in the human resources department. All of these
users have user IDs that begin with HR. The administrator could use the following statement in a batch job:

DELETE USERLIST HRLIST HR------

The list is deleted from all users with user IDs beginning with HR.

Updating Mail Messages and User Lists
This section shows you how to store and delete mail messages, and how to add and delete user lists in batch
administration.

Add Mail Messages
This topic discusses how you can use the ADD MAILMESSAGE statement when you want to store mail messages in
users' mailboxes in the MAIL file.

When using the ADD MAILMESSAGE statement, you can specify:

• The expiration date of the message
• The subject of the message
• The recipients of the message, either with user IDs or user lists
• The text of the message

When a user receives a message that was sent with the batch facility, the sender is listed as the batch jobname.

Format

The ADD MAILMESSAGE statement has the following syntax:

->>-- ADD -- MAILMESSAGE ------------------------------------------------>

                      +-- EXPIRING ---(-----------------------------------------)--+

                          | +--MM(mm)--+ +--DD(dd)--+ +--YY-------yy-----+---|

                          |                                                   +--YYYY---yyyy--+ |

                           +------------------ nn -----------------------+

->-- SUBJECT ---- (-- subject --)---TO----------------------------------->

                                          |-- USERS ------|

                                          +-- USERLISTS --+

                  |--------------------+

                  V                     |

->-------------------- recipient ------------------------- text ---------><

    |     |   |                       |   |     |     |     |      |     |
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    +- ( -+   +------*BULLETIN* -----+   +- ) -+     +- ( -+     +- ) -+

Operand Explanations

The ADD statement for user lists has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

EXPIRING Indicates that the following syntax is going to specify an expiration
date.

MM(mm) Numerically specifies the month of the expiration date.

DD(dd) Numerically specifies the day of the expiration date.

YY(yy)
YYYY(yyyy)

Numerically specifies the year of the expiration date. The year can
appear as two or four digits (for example, 03 or 2003).

nn Specifies the number of days that must pass after the message is
sent before it expires.

USERS Indicates that the message recipients are specified by user ID.

USERLISTS Indicates that the message recipients are specified by a user list.

recipients Specifies either a user ID or a user list.

*BULLETIN* Indicates that this message is a bulletin, which is stored in the
mailbox of all users.
A bulletin can also be application news, as described in the
following section.

subject Specifies the subject of the message. The text must be enclosed
in quotes.
If the subject begins with the string APPL=applID, the message is
be sent as application news for the application specified in applID.
Application news is described in the following section.

text Specifies the text of the message. The text must consist of one
or more quoted strings. Each quoted string can contain up to 79
characters and appears as a separate line in the message.
There is no limit on the amount of text, but it must fit in one VSAM
record.

Sending Application News

To send application news, the subject of the message must begin with APPL=applID, where applID specifies the
application. The recipient must be *BULLETIN*.

Application news replaces an application's description on the Menu.

Example 1
An administrator wants to send a message to user lists DEVLST01 and DEVLST02. The message is to expire
after seven days. The following statement accomplishes this task:
ADD MAILMESSAGE EXPIRING 7 SUBJECT('Meeting on Friday')

    TO USERLISTS(DEVLST01 DEVLST02)

    ('There is a department meeting on Friday afternoon.' 

        'Be sure to bring your thinking caps.')
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When this statement is executed, the message is put in the mailbox of each user who is included in the
DEVLST01 or DEVLST02 user list. The subject of the message is "Meeting on Friday" and the text of the
message is:
There is a department meeting on Friday afternoon.

        Be sure to bring your thinking caps.

Example 2
An administrator wants to put out application news for the TPX application TSO01. The application news consists
of a single line, saying that the application is going to be brought down. The message is to expire on 3 February
2003. The following statement accomplishes this task:
ADD MAILMESSAGE EXPIRING (MM(02) DD(3) YY(03)) SUBJECT 

        ( 'APPLID=TSO01 going down midnight Friday') TO (*BULLETIN*)

When this statement is executed, the message appears on the Menu for each user who has TSO01 on the menu.
If the message included text and a subject, a bulletin containing the text would appear in the mailbox of each user
who has TSO01 on the menu.

Delete Mail Messages
This topic discusses how you can delete messages from users' mailboxes with the DELETE MAILMESSAGE statement.

The DELETE MAILMESSAGE statement can specify a specific date or a number of days. All messages that were
created before the specified date, or that have existed longer than the specified number of days, are deleted from users'
mailboxes. The statement also deletes all messages that are expired.

Format

The DELETE MAILMESSAGE statement has the following syntax:

->>-- DELETE -- MAILMESSAGE --- BEFORE ---(------------------------------)--+---><

                                        | +-MM(mm)-+  +-DD(dd)-+ +-YY----------yy------+--|

                                        |                                                +-YYYY-----yyyy---

+--|

                                        +-------- nn ------- DAYS ------------+

Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for mail messages has the following operands:

MM(mm)
Specifies the month of the date numerically.

DD(dd)
Specifies the day of the date numerically.

YY(yy) or YYYY(yyyy)
Specifies the year of the date numerically. The year can appear as two or four digits (for example, 03 or 2003).

nn
Specifies a number of days.

Example 1
An administrator wants to delete all messages that were created more than 90 days previously. The following
statement accomplishes this task:
DELETE MAILMESSAGES BEFORE 90 DAYS

All messages that were created more than 90 days previous to the day that the command is executed are deleted.
All messages that are expired are also deleted.
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Example 2
An administrator wants to delete all messages that were created before 3 February 2003. The following statement
accomplishes this task:
DELETE MAILMESSAGES BEFORE (MM(02) DD(3) YYYY(2003))

All messages that were created before 3 February 2003 are deleted. All messages that are expired are also
deleted.

User Lists
This topic explains how to use the ADD USERLIST statement when you want to add user lists to specific users. In the
ADD USERLIST statement you can specify the properties of the user list and what type of contents it contains.

Format

The ADD USERLIST statement has the following syntax.

->>-- ADD -- USERLIST --- userlist ---- owner ----------------------------------->

                                    +- *GENERAL* -+ +- PRIVATE -+ +- INVISIBLE -+

                                                                 |--------+

                                                                 V         |

->------------------------------------------------------------(--- entry ---)---><

     |--- USERS ---------------------|   +-- TITLE -- (title) --+

     |--- USERIDS -------------------|

     |--- USERLISTS -----------------|

     |--- TERMINALS -----------------|

     |---------------APPLICATIONS ---|

     |  +- ACTIVE -+                 |

     |                               |

     |----------------SESSIONS-------|

     |  +- ACTIVE -+                 |

     |                               |

     +--- GROUPS --------------------+

Operand Explanations

The ADD statement for mail messages has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

userlist Specifies the name that is assigned to the user list that you are
adding.

owner Specifies the user ID or user group name of the owner of the user
list.
If you are specifying a multi-signon user ID on a specific terminal,
specify the user ID and the terminal ID. For example, to specify
user MLTUSR02 on terminal TERMAA21, specify the command
as:
ADD USERLIST LIST01 MLTUSR02 TERMAA21 PRIVATE...

*GENERAL* Indicates that this list is a general user list, which can be used by
all users.

PRIVATE Indicates that users other than the owner cannot use the list. This
operand does not apply to general user lists.
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INVISIBLE Indicates that users other than the owner cannot browse or copy
the contents of the list.

USERS Indicates that the list is made up exclusively of user names.
USERS is the default type of list contents.

USERIDS Indicates that the list is made up exclusively of user IDs.

USERLISTS Indicates that the list is made up exclusively of other user lists.

TERMINALS Indicates that the list is made up exclusively of terminal IDs.

ACTIVE Indicates that the list is made up exclusively of active applications
or sessions.
This parameter can be used only with the APPLICATIONS or
SESSIONS parameters.

APPLICATIONS Indicates that the list is made up exclusively of applications.

SESSIONS Indicates that the list is made up exclusively of sessions.

GROUP Indicates that the list is made up exclusively of user groups.

TITLE(title) Specifies the name of the user list.

entry Specifies an entry in the user list. The entry must be of the
specified type (for example: user name or user ID)

Example:

An administrator wants to create a user list that is named GRPLIST under the group that is called TPXGROUP in
TPXMAIL. In this example, the user list title is TPX LIST. The list includes users TPXUSR1, TPXUSR2, AUSER01,
AUSER02, BUSER01, and BUSER02.

You can run the following statement in a batch job to create the user list:

ADD USERLIST GRPLIST TPXGROUP USERIDS TITLE('TPX LIST')

    (TPXUSR1 TPXUSR2 AUSER01 AUSER02 BUSER01 BUSER02)

Updating Application Definitions
This section shows you how to update application definitions in batch administration.

Add Applications
This topic explains how to use the ADD statement when you want to add application definition records to the
administration database. This syntax is for an ADD statement when you are not using an extract file.

Format

The ADD statement for applications has the following syntax:

->>--- ADD ------------------ ACTAPPL----(objectID applID)--><

Operand Explanations

The ADD statement for application definitions has the following operands:

ACTAPPL
Indicates that you want to add an application.
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objectID
Specifies the application characteristics table (ACT) being added or being added to.

applID
Specifies the application being added.

Example: Adding an Application

A system administrator wants to add three new applications in the application characteristics table that is named ACT45
to TPX. Instead of adding the applications through online administration, the administrator decides to execute command
statements in a batch job. The following statements accomplish this task:

ADD ACTAPPL (ACT45 TSO01)

ADD ACTAPPL (ACT45 CICS32)

ADD ACTAPPL (ACT45 IMS03)

When the ADD statements are executed, applications TSO01, CICS32, and IMS03 are added to the ACT named ACT45.

Copy Applications
This topic explains how to use the COPY statement to copy the characteristics of an existing application definition record
to create a record.

Format

The COPY statement for application definitions has the following syntax:

->>--- COPY --------- ACTAPPL  templateact templateappl------ ( --> 

|---------------------------------------------------------+ 

V                                                         | 

->---- objectact --------------------objectappl-------------- ) -----------><

Operand Explanations

The COPY statement for application definitions has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

ACTAPPL Indicates that you want to copy an application definition.

templateact Specifies the application characteristics table name from where
the template is to be taken.

templateappl Specifies the application definition that is to be used as the
template for one or more new application definitions.

objectact Specifies the application characteristics table name into which the
new application definition is to be created.

objectappl Specifies the application definition that is to be created with the
template characteristics.

Example: Copying an Application Definition

A systems administrator is adding two new applications to the applications characteristics table named ACT01. The
administrator wants the new APPLIDs (CICS07 and CICS08) to have the same values as an existing APPLID (CICS01).
The administrator executes the following statement in a batch job:

COPY ACTAPPL ACT01 CICS01 TO (ACT01 CICS07 ACT01 CICS08)
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When the COPY statement is executed, CICS07 and CICS08 are added to the ACT01 applications characteristics table.
Their characteristics are the same as the characteristics for CICS01.

Delete Applications
This topic explains how you can use the DELETE statement to delete application definition records from the administration
database.

Format

The DELETE statement for applications has the following syntax:

                                                 |-------------+

                                                 V              |

->>--- DELETE --------- ACTAPPL ------- (----- objectid applid------)-----><

Operand Explanations

The DELETE statement for application definitions has the following operands:

ACTAPPL
Specify ACTAPPL to delete an application definition.

objectid
Specifies the application characteristics table from which the application definition is to be deleted.

applid
Specifies the application definition to be deleted.

Example: Deleting an Application Definition

A system administrator wants to delete application CICS07 from three application characteristics tables (ACT01, ACT02,
and ACT03) in TPX. Instead of using online administration, the administrator uses the following DELETE statement:

DELETE ACTAPPL (ACT01 CICS07                    

                ACT02 CICS07                    

                ACT03 CICS07)

When the DELETE statement is executed, CICS07 is deleted from the three application characteristics tables on the
administration database.

Modify Application Values
This topic explains how to use the UPDATE statement to modify any application definition values in the administration
database.

Format

The UPDATE statement for application definitions has the following syntax:

->>--- UPDATE --------------------- ACTAPPL -----------------------(---->

     +-------------------------------------------------------+

     |                          +---------------------+      |

     V                          V                     |      |

->---- objectid applid -------(----- variable(value) -----)--------)----><
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Operand Explanations

The UPDATE statement for application definitions has the following operands:

ACTAPPL

Specify ACTAPPL to modify application definition values.

objectid
Specifies the application characteristics table in which the application resides which is to be modified.

applid
Specifies the application definition which is to be modified.

variable
Specifies the application variable that you want to modify. For descriptions of the valid variables names, see the section
Batch Variables.

value
Specifies the new value that you want to assign to the variable.

Example 1: Modifying an Application Definition Value

A system administrator wants to change the value for the virtual terminal type to group for application CICS07 in
application characteristics table ACT01. The administrator includes the following control statement in a batch job:

UPDATE ACTAPPL (ACT01 CICS07 (ACTTYPE(UNQ) ACTINQ(Y)))

or

UPDATE ACTAPPL (ACT01 CICS07 (ACTTYPE(UNQ)))

UPDATE ACTAPPL (ACT01 CICS07 (ACTINQ(Y)))

This statement assigns the virtual terminal type of GRP to application CICS07 in application characteristics table ACT01.

Example 2: Modifying Application Definition Values for different Applications in one statement

UPDATE ACTAPPL (ACTTEST TSO1 (ACTINQ(Y)) ACTTEST TSO2 (ACTINQ(N)))

Using Extract Files for Reporting
This section shows you how to use an extract file to create a report.

How Reports Are Processed
Batch processing allows you to produce reports on user, profile, session, and mail data by using the REPORT statement.
When you use the EXTRACT statement, information is extracted and written to an extract file. The information in the
extract file contains merged user and session definitions. For more information, see the section Extracting Data.

You must create an extract file for reporting. You use the REPORT statement to select the data you want from the
extract file and put it in a form suitable for viewing.

Formatting Options

The reporting process also allows you to control the format of your reports. Some of the formatting options are spacing,
headings, page numbering, and page length. The remainder of this section shows you how to specify the data you want to
report on and how to format the data into an attractive report.
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REPORT Statement Syntax
You use the REPORT statement to specify the extract file used to generate the report and what data you want to report
on.

Format

The REPORT statement has the following syntax:

->>--- REPORT --- GIVING(ddname)--- USING(extract-ddname) ---(--->

    |-------------------------+

    V                           |

->---- (line-definition) ------------)----------------------><

Operand Explanations

The REPORT statement has the following operands:

ddname
Specifies the data definition name (DD name) of the output report file. The formatted report information is written
to this file.

extract-ddname
Specifies the data definition name (DD name) of the extract file to be used for the report. This is the same data
definition name that you specified in the EXTRACT statement that produced the extract file (see EXTRACT
Statement Syntax in the section Extracting Data).

line-definition
Specifies what information is printed on each line of the report. For more information on the syntax of a line
definition, see Line Definition Syntax.

Line Definition Syntax
This topic explains how to use the REPORT statement to specify what information is to be printed on each line of the
report through line definitions.

Format

A line definition has the following syntax:

               |------------------+

               V                   |

->>-- ' -- * ------ &variable -------' --------------------------------------><

                 +-- string ---+          |  |----------------------+  |

                                          |  V                        |  |

                                          +----' -- &variable --- ' ---+

                                                  +-- string ---+

Operand Explanations

A line definition has the following operands:

*
Specifies the first character after the first single quote in each line definition is reserved for an ASA control
character. The following table lists the ASA printer control characters that you can enter in this space. For
information on how to use printer control characters to format your reports, see Use ASA Printer Control
Characters.
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&variable
Specifies the name of any valid user, profile, or session variable. These variables represent the fields on
the online administration panels. For a list of the variables that you can use and the corresponding online
administration fields, see the section Batch Variables. Each variable name must be preceded by an ampersand
(&amp.). You can specify as many variables as fit on a printed line of the report. When the report is created, the
value of the specified variable for each user or profile record is placed on the report line.

string
Specifies a text string that you want to include in the report. Single quotation marks (') and ampersands (&) must
be indicated by two quotation marks or ampersands ('' or &&) to appear in the text of the report.

ASA Printer Control Characters

The following table shows the functions of ASA printer control characters:

Control Character Function

1 (one) Prints the line at the top of a new page.

blank space Prints the line on the next line of the current page (line feed).

0 (zero) Prints the line two lines down on the current page (two line feeds).

- (hyphen) Prints the line three lines down on the current page (three line
feeds).

+ (plus) Prints the line on the current line on the page (no line feed). The +
character is useful for making bold text on a line printer, but has no
effect on a laser printer.

For example, the following REPORT produces the report file USERREP. When USERREP is printed, each line of the
report lists the user ID, menu key, and jump key for each user record in the extract file KEYUSERS:

REPORT GIVING(USERREP) USING(KEYUSERS)

       ((' &UIDXNAME' '&UIDXMKEY' '&UIDXJKEY'))

Define Multiple Lines

If all of the information you want to print for each user or profile record does not fit on one line, you can define multiple
lines, using parentheses to separate each line of the report. When the REPORT statement is executed, TPX Batch prints
all of the defined lines for each record in the extract file.

Example
The following REPORT statement produces the report file USERREP. When USERREP is printed, there are two
lines of data for each user record. The first line lists the user ID, menu key, and jump key, while the second line
lists the print key, command class, and update class.
REPORT GIVING(USERREP) USING(KEYUSERS)

       ((' &UIDXNAME' '&UIDXMKEY' '&UIDXJKEY')

        (' &UIDXPKEY' '&UIDXPRSV' '&UIDXUPDC'))

NOTE
The entire REPORT statement does not have to be specified on one line of the control record. It can be
helpful to separate the REPORT statement into multiple lines because of your terminal screen width and
for clarity.

Sample Report
Printing the report file USERREP produces the following output:
USER1   PF12/24   PA3
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PA1     P         D

.

.

.

USER24  PF12/24   PA2 

        PA1     F         B

Specify Variables from Different Types of Records

When you extract the session records associated with a user or profile record, you can define report lines that print
values from both types of records in the same report. Batch prints all defined lines for each record. If you specify user and
session variables in the same line, user values are ignored for session records and session values are ignored for user
records.

Example
An administrator wants a report listing the user IDs for the user records in an extract file named SESSACLS. The
administrator also wants to see what sessions each user has and the startup ACL/E program for each session.
The administrator executes the following REPORT statement:
REPORT GIVING(USERREP) USING(SESSACLS) ((' &UIDXNAME' '&UENTUSER' '&UENTSCRP'))

Sample Report
Printing the report file USERREP produces the following output:
USER1

         TSO-1    STRTTSO 

         CICS     STRTCICS

.

.

.

USER3 

         CICS 

         TSO-4    STRTTSO4

.

.

        .

The first record that Batch encounters in the extract file is the user record for USER1, so the user ID in that record
is printed. The other variables in the line definition (UENTUSER and UENTSCRP) are session variables, so they
are ignored. The second record in the extract file is the TSO-1 session record for USER1, so the user variable
(UIDXNAME) is ignored, and the session ID and startup ACL are printed.

Create a Simple Report
The example in this section shows you how to use the EXTRACT and REPORT statements to generate a simple report.
You may want to use similar control statements with your own ADMIN files to see how they work.

Determine What Information You Want in the Report

Before you extract the data for the report, you must determine what kind of information you want in the report. In the
example below, an administrator wants a list of all users who are in a group named USRGRP1. The administrator also
wants to know the stage 1 time out, stage 1 option, stage 2 time out, and stage 2 option for each user.
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Extract the Data

The administrator decides to use the group name to select the user records that are extracted. The following EXTRACT
statement produces the extract file GRP1EXT, which contains the merged user definition for each user who is in
USRGRP1.

EXTRACT GIVING(GRP1EXT) USER AND NO SESSIONS (UIDXGRP(USRGRP1))

An Example of a Simple Report

Printing the report file GRP1REP produces the following output:

USER1     120      L        60       K 

USER3     120      L        60       K 

USER4     120      L        60       K 

USER5     240      L        240      KI 

USER8     120      L        60       K 

USER10    120      FI 

USER12    240      L        240      KI 

USER23    0        L        0        F

Format Your Reports
This topic explains how you can format your reports and can make them easier to read by using spacing, labels,
headings, and ASA Printer Control Characters. You can also assign variables to control the number of positions reserved
for a value.

Use Spacing to Format Your Reports

When you place single quotes around the names of the variables to be printed on each line, the number of characters in
the variable name (including the ampersand) is set aside for the printed value of the variable. For more information, see
An Example of a Simple Report. All variable names that are specified in this example are nine characters long, so nine
positions are reserved for the value on the printed report, regardless of the actual length of the value. For example, nine
positions are reserved for the stage 1 option, even though the value is never more than two characters long.

Some variables contain values that are more than nine characters long. At most, the variable name is only nine characters
long, so only nine positions are reserved for the printed value. As a result, only the first nine characters of the value are
printed and the remaining characters are truncated. For a description of the variables with more than nine characters, see
Variables with a Length Greater than Nine.

You can reserve any number of positions for a value by adding spaces between the single quotes where the variable is
specified. The number of character positions between the quotes is set aside for the value of the variable. You can also
use the spaces to indent lines in the report to make them stand out.

Example
An administrator wants a report listing the user ID, user name, group name, location, and phone number for
each user record in an extract file named GRP1EXT. The administrator uses the following REPORT statement to
generate the report file GRP1REP:
REPORT GIVING(GRP1REP) USING(GRP1EXT)

        ((' &UIDXNAME' '&VUSRRNME' '&UIDXGRP') (' &VUSRLOC' '&VUSRPHN#'))

Sample Report
Printing the report file produces the following output:
USER1     BILL JOHN SALEDEPT 

PGH BLDG 412-555-1 

USER2     FRANK JON SERVDEPT 
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PGH BLD  412-555-1

.

.

. 

USER24    JANE PHIL SERVDEPT 

        NY BLDG  212-555-1

Format a Field Longer than 78 Characters

You must use a SYSIN control file with an LRECL greater than 80.

Example
The administrator realizes nine characters is not enough to display the value of these variables, and that it is not
easy to locate a specific user ID quickly. The administrator modifies the REPORT statement:
REPORT GIVING(GRP1REP2) USING(GRP1EXT)

    ((' &UIDXNAME   ' '&VUSRRNME               ' '&UIDXGRP')

     ('             ' '&VUSRLOC                ' '&VUSRPHN# '))

Sample Report
Printing this report file produces the following output:
USER1       BILL JOHNSON             SALEDEPT 

            PGH BLDG FLOOR-7         412-555-1234 

USER2       FRANK JONES              SERVDEPT 

            PGH BLDG FLOOR-5         412-555-5678

.

.

. 

USER24      JANE PHILLIPS            SERVDEPT 

        NY BLDG FLOOR-4          212-555-9012

Variables with a Length Greater than Nine

The following table lists the variables that are more than nine characters long:

Variable Name Length Description

PENTDATA 60 The session data to be passed to the
session (profile level).

PENTUPB1 through PENTUPB8 27 The ACL program parameters for a session
(profile level).

UENTDATA 60 The session data to be passed to the
session (user level).

UENTUPB1 through UENTUPB8 27 The ACL program parameters for a session
(user level).

VSESLABL 32 The session description that appears on the
user's Menu (user level).

VUSRLOC 20 The user's location.

VUSRRNME 22 The actual name of the user.
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VUSR$MAG variable A list of all the administration groups that
the user is authorized to administer. The
length of the value depends upon the
number of groups in the list.
The maximum length of this variable is 255
bytes.

VUSR$PRF variable A list of all the profiles that are assigned to
the user. The length of the value depends
upon the number of profiles that are
assigned to the user.
The maximum length of this variable is 255
bytes.

VUSR$VAG variable A list of all the administration groups that
the user is authorized to view. The length
of the value depends upon the number of
groups in the list.
The maximum length of this variable is 255
bytes.

VUSRPHN# 12 The user's phone number.

WSESLABL 32 The session description that appears on the
user's Menu (profile level).

XUACIDSN 44 The default data set name used by all ACI
INCLUDE commands that only specify a
member.

XUDSN 44 The name of the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set.

XUHEAD1 through XUHEAD3 50 The three lines of data to be used as a
header for the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set.

XUPRINTR 17 The name of the printer that is used when
spooling output to a printer. This value
corresponds to the value given in a JCL
DEST parameter.

XAPXP01 through XAPXP16 64 The ACI program parameters for this
session. ACI programs refer to these
parameters with variables &&P1 through
&&P16.

XPACIDSN 44 The default data set name used by all ACI
INCLUDE commands that only specify a
member (profile level).

XPDSN 44 The name of the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set (profile
level).

XPHEAD1 through XPHEAD3 50 The three lines of data to be used as a
header for the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set (profile
level).
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XPPRINTR 17 The name of the printer that is used when
spooling output to a printer. This value
corresponds to the value given in a JCL
DEST parameter (profile level).

XPPXP01 through XPPXP16 64 The ACI program parameters for this
session. ACI programs refer to these
parameters with variables &&P1 through
&&P16 (profile level).

Label Your Reports

You can also label the printed values so that the person reading the report knows what each value is. You specify labels
in the line definition. When you specify a label within single quotes, the text of the label is printed as it appears in the line
definition.

Example
An administrator wants to generate a report which lists the user ID, menu key, jump key, and print key for each
user record in an extract file that is named KEYUSERS and label each value. The administrator uses the following
REPORT statement to produce the report file named KEYREPT:
REPORT GIVING(KEYREPT) USING(KEYUSERS)

       ((' &UIDXNAME')

        (' MENU KEY - ' '&UIDXMKEY')

        (' JUMP KEY - ' '&UIDXJKEY')

        (' PRNT KEY - ' '&UIDXPKEY'))

Sample Report
Printing the report file produces the following output:
USER1 

    MENU KEY - PA2 

    JUMP KEY - PA3 

    PRNT KEY - PA1 

USER2 

    MENU KEY - PA3 

    JUMP KEY - PA2 

    PRNT KEY - NONE

.

.

        .

Use ASA Printer Control Characters

You can use ASA printer control characters to control line spacing and page breaks in your reports. You insert the control
characters in the first space after the first single quote in a line definition to tell the printer what to do before printing
that line. For the list of the ASA printer control characters that you can use in your reports, see ASA Printer Control
Characters.

Example
Look at the example report again in Putting Labels in Your Reports in this section. There are no blank lines
between the information for each user record. To make the report easier to read, the administrator can use the
following REPORT statement to tell the printer to print a blank line between the information for each user record:
REPORT GIVING(KEYREPT) USING(KEYUSERS)

       (('0&UIDXNAME')

        (' MENU KEY - ' '&UIDXMKEY')

        (' JUMP KEY - ' '&UIDXJKEY')
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        (' PRNT KEY - ' '&UIDXPKEY'))

Sample Report
Printing the report file produces the following output:
USER1 

    MENU KEY - PA2 

    JUMP KEY - PA3 

    PRNT KEY - PA1

USER2 

    MENU KEY - PA3 

    JUMP KEY - PA2 

    PRNT KEY - NONE

USER4 

    MENU KEY - PA2 

    JUMP KEY - PA3 

    PRNT KEY - PA1

.

.

.

Define Headings in Your Report

TPX has predefined variables that you can use to define headings for your reports. You can define up to nine heading
lines to be printed at the top of each page of the report. The heading variables are named RTITLE1 through RTITLE9.
RTITLE1 is printed at the top of the page, RTITLE2 on the next line, and so on. You use the SET statement to define
these variables. For a description of the SET command, see Set Values for Variables. The character following the first
single quote must be an ASA printer control character. For example, the following SET statement assigns a value to the
heading variable RTITLE1:

SET RTITLE1 '1 SAMPLE REPORT             &ZDATE Page - &RPAGE#'

The RTITLE variables can contain strings and/or variables. When the value of the RTITLE variable is resolved, the
variable name is replaced with the value of that variable. For a list of the variables that you can use in your report
headings, see the section Batch Variables.

NOTE
If you do not define a heading, TPX uses the default heading. The default heading prints the date, time, and
page number at the top of each page.

You set the report title variables in the control record before the REPORT statement. When you set the report title
variables, the values remain in effect until you redefine them or restart the batch job.

Example
An administrator wants to print a report listing the user ID, stage 1 time-out and option for each user record in an
extract file named TIMEOUTS. The administrator uses the following control statements:
SET RTITLE1 '1  TIMEOUT OPTIONS REPORT   &ZDATE   Page - &RPAGE#' 

SET RTITLE2 '-             CA-TPX STAGE 1     ' 

SET RTITLE3 '              -----------------  ' 

SET RTITLE4 ' USER ID      TIMEOUT    OPTION  ' 

SET RTITLE5 ' =============================== ' 

REPORT GIVING(GRP1REP) USING(GRP1EXT)

       (('0&UIDXNAME    ' '&UIDXTOU1  ' '&UIDXTOP1'))
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Sample Report
Printing the report file GRP1REP produces the following output:
TIMEOUT OPTIONS REPORT 12/04/02 Page  -  1

            CA-TPX   STAGE 1 

            -----------------

USER ID     TIMEOUT   OPTION 

=============================

USER1       120       L  

USER3       120       L  

USER4       120       L  

.

.

        .

Eliminate Heading
Eliminate a report heading by specifying the following statement:
SET RLINEMAX '0'

Predefined Variables Available for Batch Processing

You can use some predefined variables in your report headings. For a description of these variables, along with other
variables that can be used in batch statements, see the section Batch Variables.

Use the Default Report Heading

If you do not set the value of RTITLE1, the default value is used. This is the default value of RTITLE1:

'1&RTITLE1C    -predefined-space-    date time Page &RPAGE#'

Operand Explanation

1 The ASA printer control character that tells the printer to start a
new page before printing the heading.

RTITLE1C A predefined variable which initially has no value that is assigned
to it. You can use a set statement to assign a value to this
variable. You cannot include other variable names in the value
of this variable. If the value that you assign to RTITLE1C is more
than 40 characters long, you must define RTITLE1 with your own
SET statement.

predefined-space A predefined space of 40 characters is always printed between the
value of RTITLEC and the date.

date The date on which Batch started processing.

time The time at which Batch started processing. The time that appears
in the default heading is constant throughout the report.

Page &RPAGE# The word "Page" followed by the current page number of the
report.
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The SET statement for RTITLE1 in the example (see Putting Headings in Your Report) could be replaced with the
following SET statement:

SET RTITLE1C '1 TIMEOUT OPTIONS REPORT'

Example:

The first line of the report heading would look something like the following example:

TIMEOUT OPTIONS REPORT       07/04/95 23:42:03 Page 1

NOTE
The printed heading would actually have 40 blank spaces between the last character of the title and the first
character of the date. The blank spaces are excluded in this example because of the page width.

Set the Page Length

You can use the variable RLINEMAX to control the number of lines (including headings) printed on each page of the
report. You assign the value to this variable with a SET statement preceding the REPORT statement. For a description of
the SET command, see Set Values for Variables. The default value of RLINEMAX is 60 lines.

For example, the following control records produce a report file that is named KEYSREPT that has a maximum number of
50 lines on each page:

SET RLINEMAX '50' 

REPORT GIVING(KEYSREPT) USING(KEYSEXTR) 

((' &UIDXNAME' '&UIDXMKEY' '&UIDXJKEY'))

Define and Set Variables
This topic explains how to define and set variables using the VDEFINE and SET statements. For example, you can define
variables to set a constant date and time in all report headers in reports that are printed in the same job.

Format

The VDEFINE statement has the following syntax:

->>--- VDEFINE ----- variable ----- (LENGTH(length)) -------><

Operand Explanations

The VDEFINE statement has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

variable The name that you want to assign to the variable. Variable names
can be a minimum of two characters long up to eight characters
long. Some variable names and variable prefixes are reserved for
TPX. For a list of the variable names and prefixes that you cannot
use for your variables, see Reserved Variables.

length The length of the variable (measured in character positions).
The value of a user-defined variable is resolved literally, without
substituting values for variable names. For example, if &ZDATE
appears in the value of a user-defined variable, it is not recognized
as a variable name, and the characters "&ZDATE" are printed.
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Reserved Variables

The following variable names and prefixes are reserved, and cannot be used for user variables:

AB R UENT WUSR

ACT SMRT UIDX XAPX

AMAP SMRV VSAM XP

CMD SOTOP VSES XPPX

NPT STG$ VSMTB XU

OCM STXT VUPD Z

PENT TB VUPE

PIDX TMSK VUSR

PSK TRAC WSES

Example:

The following VDEFINE statement defines a variable that is named TIME with a length of 8:

VDEFINE TIME (LENGTH(8))

Set Values for Variables
This topic explains how to use the SET statement to assign values to the variables that you have defined with the
VDEFINE statement.

Format

The SET statement has the following syntax:

->>--- SET ---- variable --------- variable2 ----------------><

                              +-- 'value' -----+

Operand Explanations

The SET statement has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

variable The name of the variable to which you want to assign a value.
If the variable name has not been defined with a VDEFINE
statement, the variable is defined with a length equal to the length
of the specified value.

variable2 The name of an existing variable. If you specify the name of an
existing variable, the variable that you are setting is given the
same value of the existing variable.

value The value that you want to assign to the variable. The value can
contain any combination of strings and/or variables up to the
length specified in the VDEFINE statement.

Examples:

The following statement sets the value of a variable that is named TIME to the current time:
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SET TIME ZTIME

The variable TIME could be used in the heading of a report as follows:

SET RTITLE1 '1 THIS IS A SAMPLE REPORT &ZDATE &TIME'

When the report is printed, the time at the top of each page is constant throughout the report if you use the &ZTIME
variable. Otherwise, each page of the report shows a different time of day.

Using VTAM Modeling Statements
This section describes the batch step that allows TPX to support VTAM modeling statements.

Set Up the Batch Job for VTAM Modeling Statement Support
The SYSIN DD for this feature points to VTAMLST member that contains the TPX models. The Batch component
analyzes the statements contained in the SYSIN file and produces the SYSUT2 output DD containing all the APPL
statements generated by the combination of TPX control statements and VTAM models. The SYSUT2 output is read from
the file pointed to by the VTAMLST DD during TPX initialization.

The data set read in as the SYSIN DD must have all of the normal *TPX type control statements. See Customizing the
APTPX Member in Special Features and Customization Tasks) in addition to the *TPX,MDL statements used for modeling
expansion.

WARNING
This feature requires the VNODE parameter be set to *MODEL* rather than *BATCH*.

Format

The format of the *TPX,MDL statement is:

*TPX,MDL, initial value,type,count,order; initial value,type,count,order;… initial value,type,count,order

Each grouping of initial value through order is a control set. Each control set is matched positionally to a wildcard (* or ?)
in the VTAM model statement. Each wildcard requires a control set.

There can be up to seven control sets on a *TPX,MDL statement.

Parameters on the statement are as follows:

Parameter Description

initial value The character string that will be concatenated with the LU name
mask on the VTAM Model APPL statement. The total length of the
LU name generated is the sum of the length of this string and the
other initial values for this model statement plus the length of LU
name mask less the length of the variable placeholders contained
within LU name mask. The maximum length of the resultant LU
name cannot exceed eight characters.
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type The incrementing method used to generate the VTAM APPL
statements. When alphabetic characters are called for when
forming the substitution string in any of the incrementing methods,
only uppercase characters are used. Valid values are:
A -- Alpha. Only alphabetic characters A through Z are used.
N -- Numeric. Only numeric values 0 through 9 are used.
B -- Alphanumeric. Values A though Z are used and then 0
through 9.
H -- Hexadecimal. Values 0 through 9 are used and then A
through F.

count The number of VTAM APPL statements to be generated from
the model (in decimal). The maximum value is 9999. Additional
statements can be generated by specifying another *TPX,MDL
and VTAM Model statements specifying the next initial value and
increment.

order The order in which the initial values are incremented during VTAM
APPL statement generation. This parameter is only required if
there is more than one control set specified on the *TPX,MDL
statement. All values are set to their initial values and the control
set marked 1, in the order parameter, is incremented. After this
value is incremented to the count limit, it is reset to its initial value
and the control set with an order parameter of 2 is incremented.
This continues until the control set with the highest increment
order value is exhausted or a maximum of 9999 statements have
been generated. The highest value allowed for order is 7.

 

Use the *TPX,MDL Statement

The *TPX,MDL statement causes the following flow of events:

• A *TPX,MDL statement is read and validated. This becomes the active model until another *TPX,MDL statement is
encountered.

• Each VTAM APPL statement is checked to see if the LU name (label) field contains any wildcards (* or ?). If there is an
ACBNAME parameter on the APPL statement, it is also checked for wildcards.

• The Batch process generates the appropriate number of APPL statements substituting the values from the control sets
on the *TPX,MDL statement, for the wildcards in the LU name and ACBNAME fields.

• The generated APPL statements, and comment statements showing the LU name and ACBNAME model formats are
inserted where the VTAM model was encountered, in the SYSUT2 data set.

• All records read from the SYSIN data set as well as generated APPL statements and errors are also written to the
SYSOUT data set allocated as LOG.

Run the Batch Process

The Batch process model step can be run as:

• An independent job.
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NOTE
If the Batch process model step is run as an independent job, and you only want to audit the input, set
SYSUT2 to DUMMY to avoid building an output file.

• The first step in the TPX startup procedure, using the SYSUT2 output as the VTAMLST input to the TPX step. If used
this way, a "COND=(8,EQ)" should be coded on the EXEC for the TPX step.

Model Job Example

A sample model job is shown here:

//USER54 JOB (0,A300),MODELJCL,CLASS=V,MSGCLASS=H,NOTIFY=USER54 

//       EXEC procname,VNODE='*MODEL*' 

//LOG    DD   SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN  DD   input file containing models

//SYSUT2 DD   output file that will contain the expanded statements 

  (or DUMMY)

SYSIN Example

A sample member used as SYSIN data is shown here:

APTPX    VBUILD TYPE=APPL                                               

*TPX,PRINT=ON  LIST THIS MEMBER IN THE TPX LOG                          

*                                                                       

*TPX,PRIMARY   DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES TPX APPLID       

*                                                                       

TPX      APPL AUTH=(ACQ,PASS),MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,       X

               SRBEXIT=NO,                                             X

               EAS=404                                                  

*                                                                       

*TPX,SHARE  DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES SHARED VIRT TERM    

*                                                                       

TPXSHARE APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,PARSESS=YES,           X

               SRBEXIT=NO,                                             X

               EAS=404                                                 

*                                                                       

*TPX,GROUP  DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES GROUP VIRT TERM     

*                                                                       

*TPX,MDL,A,A,3,2;01,N,20,1                                              

TPXGR?* APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1          

*                                                                       

*   END OF GROUP ACB DEFINITIONS                                        

*                                                                       

*TPX,UNIQUE  DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES UNIQUE VIRT TERM   

*                                                                       

*TPX,MDL,001,N,20                                                       

TPXUN* APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1           

*                 

SYSUT2 Example

Sample output is shown here:

APTPX    VBUILD TYPE=APPL                                           
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*TPX,PRINT=ON  LIST THIS MEMBER IN THE TPX LOG                          

*                                                                       

*TPX,PRIMARY   DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES TPX APPLID       

*                                                                       

TPX      APPL AUTH=(ACQ,PASS),MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,        X

               SRBEXIT=NO,                                              X

               EAS=404                                                  

*                                                                       

*TPX,SHARE  DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES SHARED VIRT TERM    

*                                                                       

TPXSHARE APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,PARSESS=YES,            X

               SRBEXIT=NO,                                              X

               EAS=404                                                  

*                                                                       

*TPX,GROUP  DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES GROUP VIRT TERM     

*                                                                       

*TPX,MDL,A,A,3,2;01,N,20,1                                              

*  LUNAME  = TPXGR?*

 TPXGRA01 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                       X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA02 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA03 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA04 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA05 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA06 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA07 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA08 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA09 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA10 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA11 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA12 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA13 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA14 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA15 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA16 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA17 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA18 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X
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               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA19 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRA20 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB01 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB02 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB03 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB04 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB05 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB06 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB07 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB08 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB09 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB10 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB11 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB12 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB13 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB14 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB15 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB16 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB17 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB18 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB19 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRB20 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC01 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC02 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC03 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC04 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1
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TPXGRC05 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC06 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC07 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC08 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC09 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC10 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC11 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC12 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC13 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC14 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC15 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC16 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC17 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC18 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC19 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGRC20 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

*                                                                       

*   END OF GROUP ACB DEFINITIONS                                        

*                                                                       

*TPX,UNIQUE  DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES UNIQUE VIRT TERM   

*                                                                       

*TPX,MDL,001,N,20                                                       

*  LUNAME  = TPXUN*

TPXUN001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN002 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN003 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN004 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN005 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN006 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN007 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1
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TPXUN008 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN009 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN010 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN011 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN012 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN013 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN014 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN015 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN016 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN017 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN018 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN019 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN020 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

*                                                                      

OS symbols in the VTAM model
This topic explains how OS symbols may be used in the VTAM model APPL statements.

WARNING
If OS symbols are used in the APPL statements, a batch *MODEL* job must be run on each system for which
the OS symbols are to be resolved. The resulting output of the batch *MODEL* job on each system must be
used as the VTAMLST DD data set in each respective TPX region.

Example with OS Symbols

The following example shows portions of the SYSIN and the SYSUT2 data sets that would be used to produce APPL
statements for an LPAR named "PR01".

SYSIN Example:
*TPX,MDL,01,N,20

        &SYSNAME.GR* APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=YES,EAS=1

SYSUT2 Example:
*TPX,MDL,01,N,20

* LUNAME = PR01GR*

PR01GR01 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR02 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR03 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X
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               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR04 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR05 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR06 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR07 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR08 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR09 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR10 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR11 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR12 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR13 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR14 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR15 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR16 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR17 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR18 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR19 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

               DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

PR01GR20 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,                                        X

        DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

Control Word Abbreviations and Aliases
The following table lists the abbreviations and the aliases for control words used in Batch control statements. If a control
word does not appear in the table, there is no alias for the word and you must enter the word as described in the other
sections of this book.

Control Word Abbreviation Aliases
ACTAPPL ACTA  
ACTIVE A  
ACTSESS ACTS  
APPLICATION APPL  
BEFORE BEFO  
COMMENTS C  
COPY COP  
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DELETE DEL  
EXPIRING EXP  
GROUPS GR  
GIVING GIVING OUTDD, OFILE, OUDD, OUTFILE
INDD I IFILE, INFILE, USING
INVISIBLE INV  
LENGTH L  
MAILMESSAGE MAILM  
OUTDD O OFILE, OUDD, OUTFILE
PRIVATE PRI  
PROFILE PROF PROFILES
PROFILESESSION PROFILESES PROFSESS
PROFSESS PROFSES PROFILESESSION
SESSION SES  
SUBJECT SUBJ  
TERMINAL T  
TITLE TI  
USER U USERID
USERLIST USERL  
USERMAGN USERM USERMAINTAUTHGROUPNAME
USERPROFILE USERP  
USERSESSION USERSES  
USERVAGN USERV USERVIEWAUTHGROUPNAME
USING USING INDD, IFILE, INFILE
VDEFINE VDEF  

Batch Variables
This section presents a summary of the TPX variables that can be modified with the batch facility, used as extraction
criteria, or presented in a report.

Special Batch Variables
The following table lists special variables that you can use for extracting or reporting. These variables do not correspond
to any fields in TPX online administration.

Variable Name Description
RPAGE# The current page number. This variable is updated each time the

variable is printed. Use only for reporting.

SMRTCACT The name of the startup ACT. Use only for reporting.

SMRTCMSK The name of the startup mask table. Use only for reporting.

SMRTCSRT The name of the startup SMRT. Use only for reporting.
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UIDX$ACS A value of MULTIPLE in this field indicates that the user is
authorized to have more than one session active at one time.
UIDXACCS can only have values of PASS or SINGLE, so you
must use UIDX$ACS if you want to print a value of MULTIPLE in a
report. Use only for reporting.

VACTTBL The name of an Application Characteristics Table (ACT).
VUSRDACC The date on which the user last signed on to TPX.
VUSRMAGN You use this variable to extract users by the maintenance

authorization group that they are authorized to administer. Use
only for extraction.

VUSRPROF You use this variable to extract users by the profiles that are
assigned to the user record. Use only for extraction.

VUSRVAGN You use this variable to extract users by the TPX View user
groups that are assigned to the user record. Use only for
extraction.

VUSR$MAG A list of all the user maintenance authorization groups that the
user can administer. Use only for reporting.

VUSR$PRF A list of all the profiles that are assigned to the user record. When
using this variable in a report, you must include enough space for
all profiles in the list. Use only for reporting.

VUSR$VAG A list of all TPX View user groups that are assigned to the user
record. Use only for reporting.

ZDATE The current system date in U.S. format (mm/dd/yy).  Use only for
reporting.

ZEDATE The current system date in European format (dd/mm/yy).  Use
only for reporting.

ZJDATE The current system date in Julian format (yy.ddd). Use only for
reporting.

ZJOBNAME The name of the job card or the TSO user ID.  Use only for
reporting.

ZLDATE The current system date in long U.S. format (mm/dd/yyyy).  Use
only for reporting.

ZLEDATE The current system date in long European format (dd/mm/yyyy). 
Use only for reporting.

ZLJDATE The current system date in long Julian format (yyyy.ddd). Use only
for reporting.

ZNEWS1 The first line (79 characters) of the system LOGO news.  Use only
for reporting.

ZNEWS2 The second line (79 characters) of the system LOGO news.  Use
only for reporting.

ZSYSID The name of the startup SMRT.  Use only for reporting.

ZUSERID The name of the job card or the TSO user ID. Use only for
reporting.
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Special Administration Variables
The following table lists variables that appear on the user ID selection panel (TEN0129) in user ID maintenance or the
Profile Table List (TEN0110) in profile maintenance. You can use these variables for extracting and reporting.

Variable Name Description
VUSRLUPD The user ID of the person who last updated the user record.
VUSRDUPD The date on which the user record was last updated.
VUSRTUPD The time at which the user record was last updated.
WUSRLUPD The user ID of the person who last updated the profile record.
WUSRDUPD The date on which the profile record was last updated.
WUSRTUPD The time at which the profile record was last updated.

TPX User Variables (by Variable Name)

Variable Name Field Name in Online Administration Field Description
UIDXACBN ACB Mask Default The virtual terminal (full name or masked

value) that is used for the user's sessions.
UIDXACCS ACCESS The type of access the user has to

sessions. This variable can only have a
value of PASS or SINGLE in a report. If the
user can access multiple sessions at one
time, this field will be blank. Use UIDX$ACS
to print a value of MULTIPLE in a report.

UIDXCHAR Command character The character that the user types to
indicate that the next character is a
command.

UIDXDND1 Do not disturb Indicates whether the user will receive mail
messages. If set to Y, all messages will be
stored in the user's mailbox.

UIDXESCK Command key The key that the user presses to execute a
command.

UIDXGRP Group name The maintenance authorization group to
which the user belongs.

UIDXHBRB Background Horizontal Border The character used for the horizontal
border around background sessions in
Windows.

UIDXHBRF Foreground Horizontal Border The character used for the horizontal
border around the current session in
Windows.

UIDXJKEY Jump key The key that the user presses to switch to
the next active application.

UIDXKOPT Inactivate on Indicates whether a /K or /F command will
inactivate the user's sessions.

UIDXLANG Language The language used to display the panels
and messages for the user.

UIDXMAIL Get Mail first Indicates whether TPX automatically takes
the user to MAIL when the user signs on.
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UIDXMENU Display menu Indicates whether TPX displays the Menu
or the user's first "start at signon" session
when the user signs on.

UIDXMKEY Menu key The key that the user presses to display the
Menu.

UIDXNAME Userid The user's user ID.
UIDXOCLS OPER Cmd class The user's TPXOPER command class,

which indicates what TPXOPER commands
the user can issue.

UIDXOWN Affinity applid The VTAM application ID of the component
that will manage a user's sessions.

UIDXPKEY Print key The key that the user presses to print the
current screen image on the default printer.

UIDXPROP Propagate ACB Indicates if the virtual terminal selected for
the user's first activated session is to be
used for all the user's sessions.

UIDXPRSV Command Class The user's command authorization class,
which indicates what user commands the
user can issue.

UIDXPRT Default printer The printer to which the user's print
requests are sent.

UIDXPTIX Pass Ticket User UIDXPTIX specifies whether the user is
using a non-qualified Pass ticket to log in to
TPX.

UIDXQTIX Qualified PTick User UIDXQTIX specifies whether the user is
using a qualified Pass ticket to log in to
TPX.

UIDXSCTY Security system The security system used when the user
signs on to TPX.

UIDXSMAX Maximum sessions The maximum number of sessions the user
can have active at one time.

UIDXSTIC Static user Tells whether the user is a dynamic or
static user (Y=static, N=dynamic). For
implications of static versus dynamic, see
Programming .

UIDXSUSP Suspend user Indicates whether the user is suspended
after executing the maximum number of
password retries (valid only if security is
used).

UIDXTOP1 Stage 1 option The action TPX takes when an idle user
has reached the stage 1 time out limit.

UIDXTOU1 Stage 1 time out The number of minutes the user can be idle
before TPX executes the stage 1 option.

UIDXTOP2 Stage 2 option The action TPX takes when an idle user
has reached the stage 2 time out limit.

UIDXTOU2 Stage 2 time out The number of minutes the user can be idle
before TPX executes the stage 2 option.

UIDXTPXP Force new pswd Indicates whether the user is required to
enter a new password at the next signon
(valid only if security is used).
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UIDXUPDC Update class The user's update class, which determines
what the user can change.

UIDXVBRB Background Vertical Border The character used for the vertical border
around background sessions in Windows.

UIDXVBRF Foreground Vertical Border The character used for the vertical border
around the current session in Windows.

UIDXVLVL View Security Level The View security level for the user. This
level determines if other users can view this
user.

UIDXWCHR Window Command Character The character that the user types in a
Windows session to indicate that the next
character is a command.

UIDXWMOD Window Mode Key The key that the user presses to toggle
between window modes in a Windows
session.

UIDXWRKB Lock Keyboard (Windows) Indicates whether the user is able to use
a session in one window while waiting for
output on another window.

UIDX$DYN None Indicates whether the user is STATIC or
DYNAMIC. Use only for reporting.

UIDX$XFR Transfer option Indicates what action TPX takes when a
user transfers sessions from one physical
terminal to another without signing off.

VUSRLOC Location The user's office number, city, or other
physical location. Use single quotes if the
value contains spaces.

VUSRPHN# Phone The user's phone number. Use single
quotes if the value contains spaces.

VUSRRNME User Name The user's full name. Use single quotes if
the value contains spaces.

VUSR$TPX None Indicates whether the user is authorized to
use the component.

TPX User Variables (by Field Name)

Field Name in Online Administration Variable Name Field Description
ACB Mask Default UIDXACBN The virtual terminal (full name or masked

value) that is used for the user's sessions.
ACCESS UIDXACCS The type of access the user has to

sessions. This variable can only have a
value of PASS or SINGLE in a report. If the
user can access multiple sessions at one
time, this field will be blank. Use UIDX$ACS
to print a value of MULTIPLE in a report.

Affinity applid UIDXOWN The VTAM application ID of the system that
will manage a user's sessions.

Background Horizontal Border UIDXHBRB The character used for the horizontal
border around background sessions in
Windows.
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Background Vertical Border UIDXVBRB The character used for the vertical border
around background sessions in Windows.

Command character UIDXCHAR The character that the user types to
indicate that the next character is a
command.

Command key UIDXESCK The key that the user presses to execute a
command.

Command Class UIDXPRSV The user's command authorization class,
which indicates what user commands the
user can issue.

Default printer UIDXPRT The printer to which the user's print
requests are sent.

Display menu UIDXMENU Indicates whether TPX displays the Menu
or the user's first "start at signon" session
when the user signs on.

Do not disturb UIDXDND1 Indicates whether the user will receive mail
messages. If set to Y, all messages will be
stored in the user's mailbox.

Force new pswd UIDXTPXP Indicates whether the user is required to
enter a new password at the next signon
(valid only if security is used).

Foreground Horizontal Border UIDXHBRF The character used for the horizontal
border around the current session in
Windows.

Foreground Vertical Border UIDXVBRF The character used for the vertical border
around the current session in Windows.

Get Mail first UIDXMAIL Indicates whether TPX automatically takes
the user to MAIL when the user signs on.

Group name UIDXGRP The maintenance authorization group to
which the user belongs.

Inactivate on UIDXKOPT Indicates whether a /K or /F command will
inactivate the user's sessions.

Jump key UIDXJKEY The key that the user presses to switch to
the next active application.

Language UIDXLANG The language used to display the panels
and messages for the user.

Location VUSRLOC The user's office number, city, or other
physical location. Use single quotes if the
value contains spaces.

Lock Keyboard (Windows) UIDXWRKB Indicates whether the user is able to use
a session in one window while waiting for
output on another window.

Maximum sessions UIDXSMAX The maximum number of sessions the user
can have active at one time.

Menu key UIDXMKEY The key that the user presses to display the
Menu.

OPER Cmd class UIDXOCLS The user's TPXOPER command class,
which indicates what TPXOPER commands
the user can issue.
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Pass Ticket User UIDXPTIX UIDXPTIX specifies whether the user is
using a non-qualified Pass ticket to log in to
TPX. 

Phone VUSRPHN# The user's phone number or extension. Use
single quotes if the value contains spaces.

Print key UIDXPKEY The key that the user presses to print the
current screen image on the default printer.

Propagate ACB UIDXPROP Indicates if the virtual terminal selected for
the user's first activated session is to be
used for all the user's sessions.

Qualified PTick User UIDXQTIX UIDXQTIX specifies whether the user is
using a qualified Pass ticket to log in to
TPX.

Security system UIDXSCTY The security system used when the user
signs on to TPX

Stage 1 option UIDXTOP1 The action TPX takes when an idle user
has reached the stage 1 time out limit.

Stage 1 time out UIDXTOU1 The number of minutes the user can be idle
before TPX executes the stage 1 option.

Stage 2 option UIDXTOP2 The action TPX takes when an idle user
has reached the stage 2 time out limit.

Stage 2 time out UIDXTOU2 The number of minutes the user can be idle
before TPX executes the stage 2 option.

Static user UIDXSTIC Tells whether the user is a dynamic or
static user (Y=static, N=dynamic). For
implications of static versus dynamic, see
Installing or Programming.

Suspend user UIDXSUSP Indicates whether the user is suspended
after executing the maximum number of
password retries (valid only if security is
used).

Transfer option UIDX$XFR Indicates what action TPX takes when a
user transfers sessions from one physical
terminal to another without signing off.

Update class UIDXUPDC The user's update class, which indicates
what parameters the user can modify.

User Name VUSRRNME The user's full name. Use single quotes if
the value contains spaces.

Userid UIDXNAME The user's user ID.
View Security Level UIDXVLVL The View security level for the user. This

level determines if other users can view this
user.

Window Command Character UIDXWCHR The character that the user types in a
Windows session to indicate that the next
character is a command.

Window Mode Key UIDXWMOD The key that the user presses to toggle
between window modes in a Windows
session.
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TPX Profile Variables (by Variable Name)

Variable Name Field Name in Online Administration Field Description
PIDXACBN ACB Mask Default The virtual terminal (full name or masked

value) that is used for the user's sessions.
PIDXACCS ACCESS The type of access the user has to

sessions. This variable can only have
a value of PASS, SINGLE, or spaces in
a report. If the profile allows access to
multiple sessions at one time, this field will
be blank.

PIDXAMSK ACF2 Authorization Mask Specifies the bit value that is to be checked
at the byte located by PIDXAOFS.

PIDXAOFS ACF2 Authorization Offset Specifies the offset into the ACF2 LIDREC
(logon ID record) of the attribute bit that is
used to authorize a user's access to this
profile.

PIDXCHAR Command character The character that the user types to
indicate that the next character is a
command.

PIDXDND1 Do not disturb Indicates whether the user will receive mail
messages. If set to Y, all messages will be
stored in the user's mailbox.

PIDXESCK Command key The key that the user presses to execute a
command.

PIDXFRST Profile should be first Specifies that this profile should be first in
the user's profile list.

PIDXGRP Group name The maintenance authorization group to
which the profile is assigned.

PIDXHBRB Background Horizontal Border The character used for the horizontal
border around background sessions in
Windows.

PIDXHBRF Foreground Horizontal Border The character used for the horizontal
border around the current session in
Windows.

PIDXJKEY Jump key The key that the user presses to switch to
the next active application.

PIDXKOPT Inactivate on Indicates whether a /K or /F command will
inactivate the user's sessions.

PIDXLANG Language The language used to display the panels
and messages for the user.

PIDXMAIL Get Mail first Indicates whether TPX automatically takes
the user to MAIL when the user signs on.

PIDXMENU Display menu Indicates whether TPX displays the Menu
or the user's first "start at sign on" session
when the user signs on.

PIDXMKEY Menu key The key that the user presses to display the
Menu.

PIDXNAME Profile name The name of the profile.
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PIDXOCLS OPER Cmd class The user's TPXOPER command class,
which indicates what TPXOPER commands
the user can issue.

PIDXOWN Affinity applid The VTAM application ID of the system that
will manage a user's sessions.

PIDXPKEY Print key The key that the user presses to print the
current screen image on the default printer.

PIDXPROP Propagate ACB Indicates if the virtual terminal selected for
the user's first activated session is to be
used for all the user's sessions.

PIDXPRSV Command Class The user's command authorization class,
which indicates what user commands the
user can issue.

PIDXPRT Default printer The printer to which the user's print
requests are sent.

PIDXPTIX Pass Ticket User PIDXPTIX specifies whether the user is
using a non-qualified Pass ticket to log in to
TPX.

PIDXQTIX Qualified PTick User User PIDXQTIX specifies whether the user
is using a qualified Pass ticket to log in to
TPX.

PIDXSALS Security Alias Specifies the name by which this profile is
identified to the security system.

PIDXSCTY Security system The security system used when the user
signs on to TPX.

PIDXSMAX Maximum sessions The maximum number of sessions the user
can have active at one time.

PIDXTOP1 Stage 1 option The action TPX takes when an idle user
has reached the stage 1 time out limit.

PIDXTOU1 Stage 1 time out The number of minutes the user can be idle
before TPX executes the stage 1 option.

PIDXTOP2 Stage 2 option The action TPX takes when an idle user
has reached the stage 2 time out limit.

PIDXTOU2 Stage 2 time out The number of minutes the user can be idle
before TPX executes the stage 2 option.

PIDXUPDC Update class The user's update class, which indicates
what parameters the user can modify.

PIDXVBRB Background Vertical Border The character used for the vertical border
around background sessions in Windows.

PIDXVBRF Foreground Vertical Border The character used for the vertical border
around the current session in Windows.

PIDXVLVL View Security Level The View security level for the user. This
level determines if other users can view this
user.

PIDXWCHR Window Command Character The character that the user types in a
Windows session to indicate that the next
character is a command.

PIDXWMOD Window Mode Key The key that the user presses to toggle
between window modes in a Windows
session.
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PIDXWRKB Lock Keyboard (Windows) Indicates whether the user is able to use
a session in one window while waiting for
output on another window.

PIDX$XFR Transfer option Indicates what action TPX takes when a
user transfers sessions from one physical
terminal to another without signing off.

WUSR$TPX None Indicates whether the user is authorized to
use the TPX component.

TPX Profile Variables (by Field Name)

 Field Name in Online Administration  Variable Name  Field Description 
ACB Mask Default PIDXACBN The virtual terminal (full name or masked

value) that is used for the user's sessions.
ACCESS PIDXACCS The type of access the user has to

sessions. This variable can only have
a value of PASS, SINGLE, or spaces in
a report. If the profile allows access to
multiple sessions at one time, this field will
be blank.

ACF2 Authorization Mask PIDXAMSK Specifies the bit that value that is to be
checked at the byte located by the ACF2
Authorization Offset field.

ACF2 Authorization Offset PIDXAOFS Specifies the offset into the ACF2 LIDREC
(logon ID record) of the attribute bit that is
used to authorize a user's access to this
profile.

Affinity applid PIDXOWN The VTAM application ID of the system that
will manage a user's sessions.

Background Horizontal Border PIDXHBRB The character used for the horizontal
border around background sessions in
Windows.

Background Vertical Border PIDXVBRB The character used for the vertical border
around background sessions in Windows.

Command character PIDXCHAR The character that the user types to
indicate that the next character is a
command.

Command key PIDXESCK The key that the user presses to execute a
command.

Command Class PIDXPRSV The user's command authorization class,
which indicates what user commands the
user can issue.

Default printer PIDXPRT The printer to which the user's print
requests are sent.

Display menu PIDXMENU Indicates whether TPX displays the Menu
or the user's first "start at signon" session
when the user signs on.

Do Not Disturb PIDXDND1 Indicates whether the user will receive mail
messages. If set to Y, all messages will be
stored in the user's mailbox.
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Foreground Horizontal Border PIDXHBRF The character used for the horizontal
border around the current session in
Windows.

Foreground Vertical Border PIDXVBRF The character used for the vertical border
around the current session in Windows.

Get Mail first PIDXMAIL Indicates whether TPX automatically takes
the user to MAIL when the user signs on.

Group name PIDXGRP The maintenance authorization group to
which the profile belongs.

Inactivate on PIDXKOPT Indicates whether a /K or /F command will
inactivate the user's sessions.

Jump key PIDXJKEY The key that the user presses to switch to
the next active application.

Language PIDXLANG The language used to display the panels
and messages for the user.

Lock Keyboard (Windows) PIDXWRKB Indicates whether the user is able to use
a session in one window while waiting for
output on another window.

Maximum sessions PIDXSMAX The maximum number of sessions the user
can have active at one time.

Menu key PIDXMKEY The key that the user presses to display the
Menu.

OPER Cmd class PIDXOCLS The user's TPXOPER command class,
which indicates what TPXOPER commands
the user can issue.

Pass Ticket User PIDXPTIX PIDXPTIX specifies whether the user is
using a non-qualified Pass ticket to log in to
TPX. 

Print key PIDXPKEY The key that the user presses to print the
current screen image on the default printer.

Profile name PIDXNAME The name of the profile.
Profile Should be First PIDXFRST Specifies that this profile should be first in

the user's profile list.
Propagate ACB PIDXPROP Indicates if the virtual terminal selected for

the user's first activated session is to be
used for all the user's sessions.

Qualified PTick User PIDXQTIX PIDXQTIX specifies whether the user is
using a qualified Pass ticket to log in to
TPX.

Security system PIDXSCTY The security system used when the user
signs on to TPX.

Security Alias PIDXSALS Specifies the name by which this profile is
identified to the security system.

Stage 1 option PIDXTOP1 The action TPX takes when an idle user
has reached the stage 1 time out limit.

Stage 1 time out PIDXTOU1 The number of minutes the user can be idle
before TPX executes the stage 1 option.

Stage 2 option PIDXTOP2 The action TPX takes when an idle user
has reached the stage 2 time out limit.
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Stage 2 time out PIDXTOU2 The number of minutes the user can be idle
before TPX executes the stage 2 option.

Transfer option PIDX$XFR Indicates what action TPX takes when a
user transfers sessions from one physical
terminal to another without signing off.

Update class PIDXUPDC The user's update class, which indicates
what parameters the user can modify.

View Security Level PIDXVLVL The View security level for the user. This
level determines if other users can view this
user.

Window Command Character PIDXWCHR The character that the user types in a
Windows session to indicate that the next
character is a command.

Window Mode Key PIDXWMOD The key that the user presses to toggle
between window modes in a Windows
session.

TPX User Session Variables (by Variable Name)

Variable Name Field Name in Online Administration Field Description
UENTACB ACB Mask The virtual terminal name (full name or

masked value) used for this session.
UENTDEL None Indicates whether the session has been

deleted. Possible values are Y or N.
UENTTNA ACCESS=PASS Indicates whether the user has PASS

access to this session. Possible values are
Y or N.

UENTAPPL Applid or Tier level The VTAM APPLID (or network name) of
the application or the TPXTIERn Tier level
identifier for sub-menuing.

UENTDATA SessionData Up to 60 characters of data that is passed
to the application when the session is
initiated.

UENTHLID Tier Member Key The value of the Owner Key in the sub-
menu that owns this session. This session
is a member of that owner.

UENTHLNM Tier Owner Key A unique value assigned to this sub-menu
owning session.

UENTMODE Modent name The name of the logon mode table entry
that TPX uses for this session.

UENTOPND Output Option Indicates what TPX does to inform the
user that output has arrived on this session
when the user is in another session.

UENTOPTI Invisible Indicates whether the application is not
displayed on the Main Menu until the user
initiates the session.

UENTOPTK KeepACB Indicates whether the virtual terminal
allocated for this session is reserved for the
session after the session has ended.
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UENTOVAC OV/OS/390 ACI Indicates whether this is an OfficeVision/
OS/390 session.

UENTPASS ACL Password The user password used in the startup ACL
program.

UENTPJMP Sesskey The number of the PF key that the user can
press to directly switch to this session. (The
value does not contain the characters PF).

UENTPTIX Generate Pass Ticket UENTPTIX indicates that a pass ticket
is generated for this application during
session initiation.

UENTQTIX Gen Qualified Pass Ticket UENTQTIX indicates a Pass Ticket
is generated based on ACF2 or TOP
SECRET qualified profiles. 

UENTROW Menu Order The position of the session on the Menu.
UENTSCRP Startup ACL The name of the ACL program that is

automatically executed when the user
initiates this session.

UENTSCRT Termination ACL The name of the ACL program that is
automatically executed when the user
inactivates this session.

UENTSTRT Start at signon Indicates whether this session is initiated
when the user signs on.

UENTTOUT Timeout minutes The number of minutes the session can be
idle before TPX inactivates the session.

UENTUID ACL Userid The user ID used in the startup ACL
program.

UENTUPB1 through UENTUPB8 Parm 1 through Parm 8 The ACL program parameters for this
session. ACL programs refer to these
parameters with variables P1 through P8.
Use single quotes if the value contains
spaces.

UENTUSER SessionID The session ID assigned to the application.
UENT$DEL None Specifies the string *DELETED*.
VSESLABL Label The description of the session that appears

on the user's Main Menu. Use single quotes
if the value contains spaces.

VSES$TPX None Indicates whether or not the session is a
session.

TPX User Session Variables (by Field Name)

Field Name in Online Administration Variable Name Field Description
ACB Mask UENTACB The virtual terminal name (full name or

masked value) used for this session.
ACCESS=PASS UENTTNA Indicates whether the user has PASS

access to this session.
ACL Password UENTPASS The user password used in the startup ACL

program.
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ACL Userid UENTUID The user ID used in the startup ACL
program.

Applid or Tier level UENTAPPL The VTAM APPLID (or network name) of
the application or the
TPXTIERn Tier level identifier for sub-
menuing..

Generate Pass Ticket UENTPTIX UENTPTIX indicates that a pass ticket
is generated for this application during
session initiation.

Gen Qualified Pass Ticket UENTQTIX UENTQTIX indicates a Pass Ticket
is generated based on ACF2 or TOP
SECRET qualified profiles.

Invisible UENTOPTI Indicates whether the application is not
displayed on the Main Menu until the user
initiates the session.

KeepACB UENTOPTK Indicates whether the virtual terminal
allocated for this session is reserved for the
session after the session has ended.

Label VSESLABL The description of the session that appears
on the user's Main Menu. Use single quotes
if the value contains spaces.

Menu Order UENTROW The position of the session in the Menu.
Modent name UENTMODE The name of the logon mode table entry

that TPX uses for this session.
Output Option UENTOPND Indicates what TPX does to inform the

user that output has arrived on this session
when the user is in another session.

OV/OS/390 ACI UENTOVAC Indicates whether this is an OfficeVision/
OS/390 session.

Parm 1 through Parm 8 UENTUPB1 through UENTUPB8 The ACL program parameters for this
session. ACL programs refer to these
parameters with variables P1 through P8.
Use single quotes if the value contains
spaces.

SessionData UENTDATA Up to 60 characters of data that is passed
to the application when the session is
initiated.

SessionID UENTUSER The session ID assigned to the application.
Sesskey UENTPJMP The number of the PF key that the user can

press to directly switch to this session. (The
value does not contain the characters PF).

Start at signon UENTSTRT Indicates whether this session is initiated
when the user signs on to TPX.

Startup ACL UENTSCRP The name of the ACL program that is
automatically executed when the user
initiates this session.

Termination ACL UENTSCRT The name of the ACL program that is
automatically executed when the user
inactivates this session.
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Tier Member Key UENTHLID The value of the Owner Key in the sub-
menu that owns this session. This session
is a member of that owner.

Tier Owner Key UENTHLNM A unique value assigned to this sub-menu
owning session.

Timeout minutes UENTTOUT The number of minutes the session can be
idle before TPX inactivates the session.

TPX Profile Session Variables (by Variable Name)

Variable Name Field Name in Online Administration Field Description
PENTACB ACB Mask The virtual terminal name (full name or

masked value) used for this session.
PENTTNA ACCESS=PASS Indicates whether the user has PASS

access to this session.
PENTAPPL Applid or Tier level The VTAM APPLID (or network name) of

the application or the
TPXTIERn Tier level identifier for sub-
menuing..

PENTDATA SessionData Up to 60 characters of data that is passed
to the application when the session is
initiated.

PENTHLID Tier Member Key The value of the Owner Key in the sub-
menu that owns this session. This session
is a member of that owner.

PENTHLNM Tier Owner Key A unique value assigned to this sub-menu
owning session.

PENTMODE Modent name The name of the logon mode table entry
that TPX uses for this session.

PENTOPND Output Option Indicates what TPX does to inform the
user that output has arrived on this session
when the user is in another session.

PENTOPTI Invisible Indicates whether the application is not
displayed on the Main Menu until the user
initiates the session.

PENTOPTK KeepACB Indicates whether the virtual terminal
allocated for this session is reserved for the
session after the session has ended.

PENTOVAC OV/OS/390 ACI Indicates whether this is an OfficeVision/
OS/390 session.

PENTPASS ACL Password The user password used in the startup ACL
program.

PENTPJMP Sesskey The number of the PF key that the user can
press to directly switch to this session. (The
value does not contain the characters PF).

PENTPTIX Generate Pass Ticket PENTPTIX indicates that a pass ticket
is generated for this application during
session initiation.
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PENTQTIX Gen Qualified Pass Ticket PENTQTIX indicates a Pass Ticket
is generated based on ACF2 or TOP
SECRET qualified profiles.

PENTROW Profile Menu Order The position of the session on the menu.
PENTSCRP Startup ACL The name of the ACL program that is

automatically executed when the user
initiates this session.

PENTSCRT Termination ACL The name of the ACL program that is
automatically executed when the user
inactivates this session.

PENTSTRT Start at signon Indicates whether this session is initiated
when the user signs on to TPX.

PENTTOUT Timeout minutes The number of minutes the session can be
idle before TPX inactivates the session.

PENTUID ACL Userid The user ID used in the startup ACL
program.

PENTUPB1 through PENTUPB8 Parm 1 through
Parm 8

The ACL program parameters for this
session. ACL programs refer to these
parameters with variables P1 through P8.
Use single quotes if the value contains
spaces.

PENTUSER SessionID The session ID assigned to the application.
WSESLABL Label The description of the session that appears

on the user's Main Menu. Use single quotes
if the value contains spaces.

WSES$TPX None Indicates whether or not the session is a
TPX session.

TPX Profile Session Variables (by Field Name)

Field Name in Online Administration Variable Name Field Description
ACB Mask PENTACB The virtual terminal name (full name or

masked value) used for this session.
ACCESS=PASS PENTTNA Indicates whether the user has PASS

access to this session.
ACL Password PENTPASS The user password used in the startup ACL

program.
ACL Userid PENTUID The user ID used in the startup ACL

program.
Applid or Tier level PENTAPPL The VTAM APPLID (or network name) of

the application or the
TPXTIERn Tier level identifier for sub-
menuing.

Generate Pass Ticket PENTPTIX PENTPTIX indicates that a pass ticket
is generated for this application during
session initiation.

Gen Qualified Pass Ticket PENTQTIX PENTQTIX indicates a Pass Ticket
is generated based on ACF2 or TOP
SECRET qualified profiles. 
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Invisible PENTOPTI Indicates whether the application is not
displayed on the Main Menu until the user
initiates the session.

KeepACB PENTOPTK Indicates whether the virtual terminal
allocated for this session is reserved for the
session after the session has ended.

Label WSESLABL The description of the session that appears
on the user's Main Menu. Use single quotes
if the value contains spaces.

Modent Name PENTMODE The name of the logon mode table entry
that TPX uses for this session.

Output Option PENTOPND Indicates what TPX does to inform the
user that output has arrived on this session
when the user is in another session.

OV/OS/390 ACI PENTOVAC Indicates whether this is an OfficeVision/
OS/390 session.

Parm 1 through Parm 8 PENTUPB1 through PENTUPB8 The ACL program parameters for this
session. ACL programs refer to these
parameters with variables P1 through P8.
Use single quotes if the value contains
spaces.

Profile Menu Order PENTROW The position of the session in the Menu.
SessionData PENTDATA Up to 60 characters of data that is passed

to the application when the session is
initiated.

SessionID PENTUSER The session ID assigned to the application.
Sesskey PENTPJMP The number of the PF key that the user can

press to directly switch to this session. (The
value does not contain the characters PF).

Start at signon PENTSTRT Indicates whether this session is initiated
when the user signs on.

Startup ACL PENTSCRP The name of the ACL program that is
automatically executed when the user
initiates this session.

Termination ACL PENTSCRT The name of the ACL program that is
automatically executed when the user
inactivates this session.

Tier Member Key PENTHLID The value of the Owner Key in the sub-
menu that owns this session. This session
is a member of that owner.

Tier Owner Key PENTHLNM A unique value assigned to this sub-menu
owning session.

Timeout minutes PENTTOUT The number of minutes the session can be
idle before TPX inactivates the session.

TPX Mail Locator Variables
The following variables can be used for extracting and reporting. These variables specify information about mail locators.
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Mail locators create an association between a mail message text and the users who have that message in their mailbox.
The mail locator contains information about the message and indicates the location of the message text. The message
text exists once, but has a mail locator for each user's mailbox that contains the message.

See Using  and the online help within the Mail facility for information on the mail facility fields and their use.

Variable Name Field Description
MLOCTO The user ID of the recipient of the message.
MLOCFROM The user ID of the sender of the message
MLOCDATE The date that the message was sent, in the format mm/dd/yy.
MLOCDATF The date that the message was sent, in the format dd/mm/yy.
MLOCDATL The date that the message was sent, in the format mm/dd/yyyy.
MLOCDATQ The date that the message was sent, in the format dd/mm/yyyy.
MLOCTIME The time that the message was sent.
MLOCEXPD The date and time that the message expires. The date is in the

format mm/dd/yy.
MLOCEXPF The date and time that the message expires. The date is in the

format dd/mm/yy.
MLOCEXPL The date and time that the message expires. The date is in the

format mm/dd/yyyy.
MLOCEXPQ The date and time that the message expires. The date is in the

format dd/mm/yyyy.
MLOCRETP The number of days until the message expires (from the day it

was sent).
MLOCACK Indicates that an acknowledgment message will be send to the

sender when the message is opened.
MLOCHBAK Indicates that an acknowledgment message for the message has

been sent, indicating that it has been opened.
MLOCISAK Indicates that this message is an acknowledgment message. If

this variable is set to Y, the variable MLOCTO for this message
indicates the sender of the original message.

MLOCTARG Specifies the user name and ID (if user ID suppression is not
active) of the sender of the message. This variable is valid only if
MLOCISAK is set to Y.

MLOCREAD Indicates that the message has been opened by the recipient.
MLOCSEND Indicates that the message has been sent to the recipient.
MLOCBRKN Indicates that the message was sent with the breakin option

activated.
MLOCSTOR Indicates that the message has been stored in the recipient's

mailbox.
MLOCOSCD Indicates that only the sender of this message can delete it.

NOTE
Date variables that are in U.S. format (mm/dd/yy) will appear in European format (dd/mm/yy) if the European
Dates field is set in the System Options Table (SMRT).
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TPX Mail Message Variables
The following variables can be used for extracting and reporting. These variables correspond to information specified in
the Mail facility.

See Using  and the online help within the Mail facility for information on the mail facility fields and their use.

Variable Name Description
MMSGID The unique ID of the message.
MMSGFROM The user ID of the message sender.
MMSG$FRM The user name of the message sender.
MMSGDATE The date that the message was sent, in the format mm/dd/yy.
MMSGDATF The date that the message was sent, in the format dd/mm/yy.
MMSGDATL The date that the message was sent, in the format mm/dd/yyyy.
MMSGDATQ The date that the message was sent, in the format dd/mm/yyyy.
MMSGTIME The time that the message was sent.
MMSGEXPD The date and time that the message expires. The date is in the

format mm/dd/yy.
MMSGEXPF The date and time that the message expires. The date is in the

format dd/mm/yy.
MMSGEXPL The date and time that the message expires. The date is in the

format mm/dd/yyyy.
MMSGEXPQ The date and time that the message expires. The date is in the

format dd/mm/yyyy.
MMSGRETP The number of days until the message expires (from the day it

was sent).
MMSG#USE The usage count of the message. This corresponds to the number

of mail locators that currently exist for the message.
MMSGSYID The system ID of the message sender.
MMSGTARG The ID of the message target. It can be a user ID, userlist,

terminal ID, application ID, session ID, active application ID, or an
active session ID.

MMSGT$TAR The type of target formatted as a string: "user," "userlist,"
"terminal," "appl," "actappl," "sess," "actsess," or "group."

MMSGACK Indicates that an acknowledgment message will be sent to the
sender when the recipient opens this message.

MMSGSEND Indicates that the sender specified that the message be send to
the recipient.

MMSGBRKN Indicates that the message was sent with the breakin option
activated.

MMSGSTOR Indicates that the sender specified that the message be stored in
the recipient's mailbox.

MMSGOSCD Indicates that only the sender can delete this message.
MMSGO2M Indicates that this message can be send through the OPR2MBX

interface.
MMSGSUBJ The subject of the message.
MMSGNEXT The next record of the message.
MMSGTEXT The text of the message.
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NOTE
Date variables that are in U.S. format (mm/dd/yy) will appear in European format (dd/mm/yy) if the European
Dates field is set in the System Options Table (SMRT).

TPX User List Variables
The following variables can be used for extracting and reporting. These variables correspond to information specified in
the Mail facility. They provide information about user lists.

See Using and the online help within the Mail facility for information on the mail facility fields and their use.

Variable Name Description
MLSTOWN The owner of the list.
MLSTID The ID of the list.
MLSTITLE The title of the list (a string).
MLSTPUBL Indicates that this is a public list.
MLSTVISI Indicates that other users can browse the contents of the list.
MLSTTTAR The type of entries in the list, formatted as a string: "user,"

"userlist," "terminal," "appl," "actappl," "sess," "actsess," or
"group."

MLSTLIST The contents of the list, including the optional comments for each
entry in the list. rrule 2 3%

TPX Application Variables (by Variable Name)

Variable Name Field Name in Online Administration Field Description
ACTACL Start ACLPGM The default session activation ACL program

used to activate sessions to this application.
ACTAUT Auto restart Tells TPX whether to automatically

reconnect to the application when the
user's virtual terminal session with the
application ends.

ACTBCPS Start ACL prior to CLSDST PASS If you specify Y and have specified that
the application issues CLSDST PASS, the
ACLPGM will be allowed to communicate
with the application before the PASS.

ACTBMSG Inform user of CD protocol error Indicates whether TPX notifies a user
sending protocol violating data from a
non-SNA terminal that the data has been
ignored. Specify Y if you've specified Y for
Enforce CD protocol and want the user to
know when data is ignored.

ACTBRKT Enforce CD protocol Specify Y to ignore data received from
non-SNA terminals that violates protocol.
Specify N if you don't want this data
ignored.
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ACTCLEAR Sends first screen Indicates whether the terminal user should
wait for the application to send the first
screen at session start time. Specifying Y
indicates that the application is going to
send the first screen.

ACTCOMP Outbound compression Indicates whether outbound compression
is performed on this application. If you
specify Y, TPX will do 3270 data stream
compression on all data this application
sends to the terminal.

ACTCPS Issues CLSDST PASS Indicates whether the application may issue
a CLSDST PASS to another VTAM applid
after the initial session to this application
is established. Specifying Y allows TPX
to recognize that the aspects of CLSDST
PASS processing are normal and not error
situations.

ACTCUSER OPENGATE Control User Specifies the user ID of the user who
controls this application for OPENGATE
processing.

ACTETEC End-to-End option Tells TPX when it should return the SNA
response to the application when the
application sends data. Options are:
ALL -- wait for response from the terminal
on every RU.
NONE -- don't wait for the response from
the physical terminal.
BB -- wait for response from the terminal on
any RU with Begin Bracket.
DR -- wait for response from the terminal
on any RU carrying the request for Definite
Response.

ACTEXT Extended data stream Specifies whether the application has a
terminal table indicating extended data
stream support.

ACTGR Generic Resource Specifies whether the application is actually
a generic resource name for a pool of
applications. Setting this will cause TPX to
take the APPLID from the network name
control vector rather than the plu name field
of the bind.

ACTINQ Inquire on application status Tells TPX whether to issue the VTAM
INQUIRE APPLSTAT macro for this
application.

ACTKEY Session Key Identifies a single PFkey that lets the user
go directly to the application session.

ACTLABEL Label The up to 32 characters of description that
appears on the
TPX menu for this application.

ACTLMOD Pass Ticket prof name Specifies the name to be supplied to the
external security system during Pass Ticket
generation for TSO and VM systems.
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ACTMASKX Masking done for security Indicates whether masking has been
established for security reasons. Specify
Y to prevent session transfers if masking
was specified in the application definition.
Specify N to allow session transfers.

ACTMDL Model sensitive Specifies whether the application has a
terminal table with specific terminal and
model definitions. These applications
require that the virtual terminal model types
match the physical terminal model.

ACTMDT Inbound compression Indicates whether inbound compression is
performed on this application. Specify Y to
have TPX optimize inbound data.

ACTMODET Mode entry override Specifies the name of a particular logon
mode table entry that TPX must use for
this application. Include this value only
for applications that require the use of a
specific logon mode table entry name.

ACTMSK1 Mask entry name Specifies the name of the virtual terminal
mask that controls which virtual terminal
TPX selects for the application session. You
specify these masks on the Masking Rules
Table.

ACTNAME Application-ID This is the APPLID name of the application
that is being
defined to TPX.

ACTNVIEW Disallow VIEWing on this appl Specifies whether TPX prevents users from
using any of the View facility features.

ACTOPT8 Ignore appl output for timeout Indicates whether application output is
disregarded when updating fields used for
timeout checking.

ACTPTIX Generate Pass Ticket Indicates that a pass ticket is to be
generated for this application during
session initiation.

ACTQTIX Gen Qualified Pass Ticket Indicates that a Pass Ticket will be
generated based on ACF2 or TOP
SECRET qualified profiles

ACTRDBUF Readbuf Technique Indicates whether TPX reads the terminal
controller buffer contents when the user
switches out of the application session.

ACTSAVE Keep virtual terminal Specifies whether the virtual terminal
should be maintained when the application
session ends. Certain applications require
the virtual terminal to be maintained and
reserved for that session for security
reasons

ACTSCRN Screen even if readbuf technique Indicates that a virtual screen image is
maintained even though Y was specified in
the Readbuf Technique field.

ACTSESS Sessionid The name identifying the session on the
TPX menu unless it's overridden at the
profile or user level.
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ACTSGNL Signal session switch Used to inform network management and
measurement products such as Net Alert
when the user switches from one virtual
terminal session to another. Specify a one-
to eight-character identifier that will be used
as the signal.

ACTSTRIP Outbound stripping Indicates whether outbound stripping is
performed on this application. If you specify
Y, TPX strips extended attribute bytes that
are not supported by a physical terminal.

ACTSTUB Substring Used with applications that use CLSDST
PASS. Specify a substring of characters
from the application's minor APPL
statements if those statements do not
begin with the same characters as the
major APPL statement. This substring must
uniquely identify the application.

ACTSWOUT Suspend background application Used for applications that automatically
update the application screen. If you
specify Y and the user switches out of the
session, TPX will inform the application that
automatic updating of the screen should
be suspended until the user returns to the
application session.

ACTTACL Termination ACLPGM Specifies the default session termination
ACL program used when sessions to this
application are terminated.

ACTTOUT Timeout Minutes The number of minutes of inactivity that can
pass before
TPX automatically terminates a session
with this application.

ACTTYPE Type (SHR,GRP,UNQ,
TPX)

Describes the application's virtual terminal
requirements.

ACTUMAX Maximum sessions Specifies the maximum number of virtual
terminal sessions that can be active in TPX
at one time for this application.

ACTUVAR USERVAR application Indicates whether the application uses a
VTAM USERVAR definition in lieu of the
Extended Recovery Facility.

ACTXRF XRF application Specifies whether the application uses the
Extended Recovery Facility.

TPX Application Variables (by Field Name)

Field Name in Online Administration Variable Name Field Description
Application-ID ACTNAME This is the APPLID name of the application

that is being
defined to TPX.
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Auto restart ACTAUT Tells TPX whether to automatically
reconnect to the application when the
user's virtual terminal session with the
application ends.

Disallow VIEWing on this appl ACTNVIEW Specifies whether TPX prevents users from
using any of the View facility features.

End-to-End option ACTETEC Tells TPX when it should return the SNA
response to the application when the
application sends data. Options are:
ALL -- wait for response from the terminal
on every RU.
NONE -- don't wait for the response from
the physical terminal.
BB -- wait for response from the terminal on
any RU with Begin Bracket.
DR -- wait for response from the terminal
on any RU carrying the request for Definite
Response.

Enforce CD protocol ACTBRKT Specify Y to ignore data received from
non-SNA terminals that violates protocol.
Specify N if you don't want this data
ignored.

Extended data stream ACTEXT Specifies whether the application has a
terminal table indicating extended data
stream support.

Gen Qualified Pass Ticket ACTQTIX Indicates that a Pass Ticket will be
generated based on ACF2 or TOP
SECRET qualified profiles

Generate Pass Ticket ACTPTIX Indicates that a pass ticket is to be
generated for this application during
session initiation.

Generic Resource ACTGR Specifies whether the application is actually
a generic resource name for a pool of
applications. Setting this will cause TPX to
take the APPLID from the network name
control vector rather than the plu name field
of the bind.

Ignore appl output for timeout ACTOPT8 Indicates whether application output is
disregarded when updating fields used for
timeout checking.

Inbound compression ACTMDT Indicates whether inbound compression is
performed on this application. Specify Y to
have TPX optimize inbound data.

Inform user of CD protocol error ACTBMSG Indicates whether TPX notifies a user
sending protocol violating data from a
non-SNA terminal that the data has been
ignored. Specify Y if you've specified Y for
Enforce CD protocol and want the user to
know when data is ignored.

Inquire on application status ACTINQ Tells TPX whether to issue the VTAM
INQUIRE APPLSTAT macro for this
application.
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Issues CLSDST PASS ACTCPS Indicates whether the application may issue
a CLSDST PASS to another VTAM applid
after the initial session to this application
is established. Specifying Y allows TPX
to recognize that the aspects of CLSDST
PASS processing are normal and not error
situations.

Keep virtual terminal ACTSAVE Specifies whether the virtual terminal
should be maintained when the application
session ends. Certain applications require
the virtual terminal to be maintained and
reserved for that session for security
reasons

Label ACTLABEL The up to 32 characters of description that
appears on the
TPX menu for this application.

Mask entry name ACTMSK1 Specifies the name of the virtual terminal
mask that controls which virtual terminal
TPX selects for the application session. You
specify these masks on the Masking Rules
Table.

Masking done for security ACTMASKX Indicates whether masking has been
established for security reasons. Specify
Y to prevent session transfers if masking
was specified in the application definition.
Specify N to allow session transfers.

Maximum sessions ACTUMAX Specifies the maximum number of virtual
terminal sessions that can be active in TPX
at one time for this application.

Mode entry override ACTMODET Specifies the name of a particular logon
mode table entry that TPX must use for
this application. Include this value only
for applications that require the use of a
specific logon mode table entry name.

Model sensitive ACTMDL Specifies whether the application has a
terminal table with specific terminal and
model definitions. These applications
require that the virtual terminal model types
match the physical terminal model.

Outbound compression ACTCOMP Indicates whether outbound compression
is performed on this application. If you
specify Y, TPX will do 3270 data stream
compression on all data this application
sends to the terminal.

Outbound stripping ACTSTRIP Indicates whether outbound stripping is
performed on this application. If you specify
Y, TPX strips extended attribute bytes that
are not supported by a physical terminal.

OPENGATE Control User ACTCUSER Specifies the user ID of the user who
controls this application for OPENGATE
processing.
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Pass Ticket prof name ACTLMOD Specifies the name to be supplied to the
external security system during Pass Ticket
generation for TSO and VM systems.

Readbuf Technique ACTRDBUF Indicates whether TPX reads the terminal
controller buffer contents when the user
switches out of the application session.

Screen even if readbuf technique ACTSCRN Indicates that a virtual screen image is
maintained even though Y was specified in
the Readbuf Technique field.

Sends first screen ACTCLEAR Indicates whether the terminal user should
wait for the application to send the first
screen at session start time. Specifying Y
indicates that the application is going to
send the first screen.

Session Key ACTKEY Identifies a single PFkey that lets the user
go directly to the application session.

Sessionid ACTSESS The name identifying the session on the
TPX menu unless it's overridden at the
profile or user level.

Signal session switch ACTSGNL Used to inform network management and
measurement products such as Net Alert
when the user switches from one virtual
terminal session to another. Specify a one-
to eight-character identifier that will be used
as the signal.

Start ACL prior to CLSDST PASS ACTBCPS If you specify Y and have specified that
the application issues CLSDST PASS, the
ACLPGM will be allowed to communicate
with the application before the PASS.

Start ACLPGM ACTACL The default session activation ACL program
used to activate sessions to this application

Substring ACTSTUB Used with applications that use CLSDST
PASS. Specify a substring of characters
from the application's minor APPL
statements if those statements do not
begin with the same characters as the
major APPL statement. This substring must
uniquely identify the application.

Suspend background application ACTSWOUT Used for applications that automatically
update the application screen. If you
specify Y and the user switches out of the
session, TPX will inform the application that
automatic updating of the screen should
be suspended until the user returns to the
application session.

Termination ACLPGM ACTTACL Specifies the default session termination
ACL program used when sessions to this
application are terminated.

Timeout Minutes ACTTOUT The number of minutes of inactivity that can
pass before TPX automatically terminates a
session with this application.

Type (SHR,GRP,UNQ,TPX) ACTTYPE Describes the application's virtual terminal
requirements.
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USERVAR application ACTUVAR Indicates whether the application uses a
VTAM USERVAR definition in lieu of the
Extended Recovery Facility.

XRF application ACTXRF Specifies whether the application uses the
Extended Recovery Facility.

Auto restart ACTAUT Tells TPX whether to automatically
reconnect to the application when the
user's virtual terminal session with the
application ends.

Disallow VIEWing on this appl ACTNVIEW Specifies whether TPX prevents users from
using any of the View facility features.

End-to-End option ACTETEC Tells TPX when it should return the SNA
response to the application when the
application sends data. Options are:
ALL -- wait for response from the terminal
on every RU.
NONE -- don't wait for the response from
the physical terminal.
BB -- wait for response from the terminal on
any RU with Begin Bracket.
DR -- wait for response from the terminal
on any RU carrying the request for Definite
Response.

Enforce CD protocol ACTBRKT Specify Y to ignore data received from
non-SNA terminals that violates protocol.
Specify N if you don't want this data
ignored.

Extended datastream ACTEXT Specifies whether the application has a
terminal table indicating extended data
stream support.

Gen Qualified Pass Ticket ACTQTIX Indicates that a Pass Ticket will be
generated based on ACF2 or TOP
SECRET qualified profiles

Generate Pass Ticket ACTPTIX Indicates that a pass ticket is to be
generated for this application during
session initiation.

Generic Resource ACTGR Specifies whether the application is actually
a generic resource name for a pool of
applications. Setting this will cause TPX to
take the APPLID from the network name
control vector rather than the plu name field
of the bind.

Ignore appl output for timeout ACTOPT8 Indicates whether application output is
disregarded when updating fields used for
timeout checking.

Inbound compression ACTMDT Indicates whether inbound compression is
performed on this application. Specify Y to
have TPX optimize inbound data.
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Inform user of CD protocol error ACTBMSG Indicates whether TPX notifies a user
sending protocol violating data from a
non-SNA terminal that the data has been
ignored. Specify Y if you've specified Y for
Enforce CD protocol and want the user to
know when data is ignored.

Inquire on application status ACTINQ Tells TPX whether to issue the VTAM
INQUIRE APPLSTAT macro for this
application.

Issues CLSDST PASS ACTCPS Indicates whether the application may issue
a CLSDST PASS to another VTAM applid
after the initial session to this application
is established. Specifying Y allows TPX
to recognize that the aspects of CLSDST
PASS processing are normal and not error
situations.

Keep virtual terminal ACTSAVE Specifies whether the virtual terminal
should be maintained when the application
session ends. Certain applications require
the virtual terminal to be maintained and
reserved for that session for security
reasons

Label ACTLABEL The up to 32 characters of description
that appears on the TPX menu for this
application.

Mask entry name ACTMSK1 Specifies the name of the virtual terminal
mask that controls which virtual terminal
TPX selects for the application session. You
specify these masks on the Masking Rules
Table.

Masking done for security ACTMASKX Indicates whether masking has been
established for security reasons. Specify
Y to prevent session transfers if masking
was specified in the application definition.
Specify N to allow session transfers.

Maximum sessions ACTUMAX Specifies the maximum number of virtual
terminal sessions that can be active in TPX
at one time for this application.

Mode entry override ACTMODET Specifies the name of a particular logon
mode table entry that TPX must use for
this application. Include this value only
for applications that require the use of a
specific logon mode table entry name.

Model sensitive ACTMDL Specifies whether the application has a
terminal table with specific terminal and
model definitions. These applications
require that the virtual terminal model types
match the physical terminal model.

Outbound compression ACTCOMP Indicates whether outbound compression
is performed on this application. If you
specify Y TPX will do 3270 data stream
compression on all data this application
sends to the terminal.
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Outbound stripping ACTSTRIP Indicates whether outbound stripping is
performed on this application. If you specify
Y TPX strips extended attribute bytes that
are not supported by a physical terminal.

OPENGATE Control User ACTCUSER Specifies the user ID of the user who
controls this application for OPENGATE
processing.

Pass Ticket prof name ACTLMOD Specifies the name to be supplied to the
external security system during Pass Ticket
generation for TSO and VM systems.

Readbuf Technique ACTRDBUF Indicates whether TPX reads the terminal
controller buffer contents when the user
switches out of the application session.

Screen even if readbuf technique ACTSCRN Indicates that a virtual screen image is
maintained even though Y was specified in
the Readbuf Technique field.

Sends first screen ACTCLEAR Indicates whether the terminal user should
wait for the application to send the first
screen at session start time. Specifying Y
indicates that the application is going to
send the first screen.

Session Key ACTKEY Identifies a single PFkey that lets the user
go directly to the application session.

Sessionid ACTSESS The name identifying the session on the
TPX menu unless it's overridden at the
profile or user level.

Signal session switch ACTSGNL Used to inform network management and
measurement products such as Net Alert
when the user switches from one virtual
terminal session to another. Specify a one-
to eight-character identifier that will be used
as the signal.

Start ACL prior to CLSDST PASS ACTBCPS If you specify Y and have specified that
the application issues CLSDST PASS, the
ACLPGM will be allowed to communicate
with the application before the PASS.

Start ACLPGM ACTACL The default session activation ACL program
used to activate sessions to this application

Substring ACTSTUB Used with applications that use CLSDST
PASS. Specify a substring of characters
from the application's minor APPL
statements if those statements do not
begin with the same characters as the
major APPL statement. This substring must
uniquely identify the application.

Suspend background application ACTSWOUT Used for applications that automatically
update the application screen. If you
specify Y and the user switches out of the
session, TPX will inform the application that
automatic updating of the screen should
be suspended until the user returns to the
application session.
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Termination ACLPGM ACTTACL Specifies the default session termination
ACL program used when sessions to this
application are terminated.

Timeout Minutes ACTTOUT The number of minutes of inactivity that can
pass before TPX automatically terminates a
session with this application.

Type (SHR,GRP,UNQ,TPX) ACTTYPE Describes the application's virtual terminal
requirements.

USERVAR application ACTUVAR Indicates whether the application uses a
VTAM USERVAR definition in lieu of the
Extended Recovery Facility.

XRF application ACTXRF Specifies whether the application uses the
Extended Recovery Facility.

STX User Variables (by Variable Name)

Variable Name Field Name in Online Administration Field Description
XUACIDSN ACIDSN The default data set name used by all ACI

INCLUDE commands that only specify a
member.

XUACIFM Filemode The file mode of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

XUACIFN Filename The file name of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

XUACIFT Filetype The file type of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

XUACIPWD Link Password The password for the virtual minidisk
containing the default file used by the ACI
INCLUDE command.

XUACIVAD Link Virtual Address The virtual minidisk address of the default
file used by the ACI INCLUDE command.

XUAUTH Authorization The user's authorization class. The possible
values are A, B, C, or D.

XUCASE Upper Case Conversion Indicates whether or not input characters
are automatically converted to upper case.

XUCOPY Spool Copies The number of copies produced when
output is spooled to a printer.

XUDISP Disposition The disposition status for the data set
allocated when output is spooled to a data
set. Values can be OLD, NEW, SHR, or
MOD.

XUDSN Dataset Name The name of data set allocated when output
is spooled to a data set.

XUEMUDES Emulation Spool Dest The destination of output if spooling is used
during full-screen emulation. Values can be
either F or P. F specifies an MVS data set.
P specifies a printer using SYSOUT.
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XUHEAD1 Header1 The first line of data to be used as a header
for the data set allocated when output is
spooled to a data set.

XUHEAD2 Header2 The second line of data to be used as a
header for the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set.

XUHEAD3 Header3 The third line of data to be used as a
header for the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set.

XULOGAPL Startup application name The X.25 application that is automatically
activated when a user signs on to STX.
This value must be identical to the
application's name in the Application
Definition Table (NPT).

XUMODE Screen Presentation Mode The initial setting for the screen mode.
The user can change the mode in an X.25
application session, but this is the value set
when the user signs on to STX. Possible
values are:
R -- indicates continuous roll mode. This is
the default option.
W -- indicates wrap-around mode.
P -- indicates page-at-a-time mode.
A -- indicates automatic refresh mode.

XUMUJRNL Emulation Journalling Indicates whether or not the user can save
screens in the session journal when using
full-screen emulation. Possible values are Y
or N.

XUOAUTO Autopage mode Allowed Indicates whether or not the user can use
the automatic refresh screen presentation
mode. Possible values are Y or N.

XUOPAGE Page mode Allowed Indicates whether or not the user can use
the page-at-a-time screen presentation
mode. Possible values are Y or N.

XUOWRAP Wrap mode Allowed Indicates whether or not the user can use
the wrap-around screen presentation mode.
Possible values are Y or N.

XUPCOLS Screen Presentation Width The line length of the simulated terminal.
Possible values are 80 and 132.

XUPFCB Printer FCB The forms control buffer image that JES
should set to guide printing of the sysout
data set when spooling output to a printer.

XUPRINTR Printer The name of the printer used when
spooling output to a printer. This value
corresponds to the value given in a JCL
DEST parameter.

XUPRNTCL Spool Class The output class to which spooled output is
routed. Possible values are a letter from A
to Z or a number from 0 to 9.
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XUPSWD Password The user's password. It can be up to 8
characters long. When STX security is
specified in the System Options Table
(STXT), the password the user enters
at signon is checked against this one.
Otherwise, it is the responsibility of the
security system or one of the security exits
to check the password the user enters.

XUSOROLL Roll Mode Allowed Indicates whether or not the user can
specify the continuous-roll screen
presentation mode. Possible values are Y
or N.

XUSPLSZ Journal Allocation Blocks The number of 3160-byte blocks to be
allocated to a user's journal spill file. The
default is 500. A value of 0 specifies no spill
file, but the user has access to the portion
of the journal that is maintained in memory.
The number of line blocks that are kept in
memory is specified with the Performance
Parameters in the System Options Table
(STXT).

XUSPOLUN Unit The unit for the data set allocated when
spooling output to a data set.

XUSPRNDS Allow Spool to Dataset Indicates whether or not the user can spool
output to a data set.

XUTERMT Emulated Terminal Type The type of terminal emulated for X.25
applications. Possible values are TTY for
a standard teletype device or AJ for an AJ
model 33 terminal.

XUTMOUT Timeout Interval The interval in minutes after which an
inactive user is disconnected from an X.25
session. The default is 15 minutes. If 0 is
specified, STX does not disconnect inactive
users, although the remote application may
clear the virtual circuit.

XUTTOTT Timeout Terminal Indicates whether or not the timeout interval
applies to the terminal session in addition to
the application session.

XU$STX None Indicates whether or not the session is a
STX session.

STX User Variables (by Field Name)

Field Name in Online Administration Variable Name Field Description
ACIDSN XUACIDSN The default data set name used by all ACI

INCLUDE commands that only specify a
member.

Allow Spool to Dataset XUSPRNDS Indicates whether or not the user can spool
output to a data set.

Authorization XUAUTH The user's authorization class. The possible
values are A, B, C, or D.
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Autopage mode Allowed XUOAUTO Indicates whether or not the user can use
the automatic refresh screen presentation
mode. Possible values are Y or N.

Dataset Name XUDSN The name of data set allocated when output
is spooled to a data set.

Disposition XUDISP The disposition status for the data set
allocated when output is spooled to a data
set. Values can be OLD, NEW, SHR, or
MOD.

Emulated Terminal Type XUTERMT The type of terminal emulated for X.25
applications. Possible values are TTY for
a standard teletype device or AJ for an AJ
model 33 terminal.

Emulation Journalling XUMUJRNL Indicates whether or not the user can save
screens in the session journal when using
full-screen emulation. Possible values are Y
or N.

Emulation Spool Dest XUEMUDES The destination of output if spooling is used
during full-screen emulation. Values can be
either F or P. F specifies an MVS data set.
P specifies a printer using SYSOUT.

Filemode XUACIFM The file mode of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

Filename XUACIFN The file name of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

Filetype XUACIFT The file type of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

Header1 XUHEAD1 The first line of data to be used as a header
for the data set allocated when output is
spooled to a data set.

Header2 XUHEAD2 The second line of data to be used as a
header for the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set.

Header3 XUHEAD3 The third line of data to be used as a
header for the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set.

Journal Allocation Blocks XUSPLSZ The number of 3160-byte blocks to be
allocated to a user's journal spill file. The
default is 500. A value of 0 specifies no spill
file, but the user has access to the portion
of the journal that is maintained in memory.
The number of line blocks that are kept in
memory is specified with the Performance
Parameters in the System Options Table
(STXT).

Link Password XUACIPWD The password for the virtual minidisk
containing the default file used by the ACI
INCLUDE command.

Link Virtual Address XUACIVAD The virtual minidisk address of the default
file used by the ACI INCLUDE command.
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Page mode Allowed XUOPAGE Indicates whether or not the user can use
the page-at-a-time screen presentation
mode. Possible values are Y or N.

Password XUPSWD The user's password. It can be up to 8
characters long. When STX security is
specified in the System Options Table
(STXT), the password the user enters
at signon is checked against this one.
Otherwise, it is the responsibility of the
security system or one of the security exits
to check the password the user enters.

Printer XUPRINTR The name of the printer used when
spooling output to a printer. This value
corresponds to the value given in a JCL
DEST parameter.

Printer FCB XUPFCB The forms control buffer image that JES
should set to guide printing of the sysout
data set when spooling output to a printer.

Roll Mode Allowed XUSOROLL Indicates whether or not the user can
specify the continuous-roll screen
presentation mode. Possible values are Y
or N.

Screen Presentation Mode XUMODE The initial setting for the screen mode.
The user can change the mode in an X.25
application session, but this is the value set
when the user signs on to STX. Possible
values are:
R -- indicates continuous roll mode. This is
the default option.
W -- indicates wrap-around mode.
P -- indicates page-at-a-time mode.
A -- indicates automatic refresh mode.

Screen Presentation Width XUPCOLS The line length of the simulated terminal.
Possible values are 80 and 132.

Spool Class XUPRNTCL The output class to which spooled output is
routed. Possible values are a letter from A
to Z or a number from 0 to 9.

Spool Copies XUCOPY The number of copies produced when
output is spooled to a printer.

Startup application name XULOGAPL The X.25 application that is automatically
activated when a user signs on to STX.
This value must be identical to the
application's name in the Application
Definition Table (NPT).

Timeout Interval XUTMOUT The interval in minutes after which an
inactive user is disconnected from an X.25
session. The default is 15 minutes. If 0 is
specified, STX does not disconnect inactive
users, although the remote application may
clear the virtual circuit.

Timeout Terminal XUTTOTT Indicates whether or not the timeout interval
applies to the terminal session in addition to
the application session.
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Unit XUSPOLUN The unit for the data set allocated when
spooling output to a data set.

Upper Case Conversion XUCASE Indicates whether or not input characters
are automatically converted to upper case.

Wrap mode Allowed XUOWRAP Indicates whether or not the user can use
the wrap-around screen presentation mode.
Possible values are Y or N.

STX Profile Variables (by Variable Name)

Variable Name Field Name in Online Administration Field Description
XPACIDSN ACIDSN The default data set name used by all ACI

INCLUDE commands that only specify a
member.

XPACIFM Filemode The file mode of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

XPACIFN Filename The file name of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

XPACIFT Filetype The file type of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

XPACIPWD Link Password The password for the virtual minidisk
containing the default file used by the ACI
INCLUDE command.

XPACIVAD Link Virtual Address The virtual minidisk address of the default
file used by the ACI INCLUDE command.

XPAUTH Authorization The user's authorization class. The possible
values are A, B, C, or D.

XPCASE Upper Case Conversion Indicates whether or not input characters
are automatically converted to upper case.

XPCOPY Spool Copies The number of copies produced when
output is spooled to a printer.

XPDISP Disposition The disposition status for the data set
allocated when output is spooled to a data
set. Values can be OLD, NEW, SHR, or
MOD.

XPDSN Dataset Name The name of data set allocated when output
is spooled to a data set.

XPEMUDES Emulation Spool Dest The destination of output if spooling is used
during full-screen emulation. Values can be
either F or P. F specifies an MVS data set.
P specifies a printer using SYSOUT.

XPHEAD1 Header1 The first line of data to be used as a header
for the data set allocated when output is
spooled to a data set.

XPHEAD2 Header2 The second line of data to be used as a
header for the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set.
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XPHEAD3 Header3 The third line of data to be used as a
header for the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set.

XPLOGAPL Startup application name The X.25 application that is automatically
activated when a user signs on to STX.
This value must be identical to the
application's name in the Application
Definition Table (NPT).

XPMODE Screen Presentation Mode The initial setting for the screen mode.
The user can change the mode in an X.25
application session, but this is the value set
when the user signs on to STX. Possible
values are:
R -- indicates continuous roll mode. This is
the default option.
W -- indicates wrap-around mode.
P -- indicates page-at-a-time mode.
A -- indicates automatic refresh mode.

XPMUJRNL Emulation Journalling Indicates whether or not the user can save
screens in the session journal when using
full-screen emulation. Possible values are Y
or N.

XPOAUTO Autopage mode Allowed Indicates whether or not the user can use
the automatic refresh screen presentation
mode. Possible values are Y or N.

XPOPAGE Page mode Allowed Indicates whether or not the user can use
the page-at-a-time screen presentation
mode. Possible values are Y or N.

XPOWRAP Wrap mode Allowed Indicates whether or not the user can use
the wrap-around screen presentation mode.
Possible values are Y or N.

XPPCOLS Screen Presentation Width The line length of the simulated terminal.
Possible values are 80 and 132.

XPPFCB Printer FCB The forms control buffer image that JES
should set to guide printing of the sysout
data set when spooling output to a printer.

XPPRINTR Printer The name of the printer used when
spooling output to a printer. This value
corresponds to the value given in a JCL
DEST parameter.

XPPRNTCL Spool Class The output class to which spooled output is
routed. Possible values are a letter from A
to Z or a number from 0 to 9.

XPPSWD Password The user's password. It can be up to 8
characters long. When STX security is
specified in the System Options Table
(STXT), the password the user enters
at signon is checked against this one.
Otherwise, it is the responsibility of the
security system or one of the security exits
to check the password the user enters.
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XPSOROLL Roll Mode Allowed Indicates whether or not the user can
specify the continuous-roll screen
presentation mode. Possible values are Y
or N.

XPSPLSZ Journal Allocation Blocks The number of 3160-byte blocks to be
allocated to a user's journal spill file. The
default is 500. A value of 0 specifies no spill
file, but the user has access to the portion
of the journal that is maintained in memory.
The number of line blocks that are kept in
memory is specified with the Performance
Parameters in the System Options Table
(STXT).

XPSPOLUN Unit The unit for the data set allocated when
spooling output to a data set.

XPSPRNDS Allow Spool to Dataset Indicates whether or not the user can spool
output to a data set.

XPTERMT Emulated Terminal Type The type of terminal emulated for X.25
applications. Possible values are TTY for
a standard teletype device or AJ for an AJ
model 33 terminal.

XPTMOUT Timeout Interval The interval in minutes after which an
inactive user is disconnected from an X.25
session. The default is 15 minutes. If 0 is
specified, STX does not disconnect inactive
users, although the remote application may
clear the virtual circuit.

XPTTOTT Timeout Terminal Indicates whether or not the timeout interval
applies to the terminal session in addition to
the application session.

XP$STX None Indicates whether or not the session is a
STX session.

STX Profile Variables (by Field Name)

Field Name in Online Administration Variable Name Field Description
ACIDSN XPACIDSN The default data set name used by all ACI

INCLUDE commands that only specify a
member.

Allow Spool to Dataset XPSPRNDS Indicates whether or not the user can spool
output to a data set.

Authorization XPAUTH The user's authorization class. The possible
values are A, B, C, or D.

Autopage mode Allowed XPOAUTO Indicates whether or not the user can use
the automatic refresh screen presentation
mode. Possible values are Y or N.

Dataset Name XPDSN The name of data set allocated when output
is spooled to a data set.
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Disposition XPDISP The disposition status for the data set
allocated when output is spooled to a data
set. Values can be OLD, NEW, SHR, or
MOD.

Emulated Terminal Type XPTERMT The type of terminal emulated for X.25
applications. Possible values are TTY for
a standard teletype device or AJ for an AJ
model 33 terminal.

Emulation Journalling XPMUJRNL Indicates whether or not the user can save
screens in the session journal when using
full-screen emulation. Possible values are Y
or N.

Emulation Spool Dest XPEMUDES The destination of output if spooling is used
during full-screen emulation. Values can be
either F or P. F specifies an MVS data set.
P specifies a printer using SYSOUT.

Filemode XPACIFM The file mode of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

Filename XPACIFN The file name of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

Filetype XPACIFT The file type of the default file used by the
ACI INCLUDE command.

Header1 XPHEAD1 The first line of data to be used as a header
for the data set allocated when output is
spooled to a data set.

Header2 XPHEAD2 The second line of data to be used as a
header for the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set.

Header3 XPHEAD3 The third line of data to be used as a
header for the data set allocated when
output is spooled to a data set.

Journal Allocation Blocks XPSPLSZ The number of 3160-byte blocks to be
allocated to a user's journal spill file. The
default is 500. A value of 0 specifies no spill
file, but the user has access to the portion
of the journal that is maintained in memory.
The number of line blocks that are kept in
memory is specified with the Performance
Parameters in the System Options Table
(STXT).

Link Password XPACIPWD The password for the virtual minidisk
containing the default file used by the ACI
INCLUDE command.

Link Virtual Address XPACIVAD The virtual minidisk address of the default
file used by the ACI INCLUDE command.

Page mode Allowed XPOPAGE Indicates whether or not the user can use
the page-at-a-time screen presentation
mode. Possible values are Y or N.
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Password XPPSWD The user's password. It can be up to 8
characters long. When STX security is
specified in the System Options Table
(STXT), the password the user enters
at signon is checked against this one.
Otherwise, it is the responsibility of the
security system or one of the security exits
to check the password the user enters.

Printer XPPRINTR The name of the printer used when
spooling output to a printer. This value
corresponds to the value given in a JCL
DEST parameter.

Printer FCB XPPFCB The forms control buffer image that JES
should set to guide printing of the sysout
data set when spooling output to a printer.

Roll Mode Allowed XPSOROLL Indicates whether or not the user can
specify the continuous-roll screen
presentation mode. Possible values are Y
or N.

Screen Presentation Mode XPMODE The initial setting for the screen mode.
The user can change the mode in an X.25
application session, but this is the value set
when the user signs on to STX. Possible
values are:
R -- indicates continuous roll mode. This is
the default option.
W -- indicates wrap-around mode.
P -- indicates page-at-a-time mode.
A -- indicates automatic refresh mode.

Screen Presentation Width XPPCOLS The line length of the simulated terminal.
Possible values are 80 and 132.

Spool Class XPPRNTCL The output class to which spooled output is
routed. Possible values are a letter from A
to Z or a number from 0 to 9.

Spool Copies XPCOPY The number of copies produced when
output is spooled to a printer.

Startup application name XPLOGAPL The X.25 application that is automatically
activated when a user signs on to STX.
This value must be identical to the
application's name in the Application
Definition Table (NPT).

Timeout Interval XPTMOUT The interval in minutes after which an
inactive user is disconnected from an X.25
session. The default is 15 minutes. If 0 is
specified, STX does not disconnect inactive
users, although the remote application may
clear the virtual circuit.

Timeout Terminal XPTTOTT Indicates whether or not the timeout interval
applies to the terminal session in addition to
the application session.

Unit XPSPOLUN The unit for the data set allocated when
spooling output to a data set.
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Upper Case Conversion XPCASE Indicates whether or not input characters
are automatically converted to upper case.

Wrap mode Allowed XPOWRAP Indicates whether or not the user can use
the wrap-around screen presentation mode.
Possible values are Y or N.

STX User Session Variables (by Variable Name)

Variable Name Field Name in Online Administration Field Description
XAPXACI ACI Program The ACI program that is automatically

executed upon connection to the
application. This parameter overrides the
ACI program specified in the Emulation
Options of the Application Definition Table
(NPT).

XAPXP01 through XAPXP16 &&P1 through &&P16 The ACI program parameters for this
session. ACI programs refer to these
parameters with variables &&P1 through
&&P16. Use single quotes if the value
contains spaces or commas. The strings
can contain a maximum of 64 characters.

XAPX$SES None The application name.
XAPX$MEN# None The position of the session ID in the STX

Menu.
XAPX$STX None Indicates whether or not the session is

a STX session. This variable can have a
value of Y or N.

STX Profile Session Variables (by Variable Name)

Variable Name Field Name in Online Administration Field Description
XPPXACI ACI Program The ACI program that is automatically

executed upon connection to the
application. This parameter overrides the
ACI program specified in the Emulation
Options of the Application Definition Table
(NPT).

XPPXP01 through XPPXP16 &&P1 through &&P16 The ACI program parameters for this
session. ACI programs refer to these
parameters with variables &&P1 through
&&P16. Use single quotes if the value
contains spaces or commas. The strings
can contain a maximum of 64 characters.

XPPX$SES None The application name.
XPPX$MEN# None The position of the session ID in the STX

Menu.
XPPX$STX None Indicates whether or not the session is

a STX session. This variable can have a
value of Y or N.
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Batch Command Summary
This section summarizes the Batch commands that are available.

Special Command Statements
The following are the syntax diagrams for special command statements that are not used explicitly for updating,
extracting, or reporting.

RESET INTEGRITY
                                |-------------------+

                                V                    |

->>--- RESET INTEGRITY -----(-------- ADMIN1 --------------)---><

                                  |-- ADMIN2 ---|

                                  |-- NOTES ----|

                                  |-- MAIL -----|

                                  +-- VIEW ----+

------------------------------------------------------------------

SET
->>--- SET ----- variable ----------- variable2 -------------><

                                 +-- 'value' -----+

VDEFINE
->>--- VDEFINE ----- variable ------ (LENGTH(length)) -------><

ADD Statements
The following are the syntax diagrams for ADD statements that do not use an extract file.

Add Users and Profiles
->>--- ADD ----------------------- USER --------------------(---->

              |-- TPX --|      +-- PROFILES --+

              +-- STX --+ 

    |--------------------------------------------------+

    V                                                    |

->---- object ----------------------------------------------)---><

                |     |------------------ -+       |

                |     V                    |        |

                +--(----- variable(value) -----)---+

Add Sessions to Users and Profiles
->>--- ADD -------------------------- USERSESSION -----------------(----->

                |-- TPX --|       +-- PROFILESESSION ---+

                +-- STX --+

    |--------------------------------------------------------------+

    V                                                                |

->---- objectID --- sessionID ---------------------------------------)--><

                                |     |--------------------+     |
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                                |     V                     |     |

                                +--(----- variable(value) ----)--+

Add Profile Sessions
                              |-------------------------+

                              V                          |

->>-- ADD -- USERPROFILE --(----- userID -- profileID -----)---><

Add Administrative Authority
                                    |---------------------+

                                    V                       |

->>-- ADD------------USERMAGN---(---userID -- group-name----)--><

           |- TPX -|

           +- STX -+

Add View Facility Authority
                           |-------------------------------------+

                           V                                       |

->>-- ADD -- USERVAGN ---(--- userID -- group-name -- authority ---)---><

Add Mail Messages
->>-- ADD -- MAILMESSAGE ------------------------------------------------>

                      +-- EXPIRING ---(-------------------------------)--+

                          | +--MM(mm)--+ +--DD(dd)--+ +--YY----yy----+---|

                           |                             +- yyyy -+        |

                           +------------------ nn -----------------------+

->-- SUBJECT ---- (-- subject --)---TO----------------------------------->

                                          |-- USERS ------|

                                          +-- USERLISTS --+

                  |--------------------+

                  V                     |

->-------------------- recipient ------------------------- text ---------><

    |     |   |                       |   |     |     |     |      |     |

    +- ( -+   +------*BULLETIN* -----+   +- ) -+     +- ( -+     +- ) -+

Add User Lists
->>-- ADD -- USERLIST --- userlist ---- owner ----------------------------------->

                                    +- *GENERAL* -+ +- PRIVATE -+ +- INVISIBLE -+

                                                                 |--------+

                                                                 V         |

->------------------------------------------------------------(--- entry ---)---><

     |--- USERS ---------------------|   +-- TITLE -- (title) --+

     |--- USERIDS -------------------|

     |--- USERLISTS -----------------|

     |--- TERMINALS -----------------|

     |---------------APPLICATIONS ---|

     |  +- ACTIVE -+                   |

     |                                 |

     |----------------SESSIONS-------|

     |  +- ACTIVE -+                   |
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     |                                 |

     +--- GROUPS --------------------+

Add Applications
   ->>--- ADD ------------------ ACTAPPL----(objectID applID)--><

CONVERT Statements
The following are the syntax diagrams for CONVERT statements.

Convert STXTs
->>--- CONVERT ----- USING(ddname) ----- STXT ---- tablename --><

Convert NPTs
->>-- CONVERT -- USING(-- ddname1 - ddname2 --)--NPT-tablename-><

Convert MSGFILEs
->>--- CONVERT ---MSGFILE----- TO ---------------- MAIL -----><

                           +-- REPLACING --+

Convert MAIL Files
->>--- CONVERT ---MSGFILE------- TO ---------------- MSGFILE --><

                             +-- REPLACING --+

COPY Statements
The following are the syntax diagrams for COPY statements.

Copy Users and Profiles
->>--- COPY ---------------------- USER -------------- templates ----------- ( -->

                |-- TPX --|     +-- PROFILES --+                     +- TO -+

                +-- STX --+ 

    |-------------------------------------------------------+

    V                                                          |

->---- object -------------------------------------------------- ) -------------><

                 |        |------------------ -+        |

                 |        V                     |        |

                 +-- ( ------ variable(value) ---- ) ---+

Copy User and Profile Sessions
->>--- COPY --------------------- USERSESSION -------- template -- sessionID--- ( -->

                |-- TPX --|   +-- PROFILESESSION --+

                +-- STX --+ 

    |-------------------------------------------------------------------+

    V                                                                     |

->---- objectID ---- new-sessionID ---------------------------------------- ) ---><

                                     |      |------------------+       |

                                     |      V                   |       |

                                     +-- ( --- variable(value) --- ) --+
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Copy Applications
   ->>--- COPY --------- ACTAPPL  templateact templateappl------ ( -->

   |---------------------------------------------------------+ 

   V                                                          | 

   ->---- objectact --------------------objectappl-------------- ) -----------><

DELETE Statements
The following are syntax diagrams for DELETE statements that do not use an extract file.

Delete Users and Profiles
                                                      |----------+

                                                      V           |

->>-- DELETE ------------------ USER ---------------(--- object ----)--><

               |-- TPX --|  +-- PROFILES --+

               +-- STX --+

Delete Sessions from Users and Profiles
                                                       |--------------------+

                                                       V                     |

->>-- DELETE ------------------- USERSESSION --------(--- object -- sessID -- ) --><

               |-- TPX --|   +-- PROFILESESSION --+

               +-- STX --+

Delete Profiles from a User
                                  |-----------------------+

                                  V                         |

->>--DELETE --- USERPROFILE ---(--- userID -- profileID ---)---><

Delete Administrative Authority from a User
                                     |--------------------------+

                                     V                            |

->>--- DELETE ----- USERMAGN ------(--- userID --- group-name -----)---><

                +-- USERVAGN --+

Delete Mail Messages
->>-- DELETE -- MAILMESSAGE -- BEFORE --(---------------------------------)--+---><

                                      | +--MM(mm)--+ +--DD(dd)--+ +--YY--yy--+--|

                                      |                             +- yyyy -+    |

                                       +--------- nn ------- DAYS --------------+

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Delete User Lists
->>-- DELETE -- USERLIST --- userlist ----- owner -------------><

                                         +-- *GENERAL* --+

UPDATE Statements
The following are the syntax diagrams for UPDATE statements that do not use extract files.
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Update Users and Profiles
->>--- UPDATE -------------------- USER -----------(---->

                |-- TPX --|    +-- PROFILE --+

                +-- STX --+

    |-----------------------------------------+

    |                 |--------------------+  |

    V                 V                     |  |

->---- object -----(----- variable(value) -----)------)---><

Update User and Profile Sessions
->>--- UPDATE --------------------- ACTAPPL -----------------(---->

      |-----------------------------------------------+

      |                        |---------------------+ |

      V                        V                      | |

->---- objected applid -------(----- variable(value) -----)--------)----><

EXTRACT Statement
The following is the syntax diagram for an EXTRACT statement that creates an extract file for reporting or updating.

->>-- EXTRACT -- GIVING(ddname) ---- USER -------------- AND ALL SESSIONS ------->

                                 |-- PROFILE ---+     |- AND MATCHING SESSIONS -|

                                 |                    +- AND NO SESSIONS -------|

                                 |-- MAILMESSAGE -------------------------------|

                                 |-- USERLIST ----------------------------------|

                     +-- ACT ---------------------------------------+

           |------------------------------------------------------+

           |                      |-------------+                 |

           V                      V             |                 |

->---------------(--- variable( ---- value ----------)------------------)------><

REPORT Statement
The following are the syntax diagrams for the REPORT statement and the line definition that is used in the REPORT
statement.

->>--- REPORT ---- GIVING(ddname)--- USING(extract-ddname) --(---->

    |------------------------------+

    V                                |

->---- (line-definition) -------------------)--------------------><

Line Definition in the Report Statement
               |------------------+

               V                   |

->>-- ' -- * ------- &variable ------ ' ------------------------------------><

                 +-- string ----+         |  |-----------------------+  |

                                           |  V                        |  |

                                          +----' --- &variable --- ' ---+

                                                  +-- string ---+
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ADD Statement (Using an Extract File)
The following are the syntax diagrams for the ADD statement that uses an extract file.

Add Profiles or Authority
->>-- ADD --------------- USERPROFILE --------USING(ddname) ---->

                      |-- USERMAGN ----|

                      +-- USERVAGN ----+

->---------- (object) -----------------------------------------><

         |                                            |

         +---(-- group-name ----- authority -----)---+

Add User Lists
->>-- ADD -- USERLIST --- userlist --- owner ---------------------------------->

                                    +-*GENERAL* -+ +- PRIVATE -+ +- INVISIBLE -+

->------------------------------ USING (ddname) ------------------------------><

     +-- title - (title) -+

DELETE Statement (Using an Extract File)
The following are the syntax diagrams for the DELETE statements that use an extract file.

Delete Users, Profiles, and Sessions
->>-- DELETE------------------- USER ---------------- USING(ddname) ----><

               |-- TPX --|  |-- PROFILE ----------|

               +-- STX --+  |-- USERSESSION ------|

                            +-- PROFILESESSION ---+

Delete User Profiles and Authorization
                                                            |----------+

                                                            V           |

->>--- DELETE ----- USERPROFILE --------USING(ddname) ---(--- (object) ---)----><

                |-- USERMAGN -----|

                |-- USERVAGN -----+

Delete Applications
->>--- DELETE --- ACTAPPL ---- USING --- (ddname) ----><

Delete Mail Locators
->>--- DELETE --- MAILMESSAGE ------ USING ----- (ddname) ---><

UPDATE Statement (Using an Extract File)
The following is the syntax diagram for the UPDATE statement that uses an extract file.

                                    |--------------------+

                                    V                      |

->>-- UPDATE -- USING(ddname) ---(----- variable(value)----)---><
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Convert MSGFILEs and MAIL Files
This topic explains how Batch facility commands can be used to convert MSGFILEs to MAIL files that can be used
by TPX. The MAIL file is a VSAM file that is used by the Mail facility. The batch commands can be used to convert an
MSGFILE into a MAIL file and to convert a MAIL file into an MSGFILE.

Convert Information from an MSGFILE

The CONVERT command converts information from an MSGFILE into a MAIL file.

->>--- CONVERT ---MSGFILE------- TO -------------- MSGFILE ----><

                             +-- REPLACING --+

Operand Explanations
The CONVERT statement for MSGFILEs has the following operands:
TO

Indicates that any information already in the MAIL file is not changed.
REPLACING

Indicates that any information in the MSGFILE that matches information in the MAIL file replaces that
information in the MAIL file.

Example
An administrator wants to convert the MSGFILE into a VSAM MAIL file. The MAIL file is new, so the administrator
is unconcerned about information in the MAIL file. The administrator includes the following statement in a batch
job:
CONVERT MSGFILE TO MAIL

The file is converted. The MAIL file now includes the information that was in the MSGFILE.

Convert Information from a MAIL File

The CONVERT command converts information from a MAIL into an MSGFILE.

->>--- CONVERT ---MAIL------- TO ---------------- MSGFILE ---><

                         +-- REPLACING --+

Operand Explanations
The CONVERT statement for MAIL files has the following operands:
TO

Indicates that any information already in the MSGFILE file is not changed.
REPLACING

Indicates that any information in the MAIL file that matches information in the MSGFILE replaces that
information in the MSGFILE.

Example
An administrator wants to convert the contents of a MAIL file so it can be used with an earlier version of TPX.
The administrator wants to make sure that the information in the MAIL file overwrites matching information in the
MSGFILE. The administrator includes the following statement in a batch job:
CONVERT MAIL REPLACING MSGFILE

The file is converted. The MSGFILE now includes the information that was in the MAIL file.
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Extract File Layout

Overview

This section contains a list of the records that will be written to an extract file. You will need to refer to this section if you
plan to use a report generator.

The file layout shown here is for a user record with a session record. In your extract file, there may be more than one
session record for each user record.

If the extract file contains a profile record, the layout is the same as the user record, except the field names begin with
PIDX instead of UIDX. In addition, any user fields that refer to profiles or groups are not included in a profile record.

NOTE

The field positions given specify the relative position of the field in the file.

Extract File Layout
Field

offset  Field

in hex  name

                XAPXV PREFIX=XAPX,TYPE=CSECT,CODE=U

000000 XAPXX  CSECT

       *

       * VSAM HEADER PORTION

       *

       *

000000 XAPXVSMH1 DS 0D

000000 XAPXVSMRD DC A(XAPXVSMHL+XAPXXLEN+0)

                                               RDW

000005 XAPXVSMK0 DC CL1'U'  SIGNIFICANT TYPE

000006 XAPXVSMK1 DC CL8  '  1ST PART OF KEY

00000E XAPXVSMK2 DC CL8' '  2ND PART OF KEY

000016 XAPXVSMLU DC CL8' '  USERID OF LAST UPDATER

00001E XAPXVSMDU DC CL8' '  DATE OF LAST UPDATE

000026 XAPXVSMTU DC CL8' '  TIME OF LAST UPDATE

00002E         DS     XL3

000031 XAPXVSMNR DC A(0)    NEXT RECORD POINTER

000035 XAPXVSMUT DC AL1(XAPXVSMAD)

                                   UPDATE INDICATOR FOR THE RECORD

       XAPXVSMUP EQU X'80   RECORD HAS BEEN UPDATED

       XAPXVSMAP EQU X'40   RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED

       XAPXVSMDE EQU X'20   RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED

       *           IF THIS FLAG IS ON AT THE TIME THE RECORD IS BEING

       *           READ, THE PRIMARY USE OF THIS SEGMENT IS NOT ACTIVE.

       XAPXVSMS1 EQU X'04   SEGMENT IS NOT USED FOR PRIMARY USE

       *           IF THIS FLAG IS ON AT THE TIME THE RECORD IS BEING

       *           WRITTEN, THE SEGMENT WILL NOT BE WRITTEN TO THE FILE.

       XAPXVSMD1 EQU X'02   SEGMENT IS UNUSED

000036 XAPXVSMV1 DC AL1(0)  THE VERSION ID OF THE FIRST SEGMENT

000037 XAPXVSM#1 DC AL2(4+XAPXXLEN)

                            LENGTH OF FIRST SEGMENT IF MULTI-SEGMENT

000038 XAPXVSM$1   DS OF     DATA OF FIRST SEGMENT
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       *           XAPXVSMH1

       *                    LENGTH OF HEADER

       *

000038 XAPXXID   DC  CL4'APX' EYECATCHER

00003C XAPXMEN#  DC  A(0)     ORDER OF APPL IN APPL MENU

000040 XAPXNPT   DC  CL8' '   NPT NAME

000048 XAPXACI   DC  CL8' '   ACI NAME

000050 XAPX0FCB  DC  F'0'

000054 XAPXFLAG  DC  XL1'00'  FLAGS

       XAPXVSYN  EQU X'80'    ON SAYS WE'RE PART OF A VSAM RECORD

       XAPXNPRF  EQU X'40'    NPRF BIT AS IN TPX

       XAPXDEL   EQU X'20'    *DELETED* FLAG AS IN TPX

000055 XAPXDSP   DC  XL1'00'  DISPLAY FLAG (NOT USED)

000056 XAPXDES   DC  XL32'00' DESCRIPTION (NOT USED)

000066 XAPXFCBA  DC  XL1'00'

       XAPXFP01  EQU X'80'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P1

       XAPXFP02  EQU X'40'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P2

       XAPXFP03  EQU X'20'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P3

       XAPXFP04  EQU X'10'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P4

       XAPXFP05  EQU X'08'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P5

       XAPXFP06  EQU X'04'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P6

       XAPXFP07  EQU X'02'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P7

       XAPXFP08  EQU X'01'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P8

000067 XAPXFCBB  DC XL1'00'

       XAPXFP09  EQU X'80'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P9

       XAPXFP10  EQU X'40'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P10

       XAPXFP11  EQU X'20'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P11

       XAPXFP12  EQU X'10'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P12

       XAPXFP13  EQU X'08'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P13

       XAPXFP14  EQU X'04'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P14

       XAPXFP15  EQU X'02'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P15

       XAPXFP16  EQU X'01'

                              USER MAY CHANGE ACI PARM &&P16

000068 XAPXFCBC  DC XL1'00'

       XAPXFACI  EQU X'80'

                              USER MAY CHANGE LOGON ACI SCRIPT NAME

       XAPXFP10  EQU X'40'

                              USER MAY CHANGE MENU ORDER
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       XAPXFP11  EQU X'20'

                              USER MAY CHANGE NPT NAME

       XAPXFP12  EQU X'10'

                              USER MAY CHANGE DISPLAYABLE FLAG

       XAPXFP13  EQU X'08'

                              USER MAY CHANGE DESCRIPTION

000069 XAPXFCBD  DC  XL1'00'  NOT USED AT PRESENT

00006A XAPXFCBE  DC  XL1'00'  NOT USED AT PRESENT

       XAPXFCB#  EQU *-XAPXFCBA

00006B           DC  XL1'00'  RESERVED

00006C           DC  XL16'00' RESERVED

00007C XAPXL01   DC  AL1(0)

00007D XAPXL02   DC  AL1(0)

00007E XAPXL03   DC  AL1(0)

00007F XAPXL04   DC  AL1(0)

000080 XAPXL05   DC  AL1(0)

000081 XAPXL06   DC  AL1(0)

000082 XAPXL07   DC  AL1(0)

000083 XAPXL08   DC  AL1(0)

000084 XAPXL09   DC  AL1(0)

000085 XAPXL10   DC  AL1(0)

000086 XAPXL11   DC  AL1(0)

000087 XAPXL12   DC  AL1(0)

000088 XAPXL13   DC  AL1(0)

000089 XAPXL14   DC  AL1(0)

00008A XAPXL15   DC  AL1(0)

00008B XAPXL16   DC  AL1(0)

00008C XAPXP01   DC  AL64'00'

00008D XAPXP02   DC  AL64'00'

00008E XAPXP03   DC  AL64'00'

00008F XAPXP04   DC  AL64'00'

000090 XAPXP05   DC  AL64'00'

000091 XAPXP06   DC  AL64'00'

000092 XAPXP07   DC  AL64'00'

000093 XAPXP08   DC  AL64'00'

000094 XAPXP09   DC  AL64'00'

000095 XAPXP10   DC  AL64'00'

000096 XAPXP11   DC  AL64'00'

000097 XAPXP12   DC  AL64'00'

000098 XAPXP13   DC  AL64'00'

000099 XAPXP14   DC  AL64'00'

00009A XAPXP15   DC  AL64'00'

00009B XAPXP16   DC  AL64'00'

                 ORG XAPXFLAG

                 DC  AL1(XAPXNPRF)

000000 VINDEX   DSECT

000000 VUSRRDW   DS  F'0'     Length of VSAM record

000004 VUSRRTYP  DS  CL1      PROFILE/USER RECORD

000005 VUSRKNME  DS  CL8      USER-NAME & START OF KEY

00000D VUSR$BLK  DS  CL8      THE REST OF KEY IS BLANK

000015 VUSRLUPD  DS  CL8      USERID OF LAST UPDATER

00001D VUSRDUPD  DS  CL8      DATE OF LAST UPDATE

000025 VUSRTUPD  DS  CL8      TIME OF LAST UPDATE
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00002D           DS  3C       UNUSE D

000030 VUSRNXTR  DS  A        NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

       VUSRHDR#  EQU *-VINDEX INFORMATION.

                     *

                     *First segment begins here.

                     *

000034 VUSRUPDT  DS  XL1      UPDATE IND. BYTE

       VIDXUPDT  EQU X'80'     RECORD HAS BEEN UPDATED

       VIDXADD   EQU X'40'     RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED

       VIDXDEL   EQU X'20'     RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED

       VIDXCOMN  EQU X'04'     NOT A CA-TPX USER. THE CA-TPX SEGMENT

       *                       EXISTS ONLY TO CARRY COMMON INFORMATION.

       *         EQU X'01'     RESERVED FOR VSAMPROF/MERGEPRG

000035 VUSRVER1  DC  X'01'     THE VERSION ID OF THE FIRST SEGMENT

       *                        *00 FOR 2.0 AND 3.0

       *                        *01 FOR 3.5 (HAS VIEW TABLE AT END)

000036 VUSRLEN1  DS  H'0'      LENGTH OF FIRST SEGMENT IF MULTI-SEGMENT

000038           DS  0F

       VUSRHLEN  EQU *-VINDEX   LENGTH OF HEADER AREA

                 UINDX PREFIX=UIDX,DSECT=NO

       VUSR      DS  0F

000038 UIDXID    DS  CL4       CONSTANT 'UIDX' OR 'PROF'

00003C UIDXNEXT  DS  A         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

000040 UIDXNAME  DS  CL8       NAME OF USER

000048 UIDXPRT   DS  CL8       DEFAULT PRINTER FOR SOFTCOPY

000050           DS  CL16      NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

000060 UIDXOWN   DS  CL8       OWNER SYSTEM

000068 UIDXPASS  DS  CL8       USER'S PASSWORD (CA-TPX SECURITY ONLY)

000070 UIDXPAS1  DS  CL8       NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

000078 UIDXPAS2  DS  CL8       NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

000080 UIDXPAS3  DS  CL8       NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

000088           DS  CL8       NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

000090 UIDXACBN  DS  CL8       ACBNAME RESERVED FOR USER

000098 UIDXGRP   DS  CL8       GROUP NAME USER BELONGS TO

0000A0 UIDXWCHR  DS  X         WINDOW COMMAND CHARACTER

0000A1 UIDXVLVL  DS  X         CA-TPX VIEW SECURITY LEVEL

0000A2           DS  XL2       NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

       *

0000A4 UIDXUCB@  DS  A         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

0000A8 UIDXTERM  DS  A         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

0000AC UIDXAPPL  DS  A         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

       *

0000B0 UIDXTOU1  DS  F         USER TIMEOUT VALUE #1

0000B4 UIDXTOU2  DS  F         USER TIMEOUT VALUE #2

       *

0000B8 UIDXCMDP  DS  A         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

0000BC UIDXOPTB  DS  A         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

       *

0000C0 UIDXSMAX  DS  F         MAX SESSIONS FOR USER

0000C4 UIDXSCNT  DS  F         COUNT OF ACTIVE SESSIONS

       *

0000C8 UIDXMSGT  DS  F         TIME USER LAST CHECKED MESSAGES

0000CC UIDXUSER  DS  F         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES
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0000D0 UIDXSMCB  DS  A         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

0000D4 UIDXPTR   DS  A         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

       *

0000D8 UIDXCTR   DS  H         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

0000DA UIDXLANG  DS  H         LANGUAGE CODE

0000DC UIDXPATM  DS  H         COUNT OF ATTEMPTS AT ENTERING CORRECT PSWD

0000DE UIDXAINT  DS  H         ATTN-ATTN INTER VAL

0000E0 UIDXLENG  DS  H         SIGNIFICANT LENGTH FOR EXTENDED PROFILES

0000E2           DS  XL2

0000E4 UIDXLNG2  DS  H         LANGUAGE AT KANJI TERMINAL

       *

0000E6 UIDXVBRB  DS  C         BACKGROUND VERTICAL BOARDER FOR WINDOWS

0000E7 UIDXHBRB  DS  C         BACKGROUND HORIZONTAL BOARDER FOR WINDOWS

       *

0000E8 UIDXCHAR  DS  CL3' '    ESCAPE CHARACTER STRING

       *

0000EB UIDXPRSV  DS  X         RESERVED BYTE FOR CMD/PRIVILEDGE LEVELS

0000EC UIDXOCLS  DS  X         RESERVED BYTE FOR TPXOPER CMD AUTH CHECKING

0000ED UIDXUPDC  DS  X         RESERVED BYTE FOR USER UPDATE CLASS

       *

0000EE UIDXSTAT  DS  X         STATUS OF THIS ENTRY

       UIDXDYN   EQU X'01'     RESERVED FOR DYNAMIC ALLOCATION

       UIDXDEL   EQU X'02'     DYNAMICALLY DELETED

       UIDXACSS  EQU X'04'     ACCESS=SINGLE

       UIDXNTRF  EQU X'08'     USER CAN'T TRANSFER SESSIONS.

       UIDXATRF  EQU X'10'     USER CAN TRANSFER SESSIONS / INCMP. KILLED

       UIDXTNA   EQU X'40'     ACCESS=PASS

       UIDXMENU  EQU X'20'     USER RECONNECTS IN MENU

       UIDXHTRF  EQU X'80'     USER CAN TRANSFER SESSIONS / INCMP. HELD

       *

0000EF UIDXSCTY  DS  X         SECURITY BY USER

0000F0 UIDXJKEY  DS  AL1       JUMP KEY AID

0000F1 UIDXESCK  DS  AL1       COMMAND KEY AID

0000F2 UIDXMKEY  DS  AL1       MENU KEY AID

0000F3 UIDXPKEY  DS  AL1       PRINT KEY AID

       *

0000F4 UIDXOPT0  DS  X

       UIDXAMNU  EQU X'80'     USER IS CURRENTLY AT THEIR MENU

       UIDXMAIL  EQU X'40'     GET MAIL FIRST OPTION

       UIDXBRS1  EQU X'20'     AUTOSCROLL - USED BY SCREEN AND EZWINDOWS

       UIDXPROP  EQU X'10'     PROPAGATE 1ST ACB SELECTED FOR THIS USER

       UIDXWBRK  EQU X'08'     WINDOW BREAKIN OPTION

       UIDXUINF  EQU X'04'     INDICATES USER INFOR. BUILT IN MERGE PROCESS

       UIDXDND1  EQU X'02'     DO NOT DISTURB, SET BY USER  

       UIDXDND2  EQU X'01'     RESERVED

       *

0000F5 UIDXTOP1  DC  AL1(0)

       *

0000F6 UIDXTOP2  DC  AL1(0)

       *

0000F7 UIDXKOPT  DS  X         TERM=K/F

       UIDXKOK   EQU X'01'     TERM=K

       UIDXKOF   EQU X'03'     TERM=F (IMPLIES K)
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       UIDXAFF   EQU X'04'     USER GOT HERE DUE TO AFFINITY

       UIDXRELR  EQU X'10'     RELREQ ON

       UIDXNREL  EQU X'20'     RELREQ OFF

       UIDXMSGW  EQU X'80'     USER HAS MESSAGE WAITING

       *

0000F8 UIDXTRAC  DS  X         NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

       *

0000F9 UIDXOPT1  DS  X         USER SELECTABLE OPTIONS

       UIDXOPTI  EQU X'01'     USER WANTS ONLY ACTIVE SESSIONS IN MENU

       UIDXOPTV  EQU X'02'     USER WANTS TO OVERRIDE OPT=I ON SESSIONS

       UIDXCADM  EQU X'08'     CLASSIFIED AS A CA-TPX USER ADMINISTRATOR

       UIDXCSYS  EQU X'10'     CLASSIFIED AS A CA-TPX SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

       UIDXCOPR  EQU X'20'     CLASSIFIED AS A TPXOPER ADMINISTRATOR

       UIDXCMST  EQU X'40'     CLASSIFIED AS A CA-TPX MASTER ADMINISTRATOR

       UIDXSTIC  EQU X'80'     UADS BUILT THROUGH ADMINISTRATION

       *

0000FA UIDXOPT2  DS  X         USER SELECTABLE OPTIONS

       UIDXPPRP  EQU X'01'     PREVIOUSLY PROPAGATED ACB (SIGNON PROCESSING)

       UIDXTIMO  EQU X'02'     USER HAS BEEN TIMED-OUT

       UIDXPTO   EQU X'04'     SCREEN UPDATE PENDING FOR TIMED-OUT USER

       UIDXSUSP  EQU X'10'     USER SHOULD BE SUSPENDED FROM SIGNON

       UIDXTPXP  EQU X'20'     USING CA-TPX SECURITY...NEED NEW PASSWORD

       UIDXVSAM  EQU X'40'     RESERVED

       UIDXRMOV  EQU X'80'     RESERVED

       *

0000FB UIDXOPT3  DS  X         MISCELLANEOUS FLAGS

       UIDXCNVP  EQU X'80'     DIALOG IN PROCESS FOR USER

       *

       *Next three flags must be same as CA-TPX counterparts above

       *

       UIDXCMSX  EQU X'40'     CLASSIFIED AS A CA STX MASTER ADMINISTRATOR

       UIDXCSYX  EQU X'10'     CLASSIFIED AS A CA STX SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

       UIDXCADX  EQU X'08'     CLASSIFIED AS A CA STX USER ADMINISTRATOR

       *

0000FC UIDXWMOD  DS  X'00'     WINDOWS MODE KEY

0000FD UIDXVBRF  DS  C         FOREGROUND VERTICAL BORDER FOR WINDOWS

0000FE UIDXHBRF  DS  C         FOREGROUND HORIZONTAL BORDER FOR WINDOWS

0000FF UIDXWOPT  DS  X'00'     WINDOW OPTIONS

       UIDXWRKB  EQU X'80'     WINDOW TASK WILL RESTORE KEYBOARD

       *

       UIDXDNV   EQU X'01'     DO NOT VIEW THIS USER

000100 UIDXALGN  DS  0D        REQUIRED FOR ALIGNMENT

       UIDXLEN   EQU *-UIDXID    LENGTH OF ONE ENTRY

000100 VUSRDACC  DS  CL8       DATE RECORD LAST ACCESSED

000108 VUSRPHN#  DS  CL12      USERS PHONE #

000114 VUSRLOC   DS  CL20      USERS LOCATION

000128 VUSRRNME  DS  CL25      USERS REAL NAME

000144 VUSROFCB  DS  F

000148 VUSRFCB1  DS  XL1

000149 VUSRFCB2  DS  XL1

00014A VUSRFCB3  DS  XL1

00014B VUSRFCB4  DS  XL1

00014C VUSRFCB5  DS  XL1
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00014D VUSRFCB6  DS  XL1

00014E VUSRFCB7  DS  XL1

00014F VUSRFCB8  DS  XL1

       * MAP OF VUSRFCB1:

       VUPDSIGN  EQU X'80'     RESERVED

       VUPDSADD  EQU X'40'     USER MAY ADD SESSIONS IN ADMIN

       VUPDPKEY  EQU X'20'     PRINTER KEY

       VUPDACB   EQU X'10'     ACB=

       VUPDTOU2  EQU X'08'     TIMEOUT INTERVAL #2

       VUPDTOP2  EQU X'04'     TIMEOUT OPTION #2

       VUPDMAIL  EQU X'02'     GET MAIL FIRST

       VUPDPRT2  EQU X'01'     PRINTER 2 (USER PPS)

       * MAP OF VUSRFCB2:

       VUPDXFER  EQU X'80'     TRANSFER =

       VUPDPRT   EQU X'40'     PRINTER ID

       VUPDSTAT  EQU X'20'     LOGON=

       VUPDJKEY  EQU X'10'     JUMP KEY

       VUPDESCK  EQU X'08'     COMMAND KEY

       VUPDMKEY  EQU X'04'     MENU KEY

       VUPDCHAR  EQU X'02'     PREFIX CHAR

       VUPDKOPT  EQU X'01'     TERM=

       * MAP OF VUSRFCB3:

       VUPDTOU1  EQU X'80'     TIMEOUT INTERVAL

       VUPDTOP1  EQU X'40'     TIMEOUT OPTION

       VUPDSCTY  EQU X'20'     SECURITY OPTION

       VUPDSMAX  EQU X'10'     MAX SESSIONS

       VUPDPRSV  EQU X'08'     PRIVILEGED COMMANDS ALLOWED

       VUPDLANG  EQU X'01'     LANGUAGE

       * MAP OF VUSRFCB4:

       VUPDPASS  EQU X'20'     PASSWORD

       VUPDOWNR  EQU X'10'     AFFINITY SYSTEM

       VUPDOCLS  EQU X'08'     TPXOPER AUTH CLASS

       VUPDUCLS  EQU X'04'     USER UPDATE CLASS

       VUPDGRPN  EQU X'02'     GROUP USER BELONGS TO

       VUPDACC   EQU X'01'     ACCESS=

       * MAP OF VUSRFCB5:

       VUPDLNG2  EQU X'80'     DBCS LANGUAGE

       VUPDVBRF  EQU X'40'     FOREGROUND VERTICAL BORDER FOR WINDOWS

       VUPDHBRF  EQU X'20'     FOREGROUND HORIZONTAL BORDER FOR WINDOWS

       VUPDDND1  EQU X'08'     DO NOT DISTURB

       VUPDPROP  EQU X'04'     PROPAGATE ACB

       VUPDVBRB  EQU X'02'     BACKGROUND VERTICAL BORDER FOR WINDOWS

       VUPDHBRB  EQU X'01'     BACKGROUND VERTICAL BORDER FOR WINDOWS

       * MAP OF VUSRFCB6:

       VUPDWMOD  EQU X'80'     WINDOW MODE-KEY

       VUPDWOPT  EQU X'40'     WINDOW MODE-OPTION BYTE

       VUPDWCHR  EQU X'20'     WINDOW COMMAND CHARACTER

       VUPDVLVL  EQU X'10'     CA-TPX VIEW AUTHORITY LEVEL

       VUSRNLEN  EQU *-VINDEX

000150 VUSRPRFL  DS  XL2       LENGTH OF PROFILE LIST FOLLOWED BY THE

                               LIST OF PROFILE NAMES

000152 VUSRGRPL  DS  XL2       LENGTH OF GROUP LIST FOLLOWED BY THE

                               LIST OF GROUP NAMES
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000154 VUSRVAGL  DS  XL2       LENGTH OF VIEW AUTHORIZATIONG GROUPS AND LEVELS

                               FOLLOWED BY LIST OF GROUP NAMES

       VUSRDLEN  EQU *-VUSR    MINIMUM DATA LENGTH OF THE FIRST SEGMENT

       VUSRVLEN  EQU *-VINDEX  MINIMUM LENGTH OF THE FIRST SEGMENT

000156 VUSRUPD2  DS  AL1(0)    THE FLAG BYTE OF THE SECOND SEGMENT

000000 VUVER2    DC  X'00'         The Version Id of the second Segment

000001 VULEN2    DC  AL2(VUSR#2)    Length of second Segment

000003 VUEYE2    DC  CL4'STXU'     Eyecatcher of second Segment

                 XU  PREFIX=XU,TYPE=N .

000007 XU        DS  0X

000007 XULOGAPL  DS  CL8    AUTOLOG APPL NAME

00000F XUCOMMON  DS  0X

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       * COMMON SB FIELDS FOR IN CORE SB AND VSAM SB RECORD          *

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

00000F XUTMOUT   DC  AL4(0)   TIMEOUT VALUE, MINUTES

000013 XUPSWD    DC  CL8' '   PSWD OF USER AT TERMINAL

00001B XUSPLSZ   DC  XL3'00'  SPILLSZ FROM UADS

       *P.CORES1 DC  XL1'00'  RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

00001E XUFLAG0   DC  XL1'00'  SOME MORE FLAGS

       XUVSYN    EQU X'80'    ON SAYS WE'RE PART OF VSAM RECORD

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       * FLAGS                                                       *

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

00001F XUMSCFLG  DC  X'00' MISCELLANEOUS FLAGS

       XUSPRNLY  EQU X'80' SPOOL TO PRINTER ONLY

       XUSPRNDS  EQU X'40' SPOOL TO PRINTER AND DATASET ALLOWED

       XUTPXSEC  EQU X'20' REMEMBER WE ARE USING TPX SECURITY

       XUNPVJR   EQU X'10' NEW PSWD VERIFY JUST REQUESTED (CONV01)

       XUSPUOK   EQU X'08' AT LOGON, SECURITY PACKAGE SAID USER OK

       XUNOPROF  EQU X'04' AT LOGON, NO USER PROFILE FOUND

       XULU1SDT  EQU X'01' SDT HAS BEEN SENT TO LU1 TERMINAL

000020 XUAUTH    DC  XL1'00' USER AUTHORIZATION CODE

       XUAUPRIV  EQU X'80' CLASS A - PRIVILEGED - FULL + ADMINISTRATIVE

       XUAUFULL  EQU X'40' CLASS B - FULL - ALL BUT ADMISITRATIVE

       XUAULIM   EQU X'20' CLASS C - LIMITED - X.25 PLUS SELECTION MENU

       XUAUBARE  EQU X'10' CLASS D - BARE BONES - X.25 SESSION ONLY

       XUAUGEN   EQU X'40' CLASS B - GENERAL CLASS - ALL BUT ADMIN

       XUAURES   EQU X'10' CLASS D - RESTRICTED - X.25 SESSION ONLY

000021 XUTERMT   DC  CL1' ' TERMINAL TYPE (A = AJ,T = TTY)

000022 XUSOPT    DC  XL1'00' SCREEN MODE OPTIONS FOR THIS USER

       XUSOALL   EQU X'F0' ALL MODES ALLOWED

       XUSOROLL  EQU X'80' ROLL MODE ALLOWED

       XUSOWRAP  EQU X'40' WRAP MODE ALLOWED

       XUSOPAGE  EQU X'20' PAGE MODE ALLOWED

       XUSOAUTO  EQU X'10' AUTO MODE ALLOWED

000023 XUMODE    DC  CL1' ' PAGE MODE : ROLL/PAGE A TIME

       XUMDROLL  EQU C'R'  ROLL MODE

       XUMDPAGE  EQU C'P'  PAGE MODE

       XUMDAUTO  EQU C'A'  AUTO-PAGE MODE

       XUMDWRAP  EQU C'W'  WRAP MODE

000024 XUCASE    DC  CL1' ' UPPER / LOWER CASE LETTERS

000025 XUTTOTF   DC  X'00' TIMEOPT FLAG.
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       XUTTOTT   EQU X'80' TERM TIMEOUT SPECIFIED ON TIMEOPT

000026 XUMUFLAG  DC  X'00' EMULATION FLAG

       XUMUISON  EQU X'80' EMULATION IS ON

       XUMUHELP  EQU X'40' EMULATION HELP IS IN PROGRESS

       XUMUDSN   EQU X'20' ROUTE EMULATION PRINT TO DATASET

       XUMUJRNL  EQU X'10' JOURNAL ALLOWED FOR EMULATOR SESSIONS

       XUMUDBCS  EQU X'08' TERMINAL SUPPORTS SO/SI CREATION

       XUMUXHLT  EQU X'04' TERMINAL SUPPORTS EXTENDED HIGHLIGHTING

       XUMUXCLR  EQU X'02' TERMINAL SUPPORTS EXTENDED COLOR

       XUMUNPT   EQU X'01' USE NPT FOR TERMINAL SETUP

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       * COMMON SPOOL INFORMATION

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

000027 XUHEAD1   DC  CL50' ' OUTPUT HEADER LINE 1

000059 XUHEAD2   DC  CL50' ' OUTPUT HEADER LINE 2

00008B XUHEAD3   DC  CL50' ' OUTPUT HEADER LINE 3

0000BD XUEMUDES  DC  XL1'00' EMULATION OUTPUT DESTINATION

0000BE XUOUTDES  DC  XL1'00' SPOOL OUTPUT DESTINATION

000OBF XUPRNTCL  DC  CL1' '  PRINTER CLASS FOR SPOOL REQUESTS

0000C0 XUPCOLS   DC  XL3'00' COLS IN PRINTED OUTPUT

0000C4 XUCOPY    DC  XL1'00' NUMBER OF COPIES TO BE SENT IN SPOOLING

0000C5 XUCORES2  DC  XL1'00' RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

0000C6 XUCORES3  DC  XL1'00' RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       * VM SPOOL INFORMATION                                                *

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

0000C6 XUSVMHLD  DC  XL1'00' VM SPOOL HOLD FLAG

0000C7 XUSVMUSR  DC  CL8' '  VM SPOOL VM USERID

0000CF XUSVMDIS  DC  CL8' '  VM SPOOL DISTCODE

0000D7 XUSVMDES  DC  CL8' '  VM SPOOL DESTCODE

0000DF XUSVMFOR  DC  CL8' '  VM SPOOL FORMS ID

0000E7 XUSVMTAG  DC  CL24' ' VM SPOOL TAG DATA

0000FF XUSVMSID  DC  CL24' ' VM SPOOL ID

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       *  OS/390 SPOOL INFORMATION                                               *

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

000107 XUNODEID  DC  CL8' ' PRINTER DEST FOR SPOOLER REQUESTS

00011F XUPRNTID  DC  CL8' ' PRINTER DEST FOR SPOOLER REQUESTS

000127 XUPLOTID  DC  CL8' ' PRINTER DEST FOR PLOTTER REQUESTS

00012F XUSPFCB   DC  CL4' ' FORMS CONTROL BUFFER FOR SPOOLING

000133 XUDSN     DC  CL44' ' SPOOLER DATASET

00015F XUSPOLUN  DC  CL8' ' SPOOL FILE UNIT NAME

000167 XUSPOLUL  DC  XL1'00' SPOOL FILE UNIT NAME LENGTH

000168 XUDISP    DC  CL3' ' SPOOLER DSN DISP

00016B XUVOL     DC  CL6' ' SPOOLER DSN VOL

000171 XUPLOTCL  DC  CL1' ' PRINTER CLASS FOR PLOTTER REQUESTS

000172 XUPCOPY   DC  XL1'00' NUMBER OF COPIES TO BE SENT IN PLOTTING

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       * VM ACI INFORMATION                                                  *

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

000173 XUACIFN   DC  CL8' '           ACIPATH FILENAME

00017B XUACIFT   DC  CL8' '           ACIPATH FILETYPE

000183 XUACIFM   DC  CL2' '           ACIPATH FILEMODE
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000185 XUACIUSR  DC  CL8' '           ACIPATH USERID

00018D XUACIVAD  DC  CL4' '           ACIPATH VIRTUAL ADDR

000191 XUACIPWD  DC  CL8' '           ACIPATH USERID PASSWORD

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       *  OS/390 ACI INFORMATION                                                 *

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

000199 XUACIDSL  DC  AL2(0) LENGTH OF SBACIDSN

00019B XUACIDSN  DC  CL44' '         USER ACIDSN

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       * RESERVED FIELDS                                                     *

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

0001C7 XUCORES4  DC  AL4(0)

0001CB XUCORES5  DC  AL4(0)

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       * END OF COMMON SB FIELDS FOR IN CORE SB AND VSAM SB RECORD           *

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       XUCOMLEN  EQU *-XUCOMMON

       ********************************************

       * USER SELF-UPDATE-CLASS/SET-BY-ADMIN BITS *

       ********************************************

0001CF XUSROFCB  DS  AL4

0001D3 XUSRFCB0  DC  XL1'00'

       XUPDPSWD  EQU X'80'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS PASSWORD (FOR SECURE=STX)

       XUPDAUTH  EQU X'40'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS AUTH CLASS

       XUPDLGAP  EQU X'20'

                           USER MAY CHANGE STARTUP APPLNAME (LOGAPPL)

       XUPDTIMO  EQU X'10'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS TIMEOUT OPTION

       XUPDTIMI  EQU X'08'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS TIMEOUT INTERVAL

       XUPDUPC   EQU X'04'

                           USER MAY TURN UPPERCASE CONVERSION ON/OFF

       XUPDCOLS  EQU X'02'

                           USER MAY CHANGE PRESENTATION WIDTH (COLS=)

       XUPDPMOD  EQU X'01'

                           USER MAY CHANGE TTY PRESENTATION MODE (R,P,A,W)

0001D4 XUSRFCB1  DC  XL1'00'

       XUPDRV1   EQU X'80' RESERVED

       XUPDTERM  EQU X'40'

                           USER MAY CHANGE EMULATED TERMINAL TYPE

       XUPDSPSZ  EQU X'20'

                           USER MAY CHANGE NO OF JOURNAL ALLOCATION BLOCKS

       XUPDACID  EQU X'10'

                           USER MAY CHANGE ACIDSN

       XUPDSADD  EQU X'08'

                           USER MAY ADD SESSIONS IN SELF-MAINT

 *                         THIS FIELD HAS SAME FUNCTION AS VUPDSADD IN TPX

       XUPDAPFN  EQU X'04'

                           USER MAY CHANGE VM ACI FILENAME

       XUPDAPFT  EQU X'02'

                           USER MAY CHANGE VM ACI FILETYPE
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       XUPDAPFM  EQU X'01'

                           USER MAY CHANGE VM ACI FILEMODE

0001D5 XUSRFCB2  DC  XL1'00'

       XUPDAPLU  EQU X'80'

                           USER MAY CHANGE VM ACIPATH LINK USERID

       XUPDAPLV  EQU X'40'

                           USER MAY CHANGE VM ACIPATH LINK VIRTUAL ADDRESS

       XUPDAPLP  EQU X'20'

                           USER MAY CHANGE VM ACIPATH LINK PASSWORD

       XUPDEMUJ  EQU X'10'

                           USER MAY TURN HISEMU JOURNALING CAPABILTIY ON/OFF

       XUPDESD   EQU X'08' USER MAY CHANGE EMULATION SPOOL DESTINATION

       XUPDSHD1  EQU X'04'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS HEADER1 FOR SPOOL BANNER

       XUPDSHD2  EQU X'02'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS HEADER2 FOR SPOOL BANNER

       XUPDSHD3  EQU X'01'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS HEADER3 FOR SPOOL BANNER

0001D6 XUSRFCB3  DC  XL1'00'

       XUPDMJSD  EQU X'80'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS JOURNAL SPOOL DEST (OS/390)

       XUPDMVOL  EQU X'40'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL-TO-FILE VOLUME (OS/390)

       XUPDMDSN  EQU X'20'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL-TO-FILE DSN (OS/390)

       XUPDMDSP  EQU X'10'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL-TO-FILE DISP (OS/390)

       XUPDMUNT  EQU X'08'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL-TO-FILE UNITNAME (OS/390)

       XUPDSCLS  EQU X'04'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL-TO-PRINTER CLASS

       XUPDSCOP  EQU X'02'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL-TO-PRINTER NO OF COPIES

       XUPDMPRT  EQU X'01'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL PRINTER ID (OS/390)

0001D7 XUSRFCB4  DC  XL1'00'

       XUPDMFCB  EQU X'80'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL-TO-PRINTER FCB (OS/390)

       XUPDVUID  EQU X'40'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL USERID (VM)

       XUPDVFRM  EQU X'20'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL FORMS (VM)

       XUPDVDC   EQU X'10' USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL DESTCODE (VM)

       XUPDVTAG  EQU X'08'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL TAG (VM)

       XUPDVHOL  EQU X'04'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL HOLD OPTION (VM)

       XUPDVDIS  EQU X'02'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOL DISTCODE (VM)

       XUPDVSID  EQU X'01'

                           USER MAY CHANGE HIS SPOOLID (VM)

0001D8 XUSRFCB5  DC  XL1'00'

       XUPDPLC   EQU X'80' FCB BIT FOR MSPS PLOTTER CLASS
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       XUPDPLI   EQU X'40' FCB BIT FOR MSPS PLOTTER ID

       XUPDPL#   EQU X'20' FCB BIT FOR MSPS PLOTTER # OF COPIES

       XUPDROLL  EQU X'10'

                           FCB BIT FOR ROLL PRESENTATION MODE

       XUPDPAGE  EQU X'08'

                           FCB BIT FOR PAGE PRESENTATION MODE

       XUPDAPAG  EQU X'04'

                           FCB BIT FOR AUTOPAGE PRESENTATION MODE

       XUPDWRAP  EQU X'02'

                           FCB BIT FOR WRAP PRESENTATION MODE

       XUPDRPAW  EQU XUPDROLL+XUPDPAGE+XUPDAPAG+XUPDWRAP

0001D9 XUSRFCB6  DC  XL1'00'   NOT USED AT PRESENT

0001DA XUSRFCB7  DC  XL1'00'   NOT USED AT PRESENT

0001DB XUSRFCB8  DC  XL1'00'   NOT USED AT PRESENT

0001DC XUSRFCB9  DC  XL1'00'   NOT USED AT PRESENT

       XUSRFCB#  EQU *-XUSRFCB0

       XULENGTH  EQU *-XU

       XU#2      EQU *-XUUPD2

                 COPY VENTRY

000000 VENTRY    DSECT

000000 VSESRDW   DC  F'0'

000004 VSESRTYP  DS  CL1      PROFILE/USER SESSION RECORD

000005 VUSESNME  DS  CL8      USER-NAME & START OF KEY

00000D VSESNAME  DS  CL8' '   SESSID IS THE REST OF THE KEY

000015 VSESLUPD  DS  CL8      USERID OF LAST UPDATER

00001D VSESDUPD  DS  CL8      DATE LAST UPDATED

000025 VSESTUPD  DS  CL8      TIME LAST UPDATED

000030 VSESNXTR  DS  A        NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

000034 VSESUPDC  DS  XL1      UPDATE IND. BYTE

       VSESUPDT  EQU X'80'    RECORD HAS BEEN UPDATED

       VSESADD   EQU X'40'    RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED

       VSESDELT  EQU X'20'    RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED

000038           DS  0F

       VSESHLEN  EQU *-VENTRY  LENGTH OF HEADER AREA

000038 VSES      DS  0F

000038 VSESID    DS  CL4      CONSTANT '&PRF.'

00003C VSESNEXT  DS  A        NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

000040 VSESAPPL  DS  CL8      APPLID OF APPLICATION

000048 UENTUSER  DS  CL8      USERS NAME FOR SESSION (SESSION-ID)

000050 UENTACB   DS  CL8      RESERVED ACBNAME (OR BLANK)

000058 UENTMODE  DS  CL8      SPECIFIC MODETABLE ENTRY NAME FOR REQSESS

000060 UENTSCRP  DS  CL8      INITIALIZATION SCRIPT NAME

000068 UENTSCRT  DS  CL8      TERMINATION SCRIPT NAME

000070 UENTUID   DS  CL8      &USERID OVERRIDE FOR THIS SESSION

000078 UENTPASS  DS  CL8      &PSWD OVERRIDE FOR THIS SESSION

       *

000080 UENTDATA  DS  A        NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

       UENTDAT#  EQU 60       LENGTH OF SIGNON DATA

000084 UENTLAB   DS  A        NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

000088 UENTUPB   DS  A        NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

00008C UENTSB    DS  A        NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

000090 UENTTOUT  DS  F        SESSION TIMEOUT VALUE

000094 UENTUFLD  DS  F        USER FIELD
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       *

000098 UENTLENG  DS  H        SIGNIFICANT LENGTH AT WRITE TIME

       *

00009A UENTTOPT  DS  C        NO MEANING IN VSAM OR EXTRACT FILES

00009B UENTSLCT  DS  C        FUNCTION SELECTION CHARACTER (A,I,V,ETC..)

       *

00009C UENTROW   DS  XL1      ROW OF SESSION IN /W SCREEN

00009D UENTPJMP  DS  XL1      JUMP KEY FOR THIS SESSION

00009E UENTPRIO  DS  XL1      PRIORITY OF THE APPLICATION SESSION

       *

00009F UENTSTAT  DS  XL1      STATUS OF THIS ENTRY

       UENTDEL   EQU X'01'    DYNAMICALLY DELETED

       UENTSTRT  EQU X'02'    START=YES SPECIFIED

       UENTTNA   EQU X'04'    TERMINAL NETWORK ACCESS - CLSDST,PASS SESSION

       UENTDYN   EQU X'08'    &PRF. DYNAMICALLY DEFINED

       UENTNACL  EQU X'10'    SKIP ACLPGM THIS TIME

       UENTTMEO  EQU X'20'    THIS SESSION HAS TIMED-OUT

       UENTPRFU  EQU X'40'    SKIP ACLPGM THIS TIME

       UENTAUTH  EQU X'80'    SESSION NOT AUTH. FOR ACTIVATION (DLS)

0000A0 UENTOPT   DS  X        SESSION OPTIONS

       UENTOPTK  EQU X'01'    KEEPACB FOR THIS SESSION

       UENTOPTI  EQU X'02'    INVISIBLE IN THE MENU UNLESS ACTIVE

       UENTSIGN  EQU X'04'    USER MUST ENTER SIGNATURE TO GET ON

       UENTNPRF  EQU X'08'    SESSION WAS NOT DEFINED IN A PROFILE

       UENTNCMP  EQU X'10'    DON'T COMPRESS THIS SESSION

       UENTVSAM  EQU X'20'    THIS UENTRY IMBEDDED IN A VSAM RECORD

       UENTSTIC  EQU X'40'    SESSION WAS BUILT THROUGH ADMIN FUNCTION

       UENTBRS1  EQU X'80'    RESERVED, BUT DEFINED IN CVPC

       *

0000A1 UENTFLG1  DS  X

       UENTRING  EQU X'80'    OUTPUT PENDING OPTION - RING ALARM

       UENTSWCH  EQU X'40'    OUTPUT PENDING OPTION - SWITCH TO THIS SESS

       UENTSMSG  EQU X'20'    OUTPUT PENDING OPTION - SEND MESSAGE

       UENTACTP  EQU X'10'    BUILT FROM ACT/PROF - USED AT SIGNON

       UENTAINV  EQU X'08'    SESSION ALWAYS INVISIBLE, EVEN ACTIVE

       UENTOVAC  EQU X'04'    OV/OS/390 ACI SESSION

       UENTBRS7  EQU X'02'

       UENTBRS8  EQU X'01'

0000A2 UENTUFLG  DS  X         USER AVAILABLE FLAG BYTE

       UENTUFL1  EQU X'80'     PROTECT FIELDS DESIGNATED ON MENU

0000A4 UENTCRS1  DS  F

0000A8           DS  0D       DOUBLEWORD ROUNDUP

       UENTLEN   EQU *-UENTID  LENGTH OF ONE ENTRY

0000A8 VSESLBLN  DS  CL8

0000B0 VSESLABL  DS  CL32

0000D0 VSESUDAT  DS  CL60

00010C VSESPRM1  DS  CL1

00010D VSESPM1D  DS  CL27

000128 VSESPRM2  DS  CL1

000129 VSESPM2D  DS  CL27

000144 VSESPRM3  DS  CL1

000145 VSESPM3D  DS  CL27

000160 VSESPRM4  DS  CL1
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000161 VSESPM4D  DS  CL27

00017C VSESPRM5  DS  CL1

00017D VSESPM5D  DS  CL27

000198 VSESPRM6  DS  CL1

000199 VSESPM6D  DS  CL27

0001B4 VSESPRM7  DS  CL1

0001B5 VSESPM7D  DS  CL27

0001D0 VSESPRM8  DS  CL1

0001D1 VSESPM8D  DS  CL27

0001EC VSESOFCB  DS  F

0001F0 VSESFCB1  DS  XL1

0001F1 VSESFCB2  DS  XL1

0001F2 VSESFCB3  DS  XL1

0001F3 VSESFCB4  DS  XL1

0001F4 VSESFCB5  DS  XL1      NOT USED AT PRESENT

0001F5 VSESFCB6  DS  XL1      NOT USED AT PRESENT

0001F6 VSESFCB7  DS  XL1      NOT USED AT PRESENT

0001F7 VSESFCB8  DS  XL1      NOT USED AT PRESENT

       * MAP OF VSESFCB1:

       VUPESIGN  EQU X'80'

       VUPEROW   EQU X'40'

       VUPENCMP EQU  X'20'

       VUPEOPND EQU  X'10'

       VUPEOVAC EQU  X'08'

       * MAP OF VSESFCB2:

       VUPEKACB EQU  X'80'

       VUPESCRP EQU  X'40'

       VUPESCRT EQU  X'20'

       VUPEDATA EQU  X'10'

       VUPEPJMP EQU  X'08'

       VUPESTRT EQU  X'04'

       VUPETOUT EQU  X'02'

       VUPEACB  EQU  X'01'

       * MAP OF VSESFCB3:

       VUPEMODE EQU  X'80'

       VUPEAPPL EQU  X'40'

       VUPEPRIO EQU  X'20'

       VUPETUID EQU  X'10'

       VUPEPASS EQU  X'08'

       VUPELAB  EQU  X'04'

       VUPEINV  EQU  X'02'

       VUPEACC  EQU  X'01'

       * MAP OF VSESFCB4:

       VUPEPRM1 EQU  X'80'

       VUPEPRM2 EQU  X'40'

       VUPEPRM3 EQU  X'20'

       VUPEPRM4 EQU  X'10'

       VUPEPRM5 EQU  X'08'

       VUPEPRM6 EQU  X'04'

       VUPEPRM7 EQU  X'02'

       VUPEPRM8 EQU  X'01'

       VSESVLEN EQU  *-VENTRY

       **********************************************************************
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       MLST DSECT

       **********************************************************************

       Maillist record

000000 MLSTVSMH1 DS   0D

000000 MLSTVSMRD DC   A(MLSTVSMHL+MLSTVDLEN+0)      RDW

000004 MLSTVSMK0 DC   CL1'L'     SIGNIFICANT TYPE

000005 MLSTVSMK1 DC   CL8' '     1ST PART OF KEY

000006 MLSTVSMK2 DC   CL8' '     2ND PART OF KEY

000015 MLSTVSMLU DC   CL8' '     USERID OF LAST UPDATER

00001D MLSTVSMDU DC   CL8' '     DATE OF LAST UPDATE

000025 MLSTVSMTU DC   CL8' '     TIME OF LAST UPDATE

00002D MLSTVSM$S DC   C' '       Selector flag

00002E DS    XL2

000030 MLSTVSMNR DC   A(0)       NEXT RECORD POINTER

000034 MLSTVSMUI DC   AL1(MLSTVSMAD) UPDATE INDICATOR FOR THE RECORD

       MLSTVSMUP EQU  X'80'      RECORD HAS BEEN UPDATED

       MLSTVSMAD EQU  X'40'      RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED

       MLSTVSMDE EQU  X'20'      RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED

       MLSTVSMNS EQU  X'08'      Do not stamp this record

       * IF THIS FLAG IS ON AT THE TIME THE RECORD IS BEING READ, THE PRIMARY

         USE OF THIS SEGMENT IS NOT ACTIVE. E.G. SEE VINDEX.

       LSTVSMS1 EQU  X'04'      SEGMENT IS UNUSED FOR PRIMARY USE

       * IF THIS FLAG IS ON AT THE TIME THE RECORD IS BEING WRITTEN, THE

         SEGMENT WILL NOT BE WRITTEN TO THE FILE.

       LSTVSMD1 EQU  X'02'      SEGMENT IS UNUSED

       LSTVSMRR EQU  X'01'      REAL USER SESSION RECORD (USED BY MERGE/ADMIN)

000035 LSTVSMV1 DC   AL1(0)     THE VERSION ID OF THE FIRST SEGMENT

000036 LSTVSM#1 DC   AL2(4+MLSTVDLEN)

                                LENGTH OF FIRST SEGMENT IF MULTI-SEGMENT

000038 LSTVSM$1 DS   0F        Data of first segment

       LSTVSMHL EQU  *-MLSTVSMH1 LENGTH OF HEADER

       LSTOWN  EQU   MLSTVSMK1,8,C'C'

       LSTID   EQU   MLSTVSMK2,8,C'C'

       LST$SEL EQU   MLSTVSM$S,1,C'C'

000038 LSTEYE  DC    CL4'MLST'      EYECATCHER

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

00003C LSTFLAG DC    AL1(MLSTPUBL+MLSTVISI)

       LSTPUBL EQU   128    If on, this maillist has public use

       LSTVISI EQU   64     If on, this maillist is visible

       LSTBRWSE EQU  1      If on, this maillist is being browsed.  All

                      variables are read-only

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

00003D LSTTTAR DC    AL1(MLSTUSER)

                          What kind of targets are found in this list?

       ......................................................................

        CA-TPX mail target types        Len Description

       ......................................................................

       LSTUSER EQU   1                     8 *Userids                

       LSTLIST EQU   2                    16 *Maillistids            

       LSTTERM EQU   3                     8 *Terminalids

       LSTGRP  EQU   4                     8 *Administrative groupids

       LSTAPPL EQU   5                     8 *Applids 

       LSTACTA EQU   6                     8 *ActiveApplids
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       LSTSESS EQU   7                     8 *MenuSessionids 

       LSTACTS EQU   8                     8 *ActiveMenuSessionids 

       LSTNAME EQU   9                    25 *UserNames

       LSTMSOU EQU   10                   16 *Userids

       LSTBULL EQU   11                      *Bulletin 

       LSTANB  EQU   12                      *Application news bulletin

       LSTCOMP DC    X'00'  What kind of compression used?

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

        The label that follows begins a series of variable length fields. 

        Each field is delimited by a null (X'00'). The first field is the

        title of the maillist. All other fields are the entries of the list 

        The last entry is followed by an extra null.  

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

00003F LSTITLE DC    X'000000'

       LSTVDLEN EQU  *-MLSTEYE

       LSTVLEN EQU   *-MLSTV

       **********************************************************************

       LOCV    DSECT                                                          01-VMAIL

       ********************************************************************** 

        Mail locator record                                              4.0 

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------         

000000 LOCVSMH1 DS   0D                                                       02-XVSAM

000000 LOCVSMRD DC   A(MLOCVSMHL+MLOCVDLEN+0)      RDW                        02-XVSAM

000004 LOCVSMK0 DC   CL1'X'      SIGNIFICANT TYPE                             02-XVSAM

000005 LOCVSMK1 DC   CL8' '     1ST PART OF KEY                               02-XVSAM

00000D LOCVSMK2 DC   CL8' '      2ND PART OF KEY                              02-XVSAM

000015 LOCVSMLU DC   CL8' '     USERID OF LAST UPDATER                        02-XVSAM

00001D LOCVSMDU DC   CL8' '     DATE OF LAST UPDATE                           02-XVSAM

000025 LOCVSMTU DC   CL8' '     TIME OF LAST UPDATE                           02-XVSAM

00002D LOCVSM$S DC   C' '       Selector flag                             4.0 02-XVSAM

00002E DS    XL2                                                      02-XVSAM

000030 LOCVSMNR DC   A(0)        NEXT RECORD POINTER                          02-XVSAM

000034 LOCVSMUI DC   AL1(MLOCVSMAD+MLOCVSMNS)                                X02-XVSAM

                             UPDATE INDICATOR FOR THE RECORD       4.0         

       LOCVSMUP EQU  X'80'    RECORD HAS BEEN UPDATED                         02-XVSAM

       LOCVSMAD EQU  X'40'    RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED                           02-XVSAM

       LOCVSMDE EQU  X'20'    RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED                         02-XVSAM

       LOCVSMNS EQU  X'08'    Do not stamp this record                    4.0 02-XVSAM

        IF THIS FLAG IS ON AT THE TIME THE RECORD IS BEING READ, THE PRIMARY          

        USE OF THIS SEGMENT IS NOT ACTIVE. E.G. SEE VINDEX.                          

       LOCVSMS1 EQU  X'04'    SEGMENT IS UNUSED FOR PRIMARY USE               02-XVSAM

        IF THIS FLAG IS ON AT THE TIME THE RECORD IS BEING WRITTEN, THE 

        SEGMENT WILL NOT BE WRITTEN TO THE FILE.

       LOCVSMD1 EQU  X'02'    SEGMENT IS UNUSED                               02-XVSAM

       LOCVSMRR EQU  X'01'    REAL USER SESSION RECORD (USED BY MERGE/ADMIN)  02-XVSAM

000035 LOCVSMV1 DC   AL1(0)       THE VERSION ID OF THE FIRST SEGMENT         02-XVSAM

000036 LOCVSM#1 DC   AL2(4+MLOCVDLEN)                                        X02-XVSAM

                              LENGTH OF FIRST SEGMENT IF MULTI-SEGMENT 

000038 LOCVSM$1 DS   0F        Data of first segment                          02-XVSAM

       LOCVSMHL EQU  *-MLOCVSMH1 LENGTH OF HEADER                             02-XVSAM

       LOCTO   EQU   MLOCVSMK1,8,C'C'                                         01-VMAIL

       LOCFROM EQU   MLOCVSMLU,8,C'C'                                         01-VMAIL

       LOCDATE EQU   MLOCVSMDU,8,C'C'                                         01-VMAIL
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       LOCTIME EQU   MLOCVSMTU,8,C'C'                                         01-VMAIL

       LOC$SEL EQU   MLOCVSM$S,1,C'C'                                         01-VMAIL

000038 LOCEYE  DC    CL4'MLOC'      EYECATCHER                                01-VMAIL

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------  

00003C LOCEXPD DC    XL4'00'                 *Expiration date in STCK form    01-VMAIL

                                              but only left word saved. This 

                                              field is NOT adjusted for local

                                              time using CVTTZ. 

000040 LOCTXID DC    CL17' '                 *Key of text record

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

000051 LOCFLAG DC    AL1(0)                                                   02-VMAIL

       LOCACK  EQU   128    If on, this message is to be acknowledged.        02-VMAIL

       LOCREAD EQU   64     If on, this message has been seen by recipient.   02-VMAIL

       LOCWIP  EQU   32     If on, this message has been stored as            02-VMAIL

        "in progress".

       LOCOSCD EQU   16     If on, "Only sender can delete".                  02-VMAIL

       LOCHBAK EQU   8      If on, this message has been acknowledged.        02-VMAIL

       LOCBRKN EQU   4      If on, this message was also sent breakin         02-VMAIL

       LOCSTOR EQU   2      If on, this message is to be stored               02-VMAIL

       LOCSEND EQU   1      If on, this message was also sent                 02-VMAIL

000052 LOCFLAG2 DC   AL1(0)                                                   02-VMAIL

       LOCO2M  EQU   128    If on, this message came from OPR2MBX interface   02-VMAIL

       LOCISAK EQU   64     If on, this locator is an acknowledgment.         02-VMAIL

       LOCOFRM EQU   32     If on, this message came from OPR2MBX interface   02-VMAIL

                      and OFROM was used.

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

        The label that follows begins a series of variable length fields.

        Each field is delimited by a null (X'00'). The first field is

        the Id of the target. It is used only in acknowledgements.

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

000053 LOCTARG DC    X'00'                                                    01-VMAIL

       LOCVDLEN EQU  *-MLOCEYE                                                01-VMAIL

       LOCVLEN EQU   *-MLOCV                                                  01-VMAIL

       **********************************************************************

       MSGV    DSECT                                                          01-VMAIL

       **********************************************************************

        Mail message record                                              4.0

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

000000 MSGVSMH1 DS   0D                                                       02-XVSAM

000000 MSGVSMRD DC   A(MMSGVSMHL+MMSGVDLEN+0)      RDW                        02-XVSAM

000004 MSGVSMK0 DC   CL1'S'      SIGNIFICANT TYPE                             02-XVSAM

000005 MSGVSMK1 DC   CL8' '     1ST PART OF KEY                               02-XVSAM

00000D MSGVSMK2 DC   CL8' '      2ND PART OF KEY                              02-XVSAM

000015 MSGVSMLU DC   CL8' '     USERID OF LAST UPDATER                        02-XVSAM

00001D MSGVSMDU DC   CL8' '     DATE OF LAST UPDATE                           02-XVSAM

000025 MSGVSMTU DC   CL8' '     TIME OF LAST UPDATE                           02-XVSAM

00002D MSGVSM$S DC   C' '       Selector flag                             4.0 02-XVSAM

00002E DS    XL2                                                      02-XVSAM

000030 MSGVSMNR DC   A(0)        NEXT RECORD POINTER                          02-XVSAM

000034 MSGVSMUI DC   AL1(MMSGVSMAD+MMSGVSMNS)                                X02-XVSAM

                             UPDATE INDICATOR FOR THE RECORD       4.0

       MSGVSMUP EQU  X'80'    RECORD HAS BEEN UPDATED                         02-XVSAM

       MSGVSMAD EQU  X'40'    RECORD HAS BEEN ADDED                           02-XVSAM
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       MSGVSMDE EQU  X'20'    RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED                         02-XVSAM

       MSGVSMNS EQU  X'08'    Do not stamp this record                    4.0 02-XVSAM

        IF THIS FLAG IS ON AT THE TIME THE RECORD IS BEING READ, THE PRIMARY          

  USE OF THIS SEGMENT IS NOT ACTIVE. E.G. SEE VINDEX.

       MSGVSMS1 EQU  X'04'    SEGMENT IS UNUSED FOR PRIMARY USE               02-XVSAM

        IF THIS FLAG IS ON AT THE TIME THE RECORD IS BEING WRITTEN, THE

        SEGMENT WILL NOT BE WRITTEN TO THE FILE.

       MSGVSMD1 EQU  X'02'    SEGMENT IS UNUSED                               02-XVSAM

       MSGVSMRR EQU  X'01'    REAL USER SESSION RECORD (USED BY MERGE/ADMIN)  02-XVSAM

000035 MSGVSMV1 DC   AL1(0)       THE VERSION ID OF THE FIRST SEGMENT         02-XVSAM

000036 MSGVSM#1 DC   AL2(4+MMSGVDLEN)                                        X02-XVSAM

                              LENGTH OF FIRST SEGMENT IF MULTI-SEGMENT

000038 MSGVSM$1 DS   0F        Data of first segment                          02-XVSAM

       MSGVSMHL EQU  *-MMSGVSMH1 LENGTH OF HEADER                             02-XVSAM

       MSGFROM EQU   MMSGVSMLU,8                                              01-VMAIL

       MSGDATE EQU   MMSGVSMDU,8                                              01-VMAIL

       MSGTIME EQU   MMSGVSMTU,8                                              01-VMAIL

       MSG#LAST EQU  MMSGVSM$S+1,2                                            01-VMAIL

000038 MSGEYE  DC    CL4'MMSG'      EYECATCHER                                01-VMAIL

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

00003C MSGEXPD DC    XL4'00'                 *Expiration date in STCK form    01-VMAIL

                                       but only left word saved. This

                                       field is NOT adjusted for local

                                       time using CVTTZ.

000040 MSGNODE DC    CL8' '                  *Node of sender                  01-VMAIL

000048 MSGSYID DC    CL4' '                  *Systemid of sender              01-VMAIL

00004C MSG#USE DC    F'0'                    *Use count                       01-VMAIL

000050 MSGNEXT DC    CL17' '                 *Key of next record              01-VMAIL

000061 MSGTTAR DC    AL1(MMSGUSER)                                            01-VMAIL

                                      What kind of target is MMSGTARG?

       ......................................................................

        CA-TPX mail target types        Len Description                 4.0

       ......................................................................

       MSGUSER EQU   1                     8 *Userids                         02-VMAIL

       MSGLIST EQU   2                    16 *Maillistids                     02-VMAIL

       MSGTERM EQU   3                     8 *Terminalids                     02-VMAIL

       MSGGRP  EQU   4                     8 *Administrative groupids         02-VMAIL

       MSGAPPL EQU   5                     8 *Applids                         02-VMAIL

       MSGACTA EQU   6                     8 *ActiveApplids                   02-VMAIL

       MSGSESS EQU   7                     8 *MenuSessionids                  02-VMAIL

       MSGACTS EQU   8                     8 *ActiveMenuSessionids            02-VMAIL

       MSGNAME EQU   9                    25 *UserNames                       02-VMAIL

       MSGMSOU EQU   10                   16 *Userids                         02-VMAIL

       MSGBULL EQU   11                      *Bulletin                        02-VMAIL

       MSGANB  EQU   12                      *Application news bulletin       02-VMAIL

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

000062 MSGFLAG DC    AL1(0)                                                   02-VMAIL

       MSGACK  EQU   128    If on, this message is to be acknowledged.        02-VMAIL

       MSGREAD EQU   64     If on, this message has been seen by recipient.   02-VMAIL

       MSGWIP  EQU   32     If on, this message has been stored as            02-VMAIL

                            "in progress".

       MSGOSCD EQU   16     If on, "Only sender can delete".                  02-VMAIL

       MSGHBAK EQU   8      If on, this message has been acknowledged.        02-VMAIL
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       MSGBRKN EQU   4      If on, this message was also sent breakin         02-VMAIL

       MSGSTOR EQU   2      If on, this message is to be stored               02-VMAIL

       MSGSEND EQU   1      If on, this message was also sent                 02-VMAIL

000063 MSGFLAG2 DC   AL1(0)                                                   02-VMAIL

       MSGO2M  EQU   128    If on, this message came from OPR2MBX interface   02-VMAIL

       MSGISAK EQU   64     If on, this locator is an acknowledgment.         02-VMAIL

       MSGOFRM EQU   32     If on, this message came from OPR2MBX interface   02-VMAIL

                      and OFROM was used.

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

000064 MSGCOMP DC    X'00'  What kind of compression used?                    01-VMAIL

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------

        The label that follows begins a series of variable length fields.

        Each field is delimited by a null (X'00'). The first field is

        the Id of the target. The second field (MMSG$FRM) is the real name

        of the sender. The third field (MMSGSUBJ) is subject of

        the message. All other fields (MMSGTEXT) are the lines of the

        message. The last line is followed by an extra null.

       ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

000065 MSGTARG DC    X'0000000000'                                            01-VMAIL

       MSGVDLEN EQU  *-MMSGEYE                                                01-VMAIL

       MSGVLEN EQU   *-MMSGV                                                  01-VMAIL
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Operating
This section provides an introduction to product operation and descibes the operator commands.

Introduction
This section introduces you to the Operator session, panels, key commands, issuing key commands, and the global
operator.

The Operator Session
This section provides an overview of the Operator session and what you need to start an Operator session.

Overview

An operator session gives an authorized user the ability to monitor and control processing and resources. By using the
operator commands, you can perform the following tasks:

• Activate, inactivate or quiesce sessions.
• Display performance data and other information about:

– Applications
– Memory
– Windows usage
– Physical and virtual printers
– Physical and virtual terminals
– Sessions
– Storage
– VSAM files
– Tables
– Traces
– View facility

• Modify user, application, and global variables.
• Reload tables, panels, profiles, and ACL/E programs without shutting down TPX.
• Send messages to users.
• Access the message log.
• Activate and inactivate the trace facility.
• Unlock user's terminals.
• Pass GCS or CP commands to the service machine.
• Add virtual terminals without shutting down TPX.

The section Operator Commands describes these commands.

What You Need

To start an Operator session and issue operator commands, you must have the following on your system:

• A session with a session ID of TPXOPER
• Authorization to issue Operator commands

Your User Administrator can add a TPXOPER session to your menu, and your Operator Administrator can assign you
operator authority.
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If you meet these prerequisites, you can issue the operator commands from a terminal. Most of the commands can
also be issued from a system operator's terminal. However, the format of the display on a system operator's terminal is
different than that shown in the examples in this document.

Starting the Session

You can start an Operator session, which has the session ID TPXOPER, the same way you start any session with an
application.

To activate an Operator session from the Menu or another session issue the following command (assuming “/” is the
command character) and then press the command key:

/TPXOPER

The Operator Panels
This section provides an overview of the Operator panel, an example of the initial operator panel, and how to access the
online help.

Overview

The top and bottom of the Operator panels (see Initial Operator Panel) contain the same fields throughout an operator
session.

From left to right, the top line of the panel displays the following fields:

• The application name. In the example it is TPX.
• The SMF ID. In the example it is IPOX.
• The distribution level. In the example it is 5.4/BASE.
• The panel ID. In the example it is TEN0200.

Error or informational messages appear on the second line of the panel.

Operator commands are entered at the bottom of the panel at the command line, which is marked with the prompt
Command ==>.

PF key assignments are displayed on the last line of the panel. Only those PF key assignments that are valid for a
particular panel are listed on this line.

Initial Operator Panel

This is an example of the top and bottom of the operator panels.

TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator      ************* 5.4/BASE  TEN0200

Command ==>

**  PF1=Help  PF3=End  PF4=Return  PF6=Repeat  PF7=Up  PF8=Down  PF11=Right **

Accessing Online Help

Many of the Operator Panels contain input fields where you can enter data. To get online information about these fields,
move the cursor to the field and press PF1.

PF Key Commands in an Operator Session
The PF keys have commands assigned to them when you are in an Operator session. The PF key assignments are
shown at the bottom of every Operator screen. Pressing the PF key executes the corresponding command. You can also
issue the command by typing the command at the Command Line and pressing Enter.
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PF Key Command Descriptions

PF key command descriptions are as follows:

HELP
Displays help screens for Operator commands.

END
Ends the current display and returns to the previous level display. For example, if you selected a user from a list
of users, and you press the End PF key while viewing the User Detail display, the list of users is redisplayed.
Pressing the End PF key again redisplays the initial Operator screen. Pressing the End PF key from the initial
Operator screen ends the Operator session. When you are in a Remote session, pressing the End PF key from
the initial Remote session returns you to the local session (see Global Operator).

RETURN
Ends the Operator session and returns to the Menu.

REPEAT
Redisplays the previously entered Operator command in the command area. This command can then be changed
or entered as is.

UP
Scrolls upwards in the display.

DOWN
Scrolls downwards in the display.

PREV
When selecting a detail display from a list, displays the detail of the previous entry in the list. For example, if a list
of users containing USERA, USERB, and USERC is displayed, and a detail display of USERB is selected from
the list, pressing the Prev PF key shows a detail display of USERA.

NEXT
When selecting a detail display from a list, displays the detail of the next entry in the list. For example, if a list of
users containing USERA, USERB, and USERC is displayed, and a detail display of USERB is selected from the
list, hitting the Next PF key shows a detail display of USERC.

LEFT
Displays the panel to the left of the current one in a multi-panel display.

RIGHT
Displays the panel to the right of the current one in a multi-panel display.

LOCADR
Displays data at an address that is displayed on the screen. See DISPLAY Command (for memory) in the section
“Operator Commands” for details.

UPDATE
Updates data in memory. See DISPLAY Command (for memory) in the section “Operator Commands” for details.

Issuing Operator Commands
You can issue most operator commands from either the Operator session or the system console. Some operator
commands can be issued only from the Operator session.
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Commands That Can Be Issued Only From an Operator Session

The following commands can be issued only from the Operator session; they cannot be issued from the system console:

D MEM D STATS

D P D TBLS

D STOR D VIEW

D STORXA D VP

NOTE
The D TR command can only be issued from the system console without operands.

Format of Operator Commands

When issued from the system console, Operator commands must have the following format:

F tpxname,command operand,operand...

where:

tpxname
Specifies the name of the startup procedure.

command
Specifies one of the operator commands, described in the section Operator Commands.

operand
Specifies a valid operand for the command. Operands define and limit command action and pass control
information to the command processor. They are separated from the command by a space and from each other
by a comma. Each command's operators are described with the command in the section Operator Commands.

When issued in an Operator session, operator commands have the following format:

command operand,operand...

WARNING
Do not use the F tpxname command when issuing commands in an Operator session.

Summary of Command Actions

The following table is a summary of Operator commands used for displaying information. These figures describe the
action that the command performs, show the command as issued from an operator session without operands, and
indicate the section and page you can refer to for further information about the command.

Display Information About... Command See this Section...

Applications D APPL DISPLAY Command for Applications

Memory D MEM DISPLAY Command for Memory

Physical terminals D T DISPLAY Command for Physical Terminals

Physical printers D P DISPLAY Command for Physical Printers

Session statistics D STATS DISPLAY Command for Session Statistics

Storage statistics D STOR
D STORXA

DISPLAY Command for Storage Statistics

Tables D TBLS DISPLAY Command for Tables
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Traces D TR DISPLAY Command for Traces

Users D U DISPLAY Command for Users

View facility D VIEW DISPLAY Command for the View Facility

Virtual printers D VP DISPLAY Command for Virtual Printers

Virtual terminals D VT DISPLAY Command for Virtual Terminals

VSAM files D FILES DISPLAY Command for VSAM Files

 

Miscellaneous Operator Actions and Commands

Action Command See this Section...

Access the message log without stopping
TPX.

SPIN SPIN Command

Activate an application or file. ACT ACTIVATE Command

Activate or deactivate trace facilities. TR TRACE Command to turn trace facilities on
and off

Add virtual terminals without stopping TPX. VTADD VTADD Command

Inactivate a session. C CANCEL Command

Modify user, application, and global
variables.

MOD MODIFY Command

Reload tables, ACL/E programs, panels, or
profiles.

RELOAD RELOAD Command

Pass GCS or CP commands to the service
machine.

VM VM Command

Quiesce an application or file. Q QUIESCE Command

Reset pending quiesced state. ACT ACTIVATE Command

Send messages. SEND SEND Command

Specify a trace destination. TR DEST TRACE Command to specify a trace
destination

Unlock a user's terminal. UNLOCK UNLOCK Command

Global Operator
Global Operator extends the Operator internal application. This extension is only available when multiple instances of
TPX are operating in a parallel sysplex environment. Operators can issue commands to be executed on a target instance
other than the one the operator's terminal is currently connected to. This is also referred to as a Remote Session. This
routing capability is restricted to all instances of TPX operating with the same VTAM generic resource name within a
single parallel sysplex.

SYSID Parameter

The SYSID= keyword parameter can be appended to the command and identifies the target instance where this
command and all subsequent commands are to be routed. Inclusion of the SYSID= keyword parameter causes Operator
Affinity to be set to the target instance; you do not need to include SYSID= until you wish the associated command to
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execute on a different instance of TPX. When the SYSID= is included, Operator Affinity is set to the local system (that
is, the instance of TPX the Operator's terminal is connected to). The SYSID= keyword parameter is not valid on any
command when that command is issued at the system console.

PF3 Key Function

The PF3 function key has additional function when the target TPX is not the local system. The first invocation of the PF3
function key clears the screen; Operator Affinity is not affected. Pressing PF3 a second time sets Operator Affinity to
the local system and terminates the Remote Operator Session. Pressing PF3 again terminates the Operator internal
application.

Operator Commands
This section provides the syntax notation, format, operand explanations, and examples for all of the Operator commands.

Syntax Notation
This section explains each Operator command and its function. It shows the format for each command and examples of
how TPX responds.

Conventions

Command syntax is diagrammed along the command line from left to right. If the entire syntax cannot fit on one line, it
splits and is continued below the first line. Refer to the sample diagram and the following descriptions for an explanation of
command syntax.

Sample Command Format
->>---COMMAND --(1)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->

->----- required operand1 --(2)--- = variable1|variable2 ---(3)---------------------------------------(5)-->

     |- required operand2 ------------------------------------------------------------------------|

     +- required operand3 = variable -------------------------------------------------------------+

                                        +-- optional operand --(4)---- required variable1 ---+

                                                                   |-- required variable2 ---|

                                                                   +-- required variable3 ---+

                                                                 |-----------------------------------+

                                                                 V                                   | (7)

->---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------><

    |-- default operand --(6)-----------------------------|          |-- repeatable operand1 -----|

    +-- optional operand ---------------------------------+          +-- repeatable operand2 -----+

                            |-- optional variable1 --|

                            +-- optional variable2 --+

NOTE

1. The COMMAND always comes first on the command line and is printed in all capitals.
2. Required operands fall on the line.
3. Variables are printed in italics. A choice of variables can be represented with the “|” separator.
4. Optional operands are diagrammed below the command line.
5. Operands in which only one of many can be specified are listed vertically in groups.
6. Default operands are underlined.
7. Operands that can be repeated, or a list of operands, more than one of which can be specified, have a repeating

arrow.
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ACTIVATE Command
The ACTIVATE command can perform the following actions:

• Activate a specified quiesced application
• Activate all quiesced applications
• Reset any pending quiesced state
• Activate a specified VSAM file.

Format

The ACTIVATE command has the following syntax:

->>--- ACT -------- applid ---------------------------------------><

                |-- ALL ------------|    +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --|

                |-- TPX ------------|              +-ALL -----+

                +-- FILE=file ------+

Operand Explanations

The ACTIVATE command has the following operands:

applid
Specifies an application to be activated.

ALL
Activates all applications.

TPX
Activates all applications and resets any pending quiesced state. When operating as a generic resource, TPX will
associate itself with the generic resource name.

FILE=file
Activates the specified file.
Possible values for file are ADMIN1, ADMIN2, NOTES, MAIL, or VIEW.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to execute. The output is routed back to the issuer.
tpxappl identifies the instance of TPX. It is the unique VTAM Application Name (referred to as the Primary APPL
in the Installing section) opened by the target instance.
This operand is not valid when commands are issued from the system console. It is valid only from a TPXOPER
session when TPX is defined as a VTAM generic resource.
For additional information, see Global Operator.

SYSID=ALL
Identifies all instances of TPX, within the Generic pool, on which the command is to execute.

Example Activate a Specific Application
To activate an application named TSO2, issue the following command:
ACT TSO2

CANCEL Command for Users
The CANCEL command inactivates a designated session or all sessions for a particular user.
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Format

The CANCEL command for users has the following syntax:

->>-- C U=userid ---------------------------------------------------------------><

          +-- ,MUT=termid --+  |- ,ALL ------|   +- ,F -+   +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

                               +- ,S=sessid -+

Operand Explanations

The CANCEL command for users has the following operands:

U=userid
Specifies the user ID of the user whose session or sessions you want to inactivate.

MUT=termid
Specifies the terminal ID corresponding to the user you want this command to act on. Use this operand if the user
ID you specify is signed on to multiple terminals.

ALL
Inactivates all sessions belonging to the specified user and signs the user off. This is the default.

S=sessid
Inactivates the specified session belonging to the user specified in userID.

F
Causes any Termination ACL/E programs for the specified sessions to be bypassed. This option may be
necessary if a session is in a state in which a termination ACL/E program will not work.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Examples Inactivate the Sessions
To inactivate all active sessions belonging to user TPXUSER1 and sign that user off the product, issue the
following command:
C U=TPXUSER1,ALL

To inactivate the VM session belonging to user TPXUSER2 and bypass the termination ACL/E program for
that user's session, issue the following command:
C U=TPXUSER2,S=VM,F

CANCEL Command for Physical Terminals
The CANCEL command inactivates a designated physical terminal session.

Format

The CANCEL command for physical terminals has the following syntax:

->>-- C T=termid -----------------------------------------------------><

Operand Explanations

The CANCEL command for physical terminals has the following operand:

T=termid
Specifies the terminal ID that is to be inactivated.
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Example Inactivate a Specific Terminal
To inactivate terminal TCP0001, issue the following command:
C T=TCP0001

DISPLAY Command for Applications
The DISPLAY command can display information about the status of applications defined to TPX.

Format

The DISPLAY command for applications has the following syntax:

->>--- D APPL= ---------------------------------------------------><

                    +--- applid -------+   +--- ,SYSID=tpxappl--+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for applications has the following operands:

applid
Displays more detailed information on a particular application, including information on the sessions for this
application.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Usage Information

When you specify D APPL without specifying an application, a list of applications is displayed. You can retrieve detailed
information on a specific application in this list by tabbing the cursor to the first field on the row with the desired application
and entering an S.

Status Indicators for Application Display Screens

The DISPLAY command displays a variety of information about each application, including the status. Possible status
indicators are described in the following:

Status Indicator Meaning

ACTIVE Application is active.

INACTIVE Application is inactive.

PQUIESCE Quiesce is pending for the application.

QUIESCED Application is quiesced.

Example Application Summary
To display information about all applications defined to TPX, issue the following command:
D APPL

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ***********************TEN0202

    Application Summary

 ----------- Type ---------    --------- Status ----------Total

 Share  Group   Unique  TPX  Active  Inactive  Quiesced   Appls
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 00001    00021   00003  00003   00019    00007     00002     00028

 Applid   Application description  Type Status   Scnt

 SMV114 PRODUCTION TPX   GRP QUIESCED 00000

 STX  STX - SNA TO X.25   GRP ACTIVE   00000

 TESTN TNA TERMINAL NETWORK ACCESS  UNQ ACTIVE   00000

 TPXADMIN TPXADMINISTRATION   TPX ACTIVE   00005

 TPXMAIL TPXMAILBOX SYSTEM   TPX ACTIVE   00001

 TPXNOTES TPXSCRATCHPAD    TPX ACTIVE   00001

 TPXOPER TPXOPERATOR    SHR PQUIESCE 00004

 TPXVM TPXON VM    GRP INACTIVE 00000

 TSO1  TSO ON SP SYSTEM   GRP ACTIVE   00000

 TSO2  TSO ON XA SYSTEM   GRP ACTIVE   00023

 UNKNOWN EXPECT UNOPENED ACB   GRP INACTIVE 00000

 VMCONECT VM CONNECT-SET TERMINAL TO VM GRP ACTIVE   00000

 VM10  VM/CMS     GRP ACTIVE   00019

To retrieve detailed information about an application in this list, tab the cursor to the field in front of the applid,
type an S, and press Enter.
Example Application Detail Display
To display more detailed information about the application TSO2, issue the following command:
D APPL=TSO2

Information similar to the following is displayed.
 TPX001   - SYS3 ************* TPX Operator  *********************** TEN0203

                           Application Detail Display

                                    TSO21

   Label:     TSO/E -  z/OS/ESA S008

   Type:      GRP      Number of users: 0030

   Status:    ACTIVE   Model Sensitive:    N   Extended datastream:    N

   Mask:               Issues CLSDST PASS: Y   Keep Virtual Terminal:  N

   Substring: TSO08    Sends First Screen: Y   Masking for Security:   N

   User Terminal Status  Sessid  VTermid View Funct

   ADMUR55 T2532429 ACT/SESS VIEW  *INTRNAL ASSIST

   ADMDV11 T2532430 ACT/SESS T8  TPXI095

   CCUSR36 D08L588T ACT/SESS T2  TPXI093

   DEVCT91 T2532413 ACT/SESS VIEW  *INTRNAL VIEW

   DEVME21 T2532413 ACT/SESS T4  TPXI012

   DEVTM08 T0548410 ACT/SESS TSO08  TPXI006

   HRUSR31 T2532430 ACT/SESS VIEW  *INTRNAL RECORD

   TXUSR03 T2532429 ACT/SESS T4  TPXI016

   TXUSR46 T2532421 ACT/SESS  TSO08  TPXI015

   TXU1C55 T2532429 ACT/SESS T8  TPXI018

DISPLAY Command for Memory
This topic explains how the DISPLAY command can display memory within the region. Depending on your command
authorization, you may also be able to update memory from this display.

This command cannot be issued from a system console.

Format

The DISPLAY command for memory has the following syntax:

>>--- D MEM -------- ,ACT=applid -----------------------------><
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                 |-- ,ADDR=address ------------------------|

                 |                                        |

                 |-- ,AREA= ---- ACT --------------------|

                 |            |- AMAP --|                 |

                 |            |- CMDT --|                 |

                 |            |- MASK --|                 |

                 |            |- OCMD --|                 |

                 |            |- PRTB --|                 |

                 |            |- SMRT --|                 |

                 |            |- TERM --|                 |

                 |            +- UIDX --+                 |

                 |                                        |

                 |-- ,T= -----termid --------------------|

                 |         +- prtrid ---+                 |

                 |                                        |

                 |-- ,U=userid --------------------------|

                 |               +- ,MUT=termid --+       |

                 |                                        |

                 |                                        |

                 |-- ,ACT=applid ------------------------|

                 +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl ---------------------+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for memory has the following operands:

ACT=applid
Displays memory beginning at the address of the specified application entry in the Application Characteristics
Table (ACT).

ADDR=address
Display memory beginning at the specified address. The address must be between 1 and 8 valid hexadecimal
digits.

AREA=
Displays memory beginning at a control block you specify with one of the following operands. Except for the
SMRT itself, these values display the first entry of the table chained off the SMRT. The LOCADR PF key can be
used to follow through the chain to view the desired entry.
ACT

Displays the first application entry in the Application Characteristics Table (ACT)
AMAP

Displays the first virtual terminal ACB in the ACBMAP.
CMDT

Displays the first command authorization class entry in the first command authorization class table.
MASK

Displays the first mask entry in the virtual terminal mask table.
OCMD

Displays the first entry in the first Operator command authorization class table.
PRTB

Displays the first printer entry in the printer table.
SMRT

Displays the System Options Table (SMRT).
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TERM
Displays the first terminal session block in the TERMSB chain.

UIDX
Displays the first user record in the UINDEX chain.

T=
Specifies either the terminal session or printer control block to be displayed.
termid

Specifies the terminal session block to be displayed.
prtrid

Specifies the printer control block to be displayed.
U=userid

Specifies the user record to be displayed.
MUT=termid

Specifies the terminal ID corresponding to the user that you want this command to act on. Use this operand if the
user ID that you specify is signed on to multiple terminals.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Usage Information

The fields that are displayed in the Memory Display screens are described in the following list:

ADDRESS
Specifies hexadecimal address of memory in address space.

OFFSET
Specifies hexadecimal offset from beginning of location that is displayed.

hex data
Specifies each row contains four words of hexadecimal data at the indicated address.

char data
Specifies each row contains 16 bytes of character data at the indicated address. Non-displayable hexadecimal
characters are translated to a period (.).

Use LOCADR to Find Addresses
You can display memory at an address that appears on the screen as hex data. This allows you to chain through
a list of control block entries easily. To display memory at such an address:

• Tab the cursor until it is on the word of hex data that contains the desired address.
• Press the locate address (LOCADR) PF key, PF12. The selected address then becomes the beginning

address of the memory display. You also can display an address in the stack in the same manner.

Update Memory
You should not update memory without assistance and direction from Technical Support personnel.
If you have sufficient authority, you can update the memory that is displayed on the screen. To update memory:

• Tab the cursor to the data that you want to change.
• Type over the old data with the new data.

You can change either the hexadecimal or character data. The hexadecimal data is treated as four-byte fields,
and the character data is treated as a 16-byte field. Therefore, if you make changes to both in the same line,
the character data overwrites the hexadecimal, since updating takes place from left to right across each row.
Also, you cannot enter the period (.) as character data, since it is substituted for non-displayable characters, and
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therefore ignored on input. Therefore, you must enter the EBCDIC code for a period (X'4B') EBCDIC into the
hexadecimal data to change the data to a period.
After you enter the data, press the update (UPD) PF key, PF9, to make the changes effective. If you press any
key other than the UPD key after you have typed changes to the data, the changes are lost.

Example: Memory Display/Update

To display memory starting at the location of the SMRT, issue the following command:

D MEM,AREA=SMRT

Information similar to the following is displayed.

TPX - IPOX ******************* TPX Operator ************************ TEN0201

Stack:00027130 00081BE8 00015020 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

                 *       Memory Display/Update

  Addr   Offset             AREA=SMRT

 00027130 0000  E2D4D9E3 00000000 00000000 E2D4D9E3 * SMRT........SMRT *

 00027140 0010  D7D9D6C4 60F0F161 F2F561F8 F960F0F7 * PROD-01/25/89-07 *

 00027150 0020  4BF0F640 00000000 000C8000 00000050 * .06 ...........& *

 00027160 0030  00000050 00001388 00000064 00000000 * ...&...h........ *

 00027170 0040  000000C8 E3D7E7F2 F0D7D9C4 E3D7E7F2 * ...HTPX30PRDTPX2 *

 00027180 0050  E2C8D940 00216F80 00010000 00000800 * SHR ..?......... *

 00027190 0060  00000000 0000FFFF 000F423F 000F423F * ................ *

 000271A0 0070  00007530 00007530 00015F90 000000B4 * ................ *

 000271B0 0080  000001F4 01020922 6B7D6C7B 10BB0200 * ...4....,'%#.... *

 000271C0 0090  E8E8E8D5 E3C5D5F0 F0F0F340 00000000 * YYYNTEN0003 .... *

 000271D0 00A0  00000000 00000000 00000000 823000E3 * ............b..T *

 000271E0 00B0  00C00F08 00008BD6 D5404040 40404040 * .{.....ON        *

 000271F0 00C0  40404040 40000000 00000000 E9C1D7E3 *      .......ZAPT *

 00027200 00D0  D7E7F2F0 40C30005 E2D4D6C4 00027130 * PX20 C..SMOD.... *

 00027210 00E0  000062B0 00081BE8 00007668 0000D048 * .......Y......}. *

 00027220 00F0  00101110 000100A8 00015020 000153E0 * .......y..&....\ *

To display memory starting at address X'00000100', issue the following command:

D MEM,ADDR=100

DISPLAY Command for Physical Terminals
The DISPLAY command can display information about the status of physical terminals that are logged on to TPX.

Format

The DISPLAY command for physical terminals has the following syntax:

  ->>--- D T -----------------------------------------><

                     |-- ,ALL ------------|

                     |-- ,ACT ------------|

                     |-- ,INACT ----------|

                     |-- ,LOCK -----------|

                     |-- ,SUMM -----------|

                     |-- =termid ---------|

                     +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+
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Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for physical terminals has the following operands:

ALL
Lists all physical terminals.
You can retrieve detailed information on a specific terminal by tabbing the cursor to the first field on the row with
the desired terminal and entering an S. This is the default.

ACT
Lists only the physical terminals that are active.

INACT
Lists only the physical terminals that are inactive.

LOCK
Lists only the physical terminals that are locked.

SUMM
Displays summary information about the number of physical terminals and a breakdown of their status. This
information also appears when you use the ALL, ACT, INACT, or LOCK operand.

termid
Shows more detailed information about a particular terminal, including information on the sessions for this
terminal.

NOTE
You can specify hyphens as masking characters with this option. Each hyphen matches any character,
including blanks. When using masking in the termid, the termid must still have at least as many
characters as a termid that is not using masking.

For example if your terminal IDs have seven characters such as DXAP59B, and you want to check all terminals
with XAP in the second through fourth positions, enter:
D T=-XAP---

The resulting display lists only the entries matching the mask.
SYSID=tpxappl

Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Usage Information

The D T command displays a variety of information about terminals, including status. Possible status indicators are
described in the following:

ACTIVE
Indicates that the logo screen is displayed at this terminal.

ACT/SESS
Indicates that a user is signed on at this terminal.

INACTIVE
Indicates that a user is being traced and has issued a /K command at this terminal.

LOCKED
Indicates that a user has issued a /L command at this terminal.

PASSED
Indicates that a user is in an ACCESS=PASS session.
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Example Terminal Summary for All Terminals
To display a list of all terminals logged on to TPX, issue the following command:
D T,ALL

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0204

                     Terminal Summary

            -------------- Status ---------------   Total

            Act/Sess Active Inactive Locked         Terms

             00009   00001   00002   00001          00013

  Termid    Status     Status Flags          Model       Logmode

 DXAL590   ACT/SESS  00000000 40008000      3279-3AG     M32783S

 DXAL563   ACT/SESS  00000000 C0008000      3180-4A      M32784S

 DXAL565   ACT/SESS  00000000 C0008000      3278-2       M32782S

 DXAL050   ACT/SESS  00000000 80008000      3278-2       M32782B

 TPXPUN01  ACT/SESS  00000000 80008000      3278-2       T3278M2

 DXAL588   ACT/SESS  00000000 40008000      3278-5A      M32785S

 **NONE**  INACTIVE  00000000 42000000      3278-2

 DXAL564   ACTIVE    00010000 40008000      3279-3AG     M32783S

 **NONE**  INACTIVE  00000000 42000000      3279-3AG

 DXAL59E   ACT/SESS  00000000 40008200      3192-3AG     M32783S

 DXAL075   ACT/SESS  00000000 C0008000      3278-2       M32782B

 DXAL065   ACT/SESS  00000000 40008000      3278-5A      M32785B

 DXAL595   LOCKED    00000000 8000A000      3290-4AG     M32784S

Example Terminal Summary Information
To display the terminal summary information, issue the following command:
D T,SUMM

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator****************** TEN0205

                           Terminal Summary

             -------------- Status ---------------   Total

             Act/Sess   Active   Inactive   Locked   Terms

              00009     00001     00002     00001    00013

Example Terminal Detail Display for a Specific Terminal
To display detailed information about terminal DXAL590, issue the following command:
D T=DXAL590

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX001   - SYS2 ************* TPX Operator  ************************** TEN0206

                             Terminal Detail Display

                                    T05B2501

    Model:    3278-2       Terminal status:   ACT/SESS  Flags: 00000000 C0008000

    Logmode:   MSDLCQ      Appl Logmode:      T3278M2E

    Userid:    TPXUSR1     User Name:         GAVIN STEUBBING

 Session   Applid    Status   VTermid  --Status Flags---Appl. Logmode

  TSOXA1   TSO2      ACTIVE    TPX2009  00002000 C00000C0      T3279M3E

  TSOXA2   TSO2      ACTIVE    TPX2010  00002000 C00000C0      T3279M3E

  RCMVSXA  SCONXA    ACTIVE    TPX2006  00000080 400000C0      T3279M3E

  VM       VM10      ACTIVE    TPX2012  00000080 400000C0      T3279M3E

  MAILBOX  TPXMAIL   INACTIVE

  OPERATOR TPXOPER   ACTIVE    *INTRNAL 00000080 800000C4      T3279M3E

  ADMIN    TPXADMIN  INACTIVE
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  NOTES    TPXNOTES  INACTIVE

  TPXWD20  TPXWD20   INACTIVE

  TPXPROD  TPXPROD   ACTIVE    TPX2UN02 00000000 400000C0      T3279M3E

DISPLAY Command for Physical Printers
The DISPLAY command can display information about the status of printers used by TPX.

This command is not available from a system console.

Format

The DISPLAY command for physical printers has the following syntax:

  ->>--- D P --------------------------------------------><

                     |-- ,ALL ------------|

                     |-- ,ACT ------------|

                     |-- ,INACT ----------|

                     |-- ,LOCK -----------|

                     |-- ,SUMM -----------|

                     |-- =printerid ------|

                     +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for physical printers has the following operands:

ALL
Lists all printers. You can retrieve detailed information on a specific printer in the list by tabbing the cursor to the
first field on the row with the desired printer and entering an S.

ACT
Lists only the printers that are active.

INACT
Lists only the printers that are inactive.

SUMM
Displays only summary information about the number of printers, and a breakdown of their status. This
information also appears when you use the ALL, ACTIVE, or INACT operands.

printerid
Displays more detailed information on a particular printer (including information on the sessions for this printer).
You can specify hyphens as masking characters with this option. Each hyphen matches any character (including
blanks). When using masks in your printerid, the printerid must consist of at least as many characters as it would
without masking. For example if your printer IDs have seven characters such as DXAL059, and you want to check
all printers with XAL in the second through fourth positions, enter:
D P=-XAL---

The resulting display is the same as the ALL operand, except that only the entries matching the mask will be
listed.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.
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Usage Information

The D P command displays a variety of information about printers, including status. Possible status indicators are
described in the following:

ACTIVE
Indicates the printer is active.

ACT/SESS
Indicates the printer is active and being used.

INACTIVE
Indicates the printer is inactive.

Example Printer Summary for All Printers
To display a list of all printers used by TPX issue the following command:
D P,ALL

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0210

                       Printer Summary

                    ---- Status -----     Total

                   Active   Inactive     Printers

                   00000     00001       00001

   Printer    Status       Status Flags            Model   Logmode

   DXAL584   INACTIVE    00000000 42000000        T3287M2  PLU3M2

This is an example of the screen TPX displays in response to a D P,ALL command. To retrieve detailed
information about a printer in this list, tab the cursor to the field in front of the printerID, type an S, and press
Enter.
Example Printer Summary Information
To display the printer summary information, issue the following command:
D P,SUMM

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0211

                    Printer Summary

                    ---- Status -----      Total

                    Active   Inactive      Printers

                    00000     00001        00001

Example Printer Detail Display
To display detailed information about printer DXAL584, issue the following command:
D P=DXAL584

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX *************TPX Operator ********************* TEN0212

                       Printer Detail Display

                               DXAL584

  Model:   3278-2      Printer Status:  Inactive     Trace bits: FF

  Logmode:             CID:             00000000

  Option:  00          Status:          00000000 42000000

DISPLAY Command for Session Statistics
The DISPLAY command can display information about session transaction, message, and compression statistics.

This command cannot be issued from a system console.
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Format

The DISPLAY command for session statistics has the following syntax:

>>--- D STATS --------------------------------------------><

                 |-- ,ALL ----------------------------|

                 |-- ,U=userid -----------------------|

                 |                +- ,MUT=termid --+  |

                 +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl ------------------+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for session statistics has the following operands:

ALL
Displays session statistics for all applications.

U=userid
Displays session statistics for a specified user.

MUT=termid
Specifies the terminal ID corresponding to the user you want this command to act on. Use this operand if the user
ID you specify is signed on to multiple terminals.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Usage Information

The fields appearing in the information displayed by the D STATS command are described in the following:

Chars/Msg To Appl
Specifies the average number of characters per message from terminal to application.

Chars/Msg To Term
Specifies the average number of characters per message from application to terminal.

Cmp Msgs Fm Appl
Specifies the number of messages sent from application to terminal using compression.

Cmp Msgs Fm Term
Specifies the number of messages sent from terminal to application using compression.

Compr Pct
Specifies the percentage of savings from compression.

Fm Appl OutbCmp
Specifies the average number of characters per message entering outbound compression.

Fm Term InbCmpr
Specifies the average number of characters sent from the terminal with inbound compression.

Messages to Appl
Specifies the number of messages sent from terminal to application.

Messages to Term
Specifies the number of messages sent from application to terminal.

To Appl InbCmpr
Specifies the total number of characters sent to application with inbound compression.
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To Term OutbCmp
Specifies the average number of characters per message after outbound compression.

Example Session Statistics for All Applications
To display session statistics for all applications, issue the following command:
D STATS

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPXTPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator **************** TEN0219

                         Session Statistics

                          All Applications

             Messages     Messages     Chars/Msg     Chars/Msg

  Applid     To Appl      To Term       To Appl       To Term

  TPXADMIN

  TPXWINDW

  TPXNOTES

  TPXMAIL

  TSO2

  TSO1

To display the second screen of session statistics for all applications, press the RIGHT PF key, PF11.
Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0226

              Outbound Compression Session Statistics

                         All Applications

           CmpMsgs         Fm Appl        To Term        Compr

  Applid   Fm Appl         OutbCmp        OutbCmp        Pct

   TPXADMIN

   TPXWINDW

   TPXNOTES

   TPXMAIL

   TSO2

   TSO1

To display the third screen of session statistics for all applications, press the RIGHT PF key, PF11, while at the
previous display. Information similar to the following displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0230

               Inbound Compression Session Statistics

                        All Applications

            CmpMsgs       Fm Term       To Appl       Compr

  Applid    Fm Term       InbCmpr       InbCmpr       Pct

  TSOXA1    _______       _______       _______       __ %

  TSOXA2    _______       _______       _______       __ %

  RCMVSXA   _______       _______       _______       __ %

  VM        _______       _______       _______       __ %

  MAILBOX   _______       _______       _______       __ %

  OPERATOR  _______       _______       _______       __ %

  ADMIN     _______       _______       _______       __ %

  NOTES     _______       _______       _______       __ %

Example Session Statistics for a Specific User
To display the first screen of session statistics for user TPXUSER1, issue the following command:
D STATS,U=TPXUSER1

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************* TEN0220
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                        Session Statistics

                            User TPXUSER1

               Messages    Messages     Chars/Msg    Chars/Msg

 Applid        To Appl     To Term      To Appl      To Term

 TSOXA1            142         197            6          538

 TSOXA2              5          13           31          219

 RCMVSXA             3         176           50         1733

 VM                  4          33           39          189

 MAILBOX

 OPERATOR            8

 ADMIN

 NOTES

To display the second screen of session statistics for user TPXUSER1, press the RIGHT PF key, PF11.
Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0227

              Outbound Compression Session Statistics

                          User TPXUSER1

             CmpMsgs     Fm Appl     To Term     Compr

 Sessid      Fm Appl     OutbCmp     OutbCmp     Pct

 TSOXA1          262      230713      195099      6 %

 TSOXA2          197                                %

 RCMVSXA                                            %

 VM               15        3277       29344      7 %

 MAILBOX                                            %

 OPERATOR                                           %

 ADMIN                                              %

 NOTES                                              %

To display the third screen of session statistics for user TPXUSER1, press the RIGHT PF key, PF11.
Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0231

               Inbound Compression Session Statistics

                          User TPXUSER1

             CmpMsgs     Fm Term     To Appl     Compr

  Sessid     Fm Term     InbCmpr     InbCmpr     Pct

 TSOXA1           62          12                    %

 TSOXA2            4                                %

 RCMVSXA          16           6                    %

 VM               29          17                    %

 MAILBOX                                            %

 OPERATOR                                           %

 ADMIN                                              %

 NOTES                                              %

DISPLAY Command for Storage Statistics
The DISPLAY command can display information about the storage being used by TPX. The product allocates storage
from the following storage pools:

• The Dynamic Storage Area (DSA) for areas that are large or highly variable in size.
• A series of fixed-length slot pools for small or fixed-length areas.

This command is not available from a system console.
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Format

The DISPLAY command for storage statistics has the following syntax:

>>--- D ------ STOR ----------------------------------------><

           +-- STORXA ---------+    +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for storage statistics has the following operands:

STOR
Displays information about storage usage below the 16-megabyte line.

STORXA
Displays information about storage usage above the 16-megabyte line.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand Explanations
for the ACTIVATE command.

Usage Information

The following fields appear on screens displayed by the DISPLAY command:

NOTE
For information about adjusting your storage, see Configuration Your Product.

Open ACBs
Indicates the number of active virtual terminals and virtual printers.

Total ACBs
Indicates the total number of defined virtual terminals and virtual printers.

Terminals
Indicates the number of terminals logged on to TPX.

Applications
Indicates the number of sessions (including Menu).

DSA
Displays information about the Dynamic Storage Area. The DSA field has a number of subheadings:

Bytes
Indicates the total bytes allocated to DSA.

Current Use
Indicates the percentage of DSA currently in use.

High Use
Indicates the maximum percentage of DSA used.

Free Areas
Indicates the number of fragments of free space in DSA.

Slot
Displays information about the fixed length slot pools. The slot field has a number of subheadings:

Bytes
Indicates the total bytes allocated to slot pools.

Current Use
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Indicates the percentage of slot pools currently in use.

High Use
Indicates the maximum percentage of slot pools used.

Overflows
Indicates the number of slot pool requests that DSA handled because slot pool 12 was full or request was larger than any
slot pool.

Slot Table
Summarizes memory usage in the slot pools. The following subheadings appear in the slot table:

Slot
Indicates the slot pool number.

Size
Indicates the size of slot entry in bytes.

Count
Indicates the number of slot pools of this size.

Bytes
Indicates the total storage in slot pool.

Curr.Use
Indicates the current percentage of slot in use.

Max.Use
Indicates the maximum percentage of slot used.

Failed
Indicates the number of requests that failed because no storage was left in slot. These requests will be allocated from a
larger slot pool.

Requests
Indicates the total number of requests for this slot pool since startup.

Example Storage Statistics Below the 16-Megabyte Line
To display information about storage usage below the 16-megabyte line, issue the following command:
D STOR

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ***************** TPX Operator *************************** TEN0217

                               Storage Statistics (Below 16M line)

 Open ACBs:  0032     Total ACBs:  0120  Terminals: 0011 Applications: 0069

 DSA  Bytes: 00819200 Current Use: 005 % High Use: 011 % Free Areas: 0010

 Slot Bytes: 05499136 Current Use: 003 % High Use: 004 % Overflows: 00182

 Slot    Size  * Count  =  Bytes     Curr.Use  Max.Use  Failed     Requests

 01      00008   7168      57344       000 %    000 %   0          13277

 02      00016   3584      57344       000 %    001 %   0          5256

 03      00032   1792      57344       004 %    004 %   0          11340

 04      00064   3456      221184      002 %    002 %   0          1969

 05      00112   11808     1322496     001 %    002 %   0          5646

 06      00152   5440      826880      002 %    002 %   0          7621

 07      00216   3584      774144      000 %    000 %   0          8292

 08      00304   2544      773376      000 %    000 %   0          10095

 09      00512   432       221184      068 %    087 %   0          21201

 10      01024   216       221184      000 %    003 %   0          9103

 11      02048   344       704512      000 %    001 %   0          7414
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 12      04096   64        262144      007 %    012 %   0          557

DISPLAY Command for Tables
The DISPLAY command can display information about which tables are being used.

This command is not available from a system console.

Format

The DISPLAY command for tables has the following syntax:

>>---- D TBLS ----------------------------------><

                 +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for tables has the following operands:

TBLS
Displays current tables.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Usage Information

The tables fall under two headings when displayed by this command.

• Startup indicates that the table was loaded at startup time if it was specified in the PROC or in the System Options
Table (SMRT) startup parameters.

• Current Reload indicates the most recently reloaded table (if any reloads have been done).

Example Display TPXTables
To display a list of the tables that are currently in use, issue the following command:
D TBLS

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPXINT   - S008 ************* TPX Operator  ********************* TEN0221

                                 --------- TPX Tables --------

                                TPX       Current           Reload

                                 Startup       Reload           Parameter

   System Options:               SMRT40                          SMRT=

   Application Definitions:      ACTPROD                         ACT=

   Virtual Terminal Masking:                                     MASK=

   Print Destination Def.:       PRTBPROD                        PRTB=

   Passthrough Print Mgmt:                                       PPS=

   Terminal Options:             TRMPROD                         TRM=

   OfficeVision/MVS ACI:         OVACAET                         OVAC=

   Security Action/Message:      SAFRACF                         SAMT=

DISPLAY Command for Traces
The DISPLAY command can display traces currently active in TPX.
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NOTE
None of the operand modifiers of the D TR command are available from the system console.

Format

The DISPLAY command for traces has the following syntax:

>>--- D TR ----------------------------------------------------------------><

  |-- ,ALL -----------------------|   +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

  |-- ,T -------------------------|

  |-- ,P -------------------------|

  |-- ,VT ------------------------|

  |-- ,VP ------------------------|

  +-- ,U -------------------------+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for traces has the following operands:

ALL
Displays all active traces.

T
Displays all active physical terminal traces, including the global trace.

P
Displays all active printer traces, including the global trace.

VT
Displays all active virtual terminal traces, including the global trace.

VP
Displays all active virtual printer traces, including the global trace.

U
Displays all active user traces, including the global trace.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Usage Information

The fields appearing on the screens displayed by the DISPLAY command are described in the following:

Trace
Indicates whether any trace is active in TPX.

Destination
Indicates where the trace output will be written. Can have the value FORMATTED, INTERNAL, or EXTERNAL.

Name
Indicates the name of the trace entry. Can have the value GLOBAL, userid, termid, vtermid, prtrid, or vprtrid.

Termid
Indicates a user's terminal ID.

Type
Indicates the type of trace entry. Can have the value ALL (for global), USER, TERM, VTRM, PRTR, VPRTR.
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I/O
Indicates whether I/O trace is on for this entry.

Buffer
Indicates whether buffer trace is on for this entry.

Module
Indicates whether module trace is on for this entry.

ACB
Indicates whether ACB mask selection trace is on for this entry.

Example Trace Status Display
To display a list of all active traces, issue the following command:
D TR,ALL

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0216

                       Trace Status Display

                Trace: ON          Destination: FORMATTED

  Name    Termid     Type    I/O    Buffer     Module    ACB

 GLOBAL              ALL                                 YES

 DSIWD11   T03MR492  USER    YES     YES

 DXAL590             TERM                       YES

 DXAL584             PRTR    YES     YES

 TPX2020             VTRM    YES     YES        YES      YES

 TPXPR20             VPRT    YES     YES

DISPLAY Command for Users
The DISPLAY command can display information about users, their associated terminals, and application sessions.

Format

The DISPLAY command for users has the following syntax:

->>--- D U --------------------------------------------------------------------><

               |-- ,ALL ----------------------------|  +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

               |-- ,ACT ----------------------------|

               |-- ,INACT --------------------------|

               |-- ,SUMM ---------------------------|

               +-- =userid -------------------------+

                              +- ,MUT=termid --+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for users has the following operands:

ALL
Lists all TPX users. You can retrieve detailed information on a specific user in this list by tabbing the cursor to the
first field on the row with the desired user ID and entering an S. This is the default.

ACT
Lists active users.

INACT
Lists inactive users.
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SUMM
Displays summary information about the number of users, and a breakdown of their status. This information also
appears when you use the ALL, ACTIVE, or INACT operands.

userid
Displays more detailed information on a particular user (including information on the sessions for this user).
Note: This option can also be specified with hyphens (-) as masking characters. Each hyphen matches any
character (including blanks). The mask must have at least as many characters as a normal ID for the entry to be
selected.
For example if your user IDs have seven characters such as DSIP098, and you want to check all terminals with
SIP in the second through fourth positions, enter:
D U=-SIP---

The resulting display lists only the entries matching the mask.
MUT=termid

Specifies the terminal ID corresponding to the user you want this command to act on. Use this operand if the user
ID you specify is signed on to multiple terminals.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Usage Information

The D U command displays a variety of information about users, including status. Possible status indicators are described
in the following:

ACTIVE
Indicates that User is active.

ACT/SESS
Indicates that User is currently signed on.

INACTIVE
Indicates that User is not currently signed on.

LOCKED
Indicates that User has issued a /L command.

PASSED
Indicates that User is in an ACCESS=PASS session.

Example User Summary for All Users
To display a list of all users who have been logged on to the following command:
D U,ALL

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator *********************** TEN0207

                          User Summary

              ---- Status -----    Total     Max User

             Active   Inactive    Users      Limit

             00010    00002       00012      00000

   Userid   Terminal   Status         Act            User Name

   TXUSR13  DXAL075   ACT/SESS        004            Thom Smith

   TXUSR11  DXAL563   ACT/SESS        002            Jane Rydzycki

   TXUSR45  TPXPUN01  ACT/SESS        005            Andrea Lee

   TVNER17  DXAL050   ACT/SESS        005            Mark Doe

   TXUSR03  DXAL59E   ACT/SESS        008            Richard Leoni
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   TXUSR92  DXAL065   ACT/SESS        006            William Dillon

   UK87KNT  DXAL565   ACT/SESS        004            Susan Butterfield

   TVNER77  **NONE**  INACTIVE        004            Michael Jagger

   TXUSR12  DXAL595   ACT/SESS        002            Dave Bowie

   TXUSR78  DXAL588   LOCKED          005            Ann J. Lennox

   UK24LDN  DXAL590   ACT/SESS        006            Nicholaus Gentini

   TXUSR45  **NONE**  INACTIVE        005            David Chan

To retrieve detailed information about a user in this list, tab the cursor to the field in front of the user ID, type
an S, and press Enter.
Example User Summary Information
To display the user summary information, issue the following command:
D U,SUMM

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************* TEN0208

                          User Summary

           ---- Status -----     Total     Max User

           Active   Inactive     Users      Limit

           00010     00002       00012      00000

Example User Detail Display
To display detailed information about user TPXUSER1, issue the following command:
D U=TPXUSER1

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX001   -SYS02 ************* TPX Operator  *********************** TEN0209

                               User Detail Display

                                   TPXUSR1

    User Name:   TOM JONES

    Termid:      T0DE2501    Terminal Status: ACT/SESS    00000000 C0008000

    Model:        3278-2     Active Sessions: 004      Affin. to:

    Logmode:      MSDLCQ     Max Sessions:    000      Printer:

Session   Applid    Status   VTermid  --Status Flags--    Appl. Logmode

 TSOXA1   TSO2      ACTIVE   TPX2009  00002000 C00000C0     T3279M3E

 TSOXA2   TSO2      ACTIVE   TPX2010  00002000 C00000C0     T3279M3E

 RCMVSXA  SCONXA    ACTIVE   TPX2006  00000080 400000C0     T3279M3E

 VM       VM10      ACTIVE   TPX2012  00000080 400000C0     T3279M3E

 MAILBOX  TPXMAIL   INACTIVE

 OPERATOR TPXOPER   ACTIVE   *INTRNAL 00000080 800000C4     T3279M3E

 ADMIN    TPXADMIN  INACTIVE

 VIEW     TPXVIEW/A ACTIVE   *INTRNAL 00000080 800000C4     T3279M3E

 TPXWD20  TPXWD20   INACTIVE

 TPXPROD  TPXPROD   ACTIVE   TPX2UN02 00000000 400000C0     T3279M3E

DISPLAY Command for User Exits
The DISPLAY command can display information about the status of TPX user exits.

This command cannot be issued from a system console.

Format

The DISPLAY command for user exits has the following syntax:
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->>--- D ----- EXIT ----------------------------------><

           |-- EXIT=userexit --|

Status Indicators for User Exit Display Screens

The DISPLAY command displays the current status of each user exit. Possible status indicators are listed in the following
commands:

ACTIVEIndicates that the user exit is loaded.

INACTIVEIndicates that the user exit is not loaded.

To change the status of an exit, tab to the exit on panel TEN0229 and press PF9: ACTIVE becomes INACTIVE,
INACTIVE becomes ACTIVE.  

Example: User Exit Summary
To display information about all user exits, issue the following command: D EXIT The following example shows
similar information.
 U31ITJDP - CAXX ************* TPX Operator    ********************** TEN0229 

                                                                                

                            User EXIT Status Summary                            

                                                                                

                               Exit Name/Status                                 

                                                                            

    TPXUSEND ... INACTIVE     TPXURECV ... INACTIVE     TPXULOGN ... INACTIVE   

    TPXUROUT ... INACTIVE     TPXUMAIL ... INACTIVE     TPXUQUEU ... INACTIVE   

    TPXUCMND ... INACTIVE     TPXUPSYM ... INACTIVE     TPXUGACB ... INACTIVE   

    TPXUSNSF ... INACTIVE     TPXUCSIM ... INACTIVE     TPXUQRSP ... INACTIVE   

    TPXUMENU ... INACTIVE     TPXUSIST ... INACTIVE     TPXUPBNR ... INACTIVE   

    TPXUPSEL ... INACTIVE     TPXUTOOO ... INACTIVE     TPXUERR1 ... INACTIVE   

    TPXUVSAM ... INACTIVE     TPXUVIEW ... INACTIVE     TPXUSWIN ... INACTIVE   

    TPXULOGW ... INACTIVE                                                       

                                            

                                          

                                                                                

 Command ==>                                                                    

 ***  PF1=Help  PF3=End  PF4=Return  PF6=Repeat  PF7=Up  PF8=Down PF9=Updt **** 

Example: Status for a specific User Exit
To display information about a specific user exit, issue the following command: D EXIT=userexit The following
example shows the display from D EXIT=TPXUSNSF:
U31ITJDP - CAXX ************* TPX Operator      ********************** TEN0228 

                                                                               

                             User EXIT Status                                  

                                                                               

   User Exit    Exit Status                                                    

   TPXUSNSF     ACTIVE                                                 

                                                                        

Command ==>                                                                   

*******  PF1=Help  PF3=End  PF4=Return  PF6=Repeat  PF7=Up  PF8=Down  ********
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DISPLAY Command for the View Facility
The DISPLAY command can display information about the View facility, showing which users are using which features of
the facility.

This command cannot be issued from a system console.

Format

The DISPLAY command for the View facilities has the following syntax:

->>--- D VIEW ----------------------------------------><

                   |-- ,CONF -----------|

                   |-- ,PLAY -----------|

                   |-- ,RECORD ---------|

                   |-- ,ASSIST ---------|

                   |-- ,TRAINER --------|

                   +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for the View facilities has the following operands:

CONF
Displays information about any current conference sessions.

PLAY
Displays information about any current playback sessions.

RECORD
Displays information about any current record sessions.

ASSIST
Displays information about any current session assist sessions.

TRAINER
Displays information about any current training sessions.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Usage Information

When issued without an operand, the D VIEW command displays information about any current view or tracking sessions.

Example Current Conference Sessions
To display a list of all conference sessions currently running, issue the following command:
D VIEW,CONF

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPXINT    S008  TPX Operator - Conference Summary                TEN0233

 Userid     Terminal   Description          Sessid

 TPXUSR12  FKZ0349    test demo            TPXUTL00

 TPXUSR46  T003M02    test demo            TPXUTL00

 TPXUSR20  T003M32    test demo            TPXUTL00

 TPXADM02  TOO4F00    test demo            TPXUTL00
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DISPLAY Command for Virtual Printers
The DISPLAY command can display information about the status of virtual printers. This command is not available from a
system console.

Format

The DISPLAY command for virtual printers has the following syntax:

->>--- D VP ------------------------------------------><

                   |-- ,ALL ------------|

                   |-- ,ACT ------------|

                   |-- ,INACT ----------|

                   |-- ,UNAVAIL --------|

                   |-- ,SUMM -----------|

                   |-- =vptrid ---------|

                   +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for virtual printers has the following operands:

ALL
Lists all virtual printers. You can retrieve detailed information on a specific virtual printer by tabbing the cursor to
the first field on the row with the desired virtual printer and entering an S.

ACT
Lists only the virtual printers that are active.

INACT
Lists only the virtual printers that are inactive.

UNAVAIL
Lists only the virtual printers that have been marked as unavailable.

SUMM
Displays only summary information about the number of virtual printers and a breakdown of their status. This
information also appears when you use the ALL, ACT, INACT, or UNAVAIL operands.

vptrID
Displays more detailed information on a particular virtual printer (including information on the sessions for this
virtual printer).

NOTE
This option can also be specified with hyphens (-) as masking characters. Each hyphen matches any
character (including blanks). The mask must have at least as many characters as a normal ID for the
entry to be selected.

For example if your virtual printer IDs have seven characters such as DXAL059, and you want to check all virtual
printers with XAL in the second through fourth positions, enter:
D VP=-XAL---

The resulting display is the same as that displayed by the ALL operand, except that only the entries matching the
mask will be listed.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.
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Usage Information

The DISPLAY command displays a variety of information for virtual printers, including status. Possible status indicators
are described in the following:

ACTIVE
Indicates that Virtual printer is currently active.

INACTIVE
Indicates that Virtual printer is currently inactive, but has been active at some time.

NEVACT
Indicates that Virtual printer has always been inactive.

UNAVAIL
Indicates that Virtual printer has been marked as unavailable.

Example Summary for All Virtual Printers
To display a list of all virtual printers, issue the following command:
D VP,ALL

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0223

                 Virtual Printer Summary

 ------- Type -------      --------- Status ---------   Total

 Application     User      Active   Inactive  Unavail   VPrtrs

    00001        00001     00002     00000     00000    00002

 VTermid      Type          Status

 TPXAPR01     APP          ACTIVE

 TPXUPR01     USR          ACTIVE

To retrieve detailed information about a virtual printer in this list, tab the cursor to the field in front of the user
ID, type an S, and press Enter.
Example Virtual Printer Summary Information
To display the virtual printer summary information, issue the following command:
D VP,SUMM

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0224

                     Virtual Printer Summary

  ------- Type -------     --------- Status ---------   Total

   Application    User      Active   Inactive   Unavail  VPrtrs

      00001       00001     00002     00000      00000   00002

Example Virtual Printer Detail Display
To display detailed information about virtual printer TPXAPR01, issue the following command:
D VP=TPXAPR01

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0225

                   Virtual Printer Detail Display

                               TPXAPR01

  Type:  APP           Status:    ACTIVE

  Model:               AMAP:      00795514        Trace bits: 00

 Userid  Termid  Status  Sessid  Applid    CID    ApplACB  Appstat
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DISPLAY Command for Virtual Terminals
The DISPLAY command can display information about the status of virtual terminals.

Format

The DISPLAY command for virtual terminals has the following syntax:

->>--- D VT ---------------------------------------------------><

                 |-- ,ALL -----------|

                 |-- ,ACT -----------|

                 |-- ,INACT ---------|

                 |-- ,UNAVAIL -------|

                 |-- ,SUMM ----------|

                 |-- =vtermid -------|

                 +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl -+

Operand Explanations

The DISPLAY command for virtual terminals has the following operands:

ALL
Lists all virtual terminals. You can retrieve detailed information on a specific virtual terminal by tabbing the cursor
to the first field on the row with the desired virtual terminal and entering an S.

ACT
Lists only the virtual terminals that are active.

INACT
Lists only the virtual terminals that are inactive.

UNAVAIL
Lists only the virtual terminals that have been marked as unavailable.

SUMM
Displays summary information about the number of virtual terminals and a breakdown of their status. This
information also appears when you use the ALL, ACT, INACT, or UNAVAIL operand.

vtermid
Displays more detailed information on a particular virtual terminal (including information on the sessions for this
virtual terminal).

NOTE
This option can also be specified with hyphens (-) as masking characters. Each hyphen matches any
character (including blanks). The mask must have at least as many characters as a normal ID for the
entry to be selected.

For example if your virtual terminal IDs have seven characters such as DXAP59B, and you want to check all
virtual terminals with XAP in the second through fourth positions, enter:
D VT=-XAP---

The resulting display is the same as the ALL operand, except that only the entries matching the mask will be
listed.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.
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Usage Information

The D VT command displays a variety of information about virtual terminals, including status. Possible status indicators
are described in the following:

ACTIVE
Indicates that Virtual terminal is active.

INACTIVE
Indicates that Virtual terminal is inactive, but has been active at some time.

NEVACT
Indicates that Virtual terminal has always been inactive.

UNAVAIL
Indicates that Virtual terminal has been marked unavailable.

RESERVD
Indicates that the ACB is available, propagate ACB is being used, ACB masking is being used at the user level, or
the TPXUGACB exit is being used.

UNA/RSV
Indicates that the ACB is unavailable, propagate ACB is being used, ACB masking is being used at the user level,
or the TPXUGACB exit is being used.

RSRVD-A
Indicates that the ACB is available, and ACB masking or the TPXUGACB exit is being used at the session level.

UNA/R-A
Indicates that the ACB is unavailable, and ACB masking or the TPXUGACB exit is being used at the session
level.

Example Summary for All Terminals
To display a list of all virtual terminals, issue the following command:
D VT,ALL

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0213

                     Virtual Terminal Summary

   -------- Type --------    -------- Status --------    Total

   Share   Group   Unique    Active   Inactive   Unavail VTerms

   00001   00095   00012     00027    00081       00002  00108

 VTermid       Type     Model     Ext      Status

 TPX3SHR       SHR        2               NEVACT

 TPX3001       GRP        2               ACTIVE

 TPX3002       GRP        3               ACTIVE

 TPX3003       GRP        4               ACTIVE

 TPX3004       GRP        5               ACTIVE

 TPX3005       GRP        3               ACTIVE

 TPX3006       GRP        4               ACTIVE

 TPX3007       GRP        5               ACTIVE         UNAVAIL

 TPX3008       GRP        2               ACTIVE

 TPX3009       GRP        2               ACTIVE

 TPX3010       GRP        2               ACTIVE

 TPX3011       GRP        2               ACTIVE

 TPX3012       GRP        2               INACTIVE       UNAVAIL

To retrieve detailed information about a virtual terminal in this list, tab the cursor to the field in front of the
virtual terminal ID, type an S, and press Enter.
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Example Virtual Terminal Summary
To display the virtual terminal summary information, issue the following command:
D VT,SUMM

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ******************** TEN0214

                      Virtual Terminal Summary

 --------- Type --------     --------- Status ---------     Total

 Share    Group   Unique     Active   Inactive  Unavail     VTerms

 00001    00095    00012     00027     00081     00002      00108

Example Virtual Terminal Detail Display
To display detailed information about virtual terminal TPX2001, issue the following command:
D VT=TPX2001

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX - IPOX ************* TPX Operator ********************** TEN0215

                   Virtual Terminal Detail Display

                           TPX2001

   Type:  GRP          Status:   ACTIVE   RESERVD

   Model: 2            AMAP:     00770F14      Trace bits: 00

 Userid  Termid  Status   Sessid  Applid  CID        ApplACB  Appstat

 DSIDM11 DXAL050 ACT/SESS VM      VM10    02000059  VM10     ACTIVE

 DSIDM11 DXAL050 ACT/SESS T3      TSO2    02000056  TSO20007 ACTIVE

 DSIPP11 DXAL595 ACT/SESS SCONXA  SCONXA  02000062  SCONXA   ACTIVE

DISPLAY Command for VSAM Files
The DISPLAY command can display information about the status of the VSAM files, ADMIN1, ADMIN2, NOTES, MAIL,
and VIEW.

This command cannot be issued from a system console.

Format

The DISPLAY command for VSAM files has the following syntax:

->>--- D FILES ----------------------------------><

Status Indicators for Application Display Screens

The DISPLAY command displays the current status of each VSAM file. Possible status indicators are listed in the
following:

OPEN
Indicates that the file is open.

CLOSED
Indicates that the file is closed.

QUIESCED
Indicates that the file has been quiesced with the QUIESCE command. The file is unavailable until it is reactivated
by the ACT command.

UNAVAIL
Indicates that TPX is unable to access the file through L-Serv.
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n/a
Indicates that the file is not being used.

Status Indicators for L-Serv

The DISPLAY command displays the current status of connection to L-Serv. Possible status indicators are listed in the
following:

ACTIVE
Indicates that L-Serv is available and is managing at least one file.

UNAVAIL
Indicates that L-Serv is currently unavailable.

RECONNECT
Indicates that L-Serv was unavailable but the software is currently reestablishing the connection.

n/a
Indicates that L-Serv is not being used.

Example VSAM File Summary
To display information about all VSAM files, issue the following command:
D FILES

Information similar to the following is displayed.
TPX001    -  IPOX ************* TPX Operator      ********************** TEN0245

 

                     --------- VSAM File Status --------

                        L-Serv Status :   ACTIVE

 

   File                             Current          L-Serv

   Name                             Status           DDname

 

   ADMIN1                           OPEN             TPX1ADM1

 

   ADMIN2                           OPEN             TPX2ADM2

 

   NOTES                            n/a              n/a

 

   MAIL                             OPEN             TPX2MAIL

 

   VIEW (Record/Playback)           OPEN             TPX2VIEW

 

 * The L-Serv Status and Current Status fields show the status as of the most

    recent access to the file.

MODIFY Command
The MODIFY command can change certain user, application, and global variables. For example, you can put limits on the
following parameters:

• The number of users logged on.
• The number of active sessions for a specified user or application.
• The number of total sessions for all users.
• The availability of virtual terminals and virtual printers.
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Format

The MODIFY command has the following syntax:

>>--MOD----APPL=applid-----,KEEPACB=-----YES---------------------------------><

          |                 |               +-NO-+  |   | +--,SYSID=tpxappl--|

          |                 +--,MAXSESS=num---------+   |           +-ALL----+

          |                                             |

          |--SYS----,MAXUSER=num------------------------|

          |         +--,MAXSESS=num--+                  |

          |                                             |

          |--U=userid -------------------,MAXSESS=num---|

          |               ,ERASE                        |

          |             +-,MUT=termid--+                |

          |                                             |

          |--VT=vtermid-----,AVAIL ---------------------|

          |               +-,UNAVAIL--+                 |

          |               +-,UNRES ---+                 |

          |                                             |

          +--VP=vptrid-----,AVAIL ---------------------+

                          +- UNAVAIL--+     

Operand Explanations

The MODIFY command has the following operands:

APPL=applid
Modifies application (ACT) variables for the specified application ID.

KEEPACB=YES|NO
Sets the KEEPACB option to YES or NO for the specified application. If you specify YES, ACBs for current and future
sessions are kept. If you specify NO, any ACBs that are held for inactive sessions are freed. This operand must be used
with the APPL operand.

MAXSESS=num
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent application sessions. This operand is for use with the SYS, APPL, and U
operands.

SYS
Indicates that the MODIFY command acts on global variables residing in the System Options Table (SMRT).

MAXUSER=num
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent users. This operand is for use with the SYS operand only.

U=userid
Modifies user variables for the specified user ID.

ERASE
Removes the specified user ID from memory. This operand is for use with the U=userid only.

MUT=termid
Specifies the terminal ID corresponding to the user you want this command to act on. Use this operand if the user ID you
specify is signed on to multiple terminals.

VT=vtermid
Modifies virtual terminal availability for the specified virtual terminal.

UNRES
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Indicates that the virtual terminal designated by the VT operand will be unreserved. This operand is for use with the VT
operand only, and only for virtual terminals that are currently reserved.

VP=vprtrid
Modifies virtual printer availability for the specified virtual printer.

AVAIL
Indicates that the specified virtual terminal or virtual printer will be made available for selection. This operand is for use
with the VT and VP operands only.

UNAVAIL
Indicates that the specified virtual terminal or virtual printer will not be available for selection. This operand is for use with
the VT and VP operands only.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand Explanations
for the ACTIVATE command.

SYSID=ALL
Identifies all instances of TPX, within the Generic pool, on which the command is to execute.

NOTE
SYSID=ALL is only valid for MOD APPL or MOD SYS.

Examples
To set the maximum number of users allowed to 250, issue the following command:
MOD SYS,MAXUSER=250

To mark virtual terminal TPX2001 as unavailable:
MOD VT=TPX2001,UNAVAIL

QUIESCE Command
The QUIESCE command halts all activity for a particular application, VSAM file, or for the entire region.

When you issue the QUIESCE command for an application or for the region, no new sessions to the specified application
or region will be allowed. Existing sessions remain active. You can specify a shutdown time when all active sessions or
the application will be inactivated automatically.

When you issue the QUIESCE command, the software notifies all affected users of the quiesce and impending shutdown
time (if you specified one).

You can use the command to quiesce a VSAM file when you are performing maintenance on the file with a program like L-
Serv.

When you enter the Quiesce command for an application, a Q/S will appear on the main menu (TEN0041) to indicate that
the application is in a Quiesce state. A session can not be established with this application until the application is placed in
an active state by the TPXOPER administrator.

Format

The QUIESCE command has the following syntax:

->>--- Q ------ applid ------------------------------------------------------><

            |-- ALL --------|     |-- ,SHUT= ----- minutes --|

            |-- TPX --------|     |            +-- hh:mm ----|

            |-- EXIT=userexit|

            +-- FILE=file --+     +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --------|
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                                            +-ALL------------+

Operand Explanations

The QUIESCE command has the following operands:

applid
Specifies the application to be quiesced.

ALL
Indicates that all applications are to be quiesced.

TPX
Indicates that TPX and all applications are to be quiesced. When operating as a generic resource, the software will
disassociate itself with the generic resource name.

FILE=file
Specifies a VSAM file that is to be marked as quiesced. The file will be quiesced until it is activated with the ACT
command. Possible values for file are ADMIN1, ADMIN2, NOTES, MAIL, or VIEW.
The SHUT operand cannot be used with the FILE= operand.

SHUT
Indicates that all active sessions to the application or the product will be inactivated automatically after a designated
interval or at a designated time. This operand is not valid when using the FILE=file operand.

minutes
Specifies the interval between the time the QUIESCE command is issued and the time the specified application or TPX is
inactivated. This operand is not valid when using the FILE=file operand.

hh:mm
Specifies the time when the specified application or TPX is automatically inactivated. This operand is not valid when using
the FILE=file operand.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand Explanations
for the ACTIVATE command.

SYSID=ALL
Identifies all instances of TPX, within the Generic pool, on which the command is to execute.

EXIT=userexitSpecifies a user exit name that is marked as quiesced. The exit is quiesced until it is activated with the
RELOAD EXIT= command. The DISPLAY EXIT command can also be used to activate or inactive a user exit. The SHUT
operand cannot be used with the EXIT= operand.

NOTE

Only use the EXIT=userexit command to stop a malfunctioning exit from being invoked.

Usage Information

If you use the applid operand without specifying a shutdown time, the application will not be quiesced until all active users
have logged off the application. A reload of the ACT can be performed successfully only when the application has the
QUIESCED status.

Example
To quiesce all applications at 9:00 p.m. issue the following command:
Q ALL,SHUT=21:00

As soon as this command is issued, no new application sessions will be allowed. At 9:00 p.m. all existing
application sessions will be inactivated.
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RELOAD Command
The RELOAD command can reload certain tables, ACL/E programs, panels, and profiles while the product is still running.
This is necessary if any of these are changed while the product is running, and the changes must become effective
immediately.

Format

The RELOAD command has the following syntax:

->>--- RELOAD -------- ACL--------- =entry name --------------------------><

                   |-- ACT -----|                  +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --|

                   |-- CMDT ----|                            +-ALL------+

                   |-- EXIT ----|

                   |-- MASK ----|

                   |-- OCMD ----|

                   |-- OVAC ----|

                   |-- PANEL ---|

                   |-- PPS -----|

                   |-- PROF ----|

                   |-- PRT -----|

                   |-- SAMT ----|

                   |-- SMRT ----|

                   +-- TRM -----+

Operand Explanations

The RELOAD command has the following operands:

ACL
Reloads an Automated Conversation Language/Extended (ACL/E) program.

ACT
Reloads an Application Characteristics Table (ACT). All fields in the ACT are updated except the following fields, which
are updated only if the application is quiesced:

• – Type
– Keep virtual terminal
– End-to-End Option
– Readbuf Technique
– Screen even if readbuf technique
– Inbound Compression
– OPENGATE Control User
– Load Module Name

CMDT
Reloads a Command Authorization Class Table.

EXIT
Reloads a TPXU* user exit load module. The exit program is deleted before being reloaded.

MASK
Reloads a Virtual Terminal Mask Table.

OCMD
Reloads a TPX Operator Command Authorization Class Table.
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OVAC
Reloads an OfficeVision/MVS Application Connectivity Table.

PANEL
Reloads a Panel Definition.

PPS
Reloads a User Passthrough Print Table.

PROF
Reloads a User Profile.

PRT
Reloads a Print Destination Definition Table.

SAMT
Reloads a Security Action/Message Table.

SMRT
Reloads a System Options Table. Some parameters cannot be changed with the RELOAD command. For information
about the System Option Table parameters, see Administrating.

TRM
Reloads a Terminal Options Table.

entry name
Specifies the entry name that corresponds to the type of reload being done.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand Explanations
for the ACTIVATE command.

SYSID=ALL
Identifies all instances of TPX, within the Generic pool, on which the command is to execute.

Example
To reload the ACL/E program TSOLOGON, which has been changed, issue the following command:
RELOAD ACL=TSOLOGON

SEND Command
The SEND command can send a message to one of the following:

• A specific user
• A specific broadcast list
• A specific terminal
• The users of a specific application
• The users of a specific session
• All users

Format

The SEND command has the following syntax:

->>-- SEND -- 'text' --- ,U=userID--------------------------------------------><

            |                     +-- ,MUT=termID--+ | |-- ,SAV ------------|  

            |                                        | |-- ,BRK-------------|

            |                                        | +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+
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            |-- ,L=listname -------------------------|

            |-- ,T=termID ---------------------------|

            |-- ,A=applID ---------------------------|

            |-- ,S=sessID ---------------------------|

            +-- ,ALL --------------------------------+

Operand Explanations

The SEND command has the following operands:

'text'
Contains the text of your message. It must be enclosed in single quotes.

U=userid
Specifies a user that you want your message sent to.

MUT=termid
Specifies the terminal ID corresponding to the user you want this command to act on. Use this operand if the user
ID you specify is signed on to multiple terminals.

L=listname
Specifies a broadcast list that you want your message sent to.

T=termid
Specifies that your message should be sent to the user logged on to the specified terminal.

A=applid
Specifies that your message should be sent to all users having the specified application on their menu.

S=sessid
Specifies that the message should be sent to all users having the specified session ID on their menu.

ALL
Indicates that you want to send your message to all users.

WARNING
Sending a message to ALL could cause system or storage related problems.

SAV
Indicates that you want the message to be saved in the Mailbox message file if the users are not signed on.

BRK
Indicates that the message will be sent in break-in mode. This means that users will not have to press the Enter
key to receive the message.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Examples
To send the message “ALL USERS OF TSO2 PLEASE LOGOFF” to all users, issue the following command:
SEND 'ALL USERS OF TSO2 PLEASE LOGOFF',ALL

To send the message “YOUR JOB IS LOOPING - PLEASE CANCEL” to the TPXUSER1 in break-in mode,
issue the following command:
SEND 'YOUR JOB IS LOOPING - PLEASE CANCEL',U=TPXUSER1,BRK
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SPIN Command
The SPIN command accesses the message log without stopping or restarting TPX. The SPIN command releases the
current message log data set for printing and allocates a new message log data set in its place.

Format

The SPIN command has the following syntax:

->>--- SPIN-------------------------------------------------------><

             +-- CLASS=class --+    |-- ,DEST=dest ------|

                                    +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --|

                                               +-ALL-----+

Operand Explanations

The SPIN command has the following operands:

CLASS=class

Specifies a SYSOUT class for the log data set being released by the SPIN command.

If you do not include this operand and its value, TPX releases the log to the SYSOUT class specified in the log class
parameter of the System Option Table Operational Parameters panel. If no value is specified in the SMRT log class, then
a default of class “A” is used.

In addition, the new log data set that replaces it is always allocated to the SMRT log class, regardless of the SPIN CLASS
parameter. If no value is specified in the SMRT log class, then a default of class “A” is used.

DEST=dest

Specifies the JES printer destination for the SYSOUT being released.

If you do not specify a destination here, TPX uses the destination specified in the Log Destination ID parameter in the
System Options Table Operational Parameters panel.

SYSID=tpxappl

Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand Explanations
for the ACTIVATE command.

SYSID=ALL

Identifies all instances of TPX, within the Generic pool, on which the command is to execute.

TRACE Command to Turn Trace Facilities On and Off
The TRACE command can activate or deactivate various trace facilities.

Format

The TRACE command to turn trace facilities on and off has the following syntax:

->>-- TR -- ON|OFF ---,ALL ----------------------------------------------------><

                  |-- ,U=userid-------------------------| |--,EVERY ----------|

                  |                +-- ,MUT=termid--+    | |--,MOD------------|

                  |                                      | |--,ACB------------|

                  |-- ,T=termid ------------------------| |--,BUF-------------|

                  |-- ,P=prtrid ------------------------| +--,SYSID=tpxappl --+
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                  |-- ,VT=vtermid ----------------------|

                  +-- ,VP=vprtrid ----------------------+

Operand Explanations

The TRACE command to turn trace facilities on and off has the following operands:

ON
Activates a specified trace function.

OFF
Deactivates an indicated trace function.

ALL
Indicates that you want to begin or end a global trace for all physical and virtual terminals.

U=userid
Traces the physical and virtual terminals for the specified user ID.

MUT=termid
Specifies the terminal ID corresponding to the user you want this command to act on. Use this operand if the user
ID you specify is signed on to multiple terminals.

T=termid
Specifies the VTAM network name (the APPL statement label) for a physical terminal to be traced.

P=prtrid
Specifies the VTAM network name (the APPL statement label) for a printer to be traced.

VT=vtermid
Specifies the VTAM network name (the APPL statement label) for a virtual terminal to be traced.

VP=vprtrid
Specifies the VTAM network name (the APPL statement label) for a virtual printer to be traced.

EVERY
Indicates that you want to trace modules, buffers, and VTAM control blocks. This is the default trace.

MOD
Indicates that you want to trace modules.

ACB
Indicates that you want the virtual terminal mask search process to be written to the log.

WARNING
If your site uses a large number of virtual terminals, an ACB trace can cause a U032 abend. The abend
occurs as numerous trace messages accumulate while waiting to be written to the log.

BUF
Indicates that you want trace buffers for both physical and virtual terminals during send/receive processing. It also
causes tracing of VTAM control blocks.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Examples
To activate a buffer trace for terminal TERM0010 issue the following command:
TR ON,T=TERM0010

To inactivate a module trace for user TPXUSER1, issue the following command:
TR OFF,U=TPXUSER1,MOD
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TRACE Command to Specify a Trace Destination
The TRACE command with the DEST option can specify the destination of the trace output. This overrides the TRDEST
parameter in the System Options Table (SMRT).

Format

The TRACE command to specify a trace destination has the following syntax:

->>--- TR DEST ------- ,INT ---------------------------------><

                   |-- ,EXT ---|    +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

                   +-- ,FMT ---+

Operand Explanations

The TRACE command to specify a trace destination has the following operands:

DEST
Indicates that you are specifying a trace destination.

INT
Causes the product to produce an unformatted internal trace and send it to an in-storage buffer.

EXT
Causes the product to produce an unformatted external trace of the data it collects and send it to the data
set indicated on the startup procedure's //XTRACE DD statement. You can format and print it later using the
PRTRACE utility. (The PRTRACE member of TPX.CB0VSRC contains sample JCL.)

FMT
Causes the product to produce a formatted trace and send it to the log data set identified on the startup
procedure's //LOG DD statement or System Options Table log class operand.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Example
To change the trace destination to the external trace data set, issue the following command:
TR DEST,EXT

NOTE
This should only be changed at the direction of TPX Support.

UNLOCK Command
The UNLOCK command unlocks the terminal of a user who used a /L command to lock his or her terminal.

Format

The UNLOCK command has the following syntax:

->>--- UNLOCK --- userid ---------------------------------------------------><

                            +-- ,MUT=termid -----+   +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

Operand Explanations

The UNLOCK command has the following operands:
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userid
Specifies the user whose terminal is to be unlocked by the UNLOCK command.

MUT=termid
Specifies the terminal ID corresponding to the user you want this command to act on. Use this operand if the user
ID you specify is signed on to multiple terminals.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Example
To unlock the terminal of a user whose user ID is TTDLW, issue the following command:
UNLOCK TTDLW

VM Command
The VM command passes any GCS or CP command through to the service machine. This machine's CP command class
privileges determine which commands are allowed.

Format

The VM command has the following syntax:

->>--- VM ----- 'command' -----------------------------><

                              +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

Operand Explanations

The VM command has the following operands:

'command'
Specifies the command to pass to GCS or CP. This must be enclosed in single quotes. You will receive notice of
the return code, but any command output goes to the service machine console.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Examples
To send a performance-related command to CP to improve performance, issue the following command (the
service machine must have CP command class A):
VM 'SET QDROP TPX OFF'

To cause an abrupt end to TPX followed by a restart, issue the following command (the CP command class is
G, but the TPXAUTO switch must be set to ON):
VM 'IPL GCS'

To cause a GDUMP to be taken of page 0 of the service machine issue the following command (this is a
general GCS command):
VM 'GDUMP 0-FFF'

VTADD Command
The VTADD command adds virtual terminals or virtual printers while TPX is still running.
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Format

The VTADD command has the following syntax:

->>--- VTADD ----- member ----------------------------><

                              +-- ,SYSID=tpxappl --+

Operand Explanations

The VTADD command has the following operands:

member
Indicates the name of a member in the VTAMLST data set where additional virtual terminals or virtual printers
have been defined. This member must contain only the new virtual terminals or printers. It should not contain the
Primary ACB or the Shared ACB.

NOTE
To access these virtual terminals or printers, you must vary this member active to VTAM.

SYSID=tpxappl
Identifies a specific instance of TPX on which the command is to be executed. For details, see the Operand
Explanations for the ACTIVATE command.

Example
To add virtual terminals or printers which have been defined in member NEWACBS in SYS1.VTAMLST, issue
the following command:
VTADD NEWACBS
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Programming
Contains reference material for the developers.

ACL/E Programming
The ACL/E Programming section provides an overview of ACL/E as well as how to use it, including tips and examples.

ACL/E Overview
This section describes ACL/E, the prerequisites for using ACL/E, the CB0VSCRI library, as well as the conventions used
in this section.

What Is ACL/E?
This section provides an overview of ACL/E and discusses what ACL/E commands can do.

Overview

Automated Conversation Language/Extended (ACL/E) is a high-level programming language oriented to the 3270
keyboard. ACL/E automates routine interactions, such as application session signon and signoff, and provides powerful
tools that enhance the way users see and use applications. For example, ACL/E works with the TPX panel manager to
display alternate screen images. This capability serves a wide range of purposes, from supplying customized help panels
for applications to re-engineering user interfaces for SAA compliance. ACL/E's ability to coordinate multiple application
sessions provides state-of-the-art application integration.

What ACL/E Commands Can Do

ACL/E provides commands to:

• Perform arithmetic and logical operations
• Examine and manipulate the current screen image
• Interact with applications
• Issue TPX commands
• Define and manipulate variables
• Display an alternate screen image
• Integrate multiple sessions

If you include an ACL/E signon program in the user's application session definition, the program executes automatically
when the user establishes the application session associated with it. Similarly, if you include a signoff program in the
user's application session definition, the program executes when the session associated with it is terminated. ACL/E
provides a large number of predefined variables that represent signon data, screen data, the terminal, and input from the
user and the application. You can also define your own variables.

ACL/E programs can receive input from, and send output to, the terminal, the application, and other ACL/E programs.
They can also obtain values from user ID and application session definitions.

Together, these features make ACL/E the ideal tool, not only for automating routine 3270 terminal interactions, but also for
significantly expanding the session management capabilities of TPX.
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CB0VSCRI Library
Sample ACL/E programs are provided in the CB0VSCRI data set. The function of each program is briefly summarized in
the $ACLS member.

Prerequisite for Using ACL/E
You should be familiar with TPX and how to use it, as this section does not explain topics outside of ACL/E. For more
information about using TPX, see Using

Conventions Used In This Section
In this section, the command character is represented by its default value, which is a slash (/).

Program Function keys are shown as PFn. For instance, Program Function Key two is represented as PF2.

Syntax and Semantics
This section explains the syntax and semantics of ACL/E statements, commands, and variables. It will help you
understand the most basic concepts of ACL/E and prepare you for the tutorial in the next section.

Statements
An ACL/E program consists of a series of statements.

Purpose

Each statement specifies a particular action to be taken.

Components

The only required component of a statement is a command. In addition, a statement can have one or two operands, a
label, and a comment.

Commands

The following is an example of a statement that consists only of a command:

STOP

The STOP command terminates a program's execution. A command must be preceded by a space. If it is not, ACL/E will
consider it a label.

Operands

Operands are used to make a command more specific. An example of a statement with one operand is the DOWN
command, which moves the cursor down the screen for the number of lines specified by the operand. For example, the
statement that moves the cursor down the screen five lines is:

DOWN 5

The command and operand are separated by at least one space. In a statement with only one operand, the operand is
terminated by at least one space.

Many commands have two operands. For example, a statement that adds an integer to an accumulator has two operands.
The following ADD statement adds 5 to the value of the accumulator A1:
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ADD A1,5

Another example is a statement that compares a variable and a string such as "&USERID" and "USER1":

COMPARE '&USERID','USER1'

Another is a statement that causes the program to branch to another statement if a certain condition code exists. A
statement such as the one below may appear after the statement comparing the value of &USERID with the string
USER1. The statement says to branch to the statement labeled OKAY if it is true that the value of &USERID is the string
USER1:

BRANCH EQ,OKAY

In a statement that contains two operands, the command and first operand are separated by at least one space, and the
first and second operands are separated by a comma only. An error message will appear if there is a space before or after
the comma.

Labels

Labels are used to identify statements that the program branches to if a condition code is set. A label must begin in
position 1 and can be up to eight characters long. It must be terminated by at least one space. An example statement
containing a label is:

OKAY    STOP

Comments

A comment can appear within a statement or on a line by itself. If a comment appears within a statement, it must be
preceded by at least one blank. If it appears on a line by itself, it must have an asterisk in the first position (to prevent it
from being treated as a label). In the following example, the sentence "End program execution" is a comment:

STOP      End program execution

"End program execution" is also a comment in this example:

*       End program execution

        STOP

NOTE
For a list of possible actions and the ACL/E commands you use to perform them, see the section Actions and
Commands. For a list of ACL/E commands and the actions you perform with them, see the section Command
Summary.

Strings
ACL/E operands are strings or constructions that contain strings. A string is a set of characters. The length of a string is
determined by the number of characters that comprise it.

Simple Strings

A set of characters that begins with a non-null character and contains no commas, spaces, or quotes is a simple string.
Simple strings do not need to be bounded by quotes. A simple string that is not bounded by quotes must be terminated by
a space or a comma. The length of a simple string is the number of characters prior to the terminating space or comma.
Enclosing a simple string in quotes does not change its length or value. The following examples show two ways to write
the same simple string:

strings

'strings'
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In each case, the length of the string is 7.

Complex Strings

Character strings that contain commas, spaces, or quotes that are to be treated as data are complex strings. Complex
strings are bounded by single quotes. An example of a complex string is:

'This is a complex string.'

The length of the string includes the blanks and the period, but not the single quotes, so the length of the complex string
shown above is 25.

Within quotes, a single quote or apostrophe is represented as data by two single quotes (not a double quote). For
example:

'Jane''s book on the Hollywood musical'

'Scott Joplin''s New Rag'

The two single quotes count as one when determining the length of the string. So the first string above has a length of 36
and the second has a length of 22.

Numeric Strings

A numeric string contains only the characters 0 through 9. A numeric string cannot contain leading spaces.

Variable Strings

A variable string contains one or more variables that are resolved at execution time. For example, the variable string
"&USERID" in the statement below is replaced by the user's actual user ID when the program executes:

KEY 'Hello, &USERID'

Accumulators
ACL/E has four accumulators, called A1, A2, A3, and A4. Accumulators can be used in place of any numeric. They can be
set, incremented, decremented, and compared.

Condition Codes
ACL/E statements such as COMPARE, SEARCH, SRCHWAIT, and others return a condition code, which is then used by
a BRANCH statement to determine what the program should do next.

ACL/E uses the following condition codes:

EQ
Indicates Equal or found

NE
Indicates Not equal to or not found

LT
Indicates Less than

GT
Indicates Greater than

LE
Indicates Less than or equal to
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GE
Indicates Greater than or equal to

Example
The following statements compare the accumulator A1 with the integer 5. If the values are equal, a condition
code of EQ is set, causing the BRANCH statement to branch to the statement labeled MORE:
COMPARE A1,5 

BRANCH EQ,MORE

Tutorial
This tutorial will help you learn about ACL/E through realistic programming samples. The tutorial covers the most
commonly used ACL/E commands and variables.

Introduction to ACL/E Tutorial
In this section you will learn how to create, store, start, and stop sample programs (sometimes called "scripts") that
introduce essential ACL/E components. As you analyze these sample programs, you also can do exercises to modify and
expand these programs. In this way, you can learn the basic concepts of ACL/E programming without concerning yourself
with details and exceptions. At the same time, you can refer to other places in the wiki where topics are explained in more
detail.

Although the tutorial programs do not illustrate ACL/E's full power, they provide a firm foundation in its syntax and
semantics as well as in the major applications of ACL/E programs.

After you are familiar with these fundamentals, you will be able to master the more advanced material presented later in
this document. And you will be ready to put ACL/E to work in your own scenarios.

To make signon and signoff programs execute automatically, you add them to users' application session definitions. For
more information, see the section on Working with TPX.

Unless instructed otherwise, you should run the sample programs described in this document from a TPX Notepad
session.

Create, Store, Start, and Stop ACL/E Programs
You can create your ACL/E programs with any text editor, but you must store them where TPX expects to find them. In z/
OS, your programs must be stored as members of a library referenced in the ACLLIB DD statement in your TPX startup
procedure. In VM, your programs must be saved as the program name, with the file type TPXACL and mode C. Store the
programs you create through this tutorial in your user ACL/E library.

Start ACL/E Program

To start an ACL/E program manually, you issue the ACL/E start command. To do this, type the TPX command character,
an S, a blank, and the name of the ACL/E program, and then press the command key. If, for example, your command
character is the slash (/) and your command key is PF12, you would start an ACL/E program called ACLHELP in the
current session by typing the following command and then pressing PF12:

/S ACLHELP

NOTE
All examples in this tutorial use the slash (/) as the command character.

To start an ACL/E program in another session, you include that session's session ID in the command. For example, if you
are in the TSOA session and you want to start the ACL/E program ACLHELP in the CICSA session, you would type the
following command and then press the command key:
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/S CICSA ACLHELP

Stop ACL/E Program

Usually, an ACL/E program will reach a STOP command and terminate. However, if a program "hangs" or goes into an
endless loop, you can stop it by typing the following command and then pressing the command key:

/V

When using a non-SNA terminal (or emulator) and the keyboard is locked, you must press the Reset key to unlock the
keyboard so that you can type the command. When using an SNA terminal (or emulator) and the keyboard is locked, you
must press the Attn key, which takes you back to the menu from where you can issue the STOP command.

A Program That Says Hello
This topic describes how to say Hello with the ACL/E program.

The following ACL/E program introduces you to programming with ACL/E. This program types the words "Hello, ACL/E" at
your terminal.

KEY 'Hello, ACL/E' 

STOP

Explanation

All ACL/E programs are made up of one or more statements containing commands specifying the operations to be
performed. In addition, a statement can have one or two operands. In the program above, STOP is a statement consisting
of a command only. The KEY statement contains the KEY command and a single operand. A command can begin in any
position except position 1, which is reserved for labels.

When a statement includes an operand, the command and the operand must be separated by at least one space.
Statements with two operands are used in A Program That Repeats a String in this section.

KEY Statement
The following KEY statement types the string of characters "Hello, ACL/E" on your screen:
KEY 'Hello, ACL/E'

The single quotes identify the operand "Hello, ACL/E" as a character string. A sequence of characters that are
surrounded by single quotes is a character string. For a description of other types of strings, see the section
Syntax and Semantics.

STOP Command
The following STOP command terminates the program:
STOP

ACL/E programs execute sequentially, beginning with the first statement and going through each statement in turn
until they encounter a command or condition requiring them to stop or branch to a specified statement.

Exercise

Create this program using any text editor. Call it HELLO1. Execute it by issuing the following command from the first line
of a blank TPX Notepad screen (not the command line):

/S HELLO1

As a variation on this exercise, consider what changes you would need to make so that the program displays the words
"Good Morning" instead of "Hello, ACL/E".
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A Program That Greets You by User ID
This topic describes how to use the ACL/E program to greet you by your user ID.

A variation on the hello program is one that greets you by your user ID and types the current date and time. For example,
if your user ID is USER1, the date is March 5, and the time is 11:16, the program types the following message:

Hello, USER1

            Today is 03/05/90

                             The time is 11:16:00

Sample Program

The program that produces this message is shown in the following program text:

*** This program greets the user by user ID ***

                        DOWN 3 

                        KEY 'Hello, &USERID'

                        DOWN 1

                        KEY 'Today is &ZDATE'

                        DOWN 1

                        KEY 'The time is &ZTIME'

                        STOP

NOTE
Enter the /S command for this program from the command line of a TPX Notepad session.

Explanation

This example shows how variables are used in ACL/E programs and introduces the DOWN statement. The example also
shows you how to add comment text to your ACL/E programs.

*** This program greets the...***

The first line in your program is a comment, which in this case briefly describes what the program does. When you
execute the program, ACL/E ignores comments. Any text beginning with an asterisk in position 1 is a comment.

DOWN Statement
The following DOWN statement says to move the cursor down one line:
DOWN 1

  

The sample program contains three of these statements. Without these statements, the program would attempt to
type everything on one line, and the output would be similar to the following text:
Hello, USER1Today is 03/02/90

  

The system would display the following error message:
-KEY-OPERATION ENCOUNTERED OUT OF RANGE CONDITION

  

The error message indicates that the ACL/E program attempted to type into an area that does not accept input.
KEY Command

The KEY command types a string of characters on your screen just as it did in the program that types “Hello” (as
described inA Program That Says Hello in this section). But the following KEY statements use variables that
represent your user ID and the current date and time.
KEY 'Hello, &USERID'

KEY 'Today is &ZDATE'

KEY 'The time is &ZTIME'
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&USERID, &ZDATE, and &ZTIME are variable names. ACL/E treats a group of characters that are preceded by
an ampersand (&) and followed by a blank or other delimiter as a variable name. When you execute this program,
ACL/E replaces the &ZDATE and &ZTIME with the current date and time. For the variable&USERID, ACL/E
substitutes the user ID you entered to sign on to TPX.
The variables that are used in this program are examples of predefined variables available in ACL/E. You also
can define your own variables. For more information about variables, see the section Defining and Manipulating
Variables.

Exercise

Create the program and store it as HELLO2; then execute it in the same manner as you did the program HELLO1.

A Program That Repeats a String
This topic describes how to use the ACL/E program to repeat a string.

Here is another variation, a program that greets you by user ID ten times. The output begins on the line below the
command line and is similar to this example:

HELLO, USER1 

HELLO, USER1 

HELLO, USER1 

HELLO, USER1 

HELLO, USER1 

HELLO, USER1 

HELLO, USER1 

HELLO, USER1 

HELLO, USER1 

HELLO, USER1

Sample Program

The program that produces this output is shown in the following example:

*** This program says "hello" 10 times *** 

* 

             OPTION MAXI,200         maximum instructions 

             CLEAR                   press the 'CLEAR' key 

             SET A1,0                zero loop counter 

             SET A2,10               set max loop value 

MORE         NL 1                    go to next input line 

             KEY 'Hello, &USERID'    say "hello."

             ADD A1,1                increment counter 

             COMPARE A1,A2           test A1 and A2 

             BRANCH LT,MORE          repeat til A1 = 10 

             STOP

Explanation

In this program, statements with two operands appear for the first time. This program also introduces inline comments. An
inline comment is a string of non-reserved text that is preceded by at least one space after a required command and its
operands. Non-reserved text is text that does not represent an ACL/E command. In this program, the inline comments are
spaced to line up at the right of the program statements.
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This program also introduces the OPTION, CLEAR, SET, NL, ADD, COMPARE, and BRANCH commands.

OPTION Statement
The following OPTION statement at the beginning of the sample program sets the maximum number of
instructions that the program executes:
OPTION MAXI,200

This program is set to execute no more than 200 instructions. By specifying a maximum number of instructions,
you can prevent a program from going into an uncontrolled loop.
If the program tries to execute more than the maximum number of statements, the following message is
displayed:
SCRIPT EXCEEDED INSTRUCTION LIMIT

The term "script" in this message refers to the ACL/E program.
CLEAR Command

The following CLEAR command simulates pressing the Clear key and clears the terminal screen:
CLEAR

To make the program repeat the string "Hello, USER1" 10 times, you could repeat a KEY statement 10 times. But
an easier way to repeat the string is to use a loop.

SET Command
The following SET commands assign values to a variable:
SET A1,0 

        SET A2,10

The variables A1 and A2 are two of four accumulators that are predefined by ACL/E. (For a more detailed
discussion of accumulators, see the section Using Arithmetic and Logic.) In this program, A1 and A2 control
the loop. The first SET statement sets the value of the loop counter A1 to zero (0), while the second sets the
maximum loop value A2 to 10.

NL Statement
The following NL statement does the same thing as pressing the Enter key on your keyboard:
NL 1

The NL statement moves the cursor down one line and positions it in the line's first input field. If you had used the
DOWN statement, as in HELLO2, the program would display each line immediately below the last character in the
previous line. (To see HELLO2, see A Program That Greets You by User ID).
This statement would result in the following error message:
-KEY-OPERATION ENCOUNTERED AN OUT-OF-

        RANGE CONDITION

The error message indicates that the output would not fit in the input field.
KEY Statement

The following KEY statement types the string "Hello USER1" on the terminal screen:
KEY 'Hello, &USERID'

Because this statement is contained in a loop that executes 10 times, the statement must be specified only once.
ADD and COMPARE Statements

The following ADD statement increments the accumulator A1 each time the loop is executed. The following
COMPARE statement then compares the values of the accumulators A1 and A2.
ADD A1,1 

        COMPARE A1,A2

When a COMPARE statement compares two values, it produces a condition code representing the relationship
between them. In this program, a condition code of LT (less than) indicates that A1 is still less than A2. The
condition code is then examined by the BRANCH statement.
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BRANCH Statement
The following BRANCH statement uses the condition code to determine what action the program should take
next.
BRANCH LT,MORE

In this program, the LT,MORE part of the BRANCH statement specifies that as long as the condition code is LT
(A1 is less than A2), the program returns to the statement labeled MORE, which is the first line in the loop. Each
time the program executes the loop, it moves the cursor down one line, types the message, increments A1 by
one, and then compares A1 to A2 again.
The program continues to execute the loop until A1 is equal to A2. When A1 is equal to A2, the COMPARE
statement sets a condition code of EQ. The branch statement only branches to the MORE label if A1 is less than
A2, so the program proceeds to the STOP command and terminates.
EQ and LT are two of the seven condition codes that are used by ACL/E. For a more detailed discussion of
condition codes, see the section Using Arithmetic and Logic.

Exercise

Create the program and store it as HELLO3; then execute it in the same manner as you did the program HELLO1.

A Program for Signing on to TSO
This topic describes how to use the ACL/E program for signing on to TSO.

ACL/E programs are most commonly used to automatically sign TPX users on to their application sessions. A program
that signs you on to TSO is shown in the following example. This program automates the steps that you would take during
a manual signon, such as checking to make sure you are at the TSO user ID prompt, typing your user ID and password or
password phrase, and pressing the Enter key.

*** This program logs a user on to TSO *** 

** 

             OPTION TERM,ON          Display input and output.

             WINP                    Wait for TSO to speak. 

** 

USERID       SEARCH 'ENTER USERID'   Look for prompt 

             BRANCH NE,AGAIN         If no prompt, go to AGAIN.

             KEY '&USERID'           Enter user ID...

             ENTER                   ...and send it to TSO.

             KEY '&PSWD'             Enter password.

             ENTER                   ...and send it to TSO.

             BRANCH ANY,DONE         Go to DONE no matter what.

 ** 

AGAIN        ENTER                   Try again.

             BRANCH ANY,USERID       Go to USERID.

 ** 

DONE         STOP                    All done.

Explanation

This program introduces the ACL/E commands WINP, SEARCH, and ENTER. This program also shows you some new
ways to use the KEY and BRANCH commands. The followi examples provide an explanation of each line in the program.

OPTION Statement
The following OPTION statement tells the program to display the data on the screen as it is entered:
OPTION TERM,ON

The TSO signon screen is displayed and you are able to see that the program enter your user ID and password.
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WINP Command
The following WINP command tells the ACL/E program to wait for input from an application:
WINP

This program illustrates ACL/E's screen examination capability. In this program, WINP tells the program to halt
until TSO displays information on the terminal screen.

SEARCH Statement
The following SEARCH statement is used to search for a string on the application screen:
SEARCH 'ENTER USERID'

In this program, the SEARCH command looks for the string "ENTER USERID" on the terminal screen. Like the
COMPARE statement, the SEARCH statement sets a condition code, which the BRANCH statement uses to
determine what to do next. In this program, the SEARCH statement sets the condition code EQ (for equal) if the
screen contains the string. If the screen does not contain the string, the SEARCH statement sets a condition code
of NE (for not equal). The BRANCH statement on the next line acts according to the condition set by the SEARCH
statement.

BRANCH Statement
After the SEARCH statement sets a condition code, the following BRANCH statement determines what the
program should do next:
BRANCH NE,AGAIN

If the condition code is NE, the branch statement tells the program to go to the line labeled AGAIN, which
simulates pressing the Enter key, to attempt to display the TSO signon screen (a discussion of the ENTER
command follows). If the condition code is EQ, the program proceeds to the next statement.

KEY and ENTER Commands
The following KEY and ENTER commands work together to enter your user ID and password or password phrase
in the same way you would if you were manually signing on to TSO:
KEY '&USERID' 

ENTER 

KEY '&PSWD'

        ENTER

The first KEY statement types your user ID on the screen. The ENTER statement on the next line simulates
pressing the Enter key from the keyboard. The next two lines enter your password or password phrase in the
same way. If you run this program, you notice that the user ID is displayed on the screen while the password or
password phrase is not, as if you were entering the data manually.

BRANCH Statement
So far you have seen two examples of how the BRANCH statement can be used to redirect the flow of an ACL/
E program. For a sample of a program that compares two accumulators to determine whether branching should
occur, see A Program That Repeats a String. In the first BRANCH statement in this program, a string is compared
with data on the screen to determine whether branching should occur.
The ANY value allows the BRANCH statements to tell the program to go to the specified label no matter what is
going on at that point. In the following BRANCH statement, the label name is DONE. Branch statements with a
value of ANY are called unconditional BRANCH statements. Unconditional BRANCH statements are analogous to
GOTO statements in other programming languages in that they are used chiefly to go around other statements.
BRANCH ANY,DONE  

Exercise

Follow this procedure to write and test your TSO logon program:

1. Activate your TSO session to test the program.
2. Identify the program (TSOLOG1) as the startup program for your TSO session (for instructions on setting up a startup

program, see "Setting Up Automatic Startup and Termination Programs").
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3. Sign off TPX and then sign on again. The changes that you made to your user options in step 2 do not take effect until
you sign off and sign on again.

4. Activate your TSO session to test the program.

Notice that if the program, as currently written, fails to find the search string, it tries again and again, because nothing
stops it from returning to the USERID label when it does not find the string "ENTER USERID" on the screen. To prevent
a possible endless loop, add a loop counter to stop the program when it fails to find the target string after three attempts.
Use the counter in HELLO3 as a model. To see HELLO3, see A Program That Repeats a String.

Expand the program so that it takes you to the ISPF main menu after signing you on to TSO.

A Program That Displays System Information
This topic describes how to use the ACL/E program to display system information with custom screens.

The following program introduces ACL/E's ability to display alternate screen images. With this feature, you can do
everything from providing customized help screens to completely re-engineering the user interface. The program displays
the alternate screens that provide news about two computer systems. Users select news screens from a menu.

***            This program displays custom screens 

**             providing information about Systems 1 and 2. 

**************************************************** 

* Menu Screen 

**************************************************** 

MNU            DISPLAY MNU001            Display menu 

               INPUT                     Wait for user selection 

               COMPARE '&TAID','PF1'     If PF1...

               BRANCH EQ,SYS1            ...go to SYS1 news 

               COMPARE '&TAID','PF2'     If PF2...

               BRANCH EQ,SYS2            ...go to SYS2 news 

               COMPARE '&TAID','PF3'     If PF3...

               BRANCH EQ,QUIT            ...terminate program

**************************************************** 

* SYS1 Information Screen 

**************************************************** 

SYS1           DISPLAY SYS001            Display SYS1 news 

               INPUT                     Wait for user selection 

               COMPARE '&TAID','PF3'     If PF3...

               BRANCH EQ,MNU             ...return to menu 

               BRANCH ANY,SYS1           If not PF3, 

*                                        redisplay SYS1 news

**************************************************** 

* SYS2 Information Screen 

**************************************************** 

SYS2           DISPLAY SYS002            Display SYS2 news 

               INPUT                     Wait for user selection 

               COMPARE '&TAID','PF3'     If PF3 pressed...

               BRANCH EQ,MNU             ...return to menu 

               BRANCH ANY,SYS2           If not PF3,

                                         redisplay SYS2 news

**************************************************** 

QUIT           STOP
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Explanation

This program introduces the DISPLAY and INPUT commands and the &TAID variable.

DISPLAY Statement
The following DISPLAY statement tells ACL/E to display an alternate screen, and the operand in this statement
identifies the panel:
DISPLAY MNU001

In z/OS, this value is the data set member of a library that is referenced in the PANELS DD statement in your TPX
startup procedure. In VM, this value is the file name with file type PANELS and mode E. The DISPLAY statement
in this program tells ACL/E to display the screen that is contained in the data set member MNU001, which is
shown here:
                             System News Menu

  MNU001

       PF1 System 1 News 

       PF2 System 2 News

  ===>

  Press a PF key to display news

This menu tells users to specify whether they want System 1 or System 2 news by pressing PF1 or PF2,
respectively. If a user presses PF1, a screen containing System 1 news is displayed. If the user presses PF2, a
screen containing System 2 news is displayed.

INPUT Command
The following INPUT command tells the program to wait for the user to press an action key such as PF1, PF2,
PF3, or similar:
INPUT

COMPARE and BRANCH Statements
The variable &TAID in the following COMPARE statements represents the key that is pressed by the user; that is,
the last AID (attention identifier) byte received from the terminal in response to the INPUT command. If the user
presses PF1, for example, &TAID is given a value of PF1.
COMPARE '&TAID','PF1' 

        BRANCH EQ,SYS1

The COMPARE statement compares the value of &TAID with "PF1" and sets a condition code that is used by the
BRANCH statement. If the condition code is EQ (indicating that the user pressed the PF1 key), the program goes
to the statement labeled SYS1, which displays the System 1 News screen. If the condition code is NE (indicating
that the user did not press PF1), the program goes to the next statement, which is another COMPARE statement.
The following COMPARE statement compares the value of &TAID with "PF2" and sets a condition code that is
used by the BRANCH statement:
COMPARE '&TAID','PF2' 

        BRANCH EQ,SYS2

If the condition code is EQ (indicating that the user pressed the PF2 key) the program goes to the statement
labeled SYS2, which displays the System 2 News screen. If the condition code is NE (indicating that the user did
not press PF2), the program goes to the next statement, which checks to see if the user pressed PF3. If the user
did press PF3, the BRANCH statement terminates the ACL/E program.
The program uses the same logic to determine whether it should return to the menu from a news screen. If the
user presses PF3 while viewing a news screen, the program returns to the statement labeled MNU that displays
the menu screen (MNU001).

Create Alternate Screens
You can create panels for alternate screens using any text editor, and you must store them where TPX expects
to find them. In z/OS, store your panel definitions as a data set member in a library that is referenced by the
PANELS DD statement in your TPX startup procedure. In VM, store the panel definitions as the panel name with
file type PANELS and mode E.
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Exercise

Create the program and store it as SYSINFO1. Create the panels shown here in the specified file. Explain what you
must do to display information about other systems at your site. Indicate what you must add to create a hierarchy of
menus -- for example, to display a System 1 and a System 2 menu, each listing three system-specific information screens.

NOTE
If the user presses a key other than PF1, PF2, or PF3, the program as it is written will display the System 1
News screen since that is the next statement in the program. Change the program so that it displays an error
message if the user does not press PF1 or PF2.

The System News Menu

The following program shows the panel definition for the System News Menu (data set member MNU001):

)ATTR 

  % TYPE(text) INTENSE(HI) SKIP(ON) COLOR(white)

  + TYPE(text) INTENSE(LOW) SKIP(ON) COLOR(green)

  _ TYPE(input) INTENSE(LOW) COLOR(white)

)BODY 

+         System News Menu 

&zpanel

       %PF1 +System 1 News 

       %PF2 +System 2 News

    + ===>_acmd

%Press a PF key to display news

)INIT

)END

The System1 News Panel

The following program shows the panel for the System 1 screen (data set member SYS001):

)ATTR 

  % TYPE(text) INTENSE(HI) SKIP(ON) COLOR(white)

  + TYPE(text) INTENSE(LOW) SKIP(ON) COLOR(green)

  _ TYPE(input) INTENSE(LOW) COLOR(white)

)BODY 

+        System 1 News 

&zpanel

System 1 will be down for maintenance from 6:00 p.m 

Friday, May 25 to 6:00 a.m. Saturday.

         %PF3 +Return to Menu

     + ===>_acmd

)INIT

)END

The System2 News Panel

The following program shows the panel for the System 2 screen (data set member SYS002):

)ATTR 

  % TYPE(text) INTENSE(HI) SKIP(ON) COLOR(white)

  + TYPE(text) INTENSE(LOW) SKIP(ON) COLOR(green)

  _ TYPE(input) INTENSE(LOW) COLOR(white)

)BODY 
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+         System 2 News 

&zpanel

Please delete data sets you do not need.

        %PF3 +Return to Menu

     + ===>_acmd

)INIT

)END

Programs That Copy a Screen Image to a Data Set
This topic describes how to use the ACL/E program to copy a screen image to a data set.

The following two programs introduce ACL/E's ability to integrate multiple sessions. The programs let you copy a session
screen image into a TSO data set member. The first program (SCREEN1) copies the screen data into an array, then
schedules the second program (SCREEN2), which copies the stored data into a data set member.

NOTE
If you plan to create these programs and use them on your own system, make sure that you are using a model
2, 3, or 4 terminal. These programs do not execute correctly on a model 5 terminal, because the display is 132
columns wide.

Copy the Screen Data into an Array

Program SCREEN1, shown in the following example, copies the screen data into an array. This program assumes that the
session T2 is active.

              OPTION      FLOW,OFF 

              OPTION      TERM,ON 

              OPTION      MAXI,9999 

              SET         A1,1 

              SET         A2,1 

              UDEFINE     LINECT,3 

              SET         LINECT,&SCRNROWS 

              UDEFINE     DATA(50),80 

* 

ULOOP         SET         DATA(&A1),&SCREEN(&A2,80)

              ADD         A1,1 

              ADD         A2,80 

              COMPARE     A1,&SCRNROWS 

              BRANCH      LE,ULOOP 

              ACLPGM      T2,SCREEN2 

              STOP

Explanation of SCREEN1 Program

This program determines the number of lines on the screen and then goes through the data line by line, copying each line
into a variable array. When the number of lines that are read into the array is equal to the number of lines on the screen,
the program schedules the second program, which copies the data in the array to a data set member.

OPTION Statement
The program SCREEN1 begins with the following OPTION statements:
OPTION FLOW,OFF 

OPTION TERM,ON 

        OPTION MAXI,9999
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• OPTION FLOW,OFF says not to record the statements executed in the TPX log.
• OPTION TERM,ON says to display data as it is entered. This statement allows you to watch the screen data

being copied into the data set member.
• OPTION MAXI,9999 says to set the maximum number of instructions that are executed to 9999.

SET Statement
To count the number of lines, you use accumulators A1 and A2. These accumulators are initially set to 1 with the
following SET statements:
SET A1,1

        SET A2,1

UDEFINE Command
UDEFINE is one of three commands that are used for defining variables. Variables that are defined with the
UDEFINE command are known as persistent variables because they remain in effect for all of a user's sessions
until the user terminates all sessions and signs off TPX. The other types of user-defined variables are transient
variables and global variables. Transient variables remain in effect until the ACL/E program in which they are
defined terminates. The command VDEFINE is used to define transient variables. Global variables can be used
by any ACL/E program running in this TPX, and remain in effect until they are deleted. The command GDEFINE
is used to define global variables. For more information on defining variables, see Defining and Manipulating
Variables.
In this program, the following UDEFINE command is used to define a variable named LINECT with a length of
three (3) characters. This variable records the number of lines on the screen being copied.
UDEFINE LINECT,3 

        SET LINECT,&SCRNROWS

SET Statement
The following SET statement sets the value of the LINECT variable to the total number of lines on the screen:
SET LINECT,&SCRNROWS

&SCRNROWS is an ACL/E variable which represents the total number of rows (or lines) on the screen. For
example, if a screen has 24 lines, the value of &SCRNROWS is 24.
Two other ACL/E variables are &SCRNCOLS, which represents the number of columns on the screen, and
&SCRNSIZE, which represents the total number of characters on the screen (absolute screen size) in bytes. For
example, if a screen has 80 columns and 24 rows, the value of &SCRNSIZE is 1920.

UDEFINE Statement
The following UDEFINE statement defines an array variable named DATA:
UDEFINE DATA(50),80

An array is a variable that can contain many different values, each of which can be stored and retrieved
separately. This array has been defined as having 50 elements, meaning that it can contain 50 different values.
Each element can contain up to 80 characters. In the variable name, the elements are specified by number. For
example, DATA(1) refers to the value in the first element, and DATA(2) refers to the value in the second element.
DATA contains the screen data. The definition of DATA assumes that the screen being copied consists of no more
than 50 lines, and that the lines contain no more than 80 characters.

SET Statement
The remainder of the program is a loop that copies lines of data from the screen into &DATA until the last line of
the screen is reached.
The following command copies 80 characters of screen data (one row) into an element of DATA. As long as
the value of A1 is less than or equal to the number of screen rows, the program copies rows into the array. For
example, assume that the screen contains 24 lines. When the program is completed, the first 24 elements of
DATA contain the screen data. Each element contains 80 characters.
ULOOP       SET DATA(&A1),&SCREEN(&A2,80)
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Substring Notation
The (&A2,80) part of the following statement is referred to as substring notation. This notation means that it
represents only one part of the total value of the variable &SCREEN. &SCREEN is an ACL/E variable that
represents all the data on the screen and &A2 is the value of the accumulator A2. So &SCREEN(&A2,80)
represents the 80 characters of screen data starting at position A2.
SET DATA(&A1),&SCREEN(&A2,80)

In this program, each time the loop is executed, A1 is incremented by 1, and A2 is incremented by 80. So, the
first time the loop is executed (A1=1 and A2=1), DATA(1) is assigned a value equal to the 80 characters of screen
data starting with position 1 on the screen. The second time the loop is executed (A1=2 and A2=81), DATA (2) is
assigned a value equal to the 80 characters of screen data starting with position 81 on the screen, and so on.

ADD Statement
After copying the screen data into an array element, the program uses the following ADD statements to increment
A1 by 1 and A2 by 80:
ADD A1,1 

        ADD A2,80

These increments prepare the program to copy the next line of the screen into the next array element.
COMPARE and BRANCH Statements

The program uses the following COMPARE and BRANCH statements to make sure that all the lines of the screen
have not been copied yet before executing the loop again:
COMPARE A1,&SCRNROWS 

        BRANCH LE,ULOOP

The COMPARE statement compares the value of A1 to the total number of rows on the screen (&SCRNROWS).
As long as A1 is less than or equal to (LE) the number of rows on the screen, the program executes the loop
again to copy another line of the screen.

ACLPGM Command
After all the lines of the screen are copied, the program schedules the second program with the following
ACLPGM command:
ACLPGM T2,SCREEN2

SCREEN2 is the name of the second program and T2 is the session ID for TSO. (TSO can have a different
session ID on your system.) The session specified in the ACLPGM statement (T2 in this case) must be active
when the command is executed.

Copy the Data into a Data Set Member

Program SCREEN2, shown in the following example, is scheduled by the first program, SCREEN1. This program is
executed in a TSO ISPF session and copies the data from the array that is created in the first program into a data set
member.

        OPTION      FLOW,OFF 

        OPTION      TERM,ON 

        OPTION      MAXI,9999 

ELOOP   COMPARE     &SCREEN(31,14),'PRIMARY OPTION' 

        BRANCH      EQ,EDIT 

        PF          3 

        BRANCH      ANY,ELOOP        KEEP BACKING UP 

* 

EDIT    KEY         '2'              SELECT EDIT 

        ENTER                        ENTER 

        HOME                         PRESS THE HOME KEY 

        TABF        8                TAB TO 'OTHER DSN' 

        KEY         '''TPX.USER.PANELS(SCREEN)''' 

        ENTER                        GO INTO EDIT 
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        KEY        'CAPS OFF'        GO TO CAPS OFF 

        ENTER 

        NL          1                TAB TO FIRST LINE 

        KEY         'I'              INSERT A LINE (letter "i")

        ENTER 

        TABF        1                PLACE THE CURSOR IN THE FIRST

        TABB        1                POSITION OF THE LINE (AFTER INSERT)

        SET         A1,1             SET COUNTER 

* 

*EVERYTHING IS SET UP. NOW LOOP THROUGH THE LINES. 

* 

KLOOP1  KEY         &DATA(&A1)(1,70)) KEY ONE LINE 

        ADD         A1,1              NEXT LINE 

        COMPARE     A1,&LINECT        ARE WE DONE?

        BRANCH      GT,STOP           YES 

        ENTER                         MAKES A NEW LINE 

        TABF        1                 PLACE THE CURSOR IN THE FIRST

        TABB        1                 POSITION OF THE LINE (AFTER INSERT)

        BRANCH      ANY,KLOOP1        CONTINUE 

* 

STOP    UDELETE     LINECT            DELETE LINE COUNT 

        UDELETE     DATA              DELETE ARRAY            STOP

Explanation of SCREEN2 Program

This program copies the screen data from the array that is created in the first program to a TSO data set member.

COMPARE and BRANCH Statements
The following COMPARE statement checks to see if you are at the ISPF Primary Option screen by comparing the
14 characters starting at position 31 with the string "PRIMARY OPTION". If you are at the ISPF Option screen, the
first BRANCH statement directs the program to the line labeled EDIT, which prepares a TSO data set member to
receive the data from the array. If you are not at the ISPF Primary Option screen, the PF statement simulates the
PF3 key to back out to the option screen. The second BRANCH statement then directs the program to execute
the COMPARE statement again.
COMPARE &SCREEN(31,14),'PRIMARY OPTION' 

BRANCH EQ,EDIT 

PF 3 

        BRANCH ANY,ELOOP

The SEARCH command could have been used here to produce the same result. The difference between the
SEARCH and COMPARE statements is that the COMPARE statement determines if the string is in a particular
place on the screen and the SEARCH statement simply determines whether the string is displayed somewhere on
the screen.

KEY, ENTER, HOME, and TABF Statements
The following statements open the data set member into which the screen data is copied:
KEY '2' 

ENTER 

HOME 

        TABF 8

The KEY and ENTER statements type the numeral 2 on the command line of the ISPF Option screen to select the
edit option and simulate the Enter key.
The HOME command simulates pressing the HOME key to place the cursor in the first data entry field on the
screen. In this case, the first data entry field is the command line.
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The TABF statement tells the program to simulate pressing the ®| (forward TAB) key eight times, which places the
cursor on the "Other Data Set Name" field.

KEY and ENTER Statements
The following KEY and ENTER statements enter the name of the data set member to which the screen data
is copied:
KEY '''TPX.USER.PANELS(SCREEN)''' 

        ENTER

The extra single quotes are necessary because the string itself contains single quotes. The outermost pair of
quotes identifies the string to ACL/E, while the two inner pairs of quotes represent the single quotes that TSO
expects in the name of the data set member.

KEY, ENTER, NL, TABF, and TABB Statements
The first KEY and ENTER statements that are shown below turn off the CAPS option in ISPF. The NL statement
places the cursor in the command area of the first line in the input area.
The next KEY statement enters the letter "I" in the input area, and the ENTER command simulates the Enter key
to make a blank line in the data set.
The TABF and TABB commands simulate pressing the ®| (forward tab) and |¬ (back tab) keys. In this program,
the TABF statement moves the cursor forward to the next input field and the TABB statement moves the cursor
back to the previous input field. This action is done to ensure that the cursor is in the first space of the inserted
line.
KEY 'CAPS OFF' 

ENTER 

NL 1 

KEY 'I' 

ENTER 

TABF 1 

        TABB 1

SET Statement
The following SET statement assigns a value of 1 to the accumulator A1:
SET A1,1

The accumulator is used in this program to determine when all the array elements have been entered into the
TSO data set.

KEY Statement
The following KEY statement copies the data from the array element to the current line in the data set member:
KEY &DATA(&A1)(1,70)

The first time this loop is executed, the program copies the data in the array element &DATA(1), and the second
time the loop is executed, it copies the data in &DATA(2), and so on.
Because ISPF displays only 72 columns of text on one line, the program copies only 70 characters of the screen
data from each array element. However, ISPF does allow you to scroll right and left with the PF keys, so think
about what statements you must add to copy all 80 characters of the screen text.

COMPARE and BRANCH Statements
The following COMPARE statement compares the value of A1 to the total number of rows on the screen to
determine if all the lines of the screen have been copied:
COMPARE A1,&LINECT

        BRANCH GT,STOP

If A1 is greater than (GT) the number of rows on the screen, the BRANCH statement directs the program to the
line labeled STOP, where the variable LINECT is deleted and the program ends.

ENTER, TABF, TABB, and BRANCH Statements
If the previous BRANCH statement did not redirect the program, the following ENTER command simulates
pressing the Enter key to add a new line:
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ENTER 

TABF 1 

TABB 1 

        BRANCH ANY,KLOOP1

The TABF and TABB commands simulate pressing the ®| (forward tab) and |¬ (back tab) keys. In this program,
the TABF statement moves the cursor forward to the next input field and the TABB statement moves the cursor
back to the previous input field. This action is done to ensure that the cursor is in the first space of the inserted
line.
The BRANCH statement directs the program to the statement labeled KLOOP1, which copies the next line of
screen data.

Exercise

Create these two programs. Call the first program SCREEN1 and the second one SCREEN2. Before running the
programs, change the TSO session ID in the ACLPGM statement in SCREEN1 from T2 to your TSO session ID, if
necessary. Then, change the data set member reference in SCREEN2 to the name of your own data set. Now, run
SCREEN1 from an online administration panel by issuing the following command in the ADMIN session:

/S SCREEN1

Using Arithmetic and Logic
This section discusses the ACL/E commands and variables that are used for arithmetic and logical operations and for
conditional actions.

Setting and Manipulating Accumulators
ACL/E provides the tools necessary to perform arithmetic and logical operations. This section describes accumulators and
statements that can be used for a variety of purposes, including the execution of loops within an ACL/E program.

ACL/E has four accumulators (A1 through A4), which can be used to represent any numeric value. In an ACL/E program,
you can set the value of an accumulator and then increment or decrement it.

Set Value of an Accumulator

To set the value of an accumulator, use the SET command. The format for a SET statement is as follows:

SET variable,value

where variable is the name of the accumulator or other variable and value is the value that you want to assign to the
variable. For example, the following statement assigns a value of 5 to the accumulator A1:

SET A1,5

You can also set an accumulator equal to another accumulator. For example, if you have already set A1 to 5, you can set
A2 to 5 using the following statement:

SET A2,A1

In the SET statement, the first operand (which must be a variable) is assigned the value specified in the second operand,
whether the value is numeric or another variable.

Increment an Accumulator

To increment an accumulator, use the ADD command. The format for an ADD statement is:

ADD accumulator,value
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where accumulator is one of ACL/E's accumulators and value is a numeric value to be added to the variable. For
example, the following statement increments A3 by 5:

ADD A3,5

You can also increment an accumulator by the value of another accumulator. For example, the following statement
increments the value of A3 by the value of A2:

ADD A3,A2

The accumulator that is being incremented must be in the first operand position, so the following statement increments A2
by the value of A3:

ADD A2,A3

Decrement an Accumulator

To decrement an accumulator, use the SUB command. The format for a SUB statement is:

SUB accumulator,value

where accumulator is one of ACL/E's accumulators and value is the numeric value to be subtracted from the variable. For
example, the following statement decrements the accumulator A3 by 5:

SUB A3,5

You can also decrement an accumulator by the value of another accumulator. For example, the following statement
decrements A3 by the value of A2:

SUB A3,A2

The accumulator that is being decremented must be in the first operand position, so the following statement decrements
A2 by the value of A3:

SUB A2,A3

COMPARE Statement
The COMPARE command is used to determine the relationship between two operands. You can compare an accumulator
with another accumulator, an integer with an accumulator, a variable with a string of characters, and so on. This section
illustrates some of the most common uses for the COMPARE statement.

Format

The format for a COMPARE statement is:

COMPARE operand1,operand2

where operand1 and operand2 can be accumulators, integers, strings, screen data, or any other variables.

Compare Values of Two Accumulators

You can use the COMPARE command to compare the values of two accumulators. The following statement compares the
value of the accumulator A1 with the value of the accumulator A2:

COMPARE A1,A2

The result of the comparison is represented by a condition code that indicates the relationship between A1 and A2. The
condition code is then set and can be examined by the next statement in the program, a BRANCH statement that uses it
to determine where to go next.
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In the following program, ACL/E compares the values of accumulators A1 and A2. Because the values are equal, the
program branches to the statement labeled EQUAL, which types the message "A1 and A2 are equal." If the values were
not equal, the program would execute the statement immediately following the BRANCH statement, which types the
message "A1 and A2 are not equal."

          SET A1,10 

          SET A2,10 

          COMPARE A1,A2 

          BRANCH EQ,EQUAL 

          KEY 'A1 and A2 are not equal.' 

          STOP 

EQUAL     KEY 'A1 and A2 are equal.'

          STOP

Condition Codes Produced by the COMPARE Command

The following condition codes apply to comparisons between accumulators, variables, and strings:

• EQ -- equal to
• NE -- not equal to
• GT -- greater than
• LT -- less than
• LE -- less than or equal to
• GE -- greater than or equal to

An Example of the COMPARE Command

The following statement compares the value of A1 to the value of A2:

COMPARE A1,A2

The condition code produced by the statement depends on the values held in A1 and A2:

• If the value of A1 is 5, and the value of A2 is 6, the condition code will be LT.
• If the value of A1 is 6, and the value of A2 is 5, the condition will be GT.
• If the value of A1 is 6 and the value of A2 is 6, the condition code will be EQ.

Compare Value of an Accumulator with an Integer

ACL/E can also compare the value of an accumulator with a positive integer. For example, you can rewrite the program
that compares the values of accumulators A1 and A2 to compare the value of A1 and the integer 10. The following is an
example of such a program:

           SET A1,10 

           COMPARE A1,10 

           BRANCH EQ,EQUAL 

           KEY 'A1 does not equal 10.' 

           STOP 

EQUAL      KEY 'A1 equals 10.' 

           STOP

DO NOT put single quotes around the accumulator. The COMPARE command determines whether the compare action is
numeric or string by checking the syntax of the statement. Single quotes around the accumulator indicate that it should be
processed as a string. The COMPARE command does not recognize that the string refers to an accumulator.
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For example, if A1 has a value of 3 and A2 has a value of 21, the following COMPARE statement compares the numeric
values of the A1 and A2 and sets a condition code of LT:

COMPARE A1,A2

However, the single quotes in the following COMPARE statement indicate that A1 and A2 are to be compared as strings.
As a result, the statement sets a condition code of NE because "A1" is not identical to "A2":

COMPARE 'A1','A2'

Compare Two Strings

ACL/E can also compare two strings to determine whether they are identical. The following elementary example shows
you how a statement comparing two strings looks:

COMPARE 'Hello','Goodbye'

The result of this comparison is represented by the condition code NE, which indicates that the two strings are not
identical.

Compare a Variable and a String

Although you may not find a use for comparisons between two constant strings, you will probably find comparisons
between variables and strings very useful. The following program shows a statement that determines whether the user ID
entered by a user matches a valid user ID (in this case, USER1). If the user ID is valid, the program continues. If not, the
program terminates.

           COMPARE '&USERID','USER1' 

           BRANCH EQ,MORE 

           STOP 

MORE       KEY 'Hello.' 

           STOP

Use Substring Notation to Compare a Variable and a String

You can also use substring notation in variable/string comparisons. For example, the following is a statement that uses
substring notation to determine whether the three characters beginning at position 1 of a user ID are "DEV":

COMPARE '&USERID(1,3)','DEV'

The statement says to begin with the first character position in the user ID and compare the first three characters with the
target string "DEV."

Compare Screen Data with a String

In many programs, you will want to know whether the current screen is the one the program will be interacting with. For
example, before a program that signs a user on to an application enters the user ID and password, it must determine that
the current screen is the application signon screen. To do this, it searches the screen for data that identifies the signon
screen.

The command for searching the screen is SEARCH. For example, the following statement determines whether the current
screen contains the string "ENTER USERID":

SEARCH 'ENTER USERID'

The result of the search is represented by a condition code that indicates whether the string is present. The next
statement, which is a BRANCH statement, uses this condition code to determine where to go next.
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The following program examines the current screen to determine if it contains the string "ENTER USERID." If the string is
present, the program branches to the statement labeled TSO, which enters the user ID, then goes to the next statement,
which enters the password. If the string is not present, the program executes the statement that immediately follows the
BRANCH statement. In this case, the next statement is the STOP statement, which terminates the program.

          SEARCH 'ENTER USERID' 

          BRANCH EQ,TSO 

          STOP 

TSO       KEY '&USERID' 

          ENTER 

          KEY '&PASSWORD' 

          ENTER 

          STOP

Only two condition codes are valid SEARCH results:

EQ
Inidicates that the string is present on the current screen

NE
Inidcates that the string is not present on the current screen.

Search a String for Another String

You can search a string for another string with the SCAN command. For example, the following statement determines if
the string contained in the variable &USERID contains the string ADMIN.

SCAN '&USERID','ADMIN'

Only two condition codes are valid SCAN results:

EQ
Indicates that the string is present in the string that was searched. The variable &LOC is set to the position of the
string found within the string that was search.

NE
Indicates that the string is not present in the string that was searched.

The variable &LOC expresses the position as the number of characters from the beginning of the string being searched.
For example the following SCAN statement sets &LOC to 3:

SCAN 'ENTERDATA','TER'

Working With TPX
This section shows you how to make your ACL/E programs issue commands, assign automatic signon and signoff
programs for applications, and use the message log.

Issue Commands
An ACL/E program can issue any command or sequence of commands so that you can return to the menu, jump to
another session, start a new session, or lock the screen to force a user to re-enter the password.

A COMMAND statement is used to issue a command from an ACL/E program, such as jumping to the next session or
displaying the menu. You can use COMMAND statements to terminate sessions, sign users off, and log terminals off. The
following sections discuss alternative ACL/E commands you can use to perform these functions.

The format for a COMMAND statement is:
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COMMAND 'command string'

where 'command string' is the command you want to execute. If the command string contains spaces or punctuation, the
string must be enclosed in single quotes. If the command string does not contain spaces or punctuation, the single quotes
are optional.

Examples
Here are some examples of how you might use a COMMAND statement in an ACL/E program. The following
statement displays the menu:
COMMAND 'W'

This statement is used to "jump" to the next session:
COMMAND 'J'

This statement switches to the session with the session ID of T2:
COMMAND 'T2'

This statement locks the terminal:
COMMAND 'L'

This statement activates the TPXOPER session:
COMMAND 'A TPXOPER'

NOTE
The COMMAND statement schedules the command to execute. As soon as the command is
scheduled to execute, the program continues with the next statement. Execution continues
in the session in which the program was started, even after a COMMAND 'J' statement,
which simulates the JUMP key.

Terminate a Session
Because session termination is one of the most common uses of ACL/E programs, ACL/E provides the following
command to terminate a session:

TERMSESS

You can also use the following COMMAND statement to terminate a session:

COMMAND 'I'

This command will activate any signoff program for the session.

Sign a User Off TPX
ACL/E provides the following command to sign a user off:

SIGNOFF

You can also use the following COMMAND statement to sign a user off:

COMMAND 'F'

You cannot always use these two statements interchangeably. For example, if you have specified in a user's definition
(in the "Inactivate On" field) that TPX terminate the user's sessions when the /F command is issued, you would not want
to use the SIGNOFF command to sign that user off. If you did, the user's sessions would remain active since the /F
command was not issued. In this case, you would use COMMAND 'F', which simulates the /F command and inactivates
the sessions as specified in the user's definition.
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Log a User's Terminal off TPX
ACL/E provides the following command to log off a user's terminal:

LOGOFF

You can also use the following COMMAND statement to log off a user's terminal:

COMMAND 'K'

You cannot always use these two statements interchangeably. For example, if you have specified in a user's definition (in
the "Inactivate On" field) that TPX terminate the user's sessions when the /K command is issued, you would not want to
use the LOGOFF command to log a user's terminal off TPX. If you did, the user's sessions would remain active since the /
K command was not issued. In this case, you would use COMMAND 'K', which simulates the /K command and inactivates
the sessions as specified in the user's definition.

Execute an ACL/E Program from an ACL/E Program
You can schedule another ACL/E program to execute from an ACL/E program. The scheduled program can execute in
the current session or in another active session. When the scheduled program executes in the current session, the main
program is suspended until the scheduled program completes execution. Variables from the main program are available to
the scheduled program.

ACLPGM Command

The ACLPGM command schedules another ACL/E program. For example, the following statement calls a program named
NEWPRG1 to execute in the current session:

ACLPGM NEWPRG1

To make the scheduled program execute in an active session other than the current session, use this format:

ACLPGM sessID,progname

where sessID is the ID for an active session in which you want to execute the program and progname is the name of the
ACL/E program. For example, this statement schedules a program named NEWPRG1 to execute in the session named
T2:

ACLPGM T2,NEWPRG1

NOTE
The ACLPGM command does not suspend execution of the main program when a program is scheduled to
run in another session. For information about suspending execution of an ACL/E program while the scheduled
program is executing, see Waiting for Notification from Scheduled Programs.

Set Up Automatic Startup and Termination Programs
A startup ACL/E program can take control automatically when a session is activated. The startup program can sign the
user on to the application session, and perform application setup, such as taking the user to a particular screen. You must
identify the program as the startup program by specifying its name in the "Startup ACL" field of the user's application
session definition.

Bypass the Startup Program from the TPX Menu

The user can bypass the startup ACL/E program by activating the session using the /G command from the TPX Menu.
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Termination Programs

Similarly, a termination ACL/E program can take control when a session is inactivated with the /I command or the
TPXOPER CANCEL command. The termination program will sign the user off the session. You must identify the program
as the termination program by specifying its name in the "TermACL" field of the user's application session definition.

Record Executed Commands in the Message Log
You can record the sequence of an ACL/E program's executed commands in the message log. In z/OS, your message
log is identified by the LOG DD statement in your startup procedure. In VM, the message log is identified by the LOG
FILEDEF statement in your startup exec.

Record Program Execution

To record all of the program's execution, include the following statement at the beginning of the program:

OPTION FLOW,ON 

Turn Off Recording

To turn recording off, use the following form of the statement:

OPTION FLOW,OFF

The default value for this command is OFF.

NOTE
You can start or stop recording to the message log at any point in the program.

Write a Message to the Log
ACL/E programs can write messages to the message log at any time during execution. In z/OS, your message log is
identified by the LOG DD statement in your startup procedure. In VM, the message log is identified by the LOG FILEDEF
statement in your startup exec.

Specify Message Text

Messages written to the Message Log are helpful in debugging ACL/E programs. To specify the message text (up to 60
characters long), issue the MSG command. For example, the message "USER1 linked to CICSA" will be written to the
message log each time the user starts a CICS session if you include the following statement in a CICS startup program:

MSG '&USERID linked to CICSA.'

Display Application Data at the Terminal
You can specify whether application data should be displayed on the terminal screen by using the OPTION command with
the TERM operand. If you want to show the user what the ACL/E program and the application are typing on the screen,
include the following statement in your ACL/E program:

OPTION TERM,ON

Stop Displaying Data

To stop showing the interactions between the ACL/E program and the application, include the following statement in your
ACL/E program:
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OPTION TERM,OFF

The default value for this command is OFF.

NOTE
You can start or stop displaying data on the terminal screen at any point in the program.

Redirect an Idle ACL/E Program
You may want an ACL/E program to branch to a statement with a specified label if no activity occurs for a specified
number of seconds. To branch to the statement labeled RESUME after 60 seconds of inactivity, use the following
statement:

OPTION TIME=60,RESUME

If the time out is executed, it is not reset.

Remove Time Restriction

You can remove the time restriction with the following statement:

OPTION TIME,OFF

Prevent Uncontrolled Loops
You can guard against uncontrolled looping in an ACL/E program by specifying the maximum number of instructions the
program is allowed to execute. When the maximum is reached, the program will terminate. The range of values is 0 to
64,000. Use 0 to specify no limit. The default value is 50.

Examples
To terminate a program after 100 instructions are executed, use the following statement:
OPTION MAXI,100

To indicate that there is no limit on the number of instructions that can be executed, use the following
statement:
OPTION MAXI,0

Set a Runaway Limit

Uncontrolled loops are also prevented by the runaway limit specified in TPX Administration. The runaway limit is an
additional safeguard against uncontrolled loops, and cannot be disabled or changed by an ACL/E statement such as
OPTION MAXI.

Certain ACL/E commands relinquish control of the program to the user, terminal, or application. Examples of commands
that relinquish control are ENTER, PF, PA, INPUT, SEND, PAUSE, WAIT, and SUSPEND. Other ACL/E commands,
such as ADD, KEY, TABF, and VDEFINE, do not relinquish control because they do not require any action from the user,
terminal, or application.

An OPTION MAXI sets the total number of ACL/E statements that TPX will process before terminating the ACL/E
program. A counter is updated each time a TPX executes a statement. When the counter reaches the specified value, the
program terminates. The counter is updated regardless of whether the statement relinquishes control of the program.

The runaway limit, however, is the number of consecutive non-relinquishing statements that TPX will process before
terminating the program. The counter for the runaway statement limit is updated each time a non-relinquishing ACL/E
statement executes, and is reset to zero whenever an ACL/E statement that relinquishes control executes. If the value of
this counter reaches the runaway limit, this product terminates the ACL/E program and writes the following message to
the Log (if OPTION FLOW,ON is specified):
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RUNAWAY CONDITION OCCURRED

Make an ACL/E Program Memory Resident
When an ACL/E program terminates, it is removed from active memory. You can improve performance of an ACL/E
program that is used frequently by keeping it resident in active memory so that it does not have to be loaded from the
library each time it is used. To do this, include the following statement:

OPTION RESIDENT,ON

Reload a Program

If you change an ACL/E program while it is memory resident, the change will not take effect until the program is reloaded.

To reload an ACL/E program from an operator's session, type the following statement:

RELOAD ACL=progname

To reload an ACL/E program from a system operator's console, type the following statement:

F TPX,RELOAD ACL=progname

where progname is the name of the ACL/E program you want to reload.

Specify ACL/E Information in Administration
If an ACL/E program is to be executed when a user starts or terminates a session, you must identify it in either a global or
user-level application session definition. In addition, you can provide values for ACL/E variables in user-level application
session definitions.

Specify Startup and Termination ACL/E Programs

You specify the name of an application's default startup and termination ACL/E programs in the "Start ACLPGM" and
"Termination ACLPGM" fields of the Application Characteristics Table entry.

At the user and profile levels, you specify the names of an application session's startup ACL/E and termination ACL/E in
the "Startup ACL" and "Term ACL" fields of the user's application session definition.

Specify ACL/E Variable Values

An ACL/E program can obtain values from a user's application session definition. The variables &SID and &APPL get their
values from the "Session ID" and "Applid" fields. If the user's session user ID and password are different from the ones
used for signing on to TPX, you specify them in the "ACL Userid" and "ACL Password" fields, respectively.

The ACL/E variables &P1 through &P8 get their values from the "Parm 1" through "Parm 8" fields in session options for a
user.

Interacting With Applications
This section discusses the ACL/E commands and variables you can use to make an ACL/E program interact with an
application session in the same way that a user would.

Identify Application Sessions
ACL/E provides a variety of commands and variables that allow ACL/E programs to interact with an application session.
You can use these commands and variables to identify the session by application ID or session ID, to send information
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to the application, and to wait for information from the session. Other commands described in this section allow ACL/E
programs to wait for input from the user.

ACL/E provides variables that represent the VTAM name (application ID) or the session ID of the session in which an
ACL/E program is running.

VTAM Name Variable

The variable that represents the VTAM name of the session in which the program is running is:

&APPL

Session ID Variable

The variable that represents the session ID of the session in which the program is running is:

&SID

Describe Application Sessions
ACL/E provides variables that can describe an application session. In these variables, you specify the name of the
application or session. When variable substitution takes place, the variable returns a string of information about the
application or session.

Session Variable

The variable that represents information about a session is:

&SESS_INF(sessionID) 

This variable returns the following information about the session:

• If the session is active
• If the session is the current session
• If the session is not a valid session ID
• The application running in the session
• The name of the ACL/E program running in the session (if any)

Application Variable

The variable that represents information about an application is:

&APPL_INF(applicationID) 

This variable returns the following information about the application:

• If the application is active
• If the application is in a quiesced state
• If the application is not defined in the Application Control Table (ACT)
• If the application is an internal application

Send Data to the Application
ACL/E programs can send data directly to an application by simulating action keys. ACL/E programs can simulate action
keys such as Enter, PAn, PFn, and CLEAR. When an action key statement is executed, program execution is suspended
until ACL/E receives a response from the application.
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Clear the Screen

To simulate the pressing of the Clear key, which clears the screen, use:

CLEAR

Transmit Screen Data with Enter Key

To simulate the pressing of the Enter key, which transmits screen input data to the application, use:

ENTER

Transmit Screen Data with a PF Key

To simulate the pressing of a PF key, which transmits all screen input data back to the application, use the PF command.
For example, to simulate pressing PF3, use:

PF 3

Simulate a PA Key

To simulate the pressing of a PA key, use the PA command. For example, to simulate pressing PA2, use:

PA 2

Receive Data from the Application
This topic describes how to instruct your ACL/E program to wait for the appropriate information to be transmitted from the
application.

Some applications allow data to be entered from the keyboard before it sends the appropriate information to the terminal
screen. In these cases, the next statement in an ACL/E program could be executed before the data it needs is transmitted
from the application. The following commands instruct your ACL/E program to wait for the appropriate information to be
transmitted from the application.

Suspend Action Temporarily

You can temporarily suspend ACL/E program execution for a specified number of seconds with the WAIT command. For
example, the following statement suspends execution for five seconds:

WAIT 5 

Output from the application can continue to be displayed on the screen during the "wait" period.

Wait for Data from the Application

You can also tell the program to wait for data from the application by including the following command:

WINP

You must use this command only if output is going to come from the application before any action key statement (ENTER,
CLEAR, PA, or PF) is executed.

You use the WINP statement primarily in startup ACL/E programs to ensure that these programs wait for the application's
first screen or good morning message.

You can also use the WINP statement for applications that constantly generate output, such as Remote Console and VM.
In these cases, you may want to search the screen image each time the application sends data, and if it is not what you
are looking for, use the WINP command to receive the next application data.
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Problems with the WINP Command

Two problems can occur with the WINP command.

• If the application sends no data, the ACL/E program goes into an infinite wait.
• If you use WINP to wait for data to be displayed and SEARCH to examine the data after it has been displayed, it is

possible for the program to go into an endless loop. For example, a program might have code similar to the following
example:

LOOP1   WINP             WAIT FOR DATA FROM APPLICATION

        SEARCH 'Ready'   IS THE READY PROMPT DISPLAYED

        BRANCH NE,LOOP1  NO, WAIT LONGER

If the string "Ready" is never sent from the application, the program goes into an endless loop waiting for it to be
displayed. Even if the application sends data that the program does not use, the WINP command tells the program to
continue execution. Unless you take measures to prevent an endless loop, the program can go into one if unexpected
data is sent from the application.

Prevent an Infinite Wait
To prevent an infinite wait, specify a time-out period using the OPTION command with the TIME operand. For
example, to tell the program to branch to the statement labeled RESUME after 20 seconds of inactivity, use the
following statement:
OPTION TIME=20,RESUME

Prevent an Endless Loop
There are two ways that you can prevent an endless loop:

1. You can use an accumulator to count the number of times the program executes the loop. Each time the loop
is executed, increment the accumulator and compare it to a value (such as 10). Then instruct the program to
branch to the end of the program when the accumulator reaches the specified value.

2. You can place an OPTION statement at the beginning of the program and can set the maximum number
of instructions that the program can execute. For more details on using the OPTION statement to prevent
endless loops, see Prevent Uncontrolled Loops.

Wait for Specific Data from Application

The SRCHWAIT command combines the features of the SEARCH and WINP commands. You can use the SRCHWAIT
command in environments such as VM and Remote Console, where unsolicited output arrives from the application. For
example, to determine whether a VM session is displaying the "Ready" prompt, use the following statement:

SRCHWAIT 'Ready'

If the data is found or if the application is sending no more data, SRCHWAIT sets a condition code (EQ or NE) and the
next statement in the program is executed.

NOTE
ACL/E determines whether the application sends more data by examining the session's SNA Bracket and
Change Direction state. If the application session is "IN-BRACKET" and the application has given the "change
direction indicator," ACL/E concludes that the application does not send any more data.

Receive Data from the User
ACL/E also provides commands that allow you to create an ACL/E program that can receive input from the user.
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Wait for Input

The INPUT command tells an ACL/E program to wait for input from the user. This command suspends all ACL/E operation
until the program receives the input. Data entered at the INPUT statement can then be used by a SEARCHN or SEND
command.

Suspend the Program

You can use the PAUSE command to suspend execution of a program until the user presses an action key (Enter, Clear,
PA, and PF) at the terminal. When you do this, the user can select from a menu or enter data on the application screen
before the next ACL/E program statement is executed. The user action is transmitted to the application, and execution
resumes when the application responds to the user's input.

In the following program, the PAUSE command tells ACL/E to wait for the user to type a CICS password and press the
Enter key:

       KEY 'LOGON CICS'           Key 'LOGON CICS.' 

       ENTER                      Enter it.

       SEARCH 'ENTER PASSWORD'    See if CICS is responding.

       BRANCH NE,END              If not, quit.

       PAUSE                      If CICS prompts with 

*                                 'ENTER PASSWORD,' 

*                                 allow user to enter the 

*                                 password. 

END    STOP

Examine User Input

You may want an ACL/E program to examine the user's input before submitting it to the application. After an ACL/E
program receives input from the user with the INPUT command, the SEARCHN statement can be used to examine the
newly entered data. After the data is examined, use a BRANCH statement to determine whether the data should be sent
to the application. The SEND command is used to send the data to the application.

For example, the following statements determine whether the user typed the string "HELLO, TPX." If so, the program
sends the data entered by the user to the application; otherwise, the program terminates.

          INPUT 

          SEARCHN 'HELLO, TPX' 

          BRANCH EQ,GO 

          STOP 

GO        SEND 

          STOP

Examine the Last Action Key Pressed

The last action key the user pressed is represented by the variable &TAID. You can use &TAID in a COMPARE statement
to determine what the program should do based on what the user entered. The following example shows a simple
program that redirects to a statement labeled SYS1 if the user pressed PF1, or to a line labeled SYS2 if the user pressed
PF2.

          DISPLAY MNU001 

          INPUT 

          COMPARE '&TAID','PF1' 

          BRANCH EQ,SYS1 

          COMPARE '&TAID','PF2' 

          BRANCH EQ,SYS2
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Issue an Attention Interrupt
The following command issues an attention interrupt to the application:

ATTN 

NOTE
The attention interrupt always goes to the application no matter how the Attn key is defined in your System
Options Table.

Terminate the Application Session
The following command terminates the application session in which the ACL/E program is running:

TERMSESS

For instance, you would use this command to terminate an ACL/E logoff program when unexpected conditions arise.

TPX Control Application Sessions with OPENGATE
If your installation uses OPENGATE to perform session setup and cleanup, you can set up control ACL/E for use by
OPENGATE. Error messages issued by the control ACL/E have the prefix IENM. For more information, see Programming.

Working With Data on the Screen
This section shows you how to use ACL/E commands to see what is displayed on the current screen. This section also
shows you how to move the cursor around on the screen.

Search for Data on the Current Screen
ACL/E provides a number of commands and variables that allow you to examine and manipulate the data that appears on
the application screen.

ACL/E can search for specific data displayed on the current screen. This search capability enables a program to ensure
that the correct screen is displayed before it continues.

Search for a Character String

The statements from a TSO startup ACL/E program shown below search for the string "ENTER USERID" to determine
whether the TSO signon screen is displayed. If the correct screen is displayed, the program enters the user ID and
password or password phrase. If the correct screen is not displayed, the program terminates.

          SEARCH 'ENTER USERID' 

          BRANCH EQ,TSO 

          STOP 

TSO       KEY '&USERID' 

          ENTER 

          KEY '&PSWD'

          ENTER 

          STOP

The SEARCH command searches the screen image for the specified string. If the string is found, the SEARCH statement
sets a condition code of EQ, which is used by the BRANCH statement. If the string is not found (NE), the program
terminates.
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Search for a Hexadecimal String

If the data you are searching for contains special characters that are not on your keyboard, you can search for them by
specifying the hexadecimal value of the string (in single quotes) followed by the suffix X in the SEARCH statement. The
following statement searches for the string "We love TPX!":

SEARCH 'E685409396A58540E3D7E75A'X

NOTE
When you use the X suffix, you must enclose the string in single quotes.

Search for Any Data

At times you might want an ACL/E program to determine whether the screen contains any data at all before proceeding to
the next step. To do this, use the SEARCH command with the ANY operand. For example, the following statements use
the SEARCH command to determine if the screen contains any non-null or non-blank data and prints a message if it is
blank.

          SEARCH ANY 

          BRANCH NE,BLANK 

          STOP 

BLANK     KEY 'This screen is blank' 

          STOP

Use Variables to Represent Screen Data
You can use ACL/E's predefined screen variables to represent the screen and the data on the screen. ACL/E looks at
the screen as a grid of horizontal rows and vertical columns. Variables describe the screen size, screen data, and cursor
position in terms of rows, columns, and row/column coordinates.

Represent Screen Size

ACL/E variables identify the number of columns on the screen, the number of rows on the screen, and the absolute
screen size.

Representing the Number of Columns
The variable &SCRNCOLS represents the number of columns on the screen. For example, if the screen is 80-
columns wide, the value of &SCRNCOLS is 80.

Representing the Number of Rows
The variable &SCRNROWS represents the number of rows on the screen. For example, if the screen is 24 rows
long, the value of &SCRNROWS is 24.

Representing the Absolute Screen Size
The variable &SCRNSIZE represents the absolute size of the screen; that is, the total number of coordinates or
character positions on the screen.

ACL/E determines the absolute screen size, in bytes, by counting each character position on the screen. For example, in
an 80-column by 24-row screen, the first row contains coordinates 1 through 80, the second row contains coordinates 81
through 160, and so on, down to row 24, which contains coordinates 1841 through 1920. The value of &SCRNSIZE would
be 1920.

Represent Screen Data

ACL/E provides variables representing all data on the screen, data locations, and the data that appears at a particular
location. You represent the entire screen image (that is, all data on the screen) with the variable &SCREEN.
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You can use substring notation with this variable if you want to represent only a portion of the screen data. For example,
to represent the ten characters beginning at position 5 on the screen, you would use the following substring notation:

&SCREEN(5,10)

Represent Location of the Screen Data

The variable &LOC represents the position of the screen data that is found as a result of a SEARCH statement.

For example, suppose the following statement is used in an ACL/E program:

SEARCH 'ENTER USERID'

If the statement finds the target string, the variable &LOC will contain the value of the screen position of the first character
of the target string.

ACL/E also has variables that represent the column and row of the target string. These are &LOCCOL and &LOCROW.
So if the string "ENTER USERID" starts in column 5 of row 2, the value of &LOC is 85 (80 in the first row and 5 in the
second), the value of &LOCCOL is 5, and the value of &LOCROW is 2.

The data from the position indicated in &LOC to the end of the field that contains the search data is &SCRNFLD. For
example, the user ID field on an application screen may contain more than just the string "ENTER USERID". It may also
contain other characters so that the entire field looks something like this:

ENTER USERID ====>

In this case, the value of &SCRNFLD would be all of the characters from the first character in the field (the first letter "E")
to the last character in the field (the character ">").

Search the Current Field for a String

You can look for data from &LOC to the end of the field using the SEARCHF statement. For example, the following
statement determines whether the current field (represented by the variable &SCRNFLD) contains the string "HELLO
USER":

SEARCHF 'HELLO USER'

If the field contained the string "ENTER USERID" instead of "HELLO USER", this statement would return a condition code
of NE.

Locate the Current Cursor Position
ACL/E provides variables that represent the row and column of the cursor position. In addition, there is a variable that
represents the cursor position in respect to the absolute screen size.

Locate the Cursor by Row

The variable &CSRROW represents the row of the current position of the cursor. For example, if the cursor is in row 2, the
value of &CSRROW is 2.

Locate the Cursor by Column

The variable &CSRCOL represents the column of the current position of the cursor. For example, if the cursor is in column
5, the value of &CSRCOL is 5.
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Locate the Cursor on the Total Screen

The variable &CURSOR represents the location of the cursor with respect to the total screen size. For example, if the
screen width is 80 columns, and the cursor is in column 5 of row 2, the value of &CURSOR is 85.

Move the Cursor
There are a number of ways in which you can change the position of the cursor. Below are descriptions of the various
commands you can use to move the cursor around the screen.

Move Cursor Up, Down, Left, and Right

You can move the cursor in any direction using directional commands. Note that each of these commands requires an
operand indicating the number of rows or columns the cursor is to be moved.

Moving the Cursor Up
To move the cursor up a specified number of rows (lines), use the UP command. For example, the following
statement moves the cursor up five lines:
UP 5

The UP command simulates pressing the up-arrow key. If the cursor reaches the top of the screen, it wraps to the
bottom and continues upward from there.

Moving the Cursor Down
To move the cursor down a specified number of rows (lines), use the DOWN command. For example, the
following statement moves the cursor down five lines:
DOWN 5

The DOWN command simulates pressing the down-arrow key. If the cursor reaches the bottom of the screen, it
wraps to the top and continues downward from there.

Moving the Cursor Left
To move the cursor left a specified number of columns, use the LEFT command. For example, the following
statement moves the cursor left five columns:
LEFT 5

The LEFT command simulates pressing the left-arrow key. If the cursor reaches the left side of the screen, it
wraps to the right side and continues left from there.

Moving the Cursor Right
To move the cursor right a specified number of columns, use the RIGHT command. For example, the following
statement moves the cursor right five columns:
RIGHT 5

The RIGHT command simulates pressing the right-arrow key. If the cursor reaches the right side of the screen, it
wraps to the left side and continues right from there.

Set the Cursor Position

You can position the cursor at a designated screen location using the variable CURSOR in a SET statement. For
example, to move the cursor to position 10 (row 1, column 10), use:

SET CURSOR,10

Simulate the HOME Key

The HOME command simulates the pressing of the HOME key and moves the cursor directly to the first input field on the
screen.

HOME
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Simulate the Return Key

The NL command moves the cursor to the first input field on the next line on the screen. This command simulates
pressing the return key on your keyboard. You can specify how many lines down you want to move the cursor. For
example, the following statement moves the cursor to the first input field on the fifth row (line) down from the current
position:

NL 5

Simulate the Forward Tab Key

The TABF command simulates pressing the ®| (forward tab) key and moves the cursor to the next input field. You can
specify how many input fields forward you want to move the cursor. For example, the following statement moves the
cursor ahead five input fields:

TABF 5

The TABF command is ignored if the 3270 keyboard has automatic cursor skipping, in which case the cursor would
automatically move to the next field.

The TABB command simulates pressing the back tab key and moves the cursor to the previous input field. You can
specify how many input fields back you want to move the cursor. For example, the following statement moves the cursor
back five input fields:

TABB 5

NOTE
If the cursor is in the first position of an input field, or anywhere in an output field, it will be moved backward by
five input fields. Otherwise, it will be moved to the first position of the current input field, then moved backward
four input fields. In either case, the cursor will always occupy position 1 of the target input field.

The TABL command moves the cursor to the first position of the last input field on the screen.

Type and Delete Data on the Screen
This topic describes how an ACL/E program can type and delete characters on the screen just as you do from a 3270
keyboard.

Type Data on the Screen

To type data on the screen, you must first use a statement that moves the cursor to where you want the data to be typed.
Then use a KEY statement to type the data onto the screen. The data to be typed must be enclosed in quotes if it contains
spaces or punctuation. For example, the following statement types the string "Good Morning":

KEY 'Good Morning'

You can type characters that cannot be typed on the keyboard by using hexadecimal codes as values for the string
variable followed by the suffix X; for example, the following statement types the string "We love TPX!":

KEY 'E685409396A58540E3D7E75A'X

NOTE
When you use the X suffix, you must enclose the string in single quotes.

Switch Into and Out of Insert Mode

After the program has typed the data on the screen, you may want to insert characters between the ones already typed.
To do this, use the INSERT command. This command, which simulates pressing the INSERT key, places the virtual
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terminal (not the physical terminal) in INSERT mode. To take the virtual terminal out of INSERT mode, use the RESET
command. For example, the following program segment inserts the string "to be" at the current cursor position and then
resets the virtual terminal.

INSERT 

KEY 'to be' 

RESET

Delete Data from the Screen

To delete data from the screen, you must first use a statement that moves the cursor to the data to be deleted. Then use
one of the deletion statements described here, depending on the amount of data you want to delete.

Delete the Character at the Cursor Position
The DELETE command simulates pressing the DELETE key on the keyboard. Each DELETE statement deletes
the character at the cursor position. After the character is deleted, the characters to the right of the cursor position
shift one space to the left. The DELETE command does not have an operand. If you want to delete multiple
characters, you have to repeat the command or use a loop. For example, both of the following program segments
delete five characters to the right of the cursor position.
A Program Repeating the Command
          DELETE 

          DELETE 

          DELETE 

          DELETE 

        DELETE

A Program Using a Loop
          SET A1,0 

DELETE    DELETE 

          ADD A1,1 

          COMPARE A1,5 

          BRANCH LT,DELETE 

        STOP

Delete Data from Cursor Position to End of the Field
The EOF command simulates pressing the EOF key and deletes all data from the cursor position to the end of the
field. All characters from the cursor to the end of the field are replaced with null characters.

Replace Data in Unprotected Fields with Nulls
The ERASE command erases all data in unprotected fields on the screen. This command simulates pressing the
ERASE or ERASE INPUT key and replaces all unprotected data on the screen with null characters.

Defining and Manipulating Variables
This section explains the different kinds of variables and how they are used in ACL/E statements. This section also shows
you how to define your own variables to use in ACL/E programs.

Variable Names
Variables are used to indicate items whose values will be determined when the program is executed. In addition to having
predefined variables, ACL/E allows you to define your own variables.

ACL/E treats a string preceded by an ampersand (&) and ending with a delimiter (such as a space or period) as a variable
name. If the ampersand is followed immediately by a blank character or period, then it is treated as the ampersand
character (&).
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ACL/E treats the eight characters immediately after the ampersand as the variable name unless it encounters a space,
period, comma, slash, left parenthesis, quote, or another ampersand.

The concatenation character (a period) is used to produce one value that is the combination of the two or more variables
or text strings.

Variable Concatenation
ACL/E works from left to right when resolving the value of a concatenated variable. If, however, a period is used to
concatenate two values to form the name of a variable, ACL/E evaluates the statement from right to left, instead of left to
right.

Example
Assume that the following variables have these values:

• &A -- TOUCH
• &B -- DOWN
• &C -- B
• &AB -- FIELDGOAL

The following table shows you how ACL/E will determine the value of the variables specified:

Variable What ACL/E does Resulting Value

&A Uses the value of &A TOUCH

&.A Concatenates the ampersand
character (&) with the letter "A"
Note: When a period is used to
concatenate two values to form the
name of a variable, ACL/E evaluates
the statement from right to left,
instead of left to right.

&A

&A.TONE Concatenates the value of &A with
the character string "TONE"

TOUCHTONE

&A&B Concatenates the value of &A with
the value of &B

TOUCHDOWN

&A.&C Concatenates the variable name &A
with the value of &C (which is the
letter B).
Note: When a period is used to
concatenate two values to form the
name of a variable, ACL/E evaluates
the statement from right to left,
instead of left to right.

FIELDGOAL

ACL/E Substring Notation
Substring notation can be applied to any variable. The format is:

&varname(pp,nn)

where &varname is the variable name, pp is the starting position (ranging from 1 to the number of characters in the string)
and nn is the number of characters to be used.
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Example

The following substring notation retrieves the first three digits of the value of &USERID:

&USERID(1,3)

Substring Values

If you specify a starting position that is greater than the length of the string, ACL/E will return a null value. Also, if the
number of characters you specified is greater than the number of characters after the starting position, ACL/E will truncate
at the end of the string.

Example
Assume that the following variables have these values:

• &A -- TOUCH
• &B -- DOWN
• &C -- B
• &AB -- FIELDGOAL
• &D(1) -- EXTRA
• &D(2) -- POINT

The following table shows you how ACL/E will determine the value of the variables specified with substring
notation:

Variable What ACL/E does Resulting Value

&A(1,2) Returns the value of the two
characters in &A starting with the
position 1

TO

&A(2,8) Returns the value of the eight
characters in &A starting with
position 2, but only returns four
characters since there are only four
characters to the right of position 2

OUCH

&C&B(2,2) Returns the value of &C (which is the
letter "B") followed by the value of
the two characters in &B starting with
position 2

BOW

&C(2,3) Since the value of &C is only one
character long, this statement
returns no value

null substitution

&D(1)(3,2) Returns the value of the two
characters in the third and fourth
positions of the first element of &D

TR

&D(1)(2,1)&D(2) Returns the second character in the
first element of &D and the contents
of &D(2)

XPOINT
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Predefined Variables
ACL/E provides predefined variables that can be used to represent values such as user input, the current time, and the
current date.

For a description of ACL/E's predefined variables, see ACL/E Predefined Variables.

User-defined Variables
User-defined variables are variables you can define to represent values that you need to run a specific program. After
you have defined a variable, you can assign a value to it with the SET command. There are three types of user-defined
variables:

Persistent variables
exist as long as the user has an active TPX session. They are accessible from any ACL/E program in any
session. You define persistent variables with the UDEFINE command and delete them with the UDELETE
command.

Transient variables
exist only for the life of the ACL/E program in which they are defined. They are accessible only from the current
ACL/E program and its subroutines. You define transient variables with the VDEFINE command and delete them
with the VDELETE command.

Global variables
are defined as TPX global variables. They are accessible by any ACL/E program and remain until they are
deleted by a program. You define global variables with the GDEFINE command and delete them with the
GDELETE command.

Characteristics

In general, user-defined variables have the following characteristics:

• User-defined variable names can be up to eight characters in length, not including the ampersand symbol (&); for
example, &VARIABLE.

• User-defined variables are resolved to mixed-case character data that is left-justified and stripped of trailing blanks.
• If an undefined variable name appears as the first operand of a SET command, it is automatically defined as an

uppercase transient variable.
• If an undefined variable name appears within a quoted operand, it is resolved to a null string.
• Values of transient variables are passed to any subroutine programs generated by the ACLPGM command.

Define Variables
This topic explains how to define your own variables to represent values in an ACL/E program by using the UDEFINE,
VDEFINE, and GDEFINE commands.

The DEFINE commands each have the following format:

xDEFINE 'varname',length,TYPE=type
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Operand Explanations

The DEFINE commands have the following operands:

Operand Explanation

x Specifies either U, V, or G, indicating what kind of variable is being
defined.

varname Specifies the name of the variable.

length Specifies the length (in bytes) of the text string or numeric value
that is assigned to the variable. If you do not specify a length,
ACL/E uses the default of eight (8).

TYPE=type Specifies the type of variable, which can be:
CHAR - Mixed case characters.
UPCHAR - Uppercase characters.
NUM - Numeric characters.
BIN - Binary characters.
HEX - Hexadecimal characters.
When you specify either a CHAR or UPCHAR variable, you can
also specify NOTRUNC, which specifies that trailing blanks in the
variable is not truncated when the variable is resolved.

Example
To define a transient variable that consists entirely of uppercase characters, contain up to 10 characters and
trailing blanks, use the following command:
VDEFINE CUSTNAME,10,TYPE=UPCHAR,NOTRUNC

Usage Notes
The following usage notes apply:

1. If you use two VDEFINE, UDEFINE or GDEFINE statements in a program to define the same variable name,
the second statement deletes the first variable before defining it a second time. As a result, any value that is
assigned to the variable is lost.

2. If you use a VDEFINE statement and a UDEFINE statement to define the same variable name in a program,
a SET statement for that variable updates only the variable that is defined with VDEFINE. As a result, you are
not able to pass the value of the variable to another ACL/E program.

WARNING
Be careful when defining global variables with GDEFINE. These variables persist after the ACL/E
program executes and are not deleted except by an explicit GDELETE statement.

Delete Variables
When you use UDEFINE, VDEFINE, or GDEFINE to define a variable, you should always be sure to delete the variable
when you no longer need the value.

Use the appropriate DELETE command to delete the variable (UDELETE, VDELETE, or GDELETE).

WARNING
Be careful to delete variables defined with UDEFINE or GDEFINE, because these variables will persist after the
ACL/E program finishes executing.

For example, the following statement deletes the variable defined in the example in the previous section:
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VDELETE CUSTNAME

Displaying an Alternate Screen Image
This section shows you the ACL/E commands and statements used to define and display alternate screen images.

ACL/E offers two ways to display alternate screen images:

• Overlay an application screen with one or more lines of data specified in an ACL/E program.
• Display a screen image generated from a panel definition.

Overlay the Current Screen
This topic explains how to overlay the current screen image with a single string of data, you use the OUTPUT command.
Each time a new OUTPUT statement is encountered, the screen is refreshed so that the data that is displayed by the
previous statement disappears.

Format of the OUTPUT Command

The OUTPUT command has the following format:

OUTPUT 'text string',r/c

Where 'text string' is the text that you want to display on the screen, r is the row that you want the data to be displayed on,
and c is the column in which the text begins.

The following format is also acceptable:

OUTPUT 'text string',p

Where p is the absolute screen position of the starting point.

Example of the OUTPUT Command:

Either of the following statements display the string "Start here" starting in row 2, column 1 of an 80-column screen:

OUTPUT 'Start here',2/1

Or

OUTPUT 'Start here',81

NOTE
If you do not specifyr/c or p, the data is displayed starting at the screen position that is represented by the
variable &LOC.

Display Multiple Lines of Data

To display multiple lines of data on a single screen, use the OUTPUTC statement after the OUTPUT statement. You must
include the cursor positions so that the second line of text is not typed over the first.

The OUTPUTC command functions in the same manner as OUTPUT, but does not refresh an existing alternate screen
image.

Display Alternate Screen
Alternate screen images are generated from panels stored in a panel's data set. To display an alternate screen image, use
the DISPLAY command with the member containing the panel in the first operand position.
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The following statement displays the screen from the panel stored in member NEWSCRN:

DISPLAY NEWSCRN

Position the Cursor at a Field

To position the cursor at a particular field in the alternate screen, specify the variable name associated with the field in the
second operand position.

The following statement positions the cursor in the NAME field of the screen NEWSCRN:

DISPLAY NEWSCRN,NAME

Identify the Cursor Position

The following ACL/E variables represent the location of the cursor on an alternate screen in terms of its row, column, and
row/column coordinate:

Locating the Cursor by Row
The variable &TCSRROW represents the row in which the cursor is positioned on an alternate screen. For
example, if the cursor is in row 2, the value of &TCSRROW is 2.

Locating the Cursor by Column
The variable &TCSRCOL represents the column in which the cursor is positioned on an alternate screen. For
example, if the cursor is in column 5, the value of &TCSRCOL is 5.

Locating the Cursor on the Total Screen
The variable &TCURSOR represents the position of the cursor in relation to the absolute screen size. For
example, if the cursor is in row 2, column 5 on a screen that is 80 columns wide, the value of &TCURSOR is 85.

Combining Session Information
This section discusses the commands used to enable ACL/E programs to coordinate interaction with multiple application
sessions.

Use Shared Variables
You can combine information from several application sessions into one customized screen using ACL/E and panels, and
you can define shared variables for passing information between sessions. In addition, you can suspend execution of the
main program pending notification from the other programs.

You can have an ACL/E program that requires information from two or more application sessions. ACL/E allows you to set
up "persistent" variables that retain their value even if you switch sessions.

Program That Copies the Account Number

The following program defines the variable ACNTNUM in the current session, assigns it a value taken from the current
screen, and calls the second ACL/E program to run in another session:

******* Program name: ACCOUNT1 *******

   UDEFINE ACNTNUM,6           define account number variable 

   SET ACNTNUM,&SCREEN(35,6)   set account number 

    ACLPGM T2,ACCOUNT2         call second program
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Program That Types the Account Number in Another Session

The following program uses the same variable to type the account number on the third column of the fifth row on the
screen:

******* Program name: ACCOUNT2 *******

   SET CURSOR,5/3             set the cursor position 

   KEY &ACNTNUM               type the account number 

   UDELETE ACNTNUM            delete the variable

Use Global Variables
You may want to define information that can be used by any user's ACL/E programs in any session and will remain until
deleted by a program. ACL/E allows you to create global variables that are defined in the symbol table. These variables
can be used by any program running on that TPX until deleted. Global variables are defined with the GDEFINE command
and deleted with the GDELETE command.

Wait for Notification from Scheduled Programs
Often, a main ACL/E program that starts several programs, each executing in a different session, needs to wait for results
from those programs. The SUSPEND command causes the main ACL/E to be suspended until it receives notification that
the other programs have completed their tasks.

Examples
Suppose that you have an ACL/E program that executes in an application session called CUSTOMER. This
program calls three other ACL/E programs to query different customer databases. To suspend the calling ACL/
E program until it receives notification from all three other programs, you would include the following statement
in the calling program:
SUSPEND 3

To tell each of the three called ACL/E programs to report back to the calling ACL/E in the CUSTOMER
session, you would include the following statement in each called program:
NOTIFY CUSTOMER

When the calling program receives the number of notifications specified in the SUSPEND statement, it
continues by executing the next statement.

Programming Tips
This section gives you some helpful tips for programming with ACL/E. You can use this information to solve problems that
you may encounter in your ACL/E programs, or to make your ACL/E programs more efficient.

Define and Delete Variables
This section discusses some common situations with user-defined variables and also shows you another way to define
variables in an ACL/E program.

ACL/E User-defined Variables

A thorough understanding of how ACL/E user-defined variables work will help you to use them more efficiently.

1. If you use a UDEFINE statement to define a variable and then use a VDEFINE statement to define a variable with
the same name, a SET statement will update only the variable defined with the VDEFINE statement. Therefore, if the
variable is used in another ACL/E program, the value will not be passed to the called program.
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2. If you use a GDEFINE statement to define a variable and then use a UDEFINE statement to define a variable with the
same name, a SET statement will update only the variable defined with the UDEFINE statement. The new value will
not be passed to the TPX global symbol table.

3. If you use a VDEFINE statement to define a variable and call another ACL/E program that uses a VDEFINE statement
to define the same variable, the two variables will be treated as separate variables.
If you want to pass the value of a variable to a called program, use a UDEFINE or GDEFINE statement to define the
variable.

Define Variable with a SET Statement

You can use a SET statement to define a variable in an ACL/E program. The length of a variable defined with a SET
statement is set to the length of the initial value of the variable. You can also clear the variable by assigning it a null value.

For example, the following statements define a variable and give it a null value:

SET AVAR,'12345678'      CREATE A VARIABLE WITH LENGTH 8 

                         * AND A VALUE OF '12345678' 

SET AVAR,''              RESET THE VALUE OF AVAR TO NULLS

Define Variable for Uppercase Data

You can specify a variable with the UPCHAR attribute and use that variable to convert data to uppercase. For example,
the following program converts the lower case data contained in a variable to uppercase:

VDEFINE LOWERVAR,10

VDEFINE UPPERVAR,10,TYPE=UPCHAR

SET LOWERVAR,'lower case'

KEY 'Value = &LOWERVAR'

INPUT

CLEAR

SET UPPERVAR,&LOWERVAR

SET LOWERVAR,&UPPERVAR

KEY 'Value = &LOWERVAR'

INPUT

CLEAR

Position the Cursor
After locating a string on the screen with a SEARCH statement, you can position the cursor in the input field immediately
following it by using the &LOC variable and a TABF statement. &LOC contains the row-column coordinates of the first
position of the string.

The following statements move the cursor to the input field following the string "ACCOUNT NUMBER":

SEARCH 'ACCOUNT NUMBER' FIND 'ACCOUNT NUMBER' ON THE SCREEN

SET CURSOR,&LOC         MOVE THE CURSOR TO THE TEXT 

TABF 1                  TAB TO THE NEXT INPUT FIELD

Switch Sessions in an ACL/E Program
When activating a session from an ACL/E program, you should use a WAIT command to give the application time to start
before you switch to the new session.

For example, the following statements activate the session TSO, wait for it to start, and switch to the new session:
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COMMAND 'A TSO'       ACTIVATE THE TSO SESSION 

WAIT 1                GIVE THE SESSION TIME TO START 

COMMAND 'TSO'         SWITCH TO THE TSO SESSION

ZCONN Variable

The variable ZCONN contains the session ID of the current session. You can use this variable to make sure the session
switch was successful. For example, the following statements switch to the session VM2 and then check to make sure the
session switch was successful before starting an ACL/E program:

         COMMAND 'VM2'           SWITCH TO THE VM APPLICATION 

         WAIT 1                  GIVE THE SESSION TIME TO START 

         COMPARE '&ZCONN','VM2'  DID WE SWITCH SESSIONS?

         BRANCH NE,FAILED        IF NOT, STOP THE PROGRAM 

         COMMAND 'S VM2 VMACL'   START PROGRAM 'VMACL' IN VM2 

FAILED   STOP

Manage Errors
You may want an ACL/E program to send a copy of the screen to the Log when an error occurs so that the programmer
can easily see what was going on when the error occurred.

The following statements send the screen to the Log when the search string is not found:

        SEARCH 'xxx'            SEARCH FOR DATA 

        BRANCH NE,ERROR1        IF NOT FOUND, PRINT THE SCREEN 

              ... 

ERROR1  COMMAND 'P * LOG'       PRINT SCREEN TO TPX LOG 

        WAIT 1                  GIVE 'P' COMMAND TIME TO EXECUTE 

              ...

Display an Error Message

You also can use an OUTPUT statement to display an error message on the screen. Follow the OUTPUT statement with
an INPUT command to "freeze" the error message on the terminal until the user presses an action key.

OUTPUT 'Can''t go on',2/16  DISPLAY ERROR MESSAGE ON SCREEN

INPUT                       WAIT FOR ACTION KEY

Display Error Message with OPTION Command

If an ACL/E processing error occurs, you can use an OPTION command to continue execution at a specified label with a
RESUME command. The error code and message will be saved in the predefined variables &ERR_RC and &ERR_MSG.

You could use the OPTION command to display an error message:

       OPTION ERROR,ERROR1

             ... 

ERROR1 RESUME 

       OUTPUT 'ACL/E Error',2/16  ANNOUNCE ERROR 

       OUTPUTC '&ERR_MSG',3/16    DISPLAY ERROR MESSAGE ON SCREEN

       INPUT                      WAIT FOR ACTION KEY 

             ...
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Write a Signon Program for Multiple Applications
You can create one signon program to be used with multiple applications. The following code would execute the
appropriate statements to sign on to an application:

      OPTION TERM,ON                   ALLOW USER TO SEE ACTION 

      SCAN &SESS_INF(&SID),'APPL=CICS' IS IT A CICS APPLICATION 

      BRANCH NE,IMSAPPL                NO, IT'S AN IMS 

      OPTION TERM,OFF                  DO NOT DISPLAY ACTIVITY

      WINP                             WAIT FOR CICS GOOD 

         ...                           MESSAGE, SIGNON 

         ...                           STATEMENTS, ETC. 

IMSAPPL etc.                           PROCESS IMS SIGNON, ETC.

Allow Other Work to be Dispatched
ACL/E programs that perform a tedious or redundant task continue to run without stopping until the entire task is
completed. If there are no breaks in the ACL/E processing, TPX processes the statements as fast as the system allows
and work from other users might not be dispatched until the program stops.

To prevent this, use a WAIT command to periodically interrupt the program, possibly once per iteration of a loop, to allow
other work to be dispatched. Other commands that relinquish control are ENTER, PF, PA, INPUT, PAUSE, SEND, and
SUSPEND.

A runaway limit can be set for a program to limit the number of times a loop can be executed. See Prevent Uncontrolled
Loops.

Sample Program

The following sample program uses a WAIT command to allow other work to be dispatched.

      SRCHWAIT 'EDIT --- '      AT PDS MEMBER LIST?

      BRANCH NE,STOP            IF NOT, STOP 

      SET A1,&CURSOR            NOTE CURSOR LOCATION 

GO    TABF 2                    TAB 2 LINES 

      COMPARE A1,&CURSOR        CURSOR AT HOME POSITION?

      BRANCH EQ,STOP            YES, END OF LIST 

      KEY 'S'                   SELECT MEMBER 

      ENTER 

CHG   KEY 'C ''*'' ''$'' ALL'   CHANGE ALL * TO $ 

      ENTER 

      PF 3                      SAVE CHANGE 

      WAIT 1                    ALLOW OTHER WORK TO DISPATCH 

      BRANCH ANY,GO             PROCESS NEXT MEMBER 

STOP  STOP

Prevent VTAM Buffers from Overloading
ACL/E programs that are written to perform a repetitive task may frequently display redundant data on the screen. A
program that updates the screen more quickly than VTAM can deliver the data to the screen can cause the screen to
flicker and overload the VTAM buffers. If the program does not have PAUSE or INPUT statements to request data from
the user, the data most likely does not need to be displayed on the screen.
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Commands to Use

If the application image is currently displayed on the screen, commands that send a change to the screen include
DELETE, DOWN, EOF, HOME, KEY, LEFT, NL, RIGHT, SET CURSOR, TABB, TABF, TABL, OPTION TERM/OFF, and
UP. If an alternate screen image is displayed, the OUTPUT and OUTPUTC commands also update the screen.

Sample Program

To prevent overloading of the VTAM buffers, place an OPTION TERM,OFF statement at an appropriate place in the
program.

      OPTION TERM,OFF           DO NOT DISPLAY ACTION 

      SRCHWAIT 'EDIT --- '      AT PDS MEMBER LIST?

      BRANCH NE,STOP            IF NOT, STOP 

      SET A1,&CURSOR            NOTE CURSOR LOCATION 

GO    TABF 2                    TAB 2 LINES 

      COMPARE A1,&CURSOR        CURSOR AT HOME POSITION?

      BRANCH EQ,STOP            YES, END OF LIST 

      KEY 'S'                   SELECT MEMBER

      ENTER 

CHG   KEY 'C ''*'' ''$'' ALL'   CHANGE ALL * TO $ 

      ENTER 

      PF 3                      SAVE CHANGE 

      WAIT 1                    ALLOW OTHER WORK TO DISPATCH 

      BRANCH ANY,GO             PROCESS NEXT MEMBER 

STOP  STOP

TPXDEMO Session
TPXDEMO is a special TPX internal application. Its sole purpose is to serve as a base from which to display panels or run
ACL/E programs. It should be defined as type TPX in the Application Characteristics Table (ACT).

When you sign on to a TPXDEMO session, you are greeted by a standard panel (TEN0062). The panel consists of a
command line and a brief description.

Possible Uses

This application has many uses in ACL/E:

• Any facility built around fixed screen layouts, such as a tutorial, can be accessed as a session on the Menu by using a
signon ACL/E program. If such a tutorial relates to an application system, it can be instantly accessed by the end user
while working in the application.

• By making the TPXDEMO application the first session on the TPX Menu and setting it to start at logon, an initial set-up
ACL/E program can be performed.

• You can use the TPXDEMO application as a way of allowing users to choose an initial application from the panel, as
shown in Specifying an Initial Application from the Logo Panel in this section.

• You can use the TPXDEMO application in a program allowing users to use PF3 to log off from the Menu, as shown in
Logging Off with PF3 in this section.

Specify Initial Application from the Logo Panel

Some installations must allow users to choose the initial application when signing on at the Logo panel. To do this:

1. Define a user variable on the Logo panel to contain the initial session ID. Alternatively, use the Account field and
change the label on the panel definition.
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2. Define a TPXDEMO session as the first session on the Menu, and specify it as invisible. Set "Display Menu" to N for
the user.

3. Use the following ACL/E program as the signon program for TPXDEMO. It assumes that the "Account" field of the
Logo panel is being used to contain the session ID.

         OPTION TERM,OFF              HIDE FROM USER

         COMPARE '&SNACCTV',' '       ANY APPL SELECTED?

         BRANCH EQ,EXIT               IF NOT, SHOW MENU

         COMMAND 'A &SNACCTV'         ACTIVATE IT IF NECESSARY

         WAIT 2                       LET IT COME UP

         COMMAND '&SNACCTV'           SWITCH TO IT

   EXIT  KEY 'END'                    END TPXDEMO

         ENTER

         WAIT 3                       GIVE IT TIME TO SWITCH

The final wait is coded to ensure that the session switch occurs before the ACL/E program ends, to prevent the
TPXDEMO screen image from being sent to the terminal. It will not affect the timing of the process.

Log Off with PF3

You can use the TPXDEMO application to allow users to log off from the Menu by pressing PF3. Define a session using
TPXDEMO with a session key of PF3. This session could be named LOGOFF and appear on the menu or could be made
invisible.

Use this ACL/E program as a signon program for the LOGOFF session:

      OPTION TERM,OFF              HIDE FROM USER

      SIGNOFF                      PERFORM /F

      WINP                         GET PANEL

      KEY 'END'                    END TPXDEMO

      ENTER

Sample Programs
This section contains some sample programs that you may find useful. These programs can be copied almost verbatim,
with only minor changes such as session IDs or program names.

A Cursor Sensitive Help Program
You can use ACL/E to create a program that displays cursor sensitive help for an application that does not have its own
help facility. The code provided here shows the three different parts of a help program. Your help program will require
much more code, but the basic principles of a help program are provided here.

Program That Waits for the User to Select Help

In the following program, PF1 is the HELP key. You can use any action key as the help key, but it should be a key that is
not used by the application. The following code passes all input from the terminal directly to the application until the user
presses PF1. When the user presses PF1, the ACL/E help program (HELPACL) is invoked.

LOOP     INPUT                    WAIT FOR AN ACTION KEY 

         COMPARE '&TAID','PF1'    DID THE USER PRESS PF1?

         BRANCH NE,SKIP           IF NOT, SEND IT TO THE APPL 

         ACLPGM HELPACL           IF PF1, INVOKE HELP PROGRAM 

SKIP     SEND                     SEND ACTION KEY TO APPLICATION 

         BRANCH ANY,LOOP          GO BACK AND WAIT FOR ANOTHER
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Program That Finds the Screen ID

The following help program determines what screen is currently displayed so that the appropriate help panel can be
provided. The program looks for an application identifier that is typically found in a specific location. In this example, we
assume that the identifier starts at position two of the first line and is five characters long.

APPHELP  COMPARE &SCREEN(2,5),'PANEL'  IS THE ID THERE?

         BRANCH NE,SKIPIT              IF NOT, KEEP PROCESSING INPUT 

         ACLPGM UHP&SCREEN(7,3)        START THE APPROPRIATE ACLPGM 

SKIPIT   INPUT                         ACCEPT INPUT FROM THE USER AND 

         SEND                          PASS IT TO THE APPLICATION 

         BRANCH ANY,APPHELP            KEEP CHECKING THE SCREEN

Program That Displays the Help Screens

The following help program uses the DISPLAY command to present a panel you have defined in the panel library. You can
make the help cursor sensitive by checking the value of &CURSOR. In this program, there are two help panels for general
areas of the screen: UH001 for cursor positions 1 to 160 and UH001A for cursor positions 161 to 240. There are also field
specific help panels for cursor positions 320 and 332. When the user is finished with a help panel, the program redisplays
the application screen and invokes the program that monitors the user's input for PF1.

UHP001   SET A1,&CURSOR       NOTE CURRENT CURSOR POSITION 

         COMPARE A1,160       CURSOR IN POS 160 OR LESS?

         BRANCH LE,GENHELP    GET GENERAL HELP SCREEN 

         COMPARE A1,240       CURSOR IN POS 240 OR LESS?

         BRANCH LE,HELPA      GET HELP FOR SECTION A 

         COMPARE A1,320       CURSOR IN POSITION 320?

         BRANCH EQ,HELPB      GET HELP FOR FIELD B 

         COMPARE A1,332       CURSOR IN POSITION 332?

         BRANCH EQ,HELPC      GET HELP FOR FIELD C

GENHELP  DISPLAY UH001        DISPLAY GENERAL HELP PANEL 

         BRANCH ANY,INP       GO AND WAIT FOR INPUT 

HELPA    DISPLAY UH001A       DISPLAY HELP FOR SECTION A 

         BRANCH ANY,INP       GO AND WAIT FOR INPUT 

HELPB    DISPLAY UH001B       DISPLAY HELP FOR FIELD B 

         BRANCH ANY,INP       GO AND WAIT FOR INPUT 

HELPC    DISPLAY UH001C       DISPLAY HELP FOR FIELD C 

         BRANCH ANY,INP       GO AND WAIT FOR INPUT 

INP      INPUT                WAIT FOR USER TO PRESS ACTION KEY 

         OPTION IMAGE,APPL    REDISPLAY APPLICATION SCREEN 

         BRANCH ANY,CONTINUE     ...

A Program That Processes PDS Members
You can use the following program to automate a tedious and repetitive task involving the members of a PDS. This
program selects each member, processes the changes, and stops when it has reached the end of the list.

       SEARCH 'PRIMARY OPTION MENU'  START ACL FROM ISPF 

       BRANCH NE,DONE1               NOT IN ISPF, STOP 

       KEY '2'                       SELECT EDIT 

       ENTER 

       HOME                          PUT CURSOR IN 1ST INPUT FIELD 

       TABF 8                        TAB TO DATA SET NAME 

       KEY 'data set name'           KEY NAME OF PDS 
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       ENTER 

       SET A1,&CURSOR                SET HOME CURSOR LOCATION 

LOOP   TABF 1                        TAB TO PDS MEMBER NAME 

       COMPARE A1,&CURSOR            CURSOR AT COMMAND LINE?

       BRANCH EQ,DONE2               YES, FINISHED THE LIST 

       KEY 'S'                       NO, SELECT THE MEMBER 

       ENTER 

       C '''???''' '''&&&''' ALL     MAKE CHANGES TO MEMBER 

       PF 3 

       BRANCH ANY,LOOP               GO TO NEXT MEMBER 

DONE1  HOME 

       KEY 'NOT IN ISPF PRIMARY'     MUST START ACL IN ISPF 

DONE2  STOP

A Program That Prints a PDS Member from ISPF Edit or Browse
The following ACL/E program will generate a quick print request of a PDS member from ISPF edit or browse:

        OPTION FLOW,OFF 

        OPTION TERM,ON 

        HOME                     PUT CURSOR IN COMMAND LINE 

        UP 1                     LOCATE START OF THE 

        LEFT 3                   DATA SET NAME 

        SET A1,&CURSOR           NOTE ITS LOCATION 

        SET LOC,&CURSOR          SET LOC VARIABLE FOR SEARCHF 

        SEARCHF ')'              LOOK FOR PAREN IN CURRENT FIELD 

        BRANCH NE,NOMEMBER       IF NOT FOUND, END PROGRAM 

        SET A2,&LOC              SET A2 TO LOCATION OF RIGHT PAREN 

        SUB A2,A1                SET A2 TO LENGTH UP TO RIGHT PAREN 

        ADD A2,1                 ADD 1 FOR THE RIGHT PAREN 

        HOME                     PUT CURSOR ON THE COMMAND LINE 

        KEY 'TSO PRINTO ''&SCREEN(&A1,&A2)''' 

        ENTER                    PRINT THE MEMBER 

        STOP 

NOMEMBR OUTPUT 'MEMBER NAME NOT SPECFIED',2/16 

        STOP                     PRINT ERROR MESSAGE AND STOP

A Program That Signs the User off TPX
This program logs a user off all of the active sessions and signs the user off at the end of the day. The program executes
a termination ACL/E program for each active session and then signs the user off TPX.

NOTE
This program is redundant if you have already specified termination ACL/E programs for all of a user's sessions
to execute when the user issues the "K" or "F" command.

OPTION TERM,OFF          END OF DAY, NO NEED TO WATCH 

ACLPGM T1,TOFF           HAVE ACLPGM TOFF LOGOFF TSO 1 

ACLPGM T3,TOFF           HAVE ACLPGM TOFF LOGOFF TSO 3 

ACLPGM CICST,CICSOFF     HAVE ACLPGM CICSOFF LOGOFF CICS 

ACLPGM IMSP,IMSOFF       HAVE ACLPGM IMSOFF LOGOFF IMSPROD 

    ... etc. 

SIGNOFF                  SIGN USER OFF TPX 
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STOP

A Program That Reassigns PF Keys
You can use the variable &TAID to change user input for an application that uses non-standard PF keys. The following
program displays a customized panel with the standard PF key values, accepts the user's input, and changes the &TAID
entered by the user to one that the application accepts.

        DISPLAY CUSTMPNL       DISPLAY CUSTOMIZED PANEL 

        INPUT                  WAIT FOR USER ACTION 

        COMPARE &TAID,'PF1'    WAS PF1 ENTERED?

        BRANCH EQ,HELP         YES, USER WANTS HELP 

        COMPARE &TAID,'PF3'    WAS PF3 ENTERED?

        BRANCH EQ,END          YES, USER WANTS TO END 

        COMPARE &TAID,'PF7'    WAS PF7 ENTERED?

        BRANCH EQ,NEXT         YES, USER WANTS NEXT SCREEN 

        COMPARE &TAID,'PF8'    WAS PF8 ENTERED?

        BRANCH EQ,PREV         YES, USER WANTS PREVIOUS SCREEN 

           ... 

HELP    PF 9                   SEND PF9 INSTEAD OF PF1 

        BRANCH ANY,RETURN 

END     PF 12                  SEND PF12 INSTEAD OF PF3 

        BRANCH ANY,RETURN

NEXT    PF 11                  SEND PF11 INSTEAD OF PF7 

        BRANCH ANY,RETURN 

PREV    PF 10                  SEND PF10 INSTEAD OF PF8 

        BRANCH ANY,RETURN

            ...

A Program That Submits an Action Key
If you have users who work from terminals that do not have some action keys, such as CLEAR or PA keys, you can write
an ACL/E program to pass the key to the application as if the user had pressed the key on the keyboard.

Program That Submits the CLEAR Key

This program passes the CLEAR key to the application:

   CLEAR                   SUBMIT THE CLEAR KEY

   STOP

Program That Submits the PA3 Key

This program passes the PA3 key to the application:

   PA 3                    SUBMIT THE PA3 KEY

   STOP

A Program That Displays the User ID and Terminal ID
A possible name for this ACL/E program is "WHO". The program displays the current user ID and terminal ID on the
terminal to aid in answering Help Desk questions.

   OPTION TERM,ON
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   HOME

   KEY 'YOU ARE &USERID AT &NETNAME'

   STOP

A Program That Monitors Storage Statistics
This program can be set up to continuously run in TPXOPER and take storage statistics periodically and write them to the
Log. These statistics might then be used to gather data to make tuning decisions.

       OPTION MAXI,0           NO LIMIT TO EXECUTION 

       OPTION TERM,ON 

LOOP   KEY 'D STOR'            DISPLAY STORAGE BELOW THE LINE 

       ENTER 

       COMMAND 'P * LOG'       SEND RESULT TO TPX LOG 

       WAIT 4 

       KEY 'D STORXA'          DISPLAY STORAGE ABOVE THE LINE 

       ENTER 

       COMMAND 'P * LOG'       SEND RESULT TO TPX LOG 

       WAIT 1800               WAIT 30 MINUTES 

       BRANCH ANY,LOOP         GET NEW STORAGE STATISTICS 

A Program that Automates Logon to an Application
This topic explains how to use an ACL/E script to automate the logon process for most mainframe applications.

The ACL/E script accomplishes logon to an application with the following process:

1. The ACL/E script waits for a panel datastream from the application.
2. The script searches for characteristic strings in the datastream.
3. If the desired string appears, the ACL/E script enters the input that you specify.
4. Steps 1 through 3 repeat until the automatic logon completes and the main menu or desired panel of the application

opens.

Create a Logon Script

Before you create an ACL/E logon script, log on to the application manually. During this process, take note of
characteristic strings you use on each panel and record every keystroke that you enter.

Use the information that you gather to customize the sample ACL that we provide in the example.

TIP

If the action requires you to use the TAB key to jump to the next input field, then use ACL command TABF n 
where n is the number of fields you jump forward.

Example:

You can modify the following example ACL/E frame to fit the needs of a specific application:

          OPTION     TERM,OFF                                      

          OPTION     FLOW,OFF                                     

          OPTION     MAXI,200                                     

          OPTION     TIME=10,TIMEOUT                              

          WINP                                                    
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*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

* Search for 'IKJ56700A'                                          

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

          SET        A1,0                                         

          SET        A2,3                                          

IKJ567   NOP                                                     

          SEARCH     IKJ56700A                                    

          BRANCH     EQ,USER                                      

          ADD       A1,1                                         

          COMPARE    A1,A2                                        

          BRANCH     LT,IKJ567                                    

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

* Three failed trials, now end the ACL

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

          MSG 'User &USERID could not logon to TSO'             

          BRANCH     ANY,ENDE                                     

*                                                                  

*=================================================================*

* 1. Step: Enter Userid                              

*=================================================================*

USER     NOP                                                    

          KEY        &USERID                                      

          ENTER                                                   

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

* Search for 'Acct Nmbr'                                          

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

          SET        A1,0                                          

          SET        A2,3                                         

ACCTNMBR NOP                                                     

          SEARCH    'Acct Nmbr'                                   

          BRANCH     EQ,PASSWORT                                  

          ADD        A1,1                                         

          COMPARE    A1,A2                                        

          BRANCH     LT,ACCTNMBR                                  

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

* Three failed trials, now end the ACL

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

          MSG 'User &USERID could not logon to TSO54'             

          BRANCH     ANY,ENDE                                      

*                                                                

*=================================================================*

* 2. Enter Passworts                                        

*=================================================================*

PASSWORT NOP                                                     

          KEY        &USERPW                                      

          ENTER                                                   

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

* Search for 'Ready'                                              

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

          SET        A1,0                                          

          SET        A2,3                                         

READY     NOP                                                     

          SEARCH    'READY'                                       
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          BRANCH     EQ,PDF                                       

          ADD        A1,1                                         

          COMPARE    A1,A2                                        

          BRANCH     LT,READY                                      

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

* Three failed trials, now end the ACL

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

          MSG 'User &USERID could not logon to TSO54'              

          BRANCH     ANY,ENDE                                     

*                                                                

*=================================================================*

* 3. Enter 'pdf'                                            

*=================================================================*

PDF       NOP                                                     

          KEY        pdf                                          

          ENTER                                                    

*                                

ENDE     NOP                     

          STOP                    

*                                

TIMEOUT   NOP                     

          MSG 'ACL TSO timed out'

          STOP            

Option Statements

The ACL/E options statements that are used in the example have the following effects:

OPTION     TERM,OFF
No panels are forwarded to the terminal. You see a black screen during the logon process instead of the panels
that the ACL/E processes.

OPTION     FLOW,OFF
No trace messages are written into the TPXLOG. You can turn this option ON when you test your ACL/E to see
which statements the ACL/E executes.

OPTION     MAXI,200
Restrict the execution to 200 statements to avoid endless loops

OPTION     TIME=10,TIMEOUT
The ACL/E times out after 10 seconds of no activity during processing.

Actions and Commands
This section lists the actions that you can perform in an ACL/E program and the commands that you use to do so. Each
table in the section contains actions that perform the same type of function.

To Manipulate and Examine the Screen Image

Action Command Operands
Delete a character from the virtual screen. DELETE
Erase to the end of a field. EOF
Clear all input fields. ERASE
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Type text on the virtual screen. KEY 'string' [C|X]
Put the virtual terminal in insert mode. INSERT
Take the virtual terminal out of insert mode. RESET
Search the virtual screen image for 'string'. SEARCH 'string'

Search the current field from &LOC for
'string'.

SEARCHF 'string'

Search new data for 'string' before sending
it to the application.

SEARCHN 'string'

To Move the Cursor

Action Command Operands
Move the cursor up n lines. UP n

Move the cursor down n lines. DOWN n

Move the cursor left n columns. LEFT n

Move the cursor right n columns. RIGHT n

Set the cursor position at screen position n
or row/column n/n.

SET CURSOR,[n[/n]]

Move the cursor to the first input field on the
screen.

HOME

Position the cursor at the first input field of
the nth row from the current position. Rows
without an input field are not counted.

NL n

Move the cursor n input fields forward. TABF n

Move the cursor n input fields back. TABB n

Move the cursor to the last input field on the
screen.

TABL

To Transmit to the Application

Action Command Operands
Send an ATTENTION to the application. ATTN
Clear the virtual screen image and send the
CLEAR key to the application.

CLEAR

Transmit modified data fields to the
application.

ENTER

Transmit modified fields with the program
function key n.

PF n

Transmit program attention key n. PA n

Transmit modified data with the current
value of &TAID.

SEND
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To Control the ACL/E Program's Execution

Action Command Operands
Invoke another ACL/E program. ACLPGM [sessionID,]aclpgm-name

Receive input from the terminal. INPUT
Branch to label on condition. BRANCH condition,label

Set option option OPTION {option,value}
Stop the ACL/E program to let the user
enter data.

PAUSE

Terminate execution of this ACL/E program. STOP
Terminate the application session
immediately.

TERMSESS

Wait n seconds. WAIT n

Search for 'string' and wait if it is not found
or if application will not be sending more
data.

SRCHWAIT 'string'

To Perform Calculations and Logical Operations

Action Command Operands
Set the value of an accumulator or a
variable.

SET {accumulator,value} {variable, value}

Add an accumulator or an integer to an
accumulator.

ADD {accumulator,accumulator}
{accumulator,integer}

Subtract an accumulator or an integer from
an accumulator.

SUB {accumulator,accumulator}
{accumulator,integer}

Compare an accumulator or a string with an
accumulator, an integer, or a string, and set
a condition code.

COMPARE {accumulator,accumulator} {accumulator,n}
{accumulator,string} {string,accumulator}
{string,n} {string,string}

Search a string for another string and set a
condition code.

SCAN {string1,string2}

To Issue Commands and Use Services

Action Command Operands
Issue a command 'string'. COMMAND 'string'

Sign the user off (as if a /F command was
issued).

SIGNOFF

Log the terminal off (as if a /K command
was issued).

LOGOFF
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To Help Troubleshoot an ACL/E Program

Action Command Operands
Write a message in the log specified in
the LOG DD statement of the startup
procedure.

MSG 'message'

Continue execution of program at specified
label and save error message and return
code in variables.

OPTION ERROR,label

Display the data flow between the
application session and the ACL/E program
on the terminal screen.

OPTION TERM,ON

Record the executed statements in the
Message Log.

OPTION FLOW,ON

To Define and Delete Variables

Action Command Operands
Define TPX-level (global) variables. GDEFINE variable,n,TYPE=type

Delete TPX-level (global) variables. GDELETE variable

Define user-level (persistent) variables. UDEFINE variable,n,TYPE=type

Delete user-level (persistent) variables. UDELETE variable

Define ACL/E-level (transient) variables. VDEFINE variable,n,TYPE=type

Delete ACLE-level (transient) variables. VDELETE variable

Set the value of a variable. SET variable,n

To Display an Alternate Screen Image

Action Command Operands
Display the panel from 'member'. DISPLAY member[,cursor-variable]
Display composite of application image and
output 'string'.

OUTPUT 'string'

Continue displaying additional output
'string'.

OUTPUTC 'string'

Remove the alternate screen image
displayed with DISPLAY, OUTPUT, or
OUTPUTC and redisplay the application
image.

OPTION IMAGE,APPL
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To Integrate Intra-Session ACL/E Execution

Action Command Operands
Notify the main program executing in
'sessionID' of the scheduled program
completion.

NOTIFY sessionID

Suspend execution of the main program
until notification is received from all n
scheduled programs.

SUSPEND n

Command Summary
This section contains ACL/E command format and operand details.

Commonly Used ACL/E Commands

The following table contains commonly used ACL/E commands.

label LOGOFF SEARCHF {ANY|string|'hex'X}

* comment text MSG string SEARCHN {ANY|string|'hex'X}

ADD An,{An|n|var} NL n SEND

ATTN NOP SET An,{An|n}

BRANCH cond, label NOTIFY sessid SET CURSOR[,offset|[p|,r/c]]

CLEAR OPTION ERROR, label SET LOC, [,offset|[p|,r/c]]

COMMAND OPTION FLOW, {ON|OFF} SET set, string

COMPARE An,{An|n} OPTION IMAGE, APPL SIGNOFF

COMPARE string, var OPTION MAXI, n SRCHWAIT string

COMPARE string1, string2 OPTION KEYERR, {ON|OFF} STOP

DELETE OPTION TERM, {ON|OFF} SUB An,{An|n|var}

DISPLAY panel[,var] OPTION TIME=n, label SUSPEND n

DOWN n OPTION RESIDENT, {ON|OFF} TABB n

ENTER OUTPUT string[,offset|[p|,r/c]] TABF n

EOF OUTPUTC string[,offset|[p|,r/c]] TABL

GDEFINE var, len, [TYPE=typ] PA n TERMSESS

GDELETE var PAUSE UDEFINE var, len, [TYPE=typ]

HOME PFn UDELETE var

INPUT RESET UP n

INSERT RESUME VDEFINE var, len, [TYPE=typ]

KEY string RIGHT n VDELETE var

KEY 'hex-string'X SCAN string, target[,START=n] WAIT seconds

LEFT n SEARCH {ANY|string|'hex'X} WINP
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Notes

label
— A label begins in column 1 and can contain up to eight characters.

* (asterisk)
— An asterisk in column 1 indicates a comment line. A comment can also be placed after the command and its
operands, separated by one or more blanks.

sessid
— Specifies the TPX session for which the ACL is started.

An
— Specifies one of the four accumulators. Valid values are: A1, A2, A3, A4

var
— Specifies the name of the variable without the ampersand symbol (&). Use the ampersand symbol only if the
variable is inside a string or used as an operand.

cond
— Indicates one of the following Condition Codes: EQ, NE, GT, LT, LE, GE, ANY

string
— Specifies an alphanumerical expression. If the string contains blanks or commas, the string must be enclosed
in apostrophes.

typ
— Specifies the data type. Valid values are: CHAR, UPCHAR, NUM, BIN, HEX

p
— Specifies the absolute screen position starting from the upper left.

r/c
— Specifies the desired screen line and column.

Command Syntax Diagrams
Command syntax is diagrammed along the command line from left to right. If the entire syntax cannot fit on one line, it
splits and is continued below the first line.

Sample COMMAND Format

Refer to the following sample diagram and descriptions for an explanation of command syntax.

->>---COMMAND--(1)------------------------------------------------------------------->

->---required operand1--(2)--- = variable1|variable2 ---(3)-----------------------(5)->

  |-required operand2-------------------------------------------------------------|

  +-required operand3= variable --------------------------------------------------+

                                   +- optional operand -(4)-required variable1-+

                                                           |-required variable2-|

                                                           +-required variable3-+

                                                       |----------------------------+

                                                       V                            | (7)

->-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------><

    |-- default operand --(6)-----------------------|    |-- repeatable operand1 --|

    +-- optional operand ---------------------------+    +-- repeatable operand2 --+

                          |-- optional variable1 --|
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                          +-- optional variable2 --+

NOTE

1. The COMMAND always comes first on the command line and is printed in all capitals.
2. Required operands fall on the line.
3. Variables are printed in italics. A choice of variables can be represented with the "|" separator.
4. Optional operands are diagrammed below the command line.
5. Lists of operands, one of which must (required) or may (optional) be specified, are listed vertically in groups.
6. Default operands are underlined.
7. Operands that can be repeated, or a list or operands, more than one of which can be specified, have a repeating

arrow.

ACLPGM Command
The ACLPGM command schedules an ACL/E program to be executed.

Format

The ACLPGM command has the following syntax:

>>--- ACLPGM -----------------------progname ---------><

                +- sessid, -+

Operands

The ACLPGM command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

sessid Specifies the session the specified ACL/E program is to run in.
The session must be active when the ACLPGM command is
executed.

progname Specifies the name of the ACL/E program that the ACLPGM
command is to schedule.

 

Usage

If you do not specify a session, the program runs in the current session and the current program is suspended until the
called program completes execution.

All user-defined variables are available to the ACL/E program that is called.

ADD Command
The ADD command adds the value of an accumulator or integer to an accumulator.

Format

The ADD command has the following syntax:

>>---accumulator 1 ------- accumulator 2 ---------------><

                        +- n ---------------+
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                        +- variable --------+

Operands

The ADD command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

accumulator 1 Specifies one of the four accumulators, A1 through A4, that is
incremented by the ADD command.

accumulator 2 Specifies an accumulator whose contents is added to the
accumulator you specified in accumulator 1.

n Specifies an integer that is added to the specified accumulator.

variable Specifies a numeric variable that is added to the specified
accumulator.

ATTN Command
The ATTN command issues an attention interrupt to the application.

Format

The ATTN command has the following syntax:

>>----ATTN -------------------------------><

Usage

The attention interrupt is sent to the application regardless of how the Attn key is defined in the users System Options
Table.

BRANCH Command
The BRANCH command causes the ACL/E program to branch to a specified line depending on the current value of the
condition code.

Format

The BRANCH command has the following syntax:

->>---BRANCH------ ANY, ------------------- label ------><

                +- condition code, ---+

Operands

The BRANCH command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

ANY Makes the BRANCH command branch regardless of the current
value of the condition code.
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condition code Specifies a possible condition code value. If the condition code
set in a previous command matches this value, the BRANCH
command branches. Possible condition code values are EQ, NE,
GT, LT, LE, or GE.

label Specifies the program line that the BRANCH command branches
to. You cannot specify a variable in this operand.

Usage

The condition code that the BRANCH command acts on is set by the most recent COMPARE, SEARCH, SEARCHF,
SEARCHN, SEARCHWAIT, or HOME statement.

CLEAR Command
The CLEAR command simulates the pressing of the Clear key and clears the screen. As with all of the action keys (Enter,
Clear, PA, and PFn), ACL/E program execution is suspended until a response is received from the application.

Format

The CLEAR command has the following syntax:

->>---- CLEAR ------------------------------------><

COMMAND Command
The COMMAND command executes a command within an ACL/E program.

Format

The COMMAND command has the following syntax:

->>---- COMMAND ------- 'TPX command' --------------------><

Operands

The COMMAND command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

TPX command Specifies the command that is executed by the COMMAND
command. The command character is automatically supplied by
ACL/E.

COMPARE Command
The COMPARE command determines the relationship between two operands and sets a condition code based on the
results of the comparison.

The COMPARE command can compare:
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• The contents of one of the accumulators (A1 through A4) and the contents of another accumulator
• The contents of one of the accumulators (A1 through A4) and an integer
• Two strings
• A string and a variable.

Format

The COMPARE command has the following syntax:

->>---- COMPARE ------- operand 1 ------ operand 2 ------------><

Operands

The COMPARE command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

operand 1 Specifies one of the two items that are compared by the
COMPARE command.

operand 2 Specifies the item that the item you specified in operand 1 is
compared with.

 

Usage

The condition code set by the COMPARE command determines if a subsequent BRANCH command performs a branch.
A BRANCH command should be the next executable statement after the COMPARE command.

The COMPARE command sets one of the following condition codes:

• EQ -- equal to
• NE -- not equal to
• GT -- greater than
• LT -- less than
• LE -- less than or equal to
• GE -- greater than or equal to

You can use substring notation when specifying a string as an operand in the COMPARE statement. See the section
"Defining and Manipulating Variables."

DELETE Command
The DELETE command simulates the pressing of the Delete key. It deletes the character at the cursor position and shifts
the remaining data in the field one space to the left.

Format

The DELETE command has the following syntax:

->>---- DELETE ------------------------------------><
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DISPLAY Command
The DISPLAY command displays an alternate screen image.

Format

The DISPLAY command has the following syntax:

>>--- DISPLAY ------ panel name ----------------------------><

                                     +- ,varname ---+

Operands

The DISPLAY command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

panel name Specifies the alternate screen panel displayed by the DISPLAY
command.

varname Specifies a variable. The cursor is placed in the field associated
with this variable.

DOWN Command
The DOWN command moves the cursor down the screen. If the cursor reaches the bottom of the screen, it wraps to the
top of the screen and continues downward from there.

Format

The DOWN command has the following syntax:

>>------ DOWN ------ n -------------------------------><

Operands

The DOWN command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

n Specifies how many lines down the screen the cursor is moved.

ENTER Command
The ENTER command simulates the pressing of the Enter key and transmits screen input data back to the application. As
with all of the action keys (Enter, Clear, PA, and PFn), program execution is suspended until a response is received from
the application.

Format

The ENTER command has the following syntax:

>>------ ENTER --------------------------------------------><
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EOF Command
The EOF command simulates the pressing of the Erase EOF key and replaces all characters on the screen from the
cursor to the end of the field with null characters.

Format

The EOF command has the following syntax:

>>------ EOF -------------------------------><

GDEFINE Command
The GDEFINE command defines a global variable. This variable can be set or referenced by any program running on this
TPX system.

Format

The GDEFINE command has the following syntax:

>>--- GDEFINE --- varname,n --------------------------------------------------><

                                +-TYPE= ----- ,CHAR ------------------------+

                                           |            +- NOTRUNC ----+     |

                                           |                                 |

                                           |-- ,UPCHAR ---------------------|

                                           |            +- NOTRUNC ----+     |

                                           |                                 |

                                           |-- ,NUM ------------------------|

                                           |-- ,BIN ------------------------|

                                           +-- ,HEX ------------------------+

Operands

The GDEFINE command has the following operands:

varname
Specifies the name of the transient variable that is defined in the GDEFINE command.

n
Specifies the length of the variable. The default length is eight.

TYPE=
Specifies the type of variable that is defined in the UDEFINE command. You must specify CHAR, UPCHAR, NUM,
BIN, or HEX.

CHAR
Indicates that the variable is a character variable.

UPCHAR
Indicates that the variable is an uppercase character variable.

NUM
Indicates that the variable is a numeric variable.

BIN
Indicates that the variable is a binary variable.

HEX
Indicates that the variable is a hexadecimal variable.
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NOTRUNC
Indicates that any trailing blanks in the variable are not deleted when variable substitution takes place. This
operand can be used only with the CHAR and UPCHAR operands.

GDELETE Command
The GDELETE command deletes a global variable.

Format

The GDELETE command has the following syntax:

>>------ GDELETE ------ varname ---------------------------><

Operands

The GDELETE command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

varname Specifies the name of the global variable deleted in the GDELETE
command.

HOME Command
The HOME command simulates the pressing of the Home key and moves the cursor to the first unprotected input field on
the screen.

Format

The HOME command has the following syntax:

>>------ HOME -------------------------------------------><

INPUT Command
The INPUT command suspends operation of the ACL/E program until input is received from the terminal. When input
arrives it is merged with the current screen image and execution resumes.

The data received by the INPUT command can by used by subsequent SEARCHN and SEND commands.

Format

The INPUT command has the following syntax:

>>------ INPUT -----------------------------------------><

INSERT Command
The INSERT command simulates the pressing of the Insert key and places the virtual terminal in INSERT mode. The
RESET command takes the terminal out of INSERT mode.
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Format

The INSERT command has the following syntax:

>>------ INSERT --------------------------------------><

KEY Command
The KEY command types a specified string on the screen.

Format

The KEY command has the following syntax:

>>------ KEY ------ string -------------------------------><

                 +- 'string' -----------------+

                                |- C ---|

                                +- X ---+

Operands

The KEY command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

string Specifies the string that the KEY command displays on the
screen. If the string contains spaces or punctuation, or you specify
the C or X operands, it must be enclosed in single quotes.

C Indicates that the string you specified consists of normal keyboard
characters. This is the default.

X Specifies that the string you specified consists of hex codes
representing EBCDIC characters.

LEFT Command
The LEFT command moves the cursor to the left. If the cursor reaches the left edge of the screen, it wraps around to the
right side and continues moving left.

Format

The LEFT command has the following syntax:

>>------ LEFT ------ n ------------------------><

Operands

The LEFT command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

n Specifies how many spaces the cursor is moved.
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LOGOFF Command
The LOGOFF command simulates the /K command.

Format

The LOGOFF command has the following syntax:

>>------ LOGOFF -------------------------------------><

Usage

If you have specified K or F in the "Inactivate on" field of the user's definition, the sessions will not be inactivated. In this
case you must use COMMAND 'K' or COMMAND 'F' instead of the LOGOFF command.

MSG Command
The MSG command writes a string to the message log. This command is helpful in debugging ACL/E programs.

Format

The MSG command has the following syntax:

>>------ MSG ------ string -------------------------><

                 +- 'string' ---+

Operands

The MSG command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

string Specifies text sent to the TPX message log by the MSG
command. The string can be any text up to 60 characters in
length.

NL Command
The NL command simulates the pressing of the Return key and advances the cursor to the first input field after the
beginning of the next row on the screen.

Format

The NL command has the following syntax:

>>------ NL ---- n ------------------------------------------><

Operands

The NL command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

n Specifies how many times the NL command advances the cursor.
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NOTIFY Command
The NOTIFY command adds one to the NOTIFY count of an ACL/E program executing in the specified session.

Format

The NOTIFY command has the following syntax:

>>------ NOTIFY ------ sessionID ------------------------><

Operands

The NOTIFY command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

sessionID Specifies the session containing an executing ACL/E program
whose notify count is incremented by the NOTIFY command.

Usage

The NOTIFY command works in conjunction with a SUSPEND command to allow communication between ACL/E
programs running in different sessions. When a suspended ACL/E program's NOTIFY count is equal to or greater than its
SUSPEND count, the program resumes execution.

For more information, see the SUSPEND command.

OPTION Command
The OPTION command controls various options associated with the execution of ACL/E programs.

Format

The OPTION command has the following syntax:

>>---- OPTION ------- ERROR, -----label ----------------------><

                  |                                     |

                  |-- FLOW, ----- ON ------------------|

                  |            +- OFF --+               |

                  |                                     |

                  |-- IMAGE, ---- APPL ----------------|

                  |            +- APPL_NOSEND ----+----|

                  |                                     |

                  |-- MAXI, ----- n -------------------|

                  |            +- 50 ---+               |

                  |                                     |

                  |-- KEYERR, --- ON ------------------|

                  |            +- OFF --+               |

                  |                                     |

                  |-- TERM, ----- ON ------------------|

                  |            +- OFF --+               |

                  |                                     |

                  |-- TIME= ---- N,label --------------|

                  |           +- OFF --------+          |
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                  |                                     |

                  +-- RESIDENT, ----- ON --------------+

                                   +- OFF --+

Operands

The OPTION command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

ERROR, label Indicates a label at which program execution will continue in case
an ACL/E processing error occurs. At the label you can:
Issue the RESUME command to resume execution of the
program.
Terminate execution of the program.
Perform other ACL/E processing.
When this operand is used, the variable &ERR_RC is set with the
return code of the error, and the variable &ERR_MSG is set with
the text of the error message.

FLOW,ON|OFF Indicates whether or not the ACL/E program records the sequence
of executed commands in the message log. The default is OFF,
which prevents commands from being recorded in the log.

IMAGE,APPL|APPL_NOSEND IMAGE,APPL indicates that an alternate image is to be removed
from the screen and the application image redisplayed.
IMAGE,APPL_NOSEND removes the alternate image, but does
not redisplay the application image.

MAXI,n|50 Indicates the total number of statements (n) that can be executed
by an ACL/E program. The default is 50. You can specify an
integer between zero and 64,000.

KEYERR,ON|OFF Indicates whether or not the ACL/E program terminates if an
error occurs when the program is keying data into an input field.
The default is ON, which causes the program to terminate. This
operand exists for compatibility with earlier versions of ACL/
E, and it is recommended that the ERROR operand be used.
KEYERR, OFF overrides the OPTION,ERROR command if a
-KEY-OPERATION ENCOUNTERED AN OUT-OF-BOUNDS
CONDITION error occurs.

TERM,ON|OFF Indicates whether or not the application data is sent to the terminal
during ACL/E program execution. The default is OFF, which
prevents data from being sent.

TIME=N,label Indicates a time-out value for ACL/E processing. If no activity
occurs for the time-out period, the program resumes at the
statement marked with the label. N specifies the time-out period in
seconds. A value of OFF prevents the program from timing out.

TIME,OFF Prevents the program from timing out.

RESIDENT,ON|OFF Indicates whether or not the ACL/E program remains in storage
after the program ends. The default is OFF, which prevents the
program from being stored.
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OUTPUT Command
The OUTPUT command creates an alternate screen image that is a composite of the application screen image and a
specified string.

Format

The OUTPUT command has the following syntax:

>>------ OUTPUT ------ string ------------------------------><

                   +- 'string' --------------------+

                                  |-- ,p -----|

                                  +--  ,r/c --+

Operands

The OUTPUT command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

string Specifies the string that the OUTPUT command displays on the
application screen image.

p Specifies the starting location for the string on the screen as an
absolute screen position.

r/c Specifies the starting location for the string on the screen as a row
number and column number.

Usage

The default starting location for the string is the location specified in the &LOC variable.

OUTPUTC Command
The OUTPUTC command functions in the same manner as the OUTPUT command, except that it does not refresh the
existing screen image. This allows you to place multiple output lines on a single screen image without the old lines being
erased.

Format

The OUTPUTC command has the following syntax:

>>------ OUTPUTC ------ string ----------------------------><

                    +- 'string' --------------------+

                                   |-- ,p -----|

                                   +--  ,r/c --+

Operands

The OUTPUTC command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

string Specifies the string that the OUTPUTC command displays on the
application screen image.
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p Specifies the screen starting location for the string as an absolute
screen position.

r/c Specifies the screen starting location for the string as a row
number and column number.

Usage

The default screen starting location for the string is the location specified in the &LOC variable.

PA Command
The PA command simulates the pressing of a PA key. As with all of the action keys (Enter, Clear, PA, and PFn), ACL/E
program execution is suspended until a response is received from the application.

Format

The PA command has the following syntax:

>>------ PA ------ key number ---------------------------><

Operands

The PA command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

key number Specifies the PA key that the PA command simulates. The key
number must be an integer between one and three.

PAUSE Command
The PAUSE command suspends ACL/E execution to allow the user to press an action key (Enter, CLEAR, PA, or PFn).
This allows the user to perform some action, such as selecting from a menu or entering data before the next ACL/E
statement is executed. The user's action is transmitted to the application, and ACL/E execution resumes when the
application responds. This operand exists for compatibility with earlier versions of ACL/E, and it is recommended that the
INPUT statement or a combination of INPUT and SEND statements be used.

Format

The PAUSE command has the following syntax:

>>------ PAUSE -----------------------------------><

PF Command
The PF command simulates the pressing of a PF key and transmits all screen input data to the application. As with all of
the action keys (Enter, Clear, PA, and PFn), ACL/E program execution is suspended until a response is received from the
application.

Format

The PF command has the following syntax:
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>>------ PF ------ key number --------------------------><

Operands

The PF command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

key number Specifies the PF key that the PF command simulates. The key
number must be an integer between 1 and 24.

RESET Command
The RESET command simulates the pressing of the Reset key and takes the virtual terminal out of INSERT mode. The
INSERT command places the virtual terminal in INSERT mode.

Format

The RESET command has the following syntax:

>>------ RESET -------------------------------------><

RESUME Command
The RESUME command resumes execution of a program after an ACL/E processing error. The program resumes
execution at the line following the statement that caused the error.

This command can be used only in conjunction with an OPTION command with the ERROR operand.

Format

The RESUME command has the following syntax:

>>------ RESUME ------------------------------------><

RIGHT Command
The RIGHT command simulates the pressing of the right arrow key. If the cursor reaches the right edge of the screen, it
wraps around to the left side and continues moving right.

Format

The RIGHT command has the following syntax:

>>------ RIGHT ------ n ----------------------------><

Operands

The RIGHT command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

n Specifies how many times the RIGHT command advances the
cursor.
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SCAN Command
The SCAN command searches a specified string for another specified string of characters. If it finds the string it is looking
for, the SCAN command sets the condition code to EQ. If the string is not found it is set to NE.

Format

The SCAN command has the following syntax:

>>-- SCAN -- string -- ,target string ------------------------><

                                        +--,START= -- n --+

Operands

The SCAN command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

string Specifies the string that the SCAN command searches for the
target string.

target string Specifies the string that the SCAN command searches for within
the specified string.

,START=n Specifies the character position within the search string at which
the SCAN command starts looking for the target string. The
default value is zero (0).

SEARCH Command
The SEARCH command searches the screen either for a specified string of characters or for any non-null or non-blank
data. If it finds what it is looking for, the SEARCH command sets the condition code to EQ.

Format

The SEARCH command has the following syntax:

>>--- SEARCH ------ ANY -----------------------------------><

                 +----- string ----------------------+

                    +-- 'string' --+    |-- C --|

                                        +-- X --+

Operands

The SEARCH command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

ANY Sets a condition code of EQ if the SEARCH command finds any
non-null or non-blank data on the screen.
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string Specifies the string that the SEARCH command searches for on
the screen. If the string contains any punctuation marks or spaces,
or you specify the C or X operand, it must be enclosed with single
quotes.

C Indicates that the string you specify consists of normal keyboard
characters. This is the default.

X Indicates that the string you specify consists of hexadecimal
codes.

Usage

A BRANCH statement should always be the next executable statement after the SEARCH statement.

SEARCHF Command
The SEARCHF command searches an area of the screen image, starting at the screen position specified in the &LOC
variable and ending at the end of the current field. If it finds what it's looking for, the SEARCH command sets the condition
code to EQ.

Format

The SEARCHF command has the following syntax:

>>-- SEARCHF ------ ANY -------------------------------------><

                 +----- string -----------------------+

                    +-- 'string' --+    |-- C --|

                                        +-- X --+

Operands

The SEARCHF command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

ANY Sets a condition code of EQ if the SEARCHF command finds any
non-null or non-blank data on the screen.

string Specifies the string that the SEARCHF command searches for on
the screen. If the string contains any punctuation marks or spaces,
or you use the C or X operand, it must be enclosed with single
quotes.

C Indicates that the string you specified consists of normal keyboard
characters. This is the default.

X Indicates that the string you specified consists of hexadecimal
codes representing EBCDIC characters.

Usage

The SEARCHF command is often used after a successful SEARCH operation, because the &LOC variable is set by the
SEARCH command.

A BRANCH command should be the first executable statement following the SEARCHF command.
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SEARCHN Command
The SEARCHN command searches the data received by the immediately preceding INPUT statement and sets a
condition code of EQ if it finds what it is looking for.

Format

The SEARCHN command has the following syntax:

>>--- SEARCHN ---- ANY --------------------------------------><

                +----- string -------------------------+

                   +-- 'string' --+     |-- C --|

                                        +-- X --+

Operands

The SEARCHN command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

ANY Sets a condition code of EQ if the SEARCHN command finds any
non-null or non-blank data on the screen.

string Specifies the string that the SEARCHN command searches for on
the screen. If the string contains any punctuation marks or spaces,
or you specify the C or X operand, it must be enclosed with single
quotes.

C Indicates that the string you specified consists of normal keyboard
characters. This is the default.

X Indicates that the string you specified consists of hexadecimal
codes representing EBCDIC characters.

Usage

A BRANCH statement should always be the next executable statement after the SEARCHN statement.

SET Command
The SET command can set the value of an accumulator, the &CURSOR or &LOC variable, or a user defined variable.

Format

The SET command has the following syntax:

>>-- SET ---- accumulator 1 -----------accumulator 2 ---------><

           |                       +-- n ---------------+  |

           |                                               |

           |------ CURSOR, -------- p ---------------------|

           |    +- LOC, -----+   +- rlc ---+               |

           |                                               |

           +------ uservar ----- string -------------------|

                              +- 'string' ---+
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Operands

The SET command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

accumulator 1 Specifies the accumulator whose contents is set by the SET
command.

accumulator 2 Specifies the accumulator whose value is assigned to the
accumulator you specified in accumulator 1.

n Specifies an integer value assigned to the accumulator specified
in accumulator 1.

CURSOR Assigns a specified screen location to the &CURSOR variable.

LOC Assigns a specified screen location to the &LOC variable.

p Specifies a screen location as an absolute screen position.

r/c Specifies a screen location as a row and column number.

uservar Specifies a user defined variable whose contents is set by the
SET command.

string Specifies a string assigned to the uservar you specified in the SET
command.

SIGNOFF Command
The SIGNOFF command simulates the TPX /F command.

Format

The SIGNOFF command has the following syntax:

>>---- SIGNOFF ----------------------------------------><

Usage

If you have specified F in the "Inactivate on" field of the user's definition, the sessions will not be inactivated by the
SIGNOFF command. In this case you must use COMMAND 'F' instead of the SIGNOFF command.

SRCHWAIT Command
The SRCHWAIT command passes control to the next ACL/E instruction only if one of the following conditions occur:

• The specified string is found.
In this case the condition code is set to EQ.

• The SNA RU indicates an "IN-BRACKET" state with the terminal owning direction and no data being sent by the
application.
In this case the condition code is set to NE.

Format

The SRCHWAIT command has the following syntax:

>>---- SRCHWAIT ----------- string --------------------><

                        +-- 'string' --+
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Operands

The SRCHWAIT command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

string Specifies the string that the SRCHWAIT command looks for.

Usage

The SRCHWAIT command combines the features of the SEARCH and WINP commands, and is intended to be used in
an environment such as VM, Remote Console Console, OMEGAMON or NetView, in which unsolicited RUs are arriving
from the application.

STOP Command
The STOP command terminates execution of the ACL/E program. This command is not necessary at the end of the
program, but can be used to terminate execution at some other place in the program.

Format

The STOP command has the following syntax:

>>---- STOP ---------------------------------------------><

SUB Command
The SUB command subtracts a value from one of the four accumulators (A1 through A4).

Format

The SUB command has the following syntax:

>>--- SUB --- accumulator 1 --------accumulator 2 ----------><

                                |-- n ---------------|

                                +-- variable --------+

Operands

The SUB command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

accumulator 1 Specifies the accumulator to be decremented.

accumulator 2 Specifies the accumulator whose value is subtracted from the
accumulator specified in accumulator 1.

n Specifies an integer that is subtracted from the accumulator
specified in accumulator 1.

variable Specifies a numeric variable that is subtracted from the
accumulator specified in accumulator 1.
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SUSPEND Command
The SUSPEND command adds a specified number to the current SUSPEND count and suspends ACL/E execution if the
new SUSPEND count is greater than the current NOTIFY count. Execution continues when enough NOTIFY events are
received from other ACL/E programs to make the NOTIFY count greater than or equal to the SUSPEND count.

Format

The SUSPEND command has the following syntax:

>>---- SUSPEND ------- n ------------------------------><

Operands

The SUSPEND command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

n Specifies the number added to the SUSPEND count.

Usage

The SUSPEND count is contained in the &SUSPNDCT variable and the NOTIFY count is contained in the &NOTIFYCT
variable.

It is a good idea to use an OPTION TIME= statement in your program in case the ACL/E program issuing the NOTIFY
events fails.

TABB Command
The TABB command simulates the back tab key and moves the cursor to the beginning of the current input field (if it is in
an input field) and then to previous input fields. The cursor is always moved to the first position of the last input field it has
moved to.

Format

The TABB command has the following syntax:

>>---- TABB ------- n ---------------------------------><

Operands

The TABB command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

n Specifies how many times the TABB command moves the cursor.

TABF Command
The TABF command moves the cursor forward a specified number of input fields. The cursor is moved to the first position
of the target field.
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Format

The TABF command has the following syntax:

>>---- TABF ------- n ---------------------------------><

Operands

The TABF command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

n Specifies how many times the TABF command moves the cursor.

TABL Command
The TABL command moves the cursor to the last input field on the current screen.

Format

The TABL command has the following syntax:

>>---- TABL -------------------------------------------><

TERMSESS Command
The TERMSESS command immediately terminates the application session associated with the executing program. This
command can be used in an ACL/E logoff program when unexpected conditions arise.

Format

The TERMSESS command has the following syntax:

>>---- TERMSESS ---------------------------------------><

UDEFINE Command
The UDEFINE command defines a user-level (persistent) variable. This variable can be set or referenced by any ACL/E
program on any session belonging to this TPX user but is deleted when the user signs off.

Format

The UDEFINE command has the following syntax:

>>---- UDEFINE --- varname,n ---------------------------------------------------><

                                 +-TYPE= ----- CHAR ------------------------+

                                            |           +- NOTRUNC ----+     |

                                            |                                |

                                            |-- UPCHAR ---------------------|

                                            |           +- NOTRUNC ----+     |

                                            |                                |

                                            |-- NUM ------------------------|

                                            |-- BIN ------------------------|

                                            +-- HEX ------------------------+
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Operands

The UDEFINE command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

varname Specifies the name of the transient variable defined in the
UDEFINE command.

n Specifies the length of the variable. The default length is eight.

TYPE= Specifies the type of variable defined in the UDEFINE command.
Must specify CHAR, UPCHAR, NUM, BIN, or HEX.

CHAR Indicates that the variable is a character variable.

UPCHAR Indicates that the variable is an uppercase character variable.

NUM Indicates that the variable is a numeric variable.

BIN Indicates that the variable is a binary variable.

HEX Indicates that the variable is a hexadecimal variable.

NOTRUNC Indicates that any trailing blanks in the variable will not be deleted
when variable substitution takes place. This operand can be used
only with the CHAR and UPCHAR operands.

UDELETE Command
The UDELETE command deletes a user-level variable.

Format

The UDELETE command has the following syntax:

>>------ UDELETE ------ varname --------------------><

Operands

The UDELETE command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

varname Specifies the name of the user-level variable deleted by the
UDELETE command.

UP Command
The UP command moves the cursor up the screen. If the cursor reaches the top of the screen, it wraps and continues
upwards from the bottom of the screen.

Format

The UP command has the following syntax:

>>------ UP ------ n --------------------------------><
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Operands

The UP command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

n Specifies how many lines the cursor is moved by the UP
command.

VDEFINE Command
The VDEFINE command defines an ACL/E-level (transient) variable. This variable can be set or referenced by programs
called by the current ACL/E program but is automatically deleted when the current program terminates.

Format

The VDEFINE command has the following syntax:

>>-- VDEFINE --- varname,n ----------------------------------------------------><

                               +-TYPE= ----- CHAR -------------------------+

                                          |           +- NOTRUNC ----+      |

                                          |                                 |

                                          |-- UPCHAR ----------------------|

                                          |           +- NOTRUNC ----+      |

                                          |                                 |

                                          |-- NUM -------------------------|

                                          |-- BIN -------------------------|

                                          +-- HEX -------------------------+

Operands

The VDEFINE command has the following operands:

Operand Explanation

varname Specifies the name of the transient variable defined in the
VDEFINE command.

n Specifies the length of the variable. The default length is eight.

TYPE= Specifies the type of variable defined in the VDEFINE command.
Must specify CHAR, UPCHAR, NUM, BIN, or HEX.

CHAR Indicates that the variable is a character variable.

UPCHAR Indicates that the variable is an uppercase character variable.

NUM Indicates that the variable is a numeric variable.

BIN Indicates that the variable is a binary variable.

HEX Indicates that the variable is a hexadecimal variable.

NOTRUNC Indicates that any trailing blanks in the variable will not be deleted
when variable substitution takes place. This operand can be used
only with the CHAR and UPCHAR operands.
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VDELETE Command
The VDELETE command deletes a transient variable.

Format

The VDELETE command has the following syntax:

>>------ VDELETE ------ varname -------------------------><

Operands

The VDELETE command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

varname Specifies the name of the transient variable deleted in the
VDELETE command.

WAIT Command
The WAIT command suspends program execution for a specified number of seconds. Output from the application still
appears on the screen during this period if OPTION TERM is set to ON.

Format

The WAIT command has the following syntax:

>>------ WAIT ------ n -----------------------------------><

Operands

The WAIT command has the following operand:

Operand Explanation

n Specifies how many seconds the WAIT command suspends
program execution.

WINP Command
The WINP command causes the ACL/E program to wait for data from the application.

Format

The WINP command has the following syntax:

>>------ WINP --------------------------------------><

Command Format
TPX commands have a unique format that distinguishes them from any other system or application commands. This
allows you to issue commands in an active session. The format consists of the following:
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• A command, or prefix, character
• Command text (including any required operands)
• A command key

You must use the full command format when issuing a command in an active session. However, when issuing the
command from the command line, the command character and command key are optional.

The following shows all three components of commands:

cmd-char command-operands <cmd-key>

where cmd-char is the command character and <cmd-key> is pressing the command key.

Default Command Character and Command Key

A slash (/) is the default command character, and PF12/24 is the default command key. If these are not convenient, see
Changing Your User Characteristics in the section Using Advanced Services.

Command Usage
This article describes the three ways of issuing a command.

The commands can be issued in three different ways:

• From a command line
• From within an active session
• As a line command on the TPX Menu

From the Command Line

Commands can be issued from the command line on the TPX Menu and on most other panels. You cannot issue a
command from the following panels:

• The Temporary Override panel
• The Session Override panel
• The Lock screen
• The Screen Image Queued panel
• The TPX Message Received panel

You can only issue the /A, /G, and /N commands from the TPX Menu.

To issue a command from a command line:

1. Type the command letter and any operands.
2. Press Enter.

Example:

To issue the /A command to activate the session TPXMAIL, enter the following command at the command line:

/A TPXMAIL

From Within An Active

Most commands can be issued from an active session without disturbing the session.

To issue a command from within an active session:

1. Use the Tab or Return key to move the cursor to an input field.
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2. Type the command character followed by the command and any operands. (The default command character is a
slash, /.)

3. Press the command key. (The default command keys are PF12 and PF24.)

You cannot issue the /A, /G, and /N commands from within a session.

Example:

Assume that the current application has a prompt at the bottom of the screen, as follows:

===>

To issue the /B command to send the message "lunch time" to user TPXUSR23, type the following command at the
prompt (assuming the command character is a slash), and then press the command key (typically PF12 or PF24):

/B TPXUSR23 LUNCH TIME

WARNING
For a command issued with the command character to be processed correctly, you should not move the cursor
after you type the command. When you press the command key, the cursor must be in the next logical position
after the command. For example, you type /T8 and then press PF12. If you type /T8 and then hit the space
bar before pressing PF12, the command is sent to the application you are in session with rather than being
processed as a command.

As a Line Command at the TPX Menu

The /A, /D, /E, /G, /I, /N, /P, /S, and /V commands can be issued as line commands without the command character
(usually a slash, /) on the TPX Menu.

To issue a command as a line command:

1. Use the Tab or Return key to move the cursor to the field beside the session you want to work with.
2. Type the command letter.
3. Press Enter.

Example:

To issue the /A command to activate the session R20, type the command as shown here and press Enter:

   Sessid      Sesskey      Session Description          Status

 - TPXADMIN    PF5          TPX Administration

 - TPXNOTES    PF7          TPX Scratchpad

 - TPXMAIL     PF8          TPX Mailbox System

 - WINDOWS     PF9          TPX Windows

 - T8          PF6          TSO/E  -  z/OS SYS8

 A R20         PF10         Remote Console SYS8

 - T12         PF11         TSO/E  -  SYS12

The product activates R20 and switches you to it.

Commands
This article lists the TPX commands and terminal keys.

TPX Commands

You can use the following TPX commands:
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/sessID
Switches you to the specified session and activates it if it is not already active.

/A
Activates idle sessions that are normally activated automatically at signon. You can only issue this command from
the TPX Menu. You can also issue it as a line command.

/A ALL
Activates all sessions. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/A applid
Adds an application to your TPX Menu, activates it, and switches you to it. You can only issue this command from
the TPX Menu.

/A applid signon-data
Adds an application to your TPX Menu, activates it, provides the product with signon data, and switches you to
the session. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/A sessID
Activates the specified session. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/A sessID signon-data
Activates the specified session, provides the product with signon data, and switches to the session. You can only
issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/A applid "
Clears any previously entered signon data.

/A sessID "
Clears any previously entered signon data.

/B
Activates a TPXMAIL session.

/B userID msg
Sends the specified message text to the specified user. The message can contain up to 55 characters.

/D sessID
Deletes a dynamically added session from the TPX Menu. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.
You can also issue it as a line command.

/E
Displays the User Temporary Overrides panel, or, when issued as a line command at the TPX Menu, displays the
Session Temporary Overrides panel.

/E operand
Establishes temporary values according to the specified operands. Possible operands are:
CHR=c

Specifies the command character.
CMD=key

Specifies the command key.
DND=Y/N

Specifies that mail messages will not interrupt.
DNV=Y/N

Specifies that the user cannot be viewed.
JMP=key

Specifies the jump key.
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PRT=key
Specifies the print key.

MNU=key
Specifies the menu key.

LNG=lng
Specifies the panel language.

INV=Y/N
Specifies whether the session is listed on the TPX Menu.

You must include one or more operands with this command, separating operands with commas.
/F

Signs off the product and returns to the Logo screen. Sessions remain active or are logged off, depending on the
value in the "Inactivate on" field of your user options.

/G
Activates idle sessions that are normally activated automatically, ignoring ACL/E programs. You can only issue
this command from the TPX Menu. You can also issue it as a line command.

/G ALL
Activates ALL sessions, ignoring ACL/E logon programs. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/G applid
Adds an application to your TPX Menu, activates it while ignoring any ACL/E logon program, and switches you to
the session. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/G applid signon-data
Adds an application to your TPX Menu, activates it while ignoring any ACL/E logon program, provides the product
with signon data, and switches you to the session. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/G sessID
Activates the specified session, ignoring any ACL/E logon program and switches to the session. You can only
issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/G sessID signon-data
Activates the specified session ignoring any ACL/E logon program, provides the product with signon data, and
switches you to the session. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/G applid "
Clears any previously entered signon data.

/G sessID "
Clears any previously entered signon data.

/H
Gives a brief explanation of each command.

/H cmd-ltr
Gives a detailed explanation of the command that is specified in cmd-ltr.

/I
Inactivates your current session. You can issue this command as a line command on the TPX Menu.

/I ALL
Inactivates all sessions.

/I sessID
Inactivates the specified session.
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/J
Switches you to the next active session listed on the TPX Menu. You cannot issue this command from the TPX
Menu.

/K
Signs and logs you off.

/L
Locks your terminal, prompting you for a lock word if you do not have a password or you have a password phrase.

/N applid
Adds an application to your menu, activates the session in PASS mode, and switches you to it. You can only issue
this command from the TPX Menu.

/N applid signon-data
Adds an application to your menu, activates the session in PASS mode, provides the product with signon data,
and switches you to the session. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/N sessID
Activates the specified session in PASS mode and switches you to it. You can only issue this command from the
TPX Menu.

/N sessID signon-data
Activates the specified session in PASS mode, provides the product with signon data, and switches you to the
session. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/N applid "
Clears any previously entered signon data.

/N sessID "
Clears any previously entered signon data.

/P
Sends the screen image to the default printer. You can issue this command as a line command on the TPX Menu
to print the screen from the selected session.

/P FILE
Sends the screen image to a data set.

/P LOG
Sends the screen image to the Log.

/P prtrID
Sends the screen image to the specified prtrID.

/P sessID
Sends the screen image from the specified session to the default printer.

/P sessID FILE
Sends the screen image from sessID to a data set.

/P sessID LOG
Sends the screen image from the specified session to the Log.

/P sessID prtrID (class)
Sends the screen image from sessID to a JES2 or VTAM printer and can optionally specify a print class.

/Q sessID userID
Sends userID a screen image from sessID.

/Q userID
Sends the screen image to the specified user ID.
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/R
Refreshes the screen.

/S aclpgm (data)
Submits aclpgm to execute in the current session and can optionally pass data to the program. You cannot issue
this command from the TPX Menu.

/S sessID aclpgm (data)
Submits aclpgm to execute in sessID, and can optionally pass data to the program.

/V
Interrupts the ACL/E program executing in the current session. You can issue this command as a line command
on the TPX Menu.

/V sessID
Interrupts the ACL/E program executing in sessID.

/W
Displays the TPX Menu.

Terminal Keys

The key functions that can be used are:

Attn key
Breaks you out of your current session if you are using an SNA terminal.

Reset key
Breaks you out of your current session if you are using a non-SNA terminal.

ACL/E Predefined Variables
This section lists the ACL/E predefined variables and their attributes.

For a list of all variables that do not have operands, see the Predefined Variables table in this section. For a list of
variables that return information about a user-specified session or application, see the Predefined Function Variables table
in this section. The variables are listed in alphabetical order.

Predefined Variables Table
The following table lists the ACL/E predefined variables that do not require an operand.

Variable Function
&An Any of four accumulators, &A1 through &A4. The accumulators

can contain any positive integer from 0 through 16,777,215
(16M-1). Accumulators can be set, added into, subtracted from,
and compared against other values, or included in any string as
&An (where n equals 1, 2, 3, or 4).
When you use accumulators in a string (for example,
487&A1.ABC), the value of &A1 is substituted into the string
before you execute the statement. For example, if &A1=333 in the
string 487&A1.ABC, then the value of the string is 487333ABC.

&AID Attention identifier byte from the last action taken.
&APPL VTAM APPLID of the session in which the ACL/E is running.
&APPLID VTAM APPLID of the session in which the ACL/E is running.

&APPLID can have a different value than &APPL for applications
that issue CLSDST PASS, such as TSO.
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&CSRCOL Column value of the &CURSOR variable.
&CSRROW Row value of the &CURSOR variable.
&CURSOR Current cursor location as a screen position. Row 1, column 1

is position 1. On an 80 x 24 display, row 2, column 1 is position
81, and so on. When &CURSOR is the receiving field of a SET
command, the cursor moves within the current screen image.

&ERR_MSG Text of the error message that occurred during ACL/E processing.
The variable is set when you use the ERROR operand on the
OPTION command.

&ERR_RC Return code of the error that occurred during ACL/E processing.
The variable is set when you use the ERROR operand on the
OPTION command.

&IPADDR Either an IPv4 or IPv6 TCP/IP address. If &IPADDR is an IPv4
address, it is represented as a four octet address. If &IPADDR is
an IPv6 address, it is represented as an 8 to 16 bit hexadecimal
value address.

&IPPORT 1 to 5 byte TCP/IP port number of the terminal connection in
decimal format. Leading zeroes are suppressed.

&IPVECT Entire TCP/IP vector (x'64') from the CINIT.
&LOC A data location as a screen position. Row 1, column 1 is position

1. The SEARCH command sets &LOC to the screen position of
the first byte of data that satisfies an equal condition.
&LOC determines the current field location for &SCRNFLD and for
SEARCHF.

&LOCCOL Column value of the &LOC variable.
&LOCROW Row value of the &LOC variable.
&NETNAME VTAM network name of the physical terminal where the current

application session is active.
&NPSWD New password defined by the user after login. If the user kept the

initial password, TPX assigns a value of two question marks (??)
to this variable.

&NPWPH New password phrase defined by the user after login. If the user
kept the initial password phrase, TPX assigns a value of two
question marks (??) to this variable.

&OPSWD Password that the user initially entered to log in to TPX.
&OPWPH Password phrase that the user initially entered to log in to TPX.
&Pn &P1 through &P8 represent the items in the PARM parameter

statement associated with the session through User or Profile
Maintenance. You can use &Pn for string variables or return
codes. You can include &Pn variables in a string and TPX
substitutes their values before the statement executes.
When you start an ACL/E program with the /S command, you
can enter text to the right of the ACL/E program name. The text
that you enter becomes &P0 within the program. For example "/S
ACCTACL DEPARTMENT A". &P0 has the value DEPARTMENT
A. If &Pn variables are unused, they have a value of eight
question marks.

&PRINTER 8 character name of the default printer for the owner of the
session in which the ACL/E is running.
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&PSWD Current password for the user.
Enclose &PSWD in quotation marks in ACL/E and session data
when you enable password phrase. Use quotation marks to
ensure that TPX properly interprets embedded spaces.
When you use &PSWD in ACL/E or session data, TPX passes
either a password or password phrase based on the control record
for the user.
If you specify ACL/E Password override or PassTicket, then
&PSWD contains this value.
If you specify NONE in the User Maintenance Security System
field, then TPX assigns a value of two question marks (??) to
&PSWD.

Important: For the function variable of ACL &SIZE_OF(&PSWD)
to work as expected, you must set Option 20 to Yes in the System
Options Table (SMRT).

Important: The function variable of TPX ACL &SIZE_OF() for
variables &PWPH, &NPWPH, and &OPWPH works as expected
regardless of the Option 20 setting in the SMRT.

&PWPH Current password phrase for the user.
&PWPH is only populated when you log in to TPX with a password
phrase. Broadcom recommends that you use &PSWD instead
of &PWPH because &PSWD is always populated. &PSWD and
&PWPH are interchangeable within ACL/E and session data.
When you use &PSWD or &PWPH in an ACL/E or session data,
TPX passes either a password or password phrase based on the
control record for the user.
Enclose &PSWD and &PWPH in quotation marks in ACL/E and
session data when you enable password phrase. Use quotation
marks to ensure that TPX properly interprets embedded spaces.
If you specify ACL/E Password override or PassTicket, then
&PSWD contains the value you specified. If &PWPH is populated,
then it contains the value you specified for ACL/E Password
override or PassTicket.
If you specify NONE in the user maintenance Security System
field, then TPX assigns a value of two question marks (??) to
&PWPH.

&SCREEN Entire screen image. &SCREEN is typically used with substring
notation to limit the amount of data.

&SCRNCOLS Number of columns on the terminal screen.
&SCRNFLD Data from &LOC to the end of the current field.
&SCRNROWS Number of rows on the terminal screen.
&SCRNSIZE Absolute screen size in bytes. For example, 80 columns by 24

rows gives &SCRNSIZE a value of 1920.
&SID Session ID of the current session.
&TAID Last attention identifier (AID) byte received from the terminal in

response to the most recent ACL/E INPUT command.
&TAID defaults to ENTER if you do not issue an INPUT command.
Use the SET command to assign any valid AID value (PF1-24,
CLEAR, PA1-3, or ENTER) to &TAID before you issue a SEND
command.

&TCSRCOL Column value of &TCURSOR.
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&TCSRROW Row value of &TCURSOR.
&TCURSOR Current cursor location of the alternate screen image as a screen

position. Row 1, column 1 is position 1. On an 80 x 24 display, row
2,column 1 is position 81, and so on.

&USERID Either the login ID for the user or the value specified in the ACL
Userid field in User or Profile Maintenance.

&VTERM Name of the virtual terminal associated with the session.
&ZAPPLID VTAM name (APPLID) of the current TPX.
&ZCONN Session ID of the currently connected session (the session

currently displayed on the terminal).
&ZDATE U.S. format date (mm/dd/yy).
&ZEDATE European format date (dd/mm/yy).
&ZJDATE Julian format date (yyddd).
&ZLDATE U.S. long format date (mm/dd/yyyy).
&ZLEDATE European long format date (dd/mm/yyyy).
&ZLJDATE Julian long format date (yyyyddd).
&ZMODEL Terminal model type (for example, 3278-2).
&ZNEWS1 A brief message to users on the LOGO panel.
&ZNEWS2 A brief message to users on the LOGO panel.
&ZSMFID SMF ID of the z/OS system running TPX. &ZSMFID is a system

parameter for GCS.
&ZSYSID Name of the System Options Table (SMRT) currently in use by

TPX.
&ZTIME Current time.
&ZTERMID VTAM Terminal ID.

Predefined Function Variables
The following table lists the ACL/E predefined variables that are functions that return information about a user-specified
session or application.

Variable Function
&APPL_INF(applID) This variable provides information about the specified application.

The variable can return one or more of the following values:
ACTIVE -- Indicates that the application is defined and is
accepting logons.
INACT -- Indicates that the application is defined but is not
accepting logon.
QUIESCED -- Indicates that the application has one or more
active sessions. New sessions will not be started.
TYPE=TPX -- Indicates that the application is an internal
application such as TPXMAIL or TPXVIEW.
UNDEFINED -- Indicates that the application is not defined to
TPX.

&MSIZE_OF(string) This variable represents the maximum possible length of the
specified string after variables in the string have been substituted.
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&SESS_INF(sessionID) This variable represents information about the specified session. It
can return one or more of the following values:
ACTIVE -- Indicates that the session is currently active.
ACL=program -- Indicates that the session is active and the
specified ACL/E program is running in the session.
APPL=appl -- Indicates that the specified application is running
the session.
CURRENT -- Indicates that the session is the user's current
session.
INACT -- Indicates that the session is not currently active,
although it has been active during the user's current session with
TPX.
NEVACT -- Indicates that the session has never been active
during the user's current session with TPX.
UNDEFINED -- The specified session is not a valid session name.

&SIZE_OF(string) This variable represents the length of the specified string after all
variables in that string have been substituted.

Important: For the function variable of ACL &SIZE_OF(&PSWD)
to work as expected, you must set Option 20 to Yes in the System
Options Table (SMRT).

Important: The function variable of TPX ACL &SIZE_OF() for
variables &PWPH, &NPWPH, and &OPWPH works as expected
regardless of the Option 20 setting in the SMRT.

&TYPE_OF(variable) This variable represents the specified variable's type. This variable
can return one or more of the following values:
ACL -- Indicates that the variable was defined in ACL/E.
ARRAY -- Indicates that this is an array variable.
BIN -- Indicates that this is a binary variable.
CHAR -- Indicates that this is a character variable.
HEX -- Indicates that this is a hexadecimal variable.
NOTRUNC -- Indicates that the variable will not be stripped of
trailing blanks when substitution takes place.
NUM -- Indicates that this is a numeric variable.
UNDEFINED -- Indicates that the variable is not defined.
UPCHAR -- Indicates that this is an uppercase character variable.

Return Codes
This section lists the ACL/E return codes that are issued when an ACL/E processing error occurs.

Return Codes and Messages
When you use the OPTION statement with the ERROR operand, the variable &ERR_RC is set to the value of the return
code and the variable &ERR_MSG is set to the value of the corresponding message text.
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Return Code List

The following table lists the ACL/E return codes that are issued when an ACL/E processing error occurs. When you use
the OPTION statement with the ERROR operand, the variable &ERR_RC is set to the value of the return code and the
variable &ERR_MSG is set to the value of the corresponding message text.

Return Code Message Text

RC_01 SCRIPT EXCEEDED INSTRUCTION EXECUTION LIMIT

RC_02 NO OPCODE ENCOUNTERED IN STATEMENT

RC_03 STATEMENT CONTAINS AN INVALID OPCODE

RC_04 -ADD- OPERATION CONTAINED INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_05 -ADD- OPERATION CONTAINED INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_06 -ADD- OPERATION CONTAINED INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_07 -ADD- OPERATION CONTAINED INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_08 -ADD- OPERATION CONTAINED INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_09 -BRANCH- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_10 -BRANCH- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_11 -BRANCH- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_12 -BRANCH- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_13 -COMPARE- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_14 -COMPARE- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_15 -COMPARE- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_16 -COMPARE- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_17 -COMPARE- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_18 -COMPARE- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_19 UNUSED

RC_20 -DOWN- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_21 -DOWN- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_22 UNUSED

RC_23 UNUSED

RC_24 OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_25 -KEY- OPERATION ENCOUNTERED AN OUT-OF-RANGE

 CONDITION

RC_26 -LEFT- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_27 -LEFT- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_28 -MSG- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_29 -OPTION- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1
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RC_30 -OPTION- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_31 -OPTION- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_32 -OPTION- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_33 -OPTION- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_34 -PA- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_35 -PA- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_36-RC_39 UNUSED

RC_40 -PF- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_41 -PF- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_42 -RIGHT- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_43 -RIGHT- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_44 UNUSED

RC_45 -SCRIPT- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_46 -SCRIPT- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_47 UNUSED

RC_48 -SEARCH- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_49 UNUSED

RC_50 -SET- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_51 -SET- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_52 -SET- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_53 -SET- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_54 -SET- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_55 VARIABLE SUBSCRIPT TOO LARGE OR NON-NUMERIC

RC_56 UNUSED

RC_57 UNUSED

RC_58 SCRIPT TERMINATED DUE TO RUNAWAY CONDITION

RC_59 ACL TIMEOUT ERROR - INVALID SB POINTER IN SEB

RC_60 -SUB- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_61 -SUB- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_62 -SUB- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_63 -SUB- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_64 -SUB- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 2

RC_65 UNUSED

RC_66 -UP- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_67 UNUSED
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RC_68 -UP- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_69 UNUSED

RC_70 -EOF- OPERATION ENCOUNTERED OUT-OF-RANGE CONDITION

RC_71 -DELETE- OPERATION ENCOUNTERED OUT OF RANGE

 CONDITION

RC_72 -EOF- TRIED DOING EOF ON A PROTECTED FIELD

RC_73 UNUSED

RC_74 -OPTION- TIMEOUT VALUE IS NOT NUMERIC

RC_75 -OPTION- TIMEOUT ADDRESS IS NOT A VALID LABEL

RC_76-RC_85 UNUSED

RC_86 -TABF- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_87 UNUSED

RC_88 -TABF- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_89 UNUSED

RC_90 -COMMAND- OPERAND-1 IS NOT A VALID TPX COMMAND

RC_91 -COMMAND- OPERAND-1 IS NOT A VALID TPX COMMAND

RC_92-RC_95 UNUSED

RC_96 -TABB- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_97 UNUSED

RC_98 -TABB- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC_99 ACLPGM STARTED ANOTHER ACLPGM FOR INVALID SESSION

RC100 UNUSED

RC101 -DISPLAY- PANEL VIOLATES NAMING CONVENTIONS

RC102 -DISPLAY- PANEL NAME NOT FOUND IN LIBRARY

RC103 -DISPLAY- PANEL NOT BUILT DUE TO DEFINITION ERRORS

RC104 -*DEFINE- OPERAND-1 INVALID

RC105 -*DEFINE- OPERAND-2 INVALID

RC106 -*DEFINE- OPERAND-2 IS NOT NUMERIC

RC107 -*DEFINE- OPERATION FAILED

RC108 -BRANCH- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC109 UNUSED

RC110 -*DELETE- OPERAND-1 INVALID

RC111 -*DELETE- OPERATION FAILED

RC112 -NL- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

RC113 -NL- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1
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RC114 -OPTION- OPERAND-1 INVALID

RC115 OPERAND-2 INVALID

RC116 -SET- INVALID ROW/COLUMN SPECIFICATION

RC117 OPERAND-1 IS NOT NUMERIC

RC118 OPERAND-1 INVALID

RC119 OPERAND-2 INVALID

RC120 -NOTIFY- OPERAND-1 IS NOT A VALID SESSION NAME

RC121 -NOTIFY- OPERAND-1 IS NOT AN ACTIVE SESSION

RC122 ****** ACL/E FUNCTIONS NOT AUTHORIZED ******

RC123 UNUSED

RC124 -SUBSTRING- NON-NUMERIC VALUE SPECIFIED

RC125 -VARIABLE RESOLUTION OVERFLOW. CALL TPX SUPPORT.

RC126 SMRT OPTION 22 DOES NOT ALLOW ACL ON SMV1 SESSION

RC127-RC255 UNUSED

TPX Programming
The TPX Programming section discusses customizing TPX, TPX special features, and configuring macros.

Customizing TPX
This section describes TPX and provides more information about customization tasks.

About TPX
TPX is a session manager for users of 3270-type terminals on a VTAM network. To these end users, the product
offers a consistent, secure entry point into the system each day. Any user who signs on through this product can have
simultaneous access to more than one application at a time and quickly toggle from one session to another by pressing
one key. The name TPX is an acronym for Terminal Productivity Executive.

More Information about Customization Tasks
The customization tasks explained in this section are provided to help you make the product run more effectively and best
suit the needs of the users at your site. This section shows you how to perform such tasks as:

• Modifying panels
• Customizing TPX and the applications you use with it
• Implementing the user exits

Modify Panels

You can modify the appearance, content, and other attributes of any panel by editing its panel definition. You can modify
the panels to provide an alternate appearance or additional online help. You can also provide system news or online help
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for applications by creating your own panels and displaying them with an ACL/E program. For information about writing an
ACL/E program that displays customized panels, see ACL/E Programming.

Special Features and Customization Tasks

You can customize the product to provide additional functionality at your site. The following is a list of these special
customization tasks:

Using the Affinity Feature
This feature allows you to pass control of a user's sessions from one system to another. You should use this feature when
you run the product on more than one host.

Using the Pass Ticket Feature
You can eliminate the need for users to manually type their password on the TPX logon screen, as well as eliminate the
transmittal of the same password in clear text across networks. A pass ticket provides application security, since it is a
one-time only password with a limited life span.

Specifying Access Modes
You can specify access modes to determine how and when users can access application sessions.

Using the Product with Other Security Systems
When you are using a security system such as ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF, you must perform some additional
customization tasks.

Customizing the APTPX Member
You need to customize the APTPX member to define the following:

• – TPX as a primary logical unit
– Virtual terminals
– Application and user pass-through printing

Customizing Logon Mode Tables
You need to customize the logon mode tables if you are using the product with CICS or other applications that are
sensitive to terminal models.

Adjusting Storage Parameters
Because the product manages its own storage both above and below the 16-megabyte line, you can improve efficiency by
specifying storage parameters.

Controlling Application Sessions with OPENGATE
You can use OPENGATE to perform the pre-session setup and post-session cleanup required for some application
sessions.

Customize Tasks for Certain Applications

You may need to perform some customization tasks if you are using the product with any of the following applications:
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• IDMS or IDMS/DC Database
• Roscoe
• CICS Transaction Server
• HCF
• IIPS
• IMS
• IBM Information Network
• NetView/NCCF
• NetSpy
• Omegamon
• Phoenix
• RMDS
• TCAM
• TSO
• ACF2
• Remote Console
• STX
• VM/VCNA
• VM/VSCS (VM/SNA native)
• VSPC

User Exits

You can use one of the user exits to provide the right environment for every end user.

When customizing TPX user exits, it is recommended that you create a site-specific version of the exit source and leave
the original source in CB0VSRC sample library unchanged.

Assemble the customized exit with the correct exit named. Place this assembled user exit in a separate load library that
is defined on the TPX proc '//STEPLIB DD' statement concatenated in front of the TPX product load library. Cycle TPX or
use the OPER command RELOAD EXIT=xxxxxx, for new or modified exits to become active.

TPX will need to be cycled for new or modified exits to become active.

Modifying Panels
This section shows you how to modify the content, appearance, and other attributes of the TPX panels. You can modify
the content, appearance, and other attributes of any panel by editing its panel definition. In the panel definition, you
specify where each field on a panel begins and ends, what it contains, how it looks, and how users interact with it.

Language Identifiers
Panel definitions for all languages are found in CB0VPxxx libraries.

The following table shows each TPX FMID and the related language, language identifier, and panel data set name (DSN).
The two-character language identifier is used within the SMRT for the default language and User Options.
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NOTE

If desired, you can change the status values on the TPX Menu. These values are located in the TxxMSGL
member where xx is the two-character language identifier (search for "status" in TxxMSGL).

FMID Contents Panel languages Language Identifier Installed Panel DSN
CB0V540 Base product    
CB0V541 HCU… , HEN… , TCU…

& TEN… panels
English
Common User Access
(CUA)

EN
CU

*.CB0VPENU

CB0V542 HBF… & TBF… panels Belgium French BF *.CB0VPFRB
CB0V543 HBP… & TBP… panels Brazilian Portuguese BP *.CB0VPPTB
CB0V544 HDA… & TDA… panels Danish DA *.CB0VPDAN
CB0V545 HDU… & TDU… panels Dutch DU *.CB0VPNLD
CB0V546 HFI… & TFI… panels Finnish FI *.CB0VPFIN
CB0V547 HFR… & TFR… panels French FR *.CB0VPFRA
CB0V548 HGE… & TGE… panels German GE *.CB0VPDEU
CB0V549 HIT… & TIT… panels Italian IT *.CB0VPITA
CB0V54A HKA… & TKA… panels Japanese JP *.CB0VPJPN
CB0V54B HNO… & TNO… panels Norwegian NO *.CB0VPNOR
CB0V54C HSF… & TSF… panels Swiss French SF *.CB0VPFRS
CB0V54D HSG… & TSG… panels Swiss German SG *.CB0VPDES
CB0V54E HSP… & TSP… panels Spanish SP *.CB0VPESP
CB0V54F HSW… & TSW… panels Swedish SW *.CB0VPSVE
CB0V54G HUP… & TUP… panels Upper Case English UP *.CB0VPENP

 

 

Use National Character Set Devices
TPX uses standard EBCDIC character codes and does not recognize National Character Set character codes. If you are
using a device that uses the National Character Set EBCDIC character codes, note that some special characters display
differently.

For example, the variable VUSRPHN# appears as VUSRPHN¢ on a National Character Set device.

When customizing panels, be sure to use the correct character that the product recognizes. If you use the variable name
as it appears on a National Character Set terminal or printer, this product may not recognize the variable. For a list of
variable names, see Batch Administration.

Modifying a Panel
You can modify the content, appearance, and other attributes of any TPX panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the panel definition using any editor.
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2. Issue the RELOAD command from an operator session, or use the Reload and Display option from the System
Administration Menu. Use the following information to locate a panel definition:
– Help panel definitions reside in members with names beginning with HEN. Other types of panel definitions reside in

members begin with TEN. (The H stands for Help, the T for TPX, and the EN for English.)
– The name of the member containing a panel definition appears in the upper-right corner of the panel.

Modify One-Line Messages

One-line messages are located in TxxMSGL, where xx is the language code. You can modify one-line messages, but the
message prefix and number must remain the same. Restart TPX to put your changes into effect.

NOTE

Apply the following PTFs to enable TxxMSGL changes to take effect after reload without the need to cycle the
TPX started task:

• R086392 - TPX NEEDS TO BE RECYCLE TO ACTIVATE TENMSGL UPDATES
• R086684 - TPX NEEDS TO BE RECYCLE TO ACTIVATE TENMSGL UPDATES

Create Panels
You can create panels and display them with an ACL/E program. For more information about ACL/E, see ACL/E
Programming .

Keep the following in mind when creating your own panels:

• Panel names beginning with T and H are reserved for use by TPX.
• Panel names beginning with U will undergo language processing. If one of these panels is requested, the user's

language code will replace the second and third characters in the panel name.
• Panel names beginning with any other letter will not undergo language processing.

Follow the rules and guidelines described in the remaining sections of this section when creating panels.

Sections of a Panel Definition
Every panel definition contains at least four sections. Definitions for panels that have scrollable regions contain five or six
sections, as described below.

Attribute

You define field characteristics in the attribute section. You also define the characters you want to use to assign the
attributes to a field. There are no default attribute characters, so you must define your own. The attribute section starts
with the ATTR statement and is terminated by a BODY statement. A panel definition must have an attribute section.

Body

The body section defines what text will be displayed on the user's terminal screen. Each line of the body section
defines one line on the displayed panel. You use the characters that you defined in the attribute section to define the
characteristics of the fields in the body section. The body section starts with the BODY statement and is terminated by a
MODEL or INIT statement. A panel definition must have a body section.

Model

On some panels, you want the user to be able to scroll through information that appears in the body section. You use
a MODEL statement to indicate the beginning of a scrollable area of the panel. The MODEL section is terminated by a
RESUME or INIT statement. The MODEL statement is optional.
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Resume

You use the RESUME statement to indicate the end of a scrollable area that you defined with the MODEL statement.
You need to use the RESUME statement only if there is non-scrollable text following the scrollable area. The RESUME
statement is allowed only if you have a MODEL statement in your panel definition.

Initialization

You specify variable substitution names and help panel names in the initialization section. The initialization section starts
with an INIT statement and ends with an END statement. A panel definition must have an initialization section.

End

The END statement indicates the end of the panel definition. Any data following the END statement is ignored. A panel
definition must have an END statement.

Rules Governing Panel Definitions
You must adhere to the rules described in this section while creating or modifying panel descriptions.

Required Sections

All panels must contain the attribute, body, initialization, and end sections. The model and resume sections are optional.

Order of Sections

The sections must appear in the following order:

1. Attribute
2. Body
3. Model
4. Resume
5. Initialization
6. End

Control Statements

Each section must begin with a control statement (ATTR, BODY, MODEL, RESUME, INIT, or END). You must precede
a control statement with a right parenthesis ")" in column 1. For example, the control statement for the attribute section
would look like this:

)ATTR

A section is terminated by the control statement that marks the beginning of the next section. For example, the BODY
control statement indicates the end of the attribute section as well as the beginning of the body section.

You can enter control statements and text in uppercase or lowercase characters.

Comments

You can enter comments only in the attribute section or after the END statement.

Number of Lines and Statements

You cannot define more than a total of 24 data lines for the body, model, and resume sections.
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The panel definition cannot contain more than 100 statements.

Attribute Section
You define field attribute characters and characteristic in the attribute section. You use the attribute characters to assign
certain characteristics to a field. Because there are no default attribute characters, you must define your own. The
attribute section starts with the ATTR statement and ends with a BODY statement. A panel definition must have an
attribute section.

Sample Attribute Section

The following screen shows the attribute section from the Logo panel definition:

)ATTR

  _ TYPE(INPUT) MDT(ON) COLOR(WHITE)

  " TYPE(INPUT)  INTENSE(NON) MDT(ON)

  % TYPE(OUTPUT) INTENSE(LOW) SKIP(ON) COLOR(YELLOW)

  ¬ TYPE(OUTPUT) INTENSE(HI) SKIP(ON) COLOR(WHITE)

  ¢ TYPE(OUTPUT) INTENSE(HI) SKIP(ON) COLOR(RED)

  ! TYPE(OUTPUT) INTENSE(HI) SKIP(ON) COLOR(TURQ)

  | TYPE(TEXT) SKIP(ON) INTENSE(HI) COLOR(WHITE)

  + TYPE(TEXT) SKIP(ON) COLOR(yellow)

  / TYPE(TEXT) SKIP(ON) COLOR(white) INTENSE(HI) HILITE(REVERSE)

  # TYPE(TEXT) SKIP(ON) COLOR(RED) INTENSE(HI)

  $ TYPE(TEXT) SKIP(ON) INTENSE(LOW)

  ~ TYPE(TEXT) SKIP(ON) COLOR(BLUE) INTENSE(LOW)

Characters

In the previous screen the following characters are attribute characters:

_ " % ¬ ¢ ! | + / # $ ~

Attribute characters are used in the body section to assign attributes to a field. In the body section, text preceded by an
attribute character is displayed with the attributes assigned to the attribute character. The attribute characters do not
appear when the panel is displayed on the user's terminal.

In an attribute definition, any single character followed by blanks is an attribute character. Choose attribute characters
that do not appear in the displayed text of the panel definition. The text that follows the attribute character defines the
characteristics assigned to the attribute character. You can use an attribute character only once in an attribute section. If
you use the same character more than once, the product uses the first definition of the character.

NOTE
The ampersand character (&) cannot be used as an attribute character in a TPX panel. The ampersand
character is reserved as a variable indicator.

Comments

You can put comments anywhere in the attribute section. Comments start with a slash followed by an asterisk (/*) and end
with an asterisk followed by a slash (*/). Any data that is not a comment is considered to be part of an attribute definition.

Attribute Keywords and Values

Attributes consist of attribute keywords and attribute values. In the example, TYPE, SKIP, INTENSE, COLOR and MDT
are attribute keywords. Attribute values follow keywords and are enclosed in parentheses. The following list describes the
keywords and their possible values:
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TYPE
The TYPE attribute indicates whether a field is protected or unprotected and whether it is of fixed or variable
length. Protected fields cannot be modified. Unprotected fields can be modified. The TYPE attribute can have one
of the following values:
TEXT

A text field is protected, so end users cannot modify data in a text field. Data in a text field is displayed
on the panel exactly as it appears in the body of the panel definition. A variable name in a text field is
replaced with the variable's current value. You must precede a variable name with an ampersand (&) and
follow it with a space or period (.) to indicate that it is a variable name.
Text fields are of variable length.

OUTPUT
An output field is protected, so end users cannot modify data in an output field. An output field may
contain only variable names in the panel definition. Unlike variable names in text fields, a variable name in
an output field is not preceded by an ampersand.
When the panel is displayed, each variable name in the output field is replaced with the variable's current
value.
Output fields are of fixed length.

INPUT
An input field is an unprotected field that can be modified by end users. An input field contains only a
variable name in the panel definition. Unlike variable names in text fields, a variable name in an input field
is not preceded by an ampersand.
When the user modifies the field on the displayed panel, the variable contains the value of the user's
input.
Input fields are of fixed length.

NUM
You use the NUM (numeric) attribute with TYPE(INPUT) fields. If the NUM attribute has a value of ON, the user
can enter only numeric input in the field. The keyboard locks if the user presses any key other than the following:
0 through 9, minus (-), duplicate (DUP), or period (.).

SKIP
The SKIP attribute indicates whether the cursor automatically bypasses a field when a user tabs through the
panel. If the SKIP attribute has a value of ON, the cursor will bypass the field when the user moves through the
panel using the TAB key (→). The skip feature can be used only for protected fields (TEXT or OUTPUT).

INTENSE
The INTENSE (intensity) attribute indicates the intensity or brightness of the field. Possible values are:

• HI, which indicates high intensity.
• LOW, which indicates low intensity.
• NON, which indicates that the field is not displayed.

COLOR
The COLOR attribute indicates the color used to display the field. Colors appear only when the panel is displayed
on a 3179, 3279-B, or 3192-type terminal. Possible values include:

• RED
• BLUE
• GREEN
• TURQ (turquoise)
• PINK
• YELLOW
• WHITE
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NOTE
When a panel that doesn't have color specified is displayed on a color terminal, a default color is
generated for each field on the basis of the field's type and intensity:

OUTLINE
The OUTLINE attribute specifies one of the available outline features:

• L indicates a line to the left of the field.
• R indicates a line to the right of the field.
• O indicates a line over the field.
• U indicates a line under the field.
• BOX indicates a box around the field.

HILITE
The HILITE (highlight) attribute indicates the extended highlighting characteristics of the field. Possible values are:

• REVERSE indicates reverse video.
• BLINK indicates a blinking field.
• USCORE indicates an underscored field.

NOTE
When a panel with the HILITE attribute is displayed on a terminal that does not support extended
highlighting, the result depends on the following conditions:

• If you have used the INTENSE attribute, the highlighting specification is ignored.
• If you have not used the INTENSE attribute, a field with the HILITE attribute is displayed with high intensity.

MDT
The MDT (Modified Data Tag) attribute indicates whether the field should have the modified data tag present
before being sent to the terminal.

FORMAT
The FORMAT attribute indicates the character format for double-byte character set (DBCS) terminals. Possible
values are:

• EBCDIC indicates EBCDIC characters only.
• DBCS indicates double-byte characters only.
• MIX indicates both double-byte and EBCDIC characters.

Note: In MIX mode, any double-byte character string must be enclosed by a shift-out (hexadecimal 0E) and a
shift-in (hexadecimal 0F).

Body Section
The body section defines what text will be displayed on the user's terminal. Each line of the body section defines one line
on the displayed panel. You use the characters that you defined in the attribute section to define the characteristics of the
fields in the body section. The body section starts with the BODY statement and ends with a MODEL or INIT statement. A
panel definition must have a body section.

Sample Body Section

The lines below show the body section from the Logo panel definition:

               .......             @@@@@@@@@@@  @@@@@@@@@  @@@@@ @@@@    

          .             .        @@ @@@   @@    @@@   @@   @@@  @@              

      ccccc      aaaaaa  .      @   @@@  @     @@@   @@@   @@@ @@               

     cc .  c    aa    aa  .        @@@        @@@   @@@    @@@@@                
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    cc .              aa   .      @@@        @@@   @@@     @@@@                 

    cc .         aaaaaaa   .     @@@        @@@@@@@@      @@@@                  

    cc .        aa    aa   .    @@@        @@@           @@@@@                  

     cc .  c    aa   aaa  .    @@@        @@@           @@ @@@ REL 5.4/BASE     

      ccccc      aaaa aa .    @@@        @@@           @@  @@@                  

          .             .    @@@        @@@           @@   @@@                  

              .......       @@@@@      @@@@@        @@@@ @@@@@                  

                                                                                

Copyright (c) 2010   CA, INC.

    Userid:                   (or LOGOFF)                          08:16:05     

    Password:                                                      03/15/03

    New Password:                                                  TERMID01

    Account:                                                       3279-2A

    Transfer:                                                      SMRT51      

                                                                               

                         CA TPX Session Management (TM)                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

    PF1=Help    PF3=Logoff                                                    

Items You Should Not Remove

The body section of some panel definitions might include the following parameters, which you should not remove:

TYPE=BREAKIN

The message defined in the panel is to interrupt what a user is doing.

ALARM=YES

The message is to sound an audible alarm at the user's terminal.

Do not remove the copyright statement from the panel definition.

MODEL and RESUME Statements
On some panels, you want the user to be able to scroll through information that appears in the body section. You use
a MODEL statement to indicate the beginning of a scrollable area of the panel. You terminate the MODEL section with
a RESUME or INIT statement. You need to use the RESUME statement only if there is non-scrollable text following the
scrollable area. A RESUME statement is allowed only if you have a MODEL statement. The MODEL statement is optional.

You can use only one data statement after the MODEL statement. This data statement is used as a model to construct
each row of a table of data.

Example of a Scrollable Area
The following screen shows the body section of the Menu, which contains a scrollable area. The MODEL
statement starts the area where the user's sessions are displayed, and the RESUME statement resumes the
body section so that the command line and PF key definitions can be displayed.
)BODY TYPE=BREAKIN 

%                       &XPTNAME MENU FOR|zuserid           +Panelid  -?ZPANEL

¬ZHELP                                                      +Terminal -?ZTERMID

+ Cmdkey=&uidxesck+ Jump=&uidxjkey+Menu=&uidxmkey+          +Model    -?TBMODEL

+ Print=&uidxpkey+  Cmdchar=&uidxchar+                      +System   -?W1 

          ¬W2                                                % 
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%   *Sessid%    *Sesskey%     *Session Description%          *Status% 

%

)MODEL 

  _Z:uentuser;   PF:Z +       <Z                               ¬z   + 

)RESUME 

%Command ===>_Zcmd                           +      ¬w3              + 

+PF1=Help  PF7/19=Up  PF8/20=Down  PF10/22=Left  PF11/23=Right %H+=Cmd Help 

)INIT 

.ZVARS=(UENTSLCT UENTPJMP UENTLAB UENTWSTS) 

.HELP=(HEN0041) 

)END

WARNING
Do not move or change the first character (underscore) of the MODEL line on the Menu. If
you do, the menu will not display properly.

Initialization Section
You specify variable substitution names and help panel names in the initialization section. The initialization section starts
with an INIT statement and terminates with an END statement. A panel definition must have an initialization section.

Specify Substitution Variable Names

When you specify a variable name in a panel definition, the number of characters in the variable name is reserved for
the value of that variable. Sometimes, however, you don't want that many character positions reserved for the variable.
For example, you only need a six-character field to display a user's stage 1 timeout, and a two-character field to display a
user's stage 1 timeout option. But the variable names (UIDXTOU1 and UIDXTOP1) are eight characters long.

To solve this problem, you enter a placeholder variable (the letter Z) in place of the actual variable name. For example,
if the plus sign (+) and the number sign (#) are attribute characters, you might have the following data lines in the body
section of a panel definition:

+Stage 1 Timeout:  #Z     +

+Stage 1 Option:   #Z +

The letter Z itself takes up one space. Spaces between the Z and the plus sign (+) at the end of the line define the
remaining character positions to give you a six-character field for the stage 1 timeout and a two-character field for the
stage 1 option.

Now that you have defined the placeholder variables, you must use the .ZVARS parameter in the initialization section so
that the software knows what to put in their place when the panel is displayed. The initialization section would look like
this:

)INIT

.ZVARS=(UIDXTOU1 UIDXTOP1)

When you specify substitution variables in the initialization section, TPX substitutes the value of the first variable in place
of the first Z placeholder it finds, the value of the second variable in place of the second Z placeholder, and so on.

Specify Help Panel Names

When a user presses the PF1 key, a one-line help message sometimes appears at the top of the panel. If the user
presses PF1 again, or if a one-line message is not defined for the panel, the product displays a help panel.

You can use the .HELP parameter in the initialization section to tell TPX what help messages and panels to display, and
when to display them. For example, a panel definition contains the following initialization section:
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)INIT 

.HELP=(HEN0123 VAR1:HEN0123A VAR2:HEN0123A VAR3:HEN0123B)

The product uses the following process to determine what help messages and panels to display:

1. TPX finds the current location of the cursor on the screen. If the cursor is not in an input or output field, it uses the
global help ID, which in this case is HEN0123. If the cursor is in an input or output field (for example, VAR2), it uses
the help ID associated with that field. In this case, the help ID for VAR2 is HEN0123A.

2. TPX looks for the message ID in member TxxMSGL (where xx is the user's language code). This data set contains
the line help messages. The first eight characters of the help messages are the message ID. If the software finds a
message ID that matches the help ID, it displays the message on the line of the panel where the variable ZHELP is
defined.

3. If there is no message ID matching the help ID, or if the user presses PF1 again, the software uses the help ID to find
a member in the PANELS data set. If it finds a member name that matches the help ID, it displays the panel.

If it can't find a member name that matches the help ID, it uses the global help ID (in this case, HEN0123) and searches
the PANELS data set again. If it can't find the global help ID in the data set, it displays the following message:

MEN0001 HELP not available

End Section
The END statement terminates the panel definition. Any data following the END statement is ignored. A panel definition
must have an END statement.

Date Variables in Panels
You can control the formats of displayed dates. For example, you can control whether the date April 22, 2003 appears in
English format, as follows:

04/22/03

or European format, as follows:

22/04/03

Two things control the date format: the value of the "European dates" field, which is set in the operation parameters of the
System Options Table (SMRT), and the actual variable used to display the date on the panel.

On most panels, you can change the variable to control the format of the date. However, you cannot change the variable
in the View facility panels.

Changing the Date Format

To change the format of dates to European format (in all panels except those of the View facility):

So all panels will have European format dates
Set the European dates field to Y. You can cause a mixture of date formats when you change the value of this
field. In table lists that are displayed in administration and user list maintenance, the update date shown for each
table in the list appears in the format used when the table was last updated.

So some panels have European format dates
Set the European dates field to N and edit the specific panels to change the date variables. The available
variables are listed in the section Date Variables.
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View Facility Panels

The View facility panels are different. Do not attempt to edit the date variables in the View panels. Only the value of the
European dates field determines the format of the date on these panels:

Value Date Format

Y Regardless of the language of the panels, the dates will appear in
the format dd/mm/yy.

N Panels in the English and CUA libraries will have dates appearing
in the format mm/dd/yy.
Panels in the other panel libraries will have dates appearing in the
format dd/mm/yy.

Date Variables

There are a variety of variables available to display the current date. How the date is read or displayed on the screen is
determined by the variable that is used.

The following variables can display dates:

Variable Date Format Example

ZDATE English
mm/dd/yy

February 15, 2002 appears as:
02/15/02
Note: If the "European Dates" option is set
to Y in the System Options Table (SMRT),
this variable will be formatted in European
format, dd/mm/yy.

ZLDATE English with long year
mm/dd/yyyy

February 15, 2002 appears as:
02/15/2002
Note: If the "European Dates" option is set
to Y in the System Options Table (SMRT),
this variable will be formatted in European
long year format, dd/mm/yyyy.

ZEDATE European
dd/mm/yy

February 15, 2002 appears as:
15/02/02

ZJDATE Julian
yy.jjj

February 15, 2002 appears as:
02.046

ZLEDATE European with long year
dd/mm/yyyy

February 15, 2002 appears as:
15/02/2002

ZLJDATE Julian with long year
yyyy.jjj

February 15, 2002 appears as:
2002.046

Mail Facility Variables

The mail date variables, which appear on the Mail facility panels, can also be edited to control the date format. The
variables are listed below. If two possible formats are shown, it means that the European dates field controls the format.

All mail variables will accept either long years (four-digit, such as 2002) or short years (two-digit, such as 02) as input.
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For a description of the mail variables, see Batch Administration in the Administrating section.

Variable Format

MLOCDATE mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yy

MLOCDATF dd/mm/yy

MLOCDATL mm/dd/yyyy or dd/mm/yyyy

MLOCDATQ dd/mm/yyyy

MLOCEXPD mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yy

MLOCEXPF mm/dd/yy

MLOCEXPL mm/dd/yyyy or dd/mm/yyyy

MLOCEXPQ dd/mm/yyyy

MMSGDATE mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yy

MMSGDATF dd/mm/yy

MMSGDATL mm/dd/yyyy or dd/mm/yyyy

MMSGDATQ dd/mm/yyyy

MMSGEXPD mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yy

MMSGEXPF mm/dd/yy

MMSGEXPL mm/dd/yyyy or dd/mm/yyyy

MMSGEXPQ dd/mm/yyyy

Z$DATE and Z$UDATE

Two variables, Z$DATE and Z$UDATE are available to display strings that indicate to users how the date is to be
formatted. The strings displayed by these variables depend on the value of the European dates field.

When the variable Z$DATE appears on a panel, and European dates is set to N, it displays the following text string:

mm/dd/yy

If European dates is set to Y, it displays the following text string:

dd/mm/yy

When the variable Z$UDATE appears on a panel, it displays the following text string:

MM/DD/YY

If European dates is set to Y, it displays the following text string:

DD/MM/YY

Password Verification
This topic explains how TPX lets users sign on with a traditional password through the TEN0003 panel or with a
passcode through the TEN1003 panel.
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TEN0003 - User Signon Panel for Traditional Password Verification

The TEN0003 panel allows users to sign on to TPX with a combination of a valid user ID and traditional password.
TEN0003 also allows users to change their password.

TPX also supplies the panel TEN1003 that allows users to sign on with a passcode.

Configure TEN0003

You can configure the signon panel by updating the Default LOGO: field on the User Signon panel on the TPX System
Options Table Detail Panel (Panel TEN0108):

Variables on the TEN0003 panel effect how the panel functions and what is displayed. For example, you can display your
company name on the TEN0003 panel. The TEN0003 signon panel allows for these signon related variables:

SNUSERV
Specifies the user ID.
Limits: 1-8 characters

SNPSWDV
Specifies the password or the first half of a password phrase.
Limits:

• 1-8 characters for a password
• 9-50 characters for the first half of a password phrase

SNPSWDV2
(Optional) Specifies the second half of a password phrase.
Limits: 0-50 characters

SNNPSWDV
Specifies the new password or the first half of a new password phrase.
Limits:

• 1-8 characters for a new password
• 9-50 characters for the first half of a new password phrase

SNNPSWD2
(Optional) Specifies the second half of a new password phrase or pass code.
Limits: 0-50 characters

SNVPSWDV
Specifies the new verified password or the first half of a new verified password phrase.
Limits:

• 1-8 characters for a new verified password
• 9-50 characters for the first half of a new verified password phrase

SNVPSWD2
(Optional) Specifies the second half of a new verified password phrase.
Limits: 0-50 characters

NOTE

• TPX does not ship TEN0003 with the SNVPSWDV field on the panel. TPX processes SNVPSWDV if you
manually configure TEN003 to place it on the panel.

• Password phrase is synonymous with pass code.
• The password phrase can include mixed-case letters, numbers, special characters as defined by the

underlying security system on the z/OS LPAR, and embedded spaces. Leading or trailing spaces are not
permitted.
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Use caution when modifying fields on the TEN0003 panel. Broadcom recommends that you only place password fields of
up to eight characters on the TEN0003 panel. Use the TEN1003 panel to allow signon with a password phrase or MFA/
AAM code.

You can find the source for the TEN0003 signon panel in the ISPPENU panel library.

TEN1003 - User Sign on Panel for Passcode Verification

The TEN1003 panel allows users to sign on to TPX with a passcode. Passcodes can include a password, password
phrase, or Multi-Factor Authentication and Advanced Authentication Mainframe (MFA/AAM) code.

The TEN1003 panel requires sites to use ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF security systems. ACF2 R15 (Z/OS) and ACF2
R14 (Z/OS) sites must apply ACF2 APAR RO38461 before using a password phrase or MFA/AAM with TPX.

WARNING

Sites using IBM RACF must configure TPX to use SAF security (SMRT Security System=SAF and SAMT=SAF).

The TEN1003 panel allows users to verify if the following authentication factors have been entered:

• A valid user ID and MFA/AAM code (RSA token and PIN combination)
• A valid user ID and password phrase combination.
• A valid user ID and password combination
• A valid password phrase and new password phrase.
• A valid password and new password.

TPX also supplies the TEN0003 panel that allows users to sign on with a traditional 1-8 character password.

Configure TEN1003

A TPX site administrator configures the sign-on panel by updating the Default LOGO: field on the User Signon panel on
the TPX System Options Table Detail Panel (Panel TEN0108):

Variables on the TEN1003 panel affect how the panel functions and what is displayed. For example, you can display your
company name on the TPX TEN1003 panel. The TEN1003 sign-on panel allows for these signon related variables:

SNUSERV
Specifies the user ID.
Limits: 1-8 characters

SNPSWDV
Specifies the password or the first half of a password phrase.
Limits:

• 1-8 characters for a password
• 9-50 characters for the first half of a password phrase

SNPSWDV2
(Optional) Specifies the second half of a password phrase.
Limits: 0-50 characters

SNNPSWDV
Specifies the new password or the first half of a new password phrase.
Limits:

• 1-8 characters for a new password
• 9-50 characters for the first half of a new password phrase

SNNPSWD2
(Optional) Specifies the second half of a new password phrase.
Limits: 0-50 characters
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SNVPSWDV
Specifies the new verified password or the first half of a new verified password phrase.
Limits:

• 1-8 characters for a new verified password
• 9-50 characters for the first half of a new verified password phrase

SNVPSWD2
(Optional) Specifies the second half of a new verified password phrase.
Limits: 0-50 characters

NOTE

• TPX does not ship TEN0003 with the SNVPSWDV or SNVPSWD2 fields on the panel. TPX processes
SNVPSWDV and SNVPSWD2 if you manually configure TEN003 to place them on the panel.

• Password phrase is synonymous with pass code.
• The password phrase can include mixed-case letters, numbers, special characters as defined by the

underlying security system on the z/OS LPAR, and embedded spaces. Leading or trailing spaces are not
permitted.

Use caution when modifying fields on the TEN1003 panel. Variables related to password phrase fields can contain up to
50 characters. If you enter fewer than nine characters in a password-related field, you must use a traditional password
signon attempt. All major external security systems do not allow users to change a password to a password phrase during
signon.

You can find the source for the TEN1003 signon panel in the ISPPENU panel library.

TPX Special Features and Customization Tasks
This section shows you how to perform additional customization tasks that are available.

Affinity Feature
The affinity feature allows you to have a particular TPX take control of a user's sessions even if the user signs on from
a terminal that is controlled by a different system. You can set up the affinity feature through an online administration
session or with the signon and signoff user exit.

You can use the affinity feature to balance the terminal traffic load across several CPUs, pass terminals to a system in the
domain that owns them, or pass users to the system that is closest to the applications they use most. If TPX is operating
as a generic resource, this setting will override any selection made by VTAM and Workload Manager.

NOTE
The Affinity Feature is not intended to work with Generic Resource. Use either Generic Resource or Affinity.

How the /F Command Works

When users issue the /F command from a system they have been passed to, the /F command is executed as a /K
command. This does not occur if you specify Y in the Change Signoff to Logoff field of the System Options Table (SMRT).

Turning the Affinity Field On

To use the affinity feature, you must set the Affinity field within the 'Systems Features' section of the System Options Table
(SMRT) to Y for the original TPX (the one the user is signing on to).
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Establish Affinity for a User

If you want to allow a user administrator to establish affinity for a user or profile, you must first make the TPX system a
member of an affinity group, as described in Establishing Affinity Between Systems.

Establish Affinity with a User Exit

You can use the signon and signoff user exit (TPXUSNSF) to select the system that is to receive control of a user's
session. For a description of the exit, see the section Setting Up User Exits.

Propagate Password Changes

You can set TPX to propagate password changes when a user is transferred to a system that they have affinity with. This
causes password changes to be updated on the TPX to which they are transferred.

If the different systems are running on different security files, this ensures that if a password expires on one system before
it expires on other systems, the new password is propagated.

To propagate passwords, specify Y in the Propagate Pswd Change field of the System Options Table (SMRT).

NOTE

This option should be used only in the following situations:

• When SECURE=TPX.
• When the affinity pass is done in the pre-security call point of the signon/signoff exit.
• When the two TPX regions involved run on systems with independent password data sets.

Establish Affinity Between Systems

You can establish affinity between multiple TPX systems on multiple hosts. Affinity on multiple hosts ensures that, when
the host owning a set of terminals is down, the host acquiring ownership will interact with the end users in the same way
as the original host.

To establish affinity between systems on multiple hosts

1. Specify a common alias name for each system included in the affinity group. You specify this name on the ACBNAME
parameter of the APPL statement in SYS1.VTAMLST.
For example, if you are running system TPX01 on HOST1, and system TPX02 on HOST2, and you want to give them
the common alias name TPXALL, the APPL statements would look like this:
TPX01 on HOST1:
TPX,PRIMARY

TPX01 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,LOGMODE=T3278M3,ACBNAME=TPXALL

TPX02 on HOST2:
TPX,PRIMARY

TPX02 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,LOGMODE=T3278M3,ACBNAME=TPXALL

2. Establish a controlling relationship between the affinity group and all or selected terminals by adding a LOGAPPL
parameter to the terminal major node definitions in SYS1.VTAMLST.
The name you specify in the LOGAPPL parameter must match the alias name that you defined in the ACBNAME
parameter in step 1. This causes VTAM to automatically log the terminal on to the TPX system in the VTAM domain
that owns the terminal. (You can change ownership with the VTAM VARY NET,ACQUIRE command.)
In the example in step 1, the name of the affinity group to which the systems TPX01 and TPX02 belong is TPXALL, so
the value in the LOGAPPL parameter must be TPXALL. A terminal major node definition for either system might look
like this:
TERMABCD  LU  LOCADDR=5,         X

                 DLOGMOD=USERMDL2,  X

                 MODETAB=USERTABL,  X
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                 USSTAB=USERUSS,    X

                 LOGAPPL=TPXALL,    X

               ISTATUS=ACTIVE

Note: ACF/VTAM's LOGAPPL processing can be inhibited if one of the following conditions occurs:
– TPX is not active
– The terminal is not active
– The owning application terminates its session

Pass Ticket Feature
This article describes the Pass Ticket feature. A Pass Ticket is a one-time password substitute. Pass Tickets are
generated automatically by an authentication server, such as IBM Network Security Program or SiteMinder, on behalf of a
client workstation that is requesting access to a mainframe application such as TPX.

After a user signs on, Pass Tickets can be generated for applications that are accessed subsequently through the product.
You must complete administrative maintenance to use Pass Tickets.

The Pass Ticket eliminates the need to type your password on the TPX logon screen and eliminates the transmittal of the
password in clear text across networks. The feature also provides application security, because a Pass Ticket is a one-
time only password.

Pass Tickets are supported by ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF.

Qualified and Nonqualified Pass Tickets

Qualified and nonqualified Pass Tickets are supported. A nonqualified Pass Ticket is associated with a specific application
and can be used for any user during the period it is valid. A qualified Pass Ticket is associated with an application and is
further qualified by association with a user ID, group ID, or both, and is valid only for use by the defined combination for
the period it is valid, thereby providing better security.

Nonqualified Pass Tickets
The requirements for the use of nonqualified Pass Tickets are as follows:

• The application must use external security through RACF, ACF2, Top Secret or SAF, or must itself support
Pass Ticket verification.

• If you use an external security manager, the application must supply the security system with required
information to permit Pass Ticket verification.

• The application must be defined in TPX with session data that contains &PSWD or a startup ACL that keys in
&PSWD to ensure secured signon using Pass Ticket.

The parameters to turn on the Generate Pass Ticket feature can be set on any product image that has access to
the administration files.

Qualified Pass Tickets
Generation of qualified Pass Tickets by TPX requires ACF2 or Top Secret as the underlying security system on
the operating system image on which TPX is active. The parameters to turn on the Generate Qualified Pass
Ticket feature can be set on any product image that has access to the administration files.
To use qualified Pass Tickets, you must set up the appropriate Pass Ticket profile in ACF2 or Top Secret. Refer to
the documentation for those products.
If the target application is running on a remote system from TPX, the Pass Ticket profile must be identical on all
the remote systems where the application resides (regardless of the security system that is used on each of those
systems) and on the TPX system, which must be using ACF2 or Top Secret.
When the target application resides on a system that is secured by a third-party solution (for example, IBM
RACF), consult the documentation for the solution for the required settings.
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How Pass Ticket Works

The following table provides a general outline of the Pass Ticket feature:

Stage Description

1 The administrator implements Pass Ticket functionality.

2 The Pass Ticket is generated by an authentication server on
behalf of a client workstation requesting access to TPX.

3 The Pass Ticket is automatically forwarded to TPX, usually
through logon data.

4 TPX manages the Pass Ticket (or one-time only password) by
forwarding it as the current password to the external security
system.

5 The security system authorizes the user for TPX using the Pass
Ticket.
Note: If a user is passed to a second region through the Affinity
feature, Affinity Pass generates another Pass Ticket and forwards
it to the Affinity application id.

6 A Pass Ticket can be generated for each application that is
accessed through TPX, including ACCESS=PASS applications.

NOTE
The Pass Ticket feature can also authorize a user for TPX with the user's actual passcode (password, password
phrase, or Multi-Factor Authentication/Advance Authentication Mainframe code).

Use Pass Ticket with TPX Functions

In addition to using a Pass Ticket to sign on, you can use this feature to sign on to the following functions:

• Managed application sessions
• Access=PASS sessions
• Reconnect after PASS session ends
• TPX affinity PASS
• &PSWD for ACL and session data

NOTE
When using the Pass Ticket feature, users can still sign on to the product or can start application sessions with
their actual passcode (password, password phrase, or Multi-Factor Authentication/Advance Authentication
Mainframe code).

Operational Differences for Pass Ticket Users

If a user is defined under administration as a Pass Ticket user, the following limitations apply:

• No timeouts to LOCKSCREEN or the logo (signon) screen. The benefit of Pass Ticket is voided if a user must type a
password on the logo screen or the LOCKSCREEN.

• The following signoffs return the user to VTAM or NETWORK solicitor:
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– SIGNOFF (any)
– /F
– ACL SIGNOFF
– A generated signoff

• If a user wants to use the /L command, a LOCKWORD must be supplied by the user wanting to be reconnected to
TPX.

• Stage one timeouts to the lock screen and all timeouts that would typically generate a SIGNOFF instead time out to
VTAM (meaning a /K is generated).

Pass Ticket Reconnections

A reconnect after a pass session generates a Pass Ticket.

&PSWD Variable Becomes Unusable After Pass Ticket Signon

After a user signs on using a Pass Ticket, the &PSWD variable becomes unusable. The product cannot distinguish a Pass
Ticket from a password, and stores the Pass Ticket as if it were a password. But, because the Pass Ticket is good for
one signon only, it thereafter becomes invalid, and must be replaced with a new Pass Ticket for each subsequent session
initiation. Any attempt to use the &PSWD variable as-is results in password rejection.

To start an application session when the &PSWD variable becomes unusable, one of the following two things must
happen:

1. The correct password for the user must be sent to the application.
or

2. The product must generate a new Pass Ticket before session initiation.

Send the User's Real Password to an Application

The user's real passcode can be sent to the application in the following ways:

1. Type the password into the TPX signon screen manually.
2. Hard code it as a parameter in user or profile maintenance, and use an ACL to send it to the application.
3. Hard code it as session data through user or profile maintenance.

NOTE
For option 2, refer to the online administration panels: Userid Maintenance Detail Panel (Txx0124), and Profile
Table Detail Panel (Txx0114), respectively. For option 3, refer to the online administration panels: Userid
Maintenance Detail Panel (Txx0126), and Profile Table Detail Panel (Txx0146).

Overview of Pass Ticket Maintenance

The following table outlines the administrative steps that are required to generate Pass Tickets. The following table lists
the types of maintenance that you can perform. In addition, this table lists the documentation that you must review for
general information about maintenance procedures:

No. Type of Maintenance See the following for general
maintenance procedures:

1 Profile Performing Profile Maintenance

2 User Performing User Maintenance

3 Self-Maintenance Class Tables Maintaining Command and Self-
Maintenance Tables

4 System Options Specifying System Options
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5 Application Characteristics Specifying Application Characteristics

6 Self-Maintenance Performing User Self-Maintenance

Screens and Fields for Pass Ticket Maintenance

The following table lists the panels and their fields for the maintenance that is required to generate Pass Tickets. If more
than one panel exists, the panel number that you must access is also provided.

When you specify values for these fields, all fields that are listed may not be required because TPX uses the value that is
specified at the highest level in the following hierarchy: (1) user level, (2) profile level, (3) application level.

Number Type of Maintenance Screens for Maintenance Fields for Pass Ticket

1 Profile Profile Table Detail Panel for
User Options, Second Panel
Profile Table Detail Panel for
Session Options, Third Panel

1. Pass Ticket User
2. Qualified PTick User
3. Generate Pass Ticket
4. Gen Qualified Pass Ticket

2 User Userid Maintenance Detail
Panel for User Options, Second
Panel
Userid Maintenance Detail
Panel for Session Options, Third
Panel

1. Pass Ticket User
2. Qualified PTick User
3. Generate Pass Ticket
4. Gen Qualified Pass Ticket

3 Self-Maintenance Class Tables Update Class Detail Panel for
User Options, First Panel
Update Class Detail Panel for
Application Options, Third Panel

1. Pass Ticket User
2. Qualified PTick User
3. Generate Pass Ticket
4. Gen Qualified Pass Ticket

4 System Options System Options Table Detail
Panel

1. Session Manager Resource
Table (SMRT) Option 030
2. Session Manager Resource
Table (SMRT) Option 031

5 Application Characteristics Application Characteristics
Detail Panel, Second Panel

1. Pass Ticket prof name
2. Generate Pass Ticket
3. Gen Qualified Pass Ticket

6 Self-Maintenance Userid Maintenance Detail
Panel for User Options, Second
Panel
Userid Maintenance Detail
Panel for Session Options, Third
Panel

1. Pass Ticket User
2. Qualified PTick User
3. Generate Pass Ticket
4. Gen Qualified Pass Ticket

Field Definitions

This section defines each field available for maintenance.

Pass Ticket User and Qualified PTick User Fields
The following values are valid for both the Pass Ticket User and Qualified PTick User fields wherever they appear,
except on the Self-Maintenance Class Tables. Valid values are Y (Yes), N (No), or null:
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Y
Specify Y if users of this profile are expected to sign on through Pass Ticket. The user responsibility
is to fully implement this functionality, because there is no way to determine if the user signs on with a
Pass Ticket or an actual passcode (password, password phrase, or Multi-Factor Authentication/Advance
Authentication Mainframe code).

N or null
Specify N or null, if you do not expect users of this profile to sign on using Pass Tickets.

NOTE
Pass Ticket generation for application sessions is handled separately and is independent of a user's
method of signing on to TPX.

Generate Pass Ticket and Gen Qualified Pass Ticket Fields
The following values are valid for both the Generate Pass Ticket and Gen Qualified Pass Ticket fields wherever
they appear, except on the Self-Maintenance Class Tables. Valid values are Y (Yes), N (No), or null:
Y

Specify Y to generate a Pass Ticket when a session with this application is started. The &PSWD variable
for this application is set to the value of the generated Pass Ticket at the start of the application session.

N
Specify N if you do not want a Pass Ticket generated for this application.

Null
Indicates use of the specification from the ACT for this application.

NOTE

This value overrides the value for the same field that is specified in the Application Characteristics Table
(ACT).

Any combination of valid values for both Generate Pass Ticket and Gen Qualified Pass Ticket is permitted. TPX
attempts to use the most secure form of Pass Ticket available based of the settings in TPX and the Pass Ticket
Profile, if any, as defined in the external security system.
If TPX determines a qualified Pass Ticket is requested but not available, and a nonqualified Pass Ticket is not
permitted (Generate Pass Ticket set to N or null), the requested session is not started and the user is notified.

Self-Maintenance Class Tables
The following fields apply to Update Class Detail Panel for User Options, First Panel. Valid values are Y (Yes), N
(No), or null. The default is N:
__ 1. Pass Ticket User
__ 2. Qualified PTick User
Y

Specify Y if the user is permitted to update the Pass Ticket fields on user maintenance screens for user
options.

N
Specify N if you do not want the user to have this capability.

The following fields apply to Update Class Detail Panel for Application Options, Third Panel. Valid values are Y
(Yes) or N (No). The default is N:
__ 3. Generate Pass Ticket
__ 4. Generate Qualified Pass Ticket
Y

Specify Y to allow the user to update the generate Pass Ticket fields on the user maintenance screen for
session options.

N
Specify N if you do not want the user to have this capability.
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System Options Maintenance
The following fields apply to the System Options Table Detail Panel - Optional Parameters. Valid values are Y
(Yes) or N (No). The default value is N:
__ 1. Session Manager Resource Table (SMRT) Option 030
Y

Specify Y to allow users defined as Pass Ticket users to return to the logo screen when the signoff
command (/F) is entered or generated. Pass Ticket users do not typically see the logo screen when a /F
command is entered or generated.

NOTE

If a user returns to the logo screen and then signs on with an actual passcode (password,
password phrase, or Multi-Factor Authentication/Advance Authentication Mainframe code), the
user does not have a secured signon through Pass Ticket.

__ 2. Session Manager Resource Table (SMRT) Option 031
Y

Causes the words "Pass Ticket" to be placed on the TPX menu in the place where "check messages"
appears (the W3 variable). The "check messages" indication temporarily overrides the "Pass Ticket"
indication. In addition, if a user is not defined as a Pass Ticket user, but individual applications on the
menu are defined as Pass Ticket applications, then the letters "PTIX" or the words "Pass Ticket" appears
in the "status" column (the UENTWSTS or UENTWSTL variables) on the menu. Other values temporarily
take precedence over these values.

System Reserved Options Maintenance
To access the SMRT Reserved Options, enter the command OPTIONS on the SMRT Optional Parameters panel
and scroll down to set the following options:
RsvOpt 041
Y

When you use Pass Ticket instead of password phrase to access applications, set RsvOpt 41 to Y to
ensure the user-id is validated through the external security manager (Top Secret/ACF2/IBM RACF/SAF)
to gain access to TPX. This handles the case where certain user-ids are set to SECURITY=NONE and
should not have a Pass Ticket generated for them to access an application.

RsvOpt 042
Y

(Optional)
Set RsvOpt 042 to Y if you need Pass Ticket generation messages in the TPX log for audit or other site
requirements. Messages TPXL0920, TPXL0921, TPXL0922, TPXL0923 are helpful when you implement
and test Pass Tickets.

Application Characteristics Maintenance
Application Characteristics Detail Panel, Second Panel
Pass Ticket Prof Name

For TSO and for VM systems, this is the name by which the application is known to the security system,
which is different from the VTAM applid. For TSO, this name should be "TSOsmfid" and for VM, this name
should be "VMcpuid". If in doubt, consult your security system administrator.

Configuration

If you want to sign on and access functions with Pass Tickets, your security system administrator must configure your
system to use this feature.
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Related Publications

For further information about Pass Tickets, see the documentation for ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF.

Configure TPX for PassTickets in ACF2

TPX supports Secured Signon using PassTickets on an ACF2 system. As a security administrator, you customize ACF2 to
implement PassTickets in TPX. As a TPX system administrator, you customize TPX implement PassTickets in TPX.

The use of PassTickets eliminates the transmission of passwords across network facilities in clear text. A PassTicket is a
one-time only password substitute that is automatically generated by an authentication server, such as Broadcom's Single
Signon Option, IBM's Network Security Program, or on behalf of a client workstation that is requesting access to a
mainframe application, such as TPX. After a user is signed on to TPX, you can also generate PassTickets for applications
that are subsequently accessed through TPX.

When using PassTickets with generic resource (GRS), the system clock on each LPAR must be in sync. A PassTicket
is considered to be within the valid time range when the time of generation, with respect to the clock on the generating
computer, is within plus or minus 10 minutes of the time of evaluation, with respect to the clock on the evaluating
computer.

Customize ACF2 for PassTickets

1. (Optional). If you are using the RCVTPTGN callable service, FASTAUTH resource validation check, you can enable
validations using the GSO option PTKRESCK|NOPTKRESCK. When enabled, this GSO option indicates to make
a FASTAUTH resource validation check to verify that a user has the appropriate authority to generate a PassTicket
for a specific user and application. This FASTAUTH call is made with the CLASS=PTKTDATA, ATTR=UPDATE, and
ENTITYX=’PTKTGEN.applid.userid’ parameters.
Example rule:
$KEY(PTKTGEN) TYPE(PTK) applid.userid UID(*) ALLOW 

To verify the PTKRESCK|NOPTKRESCK setting, from TSO issue an ACF SHOW STATE command. Under OPTIONS
IN EFFECT, you see one of the following options:
When enabled, the FASTAUTH resource performs the validation check to verify the user authority to generate a
PassTicket for a specific user and application.
PASSTICKET FASTAUTH CALL=DISABLED

or
PASSTICKET FASTAUTH CALL=ENABLED 

2. Create PTKTDATA profile records. The PTKTDATA profile record includes a field that is called SSKEY. The SSKEY is
a 16-character hexadecimal representation of the 8-byte encryption key for this application. This encryption key must
match the encryption key that is defined on the workstation.
Example:
SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

INSERT TSOSYS2.USERA SSKEY(F1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8)

INSERT TSOSYS2.GRP1 SSKEY(F1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8)

INSERT TSOSYS2 SSKEY(F1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

3. Verify that the ACF2 PTKTDATA profiles were built correctly. To protect the encryption keys from disclosure when
PTKTDATA records are listed, the SSKEY field value is displayed as *SUPPRESSED*.
ACF

SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

LIST TSOSYS2.USERA

SSIGNON / TSOSYS2.USERA LAST CHANGED BY ACFUSER ON 04/18/144-11:51

     SSKEY(*SUPPRESSED*)
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You have customized ACF2 for PassTickets.

Customize TPX for PassTickets

Within TPX, PassTicket support includes users and applications. You can implement PassTickets for users, applications,
or both depending on your site requirements.

You can specify PassTickets and/or qualified PassTickets for users and applications. When you specify both, TPX
attempts to use the most secure form of PassTicket available based on the settings in TPX and the ACF2 PassTicket
Profile (PTKTDATA) definitions in the ESM.

Option A: Log On to Applications with a PassTicket

1. Verify that the application is defined in the TPX Application Characteristics Table (ACT). Otherwise, you cannot use
PassTickets in TPX.

2. Set Generate Pass Ticket: Y in the ACT, Profile Session Options, or User Session Options.
3. To use qualified PassTickets, set Gen Qualified Pass Ticket: Y in the ACT, Profile Session Options, or User Session

Options.
4. Set Pass Ticket Prof name, if required, in the ACT. This parameter is not available at the profile or user level.

This PassTicket profile name is supplied to the ESM instead of the user ID during PassTicket generation.
Pass Ticket Prof name

When is not specified (the field is blank), TPX issues the PassTicket request with the USERID and APPLID.
Pass Ticket Prof name

When is specified, TPX issues the PassTicket request with the USERID and Prof name.
5. Create a startup TPX ACL/script to initiate an auto-signon that keys in &userid and &pswd variables for an application.

Doing so ensures that secured signon using PassTicket Session Data can also be used to trigger auto-signon and can
contain &PSWD or a combination of &userid/&pswd between the ACL and Session Data.

6. TPX sends Session Data for credential validation to security as one string. To use Session Data for a TSO signon, you
must enable QLOGON in the ACF2 GSO/TSO record.
If your site uses NOQLOGON in the GSO/TSO record, you must use an ACL to sign on to TSO rather than Session
Data.

Option B: Log On to TPX with a PassTicket

This option is used in specific instances and is not common.

1. Set the User Option Pass Ticket User: Y either in the first profile that is assigned to a user or directly at the user level.
2. To use qualified PassTickets, set Qualified PTick User : Y either in the first profile that is assigned to a user or directly

in the user level.
This parameter does not impact the sign-on to TPX. TPX accepts the user ID and password, and then makes a
security call for validation. At this point, TPX is unaware of whether the passcode field contains a password or
PassTicket. After the user is signed on to TPX, this parameter becomes important, as follows:

• If the user is passed to another TPX by the Affinity feature, a PassTicket is generated for the TPX to which the user
is passed.

• If a signoff command (/F) occurs, it is converted to a logoff. This behavior includes signoffs that are produced by a
timeout.

• Timeouts that would lock the terminal are converted to logoffs.
• The user must supply a lock word when locking the terminal.

Set Additional TPX Options

1. Set the following SMRT Optional Parameters to Y:
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SMRT Option 030
: If a signoff command is entered or generated, this option returns users who are defined as PassTicket Users to
the TPX logo. PassTicket users normally do not see the TPX logo because all signoffs are usually converted to
logoffs. If a user returns to the TPX logo, then signs on with their real password, the signon is not secured using
the PassTicket.

SMRT Option 031
: This option displays "Pass Ticket" on the TPX menu in the location where "Check Messages" might appear (the
W3 variable) if a user is defined as a PassTicket User. The "Check Messages" indication temporarily overrides the
"Pass Ticket" indication. This option causes the letters "PTIX" or the words "Pass Ticket" to appear on the menu in
the "Status" column for any application that is defined as a "Pass Ticket Application." These are the UENTWSTS
and UENTWSTL variables, respectively. Other status indicators temporarily override the PassTicket indication.

2. Access the SMRT Reserved Options by entering the command OPTIONS on the SMRT Optional Parameters panel
(13). Scroll down to set these options:

RsvOpt 041
: When using PassTickets instead of password/phrase to access applications, set this option to Y to ensure
that the user ID has been validated through the ESM to gain access to TPX. Doing so handles the case where
certain user IDs are set to SECURITY=NONE and should not have a PassTicket generated for them to access an
application.

RsvOpt 042
: (Optional) Set this option to Y if you require PassTicket generation messages in the TPX log for audit or
other site requirements (TPXL0920, TPXL0921, TPXL0922, TPXL0923). These messages are useful during
implementation and testing of PassTickets.

3. To ensure that all changes have been implemented, recycle TPX. Or, issue the reload command to implement each
change.

You have customized TPX for PassTickets.

Verify the PassTicket Generation in ACF2

Verify the generation of the PassTicket and the entity/element that the application is sending to ACF2 for validation.

1. Turn on the ACF2 security trace (SECTRACE) against the TPX address space (using the TPX job name) to verify the
generation of a PassTicket in ACF2.
Example:
  SECTRACE SET,ID=FEB191,TRACE=ALL,FMT=DEMP,TYPE=SAFP,end

  nn CAS21200 SPECIFY RACROUTE PARAMETERS, CANCEL OR END 

r nn,REQUEST=EXTRACT,CLASS=PTKTDATA,end 

  nn CAS212210 CONTINUE SAF RACROUTE SPECIFICATIONS, CANCEL, OR END 

r nn,end

2. In the SECTRACE trace entry, check the ENTITYX=('value'). If the entity is not the VTAM APPLID, define this entity
in the TPX ACT Passticket Profile name field. Doing so lets TPX request a PassTicket for this value instead of the
APPLID. Ensure that the entity that is identified in the trace on the application (the one that you are specifying in Pass
Ticket Prof name) is defined within ACF2 PTKTDATA.

3. Verify that the PTKTDATA PROFILE recid name has been set up for PassTickets:
ACF

SET PROFILE (PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

LIST recid

recid
Specifies a record ID that is used to identify a user's corresponding encryption key. The record can consist of a
combination of userid, group name, and application name. The userid is that of the user attempting to sign on
to the system. The group name is the group that is specified at signon or the group value in the user's logonid
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record. The application name is a value that identifies the application to which the key value applies. For CICS,
IMS, or APPC/MVS applications, this value is the VTAM application ID. For TSO, this value is the characters
“TSO” suffixed with the SMF system ID as defined in the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. For z/OS batch
jobs, this value is the characters “MVS” suffixed with the SMF system ID. In both cases, any special characters in
the SMF system ID are ignored (for example, “SY*6” becomes “SY6”).
When decrypting a PassTicket, up to four record ID combinations are evaluated in the following order:

1. The application name concatenated with the group name and userid.
2. The application name concatenated with the userid.
3. The application name concatenated with the group name.
4. The application name.

When a profile record matching one of the first three combinations is found but does not contain a valid
session key value, the fourth selection (application name only) is processed, ignoring all other selections.
Therefore, session key values can be assigned at the userid or group level, at the application level, or at both
levels. However, when generating a PassTicket, only the profile record at the application level is used.

4. If the profile name does not exist, insert the definition:
ACF

SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

INSERT recid SSKEY(ENCRYPTION DATA)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

5. The following applications might also require a PTKTDATA PROFILE record. Applications outside this list might also
require this entity. To determine which applications require the entity/element, work with the application vendor and
your security administrator.
– MVSxxxx system default

• CA7
• CADISP
• EXIGENCE
• IMPLEX
• NETVIEW

– ABENDAID SESSIONID (This application is not the APPLID. It is the SESSIONID that is defined in TPX.)
– OMEGAMON (For details, see the OMEGAMON PassTicket Support information in the IBM documentation.)

You have configured TPX for PassTickets on an ACF2 system.

More Information

• For more information about TPX PassTickets, see Pass Ticket Feature. Pay special attention to the information in
Operational Differences for PassTicket Users.

• For more information about ACF2 PassTickets, see the ACF2 documentation.

Configure TPX for PassTickets in Top Secret

TPX supports Secured Signon using PassTickets on a Top Secret system. As a security administrator, you customize Top
Secret to implement PassTickets in TPX. As a TPX system administrator, you customize TPX to implement PassTickets in
TPX.

The use of PassTickets eliminates the transmission of passwords across network facilities in clear text. A PassTicket is a
one-time only password substitute that is automatically generated by an authentication server, such as Broadcom's Single
Signon Option, IBM's Network Security Program, or on behalf of a client workstation that is requesting access to a
mainframe application, such as TPX. After a user is signed on to TPX, you can also generate PassTickets for applications
that are subsequently accessed through TPX.
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When using PassTickets with generic resource (GRS), the system clock on each LPAR must be in sync. A PassTicket
is considered to be within the valid time range when the time of generation, with respect to the clock on the generating
computer, is within plus or minus 10 minutes of the time of evaluation, with respect to the clock on the evaluating
computer.

Customize Top Secret for PassTickets

1. Add the required Node Descriptor Table (NDT) rules:
TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(applname) SESSKEY(session_key) SIGNMULTI

applname
Specifies the Application Name that is defined in the NDT.

session_key
Defines an encryption key for the application in the format of 16 hexadecimal digits. This value should be random
and must be the same for all systems. The value must be kept secret.
Length: 8 bytes

2. Grant ownership of the IRRPTAUT resource:
TSS ADD(dept) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUT)

You can permit the resource using one of the following formats:
– PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.)
– PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.applname.)
– PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.applname.userid)

3. Grant authority to generate PassTickets:
TSS PER(serveracid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.applname.acidname) ACCESS(UPDATE)

serveracid
Specifies the accessor ID (ACID) for the server.

acidname
Specifies the ACID who receives the permission.

You have customized Top Secret for PassTickets.

Authorize Applications to Generate or Evaluate PassTickets

Applications can invoke the R_ticketserv or R_GenSec callable service to generate or evaluate a PassTicket on behalf
of an authorized user. If running in 64-bit addressing mode (AMODE 64), you must use R_GenSec. R_ticketserv does
not support AMODE 64. For complete information about R_GenSec and R_ticketserv, see the IBM z/OS Security Server
RACF Callable Services documentation.

The PTKTDATA resource class authorizes the use of each callable service. The following table describes the required
resource and the access for generating and evaluating PassTickets:

Operation Resource Name Access Required

Generate PassTicket IRRPTAUTH.application.target_ userid UPDATE

Evaluate PassTicket  IRRPTAUTH.application.target_ userid READ

Invoking R_ticketserv or R_GenSec triggers a security call for PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.application.target_userid) to
ensure that the caller is authorized to evaluate and generate a PassTicket.

If the calling ACID (typically the region ACID) is authorized, the PassTicket operation can occur. If the PTKTDATA class is
not active, or the required resources are not defined, the PassTicket request fails.

1. Define the PTKTDATA resource to the Resource Descriptor Table (RDT):
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TSS ADD(RDT) RESCLASS(PTKTDATA)

             ACLST(ALL,UPDATE=8000,READ)

             MAXLEN(37)

A PTKTDATA resource definition now exists in the RDT.
2. Grant ownership of the IRRPTAUT resource:

TSS ADD(owning_acid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUT)

IRRPTAUT is now owned.
3. Give a target user permission to have a PassTicket generated/evaluated through an application:

TSS PER(acid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.application.target_userid)

              ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

application
Specifies the application.

target_userid
Specifies the user who receives the permission.

A permit is added.
4. If control option PTKRESCK(YES) is set, grant more permissions as follows:

TSS ADD(owning_acid) PTKTDATA(PTKTGEN.)

TSS PER(userid) PTKTDATA(PTKTGEN.application.target_userid)

                ACCESS(UPDATE)

You have authorized applications to generate or evaluate PassTickets.

Customize TPX for PassTickets

Within TPX, PassTicket support includes users and applications. You can implement PassTickets for users, applications,
or both depending on your site requirements.

You can specify PassTickets and/or qualified PassTickets for users and applications. When you specify both, TPX
attempts to use the most secure form of PassTicket available as defined in the external security manager (ESM).

Option A: Log On to Applications with a PassTicket

1. Verify that the application is defined in the TPX Application Characteristics Table (ACT). Otherwise, you cannot use
PassTickets in TPX.

2. Set Generate Pass Ticket: Y in the ACT, Profile Session Options, or User Session Options.
3. To use qualified PassTickets, set Gen Qualified Pass Ticket: Y in the ACT, Profile Session Options, or User Session

Options.
4. Set Pass Ticket Prof name, if required, in the ACT. This parameter is not available at the profile or user level.

The PassTicket profile name is supplied to the ESM instead of the user ID during PassTicket generation.
Pass Ticket Prof name

When is not specified (the field is blank), TPX issues the PassTicket request with the USERID and APPLID.
Pass Ticket Prof name

When is specified, TPX issues the PassTicket request with the USERID and Prof name.
5. Create a startup TPX ACL/script to initiate an auto-signon that keys in &userid and &pswd variables for an application.

Doing so ensures secured signon using PassTicket Session Data can also be used to trigger auto-signon and can
contain &PSWD or a combination of &userid/&pswd between the ACL and Session Data.

Option B: Log On to TPX with a PassTicket

This option is used in specific instances and is not common.

1. Set the User Option Pass Ticket User: Y either in the first profile that is assigned to a user or directly at the user level.
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2. To use qualified PassTickets, set Qualified PTick User : Y either in the first profile that is assigned to a user or directly
in the user level.
This parameter does not impact the signon to TPX. TPX accepts the user ID and password, and then makes a security
call for validation. At this point, TPX is unaware of whether the passcode field contains a password or PassTicket.
After the user is signed on to TPX, this parameter becomes important, as follows:

• If the user is passed to another TPX by the Affinity feature, a PassTicket is generated for the TPX to which the user
is passed.

• If a signoff command (/F) occurs, it is converted to a logoff. This behavior includes signoffs that are produced by a
timeout.

• Timeouts that would lock the terminal are converted to logoffs.
• The user must supply a lock word when locking the terminal.

Set Additional TPX Options

1. Set the following SMRT Optional Parameters to Y:
SMRT Option 030

: If a signoff command is entered or generated, this option returns users who are defined as PassTicket Users to
the TPX logo. PassTicket users normally do not see the TPX logo because all signoffs are usually converted to
logoffs. If a user returns to the TPX logo, then signs on with their real password, the signon is not secured using
the PassTicket.

SMRT Option 031
: This option displays "Pass Ticket" on the TPX menu in the location where "Check Messages" might appear (the
W3 variable) if a user is defined as a PassTicket User. The "Check Messages" indication temporarily overrides the
"Pass Ticket" indication. This option causes the letters "PTIX" or the words "Pass Ticket" to appear on the menu in
the "Status" column for any application that is defined as a "Pass Ticket Application." These are the UENTWSTS
and UENTWSTL variables, respectively. Other status indicators temporarily override the PassTicket indication.

2. Access the SMRT Reserved Options by entering the command OPTIONS on the SMRT Optional Parameters panel
(13). Scroll down to set these options:

RsvOpt 041
: When using PassTickets instead of password/phrase to access applications, set RsvOpt 41 to Y to ensure
that the user ID has been validated through the ESM to gain access to TPX. Doing so handles the case where
certain user IDs are set to SECURITY=NONE and should not have a PassTicket generated for them to access an
application.

RsvOpt 042
: (Optional) Set RsvOpt 042 to Y if you require PassTicket generation messages in the TPX log for audit or
other site requirements (TPXL0920, TPXL0921, TPXL0922, TPXL0923). These messages are useful during
implementation and testing of PassTickets.

3. To ensure that all changes have been implemented, recycle TPX. Or, issue the reload command to implement each
change.

You have customized TPX for PassTickets.

Verify the PassTicket Generation in Top Secret

Verify the generation of the PassTicket and the entity/element that the application is sending to Top Secret for validation.

1. Issue a SAF security trace (SECTRACE) against the TPX address space (using TPX job name) to verify the
generation of a PassTicket in Top Secret:
ST SET,ID=TSS,TYPE=SAF,DEST=SYSLOG,JOBNAME=tpxjobFORMAT=DUMP,TRACE=ALL,END

tpxjob
Specifies the TPX job name.
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2. Wait for the SECTRACE from step 1 to complete before continuing to the next step. Doing so ensures that the trace
data remains specific to either TPX or the application.

3. Issue a SAF SECTRACE against the application to verify which entity the application is sending to Top Secret for
validation:
ST SET,ID=TSS1,TYPE=SAF,DEST=SYSLOG,JOBNAME=appljobFORMAT=DUMP,TRACE=ALL,END

appljob
Specifies the application job name.

If the entity is not the VTAM APPLID, define this entity in the TPX ACT Pass Ticket Prof name field. Doing so lets
TPX request a PassTicket for this value instead of the actual APPLID. Ensure that the entity that is identified in the
trace on the application (the one that you are specifying in Pass Ticket Prof name) is defined within TSS PTKTDATA.

4. Verify that the profile name has been set up for PassTickets:
TSS LIST(profile_name) DATA(ALL)

5. Verify that the Pass Ticket Prof name, which is required for the TSO and VM systems, uses one of the following
values:
– TSO: TSOsmfid
– VM: Vmcpuid

6. The following applications might also require a Pass Ticket prof name. Applications outside this list might also require
this entity. To determine which applications require the entity/element, work with the application vendor and your
security administrator.
– MVSxxxx system default

• CA7
• CADISP
• EXIGENCE
• IMPLEX
• NETVIEW

– TMONDB2 (APPLID of application)
– ABENDAID SESSIONID (This application is not the APPLID. It is the SESSIONID that is defined in TPX.)

You have configured TPX for PassTickets on a Top Secret system.

More Information

• For more information about TPX PassTickets, see Pass Ticket Feature. Pay special attention to the information in
Operational Differences for PassTicket Users.

• For more information about Top Secret PassTickets, see the Top Secret documentation.

Specify Access Modes
The access mode defines the type of access to applications. You define the access mode on the System Options Table
(SMRT), as described in Administrating. A user administrator can specify a lower, but never higher, level of access in a
profile or user definition.

You can define the following access modes:

MULTIPLE (default)
Allows a user to communicate with an unlimited number of applications at the same time.
Note: Setting the access mode to MULTIPLE allows a user administrator to define the mode as SINGLE or PASS
at the profile or user level.

SINGLE
Allows a user to communicate with only one application at a time. The user can still access the Menu and use the
print key and other features while an application session is active.
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Note: Setting the access mode to SINGLE allows a user administrator to define the mode as PASS, but not
MULTIPLE, at the profile or user level.

PASS
Provides the user with a simplified mode of access to applications. The user receives the Menu at sign on. After
the user activates a session, the product passes control of the physical terminal to the application, and the user
cannot access the Menu or any other features while the application session is active.
Note: Setting the access mode to PASS prohibits a user administrator from defining other access modes at the
profile or user level.

How to Customize Security
When you customize your system, you must specify information concerning the security system. This information depends
on the security system that is used at your site. This article explains the steps to customize TPX for your site.

Customize Security When Security System Is SAF

To customize your system when your Security System is SAF

1. Specify SAF in the Security System field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Put the application in an APF-authorized library, as described in Installing.
3. If your site uses APPL class rules, you can specify in the software an alias for the VTAM PLU name. This allows you

to:
– Use a different name if you cannot use the existing PLU name.
– Refer to multiple copies of the product with one alias, so only one APPL class rule applies to all copies using the

alias.
Specify the alias in the Alias Name field of the SMRT.

4. If you are running RACF r1.8 or later, SAF can return messages. To allow these messages to be displayed, specify Y
in the Return Messages from SAF field of the SMRT.

NOTE

• Specifying the SAF interface when you are using RACF lets you use features that are otherwise unavailable.
• You can use the Security Action/Message Table to customize the response of this product to messages

produced by SAF. For more information about using this table, see Administrating.

Customize Security When Security System Is RACF

To customize your system when the Security System is RACF:

1. Specify RACF in the Security System field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Put the application in an APF-authorized library, as described in  Installing .
3. If your site uses APPL class rules, you can specify in the software an alias for the VTAM PLU name. This allows you

to:
– Use a different name if you cannot use the existing PLU name.
– Refer to multiple copies of the product with one alias, so only one APPL class rule applies to all copies using the

alias.
4. Specify the alias in the Alias Name field of the SMRT.

Notes for RACF Users:

• Use the SAF interface instead of RACF. This allows you to use features such as security messages.
• You can use the Security Action/Message Table (SAMT) to customize the response of this product to messages

produced by RACF. For information about using this table, see Administrating.
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WARNING
TPX supports RACF password phrase and MFA through the SAF interface. Sites using IBM RACF must
configure TPX to use SAF security. If your site uses IBM RACF, set SMRT Security System to SAF and
SAMT to SAF.

Customize Security When Security System Is Top Secret

To customize your system when the Security System is Top Secret

1. Specify TOPS in the Security System field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Put your application modules in an APF-authorized library, as described in Installing.
3. Specify the following statements in the Top Secret ACID table:

FAC(USER1=NAME=TPX)

FAC(PGM=TPX)

FAC(TPX=(ACTIVE,SHRPRF,MULTIUSER,AUTHINIT))

4. If your site uses APPL class rules, you can specify in the software an alias for the VTAM PLU name. This allows you
to:
– Use a different name if you cannot use the existing PLU name.
– Refer to multiple copies of the product with one alias, so only one APPL class rule applies to all copies using the

alias.
Specify the alias in the Alias Name field of the SMRT.

NOTE

• Top Secret must be completely operational before TPX is started.
• Top Secret can issue the TPX START command.
• You can use the Security Action/Message Table (SAMT) to customize the response of this product to

messages produced by Top Secret. For information about using this table, see Administrating.

Customize Security When Security System Is ACF2

To customize your system when your Security System is ACF2

1. Specify ACF2 in the Security System field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Put the application in an APF-authorized library, as described in Installing.
3. If you are running the product as a Multiple User Single Address Space System (MUSASS), you must:

– Code an @MUSASS macro for the TPX region in the ACF2 Field Definition Record (ACFFDR).
– Assign the MUSASS attribute to the TPX region logonID.
– IPL the system.

4. If you are not running the product as a MUSASS, you must specify Y in the Bypass MUSASS Processing field of the
SMRT.

5. If the ACF2 CVT is pointed to by the CVTUSER field, specify CVTUSER in the CVT Location field of the SMRT.
6. If the ACF2 CVT is offset into the ACTUSER area, specify OFFSET in the CVT Location field of the SMRT. You must

also specify the offset in the CVT Offset field of the SMRT.
7. If you are using an attribute byte for the product, examine the ACF2 Logon ID record (LIDREC) and determine the

location of the attribute byte.
Specify the location of the byte in the Auth Offset field of the SMRT.

8. Examine the byte for the location of the TPX bit.
Specify the location of the bit in the Auth Mask field of the SMRT.

NOTE
You can use the Security Action/Message Table (SAMT) to customize the response of the product to messages
produced by ACF2. For information on using this table, see the Administrating.
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Customize Security When Security System Is TPX Security

When your Security System is TPX Security, specify TPX in the Security System field of the System Options Table
(SMRT).

NOTE
Users must specify a password the first time they sign on.

Customize Security When Security System Is User Exit Security

To use the TPXUSNSF as your security system

1. Specify USER in the Security System field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Specify the TPXUSNSF user exit. For information, see the section Setting Up User Exits.

Use TPX Security to Access STX

If you also have the STX component, you can set up your security so STX security validation is not performed for users
who have been validated when signing on to this product. It is called enhanced TPX security.

To operate with the enhanced TPX security

1. Specify enhanced security for STX in the TPX ACT.
2. Ensure that the session data transmitted from TPX includes a valid user ID, even when you specify NONE as the

security system for STX. With enhanced security, there is no pre- or post-security call in which to assign a default
profile.

Enhanced Security Process

With enhanced security, the following process takes place when users access STX:

1. The user selects STX from the Menu.
2. The product transmits the VTAM logon data, with a special token concatenated in front.

– Logon data is transmitted as token/userid/password if no session data is defined for STX in the ACT
– Logon data is transmitted as token/session data if session data is defined.
In both cases, the product scrambles and encrypts the data to secure the user's password.
Although data is encrypted, enhanced security does not use the product's encryption exit.

3. STX decrypts and unscrambles the logon data and saves the password in its re-encrypted form.
4. STX bypasses the signon security call unless the following conditions exist:

– You specified USER as the type of security. In this case, the call allows you to customize STX security.
– You specified that file security be done under RACF or ACF2. In this case, the file cannot be opened without the

call.

Additional Security Options
You can perform additional customization with your security system to improve TPX security.

Use User Names from the Security System

If you are using RACF, SAF, ACF2, or Top Secret, you can set the product to take advantage of the user name field
specified in your security system. This product can copy the user name from the user record in the security system to
the user record in the ADMIN file. This allows you to maintain the user name in the application without keying in the
information via user administration.

This capability is controlled by the Write User Info to File field in the System Option Table (SMRT).
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• If set to Y, the information will be copied from the security system when the user signs on.
• If set to N, the information is not copied.

Bypass Password Verification

If you are using IBM RACF, SAF, ACF2, or Top Secret, you can set TPX to bypass password verification. Users are
prompted to re-enter their new passwords after they enter them the first time. When the Bypass New Pswd Reverification
option is set, users do not have to re-enter the password.

To bypass verification, specify Y in the Bypass New Pswd Reverification field on the System Options Table (SMRT).

WARNING
If you use this option a possible security problem exists. An unauthorized user could fill in the new password
field on a Logo panel. Then another user could sign on normally, entering their user ID and password. Because
the new password field has been filled and is not verified, that new password will go into effect without the user's
knowledge.

WARNING
If a user makes a mistake while entering the new password, there is no way to verify the password before it
takes effect.

Security Action/Message Table

If you are using RACF, SAF, ACF2, or Top Secret, you can use the Security Action/Message Table (SAMT) to customize
how the product handles return codes and messages from your security system. The SAMT can be maintained by system
administrators through online administration. For information on using the SAMT, see Administrating.

The table allows you to:

• Specify a message to be displayed if a specific return code or message is received from the security system.
• Specify that the product allow a user to signon, reject a signon attempt, re-prompt the user, or log the terminal off,

depending on the return code or message received from the security system.
• Specify the cursor position if the product rejects a signon attempt or re-prompts the user.
• Suppress messages from the security system.
• Replace security system messages with custom messages.

Use External Security to Determine Applications on TPX Menu

You can use external security to determine the applications that will appear on the TPX Menu for a given user.

• A profile must be built in TPX for each application (one application per profile). It is possible to put more than one
application in a single profile, but you would then have to permit them as a group.

• A profile marked "Profile Should Be First" must be created for each set of menu parameters (menu key, tag key, print
key, and so on). Applications would not be defined in this profile. All users would be given access to the appropriate
profile for menu parameters.

• In the Performance Parameters panel (TEN0101) under System Options, the Load Profiles at Startup field must be set
to Y. See Specifying System Options.

• A resource class (such as VTAMAPPL) must be defined in external security. Each profile name in TPX must be defined
as a resource in this class. You must identify this resource class to TPX on panel TEN0090 in the Resource Class field.
Additionally, the Profile Selection field must be set to PROF. See Specifying System Options. Note that the field Default
Dynamic User Profile on the System Features panel (TEN0105) is ignored.

NOTE

If your site uses international languages, choose a resource class name that does not contain special
characters.
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Profiles in security will be built that contain permission for the application signon (facility) and permission for the
menu name (resource). Users will be given permission to the profile that will, in a single step, give them access to
the application and add the menu entry to their menu. Note that this permission is required today for each user and
application; if defined properly, no additional administration is needed. Applications and their associated menu items can
be grouped in security under a single security profile or nested profiles, as appropriate.

Profile Selection for Dynamic Users

You can use your security interface to specify how the product determines profiles for dynamic users. Dynamic users
are users who sign on but are not administered by a user administrator. For more information on profile selection, see
Programming Profile Selection for Dynamic Users.

Suppress the Logo Panel

The Change Signoff to Logoff field in the System Options Table (SMRT) can be used to prevent the Logo panel from being
displayed when a user signs off.

If your site is using enhanced user authentication, in which a security front end handles user signon and bypasses the
Logo panel, you can use this option to ensure that the Logo panel is never displayed. To do this, specify Y in the Change
Signoff to Logoff field of the Terminal Options Table.

Programming Profile Selection for Dynamic Users
This topic explains the methods that are used to determine which profiles are assigned to dynamic users.

Dynamic user profiles are determined when the dynamic user logs on and are not determined by records in the ADMIN
files.

For more information on dynamic users, see Administrating.

Methods of Profile Selection

If you are using RACF, SAF, ACF2, or Top Secret, you can use one of the following methods to determine which profiles
are assigned to dynamic users:

Method of Profile Selection Description

Specify a default profile in the SMRT. You can specify a profile name in the Default Profile field of the
System Options Table (SMRT). The profile that is specified in this
field is assigned to dynamic users when they sign on.
For procedures for modifying the SMRT, see Administrating.

Specify ADDPROFs in a Signon/Signoff user exit. You can write a signon/signoff exit that uses ADDPROFs to assign
profiles to dynamic users when they sign on. Dynamic users are
sent to the Get Profile call point of the signon user exit.
For information on using the signon/signoff exit, see the section
Setting Up User Exits.

Specify information in the security system to perform user-level or
profile-level profile selection.

User-level selection involves specifying information in the user
record that allows the security system to determine which profiles
can be assigned to the user.
Profile-level selection involves specifying rules in the security
system that allows the security system to determine which profiles
can be assigned to which users.
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Set Up User-level Profile Selection

This topic describes how to set up user-level profile selection depending on your security system. User-level selection is
implemented depending on which security system that you are using.

Set Up User-level Profile Selection When Security System Is RACF or SAF

To set up User-level Profile Selection when your Security System is RACF or SAF:

1. Specify Y in the Load Profiles at Startup field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Specify USER in the Profile Selection field of the SMRT.
3. Define a profile in TPX for each group name in the security system.

NOTE

Only group names for which application sessions need to be associated must be defined as profiles.
In the profile, define the applications to be included in the user menu when the profile is selected. TPX
includes profiles corresponding to the group names in the security system in the list of profiles that are
assigned to the user each time the user logs on.
TPX can also identify profiles to be included in the user's profile list by an alias name for a profile. Specify the
alias name in the Security Alias field of the profile. If the group name in the security system matches the alias
name of the profile, the profile is included in the list of profiles.

Set Up User-level Profile Selection When Security System Is ACF2

To set up User-level Profile Selection when your Security System is ACF2:

1. Specify Y in the Load Profiles at Startup field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Specify USER in the Profile Selection field of the SMRT.
3. Turn on attribute bits in the user's LIDREC for each profile that you want to be included in the user's profile list.
4. Specify the profile bits:

– Determine the offset of the profile bits from the beginning of the LIDREC or MLID.
– Specify this offset value in the ACF2 Authorization Offset field of the profile definition.
– Specify the hex value of the bit in the ACF2 Authorization Mask field of the profile definition.

5. Indicate the profile that should appear first in the user's list of profiles. Specify this profile by entering Y in the Profile
Should be First field of the profile. Perform this step in Profile Maintenance in the product's administration.

Set Up User-level Profile Selection When Security System Is Top Secret

To set up User-level Profile Selection when your Security System is Top Secret:

1. Specify Y in the Load Profiles at Startup field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Specify USER in the Profile Selection field of the SMRT.
3. Define INSTDATA for the profiles that you want to be included in the user's profile list. INSTDATA must have the

following format:
otherdata,TPX(profname,profname,profname...),otherdata

The profname must be a one to eight character profile name. Separate each profile name by commas, and enclose the
list in parentheses.
If you specify a value in the Resource Class field of the SMRT, the product searches the INSTDATA for that value
rather than TPX.
The first profile in the INSTDATA list appears first in the user's list of profiles.
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Set Up Profile-level Profile Selection

This topic describes how to set up profile-level profile selection depending on your security system. Profile-level selection
is implemented depending on which security system that you are using.

Set Up Profile-level Profile Selection When Security System Is RACF

To set up Profile-level Profile Selection when your Security System is RACF:

1. Specify Y in the Load Profiles at Startup field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Set up a new class in the RACF Class Descriptor Table, ICHRRCDE. Use the ICHERCDE macro to create this class.
3. Activate the class with the SETROPTS CLASSACT command.
4. Define the class to the application by specifying its name in the Resource Class field of the SMRT.

NOTE

If your site uses international languages, choose a resource class name that does not contain special
characters.

5. Set up a rule in the class for each profile, specifying which users can use that profile.
6. Indicate the profile that should appear first in the user's list of profiles. Specify this profile by entering Y in the Profile

Should be First field of the profile. Perform this step in Profile Maintenance in administration.

Set Up Profile-level Profile Selection When Security System Is SAF

To set up Profile-level Profile Selection when your Security System is SAF:

1. Specify Y in the Load Profiles at Startup field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Set up a new class in the RACF Class Descriptor Table, ICHRRCDE. Use the ICHERCDE macro to create this class.
3. Define the class in the SAF Router Table, ICHRFR01. Use the ICHRFRTB macro to create this class.
4. Activate the class with the SETROPTS CLASSACT command.
5. Define the class to the product by specifying its name in the Resource Class field of the SMRT.

NOTE

If your site uses international languages, choose a resource class name that does not contain special
characters.

6. Set up a rule in the class for each profile, specifying which users can use that profile.
7. Indicate the profile that should appear first in the user's list of profiles. Specify this profile by entering Y in the Profile

Should be First field of the profile. Perform this step in Profile Maintenance in the product's administration.

Set Up Profile-level Profile Selection When Security System Is ACF2 or Top Secret

To set up Profile-level Profile Selection when your Security System is ACF2 or Top Secret:

1. Specify Y in the Load Profiles at Startup field of the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. Set up a class of resource rules in your security system.
3. Define the class to TPX by specifying its name in the Resource Class field of the SMRT.

NOTE

If your site uses international languages, choose a resource class name that does not contain special
characters.

4. Set up a rule in the class for each product profile, specifying which users can use that profile. Indicate the profile that
should appear first in the user's list of profiles. Specify this profile by entering Y in the Profile Should be First field of
the profile. Perform this step in Profile Maintenance in administration.
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Customize the APTPX Member
The APTPX member of SYS1.VTAMLST contains application definition statements that define logical units for the product.
At installation, the TPXAPPL job in the CB0VSRC library creates this member and then adds it to SYS1.VTAMLST. VTAM
regards the APTPX member as a major node. Each logical unit that is defined on an APPL statement within this member
is a minor node.

Use VTAM Modeling in VTAMLST Member

Because VTAM allows APPL statements to be modeled using wildcard characters in the name field and the ACBNAME
parameter, many virtual terminals can be defined to VTAM with one model statement in the VTAMLST member.

TPX, however, must know about every possible virtual terminal that is used at startup to allocate control structures for
them. A batch job is provided that lets you use the modeled VTAMLST definitions as the source for generating the list of
virtual terminals. For details, see the Batch Administration documentation.

Application Definition Statements

Initially, the APTPX member contains six groups of application definition statements. The first application definition
statement defines a primary logical unit (PLU). The PLU names the product as a network application that communicates
directly with physical terminals. The remaining application definition statements define five different groups of secondary
logical units (SLUs). These SLUs name the virtual terminals and virtual printers that the product uses to communicate with
other applications.

MAXAPPL Parameter

The value specified on the MAXAPPL parameter of SYS1.VTAMLST's ATCSTRxx member must be large enough to
include the number of application definition statements in the APTPX member. If the NCP you are running is below
version 4, the number of application definitions can affect the MAXSUBA value. For the correct value, see the IBM
documentation.

WARNING
If you access the IBM Information Network, you must make your virtual terminal LU names unique to your site.

Sample Statements

The following example shows some of the application definition statements initially included in the sample APTPX
member. For a description of the statements and parameters that appear in the sample APTPX member, see the section
Application Definition Parameters.

*TPX,PRINT=ON LIST THIS MEMBER IN THE TPX LOG

******************************************************************

*** ACB USED FOR PLU COMMUNICATION (LOGON FROM TERMINAL)         *

******************************************************************

*TPX,PRIMARY DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES TPX APPLID 

* 

TPX        APPL AUTH=(ACQ,PASS),MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,

                SRBEXIT=NO,

                EAS=404

******************************************************************

*** ACB USED FOR PARALLEL SLU PROCESSING (LOGON TO APPLICATIONS) *

******************************************************************

*TPX,SHARE DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES SHARED VIRT TERM

*

TPXSHARE   APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,PARSESS=YES,
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                SRBEXIT=NO,

                EAS=404

******************************************************************

*** ACBS USED FOR SERIAL SLU PROCESSING (LOGON TO APPLICATIONS)  *

******************************************************************

* THE MODETAB IS A PARAMETER WHICH POINTS TO THE LOGMODE TABLE   *

* THAT WILL BE USED TO SELECT A LOGMODE WHEN APPLICATION SESSIONS*

* ARE STARTED.                                                   *

*                                                                *

* THE DLOGMODE PARAMETER IS USED BY TPX, ONLY AS A TERMINAL      *

* MATCHING CRITERIA, FOR APPLICATIONS THAT ARE DEFINED WITH MODEL*

* SENSITIVE AND/OR EXTENDED DATA STREAM SET TO 'Y'ES IN THE ACT. *

*                                                                *

******************************************************************

*TPX,GROUP DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES GROUP VIRT TERM

*

TPXGR001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGR002 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGR003 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGR004 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGR005 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGR006 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2E,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

* 

TPXGR007 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD3,DLOGMOD=T3278M3,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGR008 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD3,DLOGMOD=T3278M3E,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGR009 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD3,DLOGMOD=T3278M4,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGR010 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD3,DLOGMOD=T3278M4E,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGR011 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD3,DLOGMOD=T3278M5,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXGR012 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD3,DLOGMOD=T3278M5E,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

*TPX,UNIQUE DO NOT REMOVE - THIS COMMENT IDENTIFIES UNIQUE VIRT TERM

* 

TPXUN001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1 

TPXUN002 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN003 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN004 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUN005 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2E,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

*

*TPX,APPLPPS DO NOT REMOVE - VIRTUAL PRINTERS FOR APPL PASS-THROUGH

*

* SAMPLE LU1 PPS APPL STATEMENT 

TPXAP001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=PLU1CA,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

* SAMPLE LU3 PPS APPL STATEMENT

TPXAP002 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=PLU3M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXAP003 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=PLU3M2E,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1 

*

*TPX,USERPPS DO NOT REMOVE - VIRTUAL PRINTERS FOR USER PASS-THROUGH

* 

TPXUP001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=PLU1CA,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1

TPXUP002 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=PLU3M2,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1 

TPXUP003 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=PLU3M2E,SRBEXIT=NO,EAS=1 

*
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Description of Statements

The following list explains the types of statements that are shown in the previous example.

*TPX,PRINT=
Tells the software whether to list the APTPX member in printouts of your log. Any log you send to Broadcom for
diagnostic purposes should include a copy of this member. The default value is TPX,PRINT=ON. If you specify
PRINT=OFF, you will not get a copy of this member in your log.

*TPX,PRIMARY
Defines the network name of your system and identifies this system as a PLU that all physical terminals
communicate with. The name that initially appears in column one of this statement is TPX. You use this name
when you specify your LOGON APPLID commands in VTAM. For example, if the name you specify here is TPX,
you would issue LOGON APPLID(TPX).

*TPX,SHARE
Identifies a virtual terminal that is used with applications that allow users to share a single virtual terminal. You can
define only one shared virtual terminal.

*TPX,GROUP
Identifies virtual terminals that can be used with applications that allow a group of users to share a virtual terminal,
providing each user is accessing a different application through the virtual terminal.

*TPX,UNIQUE
Identifies virtual terminals that can be used with applications that require each user to have a separate virtual
terminal.

*TPX,APPLPPS
Identifies virtual printers used for Application Passthrough Printer Support. For more information about Application
Passthrough Printer Support, see the Administrating section.

*TPX,USERPPS
Identifies virtual printers that are used for User Passthrough Printer Support. For more information about User
Passthrough Printer Support, see the Administrating section.

NOTE
If you specify PASS access at the system level, the product does not use virtual terminals, and the statements
beneath the TPX,SHARE, TPX,GROUP, and TPX,UNIQUE comments are ignored.

Application Definition Parameters

The following list explains the parameters on the application definition statements in the previous example.

PARSESS
Specifies whether users can share this virtual terminal. You must include this parameter in the statement defining
a virtual terminal. To allow users to share the virtual terminal for applications allowing parallel sessions, specify
YES.

SRBEXIT (z/OS only)
Determines whether the product uses the VTAM authorized path facility (also called "fast path"). You must include
this parameter on each statement in the APTPX member. Initially, the SRBEXIT parameter in each statement is
set to NO for ease of installation.
SRBs can run on zIIP processors if they are available. Also, using Fast Path increases performance because
SRBs are dispatched on the Central Processor and zIIP processors before tasks are performed.
To use the authorized path facility

1. Change the value of each SRBEXIT parameter to YES.
2. Put the load modules in an APF-authorized library, as described in the Installing section.
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3. Enter a Y in the VTAM Authorized Path Facility field of the performance parameters panel on the System
Options Table (SMRT).

4. Stop TPX.
5. Inactivate, then activate the VTAM node.
6. Restart TPX.

MODETAB
Identifies the logon mode table containing the required session parameters for communication between TPX and
the application. You can specify the TPXLGMOD table (found in member TPXLGMOD of the TPX.CB0VSRC
data set) for communication with most applications. For applications requiring special logon mode tables, see
Customizing Logon Mode Tables.

DLOGMOD
Assigns certain device characteristics to the virtual terminal. VTAM typically uses the value in this parameter as
the default logon mode table entry name if one is not supplied. This product, however, always supplies a logmode
entry that best fits the physical terminal characteristics.
The product uses this parameter when selecting a virtual terminal for applications that have Y specified in either
the Model Sensitive or Extended Datastream field in the ACT. (For more information, see Customize Logon Mode
Tables.)
Position 7 of this parameter value designates a model number. A letter "E" in position 8 indicates that the terminal
is queriable. The following definition gives the virtual terminal the device characteristics of a 3278 model 2
terminal that is not queriable:
TPXGR001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,

The following definition gives the virtual terminal the device characteristics of a 3278 model 5 terminal that is
queriable:
TPXGR002 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMOD,DLOGMOD=T3278M5E,

The only applications for which this product actually uses the DLOGMOD information are those having a Y in
either the Model Sensitive or Extended Datastream field on the ACT.

EAS
Gives an estimated number of active sessions for each virtual terminal. Specifying an over-estimated value for the
EAS parameter causes VTAM to waste common storage. Typically, you should specify EAS=1 to start.
VTAM uses this value to build a look-up table for sessions associated with this virtual terminal. For information on
what values provide you with larger look-up tables, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

SESSLIM
SESSLIM=YES is required for a unique ACB if the virtual terminal is passed more than once to an application; for
example, IBM-Net, TCP-IP/IBM-Host.

Customize Logon Mode Tables
This section provides an overview of customized logon mode tables and describes the different variations of logon mode
tables.

Overview

At the time a physical terminal is logged on, TPX receives information about the terminal characteristics from one of the
following sources:

• An entry on the logon mode table defined in SYS1.VTAMLST (VTAM major node definition in VM) for the physical
terminal

• The response to a query from this product to the physical terminal

Using this information, this product identifies the model of the terminal (2, 3, 4, or 5) and whether the terminal is queriable.
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When the user of the physical terminal starts a virtual terminal session, this product checks the virtual terminal definition
for the logon mode table. It then passes an entry from this table to establish session parameters. It chooses an entry that
matches the physical terminal type, model number, and that can or cannot be queried, depending on the physical terminal.

Entries that are not queriable have this format:

T327XMn

Entries that are queriable have this format:

T327XMnE

Value Explanation

X Terminal type (8 or 9)

Mn Model number (M2, M3, M4, or M5)

E Terminal is queriable

To supply the product with these entries, you must specify logon mode tables on your virtual terminal definitions in
SYS1.VTAMLST. You specify the table with the MODETAB parameter.

NOTE
You do not need logon mode tables if you have defined PASS access for this product.

Applications with Predefined Terminal Definition

Some applications (such as CICS and IMS) have terminal tables that predefine eligible terminals and their characteristics.
Each terminal that logs on to the application must have the characteristics that the application expects. When this product
starts a session with an application, it typically selects the next available virtual terminal. So if a user is logging on from a
model 2 terminal, this product can select a virtual terminal that is defined in the CICS TCT as a model 3 terminal, and the
result would be session failure or incorrect screen output.

You use the Model Sensitive and Extended Data Stream fields in the Application Characteristics Table to tell the software
that an application has predefined terminal definitions. If either of these fields is set to Y, the software selects the virtual
terminal based on the model of the user's physical terminal and whether it is queriable or not.

To determine the corresponding logon mode table, the software checks the DLOGMOD parameter on the virtual terminal
definition statements in SYS1.VTAMLST. For example, if you define CICS as model sensitive (by specifying Y in the
Model Sensitive field in the ACT), and the TCT entry for the virtual terminal TPXGR003 specifies SCRNSIZE=(24,80) and
ALTSCRN=(32,80), TPX would find this definition for TPXGR003:

TPXGR003 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD3,DLOGMOD=T3278M3,...

Applications Requiring Logmode Entries with Special Names

Some applications are even more restrictive and require a logmode entry with a special name. To accommodate these
applications, Broadcom supplies logon mode tables TPXLGMD2 through TPXLGMD5. The only difference between these
tables and the basic TPXLGMOD tables is that the DSILGMOD and other special entries have been altered to specify
session parameters appropriate to the corresponding terminal models.

Because your installation can have one or more applications that require special logmode table entries, you should define
the virtual terminals as they are defined in the APTPX member. The names in both the MODETAB and DLOGMOD
parameters should reflect the model number of the physical terminal. For example:

TPXGR001 APPL MODETAB=TPXLGMD2,DLOGMOD=T3278M2,...
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Force TPX to Use a Particular Mode Table

The following fields allow you to force the product to use a particular mode table for an application:

• The Mode Entry Override field on the Application Characteristics Table
• The Modent Name field in user and profile session definitions
• The Application Logmode override field in the Terminal Options Table.

In these fields, you can specify the name of an entry that you have added to the logon mode tables, which are found in the
following members of TPX.CB0VSRC: TPXLGMOD, TPXLGMD2, TPXLGMD3, TPXLGMD4, and TPXLGMD5.

If you want the product to use the entry for all sessions with an application, specify the entry on the Application
Characteristics Table. If you want the product to use the entry only for specific users, a user administrator can specify the
entry in the session options in user or profile maintenance.

Adjust Storage Parameter
TPX manages its own storage, which eliminates the operating system overhead of GETMAIN/FREEMAIN. You can
improve efficiency by specifying how it handles this storage both above and below the 16-megabyte line. The two types of
storage areas it manages include:

Dynamic Storage Area
Used mainly for large requests and screen images.

Slot Pool Storage
Series of fixed-length slots used mainly for internal control blocks.

Specify Storage Options

The available region in the address space determines the overall size of the managed area. You allocate space to the
dynamic storage area and to the slot pools by specifying storage options on the System Options Table (SMRT). The
values that you specify depend on the needs of applications running at your site. Change storage allocation only after
you have determined that existing allocations do not use storage effectively. You can use the D STOR (for below-the-line
storage) and D STORXA (for above-the-line storage) commands in a TPX operator session to display storage statistics.

For more information on how to specify storage options, see Administrating.

How TPX Responds to Storage Requests

Most components request storage from an appropriate slot pool either above or below the 16-MB line. Using slot pools
prevents storage fragmentation that can occur with other storage management techniques. When this product receives
a storage allocation request, it attempts to use the smallest slot pool size to satisfy the request. If that slot pool is fully
allocated, it uses the next slot pool.

This product converts the request to a dynamic storage area (DSA) request and allocates the appropriate amount of
storage from the DSA if one of the following conditions occurs:

• More than two slots pools have failed to satisfy the request.
• The request is for an amount larger than the largest slot pool.

Display Storage Statistics

Before you adjust the storage allocation parameters, you must see how this product is handling allocation requests. To
display below-the-line storage statistics, issue this command from an operator session:

D STOR

To display above-the-line storage statistics, issue this command from an operator session:
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D STORXA

Example of Storage Statistics
The following screen shows an example of the DSA and slot pool storage information that TPX provides.
AXXITPX - XXXX ***************** TPX Operator ****************** TEN0217

                        Storage Statistics (Below 16M line)

Open ACBs:  00007    Total ACBs:  00078  Terminals: 00004 Applications: 00006

DSA  Bytes: 03747840 Current Use: 002 %  High Use:  002 % Free Areas:   00004

Slot Bytes: 01150976 Current Use: 000 %  High Use:  001 % Overflows:    00000

 Slot  Size   * Count  =  Bytes    Curr.Use  Max.Use   Failed    Requests

  01   00008    6656      53248      000 %    000 %    0         2 

  02   00016    4096      65536      000 %    000 %    0         5 

  03   00032    2048      65536      000 %    000 %    0         14064 

  04   00064    1408      90112      000 %    000 %    0         1281

  05   00128    608       77824      001 %    001 %    0         1141

  06   00256    304       77824      000 %    000 %    0         28991

  07   00512    176       90112      000 %    002 %    0         631

  08   01024    88        90112      000 %    009 %    0         2035

  09   02048    40        81920      000 %    007 %    0         3950 

  10   04096    24        98304      000 %    004 %    0         1 

  11   08192    24        196608     000 %    004 %    0         1  

  12   10240    16        163840     000 %    006 %    0         10 

*************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Command ==>

*******  PF1=Help PF3=End PF4=Return PF6=Repeat PF7=Up PF8=Down *********

Field Descriptions for Storage Statistics

The following list shows the descriptions for the fields on the Storage Statistics panel.

Open ACBs
Indicates the number of active virtual terminals and virtual printers.

Total ACBs
Indicates the total number of defined virtual terminals and virtual printers.

Terminals
Indicates the number of terminals that are logged on to TPX.

Applications
Indicates the number of sessions (including Menu).

DSA
Displays information about the DSA. The DSA field has the following subheadings:
Bytes

Indicates the total bytes allocated to DSA.
Current Use

Indicates the percentage of DSA currently in use.
High Use

Indicates the maximum percentage of DSA used.
Free Areas

Indicates the number of fragments of free space in DSA.
Slot

Displays information about the fixed-length slot pools. The slot field has the following subheadings:
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Bytes
Indicates the total bytes allocated to slot pools.

Current Use
Indicates the percentage of slot pools currently in use.

High Use
Indicates the maximum percentage of slot pools used.

Overflows
Indicates the number of slot pool requests that DSA handled because slot pool 12 was full or request was
larger than any slot pool.

Slot Table
Summarizes memory usage in the slot pools. The following subheadings appear in the slot table:
Slot

Indicates the slot pool number.
Size

Indicates the size of slot entry in bytes.
Count

Indicates the number of slot pools of this size.
Bytes

Indicates the total storage in slot pool.
Curr.Use

Indicates the current percentage of slot in use.
Max.Use

Indicates the maximum percentage of slot used.
Failed

Indicates the number of requests that failed because no storage was left in slot. These requests are
allocated from a larger slot pool.

Requests
Indicates the total number of requests for this slot pool since product startup.

Adjust Slot Pool Storage

To determine whether you should adjust slot pool storage allocation, monitor the values in the Curr.Use, Max. Use, and
Failed columns throughout the day and record the values in the Curr. Use column. If the current usage of any slot is
consistently 100 percent, consider changing the slot storage parameters in the Below-the-Line or Above-the-Line Storage
panel to allocate more storage to the slot.

To allocate more storage to a slot pool, reduce the percentage of total storage that is allocated to the least-used slot
pool, and increase the percentage of total storage that is allocated to the most-used slot pool. If, for example, you find
the values that are shown in the following example, you would decrease the storage that is allocated to slot pool 1 or 10
(because they both have a current use and maximum use of zero percent) and increase the storage that is allocated to
slot pool 4.

                               

 Slot  Size   * Count  =  Bytes    Curr.Use  Max.Use   Failed    Requests

  01   00008    6656      53248      000 %    000 %    0         2 

  02   00016    4096      65536      000 %    000 %    0         5

  03   00032    2048      65536      000 %    000 %    0         14064 

  04   00064    1408      90112      000 %    000 %    0         1281

  05   00128    608       77824      001 %    001 %    0         1141
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  06   00256    304       77824      000 %    000 %    0         28991

  07   00512    176       90112      000 %    002 %    0         631

  08   01024    88        90112      000 %    009 %    0         2035

  09   02048    40        81920      000 %    007 %    0         3950 

  10   04096    24        98304      000 %    004 %    0         1 

  11   08192    24        196608     000 %    004 %    0         1  

  12   10240    16        163840     000 %    006 %    0         10 

Interpret and Adjust DSA Storage

To determine whether you should adjust DSA allocation, monitor the value of the Current Use field of the Storage
Statistics panel for above-the-line or below-the-line storage. If the current DSA use is consistently greater than 70 to
80 percent, consider increasing the percentage of storage that is allocated for DSA by changing the value in the DSA
Percentage field on the Below-the-Line or Above-the-Line Storage panel.

NOTE
Because increasing the percentage of storage that is allocated for DSA causes a decrease in the storage
available for the slot pools, do not change the value of the DSA Percentage field unless it is absolutely
necessary.

Increase Overall Storage

If you find that the usage of both the DSA and the slot pool is consistently above 80 percent, consider increasing the
overall amount of storage available for TPX. To do this, increase the region size that is specified in the startup procedure
(for below-the-line storage) or increase the value in the XA STORAGE field of the Above-the-Line Storage panel.

Slot Pool Storage and Analysis Reports
This section discusses the how to create and interpret slot pool storage and analysis reports.

You can obtain the following reports for slot pool storage based on data in the SMF records:

Report Format
Storage Slot Pool Summary Tabular
Storage Slot Pool Usage -- Mean Bar chart
Storage Slot Pool Usage -- Maximum Bar chart
Storage Allocation Pie chart

Create Reports

To create Slot Pool Storage and Analysis Reports

1. Specify a nonzero value in the SMF Record Number field on the System Options Table (SMRT).
2. (Optional) Edit and submit the JCL in the TPXIDUMP member of the CB0VSRC library to dump the SMF records into

your user file.
3. Edit and submit the JCL in the TPXSLOT member of the CB0VSRC library to run the reports. These reports are written

in SAS.
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Storage Slot Pool Summary

The following table shows information reported for either above-the-line or below-the-line storage.

Report Field Explanation

Slot Pool Number Number of the specific slot pool.

Slot Size Size, in bytes, of slots in this slot pool.

Number of Slots in Pool Number of slots available in this pool, based on the size of each
slot and the total storage in the pool. For example, if total storage
is 24,000, and the slot size is 8, the number of slots is 3,000.

Total Storage in Pool The total amount of storage, in bytes, assigned to this slot pool.

Average Percent Used The average percentage of storage used in this slot pool during
the reporting period.

Average Number in Use The average number of slots used in this slot pool during the
reporting period.

Maximum Percent Used The maximum percentage of available slots used during the
reporting period.

Maximum Number Used The maximum number of slots used from this slot pool during the
reporting period.

Failure Count The number of times this slot was requested but could not be used
because all slots in this pool were already in use.

Slot Pool Usage -- Mean

The following table shows information reported for Storage Slot Pool Usage -- Mean for either above-the-line or below-the-
line storage.

Report Field Explanation

SLOTNR Number of the specific slot pool.

PCTUSED MEAN (bottom line) The average percentage of total slot-pool storage used in this
particular slot pool during the reporting period.

FREQ The number of observations used in calculating the values
reported.

PCTUSED MEAN (right column) The average percentage of storage used in this slot pool during
the reporting period.

Slot Pool Usage

The following table shows information reported for Slot Pool Usage -- Maximum for either above-the-line or below-the-line
storage.

Report Field Explanation

SLOTNR Number of the specific slot pool.

MAXPCT (bottom line) The maximum percentage of total slot-pool storage used in this
particular slot pool during the reporting period.
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MAXPCT (right column) The maximum amount of storage used in this slot pool during the
reporting period.

Storage Allocation

Storage Allocation pie charts show how storage is divided among the slot pools. The following chart shows a sample
report with each pie slice representing a slot number.

Mail Facility
The Mail facility allows users to send messages to other TPX users. Usually, these messages appear on the user's
terminal when the user presses an AID key.

If your site is authorized for the MAIL file, users can also send messages directly to other users' mailboxes, so that users
can review the message the next time they check their mailbox. You can also maintain user lists to easily send messages
to a specific group of users.

With the mail facility, users can specify message recipients not only by user IDs, but through a wide variety of methods,
such as users of a specific application, or terminal, or session, and so on.
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Command Authorization

The user administrator can control which features of the mail facility users can select. When a user displays the Mail Menu
panel, if an option is not highlighted, the user is not allowed to use it.

Command authorization is maintained with online administration, in the Command Authorization Class option under User/
Group Maintenance. For information on maintaining command authorization classes online, see Administrating.

Userlists

Users can, if authorized, create and maintain userlists in the mail facility. By creating your own personal userlists, or using
public userlists, you can send a single message to a group of users simultaneously.

The userlists can contain not only lists of user IDs, but also lists of terminal IDs, application names, or any other type
of identifier that can be used to specify mail recipients. This allows users to easily send messages to specific groups of
users.

There are three types of userlists, as described in the following table:

Type of Userlist Description

General Created or modified by any system administrator.
Can be used by any user.
The creator can specify that users cannot browse or copy the
contents of the list.

Group Owned by a user group.
Can be created or edited by any user administrator who is
authorized to administer the user group that owns the list.
Can always be used, browsed, and copied by members of the
user group.
The creator can specify that users outside the user group cannot
use and/or browse and copy the contents of the list.

Personal Created or modified by a single user.
The creator can specify that other users cannot use and/or browse
and copy the contents of the list.

Mail Functions with the Batch Facility

The batch administration facility can be used to send and delete mail messages. For information on performing mail
functions with the batch facility, see Batch Administration .

With the batch facility, the administrator can also purge expired mail messages.

Mail Locators

Mail locators create an association between a mail message text and the users who have that message in their mailbox.
The message text exists once, but has a mail locator for each user's mailbox that contains the message. The mail locators
are maintained in the VSAM file named MAIL. Mail messages are also maintained in that file.

Mail locators can be extracted and deleted using the batch administration facility. For information on performing mail
functions with the batch facility, see Batch Administration.
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View Facility
The View facility consists of a number of features that allow users on the same instance of TPX to view another user's
application session and sometimes interact with that session. Users can also record sessions and can play back the
recorded sessions. All of these features are accessed through the TPXVIEW session.

Online help is available throughout the facility.

View Facility Security

The View facility is secured by two methods, both of which are implemented by the user administrator through online
administration.

• The View authority level and security level, that control which user's sessions you can view, track, or assist, and which
users can view, track, or assist your sessions. The authority level and security level are maintained online in user
maintenance.

• The command authorization classes, which control the View options a user can use. The command authorization
classes also control what commands a user can use.

For descriptions of command authorization classes, see Administrating.

For a summary of the tasks required to ensure secure operation of the View facility, see Using.

View Is an Authorized Feature

The View facility is an authorized feature of TPX. Your site must be authorized to use it. However, you can use the View
facility on internal sessions without needing a site license. You can use any of the View features on the internal sessions:
TPXADMIN, TPXOPER, TPXNOTES, or TPXMAIL.

Control Application Sessions with OPENGATE
OPENGATE allows you to perform the pre-session setup and/or post-session cleanup required for some application
sessions. When a user starts a session controlled by OPENGATE, a control ACL/E program is scheduled to perform the
pre-session setup after the product assigns the virtual terminal for that session. When a session controlled by OPENGATE
ends, the control ACL/E program is scheduled to perform post-session cleanup before TPX frees the virtual terminal. The
user is never aware that OPENGATE is controlling the session.

Example
An installation can re-assign the IMS LTERM (the logical terminal normally assigned to the user's physical
terminal) to the virtual terminal assigned by the product. When a user starts an IMS session, OPENGATE
suspends activity immediately after the virtual terminal is assigned. It then schedules a control ACL program
on an IMS control user's session. The user's IMS session proceeds when the control ACL program terminates.
When a user terminates a session, OPENGATE re-assigns the LTERM back to the user's physical terminal.

Setting Up OPENGATE

To set up OPENGATE to control an application session

1. Create the control ACL program.
2. Build a control user by:

– Defining the control user to TPX
– Defining the application sessions for the control user
– Creating and defining the startup ACL program for the application sessions

3. Update the ACT definition for the controlled application by specifying the control user for that application.
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Create Control ACL/E Programs

When a user initiates a session to a controlled application, OPENGATE schedules a control ACL on one of the control
user's application sessions. The ACL program performs the session setup or cleanup activity for the application. Because
the session setup/cleanup activity is unique to each installation, you must create the control ACL program. For information
on creating ACL programs, see ACL/E Programming.

Variables Used in

To specify information to your control ACL program, use the following variables:

ZPCODE
Indicates the status of the virtual terminal (ACB) call. This variable has a value of ASSIGN when the session is
initiated and a value of FREE when the session is terminated.

ZPUID
Indicates the user ID of the user who is activating the session.

ZPSID
Indicates the session ID of the requested session.

ZPACB
Indicates the name of the allocated virtual terminal.

ZPTERM
Indicates the ID of the requester's physical terminal.

ZPAPPL
Indicates the application ID for the session.

You should write the ACL program to detect any unusual situations and set the variables ZPRTCDE and ZPFDBK with
your own error code and message.

ZPRTCDE
A 1-to-8 character return code (non-blank=failure).

ZPFDBK
A 1-to-64 character message describing the error.

If values are assigned to these variables during the execution of the control ACL program, panel TEN0056 is displayed,
informing the user starting the application session of the error. This panel is not displayed if ZPRTCDE is set to NODISP.

When a value has been assigned to ZPRTCDE (indicating an error), the virtual terminal selected for the session is not
freed unless you set the variable ZPFDBK to one of the following:

NOKEEP
Frees the virtual terminal requested for the session.

UNAVAIL
Marks the virtual terminal as unavailable.

Error Messages

If TPX detects any problems in the execution of the control ACL/E program, the user starting the application will be
informed of the error by a message in the message area of the Menu. The following table lists the possible error
messages and message numbers.

Message ID Message

IENM011A Control user or session not active

IENM012A Control has no sessions
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IENM013A Bad session id for controlled session

IENM014A ACL/E not authorized

IENM015A ACL/E not found in CB0VSCRI

IENM016A Session inactive

IENM017A Error establishing variable symbols

IENM018A Error occurred during ACL/E execution

IENM020A Control user processing session

Build Control Users

To build a control user for an application controlled by OPENGATE

NOTE
You define a control user as you would any other user. For more information, see Administrating. You must use
a defined, not dynamic, control user ID for OPENGATE.

1. Create the control user ID:
2. Specify a user ID identical to the name of your control ACL/E program for the application.

a. Specify NONE in the Security system field on the Userid Maintenance Detail Panel.
b. Specify NONE in the Transfer option field on the Userid Maintenance Detail Panel.

3. Define a session for the controlled application:
4. Access the Userid Maintenance Table Entry List and define a session for the application.

NOTE
If multiple users will be starting and/or ending sessions concurrently to the controlled application, you can
define additional sessions for the application to handle the concurrent session setup/cleanup activity. If
a user tries to access the application while all of the control user's sessions are busy, the control ACL/E
program will be scheduled on the session that has been processing for the longest amount of time (the
session that should free up first).

5. Create and define a startup ACL/E program for the session:
6. Create a startup ACL/E program to perform initialization on the application before session setup and/or cleanup occurs

(for example, signing on to IMS).

NOTE
The startup ACL/E program is not the same as the control ACL/E program. A startup ACL/E program is
necessary only if the application requires initialization before session setup and/or cleanup activity can be
performed.

Update ACT

You must update the ACT so the product will sign the control user on at startup.

1. Access the Application Characteristics Detail panel. For more information, see Administrating.
2. Type the control user ID in the OPENGATE Control User field.

The next time you restart the product, the control user will be signed on automatically.

NOTE
At this point, the name of the control ACL/E program, the control user ID, and the ID specified in the
OPENGATE Control User field should be identical.
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Advanced Data Compression
This topic explains how, using Advanced Data Compression (ADC), you can compress inbound and outbound data in your
network.

This process reduces network traffic and shortens inbound and outbound queuing times, which result in improved end-
user response time. If data is already optimal in length, ADC ignores the data to conserve resources.

ADC also allows you to strip an application's extended attribute bytes from the data stream when they are not supported
by the physical terminal.

NOTE
You must have the proper authorization code to use ADC.

Inbound Data Compression

Inbound compression affects data streams that are sent from the terminal to the application. Inbound
compression reduces the amount of data transmitted inbound by turning off preset Modified Data Tags (MDTs) before
sending fields of data to the terminal.

The MDT resides in each field attribute byte in the terminal controller. When a user modifies a field (for example, typing
data), this bit is set on. Some host applications set this bit on before sending the attribute bytes to the terminal, which
causes data in the field to be transmitted to the application whenever the user presses Enter or another action key. This
results in data being returned from the screen even if it has not been altered. Although presetting the MDT on can be
convenient for an application, it increases transmission time and wastes resources.

When you turn on inbound compression, the software remembers which fields were preset with MDTs and removes the
MDT bit from the data going to the terminal. When the data is sent back from the terminal, the product combines the
inbound data with any preset MDTs before passing the data to the host application.

Outbound Data Compression

Outbound compression affects data streams that are sent from the application to the terminal. Outbound compression
reduces the amount of data transmitted outbound by eliminating repeated characters and unnecessary Set Buffer Address
orders from the data stream.

TPX checks the outbound data stream for characters that are repeated over four times in sequence.TPX shortens this
repetition to four characters with the Repeat-to-Address order.

A 3270 Set Buffer Address order is unnecessary when the last data character in the outbound data stream is at the
address set by this order. In this case, the software would eliminate the Set Buffer Address order.

This product samples each outbound data stream to see if it should be compressed. If 16 consecutive data streams do not
need compressed, compression is turned off for the next 16 data streams. The sampling process then resumes with the
next data stream.

Function of Outbound Stripping

If you request outbound stripping for an application, the product strips out extended attributes that are not supported
by the physical terminal. This feature is useful if you have applications that send extended attribute bytes to a terminal
without first determining if the terminal supports them. Outbound Stripping allows you to transfer a session from a terminal
that supports extended attribute bytes to a terminal that does not support them. Without outbound stripping, these two
sessions would be incompatible.

Turning on Compression

To compress outbound and/or inbound data for an application, specify Y in the Outbound Compression and/or Inbound
Compression field on the ACT.
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You can override the values that you specify in the ACT on the Terminal Options Detail panel of the Terminal Options
Table. Specify Y or N in the following fields to override existing values:

• Override ACT, Outbound Compression On
• Override ACT, Outbound Compression Off
• Override ACT, Inbound Compression On
• Override ACT, Inbound Compression Off

Turning on Outbound Stripping

To turn on outbound stripping for an application, specify Y in the Outbound stripping field on the Application
Characteristics Table.

Display Compression Statistics

You can issue the DISPLAY command in an operator session to show the following session information. This information
reflects the data that is compressed.

• Number of inbound and outbound messages
• Number of inbound and outbound messages using compression
• Average number of characters per inbound or outbound message
• Percentage of savings from compression
• Average number of characters per message entering outbound compression
• Average number of characters sent from the terminal with inbound compression
• Total number of characters that are sent to the application with inbound compression
• Average number of characters per message after outbound compression

Format of the Command

To show statistics for all sessions, specify D STATS,ALL.

To show statistics for a specific user, specify D STATS,U=userID.

Implement Tiered Menus
TPX r5.3 supports the use of tiered menus. You can define tiered menu entries either online or with batch administration.
The session definitions are used to identify a tier and connect the sessions of the subsequent menu to that identity.

The literal TPXTIERx (where x can be 0 through z) in the Applid/Tier LVL field indicates that this session is a tiered menu
entry.

NOTE
For more information about the use of online administration, see Administrating. For more information about the
use of batch administration, see Batch Administration.

Example of a Tiered Menu Design
A company needs to present three entries for the primary menu that lead to sub menus (TSO, CICS, and
SYSPROG) and application session entries for TPXOPER, TPXVIEW, and AUDIT. If the menu design is
correct, it will appear as the following screen:
                       TPX MENU FOR      TPXUSER1           Panelid  - TEN0041 

                                                            Terminal - A11BU002

 Cmdkey=PF12/24    Jump=NONE      Menu=PF4                  Model    - 3278-5A 

 Print=NONE        Cmdchar=\                                System   - TPXPROD

                                                                                

    Sessid      Sesskey       Session Description            Status            
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   _ TSO         PF            TSO Menu                                         

   _ CICS        PF            CICS Menu                                        

   _ SYSPROG     PF            System Programmer Menu                           

   _ TPXOPER     PF            TPX OPERATOR                                     

   _ TPXVIEW     PF            TPX VIEW Application                             

   _ AUDIT       PF            Corporate Auditing                               

                                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

Command ===>                                                                   

PF1=Help  PF7/19=Up  PF8/20=Down  PF10/22=Left  PF11/23=Right  H =Cmd Help     

TPXOPER, TPXVIEW, and AUDIT are actual applications and selecting any of these would start a session to
the respective application. From the main menu, the user can also complete the following actions:

• When the user selects TSO, the following menu will be displayed:
                       TPX MENU FOR      TPXUSER1           Panelid  - TEN0041 

                                                            Terminal - A11BU002

 Cmdkey=PF12/24    Jump=NONE      Menu=PF4                  Model    - 3278-5A 

 Print=NONE        Cmdchar=\                                System   - TPXPROD

                                                                                

    Sessid      Sesskey       Session Description            Status            

                                                                               

   _ TSO1        PF            TSO on System 1                                  

   _ TSO2        PF            TSO on System 2                                  

   _ TSO3        PF            TSO on System 3                                  

   _ RETURN      PF            Return to Prior Menu                             

                                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

Command ===>                                                                   

PF1=Help  PF7/19=Up  PF8/20=Down  PF10/22=Left  PF11/23=Right  H =Cmd Help     

From the preceding screen, the user can select a TSO application session to start TSO1, TSO2, or TSO3.
To return to the prior level menu, the user can select RETURN.

• When the user selects CICS, a menu or list of CICS applications is displayed as shown in the following
screen:
                       TPX MENU FOR      TPXUSER1           Panelid  - TEN0041 

                                                            Terminal - A11BU002

 Cmdkey=PF12/24    Jump=NONE      Menu=PF4                  Model    - 3278-5A 
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 Print=NONE        Cmdchar=\                                System   - TPXPROD

                                                                                

    Sessid      Sesskey       Session Description            Status            

                                                                               

   _ CICS1       PF            CICS on System 1                                  

   _ CICS2       PF            CICS on System 2                                  

   _ CICS3       PF            CICS on System 3                                  

   _ RETURN      PF            Return to Prior Menu                             

                                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

Command ===>                                                                   

PF1=Help  PF7/19=Up  PF8/20=Down  PF10/22=Left  PF11/23=Right  H =Cmd Help     

• When the user selects SYSPROG, the following menu is displayed:
                       TPX MENU FOR      TPXUSER1           Panelid  - TEN0041 

                                                            Terminal - A11BU002

 Cmdkey=PF12/24    Jump=NONE      Menu=PF4                  Model    - 3278-5A 

 Print=NONE        Cmdchar=\                                System   - TPXPROD

                                                                                

    Sessid      Sesskey       Session Description            Status            

                                                                               

   _ NETVIEW     PF            NetView Menu                                     

   _ SYSVIEW     PF            Sysview Menu                           

   _ RETURN      PF            Return to Prior Menu                             

                                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

Command ===>                                                                   

PF1=Help  PF7/19=Up  PF8/20=Down  PF10/22=Left  PF11/23=Right  H =Cmd Help     

Here, NETVIEW and SYSVIEW are another level of tiered menus. If NETVIEW is selected, the following
menu is displayed:
                       TPX MENU FOR      TPXUSER1           Panelid  - TEN0041 

                                                            Terminal - A11BU002

 Cmdkey=PF12/24    Jump=NONE      Menu=PF4                  Model    - 3278-5A 

 Print=NONE        Cmdchar=\                                System   - TPXPROD
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    Sessid      Sesskey       Session Description            Status            

                                                                               

   _ NETVIEW1    PF            NetView on System 1                              

   _ NETVIEW2    PF            NetView on System 2                              

   _ NETVIEW3    PF            NetView on System 3                              

   _ RETURN      PF            Return to Prior Menu                             

                                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

Command ===>

PF1=Help  PF7/19=Up  PF8/20=Down  PF10/22=Left  PF11/23=Right  H =Cmd Help

And, if SYSVIEW is selected, then a menu of all of the possible SYSVIEW sessions is displayed.

Explanation of Tiered Menu Design Example

To produce the menus, as mentioned in Example of a Tiered Menu Design, the following tasks need to be accomplished
in TPXADMIN.

To define a menu in Tiered Menu Design

1. From the System Features panel (TEN0105) of the Systems Options Table (SMRT), set Allow tiered menus to Y.
It allows menu tiering to occur in TPX.
                  TPX System Options Table Detail Panel                        

                                                           Panelid  - TEN0105 ç          

 Command ===>                                              Userid   - SYSADMIN     

                                                           Terminal - A11BU002

    System Options Table:                                  Date     - mm/dd/yy

                                                           Time     - 10:52:55

    System Features                                                            

     ---------------                                                            

     * ACCESS:                               MULTIPLE   (Multiple, Single, Pass)

     * Affinity:                             Y                                  

     * Activate NetSpy Interface:            Y                                 

     * Activate OfficeVision Interface:      Y                                  

     * Reconnect after PASS session:         Y                                  

     * Release Terminal upon Request:        N                                  

     * Dynamic Users Allowed:                Y                                  

     * Save Dynamic Users:                   Y                                  

     * Default Dynamic User Profile:         ECYPROFD                           

     * Notify Users when being VIEWed:       Y                                  

     * Show Userid as "*" in Display List:   N                                  

     * Maximum number of Queued VIEW Msgs:   00                                 

è   * Allow tiered menus:                   Y                                       

* Can be updated dynamically using the TPX Operator Reload Command           

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=Prev    PF8=Next    "CANCEL" cancel

2. Create a session named TSO at the profile or user session level.
The screen displays the TSO session detail panel.
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3. Set Applid/Tier LVL to TPXTIER0.
The “0” level of TPXTIER is the highest or main menu level.
The following list describes the Panelid for each session:
– For a profile level session, the panel is TPX Profile Table Detail Panel (TEN0114).
– For a user level session, the panel is TPX Userid Maintenance Panel (TEN0124).
                      TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel                      

                                                            Panelid - TEN0124#

     Command ===>                                           Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                            Termid  - A11BU003

    Userid:   TIERTEST           Session:  TSO              Date    - mm/dd/yy

                                                            Time    - 12:38:01

                                  Profile     Application   System            

                                  Defaults    Defaults      Defaults          

  #Applid/Tier LVL: TPXTIER0     ________                                   

    ACCESS=PASS:     _            _                         MULTIPLE         

    Timeout min.:    ______       ______      ______        000000           

    Modent name:     ________     ________    ________                        

    Sesskey:         PF __        __          __                              

    Start at signon: _            _                                           

    Startup ACL:     ________     ________    ________                        

    ACL Userid:      ________     ________                                    

    ACL Password:    ________     ________                                    

    Term ACL:        ________     ________    ________                        

    ACB Mask:        ________     ________                                    

    KeepACB:         _            _           _______                         

    Invisible:       _            _                                           

    OV/MVS ACI:      _            _                                           

                                                                            

    PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page     "CANCEL" cancel    

4. From the final user or profile level session panel (TEN0127 or TEN0117), perform the following tasks:
– Set the Owner Key to a unique value between 1 to Z.
– Set the Member Key to the value of the Owner’s key (in this case, the Member Key is 0).
                  TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel                          

                                                           Panelid  - TEN0127 ç

 Command ===>                                              Userid   - SYSADMIN

                                                           Termid   - A11BU001

Userid:   TIERTEST           Session:  TSO                 Date     - mm/dd/yy

Applid:   TPXTIER0                                         Time     - 12:19:14

                                                                               

                                      Profile       Application    System      

                                      Defaults      Defaults       Defaults    

Tiered Menu Keys:                                                              

è    Owner Key:           5             _                                    

è   Member Key:           0             _                                    

                                                                               

Generate Pass Ticket:       _             _             _                      

Gen Qualified Pass Ticket:  _             _             _                      
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PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev        "CANCEL" cancel            

Perform the step 1 through step 4 for the other main menu entries which point to a submenu (CICS and SYSPROG).
5. Create the sessions for TPXOPER, TPXVIEW and AUDIT as normal application selection sessions.

NOTE
Set the Member Key value to 0 for the primary menu.

The main menu has now been completed.

To define the submenus

1. Create a session named TSO1 at the profile or user session level.
2. From the first screen of user or profile level session panel (TEN0124 or TEN0114), perform the following tasks:

– Set Applid/Tier LVL to A01ITSO (the actual APPLID for this session).
– Set Invisible to Y.
                       TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel                     

                                                             Panelid - TEN0124#

      Command ===>                                           Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                             Termid  - A11BU003

     Userid:   TIERTEST           Session:  TSO1             Date    - mm/dd/yy

                                                             Time    - 12:38:01

                                   Profile     Application   System           

                                   Defaults    Defaults      Defaults         

  # Applid/Tier LVL: A01ITSO      ________                                   

     ACCESS=PASS:     _            _                         MULTIPLE         

     Timeout min.:    ______       ______      ______        000000           

     Modent name:     ________     ________    ________                       

     Sesskey:         PF __        __          __                             

     Start at signon: _            _                                          

     Startup ACL:     ________     ________    ________                       

     ACL Userid:      ________     ________                                   

     ACL Password:    ________     ________                                   

     Term ACL:        ________     ________    ________                       

     ACB Mask:        ________     ________                                   

     KeepACB:         _            _           _______                        

  # Invisible:       Y            _                                          

     OV/MVS ACI:      _            _                                          

                                                                            

     PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page     "CANCEL" cancel   

3. From the final user or profile level session panel (TEN0127 or TEN0117), set the Member Key to the value of the
owner’s key in the TSO session (in this case, the Member Key is 5).
                  TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel                          

                                                           Panelid - TEN0127 ç

 Command ===>                                              Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                           Termid  - A11BU001

Userid:   TIERTEST           Session:  TSO                 Date    - mm/dd/yy

Applid:   TPXTIER0                                         Time    - 12:19:14

                                                                               

                                      Profile       Application    System      

                                      Defaults      Defaults       Defaults    

Tiered Menu Keys:                                                              

     Owner Key:            _            _                                    
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è   Member Key:           5             _                                    

                                                                               

Generate Pass Ticket:       _             _             _                      

Gen Qualified Pass Ticket:  _             _             _                      

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev        "CANCEL" cancel            

Create sessions TSO2 and TSO3 each for APPLIDs, A02ITSO, and A03ITSO. Perform steps 1 through step 3.
Thus the TSO submenu is defined.

Now create the same types of sessions for CICS 1 through 3. Now 2 submenus are completed - TSO and CICS.

The final submenu SYSPROG contains two entries, NETVIEW and SYSVIEW.

To define NETVIEW session in SYSPROG

1. Create a session named NETVIEW.
2. In that session detail panel set Applid/Tier LVL to TPXTIER1.

The 1 level of TPXTIER indicates the next level of submenus.
3. Set Invisible to Y.
4. From the final screen of user or profile level session panel (TEN0127 or TEN0117), perform the following tasks:

– Set the Owner Key to a unique value between 1 and Z.
– Set the Member Key to the value of the owner’s key in the SYSPROG session.

To define SYSVIEW session in SYSPROG

To define SYSVIEW, perform the step 1 through step 4 as menitioned in defining NETVIEW .

The SYSPROG submenu is now completed.

To create the sessions for NETVIEW and SYSVIEW

Follow the same procedure for creating session in TSO1 through TSO3 and CICS1 through CICS3. Change the value of
Member Key accordingly.

After all the sessions are defined, the final session Return should be defined.

To define Return session

1. Create a session named RETURN at the profile or user session level.
2. Set the Applid/Tier LVL to TPXTIERX.

The TPXTIERX session is automatically be added to all the submenu displays.
3. Set Invisible to Y.
4. Set the Label to Return to Prior Menu.

                     TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel                    

                                                           Panelid - TEN0124 #

    Command ===>                                           Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                           Termid  - A11BU003

   Userid:   TIERTEST           Session:  RETURN           Date    - mm/dd/yy

                                                           Time    - 12:38:01

                                 Profile     Application   System           

                                 Defaults    Defaults      Defaults         
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# Applid/Tier LVL: TPXTIERX     ________                                 

   ACCESS=PASS:     _            _                         MULTIPLE       

   Timeout min.:    ______       ______      ______        000000          

   Modent name:     ________     ________    ________                      

   Sesskey:         PF __        __          __                            

   Start at signon: _            _                                         

   Startup ACL:     ________     ________    ________                      

   ACL Userid:      ________     ________                                  

   ACL Password:    ________     ________                                  

   Term ACL:        ________     ________    ________                      

   ACB Mask:        ________     ________                                  

   KeepACB:         _            _           _______                       

# Invisible:       Y            _                                         

   OV/MVS ACI:      _            _                                         

                                                                        

   PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page     "CANCEL" cancel  

Thus, all the sessions mentioned in Example of a Tiered Menu Design are defined and the list of sessions appear as
shown in the following screen:

                  TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List                      

                                                            Panelid  - TEN0122 

 Command ===>                                               Userid   - SYSADMIN     

                                                            Termid   - A11BU003

Userid: TPXUSER1               Profile         System       Date     - mm/dd/yy

                               Defaults        Defaults     Time     - 12:33:29

                                                                               

Command key:       _______     _______         PF12/24                         

Jump key:          _____       _____           NONE                            

Menu key:          _____       _____           PF4                             

Print key:         _____       _____           NONE                            

                     Applid/     Profile                                       

                     Tier LVL    Applid/     Sesskey   Profile  Menu    Profile

  Session            Override    Tier LVL    Override  Sesskey  Order   Order  

  AUDIT              TPXDEMO     ________    PF __     PF __     006     ___   

  CICS               TPXTIER0    ________    PF __     PF __     002     ___   

  CICS1              A01ICICS    ________    PF __     PF __     001     ___   

  CICS2              A02ICICS    ________    PF __     PF __     002     ___   

  CICS3              A03ICICS    ________    PF __     PF __     003     ___   

  NETVIEW            TPXTIER1    ________    PF __     PF __     001     ___   

  NETVIEW1           A01INTVW    ________    PF __     PF __     001     ___   

  NETVIEW2           A02INTVW    ________    PF __     PF __     002     ___   

  NETVIEW3           A03INTVW    ________    PF __     PF __     003     ___   

  RETURN             TPXTIERX    ________    PF __     PF __     255     ___   

  SYSPROG            TPXTIER0    ________    PF __     PF __     003     ___   

  SYSVIEW            TPXTIER1    ________    PF __     PF __     002     ___   

  SYSVIEW1           A01ISYVW    ________    PF __     PF __     001     ___   

  SYSVIEW2           A02ISYVW    ________    PF __     PF __     002     ___   

  SYSVIEW3           A03ISYVW    ________    PF __     PF __     003     ___   

  TPXOPER            TPXOPER     ________    PF __     PF __     004     ___   

  TPXVIEW            TPXVIEW     ________    PF __     PF __     005     ___   

  TSO                TPXTIER0    ________    PF __     PF __     001     ___   

  TSO1               A01ITSO     ________    PF __     PF __     001     ___   

  TSO2               A02ITSO     ________    PF __     PF __     002     ___   
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  TSO3               A03ITSO     ________    PF __     PF __     003     ___   

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Up   PF8=Down   "CANCEL" cancel        

The following table briefs the example. (It does not include TPXOPER and TPXVIEW.) This structure has menus only two
layers deep: TPXTIER0 and TPXTIER1 plus the RETURN TPXTIERX.

NOTE

1. You can have 36 different “flavors” of submenus. Each submenu must have a unique Owner key, which is a value 0-9,
A-Z.

2. You can have submenus up to 35 levels deep. Submenu tiers (or menu levels) are indicated by the Tier Level
TPXTIERx, where x is 0-9 or A-Z. A RETURN session/tier is also required and reserves the use of TPXTIERX.

3. Only TPXTIER0 needs Invisible = N. All other tier levels and sessions in the submenu configuration should have
Invisible = Y.

Tier LvlorSessid Owner Key Member Key Invisible

TSO TPXTIER0 5 0 N

TSO1 sessid blank 5 Y

TSO2 sessid blank 5 Y

TSO3 sessid blank 5 Y

CICS TPXTIER0 6 0 N

CICS1 sessid blank 6 Y

CICS2 sessid blank 6 Y

CICS3 sessid blank 6 Y

SYSPROG TPXTIER0 7 0 N

NETVIEW TPXTIER1 8 7 Y

NETVIEW1 sessid blank 8 Y

NETVIEW2 sessid blank 8 Y

NETVIEW3 sessid blank 8 Y

SYSVIEW TPXTIER1 9 7 Y

SYSVIEW1 sessid blank 9 Y

SYSVIEW2 sessid blank 9 Y

SYSVIEW3 sessid blank 9 Y

RETURN TPXTIER1 blank blank Y

Customizing for Certain Applications
As a VTAM application, TPX needs information about the specific characteristics of the application to which it is
connected. You define these characteristics on the Application Characteristics Table (ACT) in administration. Some
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applications, however, require additional customization to work properly with this product. This section provides
information about the special requirements of vendor-supplied applications such as TSO, CICS, and IMS.

Define Shared Applications
The following shared applications have special requirements when you define them to TPX:

• Remote Console
• RMDS (prior to Put 8702)
• Roscoe
• STX

To define each shared application

1. Specify a value of SHR in the Type field of the ACT.
2. Specify PARSESS=YES in the application definition in SYS1.VTAMLST.

This allows parallel sessions for the application. If you do not specify PARSESS=YES, only one user will be able to
access the application at a time.

Example

The application definition for Remote Console would look like this:

SCON APPL AUTH=ACQ,PARSESS=YES,EAS=n...

NOTE

1. Do not use the Roscoe PASS facility, which allows users to pass directly from this product to another application.
2. For RMDS after Put 8702, define RMDS as a group application, and do not specify PARSESS=YES in the application

definition.

Defining Group Applications
The following group applications have special requirements when you define them to TPX:

• IDMS/DC
• IIPS
• Omegamon
• Phoenix
• RMDS (after Put 8702)
• ACF2
• VM/VCNA
• VM/VSCS (VM/SNA native)

To define a group application to TPX, specify a value of GRP in the Type field of the ACT.

Special Considerations for Certain Applications
Some applications require some special customization when you use them with this product. The following list shows the
applications with special requirements and a reference to where the application is discussed:
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• IDMS
• CICS Transaction Server
• HCF
• IMS
• IBM Information Network
• NetView/NCCF
• NetSpy
• TCAM
• TSO
• VSPC

Customize CICS Transaction Server
Unlike most other applications, CICS does not use the VTAM-supplied description of a terminal when a user initiates
a session. Instead, CICS uses a special module called the Terminal Control Table (TCT) to determine terminal
characteristics. You provide the description for each terminal that a user may use to initiate a CICS session. This restricts
the freedom of the remote operator to move terminals around on the 3x74 controller.

When the terminal logs on to CICS, it must have the characteristics that CICS expects it to have based on the TCT
entry for the terminal. When this product starts a session with an application, it normally selects the next available virtual
terminal. Therefore, if a user is logging on from a model 2 terminal, the product may select a virtual terminal that is defined
in the CICS TCT as a model 3 terminal. The result would be session failure or incorrect screen output.

Each TYPETERM definition must be installed before or at the same time as the TERMINAL definitions that reference it.
When using CEDA to install groups, if the TYPETERMs are in a separate group from the TERMINALs, the TYPETERMs
group must be installed before the TERMINALs. Changing a TYPETERM definition and then reinstalling it has no effect
on an already installed terminal entry, even though the TERMINAL definition used to create it refers to the TYPETERM. To
change the terminal entry, both the TYPETERM and the TERMINAL need to be reinstalled.

Create an Application Definition

To create an application definition for CICS

1. In the Type field of the ACT, specify UNQ (if you are using EXEC CICS PASS) or GRP (if you are not using EXEC
CICS PASS).

NOTE
If you are not using the RDO feature of CICS to dynamically define TCT entries, follow only steps 2 through 5
of the procedure Creating an Application Definition in this section.

2. If you are using EXEC CICS PASS, specify Y in the Keep virtual terminal field of the ACT.
3. If you are using EXEC CICS PASS, specify Y in the Issues CLSDST PASS field of the ACT.
4. If you are using EXEC CICS PASS and want the startup ACL program to converse with the first CICS application, you

must specify Y in the Start ACL prior to CLSDST PASS field of the ACT.

Use the CICS RDO Feature

The RDO (Resource Definition Online) feature of CICS allows users to use an online transaction, CEDA, to define
terminals to CICS, starting at r1.7 of CICS. For CICS/ESA 3.1 and beyond, VTAM terminals must be defined using RDO,
and cannot be done using the old DFHTCT macros. In general, for each DFHTCT operand, there is an equivalent CEDA
parameter. You must create both a TERMINAL definition, which contains information specific to a particular terminal, and
a TYPETERM definition, which contains generic information common to most terminals of a particular type.
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TERMINAL Definition

A typical RDO TERMINAL definition would look like this:

DEFINE   TERMINAL(CICS termid)

         GROUP(TPX) 

         AUTINSTMODEL(NO) 

         TYPETERM(TPXRDO) 

         NETNAME(Virtual terminal name) 

         PRINTER(?) 

         INSERVICE(YES)

The PRINTER parameter may be used in conjunction with the Passthrough Print Management facility. For information on
this facility, see User Passthrough Printer.

TYPETERM Definition

The corresponding RDO TYPETERM definition would look like this:

DEFINE   TYPETERM(TPXRDO)

         GROUP(TPX) 

         DEVICE(LUTYPE2) 

         TERMMODEL(2) 

         DEFSCREEN(24,80) 

         ALTSCREEN(terminal-dependent) 

         QUERY(ALL) 

         SENDSIZE(0) 

         RECEIVESIZE(0) 

         LOGMODE(0) 

         AUTOCONNECT(NO) 

         ATI(YES) 

         TTI(YES) 

         CREATESESS(NO) 

         RELREQ(NO) 

         DISCREQ(YES) 

         LOGONMSG(YES) 

         IOAREALEN(1920,4096)

Use CICS Autoinstall

CICS includes (as part of its RDO component) a dynamic TCT facility, which allows CICS to use terminals that have not
been defined in the TCT. This facility uses the VTAM bind image to define the terminal.

Similar TCT definitions are required for the Autoinstall process. A suitable model is required for Autoinstall; an exactly
matching definition for the VTAM logmode is required for the TYPETERM. CICS checks the incoming CINIT with all its
models and, if none match, no Autoinstall is allowed. If you are using Autoinstall, you should use the following definitions.
They will match the mode table entries.

DEFINE   TERMINAL(any unique ID) 

         GROUP(TPX) 

         AUTINSTMODEL(ONLY) 

         TYPETERM(AUTTPXnn) 

         INSERVICE(YES)

DEFINE   TYPETERM(AUTTPXnn) 

         GROUP(TPX) 

         DEVICE(LUTYPE2) 
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         TERMMODEL(2) 

         DEFSCREEN(24,80) 

         ALTSCREEN(x,y) 

         QUERY(ALL) 

         SENDSIZE(0) 

         RECEIVESIZE(0) 

         LOGMODE(0) 

         AUTOCONNECT(NO) 

         ATI(YES) 

         TTI(YES) 

         CREATESESS(NO) 

         RELREQ(NO) 

         DISCREQ(YES) 

         LOGONMSG(YES) 

         IOAREALEN(1920,4096)

Parameter Values

Use the following guidelines to determine the values of the TYPETERM, ALTSCREEN, and QUERY parameters:

If nn=... then...

02 x,y=0,0 and specify QUERY(NO)

20 x,y=0,0

22 x,y=24,80

23 x,y=32,80

24 x,y=43,80

25 x,y=27,132

These are minimum specifications for the Autoinstall models. Other models will be required depending on other features
that may be installed on the 3x74 controllers or 3270 screens. For more information, see IBM documentation.

There must be an Autoinstall model for each different PSERVIC that might be used to bind to CICS. The standard TPX
logmode entry uses zero PSERVIC screen sizes. For sample logmode entries to be used with CICS Autoinstall, see
TPXLGMOD in TPX.CB0VSRC.

LOGMODE Parameter

Under normal circumstances, CICS ignores the VTAM-supplied CINIT and builds a BIND image based on some of
the other DFHTCT or TYPETERM parameters. You can overcome this by specifying LOGMODE=0 in the DFHTCT or
LOGMODE(0) in the RDO TYPETERM.

Specifying a LOGMODE prevents CICS from building its own BIND image but does not inhibit any of the other parameters
that CICS normally uses to build the BIND. The CICS internal logic ignores the VTAM-supplied information and assumes
that the coded TCT parameters are correct.

This situation is typically not a problem, but when large data streams such as those generated by graphics applications
or expected by the CEDF transaction that uses the 3270 Read Buffer command, CICS transactions can be confused and
various error conditions including ATNI abends can be expected. If you omit the conflicting parameters in the TCT, CICS
will pay attention to the VTAM CINIT values. The CINIT provided by this product to CICS is optimized for both network and
TPX behavior. CICS ignores the VTAM BIND parameter and uses the TCT definitions.

Because this product is not notified of the CICS TCT parameter, do the following to avoid ATNI or AEDF abends:
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• If you specify LOGMODE=0, specify BUFFER=0,RUSIZE=0.
• If you specify LOGMODE=name, do not specify BUFFER or RUSIZE.

Use Passthrough Printing

If you are taking advantage of the Passthrough Printing facility, you can use the RDO PRINTER parameter to associate
a virtual printer with a virtual terminal. You can then use the User Passthrough Printer Table Mask to associate the virtual
printer to the user. TPX will use the printer name supplied in the user definition or Terminal Options Table to determine
which actual printer to use to complete the print operation.

If you use a compiled printer table in your CICS transactions to allocate printers, you may allocate virtual printers to virtual
terminals and use the Printer Selection exit to use the same tables directly from TPX. For more information, see Printer
Selection Exit.

CICS RDO TERMINAL Parameters

The following CICS RDO TERMINAL parameters affect this product's execution:

TERMINAL(CICS termid)
Specifies the 4-byte CICS terminal ID. In the case of an Autoinstall model, this parameter is not used, so you can
specify any unique name.

GROUP(TPX)
Groups definitions together. You can specify any name, but if possible, specify one that indicates these are TPX
definitions.

AUTINSTMODEL (NO|ONLY)
Tells whether the TERMINAL definition is for an Autoinstall model. Possible values are:
NO

Indicates that the terminal is not used as an Autoinstall model.
ONLY

Indicates that the terminal is used only as an Autoinstall model.
TYPETERM(typeterm-name)

Points to the corresponding TYPETERM definition for this terminal. Note that for Autoinstall, CICS searches
through TYPETERM names alphanumerically and sometimes selects an existing TYPETERM for a
virtual terminal before TYPETERM. Therefore, it may be necessary to name the TYPETERM so that it is
alphanumerically in front of any of your other TYPETERM definitions.

NETNAME(VTAM luname)
VTAM luname of the virtual terminal. In the case of an Autoinstall model, this parameter is not used, so you can
specify any unique name.

PRINTER(printerid)
CICS terminal ID of associated printer.

NSERVICE(YES)
Specifies that the terminal must be in service to CICS, or logons will not be successful.

CICS RDO TYPETERM Parameters

The following TYPETERM parameters affect this product's execution:

TYPETERM(typeterm-name)
Name of this TYPETERM definition. Note that for Autoinstall, CICS searches through TYPETERM names
alphanumerically and sometimes selects an existing TYPETERM for a virtual terminal before TYPETERM.
Therefore, it may be necessary to name the TYPETERM so that it is alphanumerically in front of any of your other
TYPETERM definitions.
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NOTE
For more information, see the CICS Resource Definition document.

GROUP(TPX)
Groups definitions together. You can specify any name, but if possible, specify one that indicates these are TPX
definitions.

DEVICE(LUTYPE2)
This parameter must be specified as LUTYPE2 for all virtual terminals.

TERMMODEL(2)
This parameter must be specified as 2 for all virtual terminals.

DEFSCREEN(24,80)
The primary screen size for the virtual terminal. This should always be 24,80.

ALTSCREEN(x,y)
The alternate screen size of the virtual terminal. This will vary depending on the logmode used to log on to CICS.
For example, for a model 2, this would be 24,80.

QUERY(ALL)
Indicates whether the terminal supports the Read Partition Query data stream. This allows CICS to query the
terminal to see what extended options the terminal supports, such as EXTENDEDDS, COLOR, and HILIGHT. For
this product, all virtual terminals that use a logmode ending in E can be queried. Specify this parameter as N if the
terminal cannot be queried. Specify this parameter as Y if the terminal can be queried.

SENDSIZE(0)
Indicates the maximum size of data that CICS should send to the virtual terminal. Always specify this value as
0, which causes CICS to use the appropriate RUSIZE from the logmode entry used to log on to CICS. If you do
specify a value other than 0, it must match the appropriate RUSIZE in the logmode entry.

RECEIVESIZE(0)
Indicates the maximum size of data that CICS will receive from the virtual terminal. Always specify this value as
0, which causes CICS to use the appropriate RUSIZE from the logmode entry used to log on to CICS. If you do
specify a value other than 0, it must match the appropriate RUSIZE in the logmode entry.

LOGMODE(0)
Determines the BIND parameters used by CICS when starting a session with the virtual terminal. Always specify
this value as 0, which causes CICS to use the values from the logmode used by the virtual terminal. If you do
specify a logmode name, it should match the name used by the virtual terminal. If you specify this parameter as
all blanks, CICS will build a BIND image on its own.

AUTOCONNECT(NO)
Tells CICS whether the terminal should be logged on to CICS automatically when CICS starts up. This parameter
must be specified as NO for virtual terminals.

ATI(YES)
Tells CICS whether transactions can be automatically initiated at this virtual terminal. Specify YES for this
parameter, especially if LOGONMSG(YES) is also specified for this virtual terminal. LOGONMSG(YES) causes
the CICS good morning transaction (CSGM) to be initiated automatically at logon.

TTI(YES)
Tells CICS whether transactions can be initiated by typing in the transaction ID from the terminal. Always specify
YES, or users will not be able to start any CICS transactions from this virtual terminal.

CREATESESS(NO)
Tells CICS whether it should try to start a session with this virtual terminal if none exists, but a transaction has
been started using ATI. You must specify NO for virtual terminals.
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RELREQ(NO)
Tells CICS whether it should release this virtual terminal upon receipt of a RELREQ request from another VTAM
application. Specify NO for virtual terminals.

DISCREQ(YES)
Tells CICS whether it should allow the virtual terminal to disconnect from CICS. Specify YES, so that a CESF (or
CSSF) LOGOFF will allow the session with the virtual terminal to end.

LOGONMSG(YES)
Tells CICS whether it should send the good morning message to the virtual terminal when it first logs on to CICS.
This causes the CICS good morning transaction (CSGM) to be initiated by ATI, which also requires that you
specify ATI(YES). Always specify YES, unless you always want the user to enter data first to CICS.

IOAREALEN(1920,4096)
Tells CICS the size of the area used to hold data received from the terminal. The first value is the minimum size
of the area CICS will acquire on input from a terminal. If the data received from the terminal is longer than the first
value, CICS will use the second value to get storage for the data. If the data is longer than the second value, the
transaction will abend. These two values are dependent on your applications and terminals.

Customize HCF
HCF is a special VTAM application that allows terminal users in an SNA network to access applications residing on an
8100 processor. An 8100 is not a true SNA host, because it does not allow an 8100 application to be a primary logical unit
(PLU). HCF executes on the mainframe and acts as the PLU for both the 8100 processor and the accessing terminal.

There are two different 8100 operating systems, DPCX and DPPX. Both operating systems have a slightly different
relationship to HCF and require HCF to have a slightly different relationship to its terminals. Because this product acts on
behalf of 8100 terminals, you need to perform some special customization tasks when you set up the product to use HCF.

NOTE
HCF may also be used to contact an AS/400 machine running DHCF support. DHCF requires the logmode to
have the query bit set to zero in the PSERVIC. The standard logmode T3278M2 is suitable for this purpose
and should be specified in application session options in the Modent name field of the User Maintenance Detail
panel or the Profile Table Detail panel.

Create an Application Definition

To create an application definition for HCF

1. Specify GRP in the Type field of the ACT.
2. If your site uses both DPPX and DPCX, you can specify the HCF LOGMODE entry at the user or profile level. Specify

CS3270 (for DPCX) or PS3270 (for DPPX) in the Modent name field in application session options for the user or
profile (see the Administrating section).

3. If your site uses either DPPX or DPCX, you can specify the HCF LOGMODE entry at the application level. Specify
CS3270 (for DPCX) or PS3270 (for DPPX) in the Mode entry override field of the ACT.

4. If your site uses DPPX, specify Y in the Model sensitive field of the ACT.

Logon Mode Tables

Because the logon mode table entries that supply session characteristics used with HCF are unique, you cannot use
standard logon mode tables. Suitable mode table entries have been included in the distributed logon mode tables and can
be found in source form in TPX.CB0VSRC.
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DPCX

DPCX does not support model 3, 4, and 5 terminal screens. The following LOGMODE entry has been provided in all the
logon mode tables:

HCS3270   MODEENT LOGMODE=CS3270,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03'

          PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'B0',COMPROT=X'3080', 

          RUSIZES=X'A8A8', 

          PSERVIC=X'020000000000000000000200'

DPPX

While the logon mode table entry for DPCX will work with DPPX, it does not support model 3, 4, and 5 terminal screens.
Therefore, you can specify Y in the Model sensitive field of the ACT. Each terminal with model sensitivity will have the
following in its VTAMLST statement:

• MODETAB TPXLGMDn, where n is the model number.
• DLOGMOD T3278Mne, where n is the model number and e indicates extended data stream support (for HCF, the e

parameter is ignored).

Each logon mode table (TPXLGMD2 through TPXLGMD5) contains an appropriate LOGMODE entry with a common
name, PS3270. Each entry reads as follows:

HPS3270   MODEENT LOGMODE=PS3270,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',

          PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',

          RUSIZES=X'8587', 

          PSERVIC=X'020000000000ssss00007E00'

The ssss part of the PSERVIC parameter varies with the model number. The following table gives values for ssss for each
logon mode table:

Logon Mode Table ssss value

TPXLGMOD 1850

TPXLGMD2 1850

TPXLGMD3 2050

TPXLGMD4 2B50

TPXLGMD5 1850

Because a model 5 must be operated as a model 2, the 24 x 80 screen size is coded here.

Customize CAIDMS
IDMS keeps its own definition database. Network information is supplied in the form of change requests to update that
database. Though in most instances the VTAM interface will already have been defined, the example below includes this
definition to illustrate the relationship between a terminal definition and the dummy VTAM LINE definition used by IDMS to
supply the VTAM application name.

Create an Application Definition

When creating an application definition, specify GRP in the Type field of the ACT.
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Define Virtual Terminals

To define each virtual terminal to IDMS

1. Use the following ADD LINE statement to define VTAM to IDMS:
ADD LINE name-1 TYPE IS VTAMLU ENABLED

    APPLICATION ID IS name-2

The variable name-1 is used to associate ADD PTERM statements with this ADD LINE statement. The variable
name-2 is the VTAM application-ID specified in the Applid field of the ACT.

2. Use the following ADD PTERM statement to add the TPX virtual terminal and associate it with VTAM:
ADD PTERM vterm-name ENABLED NOREADBUFFER NOAQUIRE 

    IN LINE name-1 TYPE IS LU

The variable vterm-name is the VTAM LU name of the virtual terminal.
3. For each ADD PTERM statement, an ADD LTERM statement such as the following is required:

ADD LTERM any-name INTERACTIVE PTERM IS vterm-name

    NOBREAK UPLOW

NOTE

1. In the ADD LTERM statement above, you could specify BREAK or UPPER instead of NOBREAK and UPLOW, but it is
possible that using BREAK, with SDLC terminals may lead to additional protocol elements being sent to the terminal.

2. The ADD PTERM and ADD LTERM statements can have other IDMS related parameters. For more information, see
Advantage IDMS System Generation.

Customize IMS
If you want to use IMS with this product, you must follow the procedure in this section for creating the application definition
for IMS. This section also discusses some considerations for tailoring IMS to work with this product.

Creating an Application Definition

To create an application definition for IMS

1. Specify GRP in the Type field of the ACT.
2. If your IMS applications limit access to certain transactions based on the PTERM name, you may want to use virtual

terminal masking rules.
For more information, see the Administrating section.

3. If your IMS system queues output to an LTERM after a user signs off, you may want to specify Y in the Keep virtual
terminal field of the ACT.

4. If you have configured your IMS in an XRF environment, you can specify the USERVAR name in the Applid field and Y
in the XRF application field of the ACT.

Prior to starting a session, TPX will issue an INQUIRE USERVAR to obtain the correct application ID with which to
connect.

Sample of IMSGEN Statements

You use the IMSGEN statements in the following example to define terminals to an IMS system:

label TYPE UNITYPE=SLUTYPE2,...

label TERMINAL TYPE=3270An,

                 OUTBUFF=2048,

                 NAME=vtam-terminal-name,

                 FEAT=IGNORE,

                 OPTIONS=(TRANRESP,
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                          NOCOPY,

                         NOPNDST)

                 SIZE=(row,column),

label NAME lterm 

label TERMINAL... 

.

.

.

label NAME lterm 

.

.

.

Description of IMSGEN Statements

The following list describes statements in the IMSGEN entry:

TYPE
Defines logical statement that gathers together terminals with similar characteristics. This product looks to IMS as
an SLU TYPE 2.
IMS does not verify the VTAM bind image against its own definition tables and will not reject an inconsistent bind.
If the virtual terminals are defined as TYPE=3277, IMS assumes an LU type of 0 even when an LU type 2 bind
is received. IMS will bind with an LU type of 2, but will assume an LU type of 0 internally, which causes many
problems. Therefore, the IMS TPX virtual terminals must be defined as TYPE=SLUTYPE2.

TERMINAL
Defines each terminal. The n is the IMS model number (01 through 15). Only models 1-8 are supported.
You must specify the correct value in the SIZE parameter for the TYPE that you specify here, but any model of
terminal will work if TYPE = 3270A2 and SIZE = 24,80. For more information, see the Size parameter below.
OUTBUFF

IMS requires non-SNA terminals to have an OUTBUFF value greater than the largest message expected
to be sent to the terminal. This is because the LU0 bind image has no MAXRU facility and cannot use
chaining. This is not true for LU2, which segments the message according to the BIND MAXRU size. For
TPX, the BIND MAXRU size is 2 KB, so an OUTBUFF value of 2048 is recommended. The use of LU2
saves valuable IMS virtual storage.

FEAT
Defaults to (PFK,CARD,PEN), but it is not important to specify them.

OPTIONS
Use the value you would normally use when defining an LU type 2 terminal (TRANRESP, FORCRESP, or
NORESP).

NOCOPY
For BSC 3270 or local non-SNA devices, it is not possible to specify a COPY facility in the IMSGEN.
However, for LU2 devices, coding COPY or NOCOPY in the TERMINAL macro will affect the way PF12 is
handled by IMS. The default value is COPY, which will cause IMS to intercept PF12. The PF12 will not be
passed to the application unless NOCOPY is specified.

NOPNDST
OPNDST has no effect because TPX cannot accept SIMLOGON requests. NOPNDST prevents an
operator who issues the /OPNDST command from acquiring the terminal.

SIZE
After you set screen SIZE for a certain TYPE, you do not have to specify the SIZE parameter for
subsequent references to that type. However, you may want to specify the SIZE parameter in each
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TERMINAL statement anyway. After a SIZE has been set for a given TYPE, it must be used consistently
for the rest of the IMSGEN.
The following values are taken from the IMS Installation document. Note that a model 5 terminal is
3270A7 and not 3270A5:

• Type 3270A1 is 12x80.
• Type 3270A2 is 24x80.
• Type 3270A3 is 32x80.
• Type 3270A4 is 43x80.
• Type 3270A5 is 12x40.
• Type 3270A6 is 6x40.
• Type 3270A7 is 27x132.
• Type 3270A8 is 62x160.

NAME
Immediately follows the TERMINAL statement and defines the internal IMS name that is to be associated with the
terminal (LTERM or logical terminal name). This name is also the one seen by IMS applications.
In IMS, terminals are known by two names: the PTERM (Physical Terminal) and the LTERM (Logical Terminal).
The PTERM name for VTAM terminals is the equivalent of the VTAM LU name. In TPX terms, the PTERM is also
the virtual terminal ACB name.
Each PTERM has one or more LTERMs associated with it. You use the IMSGEN NAME statement to associate
LTERMs with PTERMs. You can also reassign LTERMS from one PTERM to another using the /ASSIGN
command.
For an illustration of how a user of the real terminal REALABCD might be using the virtual terminal VIRTPTRM to
access IMS, see Representation of Real Terminal to IMS in this section. IMS sees the virtual terminal VIRTPTRM
as IMS PTERM VIRTPTRM. The IMSGEN NAME statement is used to associate LTERM VIRTLTRM with PTERM
VIRTPTRM.

Representation of Real Terminal to IMS

IMS sees the virtual terminal as an IMS PTERM. The PTERM is, in turn, represented to the IMS application as an IMS
LTERM.
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User Passthrough Printing

Many installations use the IMS LTERM name to either algorithmically determine the name of a printer or to use a printer
lookup table.

With User Passthrough Printing, a virtual printer can be associated with a virtual terminal, and the User Passthrough
Printer Table Mask can be used to associate the virtual printer to a user. TPX uses the printer name supplied in the user
definition or Terminal Options Table to determine which physical printer to use to complete the print operation.

If you use a compiled table, the table can be accessed from the Printer Selection exit.

Customize the IBM Information Network
The IBM Information Network is also known as the IBM Managed Network Service, IBMLINK, IBMINFO, and IN.

NOTE
If you receive a SENSE087D0001 code while trying to access the IBM Information Network from this product,
you are probably using a virtual terminal name that another IBM Information Network user (at a different site) is
using. To solve the problem, use unique names for your virtual terminals. For more information about defining
virtual terminal names, see Customize the APTPX Member.

SESSLIM=YES is required in unique ACB definitions.
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Create an Application Definition

The Information Service Manager of the IBM Information Network issues CLSDST PASS when a service is requested.
Because the target APPLID can be any name, you must specify UNQ in the Type field of the ACT.

If you want the startup ACL to communicate with the Information Services Manager, specify Y in the Start ACL prior to
CLSDST PASS field of the ACT.

SIMLOGON

In Technical Bulletin #8710, IBM reports changes to the handling of simulated terminals by their Information Network. The
two main effects of the changes are:

• To remove the SIMLOGON BIND that was used to return users to the Information Service Manager Menu. Users are
now returned to the Menu.

• To introduce an extra CLSDST PASS into the process of connecting from the Service Manager to an application.

This only affects this product if you are accessing applications that issue CLSDST PASS (for example, TSO). If you are
accessing these types of applications, you must inform the IBM Information Network to define your virtual terminals as
passthrough ANTs.

User Passthrough Printing

If you access any services that allow you to print information to the user's printer, you may want to utilize User
Passthrough Printing to route the print request to the user's physical printer. For more information, see the Administrating
section.

Customize Netview/NCCF
If you want to use Netview/NCCF with this product, you must follow the procedure in this section for creating the
application definition for Netview/NCCF.

Create an Application Definition

To create an application definition for Netview/NCCF

1. Specify GRP in the Type field of the ACT.
2. Specify Y in the Issues CLSDST PASS field of the ACT.
3. Specify a substring in the Substring field of the ACT.

Tailor Netview/NCCF for TPX

Netview/NCCF permits two methods for defining terminals. Both methods require you to specify certain statements in the
DSIDMN member of DSIPARM. You can explicitly define terminals using POS statements such as this:

label POS terminal,terminal,...

If you like, you can use the POSPOOL statement such as the following to reserve a pool of entries that any terminal can
use:

label POSPOOL n

Netview/NCCF only allows one user ID to receive unsolicited VTAM messages. For each message, Netview searches its
ASSIGN tables, the POS table, and the POSPOOL in that order. The message goes to the first terminal with a user ID and
associated profile that has the value YES on the MSGRECVR parameter.
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Customize NetSpy
The NetSpy Network Performance product from Broadcom contains specific support for TPX. When used with this
product, NetSpy can associate real and virtual terminals together and thus report the correct response time for each
application and associated real terminals.

To indicate that you want to use NetSpy, specify Y in the Activate NetSpy Interface field of the System Options Table.

Create an Application Definition

Because current releases of NetSpy require the use of a group virtual terminal, you must specify GRP in the Type field of
the ACT. You should also specify Y in the Sends first screen field of the ACT.

Define TPX to NetSpy

To define this product to NetSpy, include the following statement in the NetSpy initialization parameters:

APPL=tpx-applid,SMANAGER=TPX

Customize TCAM
Although TPX is not a TCAM application program, it can be used with TCAM applications if you have both VTAM and
TCAM installed. This is true with TCAM V3, which uses VTAM for all terminal activity.

Terminal Definitions

As far as TCAM is concerned, the virtual terminals are just like any SNA terminal in another domain.

Customize TSO
This section discusses tailoring TSO to work with TPX.

Create an Application Definition

You can create an application definition for TSO.

To create an application definition for TSO

1. Specify one of the following in the Type field of the ACT:
GRP

Specify GRP if you want to use the TSO RECONNECT parameter or if you use data in the SessionData field
in Session Options in user or profile maintenance to pass data to the application when it is activated. For more
information, see TSO RECONNECT.

SHR
Specify SHR if you do not want to use the TSO RECONNECT parameter or if you do not want to use data in the
SessionData field in Session Options in user or profile maintenance to pass data to the application when it is
activated.

2. Specify Y in the Issues CLSDST PASS field of the ACT.

Example of a TSO Major Node
The following is an example of a typical TSO major node:
TSO96       APPL   (...),ACBNAME=TSO,PARSESS=YES 

TSOA0001    APPL   (...),ACBNAME=TSO0001 

TSOA0002    APPL   (...),ACBNAME=TSO0002 
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            . 

            . 

            . 

TSOAnnnn   APPL   (...),ACBNAME=TSOnnnn

TSO Unique Name

The name to the left of the APPL command is the unique name by which TSO is known throughout the VTAM network.
The name specified as a parameter to the ACBNAME keyword is the name by which the application is known in that SNA
domain.

For example, a user activates a session with an applid of TSO96 to select a TSO in that domain (as opposed to other
TSOs in other domains). TSO96 then finds one of the applications named TSOAnnnn, and passes the user directly to it.

If the minor APPL statements do not match the major APPL statement, you must specify a substring of characters from
the application's minor APPL statements in the Substring field of the ACT.

In the previous example, the first name (TSO96) does not match the other APPL statement names. As a result, you would
specify a substring of TSOA in the Substring field of the ACT.

Graphics

There is no restriction on the use of graphics with TSO, as long as the physical terminal is capable of supporting extended
data streams and is using a suitable logon mode table.

TSO RECONNECT

Under some circumstances, such as a network error, the user's terminal can be disconnected from its associated address
space. In this situation a user can be reconnected to the existing address space by using the RECONNECT parameter in
the LOGON request.

TSO initially ignores the RECONNECT parameter and selects an unused ACB to process the initial logon. The original
ACB is still disconnected. After the user's identity is validated, the newly selected ACB attempts to pass the session back
to the original ACB.

If you specified SHR in the Type field in the ACT, it is possible to get another user's address space.

SessionData Field

The problem that affects the use of the RECONNECT parameter can also occur if the user ID has been entered in the
SessionData field in Application Session Options in user or profile maintenance. Therefore, do not use the SessionData
field if you have specified SHR in the Type field in the ACT.

Customize VSPC
VSPC uses one VTAM ACB for validation purposes and another for normal activity. Unlike other applications, VSPC
performs the initial security checking with the main task, and the CLSDST PASS takes place during the signon
conversation.

Create an Application Definition

To create an application definition for VSPC

1. Specify GRP in the Type field of the ACT.
2. Specify Y in the Issues CLSDST PASS field of the ACT.
3. Specify Y in the Start ACL prior to CLSDST PASS field of the ACT.
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Setting Up User Exits
TPX provides a number of user exits designed to give installation management maximum flexibility in providing the right
environment for every end user. This section shows you the register contents, entry codes, parameter list, and return
codes for each exit. The user exits available to you include:

• ACB Selection
• ACL Parameter
• Command
• Command Simulation
• Encrypt/Decrypt
• Error Processing
• LOG Writer
• Logon
• Mail
• Menu
• Print Banner
• Printer Selection
• Query Response
• Queue
• Receive
• Route
• Send
• Session Initiation/Termination
• Signon and Signoff
• Switch-in
• Timeout Option Override
• View Security Access

NOTE

• Broadcom supports only the parameters and return codes associated with these exits. You are responsible
for coding and debugging your own exits that use these parameters and return codes.

• When you migrate from Teleview to TPX, you must change the exits as indicated in Teleview Exits to TPX.

Assemble the Exits
To assemble the exits, you can use the JCL in the ASMUXIT member of the CB0VSRC library.

When customizing TPX user exits, Broadcom recommends that you create a site-specific version of the exit source and
leave the original source in the CBOVSRC dataset unmodified.

The customized exit should be assembled with the correct exit name and placed in a separate load library that is defined
on the TPX proc '//STEPLIB DD' statement concatenated in front of the TPX product load library.

To activate a new or modified exit, cycle TPX. If enhancement PTFs RO86230 and RO86231 are applied, you can
dynamically activate a modified exit.

Prerequisites
Before you start setting up the user exits described in this section, you should familiarize yourself with the programming
notes in the following sections.
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System Options Table (SMRT) Values
In every exit, the main control block (the SMRT) is passed in register 11 (R11). If you use any supplied macros, you must
ensure that the R11 value remains intact.

How to Access SMRT Values

A user interested in any of the SMRT values can access them using the SMRT macro as follows:

USING SMRT,R11

:

SMRT TYPE=DSECT

WARNING
Do not attempt to influence processing by adjusting the SMRT. In most cases this will lead to abends and in
others will cause unpredictable results.

31-bit Addressing Mode
All exit routines are entered in 31-bit addressing mode unless otherwise noted. Two macros are available to simplify
changing the addressing mode. XASET24 switches the addressing mode to 24 bit, and XASET31 switches the addressing
mode to 31 bit.

How the Operating System Is Determined

These macros reference the SMRT to which R11 points to determine the level of the operating system before issuing the
appropriate instructions.

Generate Trace Entries
You can generate entries for exit programs by using the UENTER and UEXIT macros distributed in the CB0VMAC. When
you turn on any trace, including module entries, trace entries appear for any executed exit that has been assembled with
the UENTER and UEXIT macros. The trace shows the registers and parameters on entry and exit.

To use the UENTER and UEXIT macros without tracing exit programs, specify TRACE=NO in the macros.

Reentrant Programs
You must write the exits as reentrant programs. The UENTER and UEXIT macros are available to help you write these
programs. The UENTER macro acquires a save area and optionally acquires a work area. The UEXIT macro frees the
work area and save area and returns to TPX.

If You Do Not Want a Work Area

If you do not want a work area, code the UENTER/UEXIT macros as follows:

UENTER PRGNAME=name

:

L R15,retcode

UEXIT

To Acquire a Work Area

To acquire a work area, code the UENTER/UEXIT macros as follows:
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UENTER PRGNAME=name,

DATAREA=dname,

DATLEN=dlen

:

L R15,retcode

UEXIT

[Define work area here.]

dlen EQU * - dname

WARNING
You cannot code more than one UEXIT per program. If you need to exit from multiple code points, use branches
to a single UEXIT macro.

Add Second Base Register for TPX Exits
If your TPX exit customization requires a second base register to execute exit code, use only general purpose registers 3
through 8 (3, 4 ,5, 6 ,7 or 8) as second base register. Ensure that the register is not used for any other purpose in the exit.

Register 12 is the normal base register established by UENTER macro. The UENTER and UEXIT macros combined use
Register 10 to point to the Work Area.

 

Boundary Alignment
If you are using assembler H, make sure you have not overridden the default ALIGN parameter with a value of NOALIGN.

Communicate with a User from an Exit Routine
This topic explains the macros, parameters, and variables that are used to communicate with a User from an Exit Routine.

It is possible to communicate with a user from the following exit routines:

• Signon and signoff exit
• Menu exit
• Mail exit
• Command exit (entry code 16 only)

Macro for Displaying a Panel

A token that permits the communication to take place is passed to each of these exit routines. Use the following macro to
display a panel to the user:

TPXDSPL PANEL=panlname,

CURSOR=crsrid,

WKAREA=workarea,

TOKEN=token

Parameters for Displaying a Panel

The parameters are as follows:
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PANEL
Label of an 8-byte area that contains the member name with the panel definition. This member resides in the
PANELS library. If the first three characters of this label are UEN, the EN is replaced with the user's language
code.

CURSOR
Label of an 8-byte work area that contains the name of a variable on which to place the cursor.

WKAREA
Label of a 24-byte work area.

TOKEN
TOKEN is the parameter that is passed to the exit routine.

Sample TPXDSPL Macro

The following sample TPXDSPL macro displays a panel that is named UENDEMO:

          L   R5,TOKEN 

          TPXDSPL PANEL=PAN, 

                  CURSOR=CURS, 

                  WKAREA=WORK, 

         .        TOKEN=(R5) 

         . 

         . 

WORK  DC  XL24'00' 

PAN   DC  CL8'UENDEMO' 

CURS  DC  CL8'ACCTNO'

In this example, control is given back to the exit routine after the user presses an action key (Enter or a PF key).

On return from the TPXDSPL macro, a return code is placed in R15. A return code of 20 (decimal) indicates that an abort
condition has occurred. You must exit your routine and must pass an appropriate return code to TPX to exit the function.

Macros for Working with Variables

You can obtain the value of the data that is entered on the panel by retrieving the variables that are defined on the panel
(see the section Modifying Panels). You can use the following macros to define, update, retrieve, and delete variables:

Define a Variable
TPXVDEF  NAME=name 

         ADDR=addr 

         TYPE=type 

         LEN=len 

         TOKEN=token 

         WKAREA=work

Update a Variable
TPXVPUT NAME=name 

         ADDR=addr 

         TYPE=type 

         LEN=len 

         TOKEN=token 

         WKAREA=work

Retrieve a Variable
TPXVGET  NAME=name 

         ADDR=addr 
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         TYPE=type 

         LEN=len 

         TOKEN=token 

         WKAREA=work

A return code is placed in R15 in return from TPXVGET. A return code with a value greater than 4 indicates that
the variable was not found.

Delete a Variable
TPXVDEL  NAME=name 

         TOKEN=token 

         WKAREA=work

NOTE
Refer to member TPXUSNS2 of the CB0VSRC library for an example of the TPXVGET and TPXVDEL
macros.

Parameters for Working with Variables

The parameters are as follows:

NAME
Label of the 8-byte area containing the variable name.

ADDR
Label of the area where variable value resides. If you use the ADDR= parameter, the address must point to a
storage location that is allocated at least for the life of the variable.

TYPE
One of the following variable types:
CHAR

Character data
UPCHAR

Uppercase character
NUM

Characters 0-9 only
BINARY
Binary data

LEN
Length of area where the variable value resides.

TOKEN
A register pointing to the token passed to the exit.

WKAREA
Label of the 24 bytes of work area.

Issue a Command from an Exit Routine
You can use the $COMMAND macro to issue a TPX command (such as /A) from an exit routine. The $COMMAND macro
has the following format:

$COMMAND COMMAND=command,SESSION=sess-block
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Variable Descriptions

The variables are as follows:

command
The name of a register pointing to an area containing a 2-byte length followed by a letter indicating the command
to issue (for example, in the sample distributed, TPXUCSIM issues S SDSF).

sess-block
The register (or a pointer to the register) containing one of the session block addresses passed in the parameter
list.

ACB Selection Exit
The ACB selection exit receives control during the assignment of ACBs (virtual terminals) to application sessions.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program this exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUGACB.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- TPX SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Entry Codes

Register 0 has the following entry code:

0
Entered once at startup.

12
Entered at session initiation after a new ACB assignment.

16
Entered once at shutdown.

20
Entered at session end just before ACB freeing.

24
Entered at session initiation before ACB assignment.

Parameter List

The parameter list varies by entry code:

0
None

12
Entry code 12 provides the following parameter list:
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+0
Address of user ID

+4
Address of session ID

+8
Address of ACB-name

+12
Address of ACT entry for the application

16
None

20
Same as code 12

24
Same as code 12

Return Codes

The return code has significance only for entry codes 20 and 24. For entry code 20, a nonzero return code signals
this product not to free the ACB. For entry code 24, a nonzero return code indicates that the exit has rejected the ACB
assignment.

ACL Parameter Exit
The ACL parameter exit gains control each time the product encounters an ampersand in either the operand of an ACL/E
statement or the value of the session data parameter. It allows you to create unique variable symbols for ACL/E.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program this exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUPSYM.

Entry Codes

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list includes the following:

+0
Address of the parameter buffer: 2-byte length followed by the text of the operand

+4
Address of the ampersand within the buffer

+8
Length from ampersand to end of text, including the ampersand
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+12
Address of replacement parameter buffer

+16
Address of the terminal session block (SB)

+20
Address of the application session block (SB)

+24
Address of the user definition (UINDEX)

+28
Address of the session definition (UENTRY)

Return Codes

On return, a 0 in register 15 indicates no change to normal TPX ACL/E symbol substitution. If register 15 is nonzero, the
parameter list should be altered as follows:

+8
Contains the length of the variable symbol.

+12
The replacement buffer should contain the length and replacement data. This product will make the substitution
and continue the scan.

NOTE
Length values do not include the 2-byte length field.

Command Exit
The command exit receives control on any input entered by a user. This exit provides specialized command processing or
command authorization beyond what is possible using the CMDCLAS table.

Where the Exit is Called

The command exit is called at the following points:

• The first point occurs before any command scan has been done. At this point, the exit can alter the data entered by the
user. For example, the exit can alter a PF3 entered in the Menu to be equivalent to a /F signoff command.

• The second point occurs after the input has been validated as a command. At this point, you can impose specialized
command authorization.

• Call point 16 of the TPXUCMND exit is entered when a valid command is entered from the Menu. This call point should
be considered equivalent to call point 8. Its major function is for the command exit to do any additional validation of the
command entered, with the ability to reject the command.

Program and Link Exit

You must program the command exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUCMND.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:
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• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list consists of eight fullwords containing the following:

+0
Call type (4 -- first point, 8 -- second, 16 -- from Menu).

+4
Address of the original data stream for call point 4. Address of the command character in the data stream for call
point 16.

+8
Length of the data stream.

+12
Address of the UINDEX (0 if called from the LOGO panel).

+16
Address of the terminal ID.

+20
Address of an area for replacement data for call point 4. A token to be used for panel and variable processing for
call point 16.

+24
Length of replacement data for call point 4. Address of command character in data stream for call points 8 and 16.

NOTE
If this is an internally generated command, the command character can be a "/" instead of the user's
specific command character.

+28
Address of the panel ID for the current panel.

Return Codes

On return from the user exit, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
The command/data is valid as is.

4
For call points 4 and 8:

• The command/data is discarded.
• The panel TEN0017 is displayed.

For call point 16:

• The command/data is discarded.
• The message MENM0087 is displayed at the Menu.

8
For call point 4, use the replacement data stream.
For call point 8:
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• The command/data is discarded.
• No message is displayed.

For call point 16:

• The command/data is discarded.
• The Menu is redisplayed.

12
For call point 4, the command/data is discarded. No message is displayed.

16
For call point 4:

• The command/data is discarded.
• The keyboard is freed.

20
For call point 16:

• The command/data is discarded.
• No message is displayed.

For entry code 4, replacement data should always be placed in the area provided for this purpose. The replacement area
can contain a maximum of 2048 bytes.

Entry code 8 will be called only for valid, authorized commands entered from an application screen. The replacement data
stream address parameter will be 0 for entry code 8 and should not be used.

Entry code 16 will be called only for valid authorized commands entered in the Menu or other panels, excluding panels of
internal applications such as TPXOPER or TPXADMIN.

Return codes 12 and 16 are valid for call point 4 only. Return code 20 is valid for call point 16 only.

Command Simulation Exit
The command simulation exit gains control for all output received from application sessions under TPX control. This exit
allows applications to be modified to pass special data that trigger action by this product, such as automatic session
switching or ACL/E activation. The exit can make use of the macro $COMMAND to pass commands into the system on
behalf of the terminal user.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the command simulation exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name
TPXUCSIM.

Entry Codes

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point
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Parameter List

The parameter list consists of six full words containing:

+0

Address of the application session control block (SB)

+4
Address of the user session definition (UENTRY)

+8
Address of the terminal session control block (SB)

+12
Address of the user definition (UINDEX)

+16
Address of the data stream from the application

+20
Length of the data stream

Return Codes

On return from the user exit, register 15 should contain either:

0
Let the data flow to the screen

4
Purge the data

Contents of Control Blocks

You can review the SB, UENTRY, and UINDEX control blocks by referring to the DSECTS of the same names distributed
in the CB0VMAC library. These blocks contain information needed to identify the user, terminal, and application.

Encrypt/Decrypt Exit
The Encrypt/Decrypt exit gains control at multiple points within the product, processing when the user's password fields
need to be either encrypted or decrypted. For example, before calling the signon and signoff exit, this exit is called to
first decrypt the user's password fields so they can be referenced in the exit. Upon return, the exit is called to encrypt the
password information again.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUENDE.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the following:

• R0 -- 0=Encrypt call   4=Decrypt call
• R1 -- Address of field to be encrypted/decrypted
• R11 -- Address of the SMRT
• R13 -- Address of the 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point
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WARNING
Do not delete the default exit routine that is distributed in load module form on the installation tape. This product
will not start if you do.

Error Processing Exit
The error processing exit is called when a VTAM error has occurred, at the time when TPX has set up all the actions to be
taken because of the particular error, but before the error processing is done. You can use this exit to change the action
indicators to some value that is more appropriate for the customer's site.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUERR1.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the following:

• R0 -- Terminal (0) / application (4) error
• R1 -- Address of the parameter List
• R11 -- Address of the SMRT
• R13 -- Address of the 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list consists of the following:

+0
Address of RPL.

+4
Address of user ID that error has occurred for.

+8
Address of the terminal name for terminal error or the address of the application name for Application error.

+12
Address of 4 action indicator bytes that the user can change.

Action Indicator Bits

The DSECT that maps out what each action indicator bit means is distributed in member TPXUERR1 of the CB0VSRC
library. This is the sample error processing exit and contains the DSECT.

LOG Writer Exit
The log writer exit is called by the writer task after a LOG message has been formatted but before it has been written to
the LOG DD. The exit could selectively write the message to the console or tell TPX to discard the message.

WARNING
Discarding messages generated by TPX could eliminate vital information for Technical Support when debugging
a problem. Use this carefully.
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Program and Link the Exit

You must program the exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXULOGW.

TPX--LOG Writer Exit--Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R1 -- Parameter list pointer
• R11 -- SMRT address
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Return Codes

On exit, the value in register 15 determines what processing should take place. The following lists the results for each
possible value of register 15:

0
Normal processing

4
Discard the LOG message

Logon Exit
The logon exit gains control whenever an end user logs on to TPX. This occurs either when the terminal is "logappl'd"
to the application or a user enters the appropriate VTAM command to access the application. The logon exit allows an
installation to select from among several different Logo panel images based upon terminal address. The exit can also set
several other processing options for the particular terminal.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the logon exit as reentrant and link it into the TPXload library with module name TPXULOGN.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list consists of eight fullwords containing:

+0
Address of the 8-byte terminal ID

+4
Address of a 1-byte reserved field
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+8
Address of the CINIT RU

+12
Length of the CINIT RU

+16
Address of 32 bytes of user data from logon

NOTE
If the user's terminal has the terminal option field Terminal defined to VTAM with INTTAB set to Y, this
address will contain nulls.

+20
Address of a 1-byte option field

+24
Address of a halfword attention interval

+28
Address of an 8-byte area to request a logo

Return Codes

On return from the user exit, register 15 should contain either of the following:

0
Continue logon

4
Abort logon

Option Field Values

The option byte can be set with the following values to select specialized processing based on terminal ID:

X'80'
Always compress data streams to the terminal.

X'40'
Never compress data streams to the terminal.

X'20'
Always issue read partition query command at logon.

X'10'
Treat user as ACCESS=PASS user only.

X'02'
Release terminal if requested by another application.

X'01'
Reacquire terminal if ACCESS=PASS user.

Logo Name

You should set the logo name with the name of a member in the data set referenced by the //PANELS DD statement in the
procedure.

Attention Interval

The attention interval is the number of seconds in which TPX will look for a second attention before processing the first.
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Terminal Options Table

Some of the specialized processing can be defined in the Terminal Options Table. For more information, see
Administrating.

Mail Exit
The mail exit is used to control the Mail facility, both on-line and when Batch administration is used to update mail
messages and bulletins.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUMAIL.

WARNING
In developing your exit, remember that after closing a QSAM DCB the buffer pool is not released and will be
reused only if the same copy of the DCB is reopened. Continuously opening a fresh copy of a DCB without
the use of FREEPOOL at close will exhaust user memory space. Similarly, if you reuse a DCB with different
attributes, a FREEPOOL is recommended.

Call Points

The following table lists the call points for the TPXUMAIL exit:

0
A send request has been issued.

4
A message is about to be sent to a recipient.

8
A message is about to be saved for a recipient.

12
The send request has been issued and the recipient identified. The exit can decide whether the message should
be sent or saved.

24
A message is about to be read for the first time.

28
A message or bulletin is about to be deleted.

32
A list is about to be added, updated, or deleted.

36
The mail facility is starting.

Parameters

The following table lists the parameters for the call points:

+0
Call point code. This parameter is used by all call points.

+4
Pointer to the UINDEX of the sender or list administrator. Has a value of zero (0) if this is a TPXOPER or internal
message. This parameter is used by call points 0, 4, 8, 12, and 24.
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+8
Pointer to the UINDEX of the recipient. Has a value of zero (0) if the message is a bulletin or if the recipient is not
currently signed on to TPX. This parameter is used by call points 4, 8, 12.

+12
Pointer to the token for variable management. This parameter is used by all call points.

+16
Call point usage mask. This is a bit mask with one bit per call point. Setting a bit on disables the call point that
corresponds to that bit. The following table lists the correspondences.

Call Point Masking Table for Parameter +16

The following table describes the call point masking used in the +16 call point:

Byte Offset Bit Offset Hex Bit Mask Associated Call Point

0 0 80 0

0 1 40 4

0 2 20 8

0 3 10 12

0 6 02 24

0 7 01 28

1 0 80 32

Return Codes

The following table describes the return codes produced by the TPXUMAIL exit:

0
Continue with normal processing.

4
Suppress action to be taken. This return code does not apply to call point 36.

8
Suppress action to be taken and produce a feedback message. This return code does not apply to call point 36.

12
Suppress action to be taken. The exit attempted to display a panel and received an error from the display
manager. This mail session will be shut down. This return code does not apply to call point 36.

Variables

The following table lists variables that can be either modified or read in the TPXUMAIL exit. The table indicates whether
the variable is a table variable, which can only be accessed with the appropriate macro, the call points that can access the
variable, and whether the call point can modify the variable or read it.

Variable Properties Call Points Description

MACK Table, bit Modified in 8,12. Indicates that an
acknowledgment will be sent to
the sender when the recipient
opens this message.
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MBREAKIN Table, bit Modified in 4,12. Indicates that this message
will break into this recipient's
session when it is received.

MCOMMENT Table, character Modified in 32. Commented information for an
entry in a list that is about to be
added, updated or deleted. The
ENTRY= parameter is required.

MCONFIRM Bit Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12. Indicates that a confirmation
panel will be displayed before
the message is sent or stored to
this recipient.

MLSTADD Bit Modified in 32. Indicates that the list is being
added.

MLSTDEL Bit Modified in 32. Indicates that the list is being
deleted.

MLSTDUPD 8 Character Read in 32. Specifies the last add or update
for this list.

MLSTID 8 Character Read in 32. Specifies the ID of the user list.

MLSTITLE Character Read in 32. The title of the list that is
about to be added, deleted, or
updated.

MLSTLIST Character Modified in 32. The contents of the list that is
about to be added, deleted,
or updated. The list is in null
delimited form with X'FF' field
separators.

MLSTLUPD 8 Character Read in 32. User ID of user who performed
the last add or update for this
list.

MLSTOWN 8 Character Modified in 32. User ID of the owner of this list.

MLSTPUBL Bit Modified in 32. Indicates whether this is a public
list.

MLSTTTAR Character Modified in 32. Specifies the type of target for
this message: user, userlist,
terminal, appl, actappl, sess,
actsess, or GROUP.

MLSTTUPD 8 Character Modified in 32. Specifies the time of the last
update of this list.

MLSTUPD Bit Modified in 32. Indicates that this list is being
updated. This bit is ignored if
MLSTADD or MLSTDEL are set
to Y.

MLSTVISI Bit Modified in 32. Indicates that other users can
browse the contents of this list.
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MLOCACK Bit Read in 24, 28. Indicates that an
acknowledgment message will
be sent to the sender when the
message is opened.

MLOCBRKN Bit Read in 24, 28. Indicates that the message was
sent with the break in option
activated.

MLOCDATE 8 Character Read in 24, 28. The date that the message was
sent in the format mm/dd/yy.

MLOCDATF 8 Character Read in 24, 28. The date that the message was
sent in the format dd/mm/yy.

MLOCDATL 8 Character Read in 24, 28. The date that the message was
sent in the format mm/dd/yyyy.

MLOCDATQ 8 Character Read in 24, 28. The date that the message was
sent in the format dd/mm/yyyy.

MLOCEXPD Character Modified in 24, 28. The date that the message
expires, in the format mm/dd/yy.

MLOCEXPF Character Modified in 24, 28. The date that the message
expires, in the format dd/mm/yy.

MLOCEXPL Character Modified in 24, 28. The date that the message
expires, in the format mm/dd/
yyyy.

MLOCEXPQ Character Modified in 24, 28. The date that the message
expires, in the format dd/mm/
yyyy.

MLOCFRM1 8 Character Read in 24, 28. Specifies the user ID of the
message sender, or indicates
that the message is a bulletin.

MLOCFROM 8 Character Read in 24, 28. Indicates the user ID of the
sender of the message.

MLOCHBAK Bit Read in 24, 28. Indicates that an
acknowledgment for this
message has been received.

MLOCISAK Bit Read in 24, 28. Indicates that this message is
an acknowledgment message.

MLOCOSCD Bit Read in 24, 28. Indicates that only the sender
can delete this message.

MLOCREAD Bit Read in 24, 28. Indicates that this message has
been opened by the recipient.

MLOCRETP Character Read in 24, 28. Specifies the number of days
until this message expires.

MLOCSEND Bit Read in 24, 28. Indicates that this message was
sent to the recipient.

MLOCSTOR Bit Read in 24, 28. Indicates that this message was
stored to the recipient's mailbox.
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MLOCTARG Character Read in 24, 28. Specifies the ID of the target for
this message. Can be a list ID,
user ID, terminal ID, application
ID, session ID, active application
ID, or active session ID.

MLOCTIME 8 Character Read in 24, 28. Specifies the time that the
message was sent.

MLOCTO 8 Character Read in 24, 28. Specifies the original sender
of the message that is being
acknowledged.

MMSG$FRM Character Read in 0, 4, 8, 12, 24, 28. Specifies the real name of the
sender of this message, or, if the
name is unavailable and user
Ids can be displayed, the user
ID.

MMSGACK Bit Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12,
24, 28.

Indicates that an
acknowledgment message
will be sent when the recipient
opens this message.

MMSGBRKN Bit Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12,
24, 28.

Indicates that the message
will break into this recipient's
session when it is received.

MMSGEXPD 8 Character Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12,
24, 28.

The date that the message
expires, in the format mm/dd/yy.

MMSGEXPF 8 Character Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12,
24, 28.

The date that the message
expires, in the format dd/mm/yy.

MMSGEXPL 8 Character Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12,
24, 28.

The date that the message
expires, in the format mm/dd/
yyyy.

MMSGEXPQ 8 Character Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12,
24, 28.

The date that the message
expires, in the format dd/mm/
yyyy.

MMSGOSCD Bit Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12,
24, 28.

Indicates that only the sender
can delete this message.

MMSGO2M Bit Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12,
24, 28.

Indicates that this message was
produced by the operator facility,
a /B command, or by the TPX
View facility.

MMSGSEND Bit Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12,
24, 28.

Indicates that this message was
sent to the recipient.

MMSGSTOR Bit Modified in 0. Read in 4, 8, 12,
24, 28.

Indicates that this message was
stored to the recipient's mailbox.

MMSGSUBJ Character Read in 4, 8, 12, 24, 28. Specifies the subject of the
message.

MMSGSYID 4 Character Read in 0, 4, 8, 12, 24, 28. Specifies the system ID of the
sender of the message.
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MMSGTEXT Table, Character Read in 4, 8, 12, 24, 28. Specifies the text of the
message.

MMSGTTAR 13 Character Read in 0, 4, 8, 12, 24, 28. Specifies the type of target for
this message: user, userlist,
terminal, appl, actappl, sess,
actsess, or GROUP. Do not
change.

MODE2 1 Character Read in 32. Indicates whether the user list
is being edited or browsed. A
value of E indicates edited and a
value of B indicates browsed.

MSEND Table, Bit Modified in 12. Read in 4. Indicates that the message will
be sent to the user.

MSTORE Table, Bit Modified in 12. Read in 8. Indicates that the message will
be stored in the user's mailbox.

MSUBJECT 70 Character Modified in 0. Specifies the subject or first line
of the message.

MTARGET 8 Character Read in 0. The recipient of the message.
Masking characters appear as
x'FE'. If the recipient is a user
list, this variable specifies the list
ID.If the message is a bulletin,
this variable contains spaces.

MTARGET Table ENTRY, Character Modified in 32. An entry in a list that is about to
be added, updated, or deleted.
The ENTRY= parameter is
required on the TMVINIT,
TMVTGET, or TMVTPUT
macros when accessing this
variable.'

MTITLE Character Modified in 32. Indicates the title of the list that
is about to be added, updated,
or deleted.

MTARGET2 9 Character Read in 0. Specifies the owner of the list
(or *GENERAL*). This variable
is only valid if MMSGTTAR is
USERLISTS and MTARGET is
not ?.

MTEXT Table ENTRY, 79 Character Modified in 0. Specifies one line of message
text.

NSTNAME Table, 25 Character Read in 4, 8, 12. Specifies the name of the
recipient. The value can be
"UNKNOWN USER."

NSTTERM Table, 8 Character Read in 4, 8, 12. Specifies the terminal ID of
the recipient of this message.
This variable is valid only if
parameter +8 is not zero.
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NSTUSER Table, 8 Character Read in 4, 8, 12. Specifies the user ID of the
recipient of this message.
This variable is used only if
parameter +8 is zero.

TEXT1 40 Character All Specifies the first line of text
to be used on the message
produced when the TPXUMAIL
exit returns a return code of
eight (8).

TEXT2 40 Character All Specifies the second line of
text to be used on the message
produced when the TPXUMAIL
exit returns a return code of
eight (8).

TYPE1 1 Character Read in 32. Specifies the type of user list:
N indicates a general list
P indicates a personal list
G indicates a group list.

ZCRP 4 digit Binary Controls which line of text or
userlist entry can be accessed.

Macros for Table Variables

There are special macros for accessing table variables. These macros are TMVINIT, TMVTGET, and TMVTPUT. They
correspond to the TPX V macros, having the same parameters and return codes.

The ENTRY= parameter must be used with the macros when accessing some table variables. This is indicated in the
description of the variable. The ENTRY= parameter specifies which entry of the table is to be accessed. It can be a
number, numeric expression, a register, specified in parentheses, or an asterisk (*), to indicate to use the previously set
value for ENTRY=. This value is contained in the variable ZCRP.

Route Mail Through External Means

You can use this exit to extend the Mail system by routing messages through some external means, such as DASD, JES,
or TSO user ID. Using this exit, you can send messages to TSO or CMS users, CMS users not on TPX, or even a CICS
system that supports the external writer. You can route messages into the DISOSS distribution system by allocating the
JES print file with a destination identifying the correct CPU and an output writer name identifying the TSO or CMS user ID
or the required CICS output writer name.

Menu Exit
The menu exit gains control when the Menu is displayed, and when input is entered from this menu. At call point 0, this
exit allows users to control the menu display from within the exit or to supply a different panel name.

At call point 4, you can either interpret the input and bypass normal input menu processing, or you can request that the
Menu be redisplayed.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program this exit as reentrant and link it to the load library with the module name TPXUMENU.
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Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain addresses of the following:

• R0 -- Menu output (0) / input (4) call
• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list consists of fullwords containing:

+0
Address of the user ID within the UINDEX control block.

+4
Address of the user definition (UINDEX).

+8
Address of the terminal name at which the menu is to be displayed.

+12
Address of the terminal session control block (SB).

+16
Additional information message number that is to be displayed on the menu. It is represented in binary format.

+20
A token to be used for panel or variable processing.

+24
Eight-character name of the user-selected menu panel.

Return Codes

On return from the user exit in call point 0, register 15 should contain one of the following:

0
Send the normal menu to the user's terminal.

4
The exit has handled sending the menu, purge the menu display event.

8
User supplied a different panel name.

On return from the user exit in call point 4, register 15 should contain one of the following:

0
Proceed as normal.

4
The exit has handled sending the menu. Purge the menu input event.

8
Redisplay the Menu.
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ZCMD Field

If the user exit handles the menu display, you should provide a 32-character ZCmd field somewhere on the panel.

Print Banner Exit
The print banner exit is called by the Softcopy (/P) processor at the point where either the page header or trailer
separators are to be formatted. The user exit indicates whether the default separator is to be used and, if not, can provide
an alternative data stream to be substituted. The exit differentiates between text to be spooled to a JES printer and text
that will be sent directly to a VTAM-controlled 3270 type printer. For a VTAM printer, the exit is called once for a header
and again to provide a trailer to separate this screen copy from any other subsequent print output.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the print banner exit as reentrant and link it to the load library with module name TPXUPBNR.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the following:

• R0 -- The Entry Point request code:
– 0 -- JES Spool Banner
– 4 -- VTAM Printer Heading
– 8 -- VTAM Printer Trailer

• R1 -- Address of the Parameter List
• R11 -- Address of the SMRT
• R13 -- Address of 72-byte Save Area
• R14 -- Return Address
• R15 -- Entry Point

Parameter List

The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the 8-byte requestor's printer ID

+4
Address of the 8-byte requestor's user ID

+8
Address of the Date (YY/MM/DD or MM/DD/YY)

+12
Address of the Time (hh:mm:ss)

+16
Screen width in columns for JES or the VTAM Max RU size for this device.

+20
Reserved for the address of the new banner

+24
Reserved for the length of the new banner

+28
Session ID address
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+32
Address of the 8-byte requestor's terminal ID

+36
Value of the LU type for VTAM print destinations.

Return Codes

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Use the default banner.

4
Suppress the banner.

8
Use the banner whose address is supplied at offset +20 in the parameter list, the length of which is provided at
offset +24.

Location of Banner in Storage

The banner should be located in storage obtained by using GETSTOR or GETSLOT macros. The SOFTCOPY processor
will free the provided storage area.

VTAM Printers

For VTAM printers, the whole banner must fit into a single SNA request unit, the size of the RU is supplied as a parameter
for VTAM managed printers at offset +16.

JES Banners

For JES print banners, the line length must be 133 characters, and each line must include an ASA carriage control
character.

Printer Selection Exit
The printer selection exit is called from two points:

• Softcopy (/P) processing for printer name validation.
• PPS printer selection. In this case, it gains control after this product receives a session request for a virtual printer.

The exit is called after this product has selected the appropriate physical printer to receive the application print
data, but before it actually establishes a VTAM session with the real printer. The exit also is called if the product
cannot successfully start a VTAM session with the designated physical printer, allowing the user to designate a valid
destination for the print data.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program this exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUPSEL.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the address of the following:

• R0 -- Call point indicator:
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– For /P call point, R0 = 4
– For PPS call point, R0 ¹ 4

• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT address
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List for the PPS Call Point

The parameter list consists of four fullwords containing:

+0
Address of selected printer destination name

+4
Address of name of application requesting the session

+8
Name of user-supplied destination name

+16
Address of virtual printer name selected

Return Codes for the PPS Call Point

On return from the user exit, register 15 should contain:

0
The selected name is correct. (Print proceeds.)

4
User-supplied name is different from the destination name.

8
The passthrough print request is rejected or the selected printer is invalid.

Parameter List for the /P Call Point

The parameter list consists of one fullword containing:

+0
Address of selected printer destination name.

Return Codes for the /P Call Point

On return from the user exit, register 15 should contain:

0
The selected name is correct. (Print proceeds.)

8
The selected name is invalid. (Print request is rejected.)

Query Response Exit
The query response exit gains control during the logon process immediately after this product issues the read-partition-
query command to determine the physical terminal characteristics. The user exit can determine, based upon the query
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response or other information, whether to instruct this product to rebind with the terminal using a different logmode entry
than the one that would normally be used.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the query response exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUQRSP.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list consists of seven fullwords containing:

+0
Address of the 8-byte terminal ID

+4
Address of the query reply inbound structured field

+8
Length of the query reply

+12
Address of the bind image

+16
Length of the bind image

+20
Address of the logmode entry name

+24
Address of the 32 bytes of user data from logon

Return Codes

On return from the user exit, register 15 should contain either:

0
Continue logon.

4
Rebind with new logmode entry.

For return code 4, the exit should replace the logmode entry name pointed to at offset +20 with the desired entry name.

Queue Exit
The queue exit receives control when the end user issues a /Q or /P command at the terminal. This exit permits the user
to authenticate all requests.
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Program and Link the Exit

You must program the queue exit as reentrant and link it into the loadlibrarywith module name TPXUQUEU.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list consists of 13 fullwords containing the addresses of:

+0
Sender's 8-byte user ID

+4
Sender's 8-byte terminal ID

+8
Sender's 8-byte session ID

+12
Current 8-byte application name

+16
Current 8-byte virtual terminal name

+20
Recipient's 8-byte user ID

+24
Program symbol data stream (if applicable)

+28
Length of program symbol data stream

+32
Screen image data stream

+36
Length of screen image data stream

+40
80-byte return message area

+44
Address of two fullwords containing pointers to sending terminal bind image and length

+48
Address of two fullwords containing pointers to sending terminal RPQ data and length

Return Codes

On return from the user exit, register 15 should contain:
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0
Continue with normal processing.

4
User exit has handled; no message needed.

8
User exit has handled; send message.

For return code 8, the 80-byte return message can be used to return two 40-character message lines. These two
messages can be placed in the area to which the entry parameter list points. They will be displayed at the requester's
terminal.

Route Screen Images

You can use the queue exit to route screen images from TPX to some other medium, disk or a JES queue (z/OS only).
You can also use this exit to route data to a TSO or CMS user ID. To route a screen image to one of these destinations,
allocate the JES print file (z/OS only) with a destination identifying the correct CPU and an output writer name identifying
the TSO or CMS user ID.

Session Parameters

The session parameters to which Parameter List +X'44' point are those returned by a VTAM INQUIRE SESSPARMS
request. For a description of the format of these parameters, see the IBM VTAM Programming document. The format of
these parameters is mapped by macro ISTDBIND.

WARNING
In developing code to use this exit, you must remember that after closing a QSAM DCB, the buffer pool is
not released and will be reused only if the same copy of the DCB with the buffer pool pointers unchanged is
reopened. Continuously reusing a fresh copy of the DCB without issuing FREEPOOL against the previously
closed DCBs will inevitably lead to subsequent GETMAIN errors. Similarly, if a DCB is to be reused with different
attributes, a FREEPOOL is recommended.

Receive Exit
The Receive exit is called when TPX receives data from the terminal. The receive exit gains control immediately after
VTAM copies data into the buffers. You can use the receive exit to alter the contents of the input data stream but not to
alter the length of the data.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXURECV.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list consists of three fullwords containing the following:
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+0
Address of an RPL. This RPL can be used to locate either the input data stream or a buffer list pointing to a series
of noncontiguous buffer areas.

+4
Address of the 8-byte logical terminal name for the inputting terminal.

+8
Address of the 8-byte application name for the current application session.

RPL Notes

The following notes about the RPL apply:

• The RPL is a copy of that used for the RECEIVE. It should not be used for VTAM requests.
• Using MODCB, TESTCB, and SHOWCB will add several thousand instructions to the path length. Use the IFGRPL

DSECT and address the RPL directly.
• RPLAREA points to the data or a buffer list. RPLRLEN contains the data length or buffer list length. Bit RPLBUFFL in

RPLOPT6 indicates a buffer list.
• The ISTBLENT DSECT describes a buffer list entry. BLEAREA points to the data. BLERLEN contains the data length.

Dividing RPLRLEN by 16 gives the number of buffer list entries.
• Application ID

The session will have an application ID of SMV1.
• R15

On return, R15 should be set to 0. Any other value can have unexpected consequences.

Use This Exit with the Send Exit

The receive exit can be coded to alter the input data stream and is usually used in conjunction with the send exit. You
can use the receive exit to undo any changes applied in the send exit so that input data is returned in the expected order
or at the expected address. You can also use the exit for OEM terminals that generate illegal or unusual data streams.
The receive exit can ensure that only valid 3270 data is passed to those applications that do not understand the OEM
extensions.

Edit the Sample Exit

In the example supplied in member TPXURECV of the CB0VSRC library, data is translated for two terminals, DSPL545
and DSPL584, used with the application SCONSP. If you edit the example to create your own exit, you need to remove
the WTO. Furthermore, R15 has not been set to 0. Also, you should note that if the route exit is to be invoked, the user of
receive cannot assume that the application name describes the destination application because the route exit can decide
to send the data to a different application.

Route Exit
The route exit gains control after the software ascertains that the data is for an application and not for the software itself.
This exit selects which application should receive the data. As an option, it does not pass the data and sends a message
to the user explaining why.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUROUT.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:
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• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list consists of four fullwords containing the following:

+0
Address of a COPY of the terminal input

+4
Length of input

+8
Pointer to the session list (see below)

+12
Pointer to two blank 40-byte return message lines

Session List

The session list consists of a number of contiguous 20-byte entries, with each entry having the following format:

+0
8-byte session ID

+8
8-byte application ID

+16
1-byte status, where:
X'80'

Last entry in list
X'02'

Active session
X'01'

Current session
+17

3 bytes reserved

NOTE
The last entry is marked by the X'80' bit at offset 16.

Return Codes

On exit, the value in register 15 determines what processing should take place, and R1 supplies input to that process. The
following lists the result for each possible value of register 15:

0
Continue processing; data is sent to current session.

4
Switch to new session; data is sent to new session. R1 points to the new session entry in the session list.
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8
Discard input and issue message to caller. The message should be moved to the supplied area. Message
TPX1054 containing the two messages will be displayed. The send exit can alter the displayed text.

16
Switch to the new session, but discard the data. R1 points to the new session entry in the session list.

20
Pass the data to the new session, but do not switch into the session. R1 points to the new session entry in the
session list.

WARNING
Data streams cannot be altered by this exit and should be used only for route selection.

Send Exit
The send exit is called when data is sent to the terminal. The SEND processor invokes it prior to compressing the output
data stream. You can use this exit for a variety of purposes, including translating or adjusting data for use by nonstandard
devices, and reformatting screens to be sent to the user.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUSEND.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list consists of three fullwords containing:

+0
Address of the RPL. You can use this RPL to locate either the output data stream or a buffer list pointing to a
series of noncontiguous buffer areas.

+4
Address of the 8-byte logical terminal name for the outputting terminal.

+8
Address of the 8-byte application name for the current application session.

RPL Notes

The following notes about the RPL apply:
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• The RPL is a copy of that used for the SEND. It should not be used for VTAM requests.
• Use of MODCB, TESTCB, and SHOWCB will add several thousand instructions to the path length. Use the IFGRPL

DSECT and address the RPL directly.
• RPLAREA points to the data or a buffer list. RPLRLEN contains the data length or buffer list length. Bit RPLBUFFL in

RPLOPT6 indicates a buffer list.
• The ISTBLENT DSECT describes a buffer list entry. BLEAREA points to the data. BLERLEN contains the data length.

Dividing RPLRLEN by 16 gives the number of buffer list entries.

Translate or Reformat Output Data

You can use the send exit to translate or reformat output data. As with the receive exit, the send exit cannot alter the
length of the data.

Use This Exit with the Receive Exit

This exit is usually used in conjunction with the receive exit. For more information, see Receive Exit.

Session Initiation/Termination Exit
The Session Initiation/Termination exit is called at a number of times as shown in the following table:

Call Point Description
0 Before this product issues a request to start an application session
4 When an application session has ended (normally or abnormally)
8 When a terminal session has ended (normally or abnormally).

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the exit as reentrant and link it into the load library with module name TPXUSIST.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R0 -- Call point indicator
• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT address
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter Lists

The parameter list for call point zero consists of the following:

+0
Address of an NIB

+4
Address of any session signon data

+8
Length of session signon data
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+12
Address of UENTRY that represents this session.

The parameter list for call points 4 and 8 consists of the following:

+0
Address of an NIB

+4
Address of error information if terminal/APPL session ended abnormally

+8
Length of error information in above field

+12
Address of UENTRY that represents this session (for call point 4). Address of UINDEX (for call point 8).

+16
Virtual terminal control block (AMAP) address (only for call point 4).

Return Codes

On exit, register 15 is checked after call point 8. The following lists the results for each possible value of register 15:

0
Normal processing

4
Terminal session is ending, and users would like all of their active application sessions inactivated.

NOTE
For call point 4, this exit can be used to mark a virtual terminal not available for selection if there is a problem
starting a session between this virtual terminal and the application.

After call point 4, the return codes are as follows:

0
Normal processing

4
Session must be restarted.

Signon and Signoff Exit
The Signon and Signoff exit provides complete flexibility to the authorization and authentication process.

This exit is invoked at various points during signon and signoff, as well as being called at initialization and termination.
This exit allows the installation to implement one or more of the following capabilities:

• Generic signon
• Dynamic user definition
• Dynamic profile definition
• Multiple authentication mechanisms
• User-provided authentication
• System affinity management

The sections that follow contain all the information about this exit.
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Profiles for Dynamic Users

If you do not use a signon and signoff exit, dynamic users are assigned the default profile that is specified in the System
Options Table (SMRT), unless you are using user level or profile level profile selection with your security system. For more
information, see Programming Profile Selection for Dynamic Users.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the signon and signoff exit as reentrant, and link the exit into the load library with module name
TPXUSNSF.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the following items:

R0
Function code

R1
Appropriate parameter list address

R11
SMRT address

R13
72-byte save area

R14
Return address

R15
Entry point address

Multitasking

All the signon and signoff exit calls, except for code 40, are made from the TPX security subtask ONOFF, so there are
no user multitasking considerations. Users can issue ENQ DEQ or I/O macros without worrying about which task is
associated with the request.

Signon Function

The signon process is serialized so that after the signon data call point has been entered, the signon function is not
entered for any other user until one of the following conditions has occurred:

• The request completed (function call 24)
• The request was rejected (function call 16 return code 0)
• A new password or password phrase was requested (function code 12 return code 8 or the appropriate RACF, Top

Secret, or ACF2 return code)

Abend in ONOFF or the User Exit

If there is an Abend in ONOFF or the user exit, the subtask is not terminated. All acquired storage remains available, but
the task is restarted. If the initialization call is driven a second time, the user must either delete and restart or check the
validity of the data.
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Session Portability

When a user signs on to a terminal while sessions are active at another terminal, care must be taken, especially in the
signoff function call. The session is not transferred until the signon process is complete, and the user is not linked to the
new terminal until the signoff process has completed.

During signon, you can detect whether a user has active sessions on another terminal by inspecting the value of UINDEX
field UIDXTERM. If UIDXTERM is not 0, it is pointing to the Session Block of the terminal currently associated with this
user. The terminal LUNAME is located at offset +6 from this address. The signoff function call occurs sometime after the
signon call for the new terminal, but other signon or signoff calls for other terminals or users can occur between the last
signon call for the new terminal and the signoff call for the old terminal. To help you correlate these calls, TPX reserves a
field UIDXUSER in the UINDEX for use by the signon exit.

ADDPROF Macro

This macro is used to build user profiles in memory by copying all the information from the specified profile to the user
definition. Multiple ADDPROF macros can be used to build a single user definition. The user-specific information that is
specified in the first profile is used to build the UINDEX control block. For every subsequent ADDPROF issued, only the
session records are added or replaced in the user definition in memory.

If the return code is a number other than zero (0), the profile was not found. Be sure to code the list so that it takes the
appropriate action if this occurs.

1. This macro should be issued at the Get Profile call point (call point 20) of TPXUSNSF. If the macro is issued at any
other call point, the results are unpredictable.

2. This macro modifies the contents of registers 14, 15, 0, and 1.

Format of the ADDPROF Macro

The format of the ADDPROF macro is as follows:

ADDPROF UINDEX=,NAME=,PARMLST=

UINDEX
Contains the address of the UINDEX record

NAME
Contains the address of the profile name

PARMLST
Contains the address of the parameter list that is passed to TPXUSNSF in register 1

Affinity Processing

At several points throughout the signon process, you can request that the signon process be terminated and a switch be
made to PASS the terminal to another TPX. By default, this decision is made after the alter profile call that is based on
the value that is found in UIDXOWN. Switch requests made in the TPXUSNSF exit overrides the default Affinity setting in
the System Options Table (SMRT). The switch requests allow an installation to recognize that a switch takes place and to
make the switch event earlier in the signon to avoid unnecessary processing in this system.

After being switched, complete signon processing takes place in the destination system. One reason for providing this
flexibility is to allow you to determine heuristically, based on some selection criteria, which system is to support this user.
Because this process can set up a never-ending loop of switches, you should include a mechanism to guard against such
an occurrence.

The address of the 8-byte C Affinity name is contained in +24 of the parameter list. The user must place the application ID
in the specified address. When the call point is entered, blanks are placed in the address.
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Signon and Signoff Exit Function Code, Parameters, and Return Codes

Use this topic to identify the functions, parameters, return codes, and comments for the signon and signoff exit.

The following table lists functions, parameters, return codes, and comments for the signon and signoff exit. The code for
each function is shown in parentheses to the right of the name of the function.

Function Codes Parameters Return Codes Comments
TPX startup (0)
Builds user data areas that are
required for subsequent exit
requests.

N/A 0  Always A general-purpose first call exit
to permit the user to initialize the
security environment. This exit
is called from the initialization
processes and is called again
if TPXONOFF abnormally
terminates as a part of the
TPXONOFF re-initialization
process (the shutdown exit point
is not called in this situation).

Signon data (4)
Inspects and modifies input
signon.

See the Parameter List. 0  Always Alter Generic to real name or
national character changes.
The addresses of parameters
2 and 3 are unpredictable. The
SMRTUADS field addresses the
first UINDEX entry. UIDXNEXT
can be used to chain through
the in-storage user entries.
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Pre-security (8)
Selects the security system.

See the Parameter List. 0  Continue with signon.
4  Reject the signon with the
message supplied.
16  Switch to the system named
by the affinity parameter.

The UINDEX block that
describes this user can be
altered either to inhibit the call to
the security package or to select
a different package than the
one coded in the profile or the
system options table (SMRT).
UIDXSCTY contains either zero
(0) to indicate no security, or
the value specified in the user
definition. You can assign one
of the following values to this
byte to select a different security
mechanism:
X'80' TPX
X'40' RACF
X'20' ACF2
X'10' User (Code 12)
X'08' Top Secret
X'04' VM Security
X'02' SAF (RACF Security
Access Facility if implemented)
X'01' Not applicable
Equates for these values can
be found in the SMRT macro
expansion as SEC$TPX, SEC
$RACF, and so on.
You can also use this call to
cause an Affinity switch to
another system before the
authentication process is
started.

Security (12)
An alternative security
authentication routine.

See the Parameter List. 0  User ID and Password or
password phrase have been
accepted.
4  Reject logon with a message
to the user.
8  Prompt the user to enter a
new password or password
phrase.
12  Continue with signon and
send the message when signon
is complete.

Use this call to provide your
own security algorithm. This
call is made if the value of the
Security system field in the
system options table is USER
and no override was found in
the user UINDEX record. The
call is also made if the UINDEX
record indicates that a value
of USER was set by the pre-
security exit or was specified in
the Security system field in User
Maintenance.
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Post-security (16)
If the security mechanism
rejects the signon request,
determines what action to take.

See the Parameter List. 0 Continue with the rejection
signaled by the security
package or by the function.
4 Continue with the rejection,
but display your own message.
8 Ignore the rejection and permit
normal signon to continue.
12 Ignore the rejection and
permit normal signon to
continue and send message
when signon is complete.
16 Switch to the system named
by the affinity parameter

This call is made only if the
security mechanism has not
authorized the user to use this
product and has not reprompted
the user. You can take further
action to decide whether the
user is allowed to continue.
The return codes are arranged
in an order that ensures omitting
this exit and substituting a
dummy exit with all the return
codes set to zero does not affect
the normal operation of the
security mechanism.
If you use this exit to cause
an Affinity switch to another
system, make sure that an
invalid user ID does not cause
a loop, being rejected and
switched repeatedly.

Get Profile (20)
Requests a model profile.

See the Parameter List. 0 Use the profile name currently
in the standard parameter list to
build a profile for the user.
4 Reject the signon with the
message supplied.
8 Use the default dynamic user
profile in the systems options
table.
12 The exit has issued
ADDPROF statements to build
the user, or user-level or profile-
level profile selection is being
used, as shown in the sample
exit TPXUSNSF.
16 Switch to the system named
in the affinity parameter.

This call is made if a user entry
has been dynamically built. A
UINDEX entry is built for all
users that are not known to this
product if the Dynamic Users
Allowed field in the system
options table is set to Y. On
exit, if return code 0, 8, or 12
is used, the specified profile
must already be defined in
profile maintenance. This exit
could determine that a switch to
another system takes place and
avoids unnecessarily building a
profile for a dynamically added
user.

Alter Profile (24)
Updates the user profile.

See the Parameter List. 0 Continue to switch systems
if either the parameter list or
UINDEX implies switching.
4 Inhibit any implied switching.
8 Continue with signon and
send the message when signon
is complete.
12 Reject the signon with the
supplied message.

This function is always called
and allows you to further
tailor a user profile. UIDXPTR
points to the chain of the user
application entries. You can use
UENTNEXT to chain through to
the next entry. When the call is
completed, any implied switch to
another TPX takes place unless
inhibited by a suitable return
code. The supplied parameter
list is inspected before the
UIDXOWN field to determine the
name of the destination system.
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Affinity Failure (28)
Recovers from the situation in
which the target system is not
accepting logons at the time of
the switch.

See the Parameter List. 0 Continue as if no switch was
requested.
4 Reject the signon with
the message supplied.
12 Continue as if no switch was
requested but issue a message
when signon is complete.
16 Attempt to switch again using
the value in the parameter list.
If parameter list value is blank,
use the value in UINDEX.
20 Go back to just after pre-
security point and issue the
security system call.

This call is made if a switch
request is rejected because the
destination TPX or Access is
unavailable or not accepting
logons. You can use this call to
determine what action is to be
taken. If continue is requested,
the signon process continues as
if the switch request was never
made.
The processing logic of
subsequent exits can cause
this exit to be called more than
once. The continue request only
applies to the switch attempt
that failed. Any subsequent
calls must take the appropriate
action.

Signoff (32)
Processes signoff requests.

+0 Address of the user ID.
+4 Address of the UINDEX
record.

0 Always Use this exit point to clean up
any user indicators previously
set in the signon entry points.
Any ENQs issued can be
dequeued. All UINDEX and
UENTRY control blocks
are deleted unless either the
Keep ACB or the Propagate
ACB field in user maintenance is
set to Y. The control blocks are
deleted after the user last active
session has been terminated. If
the user signs off and then signs
on again before the sessions
have been terminated, the
control blocks are not deleted.

Shutdown (36)
Closes down the security facility.

N/A 0 Always Any files that are opened by the
security facility can be closed
before termination. This exit is
called in all normal and most
abnormal termination situations.
The exit cannot be called when
the software is not notified of
a failure such as CP failure or
abends. The exit is not called
if the security subtask ONOFF
abnormally terminates.

Signon complete (40)
Indicates that signon processing
has been completed.

+0 Address of the user ID
+4 Address of the Password or
password phrase
+8 Address of the new
password or password phrase
+12 Address of the UINDEX
record

0 Always This exit can be used to
generate commands internally
to be issued to TPX through the
$COMMAND macro.

Terminal Lock (44)
Allows you to change the
lockword to be something other
than the user password.

+0 Address of the user ID
+4 Address of the Password

0 Lockword not changed
4 Lockword changed
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Terminal Unlock (48)
Allows you to determine how
TPX reacts when the user
attempts to unlock a locked
terminal.

+0 Address of the user ID
+4 Address of the Password
+8 Address of the Password
that is entered by the user

0 No change
4 User exceeded password
retries, issue /F
8 User exceeded password
retries, issue /K
12 User exceeded password
retries, issue /F and inactivate
sessions
16 User exceeded password
retries, issue /K and inactivate
sessions

Terminal Unlock (52)
Allows you to determine
how TPX reacts when the
user attempts to unlock a
locked terminal for Password,
Password Phrase, and
Passcode users.

+0 Address of user ID
+4 Address of Password
+8 Address of Password that is
entered by user.
+12 Address of USER UINDEX.

0 No change
4 User exceeded password
retries, issue /F.
8 User exceeded password
retires, issue /K
12 User exceeded password
retires, issue /F and inactivate
sessions
16 User exceeded password
retires, issue /K and inactivate
sessions

Signon and Signoff Exit Parameter List

Most of the security function calls are associated with a standard parameter list. The startup and shutdown calls have no
parameter list at all, and the value of R1 is unpredictable.

The standard signon parameter list consists of the following data:

+ 0
Address of the 8-byte user ID

+ 4
Address of the 8-byte password or password phrase

+ 8
Address of the 8-byte new password, new password phrase or blanks

+12
Address of the 8-byte terminal name

+16
Address of the 8-byte application name

+20
Address of the 8-byte model profile name

+24
Address of the 8-byte affinity name

+28
Address of the signon 3270 data stream

+32
Length of the 3270 data stream

+36
Address of the 20-byte user data field
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+40
Address of the UINDEX record, except for call points 0, 4, and 36

+44
Address of the security system control record or 0

+48
Address of the first of four contiguous 80-byte message lines

+52
Address of the second 80-byte message line

+56
A token to be used for panel and variable processing

+60
Address of the VSAM user record or 0.

General Notes About the Parameter List

The following notes are general information about the parameter list:

1. This parameter list is delivered for function codes 4 through 28, although not every parameter is delivered for every
function.

2. The profile name is always blank. If any of the function calls change the value of this field, the change is remembered
and passed to the get profile call point. If the value is not altered now, that model is used to build the user profile.

3. The user data field is reserved.
4. The application name is the name of the primary ACB.
5. If Security System=User, the user signon and signoff exit can use the security record address as a suitable pointer to

its own security record, but the user must delete the security record before the signon process is completed.
6. There are four contiguous 80-byte message lines. They can all be accessed from the address of the first one. Even

though there are return codes at some call points to display messages, they are not necessary. The presence or
absence of text in these fields determines whether a message is displayed.

7. Use blank spaces, not zeros, to clear the password, password phrase, or message line fields.
8. Passwords and Password Phrases are passed to this exit either encrypted or unencrypted depending on the setting of

the field titled "Keep Pswds Encrypted" on the TEN0090 System Options Table Detail Panel.

When a site uses the TEN1003 signon panel (Set by the "Default LOGO" parameter on the TEN0108 System Options
Table Detail Panel.), users can sign on to TPX with either a password or password phrase depending on how the userid
has been defined by security.

Password Phrases generally are passed to this exit in the following format:

Bytes Meaning of the Password Phrase control block field

0 X'FF' - Password Phrase control block ID

1 Length of the Password Phrase. Valid values are X’00’, X'09' -
X'64'

2 - 101 Password Phrase where the unused part of the field contains
blanks.

The Signon data (4) call to TPXUSNSF can receive a password phrase that is not prefixed by X’FF’ (password phrase
control block ID) and a 1-byte length field. It occurs when the parameter "Keep Pswds Encrypted" is set to "N". These
calls to TPXUSNSF occur before TPX has parsed the password or new password variable. When the 100-byte buffer is
passed to the exit then the exit must figure out whether it has received a password or a password phrase.
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Signon and Signoff Exit Parameters Passed for Specific Function Calls

Use this topic to determine which Signon and Signoff Exit parameters are passed for each function call.

Some parameters are passed in certain function calls but not in others. The following tables show which parameters are
passed for each function call:

Function Codes 4 through 28

Function Call
Parameters

Function
Code: 4

Function
Code: 8

Function
Code: 12

Function
Code: 16

Function
Code: 20

Function
Code: 24

Function
Code: 28

Sign on data
(user ID,
password,
or password
phrase and
new password
or password
phrase)

P P P P P P P

Application
Name

P P P P P P P

User data area
that is returned
by the invoked
security system
*

N N N S S S S

Name of the
user model
profile

P P P P P P P

ID of the user
terminal

P P P P P P P

UINDEX
Address

N P P P P P P

Addresses of
the message
areas

P P P P P P P

Name of the
system to
which control
is passed
(Affinity)

N P P P P P P

Address of the
symbol used
by a DISPLAY
macro

P P P P P P P

Address of the
user record
image from
ADMIN2

N D D D D D D
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* RACF and Top Secret return ACEE, and ACF2 returns LIDREC.

Code Definition
P The parameter is passed.
N The parameter is not passed.
S The value is zero (0) if SECURE is set to TPX, NONE, or USER.

Otherwise, the value has an address.
D For a Static user, the value is the address of the in-core record in

ADMIN2.
If Dynamic Users Allowed and Save Dynamic Users are both set
to Y, the value is zero (0) for the first sign-on. After the first sign-
on is complete, the value is the address of the in-core record in
ADMIN2.
If Save Dynamic Users is set to N, the value is zero (0).

* Not applicable.

Function Codes 32 through 52

Function Call
Parameters

Function
Code: 32

Function
Code: 36

Function
Code: 40

Function
Code: 44

Function
Code: 48

Function
Code: 52

Sign on data
(user ID,
password,
or password
phrase and new
password or
password phrase)

Address of the
User ID.

* P Address of the
User ID and
Password only.

Addresses
of user ID,
Password, and
Password that is
entered by user
to unlock.

Addresses
of user ID,
Password, and
Password that is
entered by user
to unlock.

Application Name * * * * * *
User data area
that is returned
by the invoked
security system *

* * * * * *

Name of the user
model profile

* * * * * *

ID of the user
terminal

* * * * * *

UINDEX Address P * P * * *
Addresses of the
message areas

* * * * * *

Name of the
system to which
control is passed
(Affinity)

* * * * * *

Address of the
symbol used by a
DISPLAY macro

* * * * * *

Address of the
user record
image from
ADMIN2

* * * * * *
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* RACF and Top Secret return ACEE, and ACF2 returns LIDREC.

Code Definition
P The parameter is passed.
N The parameter is not passed.
S The value is zero (0) if SECURE is set to TPX, NONE, or USER.

Otherwise, the value has an address.
D For a Static user, the value is the address of the in-core record in

ADMIN2.
If Dynamic Users Allowed and Save Dynamic Users are both set
to Y, the value is zero (0) for the first sign-on. After the first sign-
on is complete, the value is the address of the in-core record in
ADMIN2.
If Save Dynamic Users is set to N, the value is zero (0).

* Not applicable.

Signon and Signoff Exit Parameters That Can Be Modified

Use this topic to identify which Signon and Signoff Exit parameters can be modified for each function call.

Some parameters can be modified in certain function calls but not in others. The following table shows which parameters
can be modified for each function call:

Function Codes 4 through 28

Function Call
Parameters

Function
Code: 4

Function
Code: 8

Function
Code: 12

Function
Code: 16

Function
Code: 20

Function
Code: 24

Function
Code: 28

Sign on data
(user ID,
password
or password
phrase, and
new password
or password
phrase)

Y N N * * * *

Application
Name

N N N N N N N

User data area
that is returned
by the invoked
security system
*

* * * N N N N

Name of the
user model
profile

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

ID of the user
terminal

N N N N N N N

Address of
User ID

* * * * * * *
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Address of
Password
or Password
Phrase

* * * * * * *

Address of
new Password
or Password
Phrase

* * * * * * *

UINDEX
Address

* P P P P P P

Address of
Lock Word
or Password,
or Password
Phrase

* * * * * * *

Address of the
Password or
Phrase entered
by the user

* * * * * * *

Addresses of
the message
areas

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Name of the
system to
which control
is passed
(Affinity)

* Y Y Y Y Y Y

Address of the
symbol used
by a DISPLAY
macro

N N N N N N N

Address of the
user record
image from
ADMIN2

N N N N N N N

Code Definition
Y The parameter can be modified.
N The parameter cannot be modified.
P Part of the parameter cannot be modified.
* Not applicable.
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Function Codes 32 through 52

Function Call
Parameters

Function
Code: 32

Function
Code: 36

Function
Code: 40

Function
Code: 44

Function
Code: 48

Function
Code: 52

Sign on data
(user ID,
password
or password
phrase, and new
password or
password phrase)

* * * * * *

Application Name * * * * * *
User data area
that is returned
by the invoked
security system *

* * * * * *

Name of the user
model profile

* * * * * *

ID of the user
terminal

* * * * * *

Address of User
ID

N * N N N N

Address of
Password or
Password Phrase

N * N * * *

Address of new
Password or
Password Phrase

N * N * * *

UINDEX Address N * N * * *
Address of
Lock Word or
Password, or
Password Phrase

* * * Y N N

Address of the
Password or
Phrase entered
by the user

* * * * N N

Addresses of the
message areas

* * * * * *

Name of the
system to which
control is passed
(Affinity)

* * * * * *

Address of the
symbol used by a
DISPLAY macro

* * * * * *
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Address of the
user record
image from
ADMIN2

* * * * * *

Code Definition
Y The parameter can be modified.
N The parameter cannot be modified.
P Part of the parameter cannot be modified.
* Not applicable.

Switch-in Exit
The Switch-in exit is used to customize how an application's session is refreshed.

The switch-in exit gains control when TPX refreshes a user's session screen image. If the NetSpy interface is active,
control is passed after generation of the interface message. The data or sense code sent to the application is not validated
by TPX. It is a means to instruct the application to refresh the screen image in its entirety, but it can be used for any
purpose.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program the switch-in exit as reentrant and link it into the TPX load library with module name TPXUSWIN.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:

• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List

The parameter list consists of six full words, and a final single byte flag, containing:

+0
Address of the user definition (UINDEX)

+4
Address of the terminal session control block (SB)

+8
Address of the user session definition (UENTRY) being switched to

+12
Address of the application session control block (SB)

+16
Address of a 256 byte area into which the exit can place data or a sense code to be sent to the application

+20
Exit supplied length of the data (maximum length 256) or sense code (maximum length 8)
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+24
A flag byte:
Upon entry the following flags can be set for the exit:
X'80'

Graphics data was received from the application.
X'40'

Destination/Origin Structured Field was received from the application.
Upon return the following flags can be set by the exit:
X'20'

TPX is to send an LUSTAT to the application.
X'10'

TPX is to send a data RU to the application.

Return Codes

On exit, TPX checks register 15. The results for each possible value of register 15 are as follows:

0
Performs normal screen refresh process.

4
Clears the screen and then perform normal screen refresh process.

8
Clears the screen and then sends to the application either data supplied by the exit or an LUSTAT with the sense
code supplied by the exit.

12
Sends to the application either data supplied by the exit or an LUSTAT with the sense code supplied by the exit.

16
Clears the screen only.

20
Does nothing.

Contents of Control Blocks

You can review the SB, UENTRY, and UINDEX control blocks by referring to the DSECTS of the same names distributed
in the CB0VMAC library. These blocks contain information that can be used to identify the terminal/application, session
and user, respectively.

Timeout Option Override Exit
The Timeout Option Override exit receives control at various points in the routines triggered by timer interrupts. It can be
used to override timeout processing.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program this exit as reentrant and link it to the library with module name TPXUTOOO.

Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain the addresses of the following:
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• R0 -- Call type
• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72-byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Entry Codes

Register 0 has the following entry code:

0
Entered once at startup.

4
Entered after it has been determined that a user application has satisfied its timeout criterion but before any action
has been taken.

8
Entered after it has been determined that a user has satisfied its first level timeout criterion but before any action
has been taken.

12
Entered after it has been determined that a user previously timed-out to a lock screen has satisfied its second
level timeout criterion but before any action has been taken.

16
Entered after it has been determined that a terminal at the logo has satisfied its timeout criterion but before any
action has been taken.

20
Entered at the beginning of a timeout processing cycle.

Parameter List

The parameter list varies by entry code:

• 0,20 --
– +0 -- 0
– +4 -- 0
– +8 -- Address of workarea

• 4 --
– +0 -- Address of user ID in the UINDEX
– +4 -- Address of session ID in the UENTRY
– +8 -- Address of workarea

• 8,12 --
– +0 -- Address of UINDEX
– +4 -- Address of terminal ID in the terminal session control block (SB)
– +8 -- Address of workarea

• 16 --
– +0 -- 0
– +4 -- Address of terminal ID in the terminal session control block (SB)
– +8 -- Address of workarea
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Workarea Format

The workarea has the following format:

+0 --
8-byte time in STCK format. DO NOT ALTER THIS VALUE.

+8 --
4-byte word available to the exit

+12 --
TIMEOUT option flag byte. This byte contains the defined TIMEOUT action for call type 4 through 16. Alter it if
you wish to change the action to be taken.

• X'01' -- Log off terminal
• X'02' -- Sign off user
• X'04' -- Lock terminal
• X'08' -- Inactivate all sessions

+13 --
Call point suppression flag. Turn flag bit on to disable the exit from being called for each function code.

• X'80' -- Suppress call point 4
• X'40' -- Suppress call point 8
• X'20' -- Suppress call point 12
• X'10' -- Suppress call point 16

+14 --
Timeout function suppression flag. Turn flag bit on to disable a timeout function. You can do this to disable
timeouts during certain time periods.

• X'80' -- Bit on, disallow application timeouts
• X'40' -- Bit on, disallow stage 1 terminal timeouts
• X'20' -- Bit on, disallow stage 2 terminal timeouts
• X'10' -- Bit on, disallow LOGO timeouts

View Security Access User Exit
The View Security Access User exit controls access authority to the View facility. You can use it to override the existing
authority of users to perform functions in the View facility. This exit overrides the access authority specified in the
administrationfiles. If the exitis present in theloadlibrary, itisloaded and used. If it is notpresent, the administration files are
used.

Program and Link the Exit

You must program this exit as reentrant and link it to the load library with the module name of TPXUVIEW.

Sample Exits

The following members in the TPX.CB0VSRC library contain sample exits:

• TPXUVIEW tells users that their sessions are being viewed.
• TPXUVEW1 overrides access authority specified in the administration files.
• TPXUVEW2 grants access based on View security level only.
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Register Contents

On entry, the registers contain addresses of the following:

• R0 -- Call point
• R1 -- Parameter list
• R11 -- SMRT
• R13 -- 72 byte save area
• R14 -- Return address
• R15 -- Entry point

Parameter List for Call Point X'00'

View request, pre-session selection. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Specifies Address of the viewer's UINDEX

+4
Specifies Address of the viewee's UINDEX

+8
Specifies Address of a one-byte authorization status
X'00'

Specifies that User is authorized.
X'80'

Specifies that User is not authorized.

Return Codes for Call Point X'00'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Proceed as normal.

4
Allow view request.

8
Disallow view request.

Parameter List for Call Point X'04'

View request, post-session selection. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the viewer’s UINDEX

+4
Address of the viewee’s UINDEX

+8
Address of a one-byte authorization status
X'00'

User is authorized.
X'80'

User is not authorized.
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+12
Address of a 32-byte session list.

Return Codes for Call Point X'04'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Proceed as normal.

4
Allow view request.

8
Disallow view request.

Parameter List for Call Point X'08'

Track request. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the viewer’s UINDEX

+4
Address of the viewee’s UINDEX

+8
Address of a one-byte authorization status
X'00'

User is authorized.
X'80'

User is not authorized.

Return Codes for Call Point X'08'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Proceed as normal.

4
Allow track request.

8
Disallow track request.

Parameters for Call Point X'12'

Data received for a view session. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the viewer’s UINDEX

+4
Address of the viewee’s UINDEX

+8
Address of a one-byte RU data direction
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X'00'
Data RU from application to viewee’s terminal.

X'80'
Data RU from viewee’s terminal to application.

+12
Address of the viewee’s application session block

+16
Address of the data RU

+20
Address of a full word containing the length of the data RU

Return Codes for Call Point X'12'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Send data to viewer.

4
Data RU has been modified, send modified RU to viewer.

8
Do not send RU to viewer.

NOTE
The length of the data RU cannot be increased.

Parameters for Call Point X'16'

View session has ended. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the viewer’s UINDEX

+4
Address of the viewee’s UINDEX

+16
Address of a 32-byte session list

Return Codes for Call Point X'16'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Proceed as normal

Parameters for Call Point X'20'

Track session has ended. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the viewer’s UINDEX

+4
Address of the viewee’s UINDEX
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Return Codes for Call Point X'20'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Proceed as normal

Parameters for Call Point X'24'

Conference is initiating. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the conference initiator's UINDEX.

+4
Address of an 8-byte session ID.

+8
Address of a 1-byte conference type
X'00'

Public conference.
X'04'

Private conference.
+12

Address of the conference participant count (this is the number of entries in the conference participant user ID
list). This value is 0 for public conferences.

+16
Address of the conference participant user ID list. This address is 0 for public conferences.
Each entry is 16-bytes. The first 8 bytes contain the user ID and the second 8 bytes contain that user's terminal
ID.

Return Codes for Call Point X'24'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Allow conference request

4
Do not allow conference request

Parameters for Call Point X'28'

User is joining a conference. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the user’s UINDEX

+4
Address of an 8-byte session ID

+8
Address of a one-byte conference type:
X'00'

Public conference
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X'04'
Private conference

+12
Address of the conference initiator’s UINDEX

Return Codes for Call Point X'28'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Allow conference request.

4
Do not allow conference request.

Parameters for Call Point X'32', X'36' and X'40'

Training session is being scheduled, updated, or deleted. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the UINDEX of the scheduling, updating, or deleting user.

+4
Address of an 8-byte trainer user ID.

+8
Address of an 8-byte session ID.

+12
Address of a 1-byte training session type
X'00'

Public training session.
X'04'

Private training session.
+16

Address of the student count, which is the number of entries in the student user ID list. The count can be 0.
+20

Address of the student user ID list. The address is 0 if no users are registered.
Each entry is 16-bytes. The first 8 bytes contain the user ID and the second 8 bytes contain that user's terminal
ID.
Any user being added to this list will appear in the list.

Return Codes for Call Point X'32', X'36' and X'40'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Allow training session request.

4
Do not allow training session request.

Parameters for Call Point X'44'

A user is registering for a scheduled training session. The parameter list has the following format:
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+0
Address of the user’s UINDEX.

+4
Address of an 8-byte trainer user ID.

+8
Address of an 8-byte session ID.

+12
Address of a 1-byte training session type
X'00'

Public training session.
X'04'

Private training session.
+16

Address of the student count, which is the number of entries in the student user ID list. This value is 0 if no users
are registered.

+20
Address of the student user ID list. This address is 0 if no students are registered.
Each entry is 16-bytes. The first 8 bytes contain the user ID and the second 8 bytes contain that user’s terminal
ID.
Any user being added to this list will appear in the list.

Return Codes for Call Point X'44'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Allow registration request.

4
Do not allow registration request.

Parameters for Call Point X'48'

A user is joining a scheduled training session. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the user’s UINDEX.

+4
Address of an 8-byte session ID.

+8
Address of a 1-byte training session type:
X'00'

Public training session.
X'04'

Private training session.
+12

Address of the trainer’s UINDEX
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Return Codes for Call Point X'48'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Allow registration request.

4
Do not allow registration request.

Parameters for Call Point X'52'

A training session is being initiated. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the trainer's UINDEX

+4
Address of an 8-byte session ID

+8
Address of a 1-byte training session type:
X'00'

Public training session
X'04'

Private training session
+12

Address of the student count, which is the number of entries in the student user ID list. This address is 0 if no
users are registered.

+16
Address of the student user ID list. This address is 0 if no users are registered.
Each entry is 16-bytes. The first 8 bytes contain the user ID and the second 8 bytes contain that user's terminal
ID.

Return Codes for Call Point X'52'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Allow training request.

4
Do not allow training request.

Parameters for Call Point X'56'

A record session is beginning. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the recorder’s UINDEX

+4
Address of an 8-byte session ID

+8
Address of a 1-byte record session type:
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X'00'
Public recordingsession

X'04'
Private recording session

Return Codes for Call Point X'56'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Allow recording request.

4
Do not allow recording request.

Parameters for Call Point X'60', X'64' and X'68'

Playback session is beginning or being updated or deleted. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the user's UINDEX

+4
Address of an 8-byte user ID identifying the recorder

+8
Address of an 8-byte session ID

+12
Address of a 1-byte record session type:
X'00'

Public recording session
X'04'

Private recording session

Return Codes for Call Point X'60', X'64' and X'68'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

0
Allow playback request.

4
Do not allow playback request.

Parameters for Call Point X'72'

Session assist is beginning. The parameter list has the following format:

+0
Address of the assister user's UINDEX

+4
Address of the assistee user's UINDEX

+8
Address of an 8-byte session ID
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Return Codes for Call Point X'72'

On exit, the following return codes should be set in R15:

+0
Allow session to be assisted.

+4
Do not allow session to be assisted.

+12
Address of a 1-byte authorization status:
X'00'

User is authorized.
X'80'

User is not authorized.

User Exit Macros
This section describes the macros that you can use in TPX user exits.

GETSTOR
The GETSTOR macro in a user exit obtains TPX storage. Storage can be in a slot pool or a dynamic storage area (DSA)
that is above or below the 16 MB line.

Format

The GETSTOR macro has the following syntax:

>>--GETSTOR----BYTES=number----, SLOT=----YES---, LOC=ABOVE------><

                                        +-NO--+     |-BELOW-|

                                                    +-V31---+

Operand Explanations

The GETSTOR macro has the following operands:

BYTES=number

Indicates the number of bytes to obtain. Specify a value or register 0 through 12. Use parentheses to specify a register
value. For example, specify register 2 as (2).

NOTE

You can specify a register value only if you are using the UEXIT macro. For more information, see the UEXIT
member in hlq.CB0VMAC.

SLOT=YES|NO

Indicates the type storage that is to be obtained. Specify YES for a slot pool or NO for DSA storage.

LOC=location

Indicates the location of the slot pool or DSA:
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• ABOVE—Store above the 16 MB line.
• BELOW—Store below the 16 MB line.
• V31—Test for SMRTXA and SMRTV31 are set before storing above the 16 MB line.

Output Registers

Register Contents

0 Length

1 Address of Area

2-13 Unchanged

14 Return address

15 Work – GETSTOR ENTRY ADDRESS

Examples
Example 1: Get storage using an A-type address

GETSTOR BYTES=AATLEN

. . .

NUMENTRY EQU   500                  NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES

AATLEN   EQU   AATENT#*NUMENTRY     TABLE SIZE

Example 2: Get slot pool storage using register notation for the number of bytes to be obtained

LA    R7,PJESBNRL(0,0)  R7 -> BANNER LENGTH     

GETSTOR BYTES=(7),SLOT=YES   GET AREA FOR IT

Example 3: Get slot pool storage for a 3-byte area using register notation

 LA    R2,3                    R2 = LENGTH OF BUFFER NEEDED

 GETSTOR BYTES=(R2),SLOT=YES   GET BUFFER FOR "NEW BANNER"

FREESTOR
The FREESTOR macro in a user exit returns TPX storage to the TPX storage manager. Storage can be returned to a slot
pool or a dynamic storage area (DSA) that is above or below the 16 MB line.

Format

The FREESTOR macro has the following syntax:

>>--FREESTOR----BYTES=number----,ADDR=area,SLOT=----YES----><

                                                  +-NO-+  

Operand Explanations

The FREESTOR macro has the following operands:

BYTES=number

Indicates the number of bytes to get. Specify a value or register 0 through 12. Use parentheses to specify a register value.
For example, specify register 2 as (2).
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NOTE

You can specify a register value only if you are using the UEXIT macro. For more information, see the UEXIT
member in hlq.CB0VMAC.

ADDR=area

Indicates the area that is to be freed or returned. Specify an A-type address or register 1 through 12. Use (R) as the prefix
for a register value.

SLOT=YES|NO

Indicates the type storage that is to be returned. Specify YES for a slot pool or NO for a DSA.

Examples
Example 1:
FREESTOR ADDR=??, SLOT=YES

Example 2: FREESTOR of DSA

LA   R1,VCFREQBK                             Get the address of Request Block

LTR  R1, R1                                  Do we have it?

BZ   ONOFD_RCOM_05                           No, skip it

FREESTORE ADDR=(1),BYTES=VCFREQLL,SLOT=NO    Else free it

LOGMSG
Use the LOGMSG macro to write a message to the TPX log file.

Format

The LOGMSG macro has the following syntax:

>>--LOGMSG---parm1----------------–<<

                --,parm2-----------

                      --,parm3----- 

Operand Explanations

parm1,parm2,parm3

Specify one or more of the following parameters for the log message:

Text
Specifies the message text.

label,length
Specify an address label in your program. Specify length as an integer or an equate.

(Rx),length
Specify a register number for x. Valid values are 2-12. Specify length.

UENTER
The UENTER macro establishes the user exit program entrant functionality. Use this macro as a TPX/MVS programming
entry prologue, to acquire a save area, and optionally acquire a work area. UENTER works in conjunction with UEXIT.
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Format

The UENTER macro has the following syntax:

>>--UENTER--PROGRAM=name----,DATAREA=dname----,DATALEN=dlen----,TRACE=NO------><

                                                                    +-YES-+ 

Operand Explanations

PROGRAM=name

Indicates the program (CSECT) name.

DATAREA=dname

Indicates the user DSECT name.

DATALEN=dlen

Indicates the user DESECT length.

TRACE=NO|YES

Indicates whether to enable tracing. The default is NO.

UEXIT
The UEXIT macro establishes user exit program functionality. Use this macro to program a TPX/MVS exit to return to the
caller. Upon returning, the save area and optional work area are released, registers 0 through 14 are restored to the caller
values, and register 15 contains the return code. This macro works in conjunction with the UENTER macro.

Format

The UEXIT macro has the following syntax:

-->UEXIT----TRACE=NO-----<<

               +--YES--+

Operand Explanation

TRACE=NO|YES

Specifies whether to enable tracing. The default is NO.

NOTE

SECT NAME is given on the UENTER macro (DATAAREA) for the user work area named SECTION.

Register Usage
R0-R14

—Restored to caller register values.
R15

—Contains the return code if set; otherwise the register contents is unpredictable. R15 should always be set
within the exit code.
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USNAP
Use the USNAP macro as a diagnostic to capture information from storage locations, control blocks, and in-core
structures. This macro uses the z/OS SNAP function internally to access the SNAP DD file.

Format

The USNAP macro has the following syntax:

>>---USNAP---TERMSB=termsb-addr---,APPLSB=applsb-addr---,INTSB=intsb-addr---,TERMEB=termeb-addr------->

 ->---,APPLEB=appleb-addr---,INTEB=,EVENT=NO---,UIDX=uidx-addr---,UENT=uent-addr---,FROM=start-addr--->

 ->---,TO=end-addr---,LEN=length,LSIB=lsib-addr---,ID=id-number---,TCB=tcb-addr---,MSG=tag-message------><

Operand Explanations

The USNAP command has the following operands:

TERMSB=termsb-addr

Specifies the TERM SB address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

APPLSB=applsb-addr

Specifies the APPL SB address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

INTSB=intsb-addr

Specifies the internal SB address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

TERMEB=termeb-addr

Specifies the term type event block address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

APPLEB=appleb-addr

Specifies the APPL type event block address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

INTEB=inteb-addr

Specifies the internal type event block address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

EVENT=NO

Specifies whether events are snapped. The only valid value is NO.

UIDX=uidx-addr

Specifies the UINDEX CB address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

UENT=uent-addr

Specifies the UADS entry address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

FROM=start-addr

Specifies the starting address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

TO=end-addr

Specifies the ending address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

LEN=length

Specifies the length of area. This operand is used with the TO keyword.
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LSIB=lsib-addr

Specifies the LSIB address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

ID=id-number

Specifies the ID number of this User Snap.

TCB=tcb-addr

Specifies the TCB address, A-type address, or register 2-12.

MSG=tag-message

Specifies the tag message.

Limit: 99 characters

NOTE

Use parentheses to specify a register value. For example, specify register 2 as (2).

Implement Session Number Usage in TPX
To assist with migration to TPX, sample panels TEN0041 and TEN0010 and sample User Command Exit member
TPXUSES# are included with the product.

The sample exit simulates session number usage in ascending order on the TPX Main Menu panel.

NOTE
Member TPXUSES# must be assembled and link-edited as TPXUCMND.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that your TPX PROC has User Load Library as the first item in the STEPLIB DD concatenation.
2. Ensure that your TPX PROC has User Panel Library as the first item in the PANELS DD concatenation.
3. Using sample job ASUXIT in library CB0VSRC, assemble and link-edit member TPXUSES# as TPXUCMND and add

TPXUCMND to your user Load Library. For more information, see Assemble the Exits.
4. If the return code from Step 3 is > 04, save the output and contact Support for assistance.
5. Copy TEN0041 and TEN0010 from CB0VSRC to the User Panel Library mentioned in Step 2.
6. Using TPXOPER application, run the following commands:

RELOAD PANEL=TEN0041

RELOAD PANEL=TEN0010

7. Using TPXOPER APPLICATION, run the following command:
RELOAD EXIT=TPXUCMND

NOTE
As an alternative to Steps 6 and 7, you can recycle TPX.

SMF Records
The records in this section are written to SMF if the SMF record number field on the System Options Table (SMRT)
specifies an SMF record number. All records have the same SMF record number with the one-byte MONTYPE indicating
the specific record type. The interval record is written on an interval specified in the SMF Logging Interval field on the
SMRT. Other record types are written at particular events.

NOTE
Some session statistics are only available for managed sessions.
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Record Types
The following list describes the record types:

• X'01' -- Start of TPX.
• X'02' -- Interval performance data.
• X'04' -- Stop record.
• X'05' -- User signs on to this product.
• X'06' -- User signs off this product.
• X'07' -- User activates application session.
• X'08' -- User deactivates application session.
• X'09' -- Session interval performance data.
• X'0A' -- Stop record.
• X'0B' -- User starts or ends session view session.
• X'0C' -- User starts or ends session assist session.
• X'0D' -- User initiates or terminates conference session.
• X'0E' -- User joins or leaves conference session.
• X'0F' -- User initiates or terminates training session.
• X'10' -- User joins or leaves training session.
• X'11' -- User starts or ends record session.
• X'12' -- User starts or ends playback session.
• X'13' -- User grants temporary View authority.

TPX CB0VMAC(MONSMF)
MACRO 

          MONSMF ,

MONREC   DS    0F        MONREC LAYOUT

*

*        SMF STANDARD HEADER (ALL RECORD TYPES)

*

MONRDW   DC    AL2(MONRLEN) LL=(RECORD LENGTH)

         DC    H'0'         ZZ=NULL SEGMENT DESCRIPTOR

MONIND   DS    X            z/OS=X'02'    VM/GCS=X'E5'

MONSMF#  DS    X'00'        SMF RECORD TYPE

*

MONTIME  DS    XL4       TIME OF ELAPSED INTERVAL (UNITS OF 1/100 SEC) 

MONDATE  DS    XL4       DATE OF ELAPSED INTERVAL 00YYDDDF

MONSYS   DS    CL4       SYSID

*

*        TPX STANDARD HEADER (ALL RECORD TYPES)

* 

MONVER   DS    CL4       VERSION, RELEASE, AND MODIFICATION LEVEL

MONOFF   DS    XL2       OFFSET FROM MONRDW TO 1ST VARIABLE SECTION 

MONTYPE  DS    X         TYPE OF MONITOR RECORD

MONSTART EQU   X'01'      .. THIS IS AN TPX START RECORD

MONINTVL EQU   X'02'      .. THIS IS AN TPX INTERVAL RECORD

MONSTOP  EQU   X'04'      .. THIS IS AN TPX STOP RECORD

MONTSTRT EQU   X'05'      .. TERMINAL SIGNON EVENT 

MONTSTOP EQU   X'06'      .. TERMINAL SIGNOFF EVENT 

MONASTRT EQU   X'07'      .. APPLIC'N LOGON EVENT
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MONASTOP EQU   X'08'      .. APPLIC'N LOGOFF EVENT 

MONAINTVL EQU  X'09'      .. APPLIC'N INTERVAL RECORD 

MONSTOPA EQU   X'0A'      .. TPX STOP RECORD - APPLIC'N 

MONVWSES EQU   X'0B'      .. SESSION VIEW STAT/END RECORD 

MONAPPL  DS    CL8       APPLID OF EXECUTING SESSION MANAGER 

MONCVTTZ DS    XL4       CVTTZ TO ADJUST ALL STCK'S 

MONBASE  DS    0X        START OF VARIABLE PORTION

* 

****     TPX START RECORD  (STARTUP OF TPX)

*          (TYPE 01 , ONLY SECTION)

*

MON01LEN DS    AL2(M1#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION

MON01ID  DS    XL2'1'    ID OF THIS SECTION 

MONVTAMM DS    CL8       VTAM MAJOR NODE NAME

MONSMRT  DS    CL8       SMRT NAME

         DS    XL4 

M1SPCNT  DS    XL2       COUNT OF SUBPOOLS < 16M 

M1SXCNT  DS    XL2       COUNT OF SUBPOOLS > 16M 

* FORMAT OF SLOTPOOL ENTRY 

M1SPESIZ DS    XL2       SIZE OF EACH  ENTRY IN THIS POOL 

M1SPECD8 DS    XL2       COUNT OF ENTRIES IN THIS POOL / 8 

M1SPELEN EQU   *-M1SPESIZ SLOT LENGTH 

M1SP0    EQU   M1SPESIZ,M1SPELEN      SEGLEN0 ENTRY 

M1SP1    DS    XL4                    SEGLEN1 ENTRY 

M1SP2    DS    XL4                    SEGLEN2 ENTRY 

M1SP3    DS    XL4                    SEGLEN3 ENTRY 

M1SP4    DS    XL4                    SEGLEN4 ENTRY 

M1SP5    DS    XL4                    SEGLEN5 ENTRY 

M1SP6    DS    XL4                    SEGLEN6 ENTRY 

M1SP7    DS    XL4                    SEGLEN7 ENTRY 

M1SP8    DS    XL4                    SEGLEN8 ENTRY 

M1SP9    DS    XL4                    SEGLEN9 ENTRY 

M1SPA    DS    XL4                    SEGLENA ENTRY 

M1SPB    DS    XL4                    SEGLENB ENTRY 

* 

M1SX0    DS    XL4                    XEGLEN0 ENTRY (XA) 

M1SX1    DS    XL4                    XEGLEN1 ENTRY (XA) 

M1SX2    DS    XL4                    XEGLEN2 ENTRY (XA) 

M1SX3    DS    XL4                    XEGLEN3 ENTRY (XA) 

M1SX4    DS    XL4                    XEGLEN4 ENTRY (XA) 

M1SX5    DS    XL4                    XEGLEN5 ENTRY (XA) 

M1SX6    DS    XL4                    XEGLEN6 ENTRY (XA) 

M1SX7    DS    XL4                    XEGLEN7 ENTRY (XA) 

M1SX8    DS    XL4                    XEGLEN8 ENTRY (XA) 

M1SX9    DS    XL4                    XEGLEN9 ENTRY (XA) 

M1SXA    DS    XL4                    XEGLENA ENTRY (XA) 

M1SXB    DS    XL4                    XEGLENB ENTRY (XA) 

M1PTFLVL DS    XL8                    PTF LEVEL 

M1#DS1   EQU   *-MONBASE LENGTH OF SEGMENT1 RECORD1 

MONSHORT EQU   *-MONREC  LENGTH OF START RECORDS

*

****     TPX INTERVAL AND STOP RECORD  (ONLY SECTION)

*          (TYPE 02, WRITTEN EVERY 'SMFINT(SMRT)' MINUTES)
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*          (TYPE 04, WRITTEN WHEN TPX IS TAKEN DOWN)

*

         ORG   MONBASE

M24LEN   DS    AL2(M24#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION 

M24ID    DS    XL2'1'    ID OF THIS SECTION 

MONSRBT  DS    XL8       SRB TIME (STCK FORMAT)

MONCPU   DS    XL8       ASCBEJST AT INTERVAL END (STCK FORMAT)

MONPIN   DS    XL4       PAGE INS AT INTERVAL END (OUXBPIN) 

MONPOUT  DS    XL4       PAGE OUTS AT INTERVAL END (OUXBPOUT)

MONMSGTI DS    XL4       TOTAL TERMINAL MESSAGES INBOUND TO TPX 

MONMSGTO DS    XL4       TOTAL TERMINAL MESSAGES OUTBOUND FROM TPX

MONBYTTI DS    XL4       TOTAL TERMINAL BYTES INBOUND TO TPX 

MONBYTTO DS    XL4       TOTAL TERMINAL BYTES OUTBOUND FROM TPX

MONSESTS DS    XL4       TOTAL TERMINAL SESSIONS STARTED 

MONSESTP DS    XL4       TOTAL TERMINAL SESSIONS STOPPED

MONMSGAI DS    XL4       TOTAL APPLICATION MESSAGES INBOUND TO TPX

MONMSGAO DS    XL4       TOTAL APPLICATION MESSAGES OUTBOUND FROM TPX 

MONBYTAI DS    XL4       TOTAL APPLICATION BYTES INBOUND TO TPX

MONBYTAO DS    XL4       TOTAL APPLICATION BYTES OUTBOUND FROM TPX

MONSESAS DS    XL4       TOTAL APPLICATION SESSIONS STARTED

MONSESAP DS    XL4       TOTAL APPLICATION SESSIONS STOPPED

M24PAD   DS    0X        END OF COPY FROM SMRT 

MONELAP  DS    XL4       VALUE OF SMFINT FROM SMRT GEN 

*

*        DSA STATISTICS 

*

MONDSAF  DS    XL4       BYTES OF DSA FREE TO BE USED (TOTAL-USED)

MONDSAU  DS    XL4       DSA USED

MONDSAH  DS    XL4       HIGHEST USED BYTES COUNT

M2DSAE   DS    XL2       EMPTY DSA ENTRIES 

M2DSAR   DS    XL2       HIGHEST USED CONTROL RECORD COUNT 

MONEGOT  DS    XL4

MONDSA   DS    0X        END OF COPY FROM SMRT

*

MONXDSAF DS    XL4       XA BYTES OF DSA FREE TO BE USED (TOTAL-USED)

MONXDSAU DS    XL4       XA DSA USED

MONXDSAH DS    XL4       XA HIGHEST USED BYTES COUNT 

MONXDSAC DS    0XL4      XA HIGHEST USED CONTROL RECORD COUNT

M2DXAE   DS    XL2       EMPTY DSA ENTRIES 

M2DXAR   DS    XL2       HIGHEST USED CONTROL RECORD COUNT 

MONXEGOT DS    XL4       XA EMERGENCY BUFFER RELOAD COUNT 

MONXDSA  DS    0X        XA END OF COPY FROM SMRT

*

*        SLOTPOOL STATISTICS

*

*        SLOTPOOL TOTALS

*

MONSGCNT DS    XL4       NO OF STORAGE SEGMENTS

MONSGFAL DS    XL4       NO OF FAILURES

MONSGBYT DS    XL4       NO OF BYTES USED

MONSGHIU DS    XL4       HIGHEST USED BYTES

MONSLT   DS    0X        END OF COPY FROM SMRT

*
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MONXGCNT DS    XL4       XA NO OF STORAGE SEGMENTS

MONXGFAL DS    XL4       XA NO OF FAILURES

MONXGBYT DS    XL4       XA NO OF BYTES USED

MONXGHIU DS    XL4       XA HIGHEST USED BYTES

MONXLT   DS    0X        XA END OF COPY FROM SMRT

*

*        SEGMENT TOTALS

* 

* FORMAT OF SLOTPOOL ENTRY

MONSGREQ DS    XL4       NO OF GETSTORES      TEMPLATE/FIRST ENTRY 

MONSGGFL DS    XL4       NO OF FAILURES

MONSGCUR DS    XL4       CURRENT SLOT USED COUNT

MONSGMAX DS    XL4       HIGHEST SLOTS USED SO FAR

MONSGLEN EQU   *-MONSGREQ SLOT LENGTH

MONS0008 EQU   MONSGREQ,MONSGLEN   8 (SEGLEN0) BYTE SLOT ENTRY

MONS0016 DS    XL16               16 (SEGLEN1) BYTE SLOT ENTRY

MONS0032 DS    XL16               32 (SEGLEN2) BYTE SLOT ENTRY 

MONS0064 DS    XL16               64 (SEGLEN3) BYTE SLOT ENTRY

MONS0128 DS    XL16              128 (SEGLEN4) BYTE SLOT ENTRY

MONS0256 DS    XL16              256 (SEGLEN5) BYTE SLOT ENTRY

MONS0512 DS    XL16              512 (SEGLEN6) BYTE SLOT ENTRY

MONS1024 DS    XL16               1K (SEGLEN7) BYTE SLOT ENTRY 

MONS2048 DS    XL16               2K (SEGLEN8) BYTE SLOT ENTRY

MONS3072 DS    XL16               3K (SEGLEN9) BYTE SLOT ENTRY

MONS4096 DS    XL16               4K (SEGLENA) BYTE SLOT ENTRY

MONS8192 DS    XL16               8K (SEGLENB) BYTE SLOT ENTRY

MONSCNTR EQU   12

*

MONX0008 DS    XL16                8 (XEGLEN0) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX0016 DS    XL16               16 (XEGLEN1) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX0032 DS    XL16               32 (XEGLEN2) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX0064 DS    XL16               64 (XEGLEN3) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX0128 DS    XL16              128 (XEGLEN4) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX0256 DS    XL16              256 (XEGLEN5) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX0512 DS    XL16              512 (XEGLEN6) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX1024 DS    XL16               1K (XEGLEN7) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX2048 DS    XL16               2K (XEGLEN8) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX3072 DS    XL16               3K (XEGLEN9) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX4096 DS    XL16               4K (XEGLENA) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONX8192 DS    XL16               8K (XEGLENB) BYTE SLOT ENTRY (XA)

MONXCNTR EQU   12

*  

*        TASK QUEUE STATISTICS

* 

MONQRTEC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR ROUTE

MONQRTEM DS    XL4       MAX FOR ROUTE

MONQSNDC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR SEND 

MONQSNDM DS    XL4       MAX FOR SEND 

MONQSVCC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR SERVICE

MONQSVCM DS    XL4       MAX FOR SERVICE 

MONQPASC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR PASSTHROUGH

MONQPASM DS    XL4       MAX FOR PASSTHROUGH 

MONQDIAC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR DIAGNOSE
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MONQDIAM DS    XL4       MAX FOR DIAGNOSE 

MONQMONC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR MONITOR 

MONQMONM DS    XL4       MAX FOR MONITOR 

MONQONFC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR ON/OFF

MONQONFM DS    XL4       MAX FOR ON/OFF

MONQRCVC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR RECEIVE

MONQRCVM DS    XL4       MAX FOR RECEIVE

MONQCNSC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR CONSOLE

MONQCNSM DS    XL4       MAX FOR CONSOLE 

MONQSCTC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR SCRIPT 

MONQSCTM DS    XL4       MAX FOR SCRIPT 

MONQWRTC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR WRITER 

MONQWRTM DS    XL4       MAX FOR WRITER

MONQQUEC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR QUEUE 

MONQQUEM DS    XL4       MAX FOR QUEUE 

MONQMAIC DS    XL4       COUNT FOR MAIN

MONQMAIM DS    XL4       MAX FOR MAIN 

MONQCNTR EQU   ((*-MONQRTEC)/8)

* 

*        SACB STATISTICS

* 

MONSACBC DS    XL4       CURRENT SACBS IN USE

MONSACBH DS    XL4       SACB HIGH WATER MARK

M24#DS1  EQU   *-MONBASE LENGTH OF SEGMENT1 RECORDS 2 AND 4

MONRLEN  EQU   *-MONREC          LENGTH OF MONITOR DATA  

* 

****     TPX SESSION INTERVAL AND STOP RECORD  (ONLY SECTION) 

*          (TYPE 09, WRITTEN EVERY 'SMFINT(SMRT)' MINUTES) 

*          (TYPE 0A, WRITTEN WHEN TPX IS TAKEN DOWN) 

* 

         ORG   MONBASE 

M9LEN    DS    AL2(M9#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION 

M9ID     DS    XL2'1'    ID OF THIS SECTION 

M9NAME   DS   CL8      NAME OF APPLICATION 

M9SESS   DS   CL8      SESSION NAME 

M9FLAG   DS    X        TWO RESERVED BYTES 

M9QSCEP  EQU   X'80'   APPLICATION QUIESCE IN PROGRESS 

M9QSCEC  EQU   X'40'   APPLICATION QUIESCE IS COMPLETE 

M9MDT    EQU   X'01'    MDT COMPRESSION FOR THIS APPL 

M9UCNT   DS    XL4      APPLICATION USE COUNT 

M9UMAX   DS    XL4      MAX USE COUNT 

M9CIN    DS    XL4      STD.3270 COMPRESSION BYTES IN 

M9COUT   DS    XL4      STD.3270 COMPRESSION BYTES OUT 

M9CCNT   DS    XL4      STD.3270 COMPRESSION MESSAGES 

M9BYTI   DS    XL4      BYTES IN (FROM APPL) 

         DS    XL4      FILLER

M9BYTO   DS    XL4      BYTES OUT (TO APPL) 

         DS    XL4      FILLER

M9MSGSI  DS    XL4      MSGS IN 

M9MSGSO  DS    XL4      MSGS OUT 

M9MDTL   DS    XL4      INBOUND COMPRESSION BYTES OUT 

M9MDTS   DS    XL4      INBOUND COMPRESSION BYTES IN 

*M9MDTM   DS    XL4     INBOUND COMPRESSION MESSAGES
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*M9EFCIN  DS    XL4     EQUAL-FIELD COMPRESSION BYTES IN 

*M9EFCOUT DS    XL4     EQUAL-FIELD COMPRESSION BYTES OUT 

*M9EFMCNT DS    XL4     EQUAL-FIELD COMPRESSION MESSAGES

M9CCTL   DS    X        COMPRESSION CONTROL 

M9COMP   EQU   X'80'    COMPRESSION OFF 

M9#DS1   EQU   *-MONBASE LENGTH OF SEGMENT1 RECORDS 9 AND 10

M9RLENG  EQU   *-MONREC          LENGTH OF TYPE 9/A RECORDS 

* 

*****    TPX SESSION RECORDS - (COMMON FIRST SECTION)

*          (TYPE 05, PHYSICAL TERMINAL SIGNON EVENT)  

*          (TYPE 06, PHYSICAL TERMINAL SIGNOFF EVENT)

*          (TYPE 07, APPLICATION LOGON EVENT)

*          (TYPE 08, APPLICATION LOGOFF EVENT)

*

         ORG   MONBASE

MONCMLEN DS    AL2(M5678LEN1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION

MONCMID  DS    XL2'1'    ID OF THIS SECTION 

MONUSER  DS    CL8       REQUESTORS USERID

MONTNAME DS    CL8       NAME OF TERMINAL

MONCID   DS    XL4       CID

M5678LEN1 EQU  *-MONCMLEN     LENGTH OF SEGMENT 1 RECORDS 5, 6, 7, 8 

*

*        TPX SESSION RECORDS - TERMINAL SESSION STARTUP                 

*          (TYPE 05, LAST SECTION; TYPE 06, SECOND SECTION)             

*                                                                       

MON05LEN DS    AL2(M5LEN2) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION                       

MON05ID  DS    XL2'2'    ID OF THIS SECTION                             

MONMODEL DS    CL8       MODEL FROM SBMODEL                             

MONLOGMD DS    CL8       LOGMODE                                        

***** TPX 5.4 PROBLEM TICKET # 505 **************************** DWP54   

         DS    CL8       AVAILABLE                                      

M57STIME DS    XL8       SESSION START TIME                     TG8088A 

MONIPADR DS    CL45       IP ADDRESS                                    

******** TPX 5.4 PROBLEM TICKET #505 TO EXPAND IP PORT LENGTH   DWP54   

MONIPPRT DS    CL5        IP PORT                               DWP54   

M5LEN2   EQU   *-MON05LEN     LENGTH OF SEGMENT 2, RECORD 5     TPX30   

MONTLENG EQU   *-MONREC  LENGTH FOR MONTYPE=MONTSTRT                    

*M6FILL   DS    CL8       FILLER TO MAKE RECS 6 & 8 CONGRUENT JJC DWP54 

*M6LEN2   EQU   *-MON05LEN     LENGTH OF SEGMENT 2 RECORD 6             

*                                                                       

*        TPX SESSION RECORDS - APPLICATION SESSION STARTUP              

*          (TYPE 07, LAST SECTION; TYPE 08, SECOND SECTION)             

*                                                                       

         ORG   MON05LEN                                                 

MON07LEN DS    AL2(M78LEN3) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION                      

MON07ID  DS    XL2'3'    ID OF THIS SECTION                             

MONVNAME DS    CL8       VIRTUAL TERMINAL SELECTED                      

MONGNAME DS    CL8       GENERIC APPLICATION NAME                       

MONANAME DS    CL8       ACTUAL APPLICATION NAME                        

MONSTIME DS    XL8       SESSION START TIME                             

MONSNAME DS    XL8       SESSION NAME                          RK+2.0.0 

M78FILL  DS    CL42      (RSV ALIGNMENT ANF FUTURE USE)         P00573  

M78LEN3  EQU   *-MON07LEN     LENGTH OF SEGMENT 3 RECORDS 7, 8          
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MONSLENG EQU   *-MONREC  LENGTH FOR MONTYPE=MONASTRT                    

*M7FILL   DS    CL50      FOR IPADR & IP PORT RECORDS             DWP54 

*

*        TPX SESSION RECORDS - SESSION TERMINATION SUMMARY SECTION 

*          (TYPE 06, TYPE 08, LAST SECTION)

*

MON06LEN DS    AL2(M68LEN4) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION

MON06ID  DS    XL2'4'    ID OF THIS SECTION

MONMSGCI DS    XL4       TOTAL MESSAGES INBOUND TO TPX

MONMSGCO DS    XL4       TOTAL MESSAGES OUTBOUND FROM TPX

MONBYTCI DS    XL4       TOTAL BYTES INBOUND TO TPX

MONBYTCO DS    XL4       TOTAL BYTES OUTBOUND FROM TPX

MONETIME DS    XL8       SESSION END TIME

MONATIME DS    XL8       ACCUMULATED SESSION CONNECT-TIME - TYPE 08

*                        ACCUMULATED TIME USER SIGNED ON TPX - TYPE 06

M68CIN   DS    XL4       STD.3270 COMPRESSION INBOUND BYTES

M68COUT  DS    XL4       STD.3270 COMPRESSION OUTBOUND BYTES

M68CBCT  DS    XL1   APPLICATION COMPRESSION WHEN TO TRY AGAIN COUNTER.

M68NOCMP EQU   X'80'       DON'T COMPRESS THIS APPL.

M68CCNT  DS    AL3       STD.3270 COMPRESSION MESSAGE COUNT

MONMDTL  DS    XL4       INBOUND COMPRESSION OUTBOUND COUNT 

MONMDTS  DS    XL4       INBOUND COMPRESSION INBOUND COUNT

MONMDTM  DS    XL4       INBOUND COMPRESSION MESSAGE COUNT  

M68EFIN  DS    XL4       EQUAL-FIELD COMPRESSION BYTES IN 

M68EFOUT DS    XL4       EQUAL-FIELD COMPRESSION BYTES OUT

M68EFCNT DS    XL4       EQUAL-FIELD COMPRESSION MESSAGE COUNT

M68LEN4  EQU   *-MON06LEN     LENGTH OF SEGMENT 4 RECORDS 6, 8

MONPLENG EQU   *-MONREC  LENGTH FOR MONTYPE=(MONTSTOP|MONASTOP)

*

*          (TYPE 0B, SESSION VIEW START/END RECORD)

*

         ORG   MONBAS

MON0BLEN DS    AL2(M0B#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION

MON0BID  DS    XL2'1'       ID OF THIS SECTION 

MONBVER  DS    CL8          USERID OF VIEWER

MONBTVER DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF VIEWER

MONBVEE  DS    CL8          USERID OF VIEWEE

MONBTVEE DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF VIEWEE 

MONBTYPE DS    XL1          SESSION VIEW TYPE

MONBVIEW EQU   X'04'        VIEW REQUEST

MONBTRK  EQU   X'08'        TRACK REQUEST

MONBIND  DS    XL1          START/END INDICATOR

MONBSTR  EQU   X'04'        START RECOED 

MONBEND  EQU   X'08'        END RECORD 

MONBSES1 DS    CL8          VIEWED SESSION #1

MONBSES2 DS    CL8          VIEWED SESSION #2 

MONBSES3 DS    CL8          VIEWED SESSION #3

MONBSES4 DS    CL8          VIEWED SESSION #4 

M0B#DS1  EQU   *-MONBASE    SECTION LENGTH

M0BLENG  EQU   *-MONREC     LENGTH OF RECORD

*

*          (TYPE 0C, SESSION ASSIST START/END RECORD)

*
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         ORG   MONBASE

MON0CLEN DS    AL2(M0C#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION

MON0CID  DS    XL2'1'       ID OF THIS SECTION

MONCOWN  DS    CL8          USERID OF SESSION OWNER

MONCTOWN DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF SESSION OWNER 

MONCUSR  DS    CL8          USERID OF ASSISTOR

MONCTUSR DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF ASSISTOR

MONCIND  DS    XL1          START/END INDICATOR

MONCSTR  EQU   X'04'        START RECOED

MONCEND  EQU   X'08'        END RECORD 

MONCSESS DS    CL8          SESSION ID

M0C#DS1  EQU   *-MONBASE    SECTION LENGTH 

M0CLENG  EQU   *-MONREC     LENGTH OF RECORD

*

*          (TYPE 0D, CONFERENCE INITIATION/TERMINATION RECORD)

* 

         ORG   MONBASE

MON0DLEN DS    AL2(M0D#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION 

MON0DID  DS    XL2'1'       ID OF THIS SECTION 

MONDUSR  DS    CL8          USERID OF INITIATOR 

MONDTUSR DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF INITIATOR 

MONDTYPE DS    XL1          CONFERENCE TYPE 

MONDPUB  EQU   X'04'        PUBLIC CONFERENCE

MONDPRV  EQU   X'08'        PRIVATE CONFERENCE

MONDIND  DS    XL1          INITIATION/TERMINATION INDICATOR 

MONDSTR  EQU   X'04'        START RECOED 

MONDEND  EQU   X'08'        END RECORD

MONDSESS DS    CL8          SESSION ID 

MONDDESC DS    CL20         CONFERENCE DESCRIPTION

M0D#DS1  EQU   *-MONBASE    SECTION LENGTH 

M0DLENG  EQU   *-MONREC     LENGTH OF RECORD 

*

*          (TYPE 0E, ENTER/LEAVE CONFERENCE RECORD)

*

         ORG   MONBASE

MON0ELEN DS    AL2(M0E#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION

MON0EID  DS    XL2'1'       ID OF THIS SECTION 

MONEOWN  DS    CL8          USERID OF INITIATOR

MONETOWN DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF INITIATOR 

MONEUSR  DS    CL8          USERID OF PARTICIPANT

MONETUSR DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF PARTICIPANT 

MONETYPE DS    XL1          CONFERENCE TYPE

MONEPUB  EQU   X'04'        PUBLIC CONFERENCE

MONEPRV  EQU   X'08'        PRIVATE CONFERENCE

MONEIND  DS    XL1          ENTER/LEAVE INDICATOR 

MONESTR  EQU   X'04'        START RECORD 

MONEEND  EQU   X'08'        END RECORD 

MONESESS DS    CL8          SESSION ID

MONEDESC DS    CL20         CONFERENCE DESCRIPTION 

M0E#DS1  EQU   *-MONBASE    SECTION LENGTH   

M0ELENG  EQU   *-MONREC     LENGTH OF RECORD

* 
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*     (TYPE 0F, TRAINING SESSION INITIATION/TERMINATION RECORD)

* 

         ORG   MONBASE 

MON0FLEN DS    AL2(M0F#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION 

MON0FID  DS    XL2'1'       ID OF THIS SECTION 

MONFUSR  DS    CL8          USERID OF INITIATOR 

MONFTUSR DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF INITIATOR 

MONFTYPE DS    XL1          TRAINING SESSION TYPE

MONFPUB  EQU   X'04'        PUBLIC TRAINING SESSION 

MONFPRV  EQU   X'08'        PRIVATE TRAINING SESSION 

MONFIND  DS    XL1          INITIATION/TERMINATION INDICATOR

MONFSTR  EQU   X'04'        START RECOED

MONFEND  EQU   X'08'        END RECORD 

MONFSESS DS    CL8          SESSION ID

MONFDESC DS    CL20         TRAINING SESSION DESCRIPTION 

M0F#DS1  EQU   *-MONBASE    SECTION LENGTH

M0FLENG  EQU   *-MONREC     LENGTH OF RECORD

*

*          (TYPE 10, ENTER/LEAVE TRAINING SESSION RECORD)

*

         ORG   MONBASE

MON10LEN DS    AL2(M10#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION

MON10ID  DS    XL2'1'       ID OF THIS SECTION

MON10OWN DS    CL8          USERID OF TRAINER

MON10TON DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF TRAINER

MON10USR DS    CL8          USERID OF PARTICIPANT

MON10TUS DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF PARTICIPANT

MON10TYP DS    XL1          TRAINING SESSION TYPE

MON10PUB EQU   X'04'        PUBLIC TRAINING SESSION

MON10PRV EQU   X'08'        PRIVATE TRAINING SESSION

MON10IND DS    XL1          ENTER/LEAVE INDICATOR 

MON10STR EQU   X'04'        START RECORD

MON10END EQU   X'08'        END RECORD 

MON10SES DS    CL8          SESSION ID 

MON10DSC DS    CL20         TRAINING SESSION DESCRIPTION 

M10#DS1  EQU   *-MONBASE    SECTION LENGTH 

M10LENG  EQU   *-MONREC     LENGTH OF RECORD

* 

*          (TYPE 11, SESSION RECORD START/END RECORD)

* 

         ORG   MONBASE

MON11LEN DS    AL2(M11#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION 

MON11ID  DS    XL2'1'       ID OF THIS SECTION

MON11USR DS    CL8          USERID OF RECORDER

MON11TRM DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF RECORDER

MON11TYP DS    XL1          SESSION RECORD TYPE 

MON11PUB EQU   X'04'        PUBLIC RECORD SESSION   

MON11PRV EQU   X'08'        PRIVATE RECORD SESSION

MON11IND DS    XL1          START/END INDICATOR 

MON11STR EQU   X'04'        START RECORD  

MON11END EQU   X'08'        END RECORD

MON11SES DS    CL8          SESSION ID

MON11DSC DS    CL20         RECORDED SESSION DESCRIPTION
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M11#DS1  EQU   *-MONBASE    SECTION LENGTH 

M11LENG  EQU   *-MONREC     LENGTH OF RECORD

*

*          (TYPE 12, SESSION PLAYBACK START/END RECORD)

* 

         ORG   MONBASE

MON12LEN DS    AL2(M12#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION

MON12ID  DS    XL2'1'       ID OF THIS SECTION 

MON12OWN DS    CL8          USERID OF RECORDER

MON12OTM DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF RECORDER

MON12USR DS    CL8          USERID OF USER DOING THE PLAYBACK

MON12TRM DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF USER DOING THE PLAYBACK

MON12TYP DS    XL1          PLAYBACK SESSION TYPE

MON12PUB EQU   X'04'        PUBLIC PLAYBACK SESSION

MON12PRV EQU   X'08'        PRIVATE PLAYBACK SESSION 

MON12IND DS    XL1          START/END INDICATOR 

MON12STR EQU   X'04'        START PLAYBACK

MON12END EQU   X'08'        END PLAYBACK 

MON12SES DS    CL8          SESSION ID 

MON12DSC DS    CL20         RECORDED SESSION DESCRIPTION

M12#DS1  EQU   *-MONBASE    SECTION LENGTH

M12LENG  EQU   *-MONREC     LENGTH OF RECORD

*

*          (TYPE 13, VIEW TEMPORARY AUTHORIZATION RECORD)

*

         ORG   MONBASE 

MON13LEN DS    AL2(M13#DS1) LENGTH OF THIS SECTION

MON13ID  DS    XL2'1'       ID OF THIS SECTION 

MON13GIV DS    CL8          USERID OF AUTHORIZER

MON13GTM DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF AUTHORIZER

MON13REC DS    CL8          USERID OF AUTHORIZEE

MON13RTM DS    CL8          TERMINAL ID OF AUTHORIZEE

MON13TYP DS    XL1          AUTHORIZATION TYPE

MON13VRM EQU   X'01'        REMOVE SESSION VIEW AUTHORITY

MON13VGV EQU   X'02'        GIVE SESSION VIEW AUTHORITY

MON13TRM EQU   X'04'        REMOVE TRACK AUTHORITY 

MON13TGV EQU   X'08'        GIVE TRACK AUTHORITY 

MON13ARM EQU   X'10'        REMOVE ASSIST AUTHORITY

MON13AGV EQU   X'20'        GIVE ASSIST AUTHORITY

MON13SES DS    CL8          SESSION ID 

M13#DS1  EQU   *-MONBASE    SECTION LENGTH

M13LENG  EQU   *-MONREC     LENGTH OF RECORD 

* 

         ORG   , 

         MEND
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Migrating
The migrating section provides the details for migrating Teleview to TPX. It also includes the details for using a utility that
converts from Vman to TPX

Migrating Teleview to TPX
The migration to TPX (TPX) from Teleview is detailed in this document. Use PTF TR86118 to migrate Teleview to TPX.

Before you apply the PTF, TPX 5.4 must be installed on your system into a SMP/E CSI environment. Before you convert
or merge any data, review the following sections:

• Getting Started
• Batch Jobs in Running Order

Each converting or merging section is a complete procedure and must be finished before starting another procedure. Only
run the procedures that are relevant to your site.

The Migrating Reference section contains helpful information for migrating or converting including:

• Non-Equivalent Teleview System Variables
• Teleview Applications Compared to TPX
• Teleview Exits to TPX
• CML/ACL and Panel Conversion Report Statements
• Error and Warning Messages

– CML/ACL and Panel Conversion Messages
– Database/Administration Conversion Report Messages

This diagram illustrates the different steps and procedure you can use to migrate to TPX.
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Getting Started
Follow this process to get started:

Understand your Teleview Environment

Perform these tasks to understand your Teleview environment:

• Determine whether you are using the following user sign-on exits in Teleview:
– Global SIGNON [VSON]
– External Security [VSSX]
– Specific LOGON [VSLX]
– VSON executable source based on samples VSONRACF, VSONACF2, and so on
Check the ACTIVE FEATURE messages in your Teleview implementation for references to these exits, for example:
A67A- … ACTIVE   FEATURE.: USE-GLOBAL-SIGNON-EXIT)

• Locate the source code for each active exit, and send it to Broadcom Support for review.
Broadcom Support can help you replace most sign-on procedures from Teleview exits by using TPX parameters.

• Understand how Teleview interacts with your external security system, for example, ACF2, ACF2 for z/OS, SAF, and
RACF.

• Understand how your external security system assigns profiles to Teleview users.:
– Typically, you can configure TPX to work with your existing security rules and definitions.
– Understand how the Teleview Signon obtains profile name for a user or does dynamic menu build.

• Locate your CML source code. The CML library is not part of or referenced in the Teleview started task proc.
The Teleview USERLIB is the executable version of Teleview exits. The Teleview exit source code is CML that is
assembled with current release macros.
– Although you can convert your Teleview CML to TPX ACL scripts, a good place to start with application signon

scripts is to test with the delivered ACL samples such as TSOLOG1 or CICSLOG1 found in CB0VSRC.

Review the Teleview DYNAMIC Session

The Teleview DYNAMIC session does not need an equivalent session or application defined within TPX since users
can start a dynamic session from the TPX main menu command line with the “A applid” command, unless you explicitly
disallow this for the user(s). This also applies to a Teleview session defined with VTAPPL1 as “?” value which makes it
DYNAMIC.

Add Session Numbers to the TPX Main Menu

Adding session numbers to the TPX main menu is described in this Knowledge base article:

Review the APPLIDs and Profiles

Know that the migration utility extracts APPLIDs only. There should be as many session name applications as APPLIDs.
Only one application is extracted. The session name will be handled by profiles.

Batch Jobs in Running Order
This section contains Batch Jobs and Space Allocations.

Batch Jobs

These batch jobs are run to migrate (convert) the Teleview environment to a TPX environment. You can convert:
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• CML to ACL (Optional)
• Teleview panel to a TPX panel (Optional)
• The Teleview Database

You can also merge a TPX file into another TPX file.

The batch jobs that are described here must be run in the order listed. Although all batch jobs are not run for all
conversion procedures. All sample JCL can be found in the CB0VJCL Library. The JCL is also available in this section.
The procedures for running the JCL are contained in each JCL module.

1. TPXVARTB JCL (Optional) This batch job assembles the system variable table (used in TPXCMLCV and TPXPNLCV
jobs), if any additional variables are to be converted. If run, this job should result in condition code of zero (CC=0).

2. TPXADATA JCL This batch job assembles specified Teleview CML dialogues to produce the ASMADATA file. This
batch job also allocates ADATA data set (used in TPXADATA and TPXCMLCV). This job should result in the condition
code of zero (CC=0). This batch job must be run for CML to ACL conversion.

3. TPXCMLCV JCL This batch job converts the Teleview CML dialogues into TPX ACL scripts. This job can possibly
result in the condition code of eight (CC=08), due to possible Teleview script variables that do not convert over to TPX
ACL variables. If a condition code of eight is returned, a review of the job output and converted scripts are required.
The TPXCMLCV JCL produces a LOG DD in the form of SYSOUT. This LOG lists the members that get converted and
whether there were any errors or warnings. If there were errors or warnings, they show as comments in the converted
ACL member. This batch job must be run for CML to ACL conversion.

4. TPXPNLCV JCL This batch job converts Teleview panels to TPX panels. This job can possibly result in the condition
code of eight (CC=08) due to possible Teleview panel control statements that were required for Teleview panels, but
are not required for TPX panels. The TPXPNLCV JCL produces a LOG DD in the form of SYSOUT. This LOG lists
the members that get converted and whether there were any errors or warnings. If there were errors or warnings, they
show as comments in the converted panel member. This batch job must be run for PANEL conversion.

5. TPXDBCNV JCL  This batch job converts the Teleview Database into TPX ADMIN 1 and ADMIN 2 files. This
batch job is independent of jobs 1 through 4. A successful run results in a condition code of zero (CC=0) on all five
steps. If any condition code other than zero is supplied after the conversion, the job produces log reports in step
TASK2 (TASK2LOG) and step TASK4 (TASK4LOG). TASK2LOG contains information concerning the building of the
Application Characteristics Table, the profile records and the user records. If there are errors during the conversion,
they are listed. TASK4LOG contains the log for the TPX Batch run that processes the output from the TASK2 step for
profiles and users. This log indicates added and updated records plus any errors that were encountered. This batch
job must   be run for the Database conversion.

6. TPXMRGDB JCL This batch job creates an unloaded backup (flat files) of existing TPX VSAM Files, merges the
ADMIN1 and ADMIN2 files from the conversion into an existing TPX environment and then performs a batch TPX
reset integrity. For more information see, Merging New TPX environment into an existing TPX environment.

Space Allocation

Review the JCL jobs space allocation and make appropriate changes for your environment. The allocations defined in the
sample JCL are based on sample file definitions that are delivered with TPX product. These space allocations may or may
not meet your space usage needs.

TPXVARTB JCL
TPXVARTB JCL is in the CB0VJCL PDS/Library as member TPXVARTB

//<JOBNAME> JOB (<ACCTNO>),'ASSEMBLE B0VARTBL',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,               

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                                                   

//*                                                                             

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *              

//*                                                                             

//*    DESCRIPTION:  SAMPLE JCL TO ASSEMBLE SYSTEM VARIABLE TABLE               
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//*                                                                             

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *              

//*                                                                             

//*    ===> CHANGE  ALL OCCURENCES OF THE FOLLOWING STRINGS                     

//*                 INCLUSIVE OF THE GREATER THAN / LESS THAN SIGNS             

//*                 IN THIS JOB TO THAT OF YOUR INSTALLATION NAMES              

//*                                                                             

//*                STRING         DESCRIPTION                                   

//*                --------      -------------------------------------          

//*          ===>  <JOBNAME>   - JOBNAME FOR THIS JOB                           

//*          ===>  <ACCTNO>    - SITE ACCOUNTING VALUES                         

//*          ===>  <TLV2TPX>   - CONVERSION QUALIFIERS FOR DISK FILES           

//*          ===>  <DSKUNT>    - GENERIC UNIT NAME FOR DISK DRIVE               

//*                                                                             

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *              

//ASMEXITS PROC AC=1,                                                           

//             LOADDSN='<TLV2TPX>.LOADLIB',                                     

//             PCLASS='*',                                                      

//             SRCDSN='<TLV2TPX>.SOURCE',                                       

//             MEM=                                                             

//*                                                                             

//*       ASSEMBLE SYSTEM VARIABLE TABLE                                        

//*                                                                             

//ASM      EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='OBJ,NODECK,NORLD,XREF(SHORT),LIST'             

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=&SRCDSN,DISP=SHR                                             

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&PCLASS                                                   

//SYSPUNCH DD  DUMMY                                                            

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=<DSKUNT>,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))                

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=&&OBJSET,UNIT=<DSKUNT>,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),                  

//             DISP=(MOD,PASS)                                                  

//SYSIN    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&SRCDSN(&MEM)                                       

//*                                                                             

//*        LINK-EDIT                                                            

//*                                                                             

//LKED    EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LET,LIST,NCAL,AC(&AC)',                      

//             COND=(5,LT,ASM)                                                  

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=&&OBJSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)                                   

//         DD  DDNAME=SYSIN                                                     

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=&LOADDSN(&MEM),DISP=SHR                                      

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=<DSKUNT>,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))                  

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&PCLASS                                                   

//         PEND                                                                 

//*                                                                             

//ASMVASX EXEC ASMEXITS,                                                        

//             MEM=B0VARTBL                                                      

//                                                                              

TPXADATA JCL
TPXADATA JCL is in the CB0VJCL PDS/Library as member TPXADATA

//<JOBNAME> JOB (<ACCTNO>),'ASSEMBLE TV EXITS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,              
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//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                                                   

//*                                                                             

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *              

//*                                                                             

//*    DESCRIPTION:  SAMPLE JCL TO PRODUCE TELEVIEW EXIT ADATA                  

//*                                                                             

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *              

//*                                                                             

//*    ===> CHANGE  ALL OCCURENCES OF THE FOLLOWING STRINGS                     

//*                 INCLUSIVE OF THE GREATER THAN / LESS THAN SIGNS             

//*                 IN THIS JOB TO THAT OF YOUR INSTALLATION NAMES              

//*                                                                             

//*                STRING         DESCRIPTION                                   

//*                --------      -------------------------------------          

//*          ===>  <JOBNAME>   - JOBNAME FOR THIS JOB                           

//*          ===>  <ACCTNO>    - SITE ACCOUNTING VALUES                         

//*          ===>  <LIBPRF>    - HI-LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DISK FILES              

//*          ===>  <TELEVR>    - CA-TELEVIEW QUALIFIER FOR DISK FILES           

//*          ===>  <DSKUNT>    - GENERIC UNIT NAME FOR DISK DRIVE               

//*          ===>  <VOLSER>    - USER VOLSER                                    

//*                                                                             

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

//ASMEXITS PROC MAC='<LIBPRF>.<TELEVR>.VMACLIB',                      

//             MAC1='<LIBPRF>.CAIMAC',                                

//             PCLASS='*',                                            

//             SRCDSN='<LIBPRF>.<TELEVR>.SAMPJCL',                    

//             ADATA='<LIBPRF>.<TELEVR>.ADATA',                        

//             MEM=                                                   

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *    

//*                                                                   

//*       ASSEMBLE CA-TELEVIEW BASED USER WRITTEN EXITS               

//*                                                                   

//ASM      EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='OBJECT,ADATA'                        

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=&MAC,DISP=SHR                                      

//         DD  DSN=&MAC1,DISP=SHR                                     

//         DD  DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR                               

//         DD  DSN=SYS1.AMODGEN,DISP=SHR                              

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&PCLASS                                         

//SYSPUNCH DD  DUMMY                                                  

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=<DSKUNT>,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))      

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=&&OBJSET,UNIT=<DSKUNT>,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),        

//             DISP=(MOD,PASS)                                        

//SYSIN    DD  DSN=&SRCDSN(&MEM),DISP=SHR                             

//SYSADATA DD  DSN=&ADATA(&MEM),DISP=SHR                              

//         PEND                                                       

//*                                                                   

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*       THIS STEP WILL DELETE THE USER ADATA LIBRARY.            ***

//*       UNCOMMENT TO EXECUTE.                                    ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//*STEP1   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                           
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//*SYS001    DD DSN=<LIBPRF>.<TELEVR>.ADATA,                                           

//*             DISP=(MOD,DELETE),                                    

//*             UNIT=<DSKUNT>,                                        

//*             SPACE=(TRK,1)                                         

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *    

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*       THIS STEP WILL ALLOCATE THE USER ADATA LIBRARY.          ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//STEP2   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                            

//SYS001    DD DSN=<LIBPRF>.<TELEVR>.ADATA,                                            

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG),                                      

//             UNIT=<DSKUNT>,                                         

//             VOL=SER=<VOLSER>,                                      

//             SPACE=(8192,(6000,100,45)),                             

//             DCB=(LRECL=8188,BLKSIZE=8192,RECFM=VB)                 

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *    

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*       THIS STEP EXEC THE INSTREAM PROC ASMEXITS TO PRODUCE     ***

//*       ADATA FOR THE MEMBER SET BY MEM=.                        ***

//*                                                                ***

//*       REPEAT EXECUTION OF ASMEXITS FOR EVERY MEMBER NEEDED.    ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//ASMVASX EXEC ASMEXITS,                                              

//             MEM=VASXTSOE                                           

//                                                                              

TPXCMLCV JCL
TPXCMLCV JCL is in the CB0VJCL PDS/Library as member TPXCMLCV

//<JOBNAME> JOB (<ACCTNO>),'CML CONVERSION',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,                 

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                                                   

//*                                                                             

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *              

//*                                                                             

//*    DESCRIPTION:  SAMPLE JCL TO CONVERT CML TO ACL                           

//*                                                                             

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *              

//*                                                                             

//*    ===> CHANGE  ALL OCCURENCES OF THE FOLLOWING STRINGS                     

//*                 INCLUSIVE OF THE GREATER THAN / LESS THAN SIGNS             

//*                 IN THIS JOB TO THAT OF YOUR INSTALLATION NAMES              

//*                                                                             

//*                STRING         DESCRIPTION                                   

//*                --------      -------------------------------------          

//*          ===>  <JOBNAME>   - JOBNAME FOR THIS JOB                           

//*          ===>  <ACCTNO>    - SITE ACCOUNTING VALUES                         

//*          ===>  <TLV2TPXQ>  - CONVERSION QUALIFIERS FOR DISK FILES           
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//*          ===>  <TELEVIEWQ> - CA-TELEVIEW QUALIFIERS FOR DISK FILES          

//*          ===>  <TPXQ>      - TPX QUALIFIERS FOR DISK FILES                  

//*                                                                             

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *              

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=TPXCMLCV                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=<TLV2TPXQ>.CB0VLOAD                                 

//CMLLIB   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=<TELEVIEWQ>.CMLLIB                                 

//ADATA    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=<TELEVIEWQ>.ADATA                                  

//ACLLIB   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=<TPXQ>.ACLLIB                                      

//LOG      DD   SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*                                                        

//                                                                              

TPXPNLCV JCL
TPXPNLCV JCL is in the CB0VJCL PDS/Library as member TPXPNLCV

//<JOBNAME> JOB (<ACCTNO>),'PANEL CONVERSION',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,      

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                                          

//*                                                                    

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *     

//*                                                                    

//*    DESCRIPTION:  SAMPLE JCL TO CONVERT TELEVIEW PANELS TO TPX      

//*                                                                    

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *     

//*                                                                    

//*    ===> CHANGE  ALL OCCURENCES OF THE FOLLOWING STRINGS            

//*                 INCLUSIVE OF THE GREATER THAN / LESS THAN SIGNS    

//*                 IN THIS JOB TO THAT OF YOUR INSTALLATION NAMES     

//*                                                                    

//*                STRING         DESCRIPTION                          

//*                --------      ------------------------------------- 

//*          ===>  <JOBNAME>   - JOBNAME FOR THIS JOB                  

//*          ===>  <ACCTNO>    - SITE ACCOUNTING VALUES                

//*          ===>  <TLV2TPXQ>  - CONVERSION QUALIFIERS FOR DISK FILES  

//*          ===>  <TELEVIEWQ> - CA-TELEVIEW QUALIFIERS FOR DISK FILES 

//*          ===>  <TPXQ>      - CONVERTED PANELS LIBRARY NAME         

//*          ===>  <UNIT>      - SYSTEM UNIT NAME                      

//*          ===>  <VOLSER>    - VOLUME SERIAL NAME                    

//*                                                                    

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *     

//******************************************************************** 

//*                                                                *** 

//*       THIS STEP WILL CLEAN UP THE TPX USER PANEL CONVERSION    *** 

//*       LIBRARY. UNCOMMENT TO EXECUTE.                           *** 

//*                                                                *** 

//******************************************************************** 

//*STEP1   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                            

//*SYS001    DD DSN=<TPXQ>.PANELS,                                     

//*             DISP=(MOD,DELETE),                                     

//*             UNIT=<UNIT>,                                           

//*             SPACE=(TRK,1)                                          
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//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *     

//******************************************************************** 

//*                                                                ***   

//*       THIS STEP WILL ALLOCATE THE TPX USER PANEL LIBRARY       ***

//*       AND THE TELEVIEW ADATA LIBRARY                           ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//STEP2   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                            

//SYS001    DD DSN=<TPXQ>.PANELS,                                     

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG),                                      

//             UNIT=<UNIT>,                                           

//             VOL=SER=<VOLSER>,                                      

//             SPACE=(3200,(300,24,30)),                              

//             DCB=(LRECL=80,RECFM=FB)                                

//*    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *    

//STEP3    EXEC PGM=TPXPNLCV                                          

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=<TLV2TPXQ>.CB0VLOAD                      

//TLVPNLS  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=<TELEVIEWQ>.PANELS                       

//TPXPNLS  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=<TPXQ>.PANELS                            

//LOG      DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

//                                                                                                           

     

TPXDBCNV JCL
TPXDBCNV JCL is in the CB0VJCL PDS/Library as member TPXDBCNV

//JOBCARD                                                             

//CONVERT PROC CONVHLQ='HIGH-LEVEL-QUALIFIER-FOR-WORK-FILES-REQUIRED',

//             CONVLIB='CONVERSION-LOAD-LIBRARY-DSN-REQUIRED',        

//             ZPREFIX='TPX-INSTALLED-RUNTIME-HIGH-LEVEL-QUALIFIER',  

//             TPXADM1='TPX-ADMIN1-DSN-REQUIRED',                     

//             TPXBTCH='TPX-STARTED-TASK-PROC-NAME-REQUIRED',         

//             U='SYSDA',                                             

//             V='DISK-VOLUME-REQUIRED',                              

//             VFIGDB='VFIG-DATA-BASE-DSN-REQUIRED'                   

//*==================================================================*

//*     BEFORE SUBMITTING:                                           =

//*                                                                  =

//*         1. SUPPLY AN APPROPRIATE JOB CARD                        =

//*         2. SET 'CONVHLQ' TO PREFIX FOR THE REQUIRED WORK FILES   =

//*         3. SET 'CONVLIB' TO THE PROPER PREFIX FOR YOUR TARGET    =

//*            TPX LOAD LIBRARY (CB0VLOAD).                          =

//*         4. SET 'ZPREFIX' SYMBOLIC TO THE PROPER PREFIX FOR       =

//*            YOUR TARGET VSAM FLAT FILES (CB0VDATV).               =

//*         5. SET 'TPXADM1' TO TPX ADMIN1 DSN                       =           

//*         6. SET 'TPXBTCH' TO THE TPX STARTED TASK PROC NAME       =

//*         7. SET 'U' IF SYSDA IS NOT GENERIC DASD TYPE UNIT NAME   =

//*         8. SET 'V' TO TARGET VOLUME NAME                         =

//*         9. SET 'VFIGFB'  TO THE TELEVIEW VFIGPROD DATABASE DSN   =

//*                                                                  =
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//*  ********* SPECIAL TPX VSAM FILE DEFINATION NOTES ************   =

//*                                                                  =

//*        10. CHANGE ALL '*VSAMNAME' REFERENCES IN THE              =

//*            FOLLOWING STATEMENTS TO ** NAME OF THE TPX VSAM       =

//*            FILES *** YOU WANT TO CREATE FOR THIS CONVERSION.     =

//*                                                                  =

//*        11. CHANGE ALL '*VOL' REFERENCES IN THE FOLLOWING         =

//*            STATEMENTS TO THE ** DASD VOLUME** YOU WANT           =

//*            THE NEW TPX VSAM DATASETS TO BE INSTALL FOR THIS      =

//*            CONVERSION                                            =

//*                                                                  =

//*  ********* SMS NOTES *****************************************   =

//*                                                                  =

//*    NOTE 1. IF USING SMS PLEASE CHANGE VOL=SER=&V TO THE          =

//*            PROPER JCL EQUIVALENT SMS PARAMETERS, DATACLAS=,      =

//*            MGMTCLAS= AND STORCLAS= BASED ON YOUR                 =

//*            INSTALLATION STANDARDS.                               =

//*                                                                  =

//*    NOTE 2. IF USING SMS PLEASE CHANGE VOL(*VOL) TO THE PROPER    =

//*            IDCAMS EQUIVALENT SMS PARAMETERS, DATACLASS(),        =

//*            MANAGEMENTCLASS() AND STORAGECLASS() BASED ON YOUR    =

//*            INSTALLATION STANDARDS.                               =

//*                                                                  =

//*==================================================================*

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*  NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE   ***

//*                                                                ***

//*       THIS PROCEDURE INVOKES ANOTHER PROCEDURE FROM WITHIN     ***

//*       IT.  IF YOU ARE RUNNING A VERSION OF MVS THAT DOES       ***

//*       NOT SUPPORT THIS (PRIOR TO MVS 4.3), THEN YOU WILL       ***

//*       NEED TO UPDATE THIS PROCEDURE, AND PULL THE TPX          ***

//*       PROCEDURE INTO THIS INSTREAM PROC AT THE PLACE WHERE     ***

//*       IT IS NEEDED (TASK 4).                                   ***

//*                                                                ***

//*  NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE   ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*       DELETE THE PREVIOUS TPX VSAM FILES AND                  ***

//*       DEFINE A NEW SET WITH SAME NAMES.                        ***

//*       INITIALIZES AND LOADS THE VSAM FILES WITH TPX             ***

//*       DISTRIBUTED DATA                                         ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//TASKVSAM EXEC PGM=IDCAMS                                            

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                               

//AMSDUMP   DD SYSOUT=*                                               

//ADMIN1IN DD DSN=&ZPREFIX..CB0VDATV(ADMIN1),DISP=OLD                 

//ADMIN2IN DD DSN=&ZPREFIX..CB0VDATV(ADMIN2),DISP=OLD                 

//MAILIN   DD DSN=&ZPREFIX..CB0VDATV(MAIL),DISP=OLD                   

//NOTESIN  DD DSN=&ZPREFIX..CB0VDATV(NOTES),DISP=OLD                  
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//VIEWIN   DD DSN=&ZPREFIX..CB0VDATV(VIEW),DISP=OLD                   

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*       THIS STEP WILL CLEAN UP ALL THE WORK AND LISTING         ***

//*       DATA SETS WHICH MIGHT BE LEFT OVER FROM A PREVIOUS       ***

//*       RUN OF THIS JOB STREAM.                                  ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//TASK0   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                            

//SYS001    DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..VFIGU,                                   

//             DISP=(MOD,DELETE),                                     

//             UNIT=&U,                                               

//             SPACE=(TRK,1)                                          

//SYS002    DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..BTCHADM1,                                

//             DISP=(MOD,DELETE),                                     

//             UNIT=&U,                                               

//             SPACE=(TRK,1)                                          

//SYS003    DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..BTCHADM2,                                

//             DISP=(MOD,DELETE),                                     

//             UNIT=&U,                                               

//             SPACE=(TRK,1)                                          

//SYS004    DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..TASK2LOG,                                

//             DISP=(MOD,DELETE),                                     

//             UNIT=&U,                                               

//             SPACE=(TRK,1)                                          

//SYS005    DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..TASK4LOG,                                

//             DISP=(MOD,DELETE),                                     

//             UNIT=&U,                                               

//             SPACE=(TRK,1)                                          

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*       THIS STEP WILL COPY THE TELEVIEW DATABASE (A VSAM FILE)  ***

//*       TO A SEQUENTIAL FILE FOR USE BY THE REST OF THE          ***

//*       CONVERSION STEPS                                         ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//TASK1   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS                                             

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                               

//AMSDUMP   DD SYSOUT=*                                               

//VFIG      DD DSN=&VFIGDB,                                           

//             DISP=SHR                                               

//TVFIG     DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..VFIGU,                                   

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG),                                      

//             UNIT=&U,                                               

//             VOL=SER=&V,                                            

//             SPACE=(TRK,(1350,135),RLSE),                           

//             DCB=(LRECL=184,RECFM=VB)                               

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*       THIS STEP WILL CREATE TPX DEFINITIONS FOR THE ACT,       ***

//*       PRINT DESTINATIONS, PROFILES AND USERS AND CREATES A      ***

//*       FILE TO BE ADDED TO TPXADM1 (TPX ADMIN 1 FILE) IN THE    ***

//*       NEXT STEP. IN ADDITION CREATES A FILE WITH BATCH TPX     ***
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//*       CONTROL STATEMENTS TO USED IN STEP TASK4.                ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//TASK2   EXEC PGM=TPXTVCNV                                           

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=&CONVLIB,                                          

//             DISP=SHR                                               

//VFIGBKUP  DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..VFIGU,                                   

//             DISP=SHR                                               

//BTCHADM1  DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..BTCHADM1,                                

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG),                                      

//             UNIT=&U,                                               

//             VOL=SER=&V,                                            

//             SPACE=(TRK,(30,15),RLSE),                              

//             DCB=(LRECL=8000,BLKSIZE=8004,RECFM=VB)                 

//BTCHADM2  DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..BTCHADM2,                                

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG),                                      

//             UNIT=&U,                                               

//             VOL=SER=&V,                                            

//             SPACE=(TRK,(1500,150),RLSE),                           

//             DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160,RECFM=FB)                   

//CONVLOG   DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..TASK2LOG,                                

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG),                                      

//             UNIT=&U,                                               

//             VOL=SER=&V,                                            

//             SPACE=(TRK,(300,30),RLSE),                             

//             DCB=(LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=18354,RECFM=FBA)                

//SYSUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*                                               

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*       THIS STEP WILL ADD THE TPX DEFINITIONS CREATED IN STEP   ***

//*       TASK2 TO THE TPX ADMIN FILE                              *** 

//*                                                                *** 

//******************************************************************** 

//TASK3   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS                                              

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//AMSDUMP   DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//TADMIN1   DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..BTCHADM1,                                 

//             DISP=SHR                                                

//TADMIN2   DD DSN=&TPXADM1,                                           

//             DISP=SHR                                                

//******************************************************************** 

//*                                                                *** 

//*       THIS STEP WILL EXECUTE THE BATCH TPX PROCESS TO UPDATE   *** 

//*       THE ADMIN FILES WITH THE DEFINITIONS CREATED IN TASK2    *** 

//*                                                                *** 

//******************************************************************** 

//TASK4   EXEC PROC=&TPXBTCH,                                          

//             VNODE='*BATCH*'                                         

//LOG       DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..TASK4LOG,                                 

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG),                                       

//             UNIT=&U,                                                

//             VOL=SER=&V,                                             

//             SPACE=(TRK,(1350,135),RLSE),                            
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//             DCB=(LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=18354,RECFM=FBA)                 

//SYSIN     DD DSN=&CONVHLQ..BTCHADM2,                                 

//             DISP=SHR                                                

//       PEND                                                          

//STEP1   EXEC CONVERT                                                 

//TASKVSAM.SYSIN DD *                                                  

  DELETE *VSAMNAME.ADMIN1       CLUSTER                                

  DELETE *VSAMNAME.ADMIN2       CLUSTER                                

  DELETE *VSAMNAME.NOTES        CLUSTER                                

  DELETE *VSAMNAME.MAIL         CLUSTER                                

  DELETE *VSAMNAME.VIEW         CLUSTER                                

                                                                       

  SET MAXCC=0                                                          

 DEFINE CLUSTER (NAME('*VSAMNAME.ADMIN1')               +              

                 VOL(*VOL)                              +              

                 SHAREOPTIONS(4 3)                      +

                 FREESPACE(20 20))                      +

        INDEX   (NAME('*VSAMNAME.ADMIN1.IX')            +

                 TRACKS(5,1))                           +

        DATA    (NAME('*VSAMNAME.ADMIN1.DATA')          +

                 CYLINDERS(6,1)                         +

                 KEYS(17 4)                             +

                 RECORDSIZE(184 8000))                   

 DEFINE CLUSTER (NAME('*VSAMNAME.ADMIN2')               +

                 VOL(*VOL)                              +

                 SHAREOPTIONS(4 3)                      +

                 CYLINDERS(50 10)                       +

                 FREESPACE(50 50))                      +

        INDEX   (NAME('*VSAMNAME.ADMIN2.IX'))           +

        DATA    (NAME('*VSAMNAME.ADMIN2.DATA')          +

                 KEYS(17 4)                             +

                 RECORDSIZE(416 2000))                   

 DEFINE CLUSTER (NAME('*VSAMNAME.NOTES')                +

                 VOL(*VOL)                              +

                 SHAREOPTIONS(4 3))                     +

        INDEX   (NAME('*VSAMNAME.NOTES.IX')             +

                 TRACKS(2,1))                           +

        DATA    (NAME('*VSAMNAME.NOTES.DATA')           +

                 CYLINDERS(3,1)                         +

                 KEYS(17 4)                             +

                 RECORDSIZE(3896 3896))                  

 DEFINE CLUSTER (NAME('*VSAMNAME.MAIL')                 +

                 VOL(*VOL)                              +

                 SHAREOPTIONS(4 3)                      +

                 FREESPACE(20 20))                      +

        INDEX   (NAME('*VSAMNAME.MAIL.IX')              +

                 TRACKS(5,1))                           +

        DATA    (NAME('*VSAMNAME.MAIL.DATA')            +

                 CYLINDERS(50,10)                       +

                 KEYS(17 4)                             +

                 RECORDSIZE(500 9999))                   

 DEFINE CLUSTER (NAME('*VSAMNAME.VIEW')                 +

                 VOL(*VOL)                              +
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                 SHAREOPTIONS(4 3)                      +              

                 FREESPACE(20 20))                      +              

        INDEX   (NAME('*VSAMNAME.VIEW.IX')              +              

                 TRACKS(5,1))                           +              

        DATA    (NAME('*VSAMNAME.VIEW.DATA')            +              

                 CYLINDERS(50,10)                       +              

                 KEYS(17 4)                             +              

                 RECORDSIZE(100 8000))                                 

 REPRO INFILE(ADMIN1IN) ODS('*VSAMNAME.ADMIN1')                        

 REPRO INFILE(ADMIN2IN) ODS('*VSAMNAME.ADMIN2')                        

 REPRO INFILE(MAILIN)   ODS('*VSAMNAME.MAIL')                          

 REPRO INFILE(NOTESIN)  ODS('*VSAMNAME.NOTES')                         

 REPRO INFILE(VIEWIN)   ODS('*VSAMNAME.VIEW')                          

/*                                                                     

//TASK1.SYSIN DD *                                                     

 REPRO INFILE(VFIG)  OUTFILE(TVFIG)                                    

//******************************************************************** 

//*                                                                *** 

//*       ERRORLIMIT IS SET TO ONE THOUSAND TO HANDLE ONE THOUSAND *** 

//*       DUPICALTE APPLICATION ENTRIES DURING THE ADDING PROCESS. *** 

//*       IF YOU EXPECT MORE, THEN CHANGE THE 1000 NUMBER TO A     *** 

//*       HIGH NUMBER YOU WOULD EXPECT. THE MAXIMUM VALUE FOR      *** 

//*       ERRORLIMIT IS 2,147,483,647 AS 2147483647.               *** 

//*                                                                *** 

//******************************************************************** 

//TASK3.SYSIN DD *                                                     

  REPRO INFILE(TADMIN1)  OUTFILE(TADMIN2) ERRORLIMIT(1000)             

//                                                                     

 

TPXMRGDB JCL
TPXMRGDB JCL is in the CB0VJCL PDS/Library as member TPXMRGDB

//JOBCARD                                                             

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                  *

//*  MERGES THE CONVERTED TELEVIEW TPX VSAM FILES ADMIN1 AND ADMIN2  *

//*  INTO YOUR EXISTING TPX VSAM FILES WITH NOREPLACE.               *

//*  CURRENT TPX VSAM FILES ARE BACKED UP IN THE JOB STREAM.         *

//*                                                                  *

//********************************************************************

//TPXMRGDB PROC TPREFIX='TPX-DB-FILES-HIGH-LEVEL-QUALIFER',           

//             BPREFIX='TPX-DB-BACKUP-HIGH-LEVEL-QUALIFER',           

//             CPREFIX='CONVERTED-TPX-ADMIN-HIGH-LEVEL-QUALIFER',     

//             TPXBTCH='TPX-STARTED-TASK-PROC-NAME-REQUIRED',         

//             U='SYSDA',                                             

//             V='DISK-VOLUME-REQUIRED'                               

//********************************************************************

//*  THIS PROCEDURE IS SPECIFIC TO SITES USING 'BOTH' TELEVIEW     ***

//*  AND TPX, BUT NOT EXCLUSIVE TO SUCH SITES                      ***

//********************************************************************

//********************************************************************
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//*  EDIT JOB BEFORE RUNNING                                       ***

//*                                                                ***

//*       1. USE AN APPROPRIATE JOB CARD                           ***

//*       2. REPLACE THE FOLLOWING WITH APPROPRIATE VALUES         ***

//*                                                                ***

//*           TPREFIX / CURRENT LIVE TPX VSAM FILES HIGH LEVEL     ***

//*                     QULAIFIER                                  ***

//*           BPREFIX / NEW BACKUP COPY OF CURRENT TPX VSAM FILES  ***

//*                     HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER (HLQ)                 ***

//*           CPREFIX / TELEVIEW CONVERT TPX VSAM FILES (HLQ)      ***

//*           TPXBTCH / PROC NAME OF YOUR TPX STARTED TASK         ***

//*           U       / DASD UNIT TYPE AT YOUR SITE                ***

//*           V       / DASD VOLUME NAME FOR SPECIFIC ALLOCATION   ***

//*                                                                ***

//*  IF SMS IS BEING USED , CHANGED "VOL=SER=&V" TO THE            ***

//*  APPROPRITE SMS PARAMETERS FOR YOUR SITE.                      ***

//*      DATACLAS=________                                         ***

//*      MGMTCLAS=________                                         ***

//*      STORCLAS=________                                         ***

//*                                                                ***

//* ** NOTE: STOP TPX BEFORE RUNNING THIS PROCEDURE                ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//********************************************************************

//*    THIS STEP WILL BACKUP THE TPX                               ***

//*    ADMINISTRATION, NOTES, MAIL, AND VIEW VSAM FILES            ***

//*    TO DISK AS FLAT FILES (UNLOADED FILES).                     ***

//*                                                                ***

//*    BEFORE BACKING UP THE VSAM FILES, BRING TPX DOWN!           ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//BACKUP  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS                                             

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                               

//AMSDUMP   DD SYSOUT=*                                               

//TADMIN1  DD  DSN=&BPREFIX..ADMIN1.BACKUP,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),          

//      UNIT=&U,DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8000,BLKSIZE=8004),               

//      SPACE=(TRK,(90,5)),                                           

//      VOL=SER=&V                                                    

//TADMIN2  DD  DSN=&BPREFIX..ADMIN2.BACKUP,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),          

//      UNIT=&U,DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=2004),               

//      SPACE=(TRK,(150,5)),                                          

//      VOL=SER=&V                                                    

//TNOTES   DD  DSN=&BPREFIX..NOTES.BACKUP,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),           

//      UNIT=&U,DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=7168,BLKSIZE=7172),               

//      SPACE=(TRK,(45,5)),                                           

//      VOL=SER=&V                                                    

//TMAIL    DD  DSN=&BPREFIX..MAIL.BACKUP,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),            

//      UNIT=&U,DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=7168,BLKSIZE=7172),               

//      SPACE=(TRK,(45,5)),                                           

//      VOL=SER=&V                                                    

//TVIEW    DD  DSN=&BPREFIX..VIEW.BACKUP,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),            

//      UNIT=&U,DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=7168,BLKSIZE=7172),               

//      SPACE=(TRK,(45,5)),                                           
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//      VOL=SER=&V                                                    

//ADMIN1   DD  DSN=&TPREFIX..ADMIN1,DISP=SHR                          

//ADMIN2   DD  DSN=&TPREFIX..ADMIN2,DISP=SHR                          

//NOTES    DD  DSN=&TPREFIX..NOTES,DISP=SHR                           

//MAIL     DD  DSN=&TPREFIX..MAIL,DISP=SHR                            

//VIEW     DD  DSN=&TPREFIX..VIEW,DISP=SHR                            

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*    'MERGE' TELEVIEW CONVERTED VSAM DB INTO CURRENT LIVE        ***

//*    TPX VSAM DATABASE                                           ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//MERGE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS                                             

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//AMSDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//TADMIN1  DD DSN=&TPREFIX..ADMIN1,DISP=OLD                           

//TADMIN2  DD DSN=&TPREFIX..ADMIN2,DISP=OLD                           

//CADMIN1  DD DSN=&CPREFIX..ADMIN1,DISP=OLD                           

//CADMIN2  DD DSN=&CPREFIX..ADMIN2,DISP=OLD                           

//********************************************************************

//*    THIS STEP CREATES THE RESET INTEGRITY COMMAND FOR THE TPX   ***

//*    BATCH STEP.                                                 ***

//********************************************************************

//COPYXXXX EXEC PGM=IEBGENER                                          

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=&&INCARD,DISP=(NEW,PASS),                           

//            UNIT=&U,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),                              

//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)                      

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY                                                   

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*    THIS STEP WILL RESET THE VSAM FILE INTEGRITY.               ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//TPXBTCH EXEC PROC=&TPXBTCH,                                         

//             VNODE='*BATCH*'                                        

//LOG       DD SYSOUT=*,                                              

//             DCB=(LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=18354,RECFM=FBA)                

//SYSIN     DD DSN=&&INCARD,DISP=(OLD,PASS)                           

//       PEND                                                         

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*      EXEC THE TPXMRGDB PROC WITH UTILITIES CONTROL STATEMENTS  ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//STEP1   EXEC TPXMRGDB                                               

//BACKUP.SYSIN DD *                                                   

 REPRO INFILE(ADMIN1)  OUTFILE(TADMIN1)                               

 REPRO INFILE(ADMIN2)  OUTFILE(TADMIN2)                               

 REPRO INFILE(NOTES)   OUTFILE(TNOTES)                                

 REPRO INFILE(MAIL)    OUTFILE(TMAIL)                                 

 REPRO INFILE(VIEW)    OUTFILE(TVIEW)                                 

/*                                                                    
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//MERGE.SYSIN DD *                                                    

 REPRO INFILE(CADMIN1)  OUTFILE(TADMIN1) ERRORLIMIT(3000)             

 REPRO INFILE(CADMIN2)  OUTFILE(TADMIN2) ERRORLIMIT(9000)             

/*                                                                    

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                ***

//*  VSAM FILE INTEGRITY RESET REQUIRED AFTER MERGE                ***

//*                                                                ***

//********************************************************************

//COPYXXXX.SYSUT1 DD *                                                

 RESET INTEGRITY (ADMIN1 ADMIN2)                                      

/*                                                                    

//                                                                    

Converting the Teleview Database
When you convert the Teleview database to the TPX VSAM files (ADMIN1, ADMIN2), the TPXDBCNV JCL is independent
of any of the other batch JCL and can be run independently of any other batch job. This job includes the allocation of all
the TPX VSAM files with a step similar to the DEFVSAM JCL supplied in the CB0VJCL library. In addition, the job does
the RESET INTEGRITY that would be done by running BATCHINI JCL in the CBOVSRC library.

Before you execute the database conversion, follow these steps:

1. Edit the TPXDBCNV JCL. Follow the instructions in TPXDBCNV to edit the job according to values and guidelines for
your institution. 

2. Run the TPXDBCNV JCL.

WARNING

Only use this conversion on new TPX VSAM files. Do not use this conversion on any existing TPX VSAM files
that have USERIDs, profiles, or application definitions.

When you execute the Teleview database conversion JCL (TPXDBCNV) on the TPX VSAM files, a successful conversion
results in a condition code of zero (CC=0) on all five steps. If any condition code other than zero is supplied after the
conversion, delete and reallocate the new TPX VSAM files.

The TPXDBCNV JCL produces log reports in step TASK2 (TASK2LOG) and step TASK4 (TASK4LOG).

1. TASK2LOG contains information concerning the building of the Application Characteristics Table, the profile records
and the user records. If there are errors during the conversion, they are listed.

2. TASK4LOG contains the log for the TPX Batch run that processes the output from the TASK2 step for profiles and
users. This log indicates added and updated records plus any errors that were encountered.

For information about which items do and do not convert to TPX, see Items Converted.

Items Converted
When you convert the Teleview database to TPX VSAM files, the following items are converted:

Applications to Application Characteristics Table (ACT)

One entry is built for each VTAM application that is defined to Teleview into an ACT named ACTTVCN. The APPLID
entries are based on the WFAVTAP1 (known as VTAPPL1) name and not the Application Session Name.
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NOTE

If there are multiple APPLICATIONS (Application Session Names) defined to Teleview with same APPLID (for
example, VTAPP1 is also known as WFAVTAP1), only one ACT entry is generated with VTAPPL1 name. These
APPLICATION Session Names will be used in PROFILE. PROFILE then points to VTAM APPLID in the ACT
named ACTTVCN. If there is no VTAPPL1 name, the conversion utility uses the APPLICATION Session Name
for the APPLID name.

The entry is assigned a virtual terminal type of GROUP (GRP) unless ROUTING is set to “N” or “P”. In that case, the type
is set to UNIQUE (UNQ).

Other fields that are converted include:

• VTAM APPLID (displays as VTAPPL1 in CONFIG)
• DESCRIPTION
• ASX
• AST
• ROUTING (set in profile or user level session record)

Profiles

For each profile defined to Teleview, a profile is created in TPX. Each TPX profile contains a minimum of the user level
information record and one record for each session that is defined to the profile.

Users

For each user defined to Teleview, a static user is created in TPX. Each TPX user contains a minimum of the user level
information record, the profile (if any) that is assigned to the user, and one record for each session. The record for each
session is either defined at the user level or at the profile level, but the record has overrides at the user level.

Terminals

For each terminal defined to Teleview, a user is created in TPX. Each TPX user contains a minimum of the user level
information record, the profile (if any) that is assigned to the user, and one record for each session. The record for each
session is either defined at the user level or at the profile level, but the record has overrides at the user level.

USER Menu

For user-menu records that are related to a static user (defined in the Teleview Database), records that represent a logical
delete of a session create a similar logical delete in TPX.

User Level Information

Teleview fields that are converted include:

• PROFID/USERID
• MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONCURRENT SESSIONS
• NATIONAL LANGUAGE
• TIMEOUT
• NAME
• DEPARTMENT
• TELEPHONE NUMBER
• PARALLEL ALIAS LUNAME
• HOLD KEY (taken from the last session record)
• TAG KEY (taken from the last session record)
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Session Level Information

Teleview fields that are converted include:

• MENU NAME
• VTAM APPLID
• AUTOLOGON
• TIMEOUT
• DLOGMOD
• SLUNAME
• USER DATA
• INTERRUPT SPECIFICATION
• ROUTING
• ASX
• ATX

Session Names

The TPX SESSIONID is taken from the Teleview MENU NAME, if present. If there is no MENU NAME, the VTAM APPLID
is used. TPX does not allow duplicate SESSIONIDs because it is part of the VSAM key. Therefore, if the resolved
SESSIONID is a duplicate for the profile or user, the conversion routine changes the SESSIONID by placing a single
numeric character at the end (1 – 9). If the SESSIONID is already eight characters long, the last character is replaced by
the numeric character. If the SESSION ID is less than eight characters long, the numeric character is added at the end. If
there are more than nine duplicates of a single SESSIONID for a user or profile, the remaining duplicates are discarded
and an error message is placed in the conversion log.

Items Not Converted

The following items do not transfer when you convert to TPX.

• MRO - Multiple Region Option
• POOL/SUBPOOL
• Extended User Data except for data noted here related to User-Menu

Converting CML to ACL
This section introduces you to the process for converting CML to ACL and discusses debugging TPXCMLCV.

Introduction

TPX must be licensed for the ACL/Extended option to be able to execute any ACL. You can verify that this option is active
by checking your TPX started task for message TPX9925 OPTION ACLE OF TPX IS AUTHORIZED.

An attempt is made to convert all CML Dialogues.

• If there are other variables that you would like the conversion routine to change, the table of variables to convert is
located in member B0VARTBL of the CB0VMAC install library. This table makes use of the B0VARTAB macro that
is also provided in the CB0VMAC library. To add a variable for conversion, insert a B0VARTAB macro statement
anywhere between the “B0VARTAB TYPE=INITIAL” and the “B0VARTAB TYPE=FINAL” statements. Set the TV=
parameter to the CML variable name and the TPX= parameter to the TPX variable name. Then reassemble the table
(see below for a job to do the assemblies).

• The REXX Dialogue commands are not converted.
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When converting the Teleview CML's, run the JCL in this order:

1. TPXVARTB
(Optional), if any additional variables are to be converted. This batch JCL assembles the system variable table (used
in TPXCMLCV). This job should result in the condition code of zero (CC=0).

2. TPXADATA
This job creates ADATA members (used in TPXADATA and TPXCMLCV). This job should result in the condition code
of zero (CC=0).

3.  TPXCMLCV
This batch JCL converts the Teleview CML dialogues into TPX ACL scripts. This job may result in the condition code
of eight (CC=08), due to the Teleview script variables that do not convert to TPX ACL variables. If a condition code
of eight is returned, a review of the job output and converted scripts is required. The TPXCMLCV JCL produces a
LOG DD in the form of SYSOUT. This LOG lists the members that get converted and whether there were any errors or
warnings. If there were errors or warnings, they show as comments in the converted ACL member.

Debugging - TPXCMLCV

Review the new ACL library members and refer to the CML/ACL Panel Conversion Messages and CML/ACL Panel
Conversion Report Statements to take appropriate actions.
The following CML Dialogue commands are not supported in ACL:

• #GETDATA
• #HELP
• #INTERAC
• #MESSAGE
• #MOVE
• #NEWS
• #ONATTN
• #PRINT
• #PRINTER
• #PUTDATA
• #SESSION
• #VARLOG

The following system variables are converted:

Teleview TPX

ZCURSOR  CURSOR

ZCURRROW CSRROW

ZCURRCOL CSRCOL

ZTNETID NETNAME

ZVTERMID  VTERM

VZUIDL  USERID

VZPWDL  PSWD

ZTVAPPL  ZAPPLID

ZANETID  ZAPPLID

ZMENU  SID

ZLASTKEY  TAID
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ZRELEASE  SMRTTPXP

ZSRVPAK  SMRTTPXP

The following system variables are identical and do not require conversion:

• ZDATE
• ZTIME
• ZTERMID
• ZAPPLID
• ZMODEL

Non-Equivalent Teleview System Variables

Non-Equivalent Teleview System Variables can be referenced for the list of Teleview system variables that have no
equivalent variable in TPX.

Post CML to ACL Conversion Guidelines
This section covers the guidelines for post CML to ACL conversion and includes a scenario case.

Guidelines

Follow these guidelines:

1. After the CML to ACL conversion is completed, correct any items with this message “has no TPX ACL equivalent <---“.
2. #GETDATA and #PUTDATA have no direct equivalent in TPX ACL so they are not converted to ACL. TPX ACL

processing does not support read/write data processing to the TPX VSAM files.  
3. Wherever a search command immediately follows a WINP command, change the search command to SRCHWAIT.

This also applies when a DISPLAY command exists between the WINP and the search.  Without the SRCHWAIT, the
input may not have been received yet causing the search to fail.

Scenario Case

Corrections for “has no TPX ACL equivalent <---“ message may be the elimination or modification of the generated TPX
ACL command. An example follows:

Original CML

1.  VASXCMS  #START LOGGING=NO,ECHO=NO,PRINT=NOGEN                                  

2.          #SET (USERID,EQ,$SUBSTR(ZUSERID,2,8))                          

3.          #TPUT PANEL='TVAPLOGN',                                       X        

4.                LOC=CENTER,                                             X        

5.                CURSOR='ZDAY',                                          X        

6.                TYPE=FULLSCR,                                           X        

7.                ERROR=END                                                        

8.  RCV1     #RECEIVE ERROR=END            * RECEIVE BLANK SCREEN                   

9.          #SEARCH TEXT='CP READ',POSCUR=NO,FOUND=LOGN                            

10.         #WAIT 300                                                              

11.         #SEARCH TEXT='CP READ',POSCUR=NO,NOTFOUN=END                           

12. LOGN     EQU *                                                                  

Converted CML to ACL
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NOTE
 Note.The original CML statements are included as comments and warnings requiring no action are also
commented out.  Statements requiring action are left uncommented so that the generated ACL fails if executed.

 

 

1.  *ASXCMS  #START LOGGING=NO,ECHO=NO,PRINT=NOGEN                                  

2.  VASXCMS  OPTION TERM,OFF                                                        

3.          OPTION MAXI,0                                                          

4.           WINP                                                                   

5.  *        #SET (USERID,EQ,$SUBSTR(ZUSERID,2,8))                          

6.           ---> WARNING: " ZUSERID  ", has no TPX equivalent     <---            

7.          SET USERID,'&ZUSERID(2,8)'                                         

8.  *        #TPUT PANEL='TVAPLOGN',                                       X        

9.  *              LOC=CENTER,                                             X        

10. *              CURSOR='ZDAY',                                          X        

11. *              TYPE=FULLSCR,                                           X        

12. *              ERROR=END                                                        

13.           ---> WARNING: " ZDAY     ", has no TPX equivalent     <---            

14.          DISPLAY '#VAPLOGN','ZDAY'                                           

15. *CV1     #RECEIVE ERROR=END            * RECEIVE BLANK SCREEN                   

16. *         ---> WARNING: " #RECEIVE ", is unnecessary in TPX ACL <---            

17. RCV1     NOP                                                                    

18. *        #SEARCH TEXT='CP READ',POSCUR=NO,FOUND=LOGN                            

19.          SEARCH   'CP READ'   

20.          BRANCH EQ,LOGN                                                         

21. *        #WAIT 300                                                              

22.          WAIT  3                                                                

23. *        #SEARCH TEXT='CP READ',POSCUR=NO,NOTFOUN=END                           

24.          SEARCH   'CP READ'                                                  

25.          BRANCH NE,END                                                          

26. *OGN     EQU *                                                                  

27. LOGN     NOP                                                                    

...                                                         

Line 7:

The variable USERID is predefined in TPX ACL as the stored user-id. This variable can be used as is so it is not
necessary to extract it. Also, CML’s ZUSERID has no TPX ACL equivalent. To correct this issue, comment the lines to
remove command statements that would fail.

Lines: 13 and 14:

ZDAY has no TPX ACL equivalent. This parameter had indicated cursor placement on the panel so it can simply be
removed from the DISPLAY statement causing default cursor position to be used.

Lines: 13, 19 and 24:

Since we commented out the SET USERID statement, we now have a WINP followed by DISPLAY followed by two
SEARCH statements. The first SEARCH should be changed to SRCHWAIT to ensure that data has been received before
search begins. Any subsequent SEARCH commands can remain unchanged. This relates to item 3 in the Guidelines.

NOTE

If the SET statement continued to be valid in this position, the change from SEARCH to SRCHWAIT would not
be necessary.
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After corrections

1.  *ASXCMS  #START LOGGING=NO,ECHO=NO,PRINT=NOGEN                                  

2.  VASXCMS  OPTION TERM,OFF                                                        

3.           OPTION MAXI,0                                                          

4.           WINP                                                                   

5.  *        #SET (USERID,EQ,$SUBSTR(ZUSERID,2,8))                          

6.  *         ---> WARNING: " ZUSERID  ", has no TPX equivalent     <---            

7.  *        SET USERID,'&ZUSERID(2,8)'     <<<<< commented out                                     

8.  *        #TPUT PANEL='TVAPLOGN',                                       X        

9.  *              LOC=CENTER,                                             X        

10. *              CURSOR='ZDAY',                                          X        

11. *              TYPE=FULLSCR,                                           X        

12. *              ERROR=END                                                        

13. *         ---> WARNING: " ZDAY     ", has no TPX equivalent     <---            

14.          DISPLAY '#VAPLOGN'   <<<<<Removed ZDAY 

15. *CV1     #RECEIVE ERROR=END            * RECEIVE BLANK SCREEN                   

16. *         ---> WARNING: " #RECEIVE ", is unnecessary in TPX ACL <---            

17. RCV1     NOP                                                                    

18. *        #SEARCH TEXT='CP READ',POSCUR=NO,FOUND=LOGN                            

19.          SRCHWAIT   'CP READ'      <<<<<Changed to SRCHWAIT

20.          BRANCH EQ,LOGN                                                         

21. *        #WAIT 300                                                              

22.          WAIT  3                                                                

23. *        #SEARCH TEXT='CP READ',POSCUR=NO,NOTFOUN=END                           

24.          SEARCH   'CP READ'       <<<<< Only first SEARCH needed to change 

25.          BRANCH NE,END                                                          

26. *OGN     EQU *                                                                  

27. LOGN     NOP                                                                    

...

Converting a User or Teleview Panel To a TPX Panel
Review the following information before converting a user or Teleview panel to a TPX panel:

• The Teleview panels reside in the VPANELS library. Customer developed panels reside in the USRPANEL library.
• For Logo Logon Screens, if the VOPTION method (textual) was used instead of VPANELS there is no conversion

because VOPTION are not panels.
• TPX supports full screen panels only. All panels are built into a 24 x 80 screen image. Any ")DIM" control statement is

ignored and any data lines that exceed the 24 line limit are rejected with an error during the conversion.
• TPX does not accept any lower case alphabetic as an attribute character. Any ")ATTR" or ")XTTR" control statement

that contains a lowercase alphabetic character is rejected with an error during the conversion.
• The same system variable conversion occurs during the panel conversion process as for the CML to ACL conversion

process.
• Other variables can be changed using this conversion routine.

LOGO Panel Considerations

You can configure the Teleview logon panel to have a new password field (panel variable NEWPWD) and a new password
verification field (panel variable NEWPWD2).
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The TPX logon (LOGO) panel only requires a new password field. TPX prompts the user to verify the new password by
reentering it into the same new password field (panel variable SNNPSWDV).

NOTE

Broadcom suggests using one of the following TPX LOGO panels rather than using a converted version of your
Teleview logon panel:

• Txx0003 for passwords 8 characters or less.
• Txx1003 for password, password phrase, and Multi-Factor Authentication code (combination of PIN and

token).

Add Variables Using B0VARTBL and the Conversion Routine

B0VARTBL (system variable table) is a predefined Teleview to TPX variable table. This table is delivered as part of the
conversion to map Teleview system variables to TPX system variables. Source for B0VARTBL resides in CB0VMAC as a
member B0VARTBL.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy to source library as B0VARTBL and copy B0VARTAB macro into the source library.
2. Add a variable for conversion by inserting a B0VARTAB macro statement anywhere between the “B0VARTAB

TYPE=INITIAL” and the “B0VARTAB TYPE=FINAL” statements.
3. Set the TV= parameter to the CML variable name to be converted/replaced.
4. Set the TPX= parameter to the TPX variable name to be used in the generated panel.
5. Reassemble and relink edit in a new B0VARTBL load module using the JCL job, TPXVARTB.

Running Order for Converting User (USRPANEL) Panels

When you convert User and Teleview Panels from USRPANEL and VPANELS, run the JCL in the following order:

1. TPXVARTB – (Optional) This batch job assembles the system variable table (used in CMLJOB and TPXPNLCV jobs)
if any additional variables are to be converted. This job should result in a condition code of zero (CC=0).

2. TPXPNLCV – This batch job converts the Teleview panels to TPX panels. This job may end with condition code
of eight (CC=08) due to required Teleview panel control statements that are not required for TPX panels. The
TPXPNLCV JCL produces a LOG DD in the form of SYSOUT. This LOG lists the converted members and any errors
or warnings. Errors or warnings show as comments in the converted panel member.

Debugging - TPXPNLCV

Review both the LOG DD SYSOUT file and new Panel library with converted Panels. Use the CML/ACL Panel Conversion
Report statements and the CML/ACL Panel Conversion Messages to determine what action to take for each warning or
error message.

 

Merging New TPX environment into an existing TPX environment
Use this option when merging a new TPX environment into an existing TPX environment.

A sample TPXMRGDB job is supplied in the CB0VJCL library. The TPXMRGDB job creates an unloaded backup (flat
files) of existing TPX VSAM Files, merges the ADMIN1 and ADMIN2 files from the conversion into an existing TPX
environment and then performs a batch TPX reset integrity.
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Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the following High Level Qualifiers (PREFIX).
a. The current live TPX VSAM FILEs' High-Level Qualifier. This qualifier is used for the targeted environment.
b. A new High-Level Qualifier for a backup copy of the existing TPX VSAM FILEs as unloaded flat files.
c. The existing or converted TPX VSAM FILEs High-Level Qualifier.

2. Determine if allocating to a specific volume or under SMS. 
a. If using a specific volume see the TPXMRGDB job for instructions.
b. If under SMS, then get the appropriate DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and STORCLASS information for allocation.

3. Review the TPXMRGDB job that is supplied in CB0VJCL library and make the appropriate substitutions. Use the
instructions in the JCL comments of this job as a guide.

4. Review allocations for the backup files. You may need to modify the space allocation to handle your VSAM Files
growth.

 

Migrating References
The Migrating Reference section contains helpful information for migrating or converting including:

• Non-Equivalent Teleview System Variables
• Teleview Applications Compared to TPX
• Teleview Exits to TPX
• CML/ACL and Panel Conversion Report Statements
• Error and Warning Messages

– CML/ACL and Panel Conversion Messages
– Database/Administration Conversion Report Messages

Non-Equivalent Teleview System Variables
The following Teleview system variables have no TPX equivalent, have no meaning in TPX ACL, or both.

Variable Name  Len Type Description
NEWPWD2 4 CHR Verify New Password (panel

only variable)
Z#CMDS 4 NUM # of CML commands executed

so far
Z#FIELDS 4 NUM # of FIELDS on current screen
Z#MAXCMD 2 NUM MAX # of CML commands

allowed
Z#MDT 4 NUM # PRESENT MDT fields on

current screen
Z#PRO 4 NUM # Protected fields on current

screen
Z#UNP  4 NUM # Unprotected fields on current

screen
ZCMD# 4 NUM Statement # of current

command
ZCURRCMD 8 CHR Current CML command

executed
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ZDAY 3 CHR DAY -
"MON","TUE","WED","THU","FRI"

ZGENLVL 4 CHR Teleview gen/maint level
ZGNAME 8 CHR Teleview'S generic resource

name
ZLASTCC 4 NUM Last return code
ZLASTMID 3 CHR Last message ID from CML
ZLASTMSG 42 CHR Last message from CML
ZMAXCC 4 NUM Maximum return code
ZMENU 8 CHR Menu name of current session
ZMVSLVL 8 CHR OS LEVEL - SPV.R.M V=VER

R=REL M=MOD
ZPREVCMD 8 CHR Previous CML command

executed
ZREGID 4 CHR Teleview region ID
ZRELEASE 4 CHR Teleview release level
ZSESS# 1 NUM Session # of current session
ZSRVPAK 4 CHR Service pack level of the

Teleview region
ZSTMT# 4 NUM Statement # of previous

command
ZTF 1 CHR TRUE/FALSE FLAG "T"=TRUE

"F"=FALSE
ZTLUTYPE 1 CHR LU type 0 or 2
ZUSERID 9 CHR *USERID or $PROFID logged

on this term
ZVSAMDAT 140 CHR User data portion of VSAM

record
ZVSAMKEY 40 CHR Full VSAM key
ZVTAMLVL 4 CHR VTAM LEVEL - VTNN - NN IS

VER REL

Teleview Applications Compared to TPX
This section contains Internal Applications and Windows Applications.

 

Internal Applications

This table shows how the internal applications are changed during conversion.

Teleview Internal Applications TPX Internal Applications

CONFIG TPXADMIN

CONSOLE Deleted in the conversion

CUTPASTE Deleted in the conversion

DEBUG TPXOPER 
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DYNAMIC Deleted in the conversion

EDITBROW Deleted in the conversion

HARDCOPY Deleted in the conversion

HELP Deleted in the conversion

HELPDESK TPXVIEW

MENU Deleted in the conversion

MINICONF TPXADMIN

MSG TPXMAIL

NEWS Deleted in the conversion

OPER TPXOPER

PROFILE TPXADMIN

ROUTER (VCMLVPTR, PRINTSCR, PWDMAINT) TPXDEMO

SEEVIEW TPXVIEW

USERMENU TPXADMIN

VTRNDSP No equivalent

Windows Applications

This table shows that all Teleview Windows applications are changed to the TPX Windows application TPXWINDW.

Teleview Windows Applications TPX Windows Applications

WINDCUT TPXWINDW

WINDDRAG TPXWINDW

WINDOW TPXWINDW

WINDPAST TPXWINDW

WINDMOVE TPXWINDW

Teleview Commands to TPX

Commands

This table shows which Teleview Commands are replaced by which TPX Commands.

Teleview Commands TPX Commands or Parameters

LOCK /L - Lock terminal

MSGON /B- Access the TPX Mailbox system

MSGOFF /B- Access the TPX Mailbox system

LOGON /A sessid

TRANSON Enabled in the ACT, (Inbound compression, Outbound
compression)

TRANSOFF Disabled in the ACT, (Inbound compression, Outbound
compression)
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CMLON Defined in the User, Profile (Startup ACL, Term ACL) and/or ACT
level (Start ACLPGM, Terminate ACLPGM)

CMLOFF /G - Activate sessions without ACL

MODEL Defined in the User, Profile Session options (Modent name) and/or
ACT level (Mode Entry Override)

TYP1EXIT No equivalent

Teleview Exits to TPX
This topic contains a mapping of exits that you convert from Teleview to TPX during migration. TPX also contains sample
exits that can assist with migration from any session management product.

Teleview to TPX Exits

The following Teleview exits map to the corresponding TPX exits. When you migrate from Teleview to TPX, change the
exits as indicated:

Teleview Exits TPX

 Application Sign-on Exit (ASX) - This exit is entered after the
application bind completes. The sample exit is written using the
Teleview Conversational Macro Language (CML). The purpose of
the exit is to sign the user on to the application automatically.

ACL’s

 Application Timeout Exit (ATX) - This exit is entered when the
application is about to be unbound. If the APPL is being unbound
due to a Teleview timeout, this exit can abort the unbind. The
sample exit is written using the Teleview Conversational Macro
Language (CML).

TPXUTOOO

 Bind Exit (BIX) - entered before the BIND to an application.
This exit can reject the BIND after a security check, provide more
USERDATA processing, or select the ALIAS name that Teleview
will use to bind to the application session.

TPXUSIST

 Command Menu Exit (CMX) - entered after Teleview has
received a command from the menu panel but before any
processing including validation has occurred. The exit is given the
command string for inspection.

TPXUCMND 

The External Security System Sign-on Exit (VSSX), if
implemented, can be used to return a profile name to be used
as the user's application list. If no profile name is returned, to
Teleview either the user's ID or the $DEFAULT profile name is
used to retrieve the application list from the Teleview database.

TPXUSNSF

The Global Sign-on Exit (VSON ), if implemented, is entered
for all users (that is, when any user logins). This exit is useful for
global sign-on routines.

TPXUSNSF
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 Pre-Menu Exit (PMX) - entered before the display of the Teleview
Session Hold panel. This exit can communicate with the terminal
and can also dynamically BIND to applications. This exit is
capable of switching among sessions without ever displaying the
Teleview Session Hold panel, if a partial or complete replacement
of the Teleview screen and switching procedures is desired.

TPXUMENU

 Pre-Traffic Exit (PTX) - entered before the terminal converses
with the application. This exit can write an SMF record that
records statistics about the application session.

 SMRT option for SMF logging

 Secondary Pre-Bind Exit (BPX) - entered after the Bind Exit
(BIX) and before the BIND to an application. This exit can allow or
reject the BIND after doing a call to queue a work function.

 No Equivalent

 SEEVIEW Authorization Exit (SAX) - entered each time that
a terminal using the SEEVIEW facility tries to view another
terminal's session. This exit can stop unauthorized users from
viewing restricted terminal sessions. 

 TPXUVIEW

 SMF exit (SMF) - this exit is entered when the SMF recording
facility is active and the SMF records are written at terminal logon/
logoff, or terminal application logon/logoff. For all fields required
for SMF setup, see SMF Records. 

 SMRT option for SMF logging

 Specific Logon Exit (SLX) - entered at the time the terminal first
BINDs to Teleview. This exit can communicate with the terminal to
prompt for USERID and PASSWORD. The list of applications that
a terminal may access can be modified in this exit, with security
system (for example, RACF/ACF) processing. This exit can also
return with the name of a Teleview user ID or group ID to be
assigned to the terminal.

 TPXULOGN

 Switch In/Out Exit (SIX) - entered when a user switches into and
out of a session. This exit can be used to tell a network monitor
which application session the user is in or that the user is at the
Teleview Main Menu panel.

SMRT option - Netspy interface

 Teleview Shutdown Exit (SHX) - entered at the time that
Teleview is terminating. This exit can close any ACBs that were
opened by the Startup Exit.

TPXUSNSF (Call Point 36) 

 Teleview Startup Exit (STX) - entered at the time that Teleview
is starting up. The purpose of this exit is to allow the creation of
global exit work areas and processes. For example, any ACBs
needed for terminal-based exits can be opened with this startup
exit.

TPXUSNSF (Call Point 0)

 Terminal Input Exit (TIX) - entered each time an input data
stream is available from the terminal. This exit can examine the
input and can perform a session switch, terminate (UNBIND) a
session, or log the terminal off Teleview.

TPXUCMND

 Terminal Lock Exit (LKX) - entered when a user locks the
terminal using the "LOCK" command and then enters the
password to regain access to Teleview. This exit validates the
password that the user enters and decides whether to unlock the
terminal.

TPXUSNSF
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 Terminal Logoff Exit (TLX) - entered before a terminal
completes log out from Teleview. This exit can write an SMF
record that records statistics about the terminal.

TPXUSIST

 Terminal Output Exit (TOX) - entered each time an application
Data stream is available for the terminal. This exit can examine
the output data stream and can modify it.

TPXUSEND

 Terminal Timeout Exit (TTX) - entered when a terminal's
inactivity timeout has been reached. This exit decides whether the
terminal should be unbound or allowed to remain on Teleview.

TPXUTOOO

 Unbind Exit (UBX) - entered before Teleview unbinds an
application session. This exit can write an SMF record that records
statistics about the application session.

TPXUSIST

NOTE
For more information about TPX user exits, see Setting Up User Exits.

TPX Sample Exits of Interest

The following sample exits are included with the product to assist with migration to TPX:

Simulate Session Number usage in ascending order on the TPX Main Menu panel
Sample Panels TEN0041, TEN0010 and Sample User Command Exit member TPXUSES#.

NOTE

TPXUSES# must be assembled and Link-Edit as TPXUCMND.

Profile Name extraction from INSTDATA for Dynamic users
Sample User Sign-on Sign-off Exit member TPXUSNS4.

NOTE

TPXUSNS4 must be assembled and Link-Edit as TPXUSNSF.

CML/ACL and Panel Conversion Report Statements
The CML/ACL and Panel Conversion Report statements are explained in detail in this section.

Conversion Completed

Reason
This message indicates that the particular CML to ACL conversion, or panel conversion has completed without any errors.
Action
None.

Conversion Completed with ERRORS

Reason
This message indicates that the particular CML to ACL conversion, or panel conversion has completed with error
messages.
Action
To locate the errors, scan the ACL or panel member for ‘ ---> ERROR:’ and perform the necessary action that is indicated
for that message.
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Conversion Completed with ERRORS and WARNINGS

Reason
This message indicates that the particular CML to ACL conversion, or panel conversion has completed with errors and
warnings.
Action
To locate the errors, scan the ACL or panel member for ‘---> ERROR:’ and perform the necessary action that is indicated
for that message.
To locate the warnings, scan the ACL or panel member for ‘* ---> WARNING:’ and perform the necessary action that is
recommended for that message.

Conversion Completed with WARNINGS

Reason
This message indicates that the particular CML to ACL conversion, or panel conversion has completed with only warning
messages.
Action
To locate the warnings, scan the ACL or panel member for ‘* ---> WARNING’ and perform the necessary action that is
recommended for that message.

Converting CML member: mmmmmmmm

Reason 
This message identifies the CML member (mmmmmmmm) which is converted next.
Action
None.

nnnn Teleview CML members processed

Reason
This message indicates the number (nnnn) of CML members examined.
Action
None.

nnnn Teleview CML records processed.

Reason
nnnn is the total number of CML records processed in the conversion to ACL.
Action
None.

nnnn Teleview CML records with errors.

Reason 
nnnn is the total number of errors that were encountered in the conversion to ACL.
Action
To locate the errors, scan the ACL member for ‘---> ERROR:’ and take any action indicated for that message.
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nnnn Teleview CML records with warnings.

Reason
nnnn is the total number of warnings that are encountered in the conversion to ACL.
Action
To locate the warnings, scan the ACL member for ‘*           ---> WARNING:’ and take any action that is recommended for
that message.

nnnn Total Teleview CML records processed.

Reason
This message indicates the number (nnnn) of CML statements examined.
Action
None.

Teleview CML To TPX ACL Conversion Report

Reason
This message is the header line of the CML to ACL conversion report.
Action
None.

Converting panel member: mmmmmmmm

Reason
This message identifies the panel member (mmmmmmmm) which is converted next.
Action
None.

Member name changed to: mmmmmmmm

Reason
This message indicates that the panel member name is changed to (mmmmmmmm) due to the Teleview panel beginning
with “H”, “T”, or “U” which are reserved for TPX use.
Action
If the CML that displays this panel was converted to ACL, the name should be changed to “mmmmmmmm" in the ACL.

nnnn Teleview panel members processed.

Reason
This message indicates the number (nnnn) of panel members examined.
Action
None.

nnnn Teleview panel records processed.

Reason
nnnn is the total number of records that are processed in the conversion of this panel.
Action
None.
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nnnn Teleview panel records with errors.

Reason
nnnn is the total number of errors that were encountered in the conversion to this panel.
Action
To locate the errors, scan the panel member for ‘---> ERROR:’ and perform the necessary action that is indicated for that
message.

nnnn Teleview panel records with warnings.

Reason
nnnn is the total number of warnings that were encountered in the conversion of this panel.
Action
To locate the warnings, scan the panel member for ‘---> WARNING:’ and perform the necessary action that is
recommended for that message.

nnnn Total Teleview panel records processed.

Reason
This message indicates the number (nnnn) of panel statements examined.
Action
None.

nnnn Total errors generated.

Reason
This message indicates the number (nnnn) of error statements in total.
Action
To locate the errors, scan the report for ‘---> ERROR:’ and perform the necessary action that is indicated for that
message.

nnnn Total warnings generated.

Reason
This message indicates the number (nnnn) of warning statements in total.
Action
To locate the warnings, scan the report for ‘---> WARNING:’ and perform the necessary action that is recommended for
that message.

Teleview to TPX Panel Conversion Complete

Reason
This message is the initial line of the panel conversion report summary.
Action
None.

Teleview to TPX Panel Conversion Report

Reason
This message is the header line of the panel conversion report.
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Action
None.

CML/ACL and Panel Conversion Messages
The error and warning messages from the CML/ACL and Panel conversion are explained in detail in this section.

ERROR: The above CML/ACL conversion failed

Reason
The CML statement before this message was not recognized as a valid CML statement.
Action
Check to verify that there is not a coding error in the CML.

 

WARNING: " cccccccc ", is unnecessary in TPX ACL

Reason
This CML command (cccccccc) has no equivalent command. Also the CML command effect is not necessary in TPX ACL.
Action
None.

WARNING: " vvvvvvvv ", has no TPX ACL equivalent

Reason
The variable (vvvvvvvv) has no equivalent predefined TPX variable.
Running this ACL may not fail but may not result in the desired effect.
Action
Analyze the variable to see if you can use another predefined TPX variable. If that is not possible, it might be necessary to
re-work the ACL script to obtain the desired effect.

WARNING: TPX does not support REXX in ACL source

Reason
TPX does not support REXX.
Any attempt to execute this converted ACL fails.
Action
Write an ACL script to replace this REXX CML.

ERROR: The above panel line conversion failed

Reason
The panel statement before this message was not recognized as a valid panel control statement.
Action
Check to verify that there is not a coding error in the panel.

ERROR: There can only be 24 screen lines

Reason
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The panel contains more than 24 lines of display data.
Action
TPX supports only 24 display lines. Delete any extra blank lines.

WARNING: The above control statement has no TPX equivalent

Reason
The control statement above this line is not converted due to no equivalent TPX panel control statement.
Action
None.

Database/Administration Conversion Report Messages
The error and warning messages from the Teleview to TPX Database Conversion Report Messages are explained in
detail in this section.

APPLICATION RECORD CONVERSION ROUTINE

Reason
Information message indicating the beginning of Application record conversion phase.
Action
None.

Application session aaaaaaaa discarded - Duplicate TPX-internal session not generated

Reason
The application session that is named aaaaaaaa has already been generated for this user or profile. No duplicate
sessions are generated for TPX internal applications so this session is discarded.
Action
None.

Batch ACT record generated for application aaaaaaaa

Reason
Information message indicating application record has been created for application, aaaaaaaa, in the ACTTVCN ACT
table.
Action
None.

Batch record(s) generated for profile pppppppp

Reason
Information message indicating the start of processing for profile named pppppppp and generation of TPX batch
commands for that profile.
Action
None.
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Batch record(s) generated for profile pppppppp - session aaaaaaaa

Reason
Information message indicating the generation of a TPX Batch command for PROFILE SESSION named, aaaaaaaaa to
profile named, pppppppp.
Action
None.

Batch record(s) generated for term tttttttt

Reason
Information message indicating the start of processing for terminal that is named tttttttt.
Action
None.

Batch record(s) generated for term tttttttt - profile pppppppp

Reason
Information message indicating an ADD USER PROFILE TPX Batch command was generated for user, ttttttt, and profile,
pppppppp.
Action
None.

Batch record(s) generated for term tttttttt - session aaaaaaaa

Reason
Information message indicating an ADD USER SESSION TPX Batch command was generated for user, tttttttt, and
application session ID aaaaaaaa.
Action
None.

Batch record(s) generated for user uuuuuuuu

Reason
Information message indicating the start of processing for user named uuuuuuuu and generation of TPX batch commands
for the user.
Action
None.

Batch record(s) generated for user uuuuuuuu - profile pppppppp

Reason
Information message indicating an ADD USER PROFILE TPX Batch command was generated for user, uuuuuuuu, and
profile, pppppppp.
Action
None.

Batch record(s) generated for user uuuuuuuu - session aaaaaaaa

Reason
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Information message indicating an ADD USER SESSION TPX Batch command was generated for user, uuuuuuuu, and
application session ID, aaaaaaaa.
Action
None.

TPX Teleview to TPX Database conversion started

Reason
Information message indicating the Teleview DB to TPX Conversion process has begun.
Action
None.

Conversion Completed (Report)

Reason
Information message indicating the completion of a phase noted previously.
Action
None.

Conversion Ended

Reason
Information message noting the TPX the Teleview database conversion process is ended.
Action
None.

Conversion Failed

Reason
Information message indicating the conversion failed. Save all job output and files from the conversion.
Action
Review the report and job output for failure messages. If there are site installation error messages take the appropriate
action. Otherwise, contact Broadcom support and have the report and job output available.

Duplicate session name aaaaaaaa changed to aaaaaaan

Reason
Duplicate session that is named aaaaaaaa was found for the profile, user, or terminal and has been change to aaaaaaan,
where n = 1 - 9.
Action
None.

EXTENDED USER DATA REPORT

Reason
Information message indicating the handling of Teleview Extended User Data record Phase. Teleview Extended User Data
records are discarded (ignored) except for USERMENU records and reporting the number of user PROFILE Variable sets
(PROFVARS).
Action
None.
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nnn Teleview Alternate Application names were processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of alternate application that is found in the Teleview unloaded database application records.

In Teleview, there is the ability to define an alternate application id (APPLID) name for an application aside from its
primary name.
For example, the customer has CICSTORA defined as the application and its APPLID in Teleview and adds to the
CICSTORA definition that CICSTORB is an alternate name for CICSTORA when it is unavailable. When CICSTORA is
unavailable, Teleview tries to connect to CICSTORB. Both CICSTORA and CICSTORB are defined to TPX and we are
counting the number of alternates that are encountered. In Teleview, there was one application that is defined and in TPX
there are two applications that are defined.
Similarly, if there are 40 application records being converted and 10 of them have alternates then this conversion results in
50 applications that are defined in the ATCTVCN ACT table.

Action
None.

nnn Teleview Application records discarded.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview Application records discarded.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview Application records processed.

Reason

The number (nnn) of Teleview Application records read from the Teleview unloaded database file.

Action
None.

nnn Teleview Extended data records processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview Database Extended User Data records read and processed.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview Profile-master records processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview Profile master types of records that are processed during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview Profile records processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview Database Profile records processed during conversion.
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Action
None.

nnn Teleview Profile-session records discarded.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview Profile detail session type records discarded during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview Profile-session records processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview Profile detail session type records processed during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview PROFVARS user sets processed and discarded.

Reason
The number (nnn) of user PROFILE variable sets processed and discarded. This number gives the total number of users
that have Profile Variables in the Teleview Database.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview Terminal-master records discarded.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Terminal master records discarded during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview Terminal-master records processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview Terminal master records processed during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview Terminal records processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview Database terminal records processed during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview Terminal-session records discarded.

Reason
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The number (nnn) of Terminal detail session type records discarded during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview Terminal-session records processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview Terminal detail session records processed during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview User-master records processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview User master records processed during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview USERMENU sets processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of users’ USERMENU records in the Teleview Database.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview User records processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview Database User records processed during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview User-session records discarded.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview User detail session records that were discarded during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Teleview User-session records processed.

Reason
The number (nnn) of Teleview User detail session records processed during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn Total Teleview records processed.

Reason
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Information message giving the total number Teleview database records processed for Application, Profile, User,
Terminals, and Extended User Data records.
Action
None.

nnn TPX Application records generated to the TPX ACT ACTTVCN.

Reason
Reporting the number (nnn) of TPX ACT ACTTVCN records created.
Action
None.

nnn TPX Batch ADD Profile commands generated.

Reason
The number (nnn) of TPX Batch Add Profile commands that are generated during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn TPX Batch ADD Profile Session commands generated.

Reason
The number (nnn) of TPX Batch Add Profile Session commands that are generated during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn TPX Batch ADD User commands generated.

Reason
The number (nnn) of ADD USER Batch TPX commands that was generated during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn TPX Batch ADD User commands generated for Terminals.

Reason
The number (nnn) of TPX Batch Add User commands that are generated for terminals as users during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn TPX Batch ADD User Profile commands generated.

Reason
The number (nnn) of TPX Batch Add User Profile commands that are generated during the conversion.
Action
None.
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nnn TPX Batch ADD User Profile commands generated for Terminals.

Reason
The number (nnn) of TPX Batch Add User Profile commands that are generated for terminals as users during the
conversion.
Action
None.

nnn TPX Batch ADD User Session commands generated

Reason
The number (nnn) of TPX Batch Add User Session commands that are generated during the conversion.
Action
None.

nnn TPX Batch ADD User Session commands generated for Terminals.

Reason
The number (nnn) of TPX Batch Add User Session commands for terminal as users generated during the conversion.
Action
None.

PROFILE RECORD CONVERSION ROUTINE

Reason
Information message indicating the profile phase is starting.
Action
None.

Report completed

Reason
Information message
Action
None.

Statistical Summary for ___________ Phase:

Reason
Information message heading for phase summary statistics. Phases are Application, Profile, User, Terminal, and Extended
User Data.
Action
None.

TERMINAL RECORD CONVERSION ROUTINE

Reason
Information message indicating the start of the Teleview Terminal records to the TPX Users phase.
Action
None.
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USER RECORD CONVERSION ROUTINE

Reason
Information message indicating the start of the user records processing phase.
Action
None.

CAVman Conversion
This section describes a utility that converts from Vman to TPX.

Included are instructions for downloading from the distribution tape the libraries that contain the JCL and executables
needed to run the conversion.

The utility is a single program that has a number of outputs. This section describe what is created and copied into TPX
and any considerations you should be aware of.

Tape Contents
The product tape contains two files related to the conversion package.

• TPX.V2TCNTL contains the following:
– JCL for the CONVERT job.
– Panel members TEN0041 and TEN0010.
– The source for a TPXUCMND exit that works with the two panel members to allow the TPX menu to function similar

to the Vman menu. (The user can type the number of the session to go to.)
• TPX.V2TLOAD contains the following:

– The executables for the CONVERT job
– The executable for the TPXUCMND exit

Load the Tape to Disk

To load the tape to disk, modify and run the following job stream:

//...     JOB ...

//UNLOAD  PROC DU='SYSDA',           <--- SPECIFY DEFAULT DISK UNIT  

//             DV='disk-volser',     <--- SPECIFY DEFAULT DISK VOLSER

//             HLQ='hlq',            <--- SPECIFY HIGH-LEVEL QUALIFIER

//             TU='CART',            <--- SPECIFY DEFAULT TAPE UNIT

//             TV='tape-volser'      <--- SPECIFY DEFAULT TAPE VOLSER

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY                

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                   

//TF1 DD DSN=CAI.TPX.V2TCNTL,           

//             DISP=(OLD,KEEP),           

//             UNIT=&TU,                  

//             VOL=SER=&TV,               

//             LABEL=(9,SL,EXPDT=98000)  

//TF2 DD DSN=CAI.TPX.V2TLOAD,           

//             DISP=(OLD,KEEP),           

//             UNIT=&TU,                  

//             VOL=SER=&TV,               

//             LABEL=(10,SL,EXPDT=98000)  

//DF1       DD DSN=&HLQ..V2TCNTL,         

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG),          
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//             UNIT=&DU,

//             VOL=SER=&DV,                         

//             SPACE=(TRK,(15,15,15)),              

//             DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160,RECFM=FB) 

//DF2       DD DSN=&HLQ..V2TLOAD,                   

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG),                    

//             UNIT=&DU,                            

//             VOL=SER=&DV,                         

//             SPACE=(TRK,(15,15,5)),               

//             DCB=(BLKSIZE=6144,RECFM=U)           

//        PEND                                      

//STEP1   EXEC UNLOAD                               

//SYSIN     DD *                                    

 COPY INDD=TF1,OUTDD=DF1                            

 COPY INDD=TF2,OUTDD=DF2                            

//

Run the CONVERT Job
Edit the CONVERT parameter list with the appropriate values for your site and run the job. Depending on the number of
users defined to Vman, this job can run for several hours.

Items Not Converted
Anything not discussed in the section is not converted. For other items needed to fully prepare TPX for your site (for
example the VTAM major node and the System Options Table), see the remaining sections.

Application Characteristics Table
One entry is built for each VTAM application defined to Vman into an Application Characteristics Table (ACT) called
ACTCNVT.

The entry is assigned a virtual terminal type of group unless CLSDST/PASS ISSUED is set to YES in Vman for any of the
logical application definitions defined for this VTAM application.

Other fields in the Logical Applications definitions from Vman are converted into session records at either the profile or the
user level.

These fields include:

• APPL DESCRIPTION
• SESSION NAME
• AUTO START SESSION
• APPL SORT SEQUENCE
• SESSION IDLE TIMEOUT
• LOGON SESSION PROC
• LOGON PARAMETER
• MULTI-SESSION ALLOWED

Print Destination Table
One entry is built for each logical printer defined to Vman into a Print Destination Table called PRTBCNVT. Each entry
contains the VTAM Printer ID associated with the particular logical printer in Vman.
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If the logical printer name is greater than eight characters or it contains a comma (,), period (.), semi-colon (;) or
embedded blank ( ), a new logical printer name is generated for the TPX system in the following format.

P#nnnnnn

where nnnnnn is 000001 through 999999

Profiles
For each profile defined to Vman a profile is created in TPX. Each TPX profile contains a minimum of the user level
information record, as well as one record for each session defined to the profile.

Users
This topic explains how for each user who is defined to Vman, a user is created in TPX. Each TPX user contains a
minimum of the user level information record. The profile (if any) assigned to the user and one record for each session
which is either defined at the user level or is defined at the profile level, but has overrides at the user level.

User Level Information

Vman fields that are converted include:

• PROFILE NAME
• MAXIMUM # OF SESSIONS
• LOGICAL PRINTER ID
• OPERATOR COMMAND AUTHORITY
• USERADM COMMAND AUTHORITY

Command Authority

If the Vman profile or user specifies YES for OPERATOR COMMAND AUTHORITY, then they are assigned a TPX
Operator Command Class of O. Otherwise they are assigned D. These classes are defined in the distributed Operator
Command Class Table.

If the Vman profile or user specifies YES for USERADM COMMAND AUTHORITY, then they are assigned a TPX Update
Class of P. Otherwise they are assigned D. These classes are defined in the distributed User Self-Maintenance Update
Class Table.

Session Level Information

The Vman fields that are converted include:

• SESSION NAME
• APPL DESCRIPTION
• AUTO START SESSION
• APPL SORT SEQUENCE
• SESSION IDLE TIMEOUT
• LOGON SESSION PROC
• LOGON PARAMETER
• MULTI-SESSION ALLOWED
• SESSION PROCEDURE PARMS

Session Names
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If the session name is greater than eight characters or it contains a comma (,), period (.), semi-colon (;), left parenthesis
((), right parenthesis ()) or embedded blank, a new session name is generated for the TPX system in the following format:

S#nnnnnn

Where nnnnnn is 000001 through 999999.

Session Procedures
There are differences in the naming of session scripts and the functionality available in the scripts between the two
products. This section describes the actions that are taken by the conversion program. Carefully review the results of
conversion to make sure the desired results are obtained.

Session Procedure Naming

Vman global procedures keep their names. Because TPX does not have the concept of global procedures, the procedure
name is "plugged" into the session record at either the profile or the user level (whichever defines the session).

TPX does not have the concept of local procedures for each user. You cannot have the same named procedure for
different users and/or at the global level. Therefore, all local procedures are renamed to the format:

U#nnnnnn

where nnnnnn is 000001 through 999999.

SPL Procedures

All SPL procedures are translated into ACL/E language and stored in the TPX ACLLIB that is referenced in the convert job
stream.

The converted ACL member contains the SPL statement as a comment followed by the executable ACL statement and/or
any warnings or errors concerning the conversion of that statement.

As the statements are converted, Vman procedure parameters are changed to either TPX system parameters or session
level parameters 1 through 8. These show as &p1 through &p8. A comment statement follows the ACL statement to
indicate the identity.

Two partitioned data sets are created in the TASK5 of the convert job:

GINDEX
Contains a member for each global procedure that is converted and contains any parameters that needed to be
converted. The member indicates the new &p name given to that parameter.

UINDEX
Contains a member for each user who has local procedures that were converted. The member contains the
identity of each local procedure converted, as well as the new U# name for that procedure and any new &p
names given to parameters used in that procedure.

Procedure Parameters

Vman system standard parameters are changed to their TPX equivalent variables as follows:

Vman TPX

&ZUSER &USERID

&ZPSWD &PSWD

&ZTERM &NETNAME
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&ZAPPLID &APPLID

&ZTOKN &PSWD (use the TPX pass ticket facility)

&ZSTAMP No equivalent

The Vman global and local procedures parameters are changed into the TPX session level parameters 1 through 8 either
at the profile level or the user level. These parameters as referenced as &p1 through &p8.

Job Task Logs
Several task logs are created by the conversion job:

TASK2LOG
Contains information concerning the building of the Application Characteristics Table, the Print Destination Table,
the profiles, and the users. A message is generated for each member for whom a record is being generated.
There is also a message for each session name and logical printer name that must be changed to an S# or P#
format.

TASK4LOG
Contains the log for the Batch run that processes the output from the TASK2 step for profiles and users. It
indicates records added and updated, as well as any errors encountered. The TPBL1050 message "Mask
character - found where not allowed" can be ignored if it is followed by a successful TPBL1033 (UPDATED)
message.

TASK5LOG
Contains information concerning the conversion of the SPL procedures to ACL members. A message is
generated for each procedure converted. If the procedure contained any parameters that needed to be converted,
another message is generated. If this was a local procedure, the new U# name is indicated in a message. The
CONVERSION COMPLETED message indicates any warnings or errors that occurred during conversion.

TASK7LOG
Contains information concerning the conversion of the session logon parameters. A message is generated for
each logon parameter string that is converted. Another message is generated if the string contained a parameter
that needed to be converted to the &p format.

TASK8LOG
Contains the log for the Batch run that processes the output from the TASK7 step for logon parameters. This log
contains the same type of information mentioned for TASK4LOG.
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Using
Information and procedures for using TPX, TPX on Windows, and the TPX View Facility.

Using TPX
This section provides an introduction to using TPX as well as procedures for performing basic TPX functions.

Using TPX Introduction
This section discusses how TPX works, how to manage multiple applications, user self-maintenance, field definition help,
and other services.

Managing Multiple Application Sessions
Your terminal is connected to a VTAM network where you have access to a number of applications. If your work requires
more than one of these applications, you may have to repeatedly log off one and log on to another. This can become a
time-consuming task that takes up system resources.

TPX (TPX) solves this problem by letting you access all your applications from a single menu and switch from application
to application. The way this product does this depends on the version used at your site and the mode you are using.

How TPX Works
This topic describes how TPX works, including the three access modes.

TPX works by creating a virtual terminal for each application. A virtual terminal looks like a physical terminal to your VTAM
applications. Each connection that is established between a virtual terminal and an application is called a session.

Access Modes

To meet the needs of various sites, TPX can run in one of three access modes, as described in the following sections.

Multiple Session Mode
In MULTIPLE mode, the product can manage several sessions concurrently, allowing you to switch back and
forth among different sessions on your physical terminal. You can also sign off from the product and leave your
applications active.
The following figure illustrates the relationship between the TN3270 client or emulator, the Telnet 3270 server,
TPX, and the applications.
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Single Session Mode
In SINGLE mode, the product manages one session at a time. You can access applications sequentially by simply
logging off one, returning to the TPX Menu, and selecting another. If the word SINGLE appears in the lower right
corner of your Menu, you are operating with single access.

PASS Mode
In PASS mode, the product does not manage your sessions but passes control to the applications. Your physical
terminal is connected to your applications directly and not through a virtual terminal.
You cannot issue commands when you are in a session using PASS mode because your terminal has no
connection to the product. To issue commands, you must log off from your application and return to the TPX
Menu. Services that require you to be in communication with the product are not available to you at all, even from
the TPX Menu.
If the word PASS appears in the lower right corner of your TPX Menu, you are operating in PASS mode.

User Self-Maintenance
You can customize some characteristics of the product by taking advantage of user self-maintenance. This facility allows
you to control a number of characteristics, such as the functions assigned to various keys on your keyboard, which
applications appear on your TPX Menu, or timeout periods for your sessions.

Other Services
You can take advantage of a number of services besides session management and self-maintenance. These services
simplify your access to applications and allow communication with other users.

Specific Services

The table below describes these services and where you can find more information about them:

Service Description See

Online Help Provides help information anywhere in TPX. Using Online Help

Key Definition Lets you define special function keys to
simplify session switching.

Change Your User Characteristics

Terminal Locking Lets you lock your terminal, leaving your
sessions running but inaccessible to others.

Lock and Unlock Your Terminal
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Terminal Transfer Lets you go to another physical terminal
and continue your sessions from there.

Transfer to a Different Terminal

Messaging Lets you send messages to and receive
messages from other users.

Using the Mail Facility

Mailbox Saves messages for users who are not
signed on when the message is sent.

Using the Mail Facility

Screen Sending Lets you send your screen image to
another user.

Send a Screen Image

Screen Printing Lets you print your screen image. Print a Screen Image

Session Breakout Lets you get out of an active session. Break Out of a Session

View Facility Lets you view another user's applications
session and sometimes interact with that
session; you can also record sessions.

Using TPX View Facility

ACL/E ACL/E is a programming language that can
simplify your interaction with applications.
ACL/E programs are often used to
automate your logon and logoff procedures.

ACL/E Programming. For more information
about ACL/E programs at your site, see
your administrator.

Advanced Data Compression This feature enhances the efficiency of
communication between your terminal and
your VTAM applications.

Programming

NOTE

• Screen sending and printing, session breakout, ACL/E, and Advanced Data Compression are not available if
you are using this product in PASS mode.

• Advanced Data Compression, the View facility, and the MAIL file are separately licensed features that may
not be available with all options at your site.

More Information about This Section
The remaining section include the following information:

• The section Signing On provides information about signing on to the product and changing your password.
• The section Starting and Switching Sessions provides information about using the information on the TPX Menu,

starting sessions in various ways, and switching among active sessions.
• The section Inactivating Sessions and Signing Off provides information about inactivating your sessions and signing

off.
• The section Using Advanced Services provides information about using services such as terminal locking, screen

sending, and running ACL/E programs.
• The section Using the Mail Facility provides information about using the various features of the Mail facility.
• The section Performing User Self-Maintenance provides information about performing self-maintenance.

The appendices include the following information:

• The section User Messages provides a summary of User messages.
• The section Command Summary provides a summary of commands and their usage.

Field Definition Help
To access help for a field on a TPX panel, move the cursor to the field and press PF1.
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How to Use Online Help
You can access online help from panels and within active sessions.

On a Panel

To access online help from any panel, press PF1. A help screen containing relevant information and instructions for exiting
online help is displayed. If you press PF1 when you are in an input field for a panel, the help screen you see will contain
information about that field.

In a Session

You can also access online help for commands in an active session using the /H command.

To issue this command

1. Move the cursor to an input field.
2. Type /H.
3. Press the command key (usually PF12 or PF24).

A screen containing a command summary and instructions for accessing more detailed information is displayed.

Signing On
This section covers signing on to TPX, using online help, changing your password and external security passcode, and
overview of the pass ticket feature.

Sign On TPX
To sign on to TPX, you must have access to the Logo panel, shown here.

             .......             @@@@@@@@@@@  @@@@@@@@@  @@@@@ @@@@            

          .             .        @@ @@@   @@    @@@   @@   @@@  @@              

      ccccc      aaaaaa  .      @   @@@  @     @@@   @@@   @@@ @@               

     cc .  c    aa    aa  .        @@@        @@@   @@@    @@@@@                

    cc .              aa   .      @@@        @@@   @@@     @@@@                 

    cc .         aaaaaaa   .     @@@        @@@@@@@@      @@@@                  

    cc .        aa    aa   .    @@@        @@@           @@@@@                  

     cc .  c    aa   aaa  .    @@@        @@@           @@ @@@ REL 5.4 /BASE     

      ccccc      aaaa aa .    @@@        @@@           @@  @@@                  

          .             .    @@@        @@@           @@   @@@                  

              .......       @@@@@      @@@@@        @@@@ @@@@@                  

                                                                                

         Copyright (c) 2010   CA, INC.        

    Userid:                   (or LOGOFF)                          08:16:05     

    Password:                                                      05/15/03

    New Password:                                                  TERMID01

    Account:                                                       3279-2A

    Transfer:                                                      SMRT51      

                                                                               

                        CA TPX Session Management (TM)                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

    PF1=Help    PF3=Logoff         
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To sign on

1. Move the cursor to the Userid field if it isn't already there.
An input field is an area on the screen in which you can enter data. You can move the cursor with the Tab or Return
key. These keys move the cursor from field to field on the screen.

2. Type your user ID.
If your user ID is TPXUSR01, you would type TPXUSR01 in the Userid field as shown:
Userid: TPXUSR01

3. Move the cursor to the Password field.
If your user ID consists of eight characters, the cursor will have automatically advanced to the Password field.
Otherwise, you must advance it by pressing the forward Tab key or by pressing the Return key.

4. Type your password.
When you type your password, it does not appear on the screen for security reasons.

5. Press Enter.

Pressing Enter transmits the contents of the Userid and Password fields to the product. Then, the TPX Menu (shown in
the next section) is displayed.

Use Online Help
Press PF1 to display help information at the top and bottom of any panel. This information remains on the screen until you
exit the panel or press PF1 again.

If the TPX Menu Does Not Appear
If you make a mistake when you enter your user ID and password, one of the following messages may appear on the
Logo panel:

THE USERID ENTERED IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE TPX. PLEASE CONTACT

YOUR TPX SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR.

PASSWORD OMITTED OR IS NOT CORRECT. TRY AGAIN OR HIT 'CLEAR'

TO CANCEL

To correct the user ID or password, move the cursor back to the Userid or Password field. Retype your user ID or
password, and press Enter. If you still cannot get into TPX, contact your administrator to make sure you are using the
correct user ID and password.

Change Your Password
The first time you sign on to the product, you use a password someone else gives you. Changing your password ensures
that you are the only person who knows it. You can change your password any time you sign on to TPX.

You must change your password if the following message appears on the Logo panel after you sign on:

SECURITY REQUIRES YOU TO ENTER A NEW PASSWORD

To change your password

1. Type your currently valid password in the Password field.
2. Tab to the New Password field.
3. Type a new password in the New Password field.

Your password can contain no more than eight characters.
4. Press Enter.

The software responds by prompting you to re-enter the new password. The cursor is automatically placed in the New
Password field.
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5. Retype your new password in the New Password field.
6. Press Enter.

The software responds by recording your new password and displaying the TPX Menu.

Change Your External Security Passcode
This article describes how to change your passcode in an environment that uses external security. An example is the
Safenet Radius implementation with Multi-Factor Authentication [MFA] Compound In-Band.

An MFA passcode typically contains a pin, token, separator, and password. However, with PTF SO08045 applied, you can
create a password that does not include a pin and token.

NOTE

• Valid separator characters vary by security product.
• Some implementations do not use separator characters.

Replace Your Passcode

To replace your existing passcode with a password:

1. Enter your user ID and MFA passcode in the appropriate fields.
2. Enter your new password in the New Password field.

Your password can contain up to eight characters. Do not enter an MFA passcode.
3. Enter the same password in the Re-enter New Password/Phrase field and press Enter.

Your new password is in effect.

Replace Your Expired Passcode

You must change your passcode after it expires. To replace your expired passcode with a password:

1. Enter your user ID and MFA passcode in the appropriate fields and Press Enter.
If your passcode has expired, the Enter New Password/Phrase prompt appears.

2. Enter your new password in the New Password field.
Your password can contain up to eight characters. Do not enter an MFA passcode.

3. Enter the same password in the Re-enter New Password/Phrase field and press Enter.
Your new password is in effect.

Pass Ticket Feature Overview
A pass ticket is a one-time only password substitute that is automatically generated by an authentication server, such as
the IBM Network Security Program or the SiteMinder, on behalf of a client workstation requesting access to a mainframe
application like TPX.

After a user is signed on, pass tickets can also be generated for applications that are then accessed through this product.
The use of pass tickets with the product requires you to complete administrative maintenance.

Benefits of Pass Ticket

The Pass Ticket feature has the following benefits:

• Pass Tickets eliminate the need for users to manually type their password on the TPX logon screen.
• For users of the product, it eliminates the transmittal of the same password in clear text across networks.
• Pass Tickets provide application security, because a pass ticket is a one-time only password with a limited life span.
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NOTE
For details on activating this feature, see the Pass Ticket Feature topic in TPX Programming.

Starting and Switching Sessions
This section discusses the different options for starting and switching sessions.

TPX Menu
After you sign on to TPX, the TPX Menu is displayed. From this menu (shown in the next section), you can start or
"activate" one or more sessions and issue commands. A session is a connection between a virtual terminal and a VTAM
application. By using virtual terminals, the product can run a number of active sessions concurrently.

In most cases, when you start a session, your terminal is automatically switched to that session. This means that the first
screen of that session appears on your terminal, as it would if you were not using the product. Any other active sessions
remain active, even though they are not displayed on your screen.

When you start a session, any logon ACL/E program for that session is automatically started. Your administrator has
information about the ACL/E programs at your site. An ACL/E program might automatically log you on to the application
and issue commands in the session. ACL/E programs might also automatically start sessions when you sign on to the
product.

This section describes the different ways to start sessions and how to switch from session to session.

TPX Menu Screen

You receive this screen after you sign on to TPX:

Status Indicators on the TPX Menu

The TPX Menu includes a variety of information about current key definitions and your sessions. The menu can also
display status indicators about the current status of your sessions. These status indicators and their possible values are:

N/A
Indicates Application not available.
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O/P
Indicates Application output is pending (output has been sent from the application since you were last in the
session.)

PASS
Indicates Application session is in PASS mode; application has control of the session.

ACT
Indicates Application session is active. This indicator appears only if your administrator has specified that your
terminal does not support highlighting. Otherwise, active sessions are highlighted in the TPX Menu.

ACL
Indicates an ACL/E program is running in the session.

Q/S
Indicates Application is quiesced. Users cannot start sessions with it.

PTIX
Indicates a pass ticket is generated for this application at session initiation.

Start a Session from the TPX Menu
This section discusses the procedure for starting a session from the TPX menu and includes an example.

Starting a Session from the TPX Menu

To start a session from the TPX Menu

1. Move the cursor to the field at the left of the session you want to activate.
2. Press Enter.

TPX activates the session and switches you to it. Any other active sessions remain active.

Example
The following screen shows a TPX Menu in which the user has moved the cursor (represented by a bullet) to
the field in front of session T8:
      Sessid       Sesskey       Session Description         Status

   _ TPXADMIN     PF5           TPX Administration 

   _ TPXNOTES     PF7           TPX Scratchpad 

   _ TPXMAIL      PF8           TPX Mailbox System 

   _ WINDOWS      PF9           TPX Windows 

   • T8           PF6           TSO/E  -  z/OS SYS8 

   _ R20          PF10          CA-Remote Console SYS8 

   _ T12          PF11          TSO/E  -  SYS12

Pressing Enter with the cursor in this position causes the product to activate the session T8 and display the
first screen of that session.

Use Online Help

Press PF1 to display help information at the top and bottom of any panel. This information remains on the screen until you
exit the panel or press PF1 again.

Start a Session with a Command
This topic describes the commands that you can use to start a session.
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TPX offers many commands that you can use to start a session. For more information about commands, see the
Command Summary section.

Session Commands
/sessID

Activates the specified session.
/A

Activates idle sessions that are normally activated automatically at sign-on. You can only issue this command
from the TPX Menu. You can also issue it as a line command.

/A sessID
Activates the specified session.

/A ALL
Activates all of your sessions.

/A applid
Adds the specified application session to your menu, activates the session, and switches you to it. (Use of this
command can be restricted. Contact your administrator).

/G
Activates any inactive sessions that are normally activated automatically when you sign on. Startup ACL/E
programs are ignored. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/G ALL
Activates all your sessions, ignoring any startup ACL/E programs. The product switches you to the first session
listed on your TPX Menu. You can only issue this command from the TPX Menu.

/G sessID
Activates the specified session, ignoring any startup ACL/E program. You can only issue this command from the
TPX Menu.

/N sessID
Activates the specified session in PASS mode.

/N applid
Adds the specified application to your menu and activates the session in PASS mode.

Where to Issue TPX Commands

You can issue commands from the following locations:

• From the command line of the TPX Menu and other panels except for the following panels:
– The Temporary Override panel
– The Session Override panel
– The Terminal Locked panel
– The Screen Image Queued panel
– The Message Received panel

• In an active session from an input field or command line (except for the /A, /G, or /N command).
• At the TPX Menu from the input field in front of the session ID. (This is called a line command.)

How to Issue Commands

Issuing a command depends on where you issue it. You can issue commands from the following options:

• TPX Command Line
• A Session
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Issue Command from TPX Command Line
If you issue the command at a TPX command line, type the command and press Enter.

Issue Command from a Session
If you issue the command from an active session, you must use the command character and the command
key. The product uses the command character and the command key to recognize commands when they are
issued in a session and not from a command line. The default command character is the slash (/), and the default
command keys are PF12 and PF24. The commands have the following format when issued in an active session:
cmd-char command-operands <cmd-key>

Where cmd-char is the command character and <cmd-key> is pressing the command key.
For example, assume that the command character is a slash (/) and the command key is defined as PF12. You
want to start session T8 while you are in an active session. Move the cursor to an input field, type the following,
and then press PF12:
/T8

TPX activates T8 and switches you to it.

WARNING
For a command issued with the command character to be processed correctly, you should not move
the cursor after you type the command. After you press the command key, the cursor must be in the
next logical position after the command. For example, you type /T8 and then press PF12. If you type /T8
and then press the space bar before pressing PF12, the command is sent to the application you are in
session with rather than being processed as a TPX command.

To issue the command as a line command on the TPX Menu, move the cursor to the input field in front of the
session ID that you want the command to act on. Type the letter of the command, without any operands, and the
software executes the command on the selected session. For example, to activate the session T8 and skip any
ACL/E logon program for the session, you would type G in the input field in front of T8. The product responds by
activating T8 and switching you to it.

Command Characters and Command Keys

The command character and command key definitions for your user ID are displayed at the top of the TPX Menu, as
shown in the following screen. These settings might be different at your site.

               TPX MENU FOR TPXUSER1              Panelid  - TEN0041 

                                                  Terminal - DXAP59B 

Cmdkey=PF12/24    Jump=PA2    Menu=PA1            Model    - 3290-2A 

Print=PF14        Cmdchar= /                      System   - TPXPROD 

NOTE
Examples in this section use the slash as the command character and PF12 or PF24 as the command key.

Example:

An easy way to start a session is to type the session ID at the command line.

To start a session:

1. Move the cursor to a command line.
2. Type the session ID of the session that you want to activate. In the following example, the session ID is T8:

  Command ===> T8 

  PF1=Help PF7/19=Up PF8/20=Down PF10/22=Left PF11/23=Right H =Cmd Help

3. Press Enter.
The product activates the specified session and switches you to it.
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Start a Session Without Starting an ACL/E Program

To start a session without starting the associated ACL/E program:

1. Move the cursor to the command line.
2. Type the following command:

/G sessID

The sessID specifies the session that you want to activate. The command character (/) is optional at the TPX Menu.
3. Press Enter. The product activates the session and switches you to it, skipping any ACL/E logon program.

Example:

To start the session T8 in PASS mode, type /N T8 at the command line as shown:

Command ===> /N T8 

PF1=Help PF7/19=Up PF8/20=Down PF10/22=Left PF11/23=Right H =Cmd Help

Pressing Enter now causes the product to display the first screen of T8.

Start a Session with a PF Key
You can assign a PF key to a specific session ID. A key defined in this way is called a sesskey. The current sesskey
definitions are shown on the TPX Menu in the Sesskey column. In the sample TPX Menu in the following screen, the
session R20 has the sesskey PF10.

To start a session, press its sesskey.

The product activates the session and switches you to it, replacing the TPX Menu with the session's top-level screen.

Example
The TPX Menu displays the list shown in the following screen:
Sessid       Sesskey       Session Description         Status

TPXADMIN     PF5           TPX Administration 

TPXNOTES     PF7           TPX Scratchpad 

TPXMAIL      PF8           TPX Mailbox System 

WINDOWS      PF9           TPX Windows 

T8           PF6           TSO/E  -  z/OS SYS8 

R20          PF10          CA-Remote Console SYS8 

T12          PF11          TSO/E  -  SYS12

PF10 is the sesskey for session R20. To activate and switch to R20, press PF10.

Start Another Session from an Active Session
To start a session from an active session without returning to the TPX Menu, either issue the /sessID command, or type a
slash (/) and then press the sesskey.

Using the Sesskey

To start a session with a sesskey

1. Use the Tab or Return key to move the cursor to any input field within your current session.
2. Type the command character, which is typically a slash (/).
3. Press the sesskey for the session you want to start.

The product activates the session and switches you to it.
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When the software switches to a newly activated session, any ACL/E logon program for that session is started. Your
administrator has information about ACL/E programs at your site.

Using the /sessID Command

To use the /sessID command

1. Use the Tab or Return key to move the cursor to any input field within your current session.
2. Type the following:

/sessID

sessID
Specifies the session that you want to start.

3. Press the command key (typically PF12 or PF24).
The product activates the session and switches you to it.

This command can be issued in this manner at any time while you are signed on to the product unless you are operating
in PASS mode.

NOTE
Issuing commands within a session does not affect that session in any way. The characters you type to issue
the command (such as /TSO4) are not taken as input to the application, and any characters you type over when
issuing the command are preserved.

Example
Assume that the current application has a prompt at the bottom of the screen, as shown:
   ===>

To start session T8 without returning to the TPX Menu, type /T8 at the application's prompt, as shown:
   ===> /T8

Pressing the command key (typically PF12) now causes TPX to start session T8 and switch you to it.

Switch Among Active Sessions
After you have established two or more active sessions, you can switch among them without logging off one application to
get to another. The active sessions are highlighted on the TPX Menu.

To switch among sessions active sessions

• Use commands, issued from the TPX Menu or in an active session.
• Use the cursor to select a session on the TPX Menu.
• Use sesskeys, entered from the TPX Menu or in an active session.
• Use the jump key, entered from the TPX Menu or in an active session. The jump key has been defined to switch you

between active sessions. The jump key definition for your user ID is shown at the top of the TPX Menu. In the sample
TPX Menu shown in the following screen, the jump key is PA2.
               TPX MENU FOR TPXUSER1                Panelid  - TEN0041

                                                    Terminal - DXAP59B

Cmdkey=PF12/24    Jump=PA2    Menu=PA1              Model    - 3290-2A

Print=PF14        Cmdchar= /                        System   - TPX30PRD

You press the jump key when you want to switch sessions.

NOTE
If you press the jump key twice while there is only one active session, the jump key is sent to the application.
If you press the menu key and then you press the jump key, the jump key is sent to the application.

You do not need to use the command character. The product switches you to the next active session on the session
list shown on the TPX Menu.
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NOTE
If you try to switch to a session that has an ACL/E program running in it, you might not be immediately
transferred to the session. The product can display a blank screen and eventually pass control to you. Check the
TPX Menu to see if the session has the ACL status indicator.

Return to TPX Menu from an Active Session
To return to the TPX Menu, use the menu key or the /W command.

Use the Menu Key

The menu key definition for your user ID is shown at the top of the TPX Menu. In the sample TPX Menu shown in the
following screen, the menu key is defined as PA1.

               TPX MENU FOR TPXUSER1               Panelid  - TEN0041 

                                                   Terminal - DXAP59B 

Cmdkey=PF12/24    Jump=PA2    Menu=PA1             Model    - 3290-2A 

Print=PF14        Cmdchar= /                       System   - TPXPROD

After you press the menu key, the TPX Menu is displayed. Your session is still active, and any program running in it
continues running. Any active sessions are highlighted on the TPX Menu.

If no menu key is defined for your user ID, you can define one either temporarily or permanently.

Temporarily.
Use the /E command, described in Changing Your User Characteristics in the section Using Advanced Services.

Permanently.
Use User Self-Maintenance, described in the section Performing User Self-Maintenance.

If the Clear key is defined as your menu key, you should always press Enter before pressing Clear. This saves any recent
changes on the screen. If you do not press Enter first, you may lose those changes.

You can still use the Clear key's original function (for example, to clear an application screen) by pressing the Clear key
twice. The first time you press it, the TPX Menu is displayed; pressing it again returns you to your current application and
carries out the Clear function.

Use the /W Command

You can isssue /W command to return to the TPX Menu.

To issue the /W command

1. Use the Tab or Return key to move the cursor to an input field on the application screen.
2. Type /W.
3. Press the command key. The default command keys are PF12 and PF24.

The TPX Menu is displayed.

Inactivating Sessions and Signing Off
This section discusses inactive sessions, signing off with active sessions, and how to sign off and inactivate your session.

Inactivate Sessions
After activated, your sessions will run until:
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• You inactivate them.
• The operator halts TPX.
• The sessions time out. Session time-out periods are determined by the values specified in your user options. For

information on setting these value, see the section Performing User Self-Maintenance.

You can sign off the product at the same time that you inactivate your sessions, or you can sign off and leave your
sessions active (as described in Signing Off with Active Sessions in this section).

Commands Used to Inactivate Session

You can inactivate a session either by logging off the application as you normally would or by issuing one of the following
commands:

/I
Inactivates the session you are currently in and displays the TPX Menu.

/I sessID
Inactivates the specified session and displays the TPX Menu.

/I ALL
Inactivates all your currently active sessions and displays the TPX Menu.

/F
Signs you off the software and displays the Logo panel. It also inactivates all your currently active sessions if the
"Inactivate on" field of your User Options panel is set to F.

/K
Signs you off the software and logs your terminal off. It also inactivates all currently active sessions if the
"Inactivate on" field of your User Options panel is set to K or F.

The /I command does not provide a "clean" termination of your session unless there is an ACL/E termination program for
that session. If no program exists you might lose data when you issue the /I command.

Session time-out periods are determined by the values specified in your user options. For information on setting these
values, see the section Performing User Self-Maintenance.

Where to Issue Commands

The commands can be issued from the command line, as line commands on the TPX Menu, or within a session, as
described in the section Command Summary.

Example
If you want to inactivate all your sessions while you are inside a session, issue the /I ALL command at your
application's prompt as shown:
====> /I ALL

Pressing the command key (usually PF12) now inactivates all your sessions and displays the TPX Menu.

Sign Off with Active Sessions
You can leave your terminal without deactivating your session by locking your terminal or by using the /F command.

NOTE
If the administrator has set an option to disallow you from signing off with active sessions, you will receive a
message. In this case, you must inactivate your sessions before signing off.

For more information on locking your terminal, see Lock and Unlock Your Terminal.
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/F Command

The /F command, which signs you off the product, will not interrupt your sessions if the "Inactivate on" field of your User
Options panel is set to K or is blank. If this field is set to F, the /F command will inactivate your sessions in addition to
signing you off the product.

Sign Off and Inactivate Your Sessions
You can use the /F and /K commands to inactivate your sessions at the time you sign off the product

Command Functions

The functions of the /F and /K commands are

/F
Signs you off the product.
If the "Inactivate on" field of your User Options panel is set to F, it also inactivates your sessions.

/K
Signs and logs you off the product.
If the "Inactivate on" field of your User Options panel is set to either F or K, it also inactivates your sessions.
(Your administrator may restrict your use of this command.)

Using Advanced Services
After you are familiar with how TPX functions and how to run sessions, you can go on to use other, more advanced
services. This section describes how to use these services.

Change Your User Characteristics
You can establish temporary definitions for your keys and other user characteristics by issuing the /E command. Your
administrator may limit which characteristics you can change with this command. (You can make permanent changes
through self-maintenance. For more information, see the section Performing User Self-Maintenance.)

NOTE
The example in this section uses the slash character (/) as the command character and PF12 or PF24 as the
command key. You can specify different values.

To establish temporary user characteristics

1. Issue the /E command from the command line from the TPX main menu panel (TEN0041).
The User Temporary Overrides panel is displayed:
                   User Temporary Overrides

                                                    Panelid - TEN0049

 Command ===>                                       Userid  - TPXUSER1

                                                    Termid  - DXCPP34

 Language:      EN                                  Date    - 02/07/20

 Menu Key:      PF4                                 Time    - 16:27:07

 Jump Key:      NONE

 Print Key:     NONE

 Command Char:  /

 Command Key:   PF12/24

 Security:      TPX

 Invisible:     N

 Do Not Disturb:N
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 Do Not View:   N

IMPORTANT
The Menu, Jump, Print, and Command keys must each be assigned a unique value. However, you can
specify NONE for any of those keys.

Language
- Specifies the language of the displayed text.

Menu Key
- Specifies the PF key that displays the menu.

Jump Key
- Specifies the PF key that switches between active TPX sessions.

Print Key
- Specifies the PF key that initiates printing.

Command Char
- Specifies the character that should precede a command. For example, use the slash (/) character.

Command Key
- Specifies the key that is used to trigger a TPX function within TPX. Valid values are:

• PF1 through PF24
• PF1/13 through PF2/24
• PA1 through PA3
• Enter

Security
- Displays the security option that is in effect for the user. This value cannot be changed.

Invisible
- Specifies whether non-active sessions are visible on the menu. This setting does not change individual session
visibility on the menu.

Do Not Disturb
- Specifies whether you receive messages from other users in the Mail Facility. Valid values are:

• Y - You will not receive messages. Messages are saved to the Mail file.
• N - You will receive messages.

Do Not View
- Specifies whether your activity can be viewed by other users without your permission. Valid values are:

• Y - Your activity cannot be viewed.
• N - Your activity can be viewed.

2. Move the cursor to the field you want to change, using the Tab or Return key.
3. Type the new value for the field over the old value, or press the EOF key to erase the contents of the field and then

type the new value.
4. Press PF3.

The software establishes the values you specified and returns you to the TPX main menu panel (TEN0041). The
temporary definitions remain valid until you sign off the product.

Use Online Help

Press PF1 to display help information at the top and bottom of any panel. This information remains on the screen until you
exit the panel or press PF1 again.
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Change Your Application Characteristics
You can establish temporary values for your application characteristics by issuing the /E command as a line command
on the TPX Menu. Your administrator may limit which characteristics you can change with this command. (You can make
permanent changes through self-maintenance. For more information, see the section Performing User Self-Maintenance.)

To define temporary application characteristics

1. Go to the TPX Menu.
(For instructions, see Returning to the TPX Menu from an Active Session in the section Starting and Switching
Sessions.)

2. Use the Tab or Return key to move the cursor to the application whose characteristics you want to change.
3. Type E. In the following example, the session T8 has been selected.

       Sessid      Sesskey      Session Description          Status

     - TPXADMIN    PF5          TPX Administration

     - TPXNOTES    PF7          TPX Scratchpad

     - TPXMAIL     PF8          TPX Mailbox System

     - WINDOWS     PF9          TPX Windows

     E T8          PF6          TSO/E  -  z/OS SYS8

     - R20         PF10         CA-Remote Console SYS8

     - T12         PF11         TSO/E  -  SYS12

4. Press Enter.
The Session Temporary Overrides panel is displayed:
                       Session Temporary Overrides    Panelid - TEN0043

Command ===>                                          Userid  - TPXUSR01

                                                      Termid  - DXCPP34

 Session:       TPXUSR01                              Date    - 01/07/03

 Applid:        TSO/E  -  z/OS SYS8                     Time    - 16:27:09

 Description:   TPX Administration

 Session key:   PF

 Modent name:

 Session Data:  -------------------------------------------------------

 Output Option: --------

5. Move the cursor to a field you want to change using the Tab or Return key.
6. Type the new value for the field over the old value, or press the EOF key to erase the contents of the field and then

type the new value.
7. Press PF3.

The software establishes the values you specified and returns you to the TPX Menu. The temporary definitions remain
valid until you sign off.

Lock and Unlock Your Terminal
This topic explains how the TPX LOCK/UNLOCK feature secures your active session while you are away from a terminal
to prevent unauthorized use.

Terminal Lock Request

To lock your terminal issue the /L command from the command line of a TPX panel or from within an active session.

Lock Terminal with a Passcode
If you have a password, password phrase, or MFA/AAM code the following screen is displayed. Enter your
passcode at the prompt and press Enter to unlock the terminal.
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**********************************************************************************************

*                                                                                            *

*   MSGID: TEN1023                                                                           *

*                                                                                            *

*   CAUSE: TERMINAL LOCKED                                                                   *

*                                                                                            *

*   TO PROCEED, ENTER YOUR PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE OR PASSCODE                           *

*   USER ID    ===>  USER01                                                                 *

*   PASSCODE   ===>                                                                         *

*                                                                                            *

        **********************************************************************************************

                                    

NOTE
The USER ID is displayed as an output field that is not modifiable.

Lock Terminal without a Passcode
If you do not have a password, passphrase phrase, or MFA/AAM code the following screen is displayed. In this
case, enter a lock word of your choice at the prompt and press Enter. Remember the lock word so you can use it
to unlock your terminal. The lock word can consist of up to eight characters.

*************************************************************************************************

*                                                                                               *

* MSGID: TEN0023                                                                                *

*                                                                                               *

* CAUSE: TERMINAL LOCK REQUEST -- ENTER LOCKWORD                                                *

*                                                                                               *

*                                                                                               *

* TO PROCEED, ENTER THE LOCK WORD                                                               *

*                                                                                               * 

* ===>                                                                                          *

*                                                                                               *

       

 ************************************************************************************************

Unlock Your Terminal

Unlock your terminal by performing one of the following actions:

• Type your passcode at the command line of the Terminal Locked message panel and press Enter. The screen from
which you issue the /L command is displayed.

• Type the lock word at the command line of the Terminal Locked message panel and press Enter. The screen from
which you issued the /L command is displayed.

• Sign on to your user ID at another terminal while your original terminal is locked. TPX unlocks the terminal and
displays the Logo panel.

• Ask your administrator to unlock your terminal.

Transfer Sessions to a Different Terminal
You may be able to move to a different terminal while you are still signed on and take control of your sessions at the new
location. This transfer can take place only if:
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• You are authorized to perform a transfer.
• The terminals involved are compatible models.
• The new terminal can access all of your sessions without violating any security rules.

To transfer sessions from another terminal

1. Go to a different terminal.
2. Display the Logo panel.

NOTE
You may have to issue the /F command to sign the terminal off the product and display the Logo panel.

3. Sign on to the product as you normally would.

The software signs you on to your user ID on this terminal. Your original terminal displays the Logo panel when you finish
signing on at the new one. All your active sessions are still active.

NOTE
This procedure overrides any terminal lock request that might have been in effect at the first terminal (see
Locking and Unlocking Your Terminal in this section).

Send a Screen Image
You can send the current screen image from any of your virtual terminal sessions to another user's terminal with the /Q
command. This is useful, for example, if you want a co-worker or "help desk" attendant to see what's on your screen.

To send a current screen from one of your sessions to another user's terminal, issue one of the following /Q commands:

/Q userid
Sends the screen from your current session to the user specified by userid.

/Q sessid userid
Sends the screen from the session specified by sessid to the user specified by userid.

Message that Recipient Sees

The following message will be displayed on the receiver's terminal the next time that user presses Enter.

                          TPX Message                                          

                                                             Panelid  - TEN0019

  Command ===>                                               Userid   - USER001

                                                             Termid   - A01NAB32

      To:   userid                                           Date     - 06/25/03

      From: userid                                           Time     - 17:06:16

      At:   17:06:16                                                           

      On:   06/25/03                                                           

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Message:                                                                     

                                                                               

                                                                               

 Screen Image queued from session TSO44                                        

Message that Sender Sees

The following panel is displayed on your terminal to confirm that the screen was sent. For more information on this and
other TENxxxx messages, see Other User Messages.
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**********************************************************

*                                                        *

*       MSGID: TEN0042                                   *

*                                                        *

*       Screen queued to userid                          *

*                                                        *

*       TO PROCEED,                                      *

*                                                        *

*             HIT ENTER - TO GET RECONNECTED             *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

**********************************************************

Invalid Destination Message

If you specified an incorrect user ID, the following message is displayed on the screen. For more information on this and
other TENxxxx messages, see Other User Messages.

**********************************************************

*                                                        *

*       MSGID: TEN0042                                   *

*                                                        *

*       userid     - is an invalid destination           *

*                                                        *

*       TO PROCEED,                                      *

*                                                        *

*             HIT ENTER - TO GET RECONNECTED             *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

**********************************************************

Print a Screen Image
You can print a current screen image from any of your active sessions.

/P Commands

To print a current screnn image, issue one of the following /P commands:

/P
Prints the screen from your current session to the default printer.

/P sessid
Prints the screen from the specified session to the default printer.

/P LOG
Writes the screen from your current session to the Log.

/P prtrid
Prints the screen from your current session to a printer. The prtrid specifies a network-attached printer, a
mnemonic printer name defined in the print destination table, or a JES sysout destination.
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/P sessid prtrid (class)
Prints the screen from a specified session to a printer. The sessid specifies the session whose screen is to be
printed. The prtrid specifies a network-attached printer, a mnemonic printer name defined in the print destination
table, or a JES sysout destination. You can specify an optional print class.

/P sessid LOG
Prints the current screen image from a specified session to the Log. The sessid specifies the session whose
screen is to be printed.

/P sessid FILE
Allocates a data set whose name is in the form userid.tpxjobname.TPXPRINT.Dyyddd.Thhmmssd, and prints the
current screen image from a specified session to it.

/P FILE
Writes the screen from your current session to a data set. The data set name is:
userid.tpxjobname.TPXPRINT.Dyyddd.Thhmmssd where userid is the TPX userid. If available, termid is the TPX
terminal ID. If unable to determine the userid, jobname is either the z/OS batch job name or STC name.

The screen is sent to either the specified printer or the Log.

When using the print screen feature, any of the following messages can be displayed. For further information on these
messages, see Other User Messages.

Invalid User/Application Message

If you specify an incorrect session ID, such as the session ID of an inactive session, the software displays the following
message:

********************************************************** 

*                                                        * 

*       MSGID: TEN0042                                   * 

*                                                        * 

*       sessid    - is an invalid user/application       * 

*                                                        * 

*       TO PROCEED,                                      * 

*                                                        * 

*             HIT ENTER - TO GET RECONNECTED             * 

*                                                        * 

*                                                        * 

*                                                        * 

**********************************************************

Printer Request Queued Message

The software displays one or more of the messages on the following pages to indicate the status of your print job.

**********************************************************

*                                                        * 

*        MSGID: TEN0080                                  *

*                                                        *

*        TPX SCREEN PRINT FACILITY:                      *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*        PRINT REQUEST HAS BEEN QUEUED                   *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*        PRINTER NAME: prtrid                            *
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*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*  PRESS ENTER TO RETURN ===>                            *

*                                                        *

**********************************************************

Confirmation Message of Print Start

The software displays the following message to indicate that your screen print has started.

**********************************************************

*                                                        * 

*        MSGID: TEN0080                                  *

*                                                        *

*        TPX SCREEN PRINT FACILITY:                      *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*        PRINT REQUEST STARTED                           *

*        PRINTER NAME: prtrid                            *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*  PRESS ENTER TO RETURN ===>                            *

*                                                        *

**********************************************************

Confirmation Message of Print Completion

The software displays the following message to indicate that your screen print has completed.

**********************************************************

*                                                        * 

*        MSGID: TEN0080                                  *

*                                                        *

*        TPX SCREEN PRINT FACILITY:                      *

*                                                        *

*        PRINT REQUEST COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY            *

*        PRINTER NAME: prtrid                            *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*  PRESS ENTER TO RETURN ===>                            *

*                                                        *

**********************************************************

Confirmation Message of Print Queue

The software displays the following message to indicate that your screen print is in the print queue.

**********************************************************

*                                                        * 

* MSGID: TEN0055                                         *

*                                                        *

* TPX SCREEN PRINT-DESTINATION: LOCAL                    *

*                                                        *

* TO PROCEED, EITHER -                                   *

*                                                        *
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*       HIT ENTER - TO GET RECONNECTED                   *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*      ===>                                              *

*                                                        * 

**********************************************************

Confirmation Message of Print to Data Set

The software displays the following message to indicate that your screen print has been written to a data set.

**********************************************************

*                                                        *

* PANEL: TEN0055                                         *

*                                                        *

* TPX SCREEN PRINT-DESTINATION: FILE                     *

* userid.tpxjobname.TPXPRINT.Dyyddd.Thhmmssd             *

*                                                        *

* TO PROCEED,                                            *

*                                                        *

*       HIT ENTER - TO GET RECONNECTED                   *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

*                                                        *

**********************************************************

 

 

Unable to Allocate the Print Data Set Message

The software displays the following message to indicate that TPX is unable to allocate the print data set
userid.tpxjobname.TPXPRINT.Dyyddd.Thhmmssd. Review the TPX JESYSMSG for the specific security error message.

 

********************************************************** 

*                                                        * 

*       PANEL: TEN0055                                   * 

*                                                        * 

*       ERROR ALLOC/UNALLOC SYSOUT DATASET               * 

*       userid.tpxjobname.TPXPRINT.Dyyddd.Thhmmssd       * 

*                                                        * 

*       TO PROCEED,                                      * 

*                                                        * 

*             HIT ENTER - TO GET RECONNECTED             * 

*                                                        * 

*                                                        * 

*                                                        * 

*                                                        * 

*                                                        * 

**********************************************************
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Display Session Statistics
This section discusses the procedure to display session statistics, the column headers, and the status indicators.

Procedure to Display Session Statistics

To display information about your virtual terminal sessions

1. Go to the TPX Menu.
2. Press PF11 to scroll to the right.

The Session Statistics panel is displayed, as shown here:

                    TPX MENU FOR TPXADMIN                 Panelid  - TEN0010

                                                          Terminal - TPXPUN05

 Cmdkey=PF12/24    Jump=NONE    Menu=PF4                  Model    - 3278-2

 Print=PF14        Cmdchar=/                              System   - TPX20QA3

     Sessid     Vterm      Applid     Connect Time

   - TPXADMIN              TPXADMIN

   - TPXNOTES    *INTRNAL  TPXNOTES   0:00:02

   - TPXMAIL               TPXMAIL

   - WINDOWS               TPXWINDW

   - T8          TPX24RT3  TSO03256   0:00:11

   - R20                   RC083

   - T12                   TSO093847

 Command ===>

 PF1=Help  PF7/19=Up  PF8/20=Down  PF10/22=Left  PF11/23=Right  H =Cmd Help

Column Headers

The Session Statistics panel contains four columns of session statistics for each virtual terminal session:

Sessid
Specifies the session ID for the application session. The cursor is automatically placed next to the sessid of the
session you last worked in.

Vterm
Specifies the VTAM virtual terminal for the active application sessions.

Applid
Specifies the name of the application running in the session. If the application is an internal TPX application, the
applid has TPX as a prefix.

Connect Time
Specifies the amount of time that you have been connected to the session. The connect time is displayed for
active sessions only.

Status Indicators

In addition to these four columns of information, you occasionally may see a status indicator to the right of the Connect
Time column. The following table lists the status indicators and their meanings. For more information, see your
administrator.

Status Indicator Meaning

APPL INACT. Not active on your system
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APPL NLOGON: Not accepting logons

TEMP. STOP Temporarily stopped

APPL QUIESCE Requested VTAM to place it in a quiesced state

DEACTIVATED Deactivated

APPL UNDEF. Not defined to VTAM

Break Out of a Session
When you are working in a session, a situation might occur in which you want to leave that session but cannot because a
routine is running or an error has occurred, and the application will not accept input.

In such a situation you can break out of the session. Breaking out of a session allows you to issue commands without
disrupting the application running in the session.

NOTE
If you break out of a session where a long-running application is executing, you will encounter one of two
situations when you try to switch back:

• The application will have finished, and the results will be waiting for you.
• The application will not have finished, and the session still will not accept input.

SNA or non-SNA

How you break out of a session depends on whether you have an SNA or non-SNA terminal.

• If B appears in the lower-left corner of your screen, you have an SNA terminal.
• If A appears in the lower-left corner of your screen, you have a non-SNA terminal.
• If neither A nor B appears in the lower-left corner of your screen, ask your administrator what kind of terminal you

have.

To break out of a session on an SNA terminal

Press the Attn key either once or twice in one second. The TPX Menu is displayed.

To break out of a session on a non-SNA terminal

Press the Reset key. You can then issue a command.

ACL/E Programs
If configured to do so, the product can execute programs containing ACL/E commands. ACL/E programs can
automatically perform actions in TPX and in your sessions, such as logging you on or off, or a more complicated task,
such as copying information from one application to another.

Logon and termination programs log you on or off sessions and can be set up to execute automatically when you sign on
to the product or inactivate a session. Your administrator determines the setup of these programs.

Other programs that perform various tasks may be available at your site. For information, see your administrator.

Use the /S Command

To execute an ACL/E program, issue the following command:

/S sessid program data
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The operands in this command have the following meanings:

sessid
Specifies the session you want the program to execute in. This is an optional operand. If you do not specify a session, the
program executes in the current session.

program
Specifies the program you want to execute.

data
Specifies data required by the program. The data should not be in quotes. Use this operand only if the program requires
data.

NOTE
For information on writing an ACL/E program, see ACL/E Programming.

Interrupt ACL/E Programs
You can interrupt the execution of an ACL/E program. This is helpful if you are in a session that has halted because of a
problem in a program.

To interrupt the ACL/E program

1. Break out of your session and return to the TPX Menu. (For more information, see Breaking Out of a Session in this
section.)

2. Issue the /V command in one of the following ways:
– Type the following/V at the command line:

/V sessid

If you are issuing the /V command from within a session and want to interrupt a program running in it, omit the
sessid.
Then, press the command key.

– If you are at the TPX Menu, move the cursor to the session the ACL/E program is running in. Then, type V and
press Enter.

How TPX Responds

If the session you specify has an ACL/E program executing in it, the software interrupts the program.

If the session you specify does not have an ACL/E program executing in it, the following error message is displayed.
Press Enter to continue or re-enter the /V command for a different session. For further information on this message, see
Other User Messages.

*******************************************************

*                                                     *

*       MSGID: TEN0088                                *

*                                                     *

*       CAUSE: sessid ACL NOT ACTIVE                  *

*                                                     *

*       TO PROCEED, EITHER -                          *

*                                                     *

*          1. HIT ENTER - TO GET RECONNECTED          *

*          2. ENTER A COMMAND                         *

*                                                     *

*               ===> _                                *

*                                                     *

*******************************************************
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Use TPX Notepad Facility
To start a TPX Notepad Facility (TPXNOTES) session and save information in a NOTES file

1. Start the TPXNOTES session as you would any other session. The Notepad Facility panel is displayed:
                     TPX Notepad Facility

                                                      Panelid - TEN0060

Command ==>                                           Userid  - TPXUSR01

                                                      Termid  - KYFRC34

                                                      Date    - 04/17/03

2. Move the cursor down from the command line and enter text, as follows:
                     TPX Notepad Facility

                                                      Panelid - TEN0060

Command ==>                                           Userid  - TPXUSR01

                                                      Termid  - KYFRC34

                                                      Date    - 04/17/03

You can enter the text of your note here.

3. Issue the Notepad Facility commands described in the following table at the command line of the Notepad panel:
SAVE

Stores the contents of the Notepad Facility screen in the NOTES file without leaving the Notepad session.
CLEAR

Clears the Notepad Facility screen and erases the contents of the NOTES file, without leaving the Notepad
session.

END/PF3
Stores the contents of the Notepad Facility screen in the NOTES file, and then ends the current Notepad session
for this user.

CANCEL
Cancels any changes you made to the Notepad Facility screen and redisplays the last saved version of the
NOTES file.

End Notes Session

To end the TPXNOTES session and return to the screen from which you activated it, press PF3.

Using the Mail Facility
This section describes how to use the Mail facility, which allows TPX users to send messages to other users.

Typically, these messages appear on the user's terminal when the user presses an AID key. If your site is authorized for
the MAIL file, you can also send messages directly to users' mailboxes, so that users can review the message the next
time they check their mailbox. You can also maintain userlists to easily send messages to specific groups of users.

With the mail facility, you can specify message recipients not only by user IDs, but through a wide variety of methods,
such as users of a specific application, or terminal, or session, and so on.

Command Authorization

The administrator can control which features of the mail facility you can select. When you display the Mail Menu panel, if
an option is not highlighted, you are not allowed to use it.
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Userlists

You can, if authorized, create and maintain userlists in the mail facility. By creating your own personal userlists, or using
public userlists, you can send a single message to a group of users simultaneously.

The userlists can contain not only lists of user IDs, but also lists of terminal IDs, application names, or any other type of
identifier that can be used to specify mail recipients. This allows you to easily send messages to specific groups of users.

The Do Not Disturb Feature

The administrator can specify a do-not-disturb status for a user. The do-not-disturb status indicates that the user does not
receive messages except those messages that are stored in the mailbox. Do-not-disturballows the user to work without
being interrupted by mail messages.

If a message is sent to a user who is marked Do Not Disturb, and your site is authorized to use the MAIL file, the message
is automatically stored in the mailbox.

The Do not disturb field can also be set in self-maintenance.

Mail Functions with the Batch Facility

The batch administration facility can be used to send and delete mail messages. For information on performing mail
functions with the batch facility, see Administrating.

With the batch facility, the administrator can purge expired mail messages.

Mail Facility in a Sysplex Environment

When the product is utilizing a Coupling Facility in a sysplex environment, the mail facility can be used to deliver
messages to remote product users within the sysplex.

Access the Mail Facility Features
Activate the TPXMAIL session as you would any other session. This is an internal session that allows you to access all of
the mail facility features for which you are authorized.

System Response and the Get Mail First Field

If the user has not been flagged to "get mail first," meaning the Get Mail First field located on the Userid Maintenance
Detail Panel, specifies (N) No, the system immediately displays the TPX Mail Menu as it is shown on the next page.

If the user has been flagged to "get mail first," meaning the Get Mail First field located on the Userid Maintenance Detail
Panel specifies (Y) Yes, the system automatically navigates the user to one of three options located at the top of the
mail menu: Option 1 (Read your messages), Option 2 (Read the bulletins), or Option 3 (Read your messages and the
bulletins). Refer to the following chart to clarify which option the user is navigated to:

Option System Response

Option 1, Read your messages Users are automatically navigated to this option, if they have a
personal message waiting for review, but no bulletins.

Option 2, Read the bulletins Users are automatically navigated to this option, if no personal
messages were received, but bulletins are waiting for review.

Option 3, Read your messages and the bulletins Users are automatically navigated to this option, if the user has
received both personal messages and bulletins.
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NOTE
At signon time, users are not connected to a mail session at all if the Get Mail First field specifies (Y) Yes, and
there are no messages or bulletins waiting for review.

Mail Menu

After a mail session is activated, the TPX Message Menu is displayed, as shown here:

TEN0071                  TPX Message Menu

          1 Read your messages

          2 Read the bulletins

          3 Read your messages and the bulletins

         Send or Store a message to:

          4 A user by userid

          5 A user by name

          6 A user by terminal

          7 A list

          8 All users in an administration group

          9 All active users of an application

         10 All users of an application

         11 All active users of a menu session

         12 All users of a menu session

         13 Everyone (A bulletin)

         14 Edit/browse userlists

         15 Add application news 

         16 Update logo news

 F1=Help         F3=End         F9=Cancel

The /B Command

You can activate a mail session by issuing the /B command.

Use of Mail Menu Options
When you access the mail menu, certain options are available for use and others are not. Whether or not an option on the
mail menu is available to a user depends on the following:

1. A VSAM file must be implemented for the mail facility at your site.
2. The authorization code for your site permits use of certain mail options.
3. The user's command table (panel TPX Command Authorization Class Detail Panel, Second Panel) indicates that an

option is specified as available to a user.

Determine Option Availability

A user can determine if an option displayed on the mail menu is available for use by noting whether or not the option is
highlighted.

Option Availability on Color Terminals

On color terminals, availability of an option is indicated by white highlighting. Blue highlighting indicates that an option is
unavailable for use.
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Select an Unavailable Option

If an unavailable option is selected, the system responds with an error message.

Option 16, Update Logo News

Logo news can be updated from the TPX Message Menu, if access to this option is authorized for a user. Authorization
must be specified on the user's command table (panel TPX Command Authorization Class Detail, Second Panel). This
panel must specify (Y) Yes, in the Update Logo News field for access to be authorized for a user. The Logo news option
allows you to specify two lines (158 characters) of news to be displayed on the TPX Logo screen.

The Logo news option can also be updated from the TPX System Options Table Detail Panel, if a user has been
authorized to access this panel. Authorization for access to the System Options Table Detail Panel is specified on the
TPX Command Authorization Class Detail Panel. After the Update Logo News field on the Command Authorization
Class Detail Panel indicates (Y), yes, the user can update Logo news from either a mail session or a TPX administration
session. Updating the Logo News in a sysplex-enabled system will take effect in all systems within the sysplex.

Read Messages and Bulletins in Your Mailbox
If your site is authorized to use the MAIL file, you can access messages and bulletins (messages that are sent to all
product users) that are stored in your mailbox. Some messages are sent directly to your mailbox, and you can save other
messages to your mailbox.

Read Messages and Bulletins

To read messages and bulletins in your mailbox

1. Access the mail facility, as described in Accessing the Mail Facility in this section. The TPX Message Menu is
displayed.

2. Type option number 1, 2, or 3 at the prompt and press Enter. The option you choose depends on whether you want to
view messages, bulletins, or both. The Mailbox Message List is displayed.

3. Select a message to read or delete by moving the cursor in front of the message that you want to select.
– Type S if you want to select the message to read it.
– Type D if you want to delete the message.

4. Press Enter.
– If you typed S, the TPX Mail Message panel is displayed.
– If you typed D, the message is deleted from your mailbox.

5. Press PF3 to return to the TPX Mail Menu.

Delete Messages

After you read your messages, you can delete them if you are authorized. You may not be able to delete bulletins.

Messages have expiration dates. Periodically your administrator may delete messages that are past their expiration.

Accessing Online Help

Press PF1 to display help information at the top and bottom of any panel. This information remains on the screen until you
exit the panel or press PF1 again.

The Mail Message Panel

The TPX Mail Message panel provides information about the message and the message subject and text, as shown:

 TEN0021                   TPX Message 
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From......... TPXUSR29 (Jamie Lee) 

On........... 05/28/02 at 15:30:02 

Expires after  

Subject Let's do lunch tomorrow

Let's have lunch and discuss that memo from Frank.

*************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

 Command ===> 

 F1=Help  F3=End  F4=Return  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd  F9=Cancel DELETE =Delete

After You Read the Message

After you read the message, you can take one of the following actions:

To... Take this action...

Delete the message and display the Mailbox Message List Type DELETE at the command line and press Enter.

Save the message and display the Mailbox Message List Press PF3.

Save the message and return to the Message Menu Press PF4.

Send or Store Messages
This topic explains the TPX send and store message capabilities.

When you send a TPX mail message, that message appears on the message recipient's terminal when the user presses
an action key such as the Enter key or a PF key. If you specify that the message is to break in, the message appears on
the recipient's terminal immediately, without waiting for the action key. The recipient can delete the message or can save it
in the mailbox.

When you store a TPX mail message, that message is stored in the recipient's mailbox. The recipient can read and delete
(or save) the message only after entering the TPXMAIL session and selecting option 1, 2, or 3, to read mail messages.

Send and Store Capabilities for Command Classes

Anyone who can access the TPX Command Authorization Class Detail Panel can flag a specified command class for use
of the Send Message to Group and the Store Message to Group fields.

• Send Message to Group (Y/N)
• Store Message to Group (Y/N)

When these two fields are flagged (Y), yes, from the Command Authorization Class Detail Panel, authority to send and
store messages to a group can be established for a specified command class.

Select Recipients

When you send or store a message, you can specify the recipient in a wide variety of ways. Each method can be selected
on the TPX Mail Menu.

The menu options are

4-by userid
Sends or stores the message to a single user specified by user ID.

5-by name
Sends or stores the message to a single user specified by full name. (If two users happen to have the same
name, the message goes to both.)
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6-by terminal
Sends the message to a single user specified by the terminal ID of the terminal on which the user is signed on.

7-userlist
Sends or stores the message to all users in a userlist. You can create your own userlists or you can use public
userlists.

8-administration group
Sends or stores the message to all users in a user group. The user groups are determined by the administrators.

9-active users of an application
Sends the message to all users who are currently in an application session, which is specified by the application
ID.

10-all users of an application
Sends the message to all users who have an application session on their TPX menu, which is specified by the
application ID.

11-active users of a menu session
Sends the message to all users who are currently in an application session, which is specified by the session ID.

12-all users of a menu session
Sends the message to all users who have a menu session, which is specified by the session ID.

13-everyone
Sends or stores the message to all users. This is a bulletin.

Masking

Masking allows you to use one user ID to specify several user IDs that have characters in common and in the same
position. When creating a masked user ID, include these common characters in the correct position and fill in the other
positions with dashes (-). The dashes act as a mask. When the product processes the user ID, it ignores the dashes, and
selects only user IDs that match the unmasked characters.

For example, to specify all user IDs whose first two characters are HQ, you would enter the following user ID:

HQ------

This user ID would specify IDs such as HQ23NR57, HQNNABC, HQ123456, or HQ5. It would not specify 23NR57HQ or
NRHQ5397.

By entering a masked user ID for the destination user, you send or store the message to all users that match that ID.

Masking can be used with any type of identifier: terminal ID, application ID, group name, and so on.

Display the Message Generation Panel

To display the Message Generation panel:

1. Access the mail facility, as described in Accessing the Mail Facility in this section.
The TPX Message Menu is displayed, or you are automatically navigated to the appropriate mail menu option if your
Get Mail First field has been set to yes.

2. Type the number of the Send or Store option at the prompt and press Enter. The Send or Store options are described
in Sending or Storing Messages in this section.
The Generate a Message panel is displayed. Use of this panel is described next.
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Generate a Message Panel

The Generate a Message panel allows you to specify whom you are sending the message to, and the characteristics
of the message. The Generate a Message to a Userid panel is shown here. The Generate a Message panel varies,
depending on how you are specifying the recipient.

 TENMUID                Generate a Message 

                       to a userid          (userid or ?) 

 Select Send / Store 

   Send this message now.................... N 

   Store this message in mailbox............ N 

 Send / Store Options

   Confirm before Send or Store ............ N 

   Allow message to breakin................. N (Send only) 

   Acknowledge when viewed in mailbox....... N (Store only) 

   Message expires after............. ________ (mm/dd/yy or days; store only)

 Message Subject 

                              Enter message text 

 ******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

 Command ===> 

 F1=Help     F3=End     F5=Send/Store     F7=Bkwd      F8=Fwd      F9=Cancel

Specify the Recipient
You can specify the message recipient by typing an appropriate identifier (such as a user ID or application ID) in
the field at the top of the panel. You can specify a question mark and press Enter to display a list of identifiers to
choose from.

Specify Message Characteristics
You can customize the characteristics of the message by changing the default values of the Send/Store options of
the Generate a Message panel.

Specify Message Text
Type the message subject and text in the labeled fields on the panel.
You can type line commands in the fields to the right of the message text area. You can use the following line
commands in the Generate a Message panel.
I

Inserts a new line below the current entry.
M

Moves the current entry to a position either before the B command or after the A command.
C

Copies the current entry.
R

Repeats the current entry.
A

Acts as a marker for the M or C command, causing the line to be moved or copied to a new line after the
line marked with the A command.

B
Acts as a marker for the M or C command, causing the line to be moved or copied to a new line before
the line marked with the B command.

Send or Store the Message
After you have specified the recipient, changed any default characteristics, and entered the message subject and
text, you can send the message.
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Press PF5 to send (or store) the message.
If you specified confirmation, the Message Recipient Confirmation panel is displayed. On this panel you can
double-check the list of recipients, selecting the ones you want to receive the message. You can also change the
message characteristics for each recipient.
Press PF5 again from this panel to send (or store) the message to the selected users.

If Recipients Do Not Receive the Message

If some recipients do not receive the message, the Message Recipients Exceptions panel is displayed. This panel lists the
users who did not receive the message. A message in the upper left-hand corner of the panel indicates why the first user
in the list did not receive the message. On this panel you can change the message characteristics for each recipient and
you can select which recipients you want to try again.

The users might not have received the message because they are not currently signed on to TPX. You can change the
characteristics to store the message for the user rather than sending it.

Notes for a Sysplex Environment

All mail facilities work transparently in a sysplex environment with the following exceptions:

• When sending a message to a single user by a username or terminal id, the exceptions panel is displayed, even if the
user is active in a remote system. The message characteristics for the recipient must be altered to specify SEND for
delivery of the message to all remote systems.
Each remote system attempts to deliver the message to the target recipient if the user is located on that system.

• When sending a message to a Userlist with the confirm option, any changes that are made to the message
characteristics on the Message Recipient Confirmation panel do not take effect for remote users.

How to Edit Userlists
The mail facility allows you to create and maintain userlists. Userlists can be used to send messages to a specific group.
Entries in the list can specify any type of identifier that messages can be sent to, such as user IDs, terminal IDs, and so
on. Each userlist can contain only one type of entry.

Types of Userlists

There are three types of userlists, as described in the following table:

General
Created or modified by any administrator.
This is a userlist that can be used by any user.
The creator can specify that users cannot browse or copy the contents of the list.

Group
Owned by a user group.
Can be created or edited by any administrator who is authorized to administer the user group that owns the list.
Can always be used, browsed, and copied by members of the user group.
The creator can specify that users outside the user group cannot use and/or browse and copy the contents of the
list.

Personal
Created or modified by a single user.
The creator can specify that other users cannot use and/or browse and copy the contents of the list.
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Update General List Capability

The TPX administrator has the authority to allow users of a specified command class to update General Lists. This
authority is provided on the Command Authorization Class Detail Panel through the following field:

Update General Lists (Y/N)
When this field is flagged (Y), yes, the TPX administrator allows the indicated command class to update General
Lists.

Select a Userlist to Browse or Edit

To edit or browse a user list

1. Access the mail facility, as described in Accessing the Mail Facility in this section. The Message Menu is displayed.
2. Type 14 at the prompt and press Enter.

If you are authorized to edit or browse userlists that have been created by other users, the List of Userlist Owners is
displayed. From this list you can select whose lists you want to edit and then proceed to the List of Userlists panel.
Otherwise, the List of Userlists panel is displayed immediately. This panel lists every userlist that you can edit.

3. At the List of Userlists panel, you can select, delete, or create userlists:
– To select a list to edit or browse, type S in front of the userlist and press Enter.
– To delete a list, type D in front of the userlist and press Enter.
– To create a new list, type S userlist at the command line and press Enter.
If you select a list, the Userlist Maintenance panel is displayed, as shown in Editing the Userlist in this section.
If you are creating a new list, do not include the hyphen (-) in the list name.

Edit the Userlist

If you select a list that you want to edit, or create a new list, the Userlist Maintenance panel is displayed. This panel lists
every entry in the list. You can modify the list using the line commands, listed in Line Commands in this section. You issue
these commands in the field next to the userlist entry.

All entries in the userlist must be of the same type. The type is specified in the Contents field.

 TEN0078         Userlist Maintenance        EDIT 

 Userlist.. DEVGROUP 

 Title..... The developers 

 Owner..... TPXUSR34        Other users may use this list................. Y

 Contents.. Userids         Other users may see the contents of the list.. Y

  Note: Entries of list must be the same type - userids, terminals, ... 

    List entry               Optional comments 

    TPXUSR02                 Jane Smith

    TPXUSR36                 Mark Jones

    TPXUSR48                 Al Smart

    TPXUSR82                 Elaine Jefferson

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA*****************************

 Command ===> 

 F1=Help     F3=End     F4=Return     F7=Bkwd     F8=Fwd           F9=Cancel
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Specify the Contents

If you are creating a new list, and the list is not of user IDs, you must specify the contents of the userlist, which determines
what type of entries can appear in the userlist. The following table shows the possible types of entries and abbreviations
that can be used when specifying the type in the Contents field.

Possible Values for Contents Field Abbreviation Description

USERIDS USERI User IDs

TERMINALS T Terminal IDs

USERLISTS USERL Userlists

APPLICATIONS AP Application IDs

ACTIVEAPPLICATIONS ACTIVEA Application IDs of active applications

SESSION S Session IDs

ACTIVESESSION ACTIVES Session IDs of active sessions

GROUP G User groups

NAME N User names

 

Line Commands

The following table lists the line commands that you can use in the Userlist Maintenance panel.

I
Inserts a new line below the current entry.

D
Deletes the current entry.

M
Moves the current entry to a position either before the B command or after the A command.

C
Copies the current entry.

A
Acts as a marker for the M or C command, causing the line to be moved or copied to a new line after the line
marked with the A command.

B
Acts as a marker for the M or C command, causing the line to be moved or copied to a new line before the line
marked with the B command.

?
Checks the entry ID, and provides the entry name in the Comments column.

Send Application News
The mail facility allows you to send application news for a specific application. Application news consists of a line of text
that replaces an application's description on the TPX menu. If the news is greater than one line in length, the rest of the
message appears in the mailbox of any users who have that application on their TPX menu. The application news will
appear on the menu and in the mailbox of every user until it is deleted.
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To edit a user list

1. Access the mail facility, as described in Accessing the Mail Facility in this section.
The Message Menu is displayed or you are automatically navigated to a mail menu option if your Get Mail First field is
set to yes.

2. Type 15 at the prompt and press Enter.
The Generate Application News panel is displayed.

The Generate Application News panel is similar to the Generate a Message panel (described in Sending or Storing
Messages), with the following differences:

• Any text entered in the line marked "News for Menu" will appear on the TPX Menu of all users with the specified
application on their menu. If you do not enter text on this line, the first line of additional text appears on the Menu.

• The Only sender may delete field determines whether recipients can delete the news from their mailbox before the
news has expired. After the news expires, any user can delete the news.

Otherwise, you use the panel as you would use the Generate a Message panel.

Performing User Self-Maintenance
This section discusses user and application characteristics and how to change characteristics.

User and Application Characteristics
You can use User Self-Maintenance to change your user and application characteristics.

User Characteristics

User characteristics relate to your user ID; for example:

• Your command character
• Your command key
• Your jump key
• Your timeout options
• Your window options

Application Characteristics

Application characteristics relate to your application sessions and can be changed for each session individually. They
include:

• The application's sesskey
• The application's logon ACL/E program
• Whether the application appears on the TPX Menu

How Characteristics Are Determined

Your characteristics are determined by system, profile, and application defaults. The administrator assigns you a profile.
User Self-Maintenance lets you override these defaults, although your administrator can restrict which characteristics you
can modify.
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When Changes Take Effect

The changes made with User Self-Maintenance take effect when you sign off the product and then sign on again. In
contrast, changes you make using the /E command (described in the section Using Advanced Services) take effect
immediately and remain in effect only until you sign off the product.

How to Change Characteristics
This topic explains how to perform self-maintenance, such as modifying your user options and your application session
options.

To perform self-maintenance, start a TPXADMIN session as you would start a normal session. The TPX User Self-
Maintenance Menu is displayed as shown in Modify Your User Options. Modify the fields as explained in this article.

NOTE
When modifying the Jump or Menu key values, the procedures in this article apply only to Static and saved
Dynamic users. Dynamic users must enter /E at the Command line at the TPX MAIN menu to open the User
Temporary Override - Panelid - TEN0049 which lets them temporarily modify the Jump or Menu key values for
their session. This override is only valid for the life of the user TPX session. Available options are:
Command ===>         

Language:       EN    

Menu Key:       PF21

Jump Key:       PF23

Print Key:      NONE

Command Char:   /    

Command Key:    PF22  

Security:       TOPS  

Invisible:      N    

Do Not Disturb  N    

Do Not VIEW     N    

Modify Your User Options

To modify your user options:

1. On the TPX User Self-Maintenance Menu, select option 1, TPX User Options, as shown here:
                       TPX User Self-Maintenance Menu                               

                                                             Panelid  - TEN0128

  Select Option ===>                                         Userid   - TPXUSR01

                                                             Terminal - A55T4510

      Userid: TPXUSR01                                       Date     - 06/25/03

                                                             Time     - 18:16:10

   1  TPX User Options                                                          

   2  TPX Session Options                                                      

The first panel of the TPX Userid Maintenance Detail panel for user options is displayed:
                   TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel

                                                          Panelid - TEN0165

 Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXUSR01

                                                          Termid  - A32L8203

 Userid:   TPXUSR01                                       Date    - 06/25/03

 UserName:                                                Time    - 08:44:44

 Location:                             Phone:

                                    Profile defaults      System defaults

 Command character: -               -                     /
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 Command key:       -------         -------               PF12/24

 Jump key:          -----           PA1                   NONE

 Menu key:          -----           PF6                   PF4

 Print key:         -----           PF7                   NONE

 Group name:        TPXGROUP        TPXGROUP              TPXGROUP

 Command class:     -               -                     P

 OPER Cmd class:    -               P                     D

 Update class:      -               -                     D

 Stage 1 timeout:   ------          ------                999999

 Stage 1 option:    --              --                    F

 Stage 2 timeout:   ------          ------                0

 Stage 2 option:    --              --

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF8=Next Page    "CANCEL" cancel

2. Modify the fields as desired.
The system default for each option is listed in the right column. The profile default is listed in the middle column. The
user option is listed to the left of the profile default. You only need to type a value in the left column if you want to
override the system and profile default values. If you want the product to ignore the values in the system and profile
columns, use the space bar to erase the underscores in the user column. Or, for values other than the menu, jump and
print keys, you can type in the word "NONE."
Use the Tab or Return key to move the cursor from field to field. You can only move the cursor to fields you are
authorized to change.

3. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the first panel.
The second panel of the TPX Userid Maintenance Detail panel for user options is displayed, as shown in the following
panel.

4. Modify the fields as desired and as described in step 2.
                TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel

                                                          Panelid  - TEN0166 

  Command ===>                                            Userid   - TPXURS01

                                                          Termid   - A32L8203

 Userid:   TPXUSR01                                       Date     - 06/25/03

 UserName:                                                Time     - 11:02:31

 Location:                         Phone:

                                  Profile defaults    System defaults

 ACCESS:              ______      ______              MULTIPLE

 Language:            __          __                  EN

 Security system:     NONE        ____                TOPS

 Inactivate on:       _           _        (F=Signoff, K=Logoff)

 Maximum sessions:    ____        ____                0

 Default printer:     ________    ________ 

 ACB mask default:    ________    ________

 Propagate ACB:       _           _

 Display menu:        _           _

 Transfer option:     ____        ____

 Affinity applid:     ________    ________

 Pass Ticket User:    _           _ 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

5. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the second panel.
The third panel of the TPX User ID Maintenance Detail panel for user options as shown in the next step, is displayed.

6. Modify the fields as desired and as described in step 2.
                   TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel 

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0164

  Command ===>                                           Userid   - TPXUSR01
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                                                         Termid   - TPXIUN01

 Userid:   ________                                      Date     - 06/25/03

 UserName:                                               Time     - 10:16:15

 Location: ____________________    Phone: ____________ 

                                  Profile defaults    System defaults 

 VIEW security level: ___         ___ 

 Get Mail first:      _           _ 

 Do Not Disturb:      _           _ 

 Do Not View   :      _           _ 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

7. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the third panel.
The fourth panel of the TPX User ID Maintenance Detail panel for user options is displayed, as shown in the following
panel.

8. Modify the fields as desired and as described in step 2. This panel contains options for TPX Windows.
                      TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel

                                                          Panelid - TEN0163

  Command ===>                                            Userid  - TPXUSR01

                                                          Termid  - A32L8203

 Userid:   TPXUSR01                                       Date    - 06/25/03

 UserName:                                                Time    - 08:51:38

 Location:                             Phone:

 Window Options:

                                      Profile defaults    System defaults

    Window Mode key:   -----           -----

    Window Cmd Char:   -               -

    Lock keyboard:     -               -

  Foreground session:

    Horizontal border: -               -                   *

    Vertical border:   -               -                   *

  Background sessions:

    Horizontal border: -               -                   -

    Vertical border:   -               -                   |

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=Prev Page    "CANCEL" cancel

9. Press PF3 when you have modified the fields on the fourth panel.
The TPX User Self-Maintenance Menu is displayed.

10. Press PF3 again to return to the TPX Menu.
11. Close all TPX sessions.
12. Log out, and then log into TPX.

Use Online Help

Press PF1 to display help information at the top and bottom of any panel. This information remains on the screen until you
exit the panel or press PF1 again.

Modify Your Application Session Options

To modify your application session options:

1. On the TPX User Self-Maintenance Menu, select option 2, TPX Session Options, as shown:
                       TPX User Self-Maintenance Menu                               

                                                             Panelid  - TEN0128

  Select Option ===> 2                                       Userid   - TPXUSR01

                                                             Terminal - A55T4510
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      Userid: TPXUSR01                                       Date     - 06/25/03

                                                             Time     - 18:16:10

   1  TPX User Options                                                          

   2  TPX Session Options                                                      

The TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List is displayed, as shown in the following panel.
2. At the command line, type S sessID, where sessID is the ID of the session you want to add or modify. For example,

the following screen shows how to add the session named TPXMAIL:
             TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List

                                                         Panelid - TEN0122

  Command ===> S TPXMAIL                                 Userid  - TPXUSR01

                                                         Termid  - A32L8203

 Userid: TPXUSR01               Profile         System   Date    - 06/25/03

                                Defaults        Default  Time    - 08:52:08

 Command key:       -------     -------         PF12/24

 Jump key:          -----       PA1             NONE

 Menu key:          -----       PF6             PF4

 Print key:         -----       PF7             NONE

                    Applid       Profile     Sesskey   Profile  Menu   Profile

   Session          Override     Applid      Override  Sesskey  Order  Order

   TPXNOTES         --------     TPXNOTES    PF --     PF --     --     --

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

Then, press Enter.
The first panel of the TPX Userid Maintenance Table Detail Panel for session options is displayed, as shown in step
three.

3. Modify the fields as desired.
The system default for each option is listed in the right-hand column. The application values are listed in the column
to the left of the system defaults. The profile values are listed in the column to the left of the application defaults. Type
a value in the leftmost column only if you want to specify a value different from the system, application, and profile
default values. If you want the product to ignore the values in the system, application, and profile columns, use the
space bar to erase the underscores in the user column.
Use the Tab or Return key to move the cursor from field to field.
                       TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel

                                                           Panelid - TEN0167

  Command ===>                                             Userid  - TPXUSR01

                                                           Termid  - A32L8203

 Userid:   TPXUSR01              Session:  TPXMAIL         Date    - 06/25/03

                                                           Time    - 08:52:32

                                   Profile      Application   System

                                   Defaults     Defaults      Defaults

 Applid:           --------        TPXMAIL

 ACCESS=PASS:      -               -                          MULTIPLE

 Timeout min.:     ------          ------       ------        999999

 Modent name:      --------        --------     --------

 Sesskey:          PF --           ---

 Start at signon:  -               -

 Startup ACL:      --------        --------

 ACL Userid:       --------        --------

 ACL Password:     --------        --------

 Term ACL:         --------        --------

 ACB Mask:         --------        --------

 KeepACB:          -               -

 ICA-Invisible:    -               -
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 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF8=Next Page    "CANCEL" cancel

4. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the first panel.
The second TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for application session options is displayed, as shown in step 5.

5. Modify the fields as desired.
                        TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel

                                                            Panelid - TEN0168

  Command ===>                                              Userid  - TPXUSR01

                                                            Termid  - A32L8203

 Userid:   TPXUSR01              Session:  TPXMAIL          Date    - 06/25/03

 Applid:   --------                                         Time    - 08:20:2

Label:          --------------------------------

 Profile label:

 ACT label    :  TPX Administration

                                           Profile Defaults

Output Option: -------                     --------

  Parm 1: --------------------------- ---------------------------

  Parm 2: --------------------------- ---------------------------

  Parm 3: --------------------------- ---------------------------

  Parm 4: --------------------------- ---------------------------

  Parm 5: --------------------------- ---------------------------

  Parm 6: --------------------------- ---------------------------

  Parm 7: --------------------------- ---------------------------

  Parm 8: --------------------------- ---------------------------

  SessionData: ------------------------------------------------------------

  Default:     ------------------------------------------------------------

  PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=Prev Page    "CANCEL" cancel

6. Press PF8 when you have modified the fields on the second panel.
The third TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for application session options is displayed, as shown in step 7.

7. Modify the fields as desired.
This panel contains fields for ACL/E parameters for the application session. The profile defaults are in the right-hand
column, and your user options are on the left. To override a profile default, modify the field in the user option column as
desired.
                       TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel

                                                             Panelid  - TEN0168

  Command ===>                                               Userid   - TPXUSR01

                                                             Termid   - A32L8203

 Userid:   TPXUSR01           Session:  CA-EMAIL             Date     - 06/25/03

 Applid:   ________                                          Time     - 11:06:05

                                       Profile       Application    System

                                       Defaults      Defaults       Defaults

 HLLAPI name:            ________      ________

 HLLAPI id:              _             _

 Generate Pass Ticket:   _             _             N

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return    PF7=PrevPage      "CANCEL" cancel

8. Press PF3 when you have modified the fields on the third panel.
The TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List, which includes any sessions you added, is displayed.

9. If you like, you can modify fields on the TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List panel, which is shown in step 2. You
can modify fields to define the following items:
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– Sesskey
– Command key
– Jump key
– Menu key
– Print key
– Position of the application in the TPX Menu
You must change the values of these fields only if you want to specify a value that is different from the system and
profile values that are displayed to the right of the field.

10. If you want to add or modify another session, repeat steps 2 through 7. Otherwise, press PF3 when you are finished
with this panel.
The TPX User Self-Maintenance Menu is displayed.

11. Press PF3 again to display the TPX Menu.
12. Close all TPX sessions.
13. Log out, and then log into TPX.

Health Checks
This section describes health checks for TPX. The product owner for all CA_TPX health checks is TPX.

TPX_ACB_INACTIVE
Description

This TPX health check checks for the VTAM ACB being active for the product. It runs once in every minute. If an error
occurs, the following Health Check message is displayed:

TPXH3000E Primary ACB <ACB name> is not active from VNODE <VTAMLST node>

The primary PLU ACB has not been activated in VTAM for the TPX job. The primary PLU ACB should be in TPX
VTAMLST member. TPX will not accept any signons until the ACB is activated. If online users not being able to interact
with applications, productivity is lost.

Best Practice

The TPX VTAMLST member should be active before you start the TPX product. Operators should not vary the main TPX
ACBNAME inactive while the product is running.

Parameters Accepted

<ACB name>
Defines VTAM ACB name used by the product.

<VTAMLST node>
Defines VTAMLST node used by the product.

Debug Support

Yes.

Check whether the major VTAM node actual name has been activated. The startup VNODE parameter &var6 on the TPX
PROC JCL lists the VTAMLST member, which should be activated before starting up TPX.

You can display the status of the actual name member by issuing the following operator command:

D NET,ID=<VTAMLST node>,E

If the VNODE parameter member is not found, you will see the IST453I message stating that the node is invalid. Try
varying VTAMLST member name active with the following operator command:
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V NET,ACT,ID=<VTAMLST node>,SCOPE=ALL

Verbose Support

Yes.

You can display the TPX PLU ACB by issuing following command:

D NET,ID=<ACBname>,E

There may be a problem with ADMIN1 DD file when the VNODE member major node is active while the ACB &var12 is
in CONCT state but TPX is unable to activate its ACB. The ADMIN1 DD file have to be restored from a working backup
copy. Ensure that PLU ACB and its VNODE member node are available and not being used on the system before
pursuing an ADMIN1 DD file.

Reference

For more information about setting up the TPX VTAMLST member, see Installing.

Messages

See the Message Reference .

TPX_CF UNCONNECTED
Description

This TPX health check checks for the Coupling Facility (CF) Connection has become disconnected. It runs once in every
minute. If an error occurs, the following Health Check message is displayed:

TPXH3001E Coupling Facility connection <CF name> is not connected

The TPX job attempts to reconnect to the coupling facility.

Parameters Accepted

<CF name>
Defines the Coupling Facility name used by Generic Coupling Facility between each participating TPX region.

Debug Support

Yes.

If the CF structure was stopped intentionally for maintenance, restart the CF structure as soon as the maintenance is
complete.

If the coupling facility machine is down, determine the problem and restart the coupling facility as soon as possible.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For an explanation on errors and diagnostic information, see MVS Programming: Sysplex Services Reference
(SA22-7618).

Messages

See the Message Reference .

TPX_STORAGE_ OVERFLOW
Description
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This TPX health check checks for SLOT or DSA Storage overflow and overload. It runs once in every five minutes.
However, in some cases, the health check runs once in every minute. If an error occurs either or both of the following
Health Check messages are displayed:

TPXH3002E SLOT n | DSA - bora  THE LINE - HAS OVERFLOWED SINCE LAST INTERVAL

Storage has overflowed for slot number n or DSA since the last interval check. The bora parameter states whether
storage overflowed either above or below the 16 MB.

TPXH3003E Slot# n | DSA – bora The line - is in overload

Storage is in overload for slot number n or DSA. The bora parameter states whether the overload occurred either above
or below the 16 MB. Storage has exceeded the DSA or SLOT overload percentage specified in the SMRT storage
parameters.

An overload event recognizes a potential exhaustion of the problem slot area or DSA storage.

Best Practice
Monitor TPX slot and DSA storage. Find the high watermark usage for your slots and DSA for your site. If a SLOT or DSA
runs low on storage, adjust TPX storage usage accordingly.

Parameters Accepted

SLOT n | DSA
Specifies TPX SLOT storage, where

n
Defines the Slot number.

DSA
Specifies the DSA storage inside of TPX.

bora
Specifies either ABOVE or BELOW respectively when the storage line is above or below 16MB.

Debug Support
Yes.
Monitor storage usage of the particular slot that has overflowed. If the problem continues over multiple time intervals, raise
the percentage of storage for the problem slot pool.
Use the “D STOR” TPX operator command to display the storage line below the 16MB. The following illustration is an
example of a D STOR screen:
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Use the “D STORXA” TPX operator command to display the storage above the 16 MB line. The following illustration is an
example of a D STORXA screen:
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Use the Systems Options Table List to update the current TPX systems storage options. You can update the slot
percentages.The following illustrations are the sample TPX System Options Table Detail Panel Storage screens for below
and above the 16 MB line:
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Verbose Support
No.

Reference
For more information about how to monitor the storage slots, see the section Adjust Storage Parameter in Special
Features and Customization Tasks.
For more information about how to adjust the storage slots, see the sections, Below-the-Line Storage Parameters and
Above-the-Line Storage Parameters, in Specifying System Options.

Messages
See the Message Reference .

TPX_STORAGE_IN_OVERLOAD
Description

This TPX health check checks for the SLOT or DSA Storage overflow over multiple time intervals. When the event is
recognized, it runs once in every minute. If an error occurs, the following Health Check message is displayed:

TPXH3003E SLOT n | DSA - bora - is in overload
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Storage is in overload for SLOT n or DSA. Storage overload occurred bora the 16 MB line of storage. Storage has
exceeded the DSA or SLOT overload percentage specified in the SMRT storage parameters. The bora parameter states
whether the overload occurred either above or below the 16 MB.
An overload event recognizes a potential exhaustion of the problem slot area or DSA storage.

Best Practice
Monitor TPX slot and DSA storage. Find the high watermark usage for your slots and DSA for your site. If a SLOT or DSA
run low on storage, adjust TPX storage usage accordingly.

Parameters Accepted

SLOT n | DSA
Specifies TPX SLOT storage, where

N
Defines the Slot number.

DSA
Specifies the DSA storage inside of TPX.

bora
Specifies either ABOVE or BELOW respectively when the storage line is above or below 16 MB.

Debug Support
Yes.
Monitor storage usage of the particular slot which has overflowed. If the problem continues over multiple time intervals,
raise the percentage of storage for the problem slot pool.
Use the “D STOR” TPX operator command to display the storage line below the 16 MB. The following illustration is an
example of a D STOR screen:
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Use the “D STORXA” TPX operator command to display the storage line below the 16 MB line. The following illustration is
an example of a D STORXA screen:
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Use the Systems Options Table List to update the current TPX systems storage options. You can update the slot
percentages. The following illustrations are the sample TPX System Options Table Detail Panel Storage screens for below
and above the 16 MB:
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Verbose Support
No.

Reference
For more information about how to monitor the storage slots, see the section Adjust Storage Parameter in Special
Features and Customization Tasks.
For more information about how to adjust the storage slots, see the sections, Below-the-Line Storage Parameters and
Above-the-Line Storage Parameters, in Specifying System Options.

Messages
See the Message Reference .

User Messages
This sections discusses user messages displayed on and at the TPX menu, as well as other user messages.

Messages Displayed on the TPX Menu
TPX displays various informational and error messages on the TPX Menu when you enter data or commands. This
section shows these messages and explains how to respond to them.
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Sample Message

The following figure shows how a user message would appear on your TPX Menu:

                  TPX MENU FOR TPXADMIN              Panelid  - TEN0041

                                                     Terminal - TPXPUN09

Cmdkey=PF12/24     Jump=NONE      Menu=PF4           Model    - 3278-2

Print=PF14         Cmdchar=/                         System   - TPXCC20

==> NO VIRTUAL TERMINAL AVAILABLE <==

Message Explanations

The following pages show the text of these user messages, their meaning, and how you should respond to them.

Note: Messages are presented in alphabetical order.

APPLICATION NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

The product issues this message if your attempt to activate an application session fails because the application is
unavailable.

Action:

Check for application availability and try again.

NO VIRTUAL TERMINAL AVAILABLE

Reason:

This message indicates that you have tried to activate a virtual terminal session, but the product does not have a virtual
terminal for your use. Once a virtual terminal is available, the session is activated. However, the product may not be able
to activate a session if it cannot find any available virtual terminals that satisfy model or naming requirements, or if all
available virtual terminals for the application are already occupied.

Action:

Wait for a few minutes, and then try again. If the problem persists, consult your administrator.

PASSED SESSION HAS ENDED

Reason:

A session was started in PASS mode and ended normally.

Action:

None

PASSED SESSION SETUP FAILED

Reason:

A requested session in PASS mode could not be established.

Action:

Consult your administrator. The TPXL0051 message in the Log will have further information about the session setup
failure.

SESSION sessionID HAS ENDED

Reason:
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An application has terminated or is unavailable. The product issues this message when an application terminates for one
of the following reasons:

• You issue appropriate LOGOFF commands.
• You issue a /I (inactivate) command.
• An error condition arises.

Action:

Wait for a few minutes, and then try again.

UNABLE TO DISPLAY GRAPHICS (ENTER PF3/PF4 TO RESELECT)

Reason:

This message indicates that you attempted to view a session containing graphics but your terminal is unable to display
graphics.

Action:

Press PF3 or PF4 to select another session to view.

UNUSUAL PASSED SESSION END

Reason:

The VTAM actions required to establish and terminate a session in PASS mode occurred in an abnormal sequence.

Action:

Ignore this message unless you subsequently experience difficulty starting sessions or if you log off the product and
cannot get back on. In that case, see your administrator.

Messages Displayed at the TPX Logo
The product may display various informational and error messages when you sign on. This section describes the meaning
of each message and how to respond.

TERMINAL TRANSFER PENDING . . . TO CONTINUE HIT ENTER

Reason:

The product is in the process of transferring sessions.

Action:

Press Enter to complete the transfer.

TERMINALS INCOMPATIBLE . . . TO CONTINUE ENTER A VALID TRANSFER OPTION: YES|NO|HOLD

Reason:

You have requested to transfer your sessions, but the terminals are incompatible.

Action:

Specify one of the following options:

Yes
The product performs the transfer and terminates any sessions that cannot be transferred.

No
The product does not perform the transfer.
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Hold
The product performs the transfer, keeping the incompatible sessions active but inaccessible until you transfer to
a compatible terminal or restart the sessions.

TERMINALS INCOMPATIBLE . . . ENTER THE FOLLOWING BELOW USERID/PASSWORD//X WHERE X=Y/N/H

Reason:

You have requested to transfer your sessions, but the terminals are incompatible.

Action:

Specify your user ID and password and one of the following options:

Yes
The product performs the transfer and terminates any sessions that cannot be transferred.

No
The product does not perform the transfer.

Hold
The product performs the transfer, keeping the incompatible sessions active but inaccessible until you transfer to
a compatible terminal or restart the sessions.

TERMINAL SECURITY VIOLATION . . . ENTER YES TO CONTINUE AND TERMINATE SESSION | NO TO DISALLOW

Reason:

This message appears when masking is done for security reasons.

Action:

Specify one of the following options:

Yes
The product continues the transfer but sessions with masking are inactivated.

No
The product does not continue the transfer.

TERMINAL SECURITY VIOLATION . . . ENTER THE FOLLOWING USERID/PASSWORD//X WHERE X=Y/N

Reason:

This message appears when masking is done for security reasons.

Action:

Specify your user ID and password and one of the following options:

Yes
The product continues the transfer but sessions with masking are inactivated.

No
The product does not continue the transfer.

Other User Messages
All other user messages (those not displayed on the TPX Menu) appear in the format that is shown here:

 **********************************************************

 *                                                        *

 *            MSGID: TEN0080                              *

 *                                                        *
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 *            TPX SCREEN PRINT FACILITY:                  *

 *                                                        *

 *                                                        *

 *            PRINT REQUEST STARTED                       *

 *            PRINTER NAME: printerID                     *

 *                                                        *

 *                                                        *

 *                                                        *

 *      PRESS ENTER TO RETURN ===>                        *

 *                                                        *

 *                                                        *

 **********************************************************

TEN0009

PROTOCOL VIOLATION:INPUT DATA NOT SENT TO APPLICATIONBECAUSE APPLICATION EXPECTS TO BE
NEXT SENDER

Reason:

You receive this message if the product is unable to accept input from your terminal.

Action:

Press Enter to try again. If the problem persists, see your administrator.

TEN0016

sessionID IS IN ACLPGM MODE

Reason:

You receive this message if you press Enter while an ACL program is executing.

Action:

Press Enter to get back to your current screen when the ACL/E program finishes executing.

TEN0023

LOCKWORD IS NOT CORRECT

Reason:

If you attempted to unlock your terminal and entered an incorrect password (or lock word, if you do not have a TPX
password), you receive this message.

Action:

Enter the correct password or lock word to return to your current session or to the TPX Menu. If you forget your lock word,
your administrator can unlock your terminal for you.

TEN0023

TERMINAL LOCKED

Reason:

If you lock your terminal, this message appears on your screen until your terminal is unlocked.

Action:
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You can unlock your terminal by re-entering your lock word. When you do this, you return to your current session or to the
TPX Menu.

Your terminal is unlocked automatically if you transfer to a different terminal. In addition, your administrator can unlock
your terminal with a special command.

TEN0040

REQUEST DENIED - SYSTEM OVERLOAD

Reason:

The product displays this message when it does not have enough reserved storage space to let you log on.

Action:

Try again in a few minutes. If the problem persists, contact your administrator.

TEN0042

SCREEN QUEUED TO userID

Reason:

This message indicates that the screen was successfully sent to another user when you issued the /Q command.

Action:

To proceed, you can either enter a command or press Enter. Pressing Enter takes you back to your current session or to
the TPX Menu.

TEN0042

userID IS AN INVALID DESTINATION

Reason:

This message indicates that you entered an incorrect user ID when you tried to send a screen to another user with the /Q
command.

Action:

To proceed, you can either enter a command or press Enter. Pressing Enter takes you back to your current session or to
the TPX Menu.

TEN0055

ERROR OPENING SYSOUT DATASET

Reason:

JES was unable to open a SYSOUT data set when you issued a /P command.

Action:

Check with your JES system programmer.

TEN0055

printerID IS AN INVALID DESTINATION

Reason:

This message indicates that you specified an invalid JES printer ID on a /P command.
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Action:

To proceed, you either enter a command or press Enter. Pressing Enter takes you back to your current session or to the
TPX Menu.

TEN0055

TPX SCREEN PRINT - DESTINATION: printerID

Reason:

This message indicates that the /P command that you issued is being processed.

Action:

Press Enter.

TEN0058

SESSION: sessname ACLPGM: pgmname ACLPGM ENDED DUE TO ERROR

Reason:

This message indicates that an ACL program executing in one of your sessions has ended because of an error. The
message names the ACL program that ended and the session in which it was executing. This message also describes the
error that caused the problem. Your administrator should be able to help you resolve the problem.

Action:

To proceed, you can either enter a command or press Enter.

TEN0080

PRINT REQUEST STARTED

Reason:

This message indicates that a printer successfully received the screen you sent using the /P command.

Action:

To proceed, you can either enter a command or press Enter. Pressing Enter takes you back to your current session or to
the TPX Menu.

TEN0080

PRINT REQUEST COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY PRINTER NAME: printerID

Reason:

This message indicates that your screen has been printed on the specified printer.

Action:

Press Enter to proceed.

TEN0080

PRINT REQUEST HAS BEEN QUEUED PRINTER NAME: printerID

Reason:

This message indicates that your print request is in the queue and will be printed on the specified printer.
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Action:

Press Enter to proceed.

TEN0080

PRINT REQUEST WAS UNSUCCESSFUL

VTAM ERROR INFORMATION FOLLOWS:

RTNCD=return code FDBK=feedback2

SENSE CODE=sense code

PRINTER NAME: printerID

Reason:

This message indicates that you specified an invalid VTAM printer ID on a /P command.

Action:

To proceed, either enter a command or press Enter. Pressing Enter takes you back to your current session or to the TPX
Menu.

TEN0080

PRINTER NOT AVAILABLE

CHECK PRINTER OR RETRY LATER

PRINTER NAME: printerID

Reason:

A print request was started but failed due to some problem such as a paper jam or the power being off.

Action:

Check the printer.

TEN0080

INVALID PRINTER NAME SPECIFIED PRINTER NAME: printerID

Reason:

The specified printer ID is unknown to VTAM.

Action:

Correct the printer ID and try again.

TEN0080

PRINTER INCOMPATIBLE WITH TERMINAL MODE

REQUEST COULD NOT BE PROCESSED

PRINTER NAME: printerID

Reason:

The screen size that is defined for the printer is smaller than the screen you are trying to print.

Action:
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Either use another printer or have the screen size definition for this printer changed.

TEN0080

DATASTREAM CONTAINED ATTRIBUTES NOT SUPPORTED BY THE REQUESTED PRINTER PRINTER NAME:
printerID

Reason:

The specified printer cannot print screens from your terminal.

Action:

Use another printer or contact your administrator.

TEN0080

DATASTREAM CONTAINED AN ADDRESS OUTSIDE THE RANGE SUPPORTED BY THE REQUESTED PRINTER
PRINTER NAME: printerID

Reason:

Due to discrepancies in the screen size definitions for the specified printer and the screen size of your terminal, your print
request might not work.

Action:

If your screen prints successfully, ignore this message. Otherwise, either use another printer or contact your administrator.

TEN0087

INVALID TPX COMMAND

Reason:

This message indicates that the character that you entered does not represent a valid command.

Action:

Press Enter to proceed.

TEN0087

UNAUTHORIZED COMMAND

Reason:

This message indicates that you tried to issue a command that you are not authorized to use.

Action:

Press Enter to proceed.

TEN0088

sessid ACL NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

A command was directed at the session that is identified by sessid. The command is only valid when an ACL is active in
the session. An ACL was not active at the time that the command was processed.

Action:
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Press Enter to proceed.

Using an LU1 Terminal
This section discusses the services on an LU1 terminal, as well as how to sign on with an LU1 terminal, switch among
sessions from an LU1 terminal, and issue commands from an LU1 terminal.

Services on an LU1 Terminal
You can use TPX on an LU1 terminal. However, the only internal session that you can use on an LU1 terminal is
TPXOPER, the operator session.

You cannot:

• Perform administration.
• Send broadcasts with the Mail facility.
• Use Windows.
• Use DEMO.
• Use the Notepad facility.
• Use View.

Sign On with an LU1 Terminal
Because an LU1 terminal does not have full-screen display capability, you must sign on differently than if you had a 3270-
type terminal. After receiving the TPX Logo panel, enter your user ID, followed by a slash (/) and your password. For
example, if your user ID is USER1 and your password is ABCDEF, type the following to log on:

USER1/ABCDEF

Change Your Password

If you want to change your password, type a slash (/) and the new password immediately after your password. Using the
previous example, if you want to change your password to 123456, type the following after receiving the TPX Logo panel:

USER1/ABCDEF/123456

Transfer from Another Terminal to LU1 Terminal

If you are transferring to the LU1 terminal from another terminal, you may have to enter a transfer option. For example, if
you want to tell the software to abandon the transfer if all of your currently active sessions cannot be transferred, type the
following after receiving the TPX Logo panel:

USER1/ABCDEF//N

Notice that you must include two slashes (//) after the password to skip the New Password field.

Switch Among Sessions from an LU1 Terminal
Because LU1 terminals do not support a command key (such as PF12), the product checks all of the input from the
terminal for the command character. If a command character is encountered, the command that follows it is executed. If
the /sessID command is encountered and sessID is a valid session ID, the product switches to that session. The screen
image for the session you switch to is not displayed, but the product does display the following message to verify that the
switch has been successful:
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TPX1068: SWITCH SUCCESSFUL TO sessID

For example, if you want to switch to a session with a session ID of TSO1, type /TSO1 and press Enter. Then, you will see
the following message:

TPX1068: SWITCH SUCCESSFUL TO TSO1

Issue Commands from an LU1 Terminal
You can issue commands from an LU1 terminal with the exception of the /B and /S commands. Because LU1 terminals
do not support a command key, such as PF12, the software checks all of the output from the terminal for the command
character. If /X is found in the input, and the X is a valid command, the command is processed.

For example, to display the TPX Menu, enter the following command:

/W

Using TPX on Windows
This section provides an overview of TPX Windows and discusses how to navigate through windows, manipulate
windows, and set up windows configurations.

TPX Windows Introduction
This section provides an overview of TPX windows, the parts of a window, and the purpose of using TPX to navigate
windows.

TPX Windows Overview
TPX Windows, an extension of the TPX product, allows you to view and interact with two or more application sessions
simultaneously on a 3270-type terminal. TPX Windows does this by dividing your screen into rectangular areas, or
windows, that function as separate terminal screens. Your applications run in these windows, allowing you to work with
several applications simultaneously from a single terminal. You can create your own configurations to define the size and
location of the windows on the screen.

Features

With TPX Windows you can:

• Work with several windows, each containing a different application available through TPX.
• Add and delete windows.
• Change the shape and size of windows.
• Move windows to different parts of the screen.
• Change the part of the application image displayed in the window.
• Copy information from one window to another.

Parts of a Window
This section presents an example of a window and discusses the different parts of the window.
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Example
The following illustration shows a TPX Windows session with three windows. Each of
these windows functions like a terminal on your desk. Without TPX Windows, you would
need three terminals on your desk to view three applications simultaneously. You can
also define the size and location of the windows by setting up your own configurations.
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Border

Around each window is a border that distinguishes it from the other windows on the screen. You can define the character
that this product uses for the window border in a TPX administration session.

Foreground Window

The foreground window is displayed in front of the other windows on the screen. You can send and receive data from
all of the applications that are displayed in the windows on the screen, but some TPX Windows functions, such as moving
the window and window borders, are available only for the foreground window. The foreground window's default border
character is an asterisk (*), but it may be a different character on your system.

Background Window

A background window is displayed behind the foreground window and has a different border character. Some functions,
such as moving the window and window borders, are not available for background windows.

Status Area

The status area on the bottom border of each window tells you the session ID for the application displayed in that window
and the current interaction mode you are using. The available interaction modes are view, scroll, edit, and copy.

Purpose of Using TPX to Navigate Windows
This section discusses the prerequisites before using TPX to navigate windows and includes information regarding the
conventions used in the following sections.

The following sections are divided as follows:

Navigating Through Windows contains step-by-step instructions for starting a TPX Windows session. This section is
particularly useful if you have never used this product before.

Manipulating Windows shows you how to change the way that the windows are displayed on the screen. This section
includes instructions for changing the size of a window, scrolling through the application image in a window, copying
information from one window to another, and many other useful functions.

Setting Up Windows Configurations shows you how to create and edit configurations.

Commands and Special Keys Reference provides a complete reference for interaction modes and functions. This section
is most useful if you are already familiar with TPX Windows, but need information on a particular function.

Prerequisites

You should be familiar with TPX and how to use it, as this section does not explain TPX outside of TPX Windows. For
more information about TPX itself, see Using. You also should know how to use 3270-type terminals.

Conventions Used in This Section

TPX Windows makes it easy to manipulate windows by providing a window mode key and window command character. In
this section, the window mode key and window command character are represented by their default settings. The default
window mode key is PA1, and the default window command character is a backslash (\).

NOTE
These settings may be different at your site. You will see your settings on the Change Window Mode Menu in
TPX Windows. Directions for accessing this menu immediately follow this section.

Program Function keys are shown as PFn. For instance, Program Function Key two is represented as PF2.
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Navigating Through Windows
This secton discusses navigating through windows and screens, starting the TPX windows, and activating an application
in a window.

Menus and Screens
TPX windows include menus and screens that provide you with different options for manipulating windows. The following
diagram shows the path through these menus and screens:

Start TPX Windows
To start a TPX Windows session

1. Activate TPX Windows from your Menu. (If you do not know how to activate a session, see the Using section for
instructions.)
The Menu is displayed.

2. Select Option 1, Window Maintenance.
The TPX Window Configuration Selection screen is displayed
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                TPX Window Configuration Selection

                                                      Panelid - TEN0997

  Command  ===>                                       Userid  - USER1

                                                      Termid  - A01B02C

                                                      Date    - 10/10/03

    Window                                            Time    - 14:26:07

    Configuration

    DEFAULT

    WIND0W

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Up   PF8=Down   "CANCEL" cancel

3. If desired, you can copy the windows configurations from another user. To do this, go to the command line and type
COPY userid where userid is the ID of user whose configurations you want to copy. Then, press Enter.
Next, select a windows configuration by typing an S in the action field to the left of the desired configuration and
pressing Enter.
The TPX Window Definition is displayed.

NOTE
If you have not created a windows configuration, the default configuration will be listed.

                         TPX Window Definition

                                                             Panelid  - TEN0996

  Command  ===>                                              Userid   - USER1

                                                             Termid   - A01B02C

  Window Configuration:  DEFAULT                             Date     - 10/10/03

                                                             Time     - 11:01:21

                    APPLICATION                WINDOW ON

                      VIEWPORT             PRESENTATION SPACE

                 Location and size of     Location of window on

                  window on terminal        application image

                                                                   Background

   SessionId   Row  Col  Height  Width     Row    Col   Cursor       Update

   TPXADMIN    06   005    10     070      01     001     Y (Y/N)      Y  (Y/N)

   TPXOPER     11   005    10     070      01     001     Y (Y/N)      Y  (Y/N)

 ******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

  Enter "SHOW" on the Command line to display complete Window Configuration or

   place "S" next to the session to display a specific session's Window.

 

 PF1=Help  PF2=Show  PF3=End  PF4=Return  PF7=Up  PF8=Down   "CANCEL" cancel

4. The TPX Change Window Mode Menu displays the interaction modes (view, scroll, edit, and copy) available in TPX
Windows. Type the number of the interaction mode you want and press Enter.

NOTE
For a description of interaction modes, see the section “Commands and Special Keys Reference.”
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                         TPX Change Window Mode Menu

                                                       Panelid - TEN0886

  Select Window mode ==>                               Userid  - USER1

                                                       Termid  - A01B02C

     1  View Mode                                      Date    - 10/10/03

     2  Scroll Mode                                    Time    - 14:25:55

     3  Edit Mode

     4  Copy Mode

     5  Send Mode Key to active window(if applicable)

 

             Window Mode Key: PA1

 

             Window Cmd Char: \

 `

  PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return

NOTE
The settings for your window mode key and window command character are also displayed on the TPX
Change Window Mode Menu. Your settings can be different than those displayed in the previous panel.

You will see the windows configuration that you selected in step 3. The following panel shows an example of a
windows configuration. The configuration displayed on your screen can be different.
    ******************************************                                

    *                                        *________________________________

    *                                        *                                |

    *                                        *                                |

    *                                        *                                |

    *                                        *__________________________      |

    *                                        *                          |     |

    *                                        *                          |     |

    *                                        *                          |     |

    *                                        *                          |     |

    *                                        *                          |     |

    *                                        *                          |     |

    ******************************************                          |     |

                               |                                        |     |

                               |                                        |     |

                               |                                        |_____|

                               |                                        |

                               |                                        |

                               |                                        |

                               |                                        |

                               |________________________________________|

5. You can change your interaction mode after the window configuration is displayed. To change your interaction mode,
press your window mode key, and the TPX Change Window Mode Menu will be displayed.

The following sections explain interaction modes and functions in detail.
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Activate an Application in a Window
Application sessions are not automatically activated when the windows configuration is displayed. Applications previously
active on the Menu will be active when you access a windows configuration that displays them. When an application is not
active, the window that displays it is blank.

In View, Edit, or Scroll Mode

Follow this procedure to activate an application in a window:

Place the cursor within the window and press Enter.

The application is displayed in the window. If it is not, make sure the application is currently available.
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If a window does not show you the part of the application image that you want to see, you can change the size of the
window or scroll through the application image within the window. These and other functions are described in the section
“Manipulating Windows.”

Manipulating Windows
This section discusses how to select an interaction mode and adjust windows.

Select an Interaction Mode
After you have displayed a windows configuration and activated the application sessions, you can perform functions such
as moving windows or changing their size. You can use the TPX Change Window Mode Menu to select the interaction
mode in which the function is available.

Interaction Modes

You can choose the following interaction modes from the TPX Change Window Mode Menu:
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View Mode
Allows you to interact with the applications in the windows as you typically would on the terminal screen. You can
also use the scroll mode functions in view mode by using the window command character.

Scroll Mode
Allows you to scroll up, down, right, or left through the application image in the window. You can also expand,
shrink, move, delete, or add windows displayed on the screen.

Edit Mode
Allows you to move the borders of a window. You can also expand, shrink, move, delete, or add windows
displayed on the screen.

Copy Mode
Allows you to cut and paste text in or between windows.

Send Mode Key
Allows you to send the window mode key to the application. For more information about sending the mode key to
the application, see Sending the Mode Key to the Application in this section.

Use Send Mode Key
When you are working with applications in view mode, all PF keys except the window mode key are passed directly to
the applications. However, there may be times when you need to use the window mode key in the application session. In
these cases, use the Send Mode Key option on the TPX Change Window Mode Menu.

Example
Assume that your window mode key has been defined as PF23. You have accessed a windows configuration
and discovered that an application in the configuration uses PF23 for a particular function. You would follow
these steps each time you wanted to use PF23 in the application session:

1. Press PF23 to display the TPX Change Window Mode Menu.
2. Choose option 5, Send Mode Key, on the TPX Change Window Mode Menu.

You will return directly to the windows configuration you were previously viewing, and the PF23 key will be
passed to the application.

NOTE
When possible, assign your window mode key to a key that is not used by the applications
you access most frequently.

More Information About Windows Functions
The following table lists the functions using illustrations for each function. If you are using this product for the first time,
you should experiment with these functions in edit or scroll mode rather than in view mode. This will ensure that you do
not enter an erroneous command in your application session.

Function See Section
Changing the foreground window (PF9) How to Change the Foreground Window
“Zoom” functions: expanding a window to full screen and back
(PF2)

How to Zoom In and Out

Expanding and shrinking windows by one column in each direction
(PF5 and PF6)

How to Expand a Window

Moving a window border to the right (PF11) How to Move Window Border to Right
Moving a window border to the left (PF10) How to Move Window Border to Left
Moving a window border down (PF8) How to Move Window Border Down
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Moving a window border up (PF7) How to Move Window Border Up
Moving a window to another location on the screen (PF12) How to Move a Window
Opening a new window (PF4) How to Open a Window
Closing a window (PF3) How to Close a Window
Scrolling down through the application image (PF8) How to Scroll Down Through Application Image
Scrolling up through the application image (PF7) How to Scroll Up Through Application Image
Scrolling to the left through the application image (PF10) How to Scroll to the Left Through Application Image
Scrolling to the right through the application image (PF11) How to Scroll to the Right Through Application Image
Cutting and pasting information between windows How to Copy and Paste Data

How to Change the Foreground Window
The foreground window is distinguished from the background windows by a special border character. The default
foreground window border character is an asterisk (*), but it may be different on your system. At times, you may want one
of the background windows to be the foreground window so that it is displayed in front of other windows. Another reason
for making a background window a foreground window is that some functions only apply to the foreground window.

Change Foreground Window in Edit or Scroll Mode

This procedure helps to make the next window the foreground window in edit or scroll mode.

To change the foreground window in edit or scroll mode

1. Press PF9. The location of the cursor on the screen is not important.
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The window that was previously the foreground window is moved behind the other windows on the screen, and the
window that was directly behind the foreground window becomes the new foreground window.
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Change Foreground Window in View Mode

This procedure helps to make the next window the foreground window in view mode.

To change the foreground window in view mode

1. Tab to a data entry field in any active window and type your window command character.
2. Press PF9.
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The window that was previously the foreground window is moved behind the other windows on the screen, and the
window that was directly behind the foreground window becomes the new foreground window.
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How to Zoom In and Out
The “zoom” function allows you to expand a window to fill the screen, or to shrink it back to its original size. The “zoom”
function is available in edit, scroll, and view modes.

Zoom In and Out in Edit or Scroll Mode

Follow this procedure to zoom in or out of a window in edit or scroll mode:

1. Place the cursor anywhere inside the window on which you want to use the “zoom” function.
2. Press PF2.
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If the window is smaller than the total screen size, it expands to fill the screen area.
If you press PF2 again, the window returns to its original size.
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NOTE
When you use the “zoom” function on a window, it automatically becomes the foreground window.

Zoom In and Out in View Mode

To zoom in or out of a window in view mode

1. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to a data field in the window on which you want to use the “zoom” function.
2. Type your window command character and press PF2.
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If the window is smaller than the total screen size, it expands to fill the screen area.
If you follow steps 1 and 2 again, the window returns to its original size.

NOTE
When you use the “zoom” function on a window, it automatically becomes the foreground window.
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How to Expand a Window
You can make a window larger by using the “expand” function. The “expand” function enlarges a window by moving each
border out one row and column. To make a window smaller, use the “shrink” function that is described in Shrinking a
Window in this section.

Expand Window in Edit or Scroll Mode

To expand a window in edit or scroll mode

1. Place the cursor anywhere inside the window you want to enlarge.
2. Press PF5.

The borders of the window move out by one row and column to make the window larger.
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Expand Window in View Mode

To expand a window in view mode

1. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to a data entry field in the window you want to enlarge.
2. Type your window command character and press PF5.
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The borders of the window move out by one row and column to make the window larger.
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How to Shrink a Window
You can make a window smaller by using the “shrink” function. The “shrink” function makes the window smaller by moving
each border in one row and column. To make a window larger, use the “expand” function that is described in Expanding a
Window in this section.

Shrink Window in Edit or Scroll Mode

To shrink a window in edit or scroll mode

1. Place the cursor anywhere inside the window you want to shrink.
2. Press PF6.
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The borders of the window move in by one row and column to make the window smaller.
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Shrink Window in View Mode

Follow this procedure to shrink a window in view mode:

1. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to a data entry field in the window you want to shrink.
2. Type your window command character and press PF6.
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The borders of the window move in by one row and column to make the window smaller.
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How to Move Window Border to Right
You can move one of the vertical borders on the foreground window to the right by using the “right” function in edit mode.
This function is not available in scroll or view modes. (Selecting an Interaction Mode in this section shows you how to
change the interaction mode for your windows.)

Move Window Border to Right in Edit Mode

To move the window border to the right in edit mode

1. Place the cursor in the column where you want the border to be moved.
For example, if you want to move the left border five columns to the right, place the cursor five columns to the right of
the border.

2. Press PF11.
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The vertical border moves to the column in which the cursor is positioned. The other vertical border and the horizontal
borders do not move.
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NOTE
If you place the cursor to the right of the left window border (the light-shaded area shown in the following
diagram), the left border moves to the right and the window is smaller. If you place the cursor to the right of
the right window border (the dark-shaded area shown in the following diagram), the right border moves to the
right and the window is larger.
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How to Move Window Border to Left
You can move one of the vertical borders on the foreground window to the left by using the “left” function in edit mode.
This function is not available in scroll or view modes. (Selecting an Interaction Mode in this section shows you how to
change the interaction mode for your windows.)

Move Window Border to Left in Edit Mode

To move the window border to the left in edit mode

1. Place the cursor in the column where you want the border to be moved.
For example, if you want to move the right border five columns to the left, place the cursor five columns to the left of
the border.

2. Press PF10.
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The vertical border moves to the column in which the cursor is positioned. The other vertical border and the horizontal
borders do not move.
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NOTE
If you place the cursor to the left of the right window border (the light-shaded area in the following example),
the right border is moved to the left, and the window is smaller. If you place the cursor to the left of the left
window border (the dark-shaded area in the following example), the left border is moved to the left, and the
window is larger.
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How to Move Window Border Down
You can move one of the horizontal borders on the foreground window down by using the “down” function in edit mode.
This function is not available in scroll or view modes. (Selecting an Interaction Mode in this section shows you how to
change the interaction mode for your windows.)

Move Window Border Down in Edit Mode

To move the window border down in edit mode

1. Place the cursor in the row where you want the border to be moved.
For example, if you want to move the top border eight rows down, place the cursor eight rows below the border.

2. Press PF8.
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The horizontal border moves to the row in which the cursor is positioned. The other horizontal border and the vertical
borders do not move.
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NOTE
If you place the cursor below the top window border (the light-shaded area in the following example), the top
border is moved down, and the window is smaller. If you place the cursor below the bottom window border
(the dark-shaded area in the following example), the bottom border is moved down, and the window is larger.
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How to Move Window Border Up
You can move one of the horizontal borders on the foreground window up by using the “up” function in edit mode. This
function is not available in scroll or view modes. (Selecting an Interaction Mode in this section shows you how to change
the interaction mode for your windows.)

Move Window Border Up in Edit Mode

To move the window border up in edit mode

1. Place the cursor in the row where you want the border to be moved.
For example, if you want to move the bottom border five rows up, place the cursor five rows above the border.

2. Press PF7.
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The horizontal border moves to the row in which the cursor is positioned. The other horizontal border and the vertical
borders do not move.
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NOTE
If you place the cursor above the bottom window border (the light-shaded area in the following example), the
bottom border is moved up, and the window is smaller. If you place the cursor above the top window border
(the dark-shaded area in the following example), the top border is moved up, and the window is larger.
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How to Move a Window
You can move the foreground window anywhere on the screen by using the “move” function in edit or scroll mode.

Move Window in Edit or Scroll Mode

To move a window in edit or scroll mode

1. Place the cursor at the point on the screen where you want the upper left corner of the window to be.
2. Press PF12.
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The window moves so that the upper left corner is in the cursor position.
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NOTE
If the position you have chosen does not provide enough room for the window, TPX shrinks the window to fit the
available space.

How to Open a Window
You can display a window for an application that is not in your windows configuration by using the “open” function. When
you use the “open” function, you specify the application to be displayed in the new window and the size of the new
window. You can open a window from view, edit, or scroll mode.

Open Window in Edit or Scroll Mode

To open a window in edit or scroll mode

1. Define the size of the new window by placing the cursor inside an existing window.
The number of columns from the cursor to the right border of the existing window defines the width of the new window.
The number of rows from the cursor to the bottom border of the existing window defines the height of the new window.
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2. Press PF4.
A prompt is displayed, instructing you to enter the session ID of the application to be displayed in the new window.

3. Type the session ID of the application you want to display and press Enter.
The new window appears in the upper left corner of the screen.
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NOTE
If you do not know the session ID for the application, display your Menu for a list of applications.

If you do not place the cursor inside a window, the new window will be the same size as the current foreground
window.

Open Window in View Mode

To open a window in view mode

1. Define the size of the new window by placing the cursor in a data entry field of an existing window.
The number of columns from the cursor to the right border of the existing window defines the width of the new window.
The number of rows from the cursor to the bottom border of the existing window defines the height of the new window.

NOTE
If there are no data entry fields in one of the current windows, you must access edit or scroll mode to open a
window.

2. Type your window command character and press PF4.
A prompt is displayed, instructing you to enter the session ID of the application to be displayed in the new window.
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3. Type the session ID of the application you want to display and press Enter.
The new window appears in the upper left corner of the screen.
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NOTE
If you do not know the session ID for the application, display your Menu for a list of applications.

If you do not place the cursor inside a window, the new window is the same size as the current foreground window.

How to Close a Window
You can remove a window from the screen by using the “close” function. Although the window is removed from the
screen, it is not removed from your configuration definition and will be displayed the next time you select the configuration.
You can close a window in edit, scroll, or view mode.

Close Window in Edit or Scroll Mode

To close a window in edit or scroll mode

1. Place the cursor inside a visible part of the window you want to close.
2. Press PF3.
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The window is removed from the screen. To redisplay the window, see the discussion of the “open” function in Opening
a Window in this section.
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Close Window in View Mode

To close a window in view mode

1. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to a data entry field inside the window you want to close.
2. Type your window command character and press PF3.
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The window is removed from the screen. To redisplay the window, see the discussion of the “open” function in Opening
a Window in this section.
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How to Scroll Down Through Application Image
The “down” function in scroll mode allows you to scroll down through the application image in the window. You determine
how many rows you want to scroll down.

Scroll Down Through Application Image in Scroll Mode

To scroll down through the application image in scroll mode

1. Place the cursor on the row you want to make the top row of the window.
For example, if you want to scroll down two rows, place the cursor on the second row down from the top row of the
window.

NOTE
If you want to scroll down the length of the screen, place the cursor on the bottom border of the window.

2. Press PF8.
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The application image scrolls down until the row you selected with the cursor is the top row in the window.

Scroll Down Through Application Image in View Mode

To scroll down through the application image in view mode

1. Use the Tab key to place the cursor in a data entry field on the row you want to make the top row of the window.
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For example, if you want to scroll down two rows, place the cursor in a data entry field in the second row down from
the top row of the window.

NOTE
If there are no data entry fields on the current application image, you have to access scroll mode to scroll
down.

2. Type your window command character and press PF8.

The application image scrolls down until the row you selected with the cursor is the top row in the window.
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How to Scroll Up Through Application Image
The “up” function in scroll mode allows you to scroll up through the application image in the window. You determine how
many rows you want to scroll up.

Scroll Up Through Application Image in Scroll Mode

To scroll up through the application image in scroll mode

1. Place the cursor on the row you want to make the bottom row of the window.
For example, if you want to scroll up two rows, place the cursor on the second row down from the top row of the
window.

NOTE
If you want to scroll up the length of the screen, place the cursor on the top border of the window.

2. Press PF7.
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The application image scrolls up until the row you selected with the cursor is the bottom row in the window.
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Scroll Up Through Application Image in View Mode

To scroll up through the application image in view mode

1. Use the Tab key to place the cursor in a data entry field on the row you want to make the bottom row of the window.
For example, if you want to scroll up two rows, place the cursor in a data entry field in the second row up from the
bottom row of the window.

NOTE
If there are no data entry fields on the current application image, you have to access scroll mode to scroll up.

2. Type your window command character and press PF7.
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The application image scrolls up until the row you selected with the cursor is the bottom row in the window.
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How to Scroll Left Through Application Image
The “left” function in scroll mode allows you to scroll to the left through the application image in the window. You determine
how many columns you want to scroll to the left.

Scroll Left Through Application Image in Scroll Mode

To scroll to the left through the application image in scroll mode

1. Place the cursor on the column you want to make the right-most column of the window.
For example, if you want to scroll left three columns, place the cursor on the third column to the left of the right-most
column of the window.

NOTE
If you want to scroll left the width of the screen, place the cursor on the left border of the window.

2. Press PF10.
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The application image will scroll left until the column you selected with the cursor is the right-most column in the
window.
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Scroll Left Through Application Image in View Mode

To scroll to the left through the application image in view mode

1. Use the Tab key to place the cursor in a data entry field on the column you want to make the right-most column of the
window.
For example, if you want to scroll left three columns, place the cursor in a data entry field in the third column to the left
of the right-most column of the window.

NOTE
If there are no data entry fields on the current application image, you have to access scroll mode to scroll left.

2. Type your window command character and press PF10.
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The application image will scroll left until the column you selected with the cursor is the right-most column in the
window.
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How to Scroll Right Through Application Image
The “right” function in scroll mode allows you to scroll to the right through the application image in the window. You
determine how many columns you want to scroll to the right.

Scroll Right Through Application Image in Scroll Mode

To scroll to the right through the application image in scroll mode

1. Place the cursor on the column you want to make the left-most column of the window.
For example, if you want to scroll right four columns, place the cursor on the fourth column to the right of the left-most
column of the window.

NOTE
If you want to scroll right the width of the screen, place the cursor on the right border of the window.

2. Press PF11.
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The application image will scroll right until the column you selected with the cursor is the left-most column in the
window.
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Scroll Right Through Application Image in View Mode

To scroll to the right through the application image in view mode

1. Use the Tab key to place the cursor in a data entry field on the column you want to make the left-most column of the
window.
For example, if you want to scroll right four columns, place the cursor in a data entry field in the fourth column to the
right of the left-most column of the window.

NOTE
If there are no data entry fields on the current application image, you have to access scroll mode to scroll
right.

2. Type your window command character and press PF11.

The application image will scroll right until the column you selected with the cursor is the left-most column in the
window.
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How to Copy and Paste Data
This product allows you to copy data from one application to another. The “copy” function is available only if you select
copy mode from the TPX Change Window Mode Menu.

Copy Data in Copy Mode

To copy data from one application to another in copy mode

1. Place the cursor at the top left corner of the information you want to copy and press Enter.
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A temporary window containing the data to the right and below the cursor position appears on the screen. The border
character for the temporary window is the letter “F”.

2. In the temporary window, place the cursor at the bottom right corner of the data you want to copy and press Enter.
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The temporary window now contains only the information you want to copy.
3. Move the cursor to the top left corner of the destination area and press Enter.
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The data is copied into the application in the area you specified.
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Guidelines for Copying Data

Keep the following points in mind when copying data:

1. When locating a destination for the data, you can access the TPX Change Window Mode Menu, enter edit or scroll
mode, and perform the functions available in these interaction modes. The information will remain in the temporary
window until you place it somewhere.

2. The “copy” function copies only the data that will fit in the destination area. For example, if the data to be copied is 20
rows long and 40 columns wide, and the destination window is five rows by 20 columns, only the first 20 columns of
the first five rows are copied.

Data can only be copied into an unprotected data field.

Setting Up Windows Configurations
This section discusses the different methods to create and change a windows configuration.
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Windows Configuration
Configurations define how the windows will be displayed on the screen. You can create an almost unlimited number
of configurations that users can choose from the Window Configuration Entry Selection screen. Configurations are
accessible to all members of a user group.

Definition of Terms

The following terms are used in this section:

Application Image
The application image is the data that is normally displayed on the terminal screen (presentation space). Although
screen size can vary, the application image usually has a height of 24 lines and a width of 80 columns.

Viewport
The viewport is the rectangular area on the screen through which you view the window on the presentation space.
TPX allows you to define both the size of the viewport and the location of the viewport on the screen.

Window on the Presentation Space
The window on the presentation space is the portion of the application image displayed through the viewport. TPX
Windows allows you to define the portion of the application image that is displayed in the viewport.

Window
In the other sections of this document, the viewport and the portion of the application image displayed through the
viewport are considered to be one entity that is referred to as a window.

Illustration

To create a TPX Windows configuration, you define a viewport and a window on the presentation space that is displayed
through that viewport. Both the viewport and the window on the presentation space are measured in terms of rows and
columns.

The following screen shows a viewport and its window on the presentation space:
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Create a Configuration
This section shows the procedure you follow to create a window configuration. Also included are definitions for the fields
you need to complete when defining a window configuration.

Create a Window Configuration

To create a window configuration

1. Activate TPX Windows from the TPX Menu.
The TPX Window Menu is displayed.
If you do not know how to activate a session, see Using for instructions.

2. Choose option 1, Window Maintenance.
The TPX Window Configuration Entry Selection screen is displayed.
                  TPX Window Configuration Entry Selection

                                                           Panelid - TEN0887

   Command  ===> S MYCONFIG                                Userid  - USER1

                                                           Termid  - A01B02C

   Table Name:       USER1                                 Date    - 10/10/03

                                                           Time    - 13:59:00

   Window Mode Key:  PA1

    Window

    CONFIG1

    CONFIG2

    DEFAULT

  ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

 

  PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Up   PF8=Down   "CANCEL" cancel

3. On the command line, type an S (for select) followed by a space and the name you want to give your Windows
Configuration.
For example, if you want to create a new configuration named MYCONFIG, type the following on the command line:
S MYCONFIG

NOTE
Configuration names can contain up to eight (8) characters. If you enter a space in the name, the characters
after the space are ignored.

4. Press Enter.
The TPX Window Definition screen (shown in the following) is displayed.
                           TPX Window Definition

                                                           Panelid - TEN0996

   Command  ===>                                           Userid  - USER1

                                                           Termid  - A01B02C

   Window Configuration:  MYCONFIG  < NEW >                Date    - 10/10/03

                                                           Time    - 14:27:32

                     APPLICATION                WINDOW ON

                       VIEWPORT             PRESENTATION SPACE

                  Location and size of     Location of window on
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                   window on terminal        application image

                                                                  Background

    SessionId   Row  Col  Height  Width   Row    Col   Cursor       Update

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

   Enter "SHOW" on the Command line to display complete Window Configuration or

    place "S" next to the session to display a specific session's Window.

  PF1=Help  PF2=Show  PF3=End  PF4=Return  PF7=Up  PF8=Down   "CANCEL" cancel

5. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the left of the “SessionId” field.
6. Type an I (for insert) and press Enter.

A line of values for a viewport appears. These default values define a full-screen viewport.
7. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the “SessionId” field.
8. Define the characteristics for the viewport by completing the “SessionId” field and changing the values for the other

fields. Definitions for these fields follow. Keep the following points in mind when defining viewport characteristics:
– You can define viewports so that they overlap.
– Viewports cannot be larger than the size of the terminal screen.
– Make sure your viewports are large enough to be useful.
– The first session ID in the configuration table will be the foreground viewport.

NOTE
You can use the show function to view and modify these values if you like. For a description of the show
function, see Change Configuration Using Show Function.

9. Repeat steps three through seven to add another viewport.

NOTE
You can define as many viewports as you like for a windows configuration, but keep in mind that too many
viewports on the screen at one time can make the configuration confusing and difficult to use.

Application Viewport Fields

These fields define the size and location of the windows on the screen:

SessionId
The session ID of the application to be displayed in the viewport. You must use the session ID from the TPX
Menu. The application ID will not be recognized.

Row
Indicates the row number where the upper left corner of the viewport is located.
For example, to display the viewport with the upper border in the fifth row from the top, type 5 in this field.

Col
Indicates the column number where the upper left corner of the viewport is located.
For example, to display the viewport with the left border in the fifth column from the left, type 5 in this field.

Height
Indicates the height of the viewport in rows. For example, to display a viewport 16 rows high, type 16 in this field.

Width
Indicates the width of the viewport in columns. For example, to display a viewport 30 columns wide, type 30 in this
field.
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Window on the Presentation Space Fields

These fields describe the window on the presentation space:

Row
Indicates the row in the application image that will be the top row in the viewport. For example, to display the fifth
row in the application image at the top of the viewport, type 5 in this field.

Col
Indicates the column in the application image that will be the left column in the viewport. For example, to display
the fifth column in the application image at the left side of the viewport, type 5 in this field.

Cursor
Indicates whether the window should always display the area of the application where the cursor is positioned.
Possible values are:
Y

Display the cursor position in the window.
N

Ignore the cursor position.
Background Update

Indicates whether the application image in the viewport should be updated when a change in the application
session occurs (system messages, for example). Possible values are:
Y

Update the application image when a change is detected.
N

The viewport is updated on when you press Enter or another action key.

Change a Configuration
After you use a windows configuration, you may find that you want to change it. You can change any of the values on the
configuration table.

To change a window configuration

1. Activate TPX Windows from the TPX Menu.
The Menu is displayed.
If you do not know how to activate a session, see Using for instructions.

2. Select option 1, Window Maintenance.
The TPX Window Configuration Selection screen is displayed.

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the name of the configuration you want to change.
4. Type S (for select).
5. Press Enter.

The TPX Window Definition screen is displayed with the definition values for that configuration.
6. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the field you want to change.

You can change any of the configuration values including the session ID by typing new values over the old ones.

NOTE
You can use the show function to change these values if you like. For more information, see Change
Configuration Using Show Function.
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Change Configuration Using Show Function
The show function makes it much easier to create and change windows configurations. The show function in window
maintenance provides the same functions as edit mode. You can enlarge, shrink, or move a window, and the
corresponding row and column values will be computed and entered on the TPX Window Definition screen.

Commands and Special Keys Reference
This section describes command references by interaction code, the window mode key, and command character.

Command Reference by Interaction Mode
Each TPX Windows interaction mode has its own special set of commands. The following sections explain how the
various commands work in each of the different modes. In edit and scroll mode, a menu is displayed at the top and
bottom of the screen to show what functions are assigned to the PF keys. You can toggle the function menu on and off by
pressing PF1.

View Mode

View mode has no special commands of its own. The window command character and window mode key are intercepted
by the product and not passed to the application. However, you can choose to have the window mode key passed to an
application using the Send Mode Key feature (see Use Send Mode Key).

Scroll Mode

You can use scroll mode for the following functions:

• Scrolling through the application image shown in a window
• Expanding, shrinking, or zooming a window to fill the screen
• Moving a window to a different location on the screen
• Opening or closing a window

Scroll mode functions include:

PF1 Help
Toggles the menu lines (listing the PF key commands) on and off.

PF2 Zoom
Expands a window to fill the screen and makes it the foreground window. The cursor must be within the
boundaries of the window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Zoom In and Out.

PF3 Close
Removes the window from the screen. The cursor must be within the boundaries of the window. For an
explanation of this function, see How to Close a Window.

PF4 Open
Creates a new window. For an explanation of how the product sizes and places a new window, see How to Open
a Window.

PF5 Exp
Expands a window by one row and column in each direction. The cursor must be within the boundaries of the
window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Expand a Window.

PF6 Shr
Reduces the size of a window by one row and column in each direction. The cursor must be within the boundaries
of the window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Shrink a Window.
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PF7 Up
Scrolls up through the application image in the window. The number of rows the application image moves is the
number of rows between the cursor and the bottom row of the window. The cursor must be within the boundaries
of the window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Scroll Up Through Application Image.

PF8 Down
Scrolls down through the application image in the window. The number of rows the application image moves is the
number of rows between the cursor and the top row of the window. The cursor must be within the boundaries of
the window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Scroll Down Through Application Image.

PF9 Jump
Makes the next window the foreground window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Change the
Foreground Window.

PF10 Left
Scrolls to the left through the application image in the window. The number of columns the image moves is
the number of columns between the cursor and the right border of the window. The cursor must be within the
boundaries of the window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Scroll to Left Through Application
Image.

PF11 Right
Scrolls to the right through the application image in the window. The number of columns the image moves is
the number of columns between the cursor and the left border of the window. The cursor must be within the
boundaries of the window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Scroll to Right Through Application
Image.

PF12 Move
Moves the location of the window on the screen. The upper left corner of the window is moved to the cursor
position. You can only move the foreground window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Move a
Window.

Edit Mode

You can use edit mode for the following functions:

• Moving individual borders of a window
• Expanding, shrinking, or zooming a window to fill the screen
• Moving a window to a different location on the screen
• Opening or closing a window

Edit mode functions include:

PF1 Help
Toggles the menu lines (listing the PF key commands) on and off.

PF2 Zoom
Expands a window to fill the screen and makes it the foreground window. The cursor must be within the
boundaries of the window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Zoom In and Out.

PF3 Close
Removes the window from the screen. The cursor must be within the boundaries of the window. For an
explanation of this function, see How to Close a Window.

PF4 Open
Creates a new window. For an explanation of how the product sizes and places a new window, see How to Open
a Window.
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PF5 Exp
Expands a window by one row and column in each direction. The cursor must be within the boundaries of the
window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Expand a Window.

PF6 Shr
Reduces the size of a window by one row and column in each direction. The cursor must be within the boundaries
of the window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Shrink a Window.

PF7 Up
Moves the window border below the cursor up to the present cursor position. You can only move the borders
of the foreground window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Scroll Down Through the Application
Image in the section “Manipulating Windows.”

PF8 Down
Moves the window border above the cursor down to the present cursor position. You can only move the borders of
the foreground window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Move Window Border Down.

PF9 Jump
Makes the next window the foreground window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Change the
Foreground Window.

PF10 Left
Moves the window border at the right of the cursor to the present cursor position (that is, moves the border to the
left). You can only move the borders of the foreground window. For an explanation of this function, see How to
Move Window Border to Left.

PF11 Right
Moves the window border at the left of the cursor to the present cursor position (that is, moves the border to the
right). You can only move the borders of the foreground window. For an explanation of this function, see How to
Move Window Border to Right.

PF12 Move
Moves the location of a window on the screen. The upper left corner of the window is moved to the cursor
position. This only works for the foreground window. For an explanation of this function, see How to Move a
Window.

Copy Mode

Copy mode does not have the functions that edit and scroll mode do. You can use copy mode to perform the following
functions:

• Mark off a section of a window
• Copy the marked section to a temporary window
• Paste the contents of the temporary window into another window

For a description of how to copy data, see How to Copy and Paste Data.

The Window Mode Key and Command Character
TPX Windows provides a command character and a command key. The default settings are shown in the following:

Window Mode Key: PA1

Window Cmd Char: \

Your settings may or may not be the same as those shown previously. You can see what your settings are when you
display the Window Mode Menu.
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Window Mode Key

You use this key to return to the Change Window Mode Menu, where you can change interaction modes or exit the
product.

NOTE
Make sure that your window mode key is not also assigned to some other function. For example, if your window
mode key is the same key as your jump key, the jump command will be executed when you press the key.

Window Cmd Character

A PF key following this character is considered a command, no matter what mode you are currently in. You can enter this
character on a valid data entry field within a window and then execute a desired function by pressing the appropriate PF
key. The PF key performs the same function as it does when you are in scroll mode.

Exit to Other Sessions

You can exit to other sessions using your menu key, session key, or a command. If you are not familiar with TPX, see
Using.

Using TPX View Facility
This section discusses how to use the TPX view facility, set up view facility administration, and use the session view
feature. This section also discusses the assist, conference, record/playback, and trainer features.

Using the View Facility
This section discusses the view facility, how to view security, how to assign temporary authority, and how to access the
view facility.

Introduction to the View Facility
The View facility consists of a number of features that allow you to view another user's application session on the same
instance of TPX, and sometimes interact with that session. You can also record your sessions so that you (or other users)
can play back the recorded session. The View Facility features are described in the following sections. You access these
features through the TPXVIEW session.

The View facility has security that is controlled through user administration. The security ensures that only authorized
users can view or interact with other user's sessions.

If you are an administrator, review this section and proceed to the section Setting Up View Facility Administration.

View Is an Authorized Feature

The View facility is an authorized feature of TPX. Your site must be authorized to use it. However, you can use the View
facility on internal sessions without needing a site license. You can use any of the View features described on the
internal sessions TPXADMIN, TPXOPER, TPXNOTES, or TPXMAIL.

The View Facility Features

The View facility offers a number of features. All users must be logged on to the same instance of TPX.

The View facility features are

The Session View Feature
Allows you to view or track another user's interaction with an application session.
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The Session Assist Feature
Allows you to temporarily take control of another user's session, interact with the session, and then return control
to the user.

The Conference Feature
Allows you and any number of users to view the same application session and take turns interacting with the
session. Users can send messages to others interacting with the session.

The Record/Playback Feature
Allows you to record an application session, store the recorded session in a library, and then play it back.
Narrative text can be inserted as the session is being recorded.

The Trainer Feature
Allows you, as the trainer, to give an online training session to any number of users. You can send messages to
the students and the students can send questions to you.

View Security
The administrator can secure the View facility by two methods:

• The View authority level and security level control which user's sessions you can view, track, or assist, and which users
can view, track, or assist your sessions.

• The command authorization classes control the View options and commands available to a user.
Command authorization classes are described in Administrating.

The Do Not View Option

In addition to methods set up by the administrator, you can use the "Do Not View" option to prevent other users from
viewing, tracking, or assisting any of your sessions.

When "Do Not View" is set to Y, and an authorized user attempts to view, track, or assist your sessions, TPX will send this
user a message indicating that View access has been denied.

The "Do Not View" option can be set in one of the following ways:

• To temporarily implement the "Do Not View" option, use the /E command from the TPX main menu panel (TEN0041) to
display the User Temporary Overrides panel. Specify Y in the "Do Not View" field.
Y= Yes, I do not want people to view me during the time I am logged on to TPX with /E

• To permanently implement the option, change the value in your user options in self-maintenance.
• When you receive a message indicating that an authorized user is attempting to view, track, or assist your sessions, a

"Do Not View" field will appear on the message panel. Specify Y in the field to refuse the user access to the session.

Self-maintenance and the /E command are described in the Using.

Security Implementation

Your administrator implements View security with user administration. To implement security, your administrator specifies:

• The user groups for which you are authorized. You cannot view, track, or assist users outside these groups unless
those users grant you temporary View authority, as described in Assigning Temporary Authority in this section.

• Your View authority for each group. View authority determines which users in that group you can view, track, or assist.
• Your View security level, which determines if other users can view, track, or assist your sessions.

How View Authority Works

You are authorized for users within groups specified by your administrator depending on your View authority for the group
and the user's View security level.
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• If your View authority for the group is greater than the View security level of the user for whom you want authorization,
you are authorized for that user. You can view, track or assist that user's sessions.

• If your View authority is equal to or less than the user's View security level, you can view, track, or assist that user only
if that user grants you temporary View authority, as described in Assigning Temporary Authority in this section.

An Example of View Security

The following figure gives an example of how View security works.

Restricted Sessions

The administrator may restrict some applications. If an application is restricted, that application's sessions cannot be
viewed, tracked, or assisted.

The TPXVIEW session itself is a permanently restricted session and cannot be viewed.

How to Assign Temporary Authority
Because of their View authority level and your View security level, some users may not be able to view, track, or assist
your sessions. If you want a user to view, track, or assist your sessions, you can grant that user temporary View authority.
This temporary authority allows the user to perform only that task which you specify when granting the authority, and lasts
until you revoke the authority or you inactivate all of your application sessions.

You can assign temporary View authority to any user. The temporary authority will let that user view, track, or assist your
sessions. You can remove this authority at any time.

Grant Temporary Authority

To grant a user temporary View authority

1. Activate the TPXVIEW session. The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
2. Select option 6, Temporary Authorization Override.

The Temporary Authorization Menu is displayed.
3. From the Temporary Authorization Menu, choose the type of authorization you want to apply, and press Enter.

If an option is not highlighted, you are not authorized for that option. Contact your administrator for authority.
4. Your next option depends on which authorization you choose:
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– If you select option 1, Authorize Users to view your sessions, the View Authorization Menu is displayed. It shows a
list of your sessions. Type the user ID you want to authorize next to the session you want that user to view. You can
grant authority to a different person for each session.

– If you select option 2, Authorize Users to track your sessions, the TRACK Authorization panel is displayed. At this
panel you can specify the user you want to authorize.

– If you select option 3, Authorize Users to assist your sessions, the Assist Authorization panel is displayed. At this
panel you can type the user ID you want to authorize next to the session you want that user to assist.

5. Press Enter when you have typed the required information to grant the authority.
6. Press PF3 until the VIEW Facility Menu appears.

Removing Temporary Authority

To remove a user's temporary authority to view one of your sessions

1. Activate the TPXVIEW session.
The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 6, Temporary Authorization Override.
The Temporary Authorization Menu is displayed.

3. From the Temporary Authorization Menu, choose the type of authorization you want to remove, and press Enter.
4. Erase the user ID for which you want to remove authorization by doing one of the following:

– Typing a new user ID over it
– Typing blank spaces over it.

5. Press Enter when you have made the desired changes to the panel.
6. Press PF3 until the VIEW Facility Menu appears.

Access the View Facility
View is accessed as an internal session and activated like any other session. For example, you could issue the following
command at any prompt to activate the TPXVIEW session:

  /A TPXVIEW

You would then press the command key (usually PF12 or PF24).

You can also select the TPXVIEW session on the Menu.

When you access View, the VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.

Use Online Help

In the View facility, you can press PF1 to display help information. If you are at a View facility panel that has a utility menu,
you must display the utility menu and then press PF1 to display help information. Panels with utility menus include the
Session Assist panel, the Conference Controller and Participant panels, the Record and Playback panels, and the Trainer
and Student panels.

Setting Up View Facility Administration
This section provides procedures needed to ensure secure usage of the View facility.

Overview
This section is intended for administrators. It explains how to set up TPX administration to ensure secure usage of the
View facility. This section provides procedures needed to ensure secure usage of the View facility. This involves providing
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the proper authorization to users and making the TPXVIEW session available to authorized users. This is done through
the normal tasks of user administration such as maintaining self-maintenance update classes, command authorization
classes, profiles, and other tables.

The procedures in this section assume a simple administrative structure consisting of a single user group, with existing
profiles and command authorization and self-update classes.

If your site has a more complicated structure, read through these procedures to gain an understanding of what must be
done to implement View security, and then adapt these procedures for your site.

If your site has not yet set up TPX administration, see Administrating to determine how you want to set up administration.

For a complete discussion of user administration, see Administrating. Administration can also be performed using batch
programs, as described in Batch Administration. This section provides procedures for online administration only.

Secure Usage of View Facility

Secure usage of the View facility means that:

• Only authorized users can access TPXVIEW from their Menus.
• Users can select only the View facility features for which they are specifically authorized.
• Sensitive applications (such as payroll) cannot be viewed, tracked, or assisted under any circumstances.
• Only authorized users have a View authority level that allows them to view, track, or assist other users.
• Users have an adequate View security level ensuring that only authorized users can view, track or assist their

sessions.
• Users cannot change their View security levels in self-administration.

Set Up View Security

In general, setting up View security involves the following steps, which are described later in this section:

• Restricting applications (such as payroll) on which you do not want users to be able to carry out any View function.
• Modifying update classes so that users will not be able to change their View security level in self-maintenance.
• Modifying command authorization classes to control the View functions users can use and whether they can grant

temporary View authority.
You can create different command classes for different users. For example, you could allow only helpdesk personnel to
use Session Assist, while other users can use Conference and Trainer.

• Adding the TPXVIEW session to the profiles of all users who will access TPXVIEW from their Menu.
If you want all users at your site to have TPXVIEW on their Menu, you can add the session to a profile common to all
users.

• Specifying a View security level for all users. You can do this by specifying it in one or more profiles. You can also
specify that certain user's sessions cannot be viewed, tracked, or assisted.
If you want all users at your site to have the same security level, you can specify the security level in a profile common
to all users.

• Specifying a View authority level for each user who is authorized to view, track, or assist another user. You must
specify it for each individual user.

You Must Have Proper Authority

You must be a user administrator to:

• Modify update classes and command authorization classes
• Modify profiles
• Assign View authority levels

You must be a system administrator to restrict application sessions.
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For information on granting administrative authority, see Administrating.

Determine What You Must Do for Your Site

Before you begin to set up View security, read through this section and then determine how you want to set up the View
facility at your site. You should consider:

• Which users should be able to use which View features
• What View security levels users should have
• Which users should be authorized to view, track, and assist other users with or without temporary authority
• Which users should be authorized to grant temporary authority
• What View authorization level should be assigned to users authorized to view, track, and assist other users
• What profiles, command authorization classes, and self-maintenance update classes must be modified to implement

these decisions

How to Restrict Application Sessions
You can specify that certain application sessions are restricted so that none of the View facility features can be used
on that session. For example, you can restrict payroll applications to prevent users from viewing or recording sensitive
information.

A restricted session cannot be viewed under any circumstances. For example, a user with an active PAYROLL session
(which has been restricted) cannot grant temporary View authority to another user for the PAYROLL session.

When a user attempts to use any View feature on a restricted session, or attempts to grant temporary authority for a
restricted session, the user will receive a message indicating that the session is restricted.

You must be a system administrator to restrict a session.

Restrict a Session

To restrict a session, you must modify the Application Characteristics Table (ACT).

To restrict a session

1. From the Administration Menu, select option 2, TPX System Options.
The System Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 2, Application Definition (ACT).
The TPX Application Characteristics Table List is displayed, as shown:
                 TPX Application Characteristics Table List

                                                    Panelid - TEN0091

Command ===>                                        Userid  - SYSADMIN

                                                    Termid  - DXAP59B

  Application                                       Date    - 07/14/03

  Characteristics                                   Time    - 07:40:05

  Table             Last Updated by   Userid

  SYSAPROD          07/03/03 13:19:11 SYSADMIN STARTUP

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

3. Select the table marked STARTUP (in the previous example it is the table named SYSAPROD). To select the table,
move the cursor to the table, type S, and press Enter.
The TPX Application Characteristics Table Entry List is displayed.

4. Select the application that you want to restrict. To select the application, move the cursor to the application, type S,
and press Enter.
The first TPX Application Characteristics Detail Panel is displayed.

5. Press PF8 to display the second detail panel, shown in the following:
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                     TPX Application Characteristics Detail Panel

                                                             Panelid  - TEN0094

  Command  ===>                                              Userid   - USR047

                                                             Termid   - A32L8203

     Application Characteristics Table: ACTECY               Date     - 07/14/03

     Applid:    TPXMAIL            * Substring:              Time     - 07:40:12

   * Sessionid:             * Label:     TPX MAIL SYSTEM

TPX options:

 * Start ACL prior to CLSDST PASS:   N    * Outbound compression:     Y

 * Suspend background application:   N      Inbound compression:      N

 * Enforce CD protocol:              N    * Outbound stripping:       N

 * Inform user of CD protocol error: N      OPENGATE Control User:    

 * Auto restart:                     N    * Maximum sessions:         00000 

 * Inquire on application status:    N    * Mode entry override:      ________

   End-to-End option:                BB   * Timeout Minutes:          ______  

 * Ignore appl output for timeout:   N    * Signal session switch:    ________

 * Disallow VIEWing on this appl:    N    * Pass Ticket prof name:    TPXMAIL 

   Readbuf Technique:                N    * TPX enhanced sec:         N

   Screen even if readbuf technique: N    * Gen Pass Ticket:          N

 * Gen Qualified Pass Ticket:        N

 * Can be dynamically updated using Reload even if application is not quiesced 

 PF1=Help  PF3=End  PF4=Return   PF7=Prev Page  Pf8=Next Page    "CANCEL" cancel

6. Specify Y in the field named "Disallow VIEWing on this appl." This prevents any View functions from operating on this
application.

7. Press PF3 to return to the TPX Application Characteristics Table Entry List.
8. Repeat steps four through seven for each application that you want to restrict.
9. From the TPX Application Characteristics Detail Panel, press PF3 four times to save the changes to the table and

return to the Administration Menu.

How to Modify Self-Maintenance Update Classes
To prevent users from modifying their own View security level, you must modify self-maintenance update classes for your
users.

The update classes control what user characteristics a user can modify in self-maintenance.

Set the VIEW Security Level Field to N

To control View, you must ensure that the value for the VIEW Security Level field in the self-maintenance update class is
set to N. It must be set to N in all update classes assigned to users who are going to use the View facility.

Modify an Update Class

To modify an existing self-maintenance update class

1. From the Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The User/Group Maintenance Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 4, User Self-Maintenance Update Class.
The Update Class Table List is displayed.

3. Select the table for the user group that will be using the View facility. To select the table, move the cursor to the table,
type S, and press Enter. The tables have the same name as the corresponding user group.
The TPX Update Class Table Entries panel is displayed, as shown:
                    TPX Update Class Table Entries
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                                                     Panelid - TEN0171

Command ===>                                         Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B

Update Class Table: GROUP                            Date    - 07/14/03

                                                     Time    - 07:37:47

  Class

  D

  P

*************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

4. Type S class-name at the command line, where class name is the name of the self-maintenance update class that you
want to modify. The name of the update class is one character long and can be any letter, number, or symbol on the
keyboard. Press Enter.
The TPX Update Class Maintenance Menu is displayed.

5. Select option 1, TPX Update Class Maintenance.
The first TPX Update Class Detail Panel is displayed.
                      TPX Update Class Detail Panel

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0172

  Command ===>                                           Userid   - USRADMIN

                                                         Termid   - A32L8203

   Table Name: TPXGROUP       Class Name: D              Date     - 07/14/03

                                                         Time     - 10:27:27

                         USER OPTIONS:

     ---------------------------------------------------------

     Y - Command character                    N - ACCESS 

     Y - Command key                          N - Inactivate on

     Y - Jump key                             N - Maximum sessions 

     Y - Menu key                             N - Default printer 

     Y - Print key                            N - ACB mask default

     N - Language                             N - Propagate ACB 

     N - Stage 1 timeout                      Y - Get Mail first 

     N - Stage 1 option                       N - Display menu   

     N - Stage 2 timeout                      N - Transfer option 

     N - Stage 2 option                       N - Affinity applid  

     N - Can add session in TPX Admin         N - VIEW Security level

     N - Do Not Disturb                       N - Do Not VIEW 

     N - Pass Ticket User                     N - Qualified PTick User

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel

6. On this panel, change the value of the VIEW Security Level field to N.
This prevents users with this class from changing their View security level while performing self-maintenance.

7. Press PF3 to return to the TPX Update Class Table Entries panel.
8. Repeat steps four through seven for each class assigned to users who will be using the View facility.
9. From the TPX Update Class Detail Panel, press PF3 five times to return to the Administration Menu and save your

changes.

How to Set Command Authorization Classes
Command authorization classes control which commands and functions users are authorized to use. You can use
command classes to control which View features users are authorized to use.
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Providing Flexible Authorization

You can assign different classes to different users. For example, you can assign a class to helpdesk personnel that lets
them use all View facilities, including Session View and Session Assist. Another class, assigned to your other users, could
allow the use of all View facilities except Session View and Session Assist.

For information on assigning command authorization classes, see the Administrating section.

Modify a Command Authorization Class

To modify a command authorization class

1. From the Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The User/Group Maintenance Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 5, Command Authorization Class (CMDT).
The TPX Command Authorization Class Table List is displayed.

3. Select the table that includes the class you want to modify. To select the table, move the cursor to the table, type S,
and press Enter.
The TPX Command Authorization Class Table Entry List is displayed, as shown:
            TPX Command Authorization Class Table Entry List

                                                     Panelid - TEN0131

 Command ===>                                        Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B

 Command Authorization Class Table: GROUP            Date    - 07/14/03

                                                     Time    - 07:37:14

  Command Authorization Class

  A

  B

  C

  D

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

4. Type S classID at the command line, where class ID specifies the command authorization class that you want to
modify. The class ID is one character long and can be any letter, number, or symbol on the keyboard. Press Enter.
The first TPX Command Authorization Class Detail panel is displayed.

5. Press PF8 twice to page down to the third TPX Command Authorization Class Detail panel, as shown:
                      TPX Command Authorization Class Detail

 Command ===>                                                      Panelid - TEN0134

 Table Name . . . :                                        Userid  - USRADMIN

 Class Name . . . :                                        Termid  - DXAP59B

 Help Panel . . . . HENHELPD                               Date    - 07/14/03

                                                           Time    - 07:38:09

 Session Assist                        Trainer

  Y -Can assist sessions                  N -Schedule a training session

  Y -Give temporary assist authority      N -Register yourself

                                          N -Register others

 Conference                               N -Update training schedule

  Y -Initiate a conference                N -Initiate a training session

  Y -Join a conference                    Y -Join a training session

 Record/Playback                       View

  Y -Record a session                     Y -Can view/track sessions

  Y -Playback a recorded session          Y -Give temporary view authority

  Y -Delete a recorded sequence           Y -Give temporary track authority 

  Y -Update a recorded sequence 
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 F1=Help     F3=End     F4=Return     F7=Bkwd     CANCEL =Cancel

This panel contains fields for all of the View features.
6. Specify Y in a field to indicate that all users with this command authorization class are authorized to use that feature.
7. Repeat steps two through six for each class assigned to users who will be using the View facility.
8. From the TPX Command Authorization Class Detail panel, press PF3 four times to return to the Administration Menu

and save your changes.

How to Add TPXVIEW Session
You must add the TPXVIEW session to each user who will be using the View facility. You can do this by adding the
TPXVIEW session to a profile that is included in the appropriate users' profile list.

If all users at your site use a profile named BASEPROF, and you want all users to have the TPXVIEW session on their
Menu, add the TPXVIEW session to the BASEPROF profile.

Add Session to a Profile

To modify a profile

1. From the Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 2, Profile Maintenance.
The TPX Profile Table List is displayed, as shown in the following:
                    TPX Profile Table List

                                                     Panelid - TEN0110

Command ===>                                         Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B

                                                     Date    - 07/14/03

  Profile            Last-updated by    Userid       Time    - 07:39:24

  BASEPROF           04/23/03  08:13:48  USR999

  DEVPROF            04/23/03  08:14:07  USR0219

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

3. Type S profileID at the command line and press Enter. ProfileID specifies the name of the profile that you want to
modify.
The TPX Profile Maintenance panel is displayed.

4. Select option 2, Application Session Options.
The TPX Profile Table Entry List panel is displayed.

5. Type S TPXVIEW at the command line and press Enter. This adds the TPXVIEW session to the profile.
The first TPX Profile Table Detail Panel is displayed, as shown:
                  TPX Profile Table Detail Panel

                                                     Panelid - TEN0114

 Command ===>                                        Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - PUN01

Profile: BASEPROF                                    Date    - 07/14/03

Session: TPXVIEW                                     Time    - 17:00:28

                                   Application   System

                                   Defaults      Defaults

Applid:           --------

ACCESS=PASS:      -                              MULTIPLE

Timeout min.:     ------           ------        00999999

Modent name:      --------         --------

Sesskey:          PF                 --

Start at signon:  -
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Startup ACL:      --------         --------

ACL Userid:       --------

ACL Password:     --------

Term ACL:         --------         --------

ACB Mask:         --------

KeepACB:          -                N

Invisible:        -

OV/MVS ACI:       -

PF1=Help   PF3=End   PF4=Return   PF8=Next Page       "CANCEL" cancel

6. Type TPXVIEW in the Applid field.
7. Press PF3 five times to save the profile and return to the Administration Menu.

How to Add View Security Level
You must add a value for the View security level for all users. A user's View security level determines who can view, track,
or assist the user's sessions. It is a value between 0 and 255. For more information on the View security, see the section
"Using the View Facility."

You can assign the View security level to your users by changing the appropriate profiles.

If you want to add a View security level of 50 for all users, and all of your users have the profile BASEPROF, specify a
value of 50 in the View Security Level field of the profile BASEPROF.

Add View Security Level to a Profile

To modify the View security level in a profile

1. From the Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 2, Profile Maintenance.
The TPX Profile Table List is displayed, as shown in the following:
                      TPX Profile Table List

                                                     Panelid - TEN0110

Command ===>                                         Userid  - USRADMIN

                                                     Termid  - DXAP59B

                                                     Date    - 07/14/03

  Profile           Last-updated by    Userid        Time    - 17:33:24

  BASEPROF          04/23/03  08:13:48  USR007

  DEVPROF           04/23/03  08:14:07  USR0219

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

3. Type S profileID at the command line and press Enter. ProfileID specifies the name of the profile that you want to
modify.
The TPX Profile Maintenance panel is displayed.

4. Select option 1, TPX User Options.
The first TPX Profile Table Detail Panel is displayed.

5. Press PF8 twice to display the third TPX Profile Table Detail panel, as shown:
                   TPX Profile Table Detail Panel

                                                      Panelid - TEN0180

  Command ===>                                        Userid  - TX05

                                                      Termid  - TPXSYS01

    Profile: ________                                 Date    - 07/13/03

                                                      Time    - 17:42:35

                                             Current System defaults
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    VIEW Security Level:          ___

    Get Mail first:             _

    Do Not Disturb:             _

    Do Not View:                _

    Profile Should be First:    _

    Security Alias:             ________

    ACF2 Authorization Offset:  ____

    ACF2 Authorization Mask:    __

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

6. Specify a number between 0 and 255 in the VIEW Security Level field.

NOTE
This panel also contains the Do Not View field. You can specify Y in this field to indicate that sessions
belonging to all users with this profile cannot be viewed, tracked, or assisted. The user's sessions would be
restricted regardless of the View authority of the user attempting to view, track, or assist.

7. Press PF3 four times to save the change and display the Administration Menu.

How to Assign the View Authority Level
A user's View authority level, when compared to another user's View security level, determines if the user can view, track,
or assist the other user. View authority has two components:

• The groups that the user can view
• The authority of the user within each group (a number between 0 and 255)

For more information on View security, see the section Using the View Facility.

The View authority and security levels apply only to the Session View and Session Assist features of the View facility.
If users have the proper command authorization, they can use the Conference, Trainer, and Record/Playback features
regardless of their View security and authority levels.

Assign the Authority to Each User

View authority must be assigned on an individual, user-by-user basis. Its value is not determined by profiles.

You can assign a higher authority to helpdesk users and no View authority to other users.

Temporary Authority

Users can grant temporary View/Track authority regardless of their assigned authority or security levels.

In the command authorization class you can specify that users cannot grant temporary assist, view, or track authority. For
more information, see Setting Command Authorization Classes in this section.

Assign a View Authority Level

To assign a View authority level to a user

1. From the Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 3, User Maintenance.
A panel that asks you to enter a user ID is displayed.

3. Type the user ID for which you want to assign a View authority level. Then press Enter.
The options menu for user maintenance is displayed.

4. Select option 7, Maintain TPX VIEW Capabilities, as shown in the following panel.
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The TPX View Administration Table, shown in the following, is displayed. This panel lists the groups that the user can
view and the user's View authority for each group.
                     TPX VIEW Administration Table

                                                      Panelid - TEN0149

 Command ===>                                         Userid  - ADMIN

                                                      Termid  - DL03L74

Userid: USR04                                         Date    - 07/14/03

                                                      Time    - 13:37:02

View Capabilities

 Type one or more action codes. Then press Enter.

     I=Insert  A=After  B=Before  D=Delete  M=Move  R=Repeat

Action Groups this user can VIEW       View authority within the Group

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

5. To add a group to the TPX View Administration Table, tab down to the action field, type I, and press Enter.
A new line is added to the list.

6. In the new line, specify the user group name in the column headed "Groups this user can VIEW." Then, in the right-
hand column, specify the user's View authority within the group.
In the following example, the administrator has added the group TPXGROUP with an authority of 50:
                     TPX VIEW Administration Table

                                                      Panelid - TEN0149

 Command ===>                                         Userid  - ADMIN

                                                      Termid  - DL03L74

Userid: USR04                                         Date    - 07/14/03

                                                      Time    - 13:38:02

View Capabilities

 Type one or more action codes. Then press Enter.

    I=Insert  A=After  B=Before  D=Delete  M=Move  R=Repeat

Action Groups this user can VIEW       View authority within the Group

          TPXGROUP                            050

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

7. Press Enter.
The user now has the specified authority for the group.

8. Press PF3 twice to return to the User Maintenance panel.
9. Repeat steps three through eight for each user to whom you want to assign View authority.
10. From the TPX View Administration Table, press PF3 four times to return to the Administration Menu.

Restrict a Specific User
You can specify that a specific user's sessions cannot be viewed, tracked, or assisted. This restriction applies regardless
of the user's View security level or the View authority level of the user attempting to view, track, or assist. The user cannot
grant temporary View authority to other users.

This restriction can be applied to a profile or to a specific user ID. To modify a profile, see the procedure Adding the View
Security Level in this section.

When you restrict a specific user, the user's sessions cannot be viewed, tracked, or assisted.

To restrict a specific user ID

1. From the Administration Menu, select option 1, User/Group Maintenance.
The User/Group Administration Menu is displayed.

2. Select option 3, User Maintenance.
A panel that asks you to enter a user ID is displayed.
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3. Type the user ID that you want to restrict, and then press Enter.
The options menu for user maintenance is displayed.

4. Select option 1, User Options, on the options menu.
The first TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for user options is displayed.

5. Press PF8 twice to display the third TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for user options.
The third TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel for user options is displayed, as shown in step 6.

6. Specify y in the Do Not View field and press Enter.
                   TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel

                                                     Panelid  - TEN0190

  Command ===>                                       Userid   - TX05

                                                     Termid   - TPXSYS01

 Userid:   USER01                                    Date     - 07/14/03

 UserName:                                           Time     - 14:48:34

 Location: ____________________    Phone: ____________

                                  Profile defaults    System defaults

 VIEW security level: ___         100

 Get Mail first:      _           _

 Do Not Disturb:      _           _

 Do Not View   :      _           _

 PF1=Help    PF3=End    PF4=Return   PF7=Prev PF8=Next   "CANCEL" cancel

7. Press PF3 four times to save the change and display the Administration Menu.

Using the Session View Feature
This section provides an overview of the sesion view feature and the procedure for viewing and tracking another users'
session.

Introduction to the Session View Feature
The Session View feature allows you to view another user's interaction with an application session. It also allows other
users to view your session interaction. This facility can aid helpdesk or training personnel in guiding a user through an
application or monitoring a user's progress.

View displays the user's screens as they currently appear, updating the screen every time the user being viewed presses
an AID key (such as Enter, a PA key, or a PF key). As you view the session, you see all of the user's input and the
application's output.
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The View Panel

You can use View either to display up to four of a user's sessions simultaneously or (in track mode) to display whatever
session the user is currently operating in.

The following figure shows a View panel displaying three sessions. A portion of each session screen is displayed in a
separate window. You can use PF key functions to zoom in on one session screen, display online help, and scroll data
in each window. In addition to displaying the session screen, View indicates the last AID key pressed by the user in that
session.

 USERID = USR04      MODEL = 3292-2

*******************************************************************************

                 TPX User/Group A *                      ISPF/PDF PRIMARY 

                                       *  OPTION ===>

 Select option ===>                    *

                                       *               ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MV

    1  Self-Maintenance                *               DATE        - 03/03/03  

    2  Profile Maintenance             *

    3  User Maintenance                *    0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal

    4  User Self-Maintenance Update Cl *    1  BROWSE       - Display source da

    5  Command Authorization Class  (C *    2  EDIT         - Create or change

***** TPXADMIN MODE=VIEW LASTAID=NOAID ******** TSOF2 MODE=VIEW LASTAID=NOAID *

 TPXMK34  FILELIST A0  V 108  Trunc=108 Size=135 Line=1 Col=1 Alt=1

Cmd   Filename Filetype Fm Format Lrecl    Records     Blocks   Date     Time 

      $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$ A1 F         80          1          1  7/29/03 11:20:00

      ATMCOEDN SCRIPT   A1 V         94         27          1 10/29/03 10:18:19

      ATMCOGLO SCRIPT   A1 V         72        205          2  9/20/03 12:35:40

      ATMCOINX SCRIPT   A1 V         46         30          1  8/21/03 14:03:42

      ATMCOISS SCRIPT   A1 V         78        464          3 12/02/03 11:24:22

      ATMCOKEY SCRIPT   A1 V         85       2544         18  5/11/03 10:15:01

      ATMCOMAP SCRIPT   A1 V         74         57          1 10/17/03 14:16:15

      ATMCOMAS SCRIPT   A1 V         71         33          1  7/08/03 19:00:04

*************************** VMF3 MODE=VIEW LASTAID=NOAID **********************

      F1=HELP F2=ZOOM F3=EXIT F4=RET F7=UP F8=DOWN F10=LEFT F11=RIGHT

How to View and Track Another User's Sessions
You can use the basic View feature to either:

• View up to four of a user's active sessions simultaneously.
• Track a user one session at a time as the user changes sessions.

You can track or view a user's sessions only if you have the correct authority.

Sessions Using READBUFF

To view a session that has READBUFF turned on, your administrator must turn on reserve option 7 in the System Options
Table (SMRT).

Authority for Viewing or Tracking Sessions

You can only view or track a user's session if one of the following is true:
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• You are authorized for the group that the user belongs to and your View authority for the group is higher than the user's
View security level.

• The user has granted you temporary View authority, as described in Assigning Temporary Authority in the section
"Using the View Facility."

View or Track User Sessions

To view or track a user's sessions

1. From the VIEW Facility Menu, select option 1, Session View.
The Session View User Selection Menu is displayed, as shown in the following:
                           VIEW User Selection Menu

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0301

                                                         Userid   - USR1

   Enter the userID of the user whose sessions you       Termid   - TPXIUN04

    want to view.                                        Date     - 01/03/03

                                                         Time     - 13:17:31

   Userid ==> USER05

   Track user  ==> Y             (Y/N)

   Auto-Scroll ==> Y             (Y/N)

   Override ACL Term=Off ==> N   (Y/N)

2. Specify the user ID of the user whose session(s) you want to view.
3. Override the defaults for the Track user, Auto-scroll, and Override ACL TERM=OFF fields, if desired.

To override the value in a field, type over the existing value.

Field Value Description

Track user Y The view session displays only the user's
current session. When the user changes
sessions, the new session is displayed.
This is the default value for the field.

 N The view session displays up to four
sessions simultaneously. You can select
which sessions you want to view.

Auto-scroll Y The view window scrolls automatically.
This ensures that the portion of the panel
showing the cursor is always displayed.
This is the default value for the field.

 N The window does not automatically scroll.

Override ACL TERM=OFF Y If an ACL/E program is running in the
session you are viewing, and that program
has the TERM=OFF option set, the option
is overridden. Output from the application is
sent to the terminal.

 N The TERM=OFF option is not overridden,
and output from the application is not sent
to the terminal while the TERM=OFF option
is in effect. This is the default value for the
field.
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NOTE
If you have been granted temporary authority to view a session, you must specify N in the Track user field,
because you can only view one of that user's sessions. To track a user, you must have authority to view all the
user's sessions.

• Press Enter.
If you specified tracking, a View panel showing the user's current session is displayed. See Using the View Panel in
this section.
If you did not specify tracking, the View Session Selection panel is displayed, as shown in the following. This panel lists
all of the user's sessions that you are authorized to view. From this panel you select which of the user's sessions you
want to view.
                           VIEW Session Selection

                                                         Panelid - TEN0302

 Command ===>                                            Userid  - NA2MH84

                                                         Termid  - D08L074

 Select up to four sessions to view.                     Date    - 02/24/03

                                                         Time    - 17:37:54

 Userid ===> USR03

    Session ID                   Session Description

    ==========            ================================

    TSO1                  TSO/E - S001

    TSO2                  TSO/E - S002

    TPXADMIN              TPX Administration

    TPXMENU               TPX Menu

    SCON04                Remote Console/S004

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

• Type S in the field to the left of each session you want to view. You can specify up to four sessions. In the following
example, the user has specified the sessions TSO1, TSO2, and TPXADMIN.
Userid ===>

   Session ID                   Session Description

   ==========            ================================

 s TSO1                  TSO/E - S001

 s TSO2                  TSO/E - S002

 s TPXADMIN              TPX Administration

   TPXMENU               TPX Menu

   SCON04                Remote Console/S004

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

• Press Enter.
A View panel showing the sessions you specified is displayed. See How to Use View Panel.

Use the View Panel
The View panel displays the sessions that you are viewing. The panel can display up to four sessions at once, with each
session displayed in a different window. If you specified the tracking option, the View panel displays only one window
showing the session in which the user is currently operating.

In each window's border, View indicates the most recent AID key pressed by the user in that session.

A Sample View Panel

An example of the View panel is shown in the following:

 USERID = USR1       MODEL = 3278-2

***********************************************************************
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                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU

 OPTION ===>                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                       SYSTEM - MVS1

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TSO        USERID - USR2

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003         TIME   - 13:14

   0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user parameters

   1  BROWSE       - Display source data or output listings

   2  EDIT         - Create or change source data

   3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions

   6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, or REXX exec

   7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing

   8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administrator utility functions

   9  SDSF         - System Display and Search Facility

   I  IBM          - IBM Applications

   P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

   S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

   U  USER         - User Applications

   VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

************************** TSO08 MODE=VIEW LASTAID=NOAID ***************

      F1=HELP F2=ZOOM F3=EXIT F4=RET F7=UP F8=DOWN F10=LEFT F11=RIGHT

PF Key Summary

The PF key View functions are described in the following:

Key Function Description

PF1 Help Displays help information and toggles back
to the standard panel.

PF2 Zoom Displays full session screen.

PF3 Exit Returns you to either the View User or
Session Selection panel.

PF4 Return Returns you to the menu.

PF7 Up Scrolls the session screen up, relative to
the current position of the cursor.

PF8 Down Scrolls the session screen down, relative to
the current position of the cursor.

PF10 Left Scrolls the session screen to the left,
relative to the current position of the cursor.

PF11 Right Scrolls the session screen to the right,
relative to the current position of the cursor.

Use Online Help

Press PF1 to display help information at the top and bottom of any panel. This information remains on the screen until you
exit the panel or press PF1 again.
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View Messages

While using the View panel, you might receive one of the following messages in a window:

Message... Indicates that...

View session has ended The session is no longer active.

User has signed off The user has signed off TPX.

User has entered a restricted session The user has entered a session that is restricted and cannot be
viewed by the View facility. This message appears when you are
tracking a user.

Unable to display graphics (enter PF3/PF4 to reselect) You have requested a session containing graphics on a terminal
that cannot display graphics.

End the View Session

To end your View session

• Inactivate the session as you would any TPX session.
• Press PF3 from a View panel repeatedly until the Menu is displayed.

You can press PF4 to return to the Menu without inactivating your View session.

The Session Assist Feature
This section discusses the Session Assist feature and how to assist a session.

Introduction to the Session Assist Feature
The session assist feature allows an authorized user to temporarily take control of another user's session on the same
instance of TPX. The user with the temporary control can interact with the session as a user would with any other session
and then return control to the session's original owner.

When the user begins to assist the session, the session owner automatically enters a View session and can view his own
session while the user assisting the session interacts with it. The owner cannot interact with the session.

Helpdesk personnel can use this feature to aid users who are having problems. Using session assist can be quicker and
easier than trying to relay directions to the user.

The following terms are used in this section:

• Session control -- The ability to interact with the session
• Session owner  -- The user who originally started the session
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Assist a Session
To assist a session you must have the required authorization. This authorization can be:

• Assigned to you by your administrator
• Temporarily granted by the user who owns the session you want to assist.

Assisting a Session

To assist a session

1. Log on to the same instance of TPX that is hosting the user's session you wish to View.
2. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.

The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Session Assist feature is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for
authorization.

3. If you are authorized to use the Session Assist feature, select option 5, Session Assist, from the VIEW Facility Menu.
The Session Assist panel is displayed, as shown in the following:
                                 Session Assist

                                                      Panelid - TEN0371

 Command ===>                                         Userid  - USR1

                                                      Termid  - TPXIUN04

  Enter the user and session ID of the session you    Date    - 01/03/03

  want to assist and press ENTER.                     Time    - 13:31:55

 User ID       ==>

 Session ID    ==>                       (? for list)

 Auto-scroll   ==> Y                     (Y/N)

 ZOOM Mode Key ==> PA1                   (? for list)

 PF1=Help    PF3=End

At the Session Assist panel, type information about the session you want to assist.
4. Press Enter.

If you typed a question mark (?) in the session ID or ZOOM mode key fields, a panel listing current sessions and/or
possible ZOOM mode keys is displayed.
The Session Assist Controller panel is displayed. A message is sent to the session owner indicating that you now
control the session. Upon receiving the message, the session owner can deny your attempt by specifying Y in the Do
Not View field of the message panel.
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Session Assist Panel

The Session Assist panel, displayed when you are assisting a session, allows you to interact with the application session
and use Session Assist features. The panel consists of the application session screen along with a frame that provides
information fields and access to a utility menu. You can zoom the panel to eliminate the frame and show only the
application session screen.

The Control panel allows you to interact with the application session screen and access the Utility menu. From the Utility
menu you can end the assist session, enter scroll mode, and change the ZOOM mode key.

Example

The following is an example of the Session Assist panel:

 Owner: USR1 -                           ZOOM key: PA1      _ Utility menu 

****************************************************************************

                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU

 OPTION ===>                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                       SYSTEM - MVS1

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TSO        USERID - USR05

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003         TIME   - 13:29

   0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user parameters

   1  BROWSE       - Display source data or output listings

   2  EDIT         - Create or change source data

   3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions

   6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, or REXX exec

   7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing

   8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administrator utility functions

   9  SDSF         - System Display and Search Facility

   I  IBM          - IBM Applications

   P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

   S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

   U  USER         - User Applications

   VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

******************************TSO08 MODE=ASSIST******************************

The Utility Menu

The Utility menu is accessed by placing the cursor in the Utility Menu field, located in the upper right-hand corner of the
panel, and pressing Enter. The Utility menu box is then displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, as shown
here:

 Owner: USR1 -

****************************************************************************

                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION M******************************

 OPTION ===>                                  *  Command ===>              *

                                              *                            *

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TS*  PF1 = Help                *

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003*  PF3 = End Utility Menu    *

                                              *  PF4 = Exit Assist Session *

  0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user *  PF6 = Enter Scroll Mode   *

  1  BROWSE       - Display source data or ou *                            *

  2  EDIT         - Create or change source d *  Enter new ZOOM key:       *

  3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions *                            *

  6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, ******************************

  7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing
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  L  LEGENT       - LEGENT Products

  P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

  S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

  U  USER         - User Applications

  VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

******************************TSO08 MODE=ASSIST*****************************

From this menu you can perform the following actions by pressing the specified PF key:

Key Function Description

PF1 HELP Displays panels of help information.

PF3 End Utility Menu Removes the Utility menu from the panel.
You cannot use the Utility menu functions
until you redisplay the menu.

PF4 Exit Assist Session Ends the session assist and returns control
of the session to the owner.

PF6 Enter Scroll Mode Enters scroll mode, which allows you to
shift the screen display.

In addition, you can change the PF key used for the ZOOM function by entering the key name in the Enter New ZOOM
Key field.

Relinquish Session Control

To return control of the session to the owner, press PF4 from the Utility menu.

The owner receives a message saying control has been returned.

The Conference Feature
This section discusses the features and functionality of the Conference Feature.

Introduction to the Conference Feature
This section describes the conference feature of the View facility. The conference feature allows any number of users
logged on to the same instance to simultaneously view a single application session and take turns interacting with the
application. One of the users, the controller, can interact with the application. Other users in the conference can view the
interaction and send questions to the controller. The controller, while interacting with the application, can send narrative
text to the conference participants.

This feature has many uses:

• Group discussions about an application
• Online review of application output
• Demonstrations of a new procedure
• Any situation in which users need to share information interactively online

Initiate and Control the Conference

Control of the conference, which is the ability to interact with the application that the conference session is running
on, initially goes to the user who started the conference. This user, the initiator, can specify the characteristics of the
conference. After the conference is started, other users can join and control of the conference can be passed among the
participants. However, only the user who started the conference can actually end the conference session.
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After one user has initiated the conference session, other users can join the conference.

Public and Private Conferences

The conference initiator can limit who can join the conference by specifying a private conference. When the conference is
started, the initiator creates a list of users who can join the conference.

If the initiator does not specify that the conference is private, the conference is public by default and any user can join it.

Maximum Number of Participants

The conference initiator can also limit the number of users who can participate in the conference.

Authorization

Depending on a user's command class, the user is authorized to use any or all of the conference feature's options. The
user's administrator can modify the user's command classes as desired. For information on modifying command classes,
see Administrating.

Terms

The following terms are used in this section:

Controller
A user in the conference who currently can interact with the application session.

Initiator
The user who initiated the conference by selecting Initiate Conference from the Conference Facility Menu.
The conference initiator is automatically the first controller, and is the only participant who can end the conference
session, although other users can exit the session at any time.
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Narrative Text
Text that is entered by the controller and displayed on the screens of all users in the conference.

Participant
A user who has joined the conference.

Private Conference
A conference that can be joined only by users specified by the conference initiator. The users are specified when
the conference is initiated.

Public Conference
A conference that can be joined by any user.

How to Initiate a Conference
You can initiate a conference if you are authorized to do so by your administrator. After you have initiated a conference,
other users can join, depending on whether the conference is public or private.

As the conference initiator, you are the only user who can end the conference session for all participants, although other
participants can leave the conference. When you end the session, all participants are notified that the conference session
has ended.

Private and Public Conferences

When initiating a conference, you can specify that the conference is either public or private. A public conference is open to
any user. The default setting is for a public conference.

If you specify a private conference, you must indicate which users you want to join the conference. These users will
automatically receive a message informing them of the conference.

Use Online Help

From any panel in the View facility, you can access online help by pressing PF1. When the Conference Controller's panel
is displayed, you can access help after activating the Utility menu, as described in Using the Conference Controller's
Panel in this section.

Initiate Conference

To initiate a conference

1. Log on to the instance of TPX that will host your conference.
2. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.

The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Conference feature is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for
authorization.

3. If you are authorized to use the Conference feature, select option 2, Conference, from the VIEW Facility Menu.
The Conference Facility Menu is displayed. If Initiate a Conference is not highlighted, you are not authorized to initiate
a conference. Contact your administrator for authorization.

4. From the Conference Facility Menu, select option 2, Initiate a Conference.
The Conference Setup panel is displayed, as shown in the following:
                                Conference Setup

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0327

 Command ===>                                            Userid   - USR2

                                                         Termid   - TPXIUN07

  Enter the conference setup information                 Date     - 01/03/03

                                                         Time     - 13:19:25
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 Session ID           ==>                       (? for list)

 Private Conference   ==> N                     (Y/N)

 Description          ==>

 Question Break-in    ==> Y                     (Y/N)

 Control Break-in     ==> Y                     (Y/N)

 Auto-scroll          ==> Y                     (Y/N)

 Maximum Participants ==> 9999                  (non-private conferences)

 ZOOM Mode Key        ==> PA1                   (? for list)

 PF1=Help    PF3=End

5. If you type a question mark in the Session ID field or ZOOM Mode Key field, you can press Enter to display a selection
panel, from which you can select a session on which to run the conference or a zoom mode key.
After you make your selection, press Enter to return to the Conference Setup panel.

6. On the Conference Setup panel, type information about your conference, including session ID and a description, and
then press Enter.
If you specify a private conference by typing Y in the Private Conference field, the Private Conference User Selection
panel is displayed. From this panel you can select the users you want to join the conference. The users you select will
receive messages informing them that they are requested to join a private conference.

After you enter all your setup information, the conference begins. The Conference Controller's panel is displayed, showing
the application session screen. If the application session has not already been started, you can start it by pressing Enter
on the Conference Controller's panel in any field except the utility menu field.

Control the Conference
As the conference controller, you can interact with the application. In addition, you can:

• Pass control to other participants.
• Review questions sent to you by participants.
• Send narrative to conference participants.

Control of the conference is carried out from the Conference Controller's panel, which is displayed on your terminal after
you initiate the conference or when conference control is passed to you.

Conference Controller's Panel
The Conference Controller's panel is used by the conference controller and is displayed on the controller's terminal. The
first conference controller is the conference initiator. The initiator can pass control to another user in the conference. Only
one user can be controller at a time.

This panel allows you to interact with the application session while also using conference feature controls. The panel
consists of the application session screen along with a frame that provides information fields and access to a utility menu.
To provide a fuller view of the application session screen, you can zoom the panel to eliminate the frame.

You can use the Control panel to perform the following actions while controlling the conference:

• Interact with the application session screen.
• Access the Utility menu, which allows you to perform various conference functions.
• Change the zoom mode key.
• Find out if there are pending questions from conference participants.
• Find out if there are pending control requests from conference participants.

Example
The following graphic shows the Conference Control panel:
 Controller: USR1 -                      ZOOM key: PA1      _ Utility menu
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****************************************************************************

                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU

 OPTION ===>                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                       SYSTEM - MVS1

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TSO        USERID - USR2

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003         TIME   - 13:14

   0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user parameters

   1  BROWSE       - Display source data or output listings

   2  EDIT         - Create or change source data

   3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions

   6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, or REXX exec

   7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing

   8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administrator utility functions

   9  SDSF         - System Display and Search Facility

   I  IBM          - IBM Applications

   P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

   S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

   U  USER         - User Applications

   VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

*****************************X-SYSTEM MODE=CONF*****************************

 Description: test                               Question: N     Control: N

The Utility Menu

You can access the Utility menu by placing the cursor in the Utility Menu field, located in the upper right-hand corner of the
panel, and pressing Enter. The Utility menu box is then displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, as shown
in the following:

 Controller: USR1 -

**************************************************************************

 ----------------------  UTILITY SELECTION  ******************************

 OPTION  ===>                                *  Command ===>             *

                                             *                           *

  1  LIBRARY    - Compress or print data se  *  PF1 = Help               *

                    Print, rename, delete,   *  PF2 = List Participants  *

  2  DATASET    - Allocate, rename, delete,  *  PF3 = End Utility Menu   *

                    display information of   *  PF4 = Exit Conference    *

  3  MOVE/COPY  - Move, copy, or promote me  *  PF5 = List Question      *

  4  DSLIST     - Print or display (to proc  *  PF6 = Enter Scroll Mode  *

                     Print or display VTOC i *  PF9 = Add Narrative      *

  5  RESET      - Reset statistics for memb  *  PF10 = Change Control    *

  6  HARDCOPY   - Initiate hardcopy output   *                           *

  8  OUTLIST    - Display, delete, or print  *  Enter new ZOOM key:      *

  9  COMMANDS   - Create/change an applicat  *                           *

 10  CONVERT    - Convert old format menus/  *****************************

 11  FORMAT     - Format definition for formatted data Edit/Browse       

 12  SUPERC     - Compare data sets                        (Standard Dialog)

 13  SUPERCE    - Compare data sets and Search-for strings (Extended Dialog)

 14  SEARCH-FOR - Search data sets for strings of data     (Standard Dialog)

******************************TSO08 MODE=CONF*******************************

 Description: test                               Question: N     Control: N
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From this menu you can perform the following actions by pressing the specified PF key. The PF keys have these functions
only when the utility menu is displayed on your screen.

Key Name Description

PF1 HELP Displays panels of help information. You
can press PF3 to remove the help.

PF2 List Participants Displays a list of all users currently
participating in the conference.

PF3 End Utility Menu Removes the Utility menu from the panel.
You cannot use the Utility menu functions
until you redisplay the menu.

PF4 Exit Conference Ends your conference session. If you
are the conference initiator, you end
the conference for all participants as
well. The conference participants will
receive a message informing them that the
conference has ended.

PF5 List Questions Displays a list of any questions that
have been sent to you by conference
participants. You can then respond to the
questions.

PF6 Enter Scroll Mode Enters scroll mode, in which you can shift
the screen display to show data that is not
currently visible.

PF9 Add Narrative Displays a panel on which you can
enter text to be sent to all conference
participants.

PF10 Change Control Turns control of the conference over to
another conference participant of your
choice.

In addition, you can change the PF key used for the ZOOM function by entering the key name in the Enter New ZOOM
Key field.

Zoom Conference Controller Panel

You can zoom the Conference Controller's panel by pressing the currently defined zoom mode key. When you press the
key, the frame around the application session screen is removed. You cannot use any conference feature controls while
the frame is removed. When you press the key again, the frame is redisplayed.

Scroll the Screen

When in scroll mode, you can use PF keys to shift the displayed portion of the application session screen up, down, left,
and right. This allows you (and conference participants) to view otherwise hidden portions of the application session.

If autoscroll is set to yes for the session, you cannot scroll the screen so the controller's cursor is not visible. If autoscroll is
set to no, you cannot scroll your own cursor off the screen, but you can move the cursor to view any part of the application
screen.

To enter scroll mode, press PF6 when the Utility menu is displayed. To exit scroll mode, press PF3.
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How to Review Conference Control Requests
Conference participants can send the conference controller requests for control. After reviewing these requests, the
controller can either pass control to a participant or retain control.

When the conference was started, the initiator may have specified the control break-in feature. If control break-in is set,
control requests are displayed on the controller's terminal automatically as soon as they are sent. Otherwise, the controller
can review requests by using an option on the Utility menu, as described in the following sections.

After you pass control, you cannot regain control unless the new controller passes it back to you.

Requests from the Conference Initiator

Any control request from the conference initiator is automatically fulfilled. Control is transferred as soon as the conference
initiator requests it, regardless of who the current controller is or the setting of Control Break-in.

If Control Break-in Is Off

To pass conference control to another conference participant

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF10.
The Controller Selection box is displayed, listing users who've requested control.

2. Select a user from the list by typing an S next to a user ID and then press Enter. If you do not want to relinquish
control, press PF3.

The user you selected now has control of the conference. You are now a conference participant. For information on using
the conference participant's panel, see Using the Conference Participant's Panel in this section.

Send Narrative Text
The conference controller can send narrative text to the conference participants. The narrative text is a block of text that is
displayed on all participants' terminals until they delete it.

To send narrative text to conference participants

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF9.
The Narrative Creation panel is displayed.

2. Specify values for the Narrative location, Subject, and Text fields and press Enter.

If you press Enter, the narrative text is sent to all participants. If you press PF3, the narrative is cancelled. In either case,
the Utility menu is displayed.

List Participants
Conference participants and the controller can display a list of users currently participating in the conference.

To display a list of participants

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF2.
The Conference Participant List panel is displayed.

2. Press PF3 to return to the Utility menu.
The Utility menu is displayed.

How to Review Questions
Conference participants can send questions to the conference controller.
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When the conference is started, the initiator may have specified the question break-in feature. If question break-in is set,
questions from participants are displayed on the controller's terminal when they are sent. Otherwise, the controller can
review questions by using an option on the Utility menu, as described in the following section.

After viewing the question, the controller has the option of sending the question to all participants as a narrative text or
responding to the participant who sent the message.

Display Questions

To display questions when Question break-in is not activated

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF5.
The Question Selection List panel is displayed.

2. Select a question to review by typing an S next to the question you want to review and then press Enter.
The Question box is displayed, overlaying the Conference Controller's panel.

3. From this box you can take one of the following actions by pressing the corresponding PF key:
PF3

Erases the question.
PF5

Sends the question to all conference participants as a narrative text.
PF6

Displays the Response panel, from which you can send a response to the user who sent the message.
The Question Review box clears from your screen.

End the Conference Session
Participants or the controller can end their conference session any time without ending the conference. If the conference
initiator ends the conference session, the application session and the conference end for all participants. The participants
receive notification that the conference has ended. The application session remains active for the conference initiator.

If a controller who is not the initiator ends the session, the conference continues and control reverts to the initiator.

To end a conference session

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF4.
A Confirmation panel is displayed.

2. Press PF3 at the Confirmation panel to end your conference session:
– If you are a participant who is not the initiator, your conference session ends and other participants are not affected.
– If you are a controller who is not the initiator, your conference session ends, and control reverts to the initiator.
– If you are the conference initiator, the conference ends for all participants. All participants receive notification that

the conference has ended.

Join a Conference
You can join any public conference that is currently underway or any private conference for which you have been selected
by the conference initiator. You will receive a message when you are invited to join a private conference.

To join a conference

1. Log on to the instance of TPX that is hosting your Conference.
2. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.

The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Conference feature is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for
authorization.
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3. If you are authorized to use the Conference feature, select option 2, Conference, from the VIEW Facility Menu.
The Conference Facility Menu is displayed.
If Join a Conference is not highlighted, you are not authorized to join conferences. Contact your administrator for
authorization.

4. From the Conference Facility Menu, select option 1, Join a Conference.
The Conference Selection List panel is displayed.

5. Select a conference to join from the list by typing an S next to the conference name.
If you type a question mark (?) in the ZOOM Mode Key field, when you press Enter a panel listing possible zoom mode
keys is displayed. From this panel you can select a zoom mode key.

6. Press Enter.
The conference participant's panel is displayed, showing the application session's screen. You can use the
Conference Participant's panel features, but cannot interact with the application session unless the controller passes
control to you.

Conference Participant's Panel
The Participant's panel, displayed to all conference participants except the controller, allows you to view the application
session and use conference feature controls. The Participant's panel consists of the application session screen along with
a frame that provides information fields and access to the Utility menu. You can zoom the panel to eliminate the frame and
display only the application session screen.

You can use the Participant's panel to perform the following actions while participating in the conference session:

• View the application session screen.
• Access the Utility menu, from which you can perform various conference functions, such as sending questions to the

controller or requesting control.

Example
The following is an example of the Conference Participant's panel:
 Controller: USR1 -                        ZOOM key: PA1      _ Utility menu

****************************************************************************

                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU

 OPTION ===>                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                       SYSTEM - MVS1

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TSO        USERID - USR2

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003         TIME   - 13:23

   0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user parameters

   1  BROWSE       - Display source data or output listings

   2  EDIT         - Create or change source data

   3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions

   6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, or REXX exec

   7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing

   8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administrator utility functions

   9  SDSF         - System Display and Search Facility

   I  IBM          - IBM Applications

   P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

   S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

   U  USER         - User Applications

   VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

*********************** TSO08 MODE=CONF LASTAID=PF3 ************************

 Description: test
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The Participant's Utility Menu

You can access the Utility menu by placing the cursor in the Utility Menu field, located in the upper right-hand corner of the
panel, and pressing Enter. The Utility menu box is then displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, as shown
in the following:

 Controller: USR1 -

****************************************************************************

                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION M *****************************

 OPTION ===>                                   *  Command ===>             *

                                               *                           *

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TS *  PF1 = Help               *

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003 *  PF2 = List Participants  *

                                               *  PF3 = End Utility Menu   *

   0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user *  PF4 = Exit Conference    *

   1  BROWSE       - Display source data or ou *  PF5 = Ask Question       *

   2  EDIT         - Create or change source d *  PF6 = Enter Scroll Mode  *

   3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions *  PF10 = Request Control   *

   6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, *                           *

   7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing    *  Enter new ZOOM key:      *

   8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administr *                           *

   9  SDSF         - System Display and Search *****************************

   I  IBM          - IBM Applications

   P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

   S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

   U  USER         - User Applications

   VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

*********************** TSO08 MODE=CONF LASTAID=PF3 ************************

From this menu you can perform the following actions by pressing the specified PF key. The PF keys have these functions
only when the Utility menu is displayed on your screen.

Key Function Description

PF1 HELP Displays panels of help information.

PF2 List Participants Displays a list of all users currently
participating in the conference.

PF3 End Utility Menu Removes the utility menu from the panel.
You cannot use the utility menu functions
until you redisplay the menu.

PF4 Exit Conference Ends your conference session.

PF5 Ask Question Displays a panel on which you can enter
text to be sent to the conference controller.

PF6 Enter Scroll Mode Enters scroll mode, in which you can shift
the screen display by using PF keys.

PF10 Request Control Requests control of the conference.
Controlling the conference allows you to
interact with the application.
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Zoom the Control Panel

You can zoom the Control panel by pressing the currently defined zoom mode key. When you press the key, the frame
around the application session screen is removed. You cannot use any conference feature functions while the frame is
removed. When you press the zoom mode key again, the frame is redisplayed.

Control of the Conference
You can request control of the conference, which allows you to interact with the application session. When you request
control, the current controller can choose whether or not to pass control to you.

When the conference is started, the initiator may have specified the control break-in feature. If control break-in is set, your
control request will immediately appear on the controller's screen. If control break-in is not set, the controller can review
the requests at his or her discretion.

To send a control request to the controller, display the Utility menu and press PF10. The request is sent.

Send a Question
Any conference participant can send a question to the controller.

When the conference is started, the initiator may have specified the question break-in feature. If question break-in is set,
your question appears immediately on the controller's screen. If question break-in is not set, the controller can review the
question at his or her discretion.

To send a question to the controller

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF5.
The Question Creation box is displayed, overlaying the Participant's panel.

2. Type the subject and question text.
3. Press Enter to send the question to the conference controller or press PF3 to cancel the question.

The Question Creation box clears from your screen.

Display List of Participants
Conference participants and the controller can display a list of users currently participating in the conference.

To display a list of participants

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF2.
The Conference Participant List panel is displayed.

2. Press PF3 to return to the Conference panel.
The Conference panel is displayed.

End the View Conference Session
Any participant or controller can end their conference session any time without ending the conference. If the conference
initiator ends his or her conference session, that ends the application session and the conference ends for all participants.
The application session remains active for the conference initiator.

If a controller who is not the initiator ends their session, the conference continues and control reverts to the initiator.

To end a conference session

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF4.
A Confirmation panel is displayed.

2. Press PF3 at the Confirmation panel to end your conference session:
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– If you are the conference initiator, the conference is ended for all participants. Participants receive a break-in
message.

– If you are a participant who is not the initiator, your conference session ends and other participants are not affected.

The Record/Playback Feature
This section discusses the features and functionality of the Playback feature.

Introduction to the Record/Playback Feature
This section discusses the record/playback feature, public and private playback, and the record/playback library.

Record/Playback Feature

The Record/Playback feature allows you to record application sessions and play them back at a later time. It is an
advanced feature of the View facility. The recorded sessions are stored in the Record/Playback library. The library is
saved on the VIEW file, one of the VSAM files.

As a session is recorded, TPX saves all terminal input and application output, and any narrative text that you add. When
you play back the recorded session, the product does not execute an actual session (there is no interaction with the
application), but all of the input and output, along with the narrative, is displayed on the screen. You can control the
playback speed while viewing the playback.

This feature has many uses:

• You can record sessions to allow helpdesk experts to troubleshoot a problem at a later time.
• You can create basic tutorials, recording how to use an application and providing instructional text. Novice users can

play back the recordings at any time.
• You can record examples of new or complex procedures to train personnel.

 

Use Online Help

Press PF1 to display help information at the top and bottom of any panel. This information remains on the screen until you
exit the panel or press PF1 again.
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Public and Private Playback

When you record a session, you can specify that the session will be available for public or private playback.

• If a session is available for public playback, any user can play back the session.
• If a session is available for private playback, only the user who recorded the session can play back the session.

The Record/Playback Library

The recorded sessions are maintained in the Record/Playback library. Users can access the library to play back either
sessions that they recorded or sessions that are available for public playback. You can also enter the library to modify the
descriptions and the private or public status of a recorded sequence.

Terms

The following terms are used in this section:

AID Key
Defines a key that causes information to be sent to the application: Enter, PA1, PA2, PA3, or any of the PF keys.
This input sent by the AID key is recorded by the record/playback facility.

Private Playback
Defines a library entry that can only be played back by the user who recorded it.

Public Playback
Defines a library entry that can be played back by any user.

Narrative Text
Defines text that is recorded along with the session input and output, and displayed when the session is played
back. Narrative text can be used to annotate the recording.

Record a Session
You can record any session that is available on your menu, except the View session or other restricted sessions. While
recording a session, you can interact with the application session as you normally would. TPX records all input to the
terminal and all output from the application. As the session is being recorded, you can also insert narrative text, which will
be recorded along with the session input and output.

To record a session

1. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.
The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Record/Playback feature is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for
authorization.

2. If you are authorized to use the Record/Playback feature, select option 4, Record/Playback from the VIEW Facility
Menu.
The Record/Playback Feature Menu is displayed.

3. From the Record/Playback Menu, select option 1, Record Session.
The Record Session Initiation panel is displayed, as shown in the following:
                           Record Session Initiation

                                                              Panelid  - TEN0379

 Command ===>                                                 Userid   - USR2

                                                              Termid   - TPXIUN07

  Enter the setup information for the record session          Date     - 01/03/03

  and press ENTER.                                            Time     - 13:25:50

 Session ID       ==>                   (? for list)

 Private Playback ==> N                 (Y/N)
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 Description      ==>

 Auto-scroll      ==> Y                 (Y/N)

 ZOOM Mode Key    ==> PA1               (? for list)

 PF1=Help    PF3=End

4. If you type a question mark (?) in a field under the column headed Session ID, you can press Enter to display a panel
listing current sessions. From this panel you can select a session. After you make your selection, press Enter to return
to the Record Session Initiation panel.
If you type a question mark (?) in the ZOOM Mode Key field, when you press Enter a panel listing possible zoom mode
keys is displayed. From this panel you can select a zoom mode key.

5. Enter the required information on the Record Session Initiation panel.
6. Press Enter.

The application session begins, and the record panel is displayed. For information on using the panel, see Using the
Record Panel in this section.

Record Panel
The Record panel, displayed when you are recording a session, allows you to interact with the application session and
use the Record feature controls. The panel consists of the application session screen surrounded by a frame that provides
information fields and access to a Utility menu. To provide a fuller view of the application session screen, you can zoom
the panel to eliminate the frame.

You can use the record panel to perform the following actions while recording the session:

• Interact with the application session screen.
• Access the Utility menu, from which you can perform various record functions, such as inserting narrative text.

Example
The following graphic shows the panel:
 Session record                           ZOOM key: PA1      _ Utility menu

****************************************************************************

                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU

 OPTION ===>                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                       SYSTEM - MVS1

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TSO        USERID - USR03

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003         TIME   - 13:23

   0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user parameters

   1  BROWSE       - Display source data or output listings

   2  EDIT         - Create or change source data

   3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions

   6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, or REXX exec

   7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing

   8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administrator utility functions

   9  SDSF         - System Display and Search Facility

   I  IBM          - IBM Applications

   P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

   S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

   U  USER         - User Applications

   VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

*****************************TSO08 MODE=RECORD******************************

 Description: ISPF demo
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The Record Panel Utility Menu

You can access the Utility menu by placing the cursor in the Utility Menu field, located in the upper right-hand corner of the
panel, and pressing Enter. The Utility box is then displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, as shown in the
following:

 Session record

****************************************************************************

                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION M******************************

 OPTION ===>                                  *  Command ===>              *

                                              *                            *

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TS*  PF1 = Help                *

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003*  PF3 = End Utility Menu    *

                                              *  PF4 = Exit Session Record *

   0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user*  PF6 = Enter Scroll Mode   *

   1  BROWSE       - Display source data or ou*  PF9 = Add Narrative       *

   2  EDIT         - Create or change source d*                            *

   3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions*  Enter new ZOOM key:       *

   6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST,*                            *

   7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing   ******************************

   8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administrator utility functions

   9  SDSF         - System Display and Search Facility

   I  IBM          - IBM Applications

   P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

   S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

   U  USER         - User Applications

   VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

******************************TSO08 MODE=RECORD*****************************

 Description: test

From this menu you can perform the following actions by pressing the specified PF key. The PF keys have these functions
only when the Utility menu is displayed on your screen.

Key Function Description

PF1 HELP Displays panels of help information.

PF3 End Utility Menu Removes the Utility menu from the panel.
You cannot use the Utility menu functions
until you redisplay the menu.

PF4 Exit Session Record Ends the recording session.

PF5 Enter Scroll Mode Enters scroll mode, in which you can shift
the screen display.

PF9 Add Narrative Displays a panel on which you can enter
text to be recorded as narrative. The text
appears in the recorded session at the point
you added it.

In addition, you can change the PF key used for the ZOOM function by entering the key name in the Enter New ZOOM
Key field.
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Zoom the Record Panel

You can zoom the record panel by pressing the currently defined zoom mode key. When you press the key, the frame
around the application session screen is removed. You cannot use any record/playback functions while the frame is
removed. When you press the key again, the frame is redisplayed.

The current value for the zoom mode key is displayed in the upper right corner of the Control panel. You can change the
zoom key field.

Scroll Mode

To enter scroll mode, press PF6 when the Utility menu is displayed. When in scroll mode, you can use PF keys to shift
the displayed portion of the application session screen up, down, left, and right. This allows you to view otherwise hidden
portions of the application session.

To exit scroll mode, press PF3.

Ending the Recording Session

To stop recording a session

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF4.
A Confirmation panel is displayed.

2. Press PF3 at the Confirmation panel to end your recording session.

Select Session to Play Back
You can play back any public session recording or any private session recording that you recorded. Any number of users
can view the same recorded session simultaneously.

To select a session to play back

1. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.
The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Record/Playback feature is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for
authorization.

2. If you are authorized to use the Record/Playback feature, select option 4, Record/Playback from the VIEW Facility
Menu.

3. From the Record/Playback Menu, select option 2, Playback Session.
The Playback Selection List is displayed.

4. At the Playback Selection List:
a. Type values for the Playback Mode, Auto-scroll, and ZOOM Mode Key fields. The default playback mode is R,

recorded speed.
If you type a question mark (?) in the ZOOM Mode Key field, when you press Enter a panel listing possible zoom
mode keys is displayed. From this panel you can select a zoom mode key. After you make a selection, press Enter
to return to the Playback Selection List.

b. Select a session to play back by typing S next to the session.
c. Press Enter.

The playback session begins. The playback panel is displayed on the screen, showing the first panel of the
recorded session.

Playback Panel
The Playback panel, which is displayed when you are playing back a recorded session, allows you to view and control
the playback. The panel consists of the application session screen along with a frame that provides information fields and
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access to a Utility menu. To provide a fuller view of the application session screen, you can zoom the panel to eliminate
the frame.

Example
The following graphic shows the panel:
 Description: tso demo                   ZOOM key: PA1      _ Utility menu

*******************************************************************************

 ---------------------------  EDIT - ENTRY PANEL ------------------------------

 COMMAND ===>

 ISPF LIBRARY:

    PROJECT ===> PROJ01

    GROUP   ===> TSTGROUP  ===>           ===>           ===>

    TYPE    ===> MONITOR

    MEMBER  ===>                 (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

 OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:

    DATA SET NAME  ===>

    VOLUME SERIAL  ===>          (If not cataloged)

 DATA SET PASSWORD ===>          (If password protected)

 PROFILE NAME      ===>          (Blank defaults to data set type)

 INITIAL MACRO     ===>          LMF LOCK   ===> YES    (YES, NO or NEVER)

 FORMAT NAME       ===>          MIXED MODE ===> NO     (YES or NO)

************************ TSO08 MODE=PLAYBACK LASTAID=ENTER *****************

 Playback mode/delay: M           Press ENTER to receive the next screen

The Playback Panel Utility Menu

You can access the Utility menu by placing the cursor in the Utility Menu field, located in the upper right-hand corner of the
panel, and pressing Enter. The Utility menu box is then displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, as shown
in the following:

 Description: tso demo

*******************************************************************************

 ---------------------------  EDIT - ENTRY PAN********************************

 COMMAND ===>                                 *  Command ===>                *

                                              *                              *

 ISPF LIBRARY:                                *  PF1 = Help                  *

    PROJECT ===> PROJ01                       *  PF3 = End Utility Menu      *

    GROUP   ===> TSTGROUP  ===>           ===>*  PF4 = Exit Playback         *

    TYPE    ===> MONITOR                      *  PF5 = Resume                *

    MEMBER  ===>                 (Blank or pat*  PF6 = Enter Scroll Mode     *

                                              *                              *

 OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:    *  Enter new ZOOM key:         *

    DATA SET NAME  ===>                       *                              *

    VOLUME SERIAL  ===>          (If not catal*  Enter new Playback options  *

                                              *         mode:     (D/M/R)    *

 DATA SET PASSWORD ===>          (If password *        delay:     (seconds)  *

                                              *                              *

 PROFILE NAME      ===>          (Blank defaul********************************

 INITIAL MACRO     ===>          LMF LOCK   ===> YES    (YES, NO or NEVER)

 FORMAT NAME       ===>          MIXED MODE ===> NO     (YES or NO)

************************ TSO08 MODE=PLAYBACK LASTAID=         *****************

 Playback mode/delay: M           Playback is PAUSED when utility is selected
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This menu includes the following actions that are carried out by pressing the specified PF key:

Key Function Description

PF1 HELP Displays panels of help information.

PF3 End Utility Menu Removes the Utility menu from the panel.
You cannot use the Utility menu functions
until you redisplay the menu.

PF4 Exit Playback Ends the playback session.

PF5 Suspend/Resume Temporarily suspends the playback. Press
PF5 again to resume playback. (In the
previous example, playback is suspended.)

PF6 Enter Scroll Mode Enters scroll mode, in which you can shift
the screen display.

Zoom Record Panel

You can zoom the record panel by pressing the currently defined zoom mode key. When you press the key, the frame
around the application session screen is removed. You cannot use any record/playback functions while the frame is
removed. When you press the key again, the frame is redisplayed.

The current value for the zoom mode key is displayed in the upper right corner of the Control panel. You can change the
zoom key by displaying the Utility menu and typing a new value in the Enter new ZOOM key field.

Change Playback Mode

You can change the playback mode by entering a value in the Mode field. It can have one of the following values:

D
Indicates Delay in Seconds. You specify a time interval that will occur between each screen update. An update
occurs whenever the user presses an AID key or PF key or when the application refreshes the screen.
You must also specify the time interval in seconds in the Delay field when you use this mode.

M
Indicates Manual playback. You press Enter to display the next screen update.

R
Indicates Recorded speed. The playback session plays back at the same speed at which it was recorded.

End the Playback Session

To end a playback

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF4.
A Confirmation panel is displayed.

2. Press PF3 at the Confirmation panel to end your playback session.

Update or Delete Recorded Session Sequences
Using library maintenance, you can delete recorded sessions and update the description and private or public status of
recorded sessions. You can perform maintenance on any sessions that you recorded. If you are a user administrator, you
can perform maintenance on sessions recorded by all users in the user groups that you administer.
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To change library information

1. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.
The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Record/Playback feature is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for
authorization.

2. If you are authorized to use the Record/Playback feature, select option 4, Record/Playback from the VIEW Facility
Menu.

3. From the Record/Playback Menu, select option 3, Perform Library Maintenance.
The Record/Playback Maintenance List is displayed.

4. From this panel you can either select sequences to update or delete sequences.

To update a sequence

1. Select the recorded session you want to change by typing S next to the session name and then press Enter.
The Update Record/Playback Library Information panel is displayed.

2. Modify the Description field or Private Playback field as desired and press Enter.
The new values are entered and the Record/Playback feature menu is displayed.

To delete a sequence

1. Select one or more recorded sessions that you want to delete by typing D next to the session names.
2. Press Enter.

The selected sessions are deleted.

The Trainer Feature
This section discusses the features and functionality of the Trainer feature.

Introduction to the Trainer Feature
This section provides an overview of the trainer feature and discusses the training session process, authorization, and
public and private training sessions.

The Trainer Feature

The trainer feature uses the View facility to allow any number of users to view an application session while one user, the
trainer, interacts with the session. All users including the Trainer must be logged on to the same instance of TPX. This
allows an experienced user to demonstrate an application's features to a large number of users simultaneously. The
trainer can send narrative text to the students while working with the application. Students can send questions to the
trainer.
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The Training Session Process

A training session must be scheduled, users must register for it and the user designated as the trainer must start it. The
complete process for setting up and executing a training session is shown in the following table:

Step Action Description

1 Schedule the training session When scheduling the session, the
scheduling user selects the Schedule a
training session from the Trainer menu and
then specifies:
The trainer for the session.
The application session the training session
will run on.
The starting time of the session.
The public or private status of the training
session. If the session is private, the user
scheduling the session must also specify
the users who will participate as students.

2 Register for the training session If the training session is public, users can
register for the training session. They can
select the Register for a training session
option from the Trainer menu to access a
list of available training sessions. One user
can register other users by selecting the
Register other users for a training session
option.

3 Modify session information If necessary, the training session
scheduling information and registration
lists can be updated by an authorized user.
The user selects the Update a scheduled
training session option from the Trainer
menu.

4 Remind trainer The system automatically sends a message
to the trainer 15 minutes before the session
is scheduled to begin.
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5 Start the training session The trainer starts the session by selecting
the Initiate a training session option
from the Trainer menu. Messages are
automatically sent to all users registered for
the session.

6 Join the training session Registered users can join the training
session now that it has started by selecting
the Join a training session option from the
Trainer menu.

 

Authorization

Command classes set by the administrator determine whether a user can schedule, register for, or start a training session.

Public and Private Training Sessions

Training sessions can be public or private. Any user can register for a public training session, but only users specified
when the training session was scheduled can register for private sessions.

Terms

The following terms are used in this section:

Trainer
The user participating in the training session who can interact with the application session. Each training session
has one trainer.

Student
Any user participating in the training session who is not the trainer.

Private Training Session
A training session in which all students were registered when the session was scheduled. No other users can join
the training session.

Public Training Session
A training session for which any user can register.

Narrative Text
Information that is sent from the trainer to all students participating in the session. This information is displayed
temporarily on the students' screen.

Question Text
Information that is sent from the students to the trainer. This information is displayed temporarily on the trainer's
screen.

How to Register for Training Session
You must be registered for a training session you want to join. To register for a session, display the Training Session
Registration panel, as described in the following. This panel displays a list of all public training sessions for which you
can register. This includes all public training sessions for which the trainer is in your user group. The panel indicates the
trainer, when the session is scheduled to start, and includes a description for each session.

Another user can register you for a session. You will get a message informing you that you have been registered for the
session.
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You do not need to register for private training sessions. When a private training session is scheduled, the user scheduling
the session registers users. You will get a message informing you that you have been registered for a private training
session.

When a session that you have registered for begins, you will get a message informing you that the session is beginning.

Register for Training Session

To register yourself for a training session

1. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.
The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Trainer option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for authorization.

2. If you are authorized to use the Trainer option, select option 3, Trainer from the VIEW Facility Menu.
The TRAINER Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Register yourself for a training session option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your
administrator for authorization.

3. Select option 2, Register yourself for a training session.
The Training Session Registration panel is displayed. This panel lists all available training sessions.

4. Select a training session by typing an S next to a session name and then press Enter.

You are now registered for the training session you selected. The View Facility Menu is displayed.

Register Others

You can register other users for a training session.

To register other users for a training session

1. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.
The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Trainer option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for authorization.

2. If you are authorized to use the Trainer option, select option 3, Trainer from the VIEW Facility Menu.
The TRAINER Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Register other users for a training session option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your
administrator for authorization.

3. Select option 3, Register other users for a training session.
The Training Session Registration panel is displayed.

4. Select a training session from the list by typing an S next to the session name and then press Enter.
The PUBLIC Training Registration User Selection panel is displayed.

5. Specify user IDs, user names, or user lists to indicate the users you want to register for the training session.
You can type question marks in any column and press Enter to display a list of possible entries for that column. You
can then make selections from that list and press Enter to return to the PUBLIC Training Registration User Selection
panel.

6. Press PF3 to register the users you have entered.
The Training Session Student Confirmation panel is displayed.

7. Press PF3 to confirm your selections and return to the TRAINER Feature Menu.

The users you specified are now registered.

Join a Training Session
You can join a training session only after you have registered for it and the trainer has started the session. After you
receive a message informing you that the session has started, you can join the session by using the procedure described
in the following.
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To join a training session

1. Log on to the instance of TPX that is hosting your Training Session.
2. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.

The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Trainer option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for authorization.

3. If you are authorized to use the Trainer option, select option 3, Trainer from the VIEW Facility Menu.
The TRAINER Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Join a training session option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for
authorization.

4. Select option 1, Join a training session.
The Training Session Selection List is displayed.

5. Select a training session by typing an S next to a session name. You can also change the default values for the Auto-
scroll and ZOOM Mode Key.
– The Auto-scroll field specifies whether your panel view will shift so the current cursor location is always visible.
– The ZOOM Mode Key field specifies the key you press to zoom the training session Student's panel.

6. Press Enter.
The Student's panel is displayed.

Student's Panel
The Student's panel is displayed on the screen of all students in the training session. It allows students to perform training
facility functions while viewing the application session.

Student's Panel
 Trainer: USR1 -                      ZOOM key: PA1      _ Utility menu

************************************************************************

                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU

 OPTION ===>                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                       SYSTEM - MVS1

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TSO        USERID - USR1

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003         TIME   - 13:29

   0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user parameters

   1  BROWSE       - Display source data or output listings

   2  EDIT         - Create or change source data

   3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions

   6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, or REXX exec

   7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing

   8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administrator utility functions

   9  SDSF         - System Display and Search Facility

   I  IBM          - IBM Applications

   P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

   S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

   U  USER         - User Applications

   VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

************************ TSO08 MODE=TRAINEE LASTAID= *****************

 Description: ISPF TRAINING
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Access Utility Menu

You can access the Utility menu by placing the cursor in the Utility Menu field, located in the upper right-hand corner of the
panel, and pressing Enter. The Utility menu box is then displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, as shown
in the following:

Trainer: USR1 -

*************************************************************************

                   ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION M ****************************

OPTION ===>                                  *  Command ===>            *

                                             *                          *

            ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TS *  PF1 = Help              *

            DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003 *  PF3 = End Utility Menu  *

                                             *  PF4 = Exit Trainer      *

 0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user *  PF5 = Ask Question      *

 1  BROWSE       - Display source data or ou *  PF6 = Enter Scroll Mode *

 2  EDIT         - Create or change source d *                          *

 3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions *  Enter new ZOOM key:     *

 6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, *                          *

 7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing    ****************************

 8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administrator utility functions

 9  SDSF         - System Display and Search Facility

 I  IBM          - IBM Applications

 P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

 S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

 U  USER         - User Applications

 VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

*********************** TSO08 MODE=TRAINEE LASTAID=         *************

Description: ISPF TRAINING

From this menu you can perform the following actions by pressing the specified PF key. The PF keys have these functions
only when the Utility menu is displayed on your screen.

Key Function Description

PF1 HELP Displays panels of help information.

PF3 End Utility Menu Erases the utility menu from the panel. You
cannot use the utility menu functions until
you redisplay the menu.

PF4 Exit Trainer Ends your trainer session.

PF5 Asks Questions Displays a panel on which you can enter
text to be sent to the trainer.

PF6 Enter Scroll Mode Enters scroll mode, in which you can shift
the screen display to show data that is not
currently visible.

In addition, you can change the PF key used for the ZOOM function by entering the key name in the Enter New ZOOM
Key field.
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Zooming the Screen

You can zoom the control panel by pressing the currently defined zoom mode key. When you press the key, the frame
around the application session screen is removed. You cannot use any Trainer facility functions while the frame is
removed. When you press the key again, the frame is redisplayed.

How to Schedule Training Session
This section provides and overview of scheduling the training session and discusses how to schedule the training session
and how to copy training information.

Overview

Any authorized user can schedule a training session. Your administrator specifies whether you are authorized to schedule
training sessions.

When you schedule a session you must specify the following information:

• The trainer.
• The session you want the training session to be based on.
• Whether the training session is private or public. If it is private, you must also specify users who can join the training

session.
• The starting date and time of the training session.
• The auto-scroll and question break-in status for the session.
• Whether the session is recorded or not.

You can either copy this information from other, scheduled training sessions, or you can specify your own information.
Default values are provided for most information.

After you schedule a public training session, users can register for it. The trainer facility will automatically send the trainer
a message 15 minutes before the session is scheduled to begin. When the trainer starts the session, messages are
automatically sent to all users registered for the session.

Schedule a Training Session

To schedule a training session

1. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.
The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Trainer option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for authorization.

2. If you are authorized to use the Trainer option, select option 3, Trainer from the VIEW Facility Menu.
The TRAINER Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Schedule a training session option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator
for authorization.

3. If you are authorized, select option 4, Schedule a training session.
The Schedule Training Session panel is displayed, as shown in the following:
                            Schedule Training Session

                                                         Panelid  - TEN0352

 Command ===>                                            Userid   - USR2

                                                         Termid   - TPXIUN07

  Enter information to schedule a training session and   Date     - 01/03/03

  press ENTER.                                           Time     - 13:43:30

 Trainer              ==> USR2                  (? for list)

 Session ID           ==>                       (? for list)

 Private Training     ==> N                     (Y/N)
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 Description          ==>

 Start Date           ==>                       (MM/DD/YY)

 Start Time           ==>                       (HH:MM 24 hour format)

 Auto-Scroll          ==> Y                     (Y/N)

 Question Break-in    ==> Y                     (Y/N)

 ZOOM Mode Key        ==> PA1                   (? for list)

 Record Session       ==> N                     (Y/N)

 PF1=Help    PF3=End

4. On the Schedule Training Session panel, type information about the training session. If you want to, you can copy
information for this panel from other training sessions. For details, see Copying Training Information in this section.

5. Press Enter.
– If you typed a question mark (?) in the trainer, session ID or zoom Mode Key fields, a panel listing users, current

sessions and/or possible zoom mode keys is displayed. Select the desired values from these panels and press
Enter.

– If you typed Y in the Private Training field, the PRIVATE Training Session User Selection panel is displayed. Select
users as desired from this panel and press Enter.

The training session is now scheduled and, if it is public, users can register for it. The TRAINER Facility Menu is
displayed.

Copy Training Information

You can copy the training session setup information from a training session that has already been scheduled. This can
simplify the scheduling process and allow you to avoid entering duplicate information.

To copy information

1. Access the Schedule Training Session panel by following steps 1-3 of the Schedule a Training Session procedure.
2. Type COPY at the command line and press Enter.

The Copy Training Session panel is displayed. This panel includes a list of all currently scheduled training sessions
with trainers in your user group.

3. Select a training session by typing an S next to a session name.
The Schedule Training Session panel is displayed, containing setup information from the session you selected.

4. Modify the information as desired and continue with step 5 of the procedure.

How to Update Scheduled Training Sessions
You can update schedule information for:

• Sessions you have scheduled
• Sessions for which you are a trainer
• Sessions that have a trainer who is in your user group

If you are an administrator, you can also update sessions that have a trainer who is in a user group that you administer.

When updating a scheduled session, you can either update the schedule information or the registered user list for that
session.

Update Schedule Information

To update the schedule information for a training session

1. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.
The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Trainer option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for authorization.
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2. If you are authorized to use the Trainer option, select option 3, Trainer, from the VIEW Facility Menu
The TRAINER Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Update a scheduled training session option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your
administrator for authorization.

3. If you are authorized, select option 5, Update a scheduled training session.
The Update Training Session List is displayed.

4. Select a session to update by typing S next to a session name and pressing Enter.
The Update Training Session Information Menu is displayed.

5. Select option 1, Update schedule information.
The Update Training Session panel is displayed.

6. Make any desired changes to the schedule information and press Enter.
The changes are made and the VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.

Update Registered Users

To update the registered users for a training session

1. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.
The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Trainer option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for authorization.

2. If you are authorized to select the Trainer option, select option 3, Trainer, from the VIEW Facility Menu.
The TRAINER Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Update a scheduled training session option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your
administrator for authorization.

3. If you are authorized, select option 5, Update a scheduled training session.
The Update Training Session List is displayed.

4. Select a session to update by typing S next to the session name and pressing Enter.
The Update Training Session Information Menu is displayed.

5. Select option 2, Update registered users.
The Update Training Session Registered Users panel is displayed.

6. Modify the list as desired.
7. Press Enter.

The changes are made and the View Facility Menu is displayed.

Start a Training Session
If you have been specified as a trainer for a training session, you can start that session by using the procedure described
in the following. The session does not have to start at the time that was specified in the schedule information.

When you start the session, messages are automatically sent to users who are registered for the session. These users
can then join the session.

To start a training session

1. Log on to the instance of Broadcom-TPX that will host your Training Session.
2. Enter a TPXVIEW session as you would any other session.

The VIEW Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Trainer option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for authorization.

3. If you are authorized to select the Trainer option, select option 3, Trainer, from the VIEW Facility Menu.
The TRAINER Facility Menu is displayed.
If the Initiate a training session option is not highlighted, you are not authorized to use it. Contact your administrator for
authorization.

4. If you are authorized, select option 6, Initiate a training session.
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The Training Session Initiation panel is displayed.
5. Select a session to initiate by typing S next to the session name and pressing Enter.

The training session begins, and the Trainer's panel is displayed, showing the application session screen.

Trainer's Panel
From the Trainer's panel you can interact with the application session and use Trainer Facility features. The panel consists
of the application session screen along with a frame that provides information fields and access to a Utility menu. When
the Trainer's panel is displayed, it can be zoomed to eliminate the frame and show only the application session screen.

From the panel you can:

• Interact with the application session screen.
• Access the Utility menu, which allows you to perform various training session functions.
• Find out if there are pending questions from students.

Example
The following graphic shows the panel:
 Training session                           ZOOM key: PA1      _ Utility menu

*****************************************************************************

                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU

 OPTION ===>                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                       SYSTEM - MVS1

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TSO        USERID - USR1

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003         TIME   - 13:29

   0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user parameters

   1  BROWSE       - Display source data or output listings

   2  EDIT         - Create or change source data

   3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions

   6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, or REXX exec

   7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing

   8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administrator utility functions

   9  SDSF         - System Display and Search Facility

   I  IBM          - IBM Applications

   P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

   S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

   U  USER         - User Applications

   VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

*******************************TSO08 MODE=TRAINER****************************

 Description: ISPF TRAINING                                     Question: N

The Utility Menu

You can access the Utility menu by placing the cursor in the Utility Menu field, located in the upper right-hand corner of the
panel, and pressing Enter. The Utility menu box is then displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, as shown
in the following:

 Training session

*****************************************************************************

                     ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION M ******************************

 OPTION ===>                                   *  Command ===>              *

                                               *                            *

              ENVIRONMENT - ISPF 3.3MVS     TS *  PF1 = Help                *

              DATE - 03/01/03  JULIAN - 03.003 *  PF2 = List Students       *
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                                               *  PF3 = End Utility Menu    *

   0  ISPF PARMS   - Specify terminal and user *  PF4 = Exit Trainer        *

   1  BROWSE       - Display source data or ou *  PF5 = List Question       *

   2  EDIT         - Create or change source d *  PF6 = Enter Scroll Mode   *

   3  UTILITIES    - Perform utility functions *  PF9 = Add Narrative       *

   6  COMMAND      - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, *                            *

   7  DIALOG TEST  - Perform dialog testing    *  Enter new ZOOM key:       *

   8  LM UTILITIES - Perform library administr *                            *

   9  SDSF         - System Display and Search ******************************

   I  IBM          - IBM Applications

   P  IPCS         - Interactive Problem Control Summary

   S  SYSTEM       - System Applications

   U  USER         - User Applications

   VA ISMD         - ISMD Applications (Old MA Panel)

*******************************TSO08 MODE=TRAINER****************************

 Description: ISPF TRAINING                                     Question: N

From this menu you can perform the following actions by pressing the specified PF key. The PF keys have these functions
only when the utility menu is displayed on your screen.

Key Function Description

PF1 HELP Displays panels of help information.

PF2 List Students Displays a list of all students in the training
session.

PF3 End Utility Menu Erases the Utility menu. You cannot use the
Utility menu functions until you redisplay the
menu.

PF4 Exit Trainer Ends the trainer session for all students.

PF5 Lists Question Displays a list of any questions that have
been sent to you by students. This option
is available only if the Question break-in
option was not specified when the training
session was scheduled.

PF6 Enter Scroll Mode Enters scroll mode, in which you can
shift the screen display using PF key
commands.

PF9 Add Narrative Displays a panel on which you can enter
text to be sent to all students.

Display List of Students
The trainer can display a list of all students currently participating in the training session.

To display a list of students

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF2.
The Training Session Student List is displayed.

2. Press PF3 to return to the Trainer panel.
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Trainer Send Narrative Text
The trainer can send text narratives to the students. The narrative text is a block of text that is displayed on all students'
screens until they delete it.

To send narrative text to students

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF9.
The Narrative Creation panel is displayed.

2. Specify a narrative location, subject, and text and press Enter.

If you press Enter, the narrative text is sent to all students. If you press PF3 the narrative is canceled. In either case, the
Trainer's panel is displayed.

Trainer How to Review Questions
Students can send questions to the trainer. When the training session is scheduled, the scheduler may have specified
the Question Break-in feature. If questions break-in is set, questions from students will appear on the trainer's screen
when they are sent. Otherwise, the trainer can review questions by using an option on the utility menu, as described in the
following.

After viewing the question, the trainer has the option of sending the question to all participants as a text narrative.

If Question Break-in Is Off

You can view questions when the question break-in is off.

To display questions when Question break-in is off

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF5.
The Question Selection List is displayed.

2. Select a question to review by typing an S next to the question you want to review and then press Enter.
The Question Review box is displayed.

3. From this box you can take one of the following actions by pressing the corresponding PF key:
PF3

Erases the question.
PF5

Sends the question to all conference participants as a text narrative.
PF6

Displays the response panel, from which you can send a response to the user who sent the message.
The Question Review box clears from your screen.

End the Training Session
Only the trainer can end the training session. When the session ends, all students receive messages indicating that the
training session has ended.

To end a training session

1. With the Utility menu displayed, press PF4.
A Confirmation panel is displayed.

2. Press PF3 to end the training session.
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Message Reference
This section discusses ABEND codes, batch messages, operator messages, log messages, and other TPX messages.

Abend Codes
This section describes each TPX abend code that can appear on the system console.

U0001
Reason:

An error condition has been detected during initialization.

Action:

See the associated console message for more information.

U0002
Reason:

A mismatch has been detected between a module and the System Options Table (SMRT). Some modules from an earlier
release may have been inadvertently accessed.

Action:

Correct the error and restart the product.

U0003
Reason:

The product has run out of internal save areas.

Action:

Count the number of TPXL0048 SAVE AREA EXPANSION messages. If there are less than 50, increase the region size
and SMRT system storage and tune the below-the-line storage. Otherwise, contact Broadcom Support.

U0007
Reason:

An error has occurred in POST logic. The operating system has rejected the software request to post an ECB.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

U0031
Reason:

A request has been made for more than the maximum allowed storage.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

U0032
Reason:

The product has been unable to satisfy a storage request. At the time of the ABEND, register 2 contains the size of the
storage request. If register 12 contains an X'80' in the high order bit, the request was for the above-the-line storage.

Action:

Gather the following information and contact Broadcom Support:

• Storage parameters for the System Options Table (SMRT)
• Recent D STOR and D STORXA displays from a TPXOPER session
• The SYS1.DUMP data set produced by the abend.
• The TPX started task log, including LOG file.

U0100
Reason:

Authorization code verification has failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

U0503
Reason:

The product has not successfully opened the ADMIN2 file and therefore has been unable to process signon requests.

Action:

See the associated system console message, TPB126 or TPX126.

Unnnn
Reason:

An internal logic error has been detected.

Action:

Save the resulting dump and the Log and contact Broadcom Support.

S106-F
Reason:

You tried to start a component or components without enough storage to load modules during initialization. You must have
a region of at least four megabytes.

Action:

Adjust the region size as necessary.
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S878-10
Reason:

This message indicates that the software has been unable to obtain system storage.

Action:

Increase the region size and the SMRT system storage value.

S80A
Reason:

This message indicates that the software has been unable to obtain system storage.

Action:

Increase the region size and the SMRT system storage value.

S804
Reason:

This message indicates that the software has been unable to obtain system storage.

Action:

Increase the region size and the SMRT system storage value.

S40D
Reason:

This message indicates that the software has been unable to obtain system storage.

Action:

Increase the region size and the SMRT system storage value.

Sxxx
Reason:

If an unrecoverable subtask abend has occurred, the main task abends with the same abend code as the failed subtask.
The software also issues message TPB021 or TPX021.

Action:

Save the resulting dump and the Log and contact Broadcom Support.

About Batch Messages
This section provides information about TPX batch messages. All batch messages are printed to the log. For a description
of each batch message, see the section Log Messages, which presents all log messages in numerical order.

Format of the Record-Key Variable
Many batch messages contain the record-key variable. The record key is a VTAM key specifying a record. The record key
has the following form:
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tooooooooeeeeeeee

The parts of the record key are as follows:

t
The first character indicates the type of table to which the record belongs.

oooooooo
These eight characters indicate the table to which the record belongs.

eeeeeeee
These eight characters indicate the table entry of the record.

Example

An example of a record key is

UTPXUSR12TSO8

Record Type Information
User and profile records are complex. The user or profile is a single occurrence table, while sessions associated with the
user or profile are a multiple occurrence table with the session ID as the entry name.

The following table summarizes record type information:

Record Type Table Name Multiple Occurrence
Table

Variable Length Record VSAM File Containing
This Record

A Applications
Characteristics Table
(ACT)

Yes No ADMIN1

B STX System Options
Table (STXT)

No No ADMIN1

C Command Class Table Yes No ADMIN1
D User Update Class Table Yes No ADMIN2
E User Passthrough

Printing Table
Yes No ADMIN1

F STX Network
Performance Table (NPT)

Yes No ADMIN1

G Terminal Options Table Yes No ADMIN1
H STX Translate Table No No ADMIN1
I STX Password Prompt

Table
No Yes ADMIN1

J STX 3270 Station ID
Table

No Yes ADMIN1

K STX Keyboard Mapping
Table

No Yes ADMIN1

L Reserved - - -
M Virtual Terminal Masking

Rules Table
Yes Yes ADMIN1

N Notepad   NOTES
O TPX Operator Command

Authorization Class Table
Yes No ADMIN1
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P Profile Table See note above See note above ADMIN2
Q Reserved - - -
R Print Destination Table Yes Yes ADMIN1
S Reserved - - -
T TPX System Options

Table (SMRT)
No No ADMIN1

U User Table See note above See note above ADMIN2
V OfficeVision/MVS

Connectivity Table
Yes No ADMIN1

W Windows Table Yes No ADMIN1

STX Conversion Messages
Messages in the range 1200-1303 are produced when the batch facility is executing a CONVERT command. The
messages appear with the TPBL or TPXL prefix. The messages refer to the conversion of existing STX administration
tables to information that can be used in the TPX ADMIN databases. Some of the messages are strictly informational
while others specify problems in the tables that are being converted.

When the batch facility encounters an error in a source statement in a table being converted, that source statement is not
converted and, if possible, batch proceeds to the next statement. Messages printed to the log supply information about the
error and possible corrections you can make to either the CONVERT command or the code in the table being converted.

STX conversion messages are in the following sub-ranges:

• 1200-1212 -- General conversion messages
• 1213-1245 -- Parsing error messages

These messages are produced when the batch facility encounters errors when parsing statements in the table being
converted. The messages will accompany the source statements containing the error, and when possible will contain
information specifying the error and suggesting possible alternatives.

• 1246-1303 -- NPT conversion messages
These messages are produced when converting an existing STX Network Profile Table (NPT).

Operator Messages
This section describes each TPXOperator message that can be issued to the system console, or to the log if using the
batch environment.

Message Prefixes
The messages in this section can appear with one of the following message prefixes:

• TPX if you are running TPX
• TPB if you are running TPX batch

For example, the message

TPX106 READMEMB SYNAD ROUTINE UNACCEPTABLE ERROR

will appear in the log as

TPB106 READMEMB SYNAD ROUTINE UNACCEPTABLE ERROR
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Message Sub-ranges
The following describes certain sub-ranges of the Operator messages:

• 201-208 -- Messages issued in response to command
These messages can be issued to the operator in response to either a z/OS MODIFY command (F) or a command
issued using the operator interface. These messages are self-explanatory, usually indicating that you entered the
command with improper syntax or parameter values.

• 990-9996 -- Messages issued by the error recovery processor
You receive these messages when the product attempts to recover from an abend error.

Message Descriptions

TPB000 or TPX000
Copyright (c) year CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message shows product copyright information.

Action:

None.

TPB001 or TPX001
TERMINAL PRODUCTIVITY EXECUTIVE ACCEPTING LOGONS

Reason:

The product has completed initialization processing.

Action:

Log on to the product.

TPB010 or TPX010
INITIALIZATION ERROR:INCOMPATIBLE SMRT

Reason:

The product has loaded a System Options Table (SMRT) that doesn't correspond to the level of the rest of the system.

Action:

Delete or rename any SMRT from earlier levels and try again.

TPB011 or TPX011
INITIALIZATION ERROR:ERROR IN EXECUTION PARM FIELD

Reason:

The PARM field in the JCL contains invalid data.

Action:
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Correct the JCL and restart the product.

TPB012 or TPX012
INITIALIZATION ERROR:GCS MACHINE NOT AUTHORIZED

Reason:

The VM GCS machine is not authorized.

Action:

Include the user ID for this service machine as an AUTHUSER in your GCS configuration.

TPB015 or TPX015
ISSUE WITH TPXLVLS LEVEL SET PROGRAM

Reason:

TPX level resets to value = 00 due to one of the following reasons:

• TPXLVLS program either has not been installed or is not available to job STEPLIB.
• Incorrect version of TPXLVLS.

Action:

Verify correct version of TPXLVLS is installed and available to job STEPLIB.

TPB021 or TPX021
UNRECOVERABLE SUBTASK FAILURE DETECTED

Reason:

Either a subtask has abended or an unrecoverable error has been detected. The product abends with the detected abend
code.

Action:

None.

TPB030 or TPX030
TERMINATION REQUEST ACCEPTED

Reason:

A STOP command (P) has been entered at the system console. (If this is message TPB030, a STOP command has been
simulated by the batch component.)

Action:

None.

TPB039 or TPX039
INITIALIZATION ERROR: ADMIN2 LOAD PROBLEM, reason
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Reason:

The product could not read the profile records due to the specified reason.

• A reason of ACBERFLG=nn indicates that the OPEN failed and gives an ACB error flag.
• A reason of RC=nn nnnn indicates that the READ failed and gives the return code and reason code.

Action:

See IBM's VSAM Administration guide for a description of the errors.

TPB040 or TPX040
INITIALIZATION ERROR:NO STORAGE AVAILABLE

Reason:

GETMAIN for an initialization work area has failed.

Action:

Adjust the REGION parameter in the product's procedure.

TPB041 or TPX041
INITIALIZATION ERROR: VTAM MAJOR NODE NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The member or file name of the VTAM major node has not been specified in the JCL PARM field.

Action:

Specify the correct VNODE parameter in the JCL and restart the product.

TPB042 or TPX042
INITIALIZATION ERROR: BAD VTAM MAJOR NODE NAME

Reason:

The VNODE parameter is invalid.

Action:

Specify the correct VTAM major node name and restart the product.

TPB043 or TPX043
INITIALIZATION ERROR: UNABLE TO LOAD module

Reason:

The product could not load the specified module, probably due to corruption of the load library. If the product requires the
module, it will abend with an abend code of U001.

Action:

Correct the error and restart the product.
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TPB044 or TPX044
INITIALIZATION ERROR: ACB RESERVATION ERROR

Reason:

VSAM returned a non-zero return code, or there are no user or profile records in the VSAM file. This message is
accompanied by a U001 abend.

Action:

Correct the VSAM file and restart the product.

TPB045 or TPX045
ACB RESERVATION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

You specified ACB reservation in the SMRT, and it completed successfully.

Action:

None. Informational.

TPB050 or TPX050
INITIALIZATION ERR: NO ACB FOUND IN VTAMLST

Reason:

The APPL member does not contain any virtual terminal ACBs.

Action:

Make sure that the product is pointing to the correct member of VTAMLST and restart the product.

TPB051 or TPX051
INITIALIZATION ERROR: VTAMLST MEMBER NOT FOUND

Reason:

The VNODE member was not found in the VTAMLST DD data set.

Action:

Correct the error and restart the product.

TPB052 or TPX052
INITIALIZATION ERR: table table-name NOT LOADED

Reason:

The specified table was not found in the ADMIN files. If the SMRT or ACT tables are not found, the product abends.
Otherwise, it continues running without the table.

Action:

Correct the error and restart the product.
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TPB053 or TPX053
INITIALIZATION ERROR: MODIFY ERROR ADMIN1, RC=code

Reason:

A MODIFY RPL has failed while accessing the ADMIN1 file.

Action:

See IBM's VSAM Administration guide for information on the return code for MODCB.

TPB054 or TPX054
INITIALIZATION ERROR: NO STORAGE AVAILABLE

Reason:

The region size is too small.

Action:

Increase the region size and restart the product.

TPB055 or TPX055
INITIALIZATION ERROR: CLOSE ERROR ADMIN1, ACBERFLG=flag

Reason:

The product could not close the ADMIN1 file.

Action:

See IBM's VSAM Administration guide for information on ACBERFLG values.

TPB056 or TPX056
INITIALIZATION ERROR: OPEN ERROR ADMIN1, ACBERFLG=flag

Reason:

The product could not open the ADMIN1 file. If the product is running in batch mode, the job will end with return code of
20. Otherwise the product will abend with the abend code U001.

Action:

If flag has a value of A0 check if the ADMIN1 and ADMIN2 files specified in the file definitions are VSAM files that contain
no records. These files must be initialized by having at least one record REPROed to them.

If flag has the value of BC, make sure that the ADMIN1 and ADMIN2 files are specified in the file definitions as VSAM
files.

If flag has a value of 80, check to see if the ADMIN1 and ADMIN2 files are missing from the file definitions. In this case,
the IEC130I message is often present.

Otherwise, see IBM's VSAM Administration guide for information on ACBERFLG values.

TPB057 or TPX057
INITIALIZATION ERROR: UNABLE TO FIND DEFAULT PROFILE pppppppp
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Reason:

The default Profile at TPX startup is not found and the site is running with dynamic profiles. pppppppp is the profile name
which is missing.

Action:

The TPX administrator may have to either add a new default profile or restore the ADMIN2 file from a backup which
contained the default profile.

TPB060 or TPX060
INITIALIZATION ERROR: INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR SLU ACBS

Reason:

The GETMAIN for the ACBs has failed.

Action:

Adjust the region size and restart the product.

TPB061 or TPX061
INITIALIZATION ERROR: SRBEXIT IN VTAMLST AND AUTHORIZED PATH IN SYSTEM OPTIONS TABLE (SMRT)
ARE INCOMPATIBLE

Reason:

Conflicting specifications for VTAM-authorized path usage have caused an initialization error.

If the APF PATH field in the SMRT is set to N, then the SRBEXIT must also be set to NO for all virtual terminal definitions
in the TPX VTAM node. If the APF PATH field is set to Y, then the SRBEXIT must be set to YES for all virtual terminal
definitions in the TPX VTAM node, and the CB0VLOAD must be APF authorized.

Action:

Correct the parameters and restart the product.

TPB062 or TPX062
- WARNING - BLANK RECORD ENCOUNTERED IN VTAMLST MAJOR NODE

Reason:

The product processed a blank record when it read the VTAMLST major node.

Action:

Make sure that there are no missing or incorrect virtual terminal ACBs in the VTAMLST major node. Either restart the
product with the corrected major node or continue processing after warning any affected users.

TPB063 or TPX063
INITIALIZATION ERROR: I/O ERROR READING VTAMLST MAJOR NODE

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while the product was reading the VTAMLST data set.

Action:
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Determine the cause of the error, correct it and restart the product.

TPB064 or TPX064
INITIALIZATION ERROR: TPX LOADLIB IS NOT APF AUTHORIZED

Reason:

Y was specified for VTAM authorized path facility, but the load library is not APF authorized.

Action:

Either specify N for the VTAM authorized path facility or APF authorize the load library.

TPB066 or TPX066
INITIALIZATION ERROR: PPS OPEN FAILURE FOR vprtr, ACBERFLG=flag

Reason:

The VTAM OPEN for the specified virtual printer ACB failed.

Action:

See IBM's VTAM Programming guide for information on ACBERFLG values.

TPB067 or TPX067
INITIALIZATION ERROR: PPS SETLOGON FAILURE FOR vprtr, RC=code

Reason:

The VTAM SETLOGON for the specified virtual printer failed.

Action:

See IBM's VTAM Messages and Codes guide for information on return codes and feedback values.

TPB068 or TPX068
INITIALIZATION ERROR: PPS GETMAIN FAILURE FOR vprtr

Reason:

A GETMAIN for an initialization work area has failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and restart the product.

TPB069 or TPX069
WARNING - SHARED ACB NOT FOUND

Reason:

No shared virtual terminal ACB has been specified.

Action:

Either update the VTAMLST and restart the product or, if no applications require a shared ACB, continue without it.
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TPB070 or TPX070
INITIALIZATION ERROR: PRIMARY ACB OPEN FAILURE, ACBERFLG=flag

Reason:

The PRIMARY ACB could not be opened. Usually this occurs when the name has been incorrectly specified in the startup
procedure, the node has not been activated, or the region is already active.

Valid values for ACBERFLG are:

5A:
The TPX VTAM major node has not been activated. The TPX VTAM major node contains the TPX VTAM minor
node. This is the most common error

5C:
VTAM is included as part of the operating system, but it is not active.

14:
VTAM Short on Storage error. An OPEN macro cannot be processed due to a temporary shortage of storage.

15:
VTAM Short on Storage error. There is a temporary shortage of storage.

50:
VTAM is not included as part of the operating system. There is a fault in the system definition procedures.

70:
An attempt was made to open an ACB that is being closed. This can occur when a VTAM application program
job step or subtask is canceled or terminates abnormally. The ACB closing process continues after the job step
or subtask has terminated. Subsequently, if the job step is restarted or the subtask is reattached before the ACB
closing process has completed, an OPEN macro issued for that ACB fails.

Action:

Based on the value of ACBERFLG, take the appropriate action within 15 minutes, otherwise TPX will terminate with a
U0001 ABEND.

5A:
Activate the TPX major node.

5C:
Start the VTAM started task.

14 or 15:
VTAM Short on Storage error is a temporary issue that may or may not require customer intervention with VTAM.

50:
Configure z/OS for VTAM and then start VTAM Started Task. In the interim, shutdown TPX until VTAM is active in
the environment.

Other Actions:

• Correct the name, activate the node, or stop one of the regions.
• Check that the comments required in the major node definition are present and correct.
• See Programming for a description of the required comment lines.
• See the IBM z/OS Communications Server: SNA Programming guide for more information about ACBERFLG values.

TPB071 or TPX071
WAITING FOR VTAM - START VTAM OR CANCEL
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Reason:

Initialization cannot proceed because VTAM is not active.

Action:

Either start VTAM or cancel the product.

TPB072 or TPX072
WAITING FOR VTAM INITIALIZATION TO COMPLETE

Reason:

Initialization cannot proceed because VTAM has not completed its initialization.

Action:

None.

TPB073 or TPX073
WAITING FOR MAJOR NODE majnode, MINOR NODE

Reason:

Initialization cannot proceed because the major node has not been activated.

Action:

Check the VTAMLST definition statement in the startup procedure. Make sure that the data set name and member
specified in the statement are correct. If the statement is correct, vary the major node active.

TPB074 or TPX074
WAITING FOR PREVIOUS APPLICATION CLEANUP TO COMPLETE

Reason:

Initialization cannot proceed until VTAM completes cleanup of a previous TPX.

Action:

None.

TPB075 or TPX075
WAITING FOR VTAM VIRTUAL STORAGE TO BE MADE AVAILABLE

Reason:

Initialization cannot proceed until VTAM indicates that it has made storage available.

Action:

None.

TPB080 or TPX080
INVALID RETURN CODE FROM USER EXIT
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Reason:

This message is issued the first time a user signs on and an invalid return code is encountered from a user exit. Another
message is issued to the log each time the product receives an invalid return code from a user exit.

Action:

Correct the exit before restarting the product.

TPB090 or TPX090
INITIALIZATION ERROR: SUBTASK ATTACH FAILURE

Reason:

The product could not attach its subtasks.

Action:

Make sure that the load library has been loaded correctly and is accessible.

TPB100 or TPX100
tttttttt ERROR: SETLOGON fffff FAILURE, RC=nnnn

Reason:

An error occurred in SETLOGON processing.

tttttttt
Identifies the reason this request was made to VTAM. Value can be:
INITIALIZATION

Part of initialization
ACTIVATE

Part of the ACTIVATE command process
QUIESCE

Part of the QUIESCE command process
fffff

Indicates function requested. Values can be:
HOLD

The SETLOGON OPTCD+HOLD request failed with return and feedback codes indicated by nnnn. Logon
will not be possible.

START
The SETLOGON OPTCD=START request failed with return and feedback codes indicated by nnnn.
Logon will not be possible.

GNAME
The SETLOGON OPTCD=GNAMEADD request failed with return and feedback codes indicated by nnnn.
Generic resource support may not be available.

Action:

See IBM's VTAM Programming Guide for information on return code and feedback values. If the problem persists, contact
Broadcom Support.
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TPB106 or TPX106
READMEMB SYNAD ROUTINE UNACCEPTABLE ERROR

Reason:

An unrecoverable failure has occurred reading a file.

Action:

None.

TPB126 or TPX126
ADMIN2 FILE OPEN FAILURE, ACBERFLG =flag

Reason:

The product could not open the ADMIN2 file.

Action:

See IBM's VSAM Administration Guide for ACBERFLG values.

TPB150 or TPX150
QUIESCE status text

Reason:

A QUIESCE command has been entered. The text variable has the following possible values and meanings:

FOR application

• All sessions between the product and the specified application are to be quiesced.

FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

• the product is quiescing all applications.

If there are no sessions to quiesce, the variable status has the value COMPLETED; otherwise it has the value INITIATED.

Action:

None.

TPB200I or TPX200I
OK

Reason:

This message, issued by the syntax checker, indicates console command acknowledgment. The acknowledgment is
accompanied by unnumbered messages that are the replies associated with the message.

Action:

None.

TPB201E or TPX201E
INVALID COMMAND VERB - text
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TPB202E or TPX202E
INVALID PARAMETER - text

TPB203E or TPX203E
UNEXPECTED PARAMETER - text

TPB204E or TPX204E
INVALID COMMAND SYNTAX

TPB205E or TPX205E
COMMAND VERB OMITTED - REQUIRED

TPB206E or TPX206E
REQUIRED PARAMETER OMITTED

TPB207E or TPX207E
DATA OMITTED FROM KEYWORD keyword

TPB208E or TPX208E
DATA EXCEEDS MAXIMUM LENGTH FOR KEYWORD keyword

TPB250I or TPX250I
text

Reason:

This message is issued by the syntax checker in response to any executive command request. The message confirms
that the command has been passed successfully and that the requested action will be attempted (or, if the action is
impossible, indicates why the action cannot be attempted).

Action:

None.

TPB298E or TPX298E
COMMAND PROCESSING ERROR - RC = return code

Reason:

This message, issued by the syntax checker, indicates that an unexpected error condition occurred during the processing
of a command.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.
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TPB300 or TPX300
SLOT POOL nn location HAS OVERFLOWED

Reason:

The specified slot pool overflowed for the first time. This message appears only once for each slot pool. The checking
that produces this message is done on an hourly basis. The nn value is the number of the slot pool (1 through 12). The
location value can be either BELOW-THE-LINE or ABOVE-THE-LINE.

Action:

None.

TPB301, TPX301 or TPX301E
SLOT POOL nn location CONTAINS AN INVALID LENGTH OF iiiii, EXPECTED VALUE SHOULD BE eeeee

Reason:

The specified slot pool nn contains an invalid length value of iiiii and should contain a value of eeeee.

Action:

When the location value is set to ABOVE, use the TPXADMIN application to set the current SMRT table value on the
TEN0103 (System Options Table Detail panel) for the slot pool nn to a size of eeeee for above-the-line slot pools.

When the location value is set to BELOW, use the TPXADMIN application to set the current SMRT table value on the
TEN0102 (System Options Table Detail panel) for the slot pool nn to a size of eeeee for below-the-line slot pools.

TPB614 or TPX614
UNABLE TO ENQ  VSAM ddname  .  ENQ RETURN CODE=00297070.

ddname can be ADMIN1, ADMIN2, NOTES, MAIL, or VIEW.

Reason:

This message occurs in TPX batch when the TPX VSAM files cannot be enqueued.

A common scenario is if, RESET INTEGRITY is run under the TPX batch facility while the TPX started task is
up and already has the files enqueued. RESET INTEGRITY can only be run while the started task is down.

Action:

Identify what owns the existing enqueue on the identified files.

For RESET INTEGRITY, STOP THE TPX started, then run RESET INTEGRITY before restarting TPX.

 

UNABLE TO ENQ VSAM LSRVnnnnXXX. ENQ RETURN CO00000000XXX.

Where nnnn can be ADM1, ADM2, NOTE, MAIL, or VIEW.

Reason:

With L-Serv (Common Components and Services) managing the TPX VSAM data sets, TPX issues an informational
VSAM enqueue msg in the TPX log.

Action:

None
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This message can be ignored as it has no impact on TPX functionality.

 

TPX450E
#HCHECK INITIALIZE FAILS WITH R15=xxxxxxxx REASON=rrrrrrrr

Reason:

The TPX call to initialize the health Checker interface failed. The #HCHECK INITIALIZE call failed with R15 hex value of
xxxxxxxx and a hex reason code of rrrrrrrr.

The inability of TPX to utilize the Health Checker facility does not prevent TPX from providing its normal product services
at a site.

Action:

Appendix B in the CA Health Checker Common Service User and Reference Guide 12.0 explains the return (R15) and
reason (R0) codes for the call failure. The return and reason codes will provide you further guidance.

TPX451E
#HCHECK ADD-CHK FOR mmmmmmmm FAILS WITH R15=xxxxxxxx REASON=rrrrrrrr

Reason:

TPX attempted to add a Health Check for module mmmmmmmm.The #HCHECK ADD-CHK call failed with R15 hex value
of xxxxxxxx and a hex reason code of rrrrrrrr.

The inability of TPX to utilize the mmmmmmmm Health Check does not prevent TPX from providing its normal product
services at a site.

Action:

Appendix B in the CA Health Checker Common Service User and Reference Guide 12.0 explains the return (R15) and
reason (R0) codes for the call failure. The return and reason codes will provide you further guidance.

TPX452E
#HCHECK TERMINATE FAILS WITH R15=xxxxxxxx REASON=rrrrrrrr

Reason:

The TPX call to terminate the health Checker interface failed. The #HCHECK TERMINATE call failed with R15 hex value
of xxxxxxxx and a hex reason code of rrrrrrrr. The TPX call to terminate the Health Check interface normally occurs during
product shutdown.

Action:

Appendix B in the CA Health Checker Common Service User and Reference Guide 12.0 explains the return (R15) and
reason (R0) codes for the call failure. The return and reason codes will provide you further guidance.

TPX453E
#HCHECK FUNCTION=CHK-MSG ROUTINE: mmmmmmmm FAILS WITH RC=cccc REASON=rrrr

Reason:
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TPX attempted to issue a CHK-MSG call in Health Check module mmmmmmmm. The #HCHECK CHK-MSG call failed
with R15 decimal value of cccc and a decimal reason code of rrrr.

The inability of TPX to utilize the mmmmmmmm Health Check routine does not prevent TPX from providing its normal
product services at a site.

Action:

Appendix B in the CA Health Checker Common Service User and Reference Guide 12.0 explains the return (R15) and
reason (R0) codes for the call failure. The return and reason codes should guide your actions.

TPX454E
#HCHECK mmmmmmmm FAILED ROUTINE: mmmmmmmm FAILS WITH RC=cccc REASON=rrrr

REASON:

TPX Health Check module mmmmmmmm ended with a non-zero return code. The #HCHECK routine mmmmmmmm
will no longer run in the TPX address space. #HCHECK routine mmmmmmmm exited with R15 decimal value of cccc
(HCE_RETCODE) and a decimal reason code of rrrr (HCE_RSNCODE).

The inability of TPX to utilize the mmmmmmmm Health Check routine does not prevent TPX from providing its normal
product services at a site.

ACTION:

Appendix B in the CA Health Checker Common Service User and Reference Guide 12.0 explains the return (R15) and
reason (R0) codes for the call failure. 

The HCE_RETCODE return and HCE_RSNCODE reason codes should guide your actions. TPX support personnel
should examine the module logic to see why module mmmmmmmm set these codes.

TPB501 or TPX501
LOG DATA SET DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATED

Reason:

The log has been dynamically allocated or reallocated successfully.

Action:

None.

TPB502 or TPX502
ERROR DEALLOCATING LOG, SPINOFF REQUEST IGNORED

Reason:

The z/OS/JES deallocation routines could not release the log for immediate printing.

Action:

None.

TPB503 or TPX503
ERROR ALLOCATING LOG, OPEN WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:
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A dynamic allocation request for the log data set has failed. The product will attempt to reopen the log.

Action:

None.

TPB504 or TPX504
LOG NOT AVAILABLE, RESTART RECOMMENDED

Reason:

The product could not open the log data set.

Action:

Check your JCL, System Options Table (SMRT) log class, and JES sysout printing options for the log. The product will
continue to function without the log, but an immediate restart with a valid log is strongly advised.

TPB505 or TPX505
LOG SPINOFF NOT ENABLED

Reason:

A spinoff request was issued but the log class was not specified in the System Options Table (SMRT). You cannot use the
log spinoff facility.

Action:

Code a log class and (optionally) a LOGDEST in the SMRT and restart the product.

TPB580 or TPX580
UNABLE TO OPEN PRINT DATA SET

Reason:

The trace print utility could not open the print data set.

Action:

None.

TPB582 or TPX582
UNFORMATTED TRACE DATA SET

Reason:

The trace print utility could not process the trace data set because the data set was not formatted.

Action:

Format the trace data set, restart TPX, perform the trace again, and rerun the print utility.

TPB583 or TPX583
XTRACE DATA SET UNUSABLE, reason

Reason:
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The external trace is not available for this execution of the product for the specified reason. This message is the
equivalent of the format utility message.

• If reason has the value INVALID DEVICE TYPE, see message TPX584.
• If reason has the value MISSING DD STATEMENT, see message TPX585.
• If reason has the value INVALID DATA SET TYPE, see message TPX588.
• If reason has the value OPEN FAILURE, see message TPX589.

The product will continue to run, but the external trace will not function.

Action:

Correct the JCL and restart the product.

TPB584 or TPX584
INVALID XTRACE DEVICE TYPE SPECIFIED

Reason:

The XTRACE DD statement refers to a data set that is not a direct access device.

Action:

Correct the DD statement and rerun.

TPB585 or TPX585
XTRACE DD MISSING

Reason:

The XTRACE DD statement does not exist.

Action:

Add the DD statement and rerun.

TPB586 or TPX586
DEFAULT BLKSIZE USED FOR XTRACE

Reason:

The product has used the default blocksize because no blocksize was specified on the XTRACE JCL.

Action:

None.

TPB587 or TPX587
TRACE FILE INITIALIZED, BLOCKS=number

Reason:

The trace file has been initialized and consists of number physical blocks.

Action:

None.
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TPB588 or TPX588
TRACE FILE UNUSABLE FOR DIRECT ACCESS

Reason:

The trace formatter requires a direct access data set.

Action:

Recreate the trace file as a direct access data set.

TPB589 or TPX589
OPEN FAILED FOR TRACE DATA SET

Reason:

The format utility could not open the data set.

Action:

Determine and correct the cause of the error and try again.

TPB600 or TPX600
TPX WAITING FOR FILE SERVER ON L-Serv SUBSYSTEM name

Reason:

The product is waiting to connect to the file server on the specified L-Serv subsystem.

Action:

Start L-Serv if you have not already done so.

TPB601 or TPX601
TPX UNABLE TO OPEN COMMUNICATION WITH CA-L-SERV FILE SERVER REQUIRED FOR FILEname

Reason:

The product cannot connect to the L-Serv file server and is abending.

Action:

Start L-Serv if you have not already done so. Make sure you specified the correct L-Serv subsystem name on the DD
statement in the TPX or STX startup procedure.

TPB603 or TPX603
TPX UNABLE TO OPEN VSAM DD name. L-SERV HAS NO MANAGED FILE UNDER THIS DD NAME

Reason:

The product cannot open the specified file.

Action:

Take the following actions:
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• Make sure the ADDFILE command was added to the L-Serv startup procedure.
• Make sure the files being added by the ADDFILE command have the correct prefix. The default prefix is TPXV. The

last four characters can be ADM1, ADM2, NOTE, MAIL, or VIEW.

TPB604 or TPX604
TPX UNABLE TO OPEN VSAM DD name. L-SERV RETURN CODE = code ACBERFLG = flag

Reason:

The product cannot open the specified file.

Action:

Check the L-Serv portion of the Common Components and Services documentation for a description of the return code
and the VSAM documenatation for a description of the ACBERFLG. Call Broadcom Technical Support if you cannot solve
the problem with these descriptions.

TPB605 or TPX605
ERROR - DDN$ DD STATEMENT MISSING OR INCORRECT

Reason:

The entire DD statement is missing from the product startup procedure.

Action:

Add the appropriate DD statement or check the existing one and correct it.

TPB606 or TPX606
UNABLE TO ACCESS FILE dddddddd DIRECTLY. FILE IS MANAGED BY LSERV

Reason:

TPX determined that L-Serv is already managing a file by this name, so it cannot access the file. dddddddd is the ddname
that references the file.

Action:

Correct the JCL so TPX will access the file through L-Serv, or remove the file from L-Serv control. Restart TPX.

TPB667 or TPX667
TPXUMAIL CONVERSION EXIT IS DISABLING ITSELF, INVALID OR MISSING LINKEDIT OF PXUBROD

Reason:

When TPX starts, the TPXMAIL task calls TPXUMAIL exit at call point 36. If the exit compatibility interface available
through Broadcom Support is used and if it detects that it has not been linkedited with a csect called TPXUBROD, it
issues this message and clears the address of itself in the SMRT. It will never be called again. This message is echoed to
the log immediately after the TPXL2222 message.

Action:

Correct the error and recycle the product.
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TPB677 or TPX677
MAIL FILE VSAM ERROR FOR USERID xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The specified user received a message and used PF3 to store the message. When the Mail server tried to store the
message, one of the VSAM macros attempted actually failed. This message is followed by message TPX678.

Action:

Correct the VSAM file error and recycle the product.

TPB678 or TPX678
MMMMMMMM TTTTTTTT

Reason:

A user received a message and used PF3 to store the message. When the Mail server tried to store the message, one
of the VSAM macros attempted actually failed. This message contains a line from TENMSGL, which describes the error.
MMMMMMMM is the TENMSGL identifier. TTTTTTTT contains the text of the message. This message is preceded
by message TPX677, which identifies to which user this message applies. This is the same message that would have
appeared on a user screen, if the VSAM error had occurred while the user was in the TPXMAIL internal session.

Action:

Correct the VSAM file error and recycle the product.

TPB700I or TPX700I
QUIESCE COMPLETED FOR applid

Reason:

Quiesce processing has completed for applid.

Action:

None.

TPB990E or TPX990E
ABEND code - MODULE = module, TASK = task

Reason:

An abend with the specified code has occurred in the specified module and task. The product will attempt to recover from
the error.

Action:

See the section "Abend Codes."

TPB991I or TPX991I
data-set IN PROGRESS, ID = id

Reason:
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A dump is being written to the specified data set, either the SNAP data set, with the specified ID of id, or the system dump
data sets SYS1.DUMPnn.

Action:

None.

TPB992E or TPX992E
CONTINUING WITH TASK TERMINATION

Reason:

The product could not recover from the error and will abend with the code shown in message TPX990E or TPX990E.

Action:

None.

TPB992I or TPX992I
RECOVERY WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:

The product will attempt to recover from the error.

Action:

None.

TPB993E or TPX993E
SDUMP FAILED, RC.return code.ooo

Reason:

The dump to SYS1.DUMPnn has failed with the specified return code. If ooo is 005, no SYS1.DUMP data set was
available. Most other return codes indicate installation system problems. The product will attempt to use the SNAP DD
statement. Return codes are described in IBM documentation.

Action:

Verify that the dump data sets are available and that the STEPLIBs are APF authorized

TPB994I or TPX994I
RECOVERY WILL BE ATTEMPTED FOR THE TN3270 IP INTERFACE.

Reason:

An abend condition occurred in the TN3270 IP interface. Recovery of the failing task is being attempted.

Action:

None.

TPB994E or TPX994E
CONTINUING WITH TASK TERMINATION FOR TN3270 IP INTERFACE
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Reason:

An abend condition occurred in the TN3270 IP interface. Recovery is not permitted; the task will be terminated. The IP
interface may no longer be operational.

Action:

None.

TPB995I or TPX995I
SDUMP IN PROGRESS FOR TN3270 IP INTERFACE

Reason:

A dump of the TN3270 IP interface is being written to a system dump data set SYS1.DUMPnn.

Action:

None.

TPB996I or TPX996I
SDUMP TAKEN FOR TN3270 IP INTERFACE

Reason:

A dump of the TN3270 IP interface has been successfully written to a system dump data set SYS1.DUMPnn.

Action:

None.

TPB0999I or TPX0999I
VSAM integrity message.

Reason:

An informational message about VSAM file integrity will be displayed. See message TPXL0999 in the section "Log
Messages."

Action:

None.

TPB9900 or TPX9900
CA TPX IS ATTEMPTING AUTHORIZATION

Reason:

The product is checking for a valid LMP key in the CAIRIM component of Common Components and Services.

Action:

None.

TPB9905 or TPX9905
CPU SERIAL NO = cpunum, MODEL = modnum, DATE = ddmmmyy
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Reason:

This message shows the CPU serial number, the CPU model number, and the current system date in dd/mmm/yy format.
Only one CPU serial number is shown, even when several serial numbers exist. This message is issued during LMP key
checking.

Action:

None.

TPB9910 or TPX9910
status AUTH STATEMENT FOR component ON THIS CPU IS: (authorization statement)

Reason:

This message shows you the status of the specified component's authorization statement for the local system.

Action:

Your response depends on the status of the authorization statement:

• If status has the value VALID, no action is required.
• If status has the value INVALID, make sure that the product's authorization statement was coded correctly in the

DSIAUTH data set. If so, contact Broadcom Support to verify that the authorization statement is correct.
• If status has the value EXPIRED, the authorization statement is no longer valid and can be deleted from the DSIAUTH

data set.

TPB9915 or TPX9915
CA TPX IS AUTHORIZED

Reason:

You are authorized to use the product on this CPU.

Action:

None.

TPB9920 or TPX9920
WARNING - PRODUCT EXPIRES mmmyy

Reason:

The component's authorization statement expires on the specified date. If you stop the product after this date, you will not
be able to restart it using the current authorization statement.

Action:

Contact Broadcom to obtain a new authorization statement.

TPB9925 or TPX9925
OPTION option OF TPX IS AUTHORIZED

Reason:

You are authorized to use the specified option on this CPU. This message is issued for informational purposes only.
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Action:

None.

TPB9930 or TPX9930
WARNING - OPTION option OF TPX EXPIRES ddmmmyy

Reason:

Authorization for the specified option expires on the date shown in ddmmmyy. If you stop the product after this date, you
will not be able to restart the option using the current option authorization statement. This message is for informational
purposes only.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for a new authorization statement.

TPB9935 or TPX9935
WARNING - OPTION option OF TPX HAS EXPIRED

Reason:

Authorization for the specified option has expired since you started the product. After the product is stopped, the option
will not restart with the current authorization statement. This message is issued for informational purposes only.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for a new authorization statement.

TPB9940 or TPX9940
AUTH STATEMENT FILE NOT FOUND OR OPEN FAILED

Reason:

The product could not open the data set that contains authorization statements. It will not execute until the file and a valid
authorization statement are read.

Action:

Correct the problem and restart the product.

TPB9945 or TPX9945
NO AUTH STATEMENT FOUND FOR TPX ON THIS CPU

Reason:

The product could not find a valid authorization statement in the local CPU. It will not initialize until you specify a valid
authorization statement.

Action:

Verify that the authorization statement is specified correctly.
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• If EXP=ddmmmyy has been specified in the authorization statement, check the expiration date to be sure that it is
valid.

• If SER=xxxxxx has been specified in the authorization statement, check the serial number to be sure that it matches
at least one of your CPU's serial numbers.

TPB9950 or TPX9950
TPX IS NOT AUTHORIZED ON THIS CPU

Reason:

The product cannot find a valid authorization statement for the local system. It will not initialize on this CPU.

Action:

Verify that the authorization statement is specified correctly.

TPB9955 or TPX9955
CPU SERIAL NO CHANGED FROM number TO number FOR TPX

Reason:

The CPU serial number has changed since the product was started, and it will cease to function.

Action:

Restart the product using the CPU serial number specified in the authorization statement.

TPB9965 or TPX9965
LAST AUTHORIZATION CHECK FOR TPX WAS number

Reason:

The product's authorization was last checked number days ago.

Action:

None.

TPB9970 or TPX9970
TPX AUTHORIZATION ABENDED WITH Sxxx

Reason:

The authorization module has abended. The associated system abend code is shown in Sxxx.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

TPB9975 or TPX9975
_______________ CAIRIM - CA-LMP NOT STARTED OR INITIALIZED

Reason:

LMP has not started or been initialized through CAIRIM statement in Common Components and Services.
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Action:

Correct problem and restart the product.

TPB9980 or TPX9980
CA-LMP AUTH QUERY FAILED FOR _______________ ON THIS CPU

Reason:

Product failed authorization from LMP.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for valid LMP KEY for this Product.

TPX5555
TPX SYSPLEX SERVICES FOR NODE(nnnnnnnn) are enabled

Reason:

The product has successfully initialized XCF and XES Services. nnnnnnnn identifies the system ID of the node.

Action:

None.

TPX5556
TPX SYSPLEX SERVICES FOR NODE(nnnnnnnn) are disabled

Reason:

The product has terminated XCF and XES Services. nnnnnnnn identifies the system ID of the node.

Action:

None.

Other Messages
This section describes other messages issued by TPX.

CALServ Log Messages
The following messages are printed to the CA-L-Serv log.

TPX0001
product REGION name CONNECTED TO L-Serv FILE SERVER

Reason:

This message appears at the startup of L-Serv and indicates that the product (TPX, or STX) has connected to the L-Serv
file server. The variable name indicates the Intercommunications System Name (ICSN), which defaults to the started task
name.

Action:
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None.

TPX0003
product REGION name DISCONNECTING FROM L-Serv FILE SERVER

Reason:

This message appears at the termination of L-Serv and indicates that the product (TPX, or STX) has disconnected from
the L-Serv file server. The variable name indicates the Intercommunications System Name (ICSN), which defaults to the
started task name.

Action:

Panel Messages
TPX issues a variety of one-line messages to panels. The messages are located in the PANELxx library, member
TxxMSGL, where xx is the language identifier. For example, the English messages are in the PANELEN library, in
member TENMSGL.

The administrator can customize the text of the messages. For more information, see Modifying a Panel. Additional
message IDs and text can be added by customizing the SAMT table or by using customized user exits.

The messages begin with the following prefixes:
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• HENMAC,
• HENMAP
• HENMBUL
• HENMGRP
• HENMLST
• HENMNAM
• HENMSES
• HENMTRM
• HENMUID
• HENV
• HENV003
• HENX0
• HENX1
• HENX2
• HEN00.
• IEN
• IENB
• IENB7
• IENL
• IENS
• IENM
• IENQ
• IENV
• IENVW
• I$
• MENA
• MENAB
• MENB
• MENB1
• MENB2
• MENB3
• MENB5
• MENB6
• MENB7
• MENC
• MENG
• MENM
• MENN
• MENO
• MENP
• MENV
• MENW
• MENX
• TEN3
• TPX
• VENX
• WENM
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Panel User Messages

Various informational and error messages are displayed on the TPX Menu, at the TPX Logo, or elsewhere when you enter
data or commands. See User Messages in the Using section for explanations of these messages.

Panel Messages Detail
These Panel Messages were updated for clarity and readability. 

NOTE

Some of these messages do not contain explanations because they are self-explanatory.

Panel Messages
MENG0001 Field must be numeric. 

The field at the current cursor position must be numeric. 

MENG0002 Enter "Y" or "N", or clear to cancel 

"Y" or "N" are the only valid entries, use CLEAR to restore previous value.

MENG0003 Invalid command - &ZCMDO 

The command that was entered is not valid. 

MENG0004 VSAM access error. RTNCD=&vsamrc, REASON=&vsamfb 

The VSAM request failed with the displayed return and reason codes. 

MENG0005 No help available 

Help is not available for this request. 

MENG0006 Null Entry - Invalid 

The updated field cannot be null. 

MENG0007 VSAM Add attempted, but record already exists 

The VSAM ADD request failed because the record already exists. 

MENG0008 VSAM Record not found 

The record was not found, review the values specified in the request. 

MENG0009 VSAM Record in use by another user 

The record is not available when another user is updating the record.

MENG0010 VSAM cannot extend the data set. 

An attempt to extend the data set failed. 

MENG0011 VSAM Insufficient virtual storage 

There is not enough storage to complete the VSAM request. 

MENG0012 Field must be valid hex digits 0-9, A-F 

The value that was entered is not within the specified range. 

MENG0013 Command character cannot be blank. 

A non-blank value must be specified. 

MENG0014 Error in reset (E) command 

The attempt to override a PF key has failed, user a valid key value. 

MENG0015 COPY valid from previous level panel only 

Use F3 and enter the COPY command on that panel. 

MENG0016 Internal parameter invalid 

Internal request failure, contact CA TPX support. 

MENG0017 Required field &field 

The field at the cursor location cannot be blank. 

MENG0018 Field cannot have leading spaces. 

Valid input cannot start with a blank or space. 

MENG0019 Error - numeric value too large 

The value that was given exceeds the maximum value allowed. 

MENG0020 Panel not found for your language, default used. 

The panel that was requested is not available in the requested language. 
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MENG0021 Error - value not within allowed range 

The value that was given must be within the specified range . 

MENG0022 You are not authorized for this function. 

The current user ID is not authorized to use the function that was entered. 

MENG0023 Invalid value for this field 

The value that was specified at the current cursor location is invalid. 

MENG0031 Error - maximum value is 255. 

The value that was specified exceeds the maximum value allowed.

MENG0032 Error - maximum value is 65535. 

The value that was specified exceeds the maximum value allowed.

MENG0033 Error - maximum value is 16777215. 

The value that was specified exceeds the maximum value allowed.

MENG0034 Error - maximum value is 2147483647. 

The value that is specified exceeds the maximum value allowed.

MENG0050 VSAM access error. LSERV Return Code=&vsamlrc 

The request failed, the VSAM return code is provided in the message. 

MENG0051 Request failed. LSERV File Server is not available. 

The server required to satisfy the request is not running. 

MENG0060 Field must be 8 alpha-numeric (non-blank) characters. 

Retype the field to specify 8 non-blank alpha numeric characters. 

MENG0061 First character of the field must be alphabetic. 

The field at the current cursor position must start with an alphabetic.

MENG0062 Field must be alpha-numeric with no embedded blanks. 

Retype the field to specify non-blank alpha numeric characters. 

MENG0063 Generic Resource name and count required 

Specify the Generic Resource name and member count to complete the requirement.

MENG0064 Field must be a valid VTAM name 

The Generic Resource name must be a valid VTAM name. 

MENG091 Uppercase A through E not valid. 

MENG092 Field must be "ALARM", "SWITCH" or "MESSAGE". 

MENG093 Field must be "SHR", "GRP", "UNQ" or "TPX". 

The TYPE field must be "SHR, "GRP, "UNQ", or "TPX". 

MENG094 Field must be "ALL", "NONE", "BB" or "DR". 

End-to-End option: must be "ALL", "NONE", "BB", or "DR". 

MENG095 Valid keys are PF1 - PF24 or blank. 

Specify PF1 - PF24 for the Session Key: field 

MENG0096 Request is rejected. File is quiesced or unavailable. 

The VSAM file that is required to complete the request is quiesced, operation f.

MENG0097 Request is rejected. File is not open. 

The VSAM file that is required to complete the request is not open, operation f.

IENV0000 The following messages refers to list &MDATA. 

The message that follows refers to a MAIL list &&&&&&&&. 

MENV0024 VSAM error when accessing the list being resolved. 

A VSAM error occurred while resolving the TPX MAIL list. 

MENV0028 A VSAM error occurred accessing nested lists. 

A TPX MAIL list contained another lists and an error occurred. 

MENV0032 The list being resolved has an unknown list type. 

The TPX MAIL list being processed has an unknown type. 

MENV0036 The list being resolved is not public to you. 

The TPX MAIL list is not accessible by the current user ID. 

MENV0040 Nested list being resolved is not public to you. 

The nested TPX MAIL list is not accessible by the current user ID. 

MENV0044 The list being resolved is not visible to you. 
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The TPX MAIL list is not accessible by the current userID. 

MENV0048 Nested list being resolved is not visible to you. 

The nested TPX MAIL list is not accessible by the current user ID. 

MENV0052 Nested lists being resolved had multiple errors 

TPX MAIL processing failed for nested mail lists. 

MENV0056 Invisible list being resolved + multiple inner errors. 

MENV0060 The list being resolved is not on file. 

The TPX MAIL list was not found on the available VSAM files. 

MENV0064 Nested list being resolved is not on file. 

A nested TPX MAIL list was not found on the available VSAM files. 

HENV006 Select "1" or "2" 

Selecting option "1" or "2" is required to continue 

HENV007 Choose (1) or (2) 

Selecting option (1) or (2) is required to continue 

HEN0019 Provide destination and message text 

To send a message provide, that the message text and destination. 

HEN0076a Enter "S" to select an owner of the lists to browse or edit. 

To select a list, type an "S" next to the owner name. 

HEN0077a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0078a Enter line command (A, B, C, D, I, M, R). 

HEN0078b Specify list title and change default values as preferred. 

HEN0078c Enter User, Term, Userlist, Appl, ActAppl, Sess, ActSess, Group, and Name 

Enter one of the required values to send the message. 

HEN0078d Specify this list entry and comment (optional). 

HEN0078e Enter I to insert new line. 

HEN0091 Select table to modify or create: "S ACTname". 

HEN0091a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0092 Select application to modify or add to table. 

HEN0092a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0093 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0094 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0095 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0099a Enter "Y" to enable or "N" to disable. 

HEN0100 Enter number of parameter types you want to modify. 

HEN0101 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0101d ACL Runaway Limit must be >=200 and <=20000 

Correct the Runaway Limit so that it is within the specified range. 

HEN0102 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0103 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0104 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0105 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0106 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0107 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0108 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0109 Select Table to modify or create. 

HEN0109a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0110 Select Profile to modify or delete. 

Enter "S" To select or "D" to delete next to the profile name. 

HEN0110a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete a Profil. 

Enter "S" To select or "D" to delete next to the profile name. 

HEN0110s &xtsname sign-on authority deleted. 

The specified user ID's sign-on authority has been deleted. 

HEN0110t &xptname sign-on authority deleted. 
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The specified user ID's sign-on authority has been deleted. 

HEN0110z If "saved", the table is deleted if "saved". 

HEN0112 Select session or change value by typing over the value. 

HEN0113 Change any Profile value by typing over the value. 

HEN0114 Change any Profile value by typing over the value. 

HEN0114Z Session ID to copy is wrong type session. 

HEN0115 Change any Profile value by typing over the value. 

HEN0116 Type 1, 2, 3, or 4 to modify Profile parameters 

HEN0116J Select user options or CANCEL. 

HEN0117 Change any Profile value by typing over the value. 

HEN0118 Type 1, 2, 3, or 4 to modify USERID parameters 

HEN0118J Select user options or CANCEL. 

HEN0119 Change any Profile value by typing over the value. 

HEN0120 Enter the USERID to modify . 

HEN0121 Change any allowable value by typing over the value. 

HEN0122 Select session or change value by typing over the value. 

HEN0122b Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete a Session. 

HEN0123 Change any allowable value by typing over the value. 

HEN0124 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0124Z Session ID to copy is wrong type session. 

HEN0125 Change any allowable value by typing over the value. 

HEN0126 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0127 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0128 Select 1, 2, 3, 4 to modify USERID parameters. 

HEN0129 Select the USERID that you want to modify or create. 

HEN0129a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete a USERID. 

HEN0130 Select Command Class Table to modify or create. 

HEN0130a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry 

HEN0131 Select Command Class to modify or create 

HEN0131a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry 

HEN0132 Change any Command Class value by typing over the value. 

HEN0135 Select Table to modify, create, or delete. 

HEN0135a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0136 Select Virtual Printer Mask to modify or create. 

HEN0136a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0137 Specify masking characters 

HEN0140 Select Terminal Options Table to modify or create. 

HEN0140a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0141 Select Terminal Mask to modify, create, or delete. 

HEN0141a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0142 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0144 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0142f Enter masking characters. 

HEN0143 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0150 Select Mask Table to modify, create, or delete. 

HEN0150a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0151 Select Mask Entry to modify or create. 

HEN0151a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0152 Edit the &XPTNAME Mask you selected. 

HEN0152a Enter a line command (I, D, C, M, R, B, A.) 

HEN0152c Enter the line command I to insert an entry. 

HEN0155 Select Printer Table to modify, create, or delete. 

HEN0155a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 
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HEN0156 Select Mnemonic or Virtual Printer name. 

HEN0156a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0157 Provide Physical Print Destinations 

HEN0157a Enter the line command I to Insert. 

HEN0157c Enter a line command (I, D, R, M, A, B). 

HEN0159 Specify the Profiles from which USERID is built. 

HEN0159a Use line command I to insert a Profile. 

HEN0159b Use line command I, D, M, A, or B. 

HEN0160 Select Table to modify or create 

HEN0160a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0161 Select command class to modify or create. 

HEN0161a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0162 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0163 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0165 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0166 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0167 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0167Z Session ID to copy is wrong type session. 

HEN0168 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0169 Specify the Administrator authority for this User. 

HEN0169b Enter "I" to insert or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0170 Select Group to modify or select from the list. 

HEN0170a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0171 Select Update Class to create, modify, or delete. 

HEN0171a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0172 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0173 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0175 Select Table to create, modify, or delete. 

HEN0175a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete a Table. 

HEN0176 Select Application to add, modify, or delete. 

HEN0176a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete Application. 

HEN0177 Change any Application value by typing over the value. 

HEN0179 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0199 Press ENTER to return to &XPTNAME menu. 

HEN0270 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HEN0996e Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HEN0996f Line commands Insert, Move, Before/After (I,M,B,A). 

HEN0997a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete. 

HENMACA Specify recipient and enter the message text. 

HENMACAb Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMACAd Enter the message subject and text. 

HENMACS Specify recipient and enter the message text. 

HENMACSb Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMACSd Enter the message subject and text. 

HENMAPP Specify recipient and enter the message text. 

HENMAPPb Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMAPPd Enter the message subject and text. 

HENMBUL Specify recipient and enter the message text. 

HENMBULb Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMBULc Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMBULd Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMBULe Enter the message subject and text. 

HENMGRP Specify recipient and the enter message text. 
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HENMGRPb Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMGRPc Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMGRPd Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMGRPf Enter the message subject and text. 

HENMLST Specify recipient and the enter message text. 

HENMLSTb Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMLSTc Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMLSTd Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMLSTe Enter the message subject and text. 

HENMNAM Specify recipient and the enter message text. 

HENMNAMb Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMNAMc Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMNAMd Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMNAMf Enter message subject and text. 

HENMSES Specify recipient and enter the message text. 

HENMSESb Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMSESd Enter message subject and text. 

HENMTRM Specify recipient and enter the message text. 

HENMTRMb Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMTRMd Enter message subject and text. 

HENMUID Specify recipient and enter the message text. 

HENMUIDb Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMUIDc Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMUIDd Change highlighted defaults (Optional).

HENMUIDf Enter message subject and text. 

HENV003 Select type of option to modify. 

HENX004a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HENX004 Select table to modify or create. 

HENX005a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HENX005 Select table to modify or create. 

HENX006a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HENX006 Select application entry to modify or add. 

HENX007 Select type of option to modify. 

HENX009 Select table to modify or create. 

HENX009a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HENX010 Select table to modify or create. 

HENX010a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HENX011 Select table to modify or create. 

HENX011a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HENX012 Select type of option to modify. 

HENX012z Set PAD and TERMINAL or press ENTER for DEFAULT. 

HENX013 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX014 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX015 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX016 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX017 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX018 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX019 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX020 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX021 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX022 Specify "Y" to activate the option. 

HENX023 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX025a Enter a line command (I, D, M, A, B, R). 
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HENX025d Enter the line command I to Insert. 

HENX026a Enter the line command I to Insert. 

HENX026b Enter a line command (I, D, M, A, B, R). 

HENX027 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX027M Required field missing 

Provide the required value at the cursor location. 

HENX028 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX028J The length of the prefix and the suffix exceeds 8. 

The combined length or the prefix and suffix is too long. 

HENX028K The length of the suffix exceeds 7. 

The suffix is too long. 

HENX028L The length of the prefix exceeds 7. 

The prefix is too long. 

HENX028M Required field missing 

Provide the required value at the cursor location. 

HENX028N HI must be less than/equal to LOW. 

LOW cannot be greater than HI. 

HENX028O Both HI and LOW must have the same length. 

HENX030 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX030M Required field missing 

Provide the required value at the cursor location. 

HENX031 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX033 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX034 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX036 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX049 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX049M Required field missing 

Provide the required value at the cursor location. 

HENX050 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX051 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX053 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX056a Enter a line command (I, D, M, A, B, R). 

HENX057 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX058 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX059 Select table to modify or create. 

HENX059a Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry. 

HENX060 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX061a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX062a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX063a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX064a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX065a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX066a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX067a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX068a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX069a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX070a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX071a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX072a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX073a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX074a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX075a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX076a Enter "S" to select detail panel 
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HENX077a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX078a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX079a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX080a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX081a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX082a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX083a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX084a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX085a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX086a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX087a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX088a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX089a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX090a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX091a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX092a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX093a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX094a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX095a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX096a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX097a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX098a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX099a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX100a Enter "S" to select detail panel 

HENX061b Specify a keymap function 

HENX062b Specify a keymap function 

HENX063b Specify a keymap function 

HENX064b Specify a keymap function 

HENX065b Specify a keymap function 

HENX066b Specify a keymap function 

HENX067b Specify a keymap function 

HENX068b Specify a keymap function 

HENX069b Specify a keymap function 

HENX070b Specify a keymap function 

HENX071b Specify a keymap function 

HENX072b Specify a keymap function 

HENX073b Specify a keymap function 

HENX074b Specify a keymap function 

HENX075b Specify a keymap function 

HENX076b Specify a keymap function 

HENX077b Specify a keymap function 

HENX078b Specify a keymap function 

HENX079b Specify a keymap function 

HENX080b Specify a keymap function 

HENX081b Specify a keymap function 

HENX082b Specify a keymap function 

HENX083b Specify a keymap function 

HENX084b Specify a keymap function 

HENX085b Specify a keymap function 

HENX086b Specify a keymap function 

HENX087b Specify a keymap function 

HENX088b Specify a keymap function 

HENX089b Specify a keymap function 
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HENX090b Specify a keymap function 

HENX091b Specify a keymap function 

HENX092b Specify a keymap function 

HENX093b Specify a keymap function 

HENX094b Specify a keymap function 

HENX095b Specify a keymap function 

HENX096b Specify a keymap function 

HENX097b Specify a keymap function 

HENX098b Specify a keymap function 

HENX099b Specify a keymap function 

HENX100b Specify a keymap function 

HENX101a Invalid command 

HENX101b Invalid command for this terminal type 

HENX101c Invalid modifier 

HENX101d Invalid modifier, missing delimiter 

HENX101e Modifier string too long 

HENX101f Modifier missing, required 

HENX101g Modifier that was ignored, not required for this command 

HENX101h Invalid terminal type or terminal ID 

HENX101i Invalid input string or input string length 

HENX101j reason 10 

HENX101k reason 11 

HENX101l reason 12 

HENX101m reason 13 

HENX103 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX104 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX105 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX106 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX107 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX111 Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an application session 

HENX112 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX112Z Session ID to copy is wrong type session. 

HENX113 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX114 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX115 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX123 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX124 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX125 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX126 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX127 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX131 Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an application session. 

HENX132 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX132Z Session ID to copy is wrong type session. 

HENX143 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX144 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX145 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX146 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX147 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX152 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX153 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX154 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX155 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX200 Specify group to modify or select a group from this list. 
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HENX200A Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry 

HENX201 Select an update class to create, modify, or delete. 

HENX201A Enter "S" to select or "D" to delete an entry 

HENX202 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX203 Change any value by typing over the value. 

HENX204 Change any value by typing over the value.

MENA1100 Valid values for Timeout options are L, F, FI, K, or KI. 

MENA1101 Valid values for Access are PASS and SINGLE. 

MENA1102 Valid values are ANY, NONE, HOLD, MULT, or blank. 

MENA1103 Valid values are Dynamic or Static. 

MENA1104 Valid values are F or K. 

MENA2001 Jump key conflicts with Command key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2002 Menu key conflicts with Command key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2003 Print key conflicts with Command key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2004 Menu key conflicts with Jump key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2005 Print key conflicts with Jump key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2006 Print key conflicts with Menu key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2007 Session key conflicts with Command key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2008 Session key conflicts with Jump key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2009 Session key conflicts with Menu key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2010 Session key conflicts with Print key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2011 Window mode key conflicts with Command key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2012 Window mode key conflicts with Jump key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2013 Window mode key conflicts with Menu key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2014 Window mode key conflicts with Print key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENA2112 Break key conflicts with Toggle key 

The same key is assigned to multiple functions. 

MENAX000 Leftmost character is not used, must be zero. 

MENA4200 Slot percentages must total 100%. 

The slot storage percentages must be changed to total 100. 

MENA4201 Slot sizes must be in ascending order. 

Adjust the slot sizes so they occur in ascending order. 

MENA4400 options are F, K, L, FI, or KI. 

MENA4401 options are F, K, FI, or KI. 

MENA4500 options are SINGLE, MULTIPLE, or PASS. 

MENA4600 INVALID - Use EOF to clear field, then PF1 

The value is invalid, see HELP for further information. 

MENA4601 specify a single character or FIELD-MARK. 

MENA4602 options are MENU or APPL or NONE. 
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MENU, APPL, or NONE must be specified. 

MENA4603 Use PF1 to find required fields missing from this panel. 

MENA4700 options are RECOVER or ABEND. 

RECOVER or ABEND are the only valid options. 

MENA4701 options are SDUMP, ALL, or STORAGE. 

The only valid options are SDUMP, ALL, or STORAGE.

MENA4702 options are INT, EXT, or FMT. 

INT, EXT, OR FMT are the only valid options. 

MENA4800 INVALID - see HELP for details. 

Invalid value is specified, see HELP for valid options. 

MENA4801 INVALID - see HELP for details. 

MENA8001 Table name was not entered. 

The table name that was entered is not valid. 

MENA8002 Model table name not found. 

MENA8003 Table was not found. 

MENA8004 Selected value is invalid. 

The value that was specified is invalid. 

MENA8005 Table &Ltbl1 saved 

The updated table has been saved. 

MENA8006 Table &Ltbl1 deleted 

The named table has been deleted. 

MENA8007 Update of &ltbl1 canceled 

The table to be updated was not found. 

MENA8207 Invalid profile format, update of &ltbl1 canceled 

MENA8008 Group name mandatory with Master Authority 

MENA8009 Type must be 'V' or 'J'. 

Specify V for VTAM printers or J for JES SYSOUT. 

MENA8010 Warning: User currently DYNAMIC 

MENA8011 Entry name was not entered. 

Invalid name follows SELECT on command line. 

MENA8012 Entry to copy was not found. 

The object of the copy request does not exist. 

MENA8013 Entry was not found. 

MENA8014 Selected value is invalid.

The value that was selected is invalid or not found. 

MENA8015 Update/browse of &lent1 canceled 

The update of the class table has been canceled. 

MENA8115 Browse of &lent1 ended. Any adds, deletes, updates ignored. 

MENA8016 Update of &luid canceled. 

The profile update was canceled. 

MENA8017 &lcopy copied 

The requested copy has completed successfully. 

MENA8018 Duplicate entries not allowed 

An attempt to add an entry that already exist was made 

MENA8019 User cannot administer group to which he belongs. 

MENA8020 Warning: User can MASTER administer self. 

MENA8021 Move/Copy pending 

A move or copy was started but not completed. 

MENA8022 You are not an administrator of this group. 

You are not authorized to process this group. 

MENA8023 You are not allowed to add a new session. 

The current user does not have authority to add a session. 

MENA8024 Invalid select value 
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The line command character that was entered is incorrect, use a valid character. 

MENA8025 You are not an administrator of that user. 

You are not authorized to update the user ID selected. 

MENA8026 Duplicate session key 

The PF key that was specified is already being used for another session. 

MENA8027 This update not allowed; Update class is invalid. 

The specified class is not valid, re-enter. 

MENA8028 Define profile first in profile maintenance. 

The profile was deleted after the list was displayed, redefine the profile.

MENA8029 You are not an administrator of that profile. 

You are not authorized to update the selected profile. 

MENA8030 You must enter APPLID. 

An APPLID is required, no other value is acceptable. 

MENA8031 Session ID was not found. 

The requested session ID was not found. 

MENA8032 You do not have authority to do this COPY. 

The user is not authorized to perform the function. 

MENA8033 Session ID exists in other session list. 

The session override exists but of other type. 

MENA8034 You do not have authority to do this DELETE. 

The current user is not authorized to delete the selected entry. 

MENA8035 If PAD is not GATE and TRAN=N, do not specify parity.

A parity specification is not allowed. 

MENA8036 Don't specify parity if TRAN=N 

A parity specification is not allowed when TRAN=N 

MENA8037 Command conflict 

Multiple commands were entered and the values entered conflict. 

MENA8038 Block command complete 

The command that was entered requires matching delimiter commands. 

MENA8040 Warning: Saved DYNAMIC user being conv. to STATIC 

User must be saved as type STATIC. 

MENA8041 NVi/TPX Saved DYNAMIC user can't be NVi/STX STATIC. 

A dynamic user cannot have an STX segment. 

MENA8042 Warning: STX STATIC usr being conv. to Saved DYNAMIC. 

MENA8043 Group name mandatory with NVi/TPX User Authority 

MENA8044 Group name mandatory with NVi/STX User Authority 

MENA8045 A Default Profile cannot be deleted. 

Default profiles are protected from deletion. 

MENA8046 Missing Default Dynamic Profile, Notify TPX Administrator 

The attempt to create a dynamic profile has failed, the default was not found. 

MENA8047 Invalid Record Count Limit value 

The specified value exceeds the maximum that is allowed. 

MENA8050 Default entries #DFLTMSG and #DFLTRC must not be deleted. 

Default entries cannot be deleted. 

MENA9001 Field must be "CICS", "IMS" or "TSO". 

MENAB001 User &lusr saved 

MENAB002 Update of &lusr canceled. 

You have canceled the update process. 

MENW8005 Updates were saved. 

MENW8007 Updates were canceled. 

You have canceled the update process. 

MENB0001 Mail processing completed. 

The requested mail processing completed successfully. 
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MENB0002 Application news that is updated and bulletins that are stored for selected applications 

The messages were processed successfully. 

MENB0003 Mail processing completed. No valid recipients found. 

No recipients were found for the mail message as defined. 

MENB0004 Check your messages 

There is a mail message waiting to be viewed. 

MENB0005 Mail processing complete. Not all targets received message. 

Some targets for the mail message we not found. 

MENB0014 Check the bulletins 

A bulletin message is waiting to be viewed. 

MENB0024 Check your messages and the bulletins 

Mail and bulletin messages are waiting to be viewed. 

MENB1001 Enter 'Y' for Send or Store 

Specify a Send or Store option. 

MENB1002 Enter the message text or a subject 

The message needs text or subject, or both. 

MENB1003 Invisible lists require Send or Store specified. 

Invisible cannot proceed without Send or Store. Try again. 

MENB1004 Confirmation was suppressed. Failures not displayed 

MENB1005 Confirmation was suppressed. 

MENB1006 Confirmation was suppressed. No valid recipients found. 

MENB1010 List has no entries. Insert entries or CANCEL edit. 

To create a user list insert entries into the list 

MENB1013 "Only sender can delete" requires a bulletin to be stored. 

"Only sender can delete" is valid only when "Store" is set to Y. 

MENB2001 Enter 'S' or 'D' 

'S' or 'D' are the only valid commands and one is required. 

MENB2002 Message text for this message locator is missing. 

Message text could not be found. 

MENB2003 You are not authorized to delete bulletins. 

MENB2005 Only the sender can delete this bulletin. 

MENB2011 No messages to view 

MENB2012 No bulletins to view 

MENB2013 No messages or bulletins to view 

IENB2021 *Personal* 

IENB2022 *Bulletins* 

IENB2023 

IENB2101 This message received by &MLOCTARG on &MLOCDATE at &MLOCTIME 

Acknowledgement message 

MENB3001 Neither SEND nor STORE specified 

MENB3002 Recipient has specified "Do not disturb" and STORE was not specified. 

Message cannot be sent now, specify Store. 

MENB3003 User is not signed on and STORE was not specified. 

The intended recipient is not signed on, use STORE to save the message. 

MENB3004 Recipient unknown to Naming Services 

MENB3005 No USERID for STORE. (Recipient unknown to Naming Services) 

MENB3006 Recipient unknown. Specify SEND for delivery to remote system. 

IENB3100 Unknown group 

The requested group was not found. 

IENB3101 Unknown terminal 

The requested terminal was not found. 

IENB3102 Unknown user 

The requested user is not defined. 
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IENB3108 User not signed on now 

The user ID provided is not currently active. 

IENB3109 Security violation to show name 

Security is set to prevent user names from displaying. 

MENB3333 "Disallowed SENDs to self-using userlist" and STORE not specified 

MENB3334 "Disallowed SENDs to self-not-using userlist" and STORE not specified 

MENB5002 Requestcancled 

Updates were not saved. 

MENB6001 No defined applications match target criteria. 

The target of the message cannot be found. 

MENB7001 Lists added 

A new list has been added. 

MENB7002 Lists saved 

The list updates have been saved. 

MENB7004 Lists deleted 

The list has been deleted. 

MENB7008 Update of lists canceled. 

The updates were not saved. 

MENB7108 Browse of lists ended. Any adds, deletes, updates ignored. 

MENB7009 Entry too long for list type &mlstttar. 

MENB7010 Too many words for list type &mlstttar. 

MENB7011 Word too long for list type &mlstttar. 

IENB702I You are not authorized to see this list. CANCEL is generated. 

IENB702- Listid cannot contain mask character. CANCEL is generated. 

MENB1007 Message file full 

The message file cannot send/store anymore messages. 

MENB1008 List member not found 

There is no match on file for the list selected. 

MENB1009 Error reading list member 

There was an I/O error reading the member. 

MENB1011 Cannot use masking ('-') when saving 

Masking is not allowed with a save function. 

MENB1012 Request was completed; masked names were ignored. 

The requested function was not performed on masked names. 

MENB1014 Save only valid for user or user list 

Specify a user or user list, "ALL" is not valid for save. 

MENB1015 Invalid USERID 

Specify a valid user for the requested function. 

MENB1016 You are not authorized for this function. 

The current user cannot perform this function. 

MENB1017 Invalid APPLID 

Specify a valid APPLID for the requested function. 

MENB2004 Message no longer on file 

MENB5001 Request was successfully completed. 

MENB5003 Change could not be saved. 

MENB6002 Enter the menu news 

Enter the text that you want to send/store 

MENB6003 Application was not defined to &XPTNAME 

MENC0001 Use PF1-PF24, PF1/13-PF12/24, PA1-PA3, Clear, or Enter 

Value that was entered is invalid, specify one of the keys listed. 

MENC0002 Use PF1 - PF24, PA1 - PA3, Clear, or None 

Value is invalid, specify one of the keys that are listed or NONE. 

MENC0003 Use PF1 - PF24 
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Value is invalid, specify one of the PF keys listed. 

MENC0004 Use CU, DA, DU, EN, FI, FR, GE, IT, NO, SP, SW 

Use one of the language codes that are specified in the message. 

MENC0005 System error finding ctl.blk. for called variable. 

MENC0006 System error: call code not 1 or 4 for TYPE=USER 

MENC0007 System error: passed length is negative 

MENC0008 Use TPX, ACF2, RACF, TOPS, SAF, NONE, USER 

TPX, ACF2, RACF, TOPS, SAF, NONE, or USER, are the only valid entries 

MENC0009 Use PF1 - PF24, PA1 - PA3, Clear 

Valid keys are PF1 - PF24, PA1 - PA3, or Clear. 

MENC0010 Use mm/dd/yy 

Enter the date in format mm/dd/yy 

MENC0110 Use dd/mm/yy 

Enter the date in format dd/mm/yy 

MENC0210 Use mm/dd/yyyy 

Enter the date in format mm/dd/yyyy 

MENC0310 Use dd/mm/yyyy 

Enter the date in format dd/mm/yyyy 

MENC0011 MM out of range 

The value that was entered for month is invalid. 

MENC0012 DD out of range 

The value that was entered for day is invalid. 

MENC0013 YY value invalid - must be numeric. 

The value that was entered for year is invalid. 

MENC0113 YY value invalid - must be numeric. 

The value that was entered for year is invalid. 

MENC0114 Pass Ticket User valid only for RACF or SAF 

* 

MENM0015 Invalid &XPTNAME command 

The command is not valid as entered. 

MENM0043 Session key conflict 

MENM0049 User Function key conflict 

MENM0087 Unauthorized &XPTNAME command 

The user is not authorized to use this command. 

MENM0088 Invalid Print destination 

* 

MENN0001 SCRATCHPAD Record too large to display 

* 

MENOAC01 Activate command completed successfully. 

The quiesce flag has been turned off. 

MENOAC02 Application was not found. 

The action was not performed, application was not found. 

MENOAC03 File status was changed to Active. 

MENOAC04 File was already Active. 

MENOAC05 File was not found. 

MENOAS01 Access command completed successfully 

MENOAS02 VM DDNAME not found 

MENOAS03 Error occurred in access command processing. 

MENOAS04 Access command is only valid for VM. 

MENOCN01 Cancel command completed successfully 

MENOCN02 User not found 

MENOCN03 Session was not found or was not active. 

MENODA01 Application was not found. 
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MENODM01 Updates were ignored - UPDATE PF key not entered. 

Use the update PF key to apply the updates. 

MENODM02 Updates were not done because data was not modified. 

MENODM03 Update of storage completed successfully 

MENODM04 Terminal SB not found 

MENODM05 USERID not found 

MENODM06 You are unauthorized to update memory. 

The current user ID is not authorized to update memory. 

MENODM07 Control block chain pointer is zeros. 

The address of the requested area is zeros. 

MENODM08 ACT entry was not found. 

MENODP01 Printer was not found. 

MENODS01 User was not found. 

MENODT01 Terminal was not found. 

MENODU01 User was not found. 

MENODU04 User is active in another TPX image. 

MENODVP1 Virtual printer was not found. 

MENODVT1 Virtual terminal was not found. 

MENOD001 Invalid command syntax - command too long. 

MENOD002 TPX must use an authorized LOADLIB for this command. 

MENOMN01 Invalid command syntax 

MENOMN02 Last command retrieved 

MENOMN03 You are not authorized to enter this command. 

MENOMN04 Invalid command option 

MENOMN05 You must enter an 'S' to select an entry. 

MENOMN06 SYSID was not found 

The SYSID enter is not active. 

MENOMN07 Remote session ended. 

MENOMN08 SYSID=ALL invalid for this command, 

MENOMO01 Modify command was completed successfully. 

MENOMO02 Application/user/virtual term/virtual printer was not found. 

MENOMO03 Modify command was not completed, VT was not reserved. 

The virtual terminal must be reserved to process this command. 

MENOMO04 Modify command was successfully scheduled. 

MENOMU01 Desired multi-user not found on specified terminal. 

MENOMU02 User is a multi-user; MUT= operand must be used. 

MENOMU03 User is not a multi-user; MUT= operand must not be used. 

MENOQU01 Quiesce command was completed successfully. 

MENOQU02 Application was not found. 

MENOQU03 File status was changed to Quiesced. 

MENOQU04 File was already Quiesced. 

MENOQU05 File was not found. 

MENORL01 Reload command was completed successfully 

MENORL02 Reload successful - only safe fields for non-quiesced appls. 

MENORL03 Profile was not previously loaded - reload unnecessary. 

MENORL04 Entry was not found. 

MENORL05 Reload command has failed. 

MENORL06 ACL reload is scheduled. 

MENORL07 Panel reload is scheduled. 

MENORL08 Reload of profile #DEFAULT is unnecessary. 

MENOSE01 Send command was completed successfully. 

MENOSE02 Message text is too long. 

The send message text exceeds the allowable length. 
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MENOSE03 User was not found. 

The user the message is intended for was not found. 

MENOSE04 No users active 

There are no users active for the send to all command. 

MENOSP01 Spin command was completed successfully 

MENOTR01 Trace command was completed successfully. 

MENOTR02 User/terminal/printer/v.terminal/printer not found. 

MENOTR03 Trace destination was successfully changed. 

MENOTR04 External trace destination is invalid for VM. 

MENOUL01 Unlock command was completed successfully. 

MENOUL02 User was not found. 

The user to be unlocked was not found. 

MENOUL03 User is not active 

The user to be unlocked is not active. 

MENOUL04 User's terminal is not locked. 

The user to be unlocked terminal is not locked. 

MENOVA01 Add of virtual terminals/printers completed successfully. 

MENOVA02 No virtual terminals/printers exist in this VTAMLST member 

MENOVA03 VTAMLST member was not found 

MENOVA04 Invalid entry in this VTAMLST member 

MENOVA05 SRBEXIT/FASTPATH options conflict 

MENOVA06 Storage not available for virtual terminal/printer, add storage. 

MENOVA07 Error in virtual terminal/printer, add processing. 

MENOVM01 VM command was completed successfully. 

MENOVM02 VM command is only valid for VM. 

MENOVM03 Error in processing VM command.

* 

IENV001A PRINT REQUEST WAS UNSUCCESSFUL 

IENV001B VTAM ERROR INFORMATION FOLLOWS: 

IENV001C RTNCD=&rc FDBK=&fb SENSE CODE=&sns 

* 

IENV002A PRINTER NOT AVAILABLE 

IENV002B CHECK PRINTER OR RETRY LATER 

IENV002C 

* 

IENV003A INVALID PRINTER NAME SPECIFIED 

IENV003B 

IENV003C 

* 

IENV004A PRINT REQUEST HAS BEEN QUEUED 

IENV004B 

IENV004C 

* 

IENV005A PRINT REQUEST STARTED 

IENV005b 

IENV005C 

* 

IENV006A PRINT REQUEST WAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY 

IENV006b 

IENV006C 

* 

IENV007A NO DEFAULT PRINTER NAME SPECIFIED 

IENV007B REQUEST COULD NOT BE PROCESSED 
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IENV007C 

* 

IENV008A PRINTER INCOMPATIBLE WITH TERMINAL MODEL 

IENV008B REQUEST COULD NOT BE PROCESSED 

IENV008C 

* 

IENV009A DATASTREAM CONTAINED ATTRIBUTES NOT 

IENV009B SUPPORTED BY THE REQUESTED PRINTER 

IENV009C 

* 

IENV010A DATASTREAM CONTAINED AN ADDRESS 

IENV010B OUTSIDE THE RANGE THAT IS 

IENV010C SUPPORTED BY THE REQUESTED PRINTER 

* 

IENL001A TERMINAL LOCKED 

IENL002A LOCKWORD IS NOT CORRECT 

IENL003A TERMINAL LOCK REQUEST - ENTER LOCKWORD 

* 

IENS001A 

IENS001B 

* 

IENS002A A VSAM FILE PROBLEM EXISTS. 

IENS002B CONTACT YOUR &XPTNAME ADMINISTRATOR. 

* 

IENS003A INVALID PASSWORD/PASSWORD PHRASE FORMAT. 

IENS003B TRY AGAIN OR HIT 'CLEAR' TO CANCEL. 

* 

IENS004A PASSWORD/PASSWORD PHRASE OMITTED OR IS NOT CORRECT. 

IENS004B TRY AGAIN OR HIT 'CLEAR' TO CANCEL. 

* 

IENS005A AN ERROR OCCURRED MODIFYING YOUR PASSWORD/PASSWORD PHRASE. 

IENS005B TRY AGAIN OR CALL THE &XPTNAME ADMINISTRATOR. 

* 

IENS006A THE NEW PASSWORD/PASSWORD PHRASE YOU ENTERED WAS NOT VALID. 

IENS006B TRY AGAIN OR CALL THE &XPTNAME ADMINISTRATOR. 

* 

IENS007A YOUR USERID HAS BEEN REVOKED. 

IENS007B CONTACT THE &XPTNAME ADMINISTRATOR. 

* 

IENS008A THE SECURITY SYSTEM IS INACTIVE. 

IENS008B TRY LATER OR CALL THE &XPTNAME ADMINISTRATOR. 

* 

IENS009A THE SECURITY SYSTEM DOES NOT 

IENS009B PERMIT ACCESS FROM THIS TERMINAL. 

* 

IENS010A THE USERID THAT WAS ENTERED IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE &XPTNAME. 

IENS010B CONTACT YOUR &XPTNAME SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR. 

* 

IENS011A YOUR PASSWORD/PASSWORD PHRASE HAS EXPIRED. 

IENS011B ENTER A NEW ONE. 

* 

IENS012A NEW PASSWORD/PASSWORD PHRASE SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED. 

IENS012B 
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* 

IENS013A THE SECURITY SYSTEM REQUIRES YOU TO 

IENS013B ENTER A NEW PASSWORD/PASSWORD PHRASE 

* 

IENS014A INVALID RETURN CODE FROM 

IENS014B USER SECURITY EXIT. 

* 

IENS015A YOU ARE ALREADY SIGNED ON AND DO NOT 

IENS015B HAVE AUTHORITY TO TRANSFER SESSIONS. 

* 

IENS016A &XPTNAME IS CURRENTLY NOT ACCEPTING SIGNONS 

IENS016B TRY AGAIN LATER OR CONTACT YOUR &XPTNAME ADMINISTRATOR 

* 

IENS017A RE-ENTER YOUR NEW PASSWORD/PASSWORD PHRASE FOR VERIFICATION 

IENS017B 

* 

IENS018A NEW PASSWORD/PASSWORD PHRASE VERIFICATION ERROR 

IENS018B SIGN-ON ATTEMPT HAS BEEN CANCELLED 

* 

IENS019A MAX USERS EXCEEDED 

IENS019B TRY AGAIN LATER 

* 

IENS020A SECURITY SYSTEM REQUIRES &XPTNAME RUN AUTHORIZED 

IENS020B CONTACT YOUR ADMINISTRATOR 

* 

IENS021A SIGNON REJECTED, MAXIMUM N-VISION FOR WINDOWS USERS SIGNED ON 

IENS021B TRY AGAIN LATER OR CONTACT YOUR &XPTNAME ADMINISTRATOR 

* 

IENS022A ERROR WERE ENCOUNTERED DURING N-VISION FOR WINDOWS AUTHORIZATION 

IENS022B CONTACT YOUR &XPTNAME ADMINISTRATOR 

* 

IENS023A PREVIOUS LOGOFF/SIGNOFF NOT COMPLETE, TRY AGAIN 

* 

IENS024A ACCESS=PASS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH N-VISION FOR WINDOWS 

IENS024B SIGNON REJECTED 

* 

IENS025A SIGN-ON DISALLOWED 

IENS025B USER SIGNON ALREADY IN PROGRESS 

* 

IENS026A SIGNON FAILURE: PASS TICKET GENERATION FAILED 

IENS026B CONTACT YOUR SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR OR HIT PF3 TO LOGOFF 

* 

IENS027A USERID IS BEING UPDATED BY SECURITY SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 

IENS027B CONTACT YOUR SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR OR TRY AGAIN LATER 

* 

IENS028A EXTRACT GROUP : PASS TICKET GENERATION FAILED 

IENS028B CONTACT YOUR SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR OR HIT PF3 TO LOG OFF 

* 

IENS029A EXTRACT PTKTDATA : PASS TICKET GENERATION FAILED 

IENS029B CONTACT YOUR SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR OR HIT PF3 TO LOG OFF 

* 

IENS030A USE OF QUALIFIED PASSTICKET EXCLUSIVELY REQUIRES CA SECURITY 

IENS030B CONTACT YOUR SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR OR HIT PF3 TO LOG OFF 
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* 

IENM001A ==> Session &WHOOSID has ended <== 

IENM002A ==> No Virtual Terminal available for session <== 

IENM003A ==> application &WHOOSID quiesced <== 

IENM004A ==> Application not available <== 

IENM005A ==> Screen cleared application error <== 

IENM006A ==> Session limit has been exceeded <== 

IENM007A ==> I/O Error on session <== 

IENM008A ==> Application returned invalid bind <== 

IENM009A ==> Passed Session has ended <== 

IENM010A ==> Passed Session setup failed <== 

IENM011A ==> Control user or sessions not active <== 

IENM012A ==> Control user has no session <== 

IENM013A ==> Bad session ID on controlled session <== 

IENM014A ==> ACL not authorized <== 

IENM015A ==> ACL not found in ACLLIB <== 

IENM016A ==> ACL found session inactive <== 

IENM017A ==> Error establishing variable symbols <== 

IENM018A ==> Error occurred during ACL execution <== 

IENM019A ==> Unusual passed session end <== 

IENM020A ==> Control User processing session <== 

IENM021A ==> Passed session not allowed <== 

IENM022A ==> Disallowed, you have active sessions <== 

IENM023A ==> Session &WHOOSID ended - Pass Ticket gen failed <== 

IENM024A ==> OV/MVS ACI session not allowed <== 

IENM025A ==> Session &WHOOSID ended - Extract grp passticket failed <== 

IENM026A ==> Session &WHOOSID ended - Extract PTKTDATA key failed <== 

IENM027A ==> Session &WHOOSID ended - ACLUSER Invalid for Passticket <== 

IENM028A ==> Session &WHOOSID ended - QUAlIFIED PASSticket needs CA-SAF <== 

* 

IENQ001A &QNME1 - is an invalid user/application. 

IENQ002A Screen queued to &QNME1 

IENQ003A &QNME1 - is an invalid destination. 

IENQ004A &QNME1 - is unavailable. 

IENQ005A Destination is an unlike device type. 

IENQ006A Screen Image queued from session &MDATA. 

* 

IENQS20A ===> &XPTNAME Quiesce in progress for application &MAPPL. 

IENQS20B ===> Shutdown occurs in &MDATA minutes. 

IENQS20C ===> &XPTNAME Quiesce in progress for all applications. 

* 

WENM001A Place cursor at the top left source and press ENTER. 

WENM002A Place cursor at the bottom right of source and press ENTER. 

WENM003A Place cursor at the top left of destination and press ENTER. 

WENM004A "COPY" completed - press ENTER at top left for next copy. 

WENM005A PF1=Help PF2=Zoom PF3=End PF5=Expand PF6=Shrink PF7=Up. 

WENM006A PF8=Down PF9=Jump PF10=Right PF11=Left PF12=Move PA1 =MODE= 

WENM007A PF1=Help PF2=Zoom PF3=Close PF4=Open PF5=Exp PF6=Shr PF7=Up 

WENM008A PF8=Down PF9=Jump PF10=Left PF11=Right PF12=Move PA1 =MODE= 

WENM009A MODE=VIEW SCROLL EDIT COPY INCOMPAT**FROM**X-SYSTEMF 

WENM010A PF1=Help Toggle PF2=Zoom Toggle PF3=Exit PF4=Return 

WENM011A Scroll functions: PF7=Up PF8=Down PF10=Left PF11=Right 

WENM012A TPXMENU NVi/TPX main session menu 
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WENM013A USERID = LASTAID= MODEL = 

WENM013B F1=HELP F2=ZOOM F3=EXIT F4=RET F7=UP F8=DOWN F10=LEFT F11=RIGHT 

WENM013C VIEW TRACK 

WENM014A NOAID NOAID SF READPART TRIGGER TEST_REQ PF1 

WENM014B PF2 PF3 PF4 PF5 PF6 PF7 PF8 

WENM014C PF9 PF10 PF11 PF12 PF13 PF14 PF15 

WENM014D PF16 PF17 PF18 PF19 PF20 PF21 PF22 

WENM014E PF23 PF24 PA1 PA2 PA3 CLEAR CLRPART 

WENM014F ENTER SEL-PEN 

WENM015A *** VIEWED session has ended (enter PF3/PF4 to reselect) *** 

WENM016A *** USER has signed off (enter PF3/PF4 to reselect) *** 

WENM017A *** USER has entered a restricted application *** 

WENM018A *** Unable to display graphics (enter PF3/PF4 to reselect) *** 

WENM019A Session TRACKING is not supported under NVW. 

WENM020A PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4 PF5 PF6 

WENM020B PF7 PF8 PF9 PF10 PF11 PF12 

WENM020C PF13 PF14 PF15 PF16 PF17 PF18 

WENM020D PF19 PF20 PF21 PF22 PF23 PF24 

WENM020E PA1 PA2 PA3 

WENM021A Training session has successfully been scheduled. 

WENM022A Training session registration has been successful. 

WENM023A PA1 

WENM024A Training session updates successful. 

WENM025A Schedule are updates successful. 

WENM026A Session is being used in a TPXVIEW session. 

WENM027A Owner: 

WENM028A ZOOM key: 

WENM029A Utility menu 

WENM030A ASSIST SCROLL 

WENM031A Session being assisted has ended. 

WENM032A User being assisted has signed off. 

WENM033A Invalid ZOOM key 

WENM034A Scroll Options: PF3=End Scroll PF7=Up PF8=Down PF10=Left PF11=Right 

WENM035A Training session 

WENM036A TRAINER SCROLL 

WENM037A Description: 

WENM038A Question: 

WENM039A Training session has ended. 

WENM040A REGISTERED IN-SESSION CONTROLLER 

WENM041A One or more selected multi-users have no logons. 

WENM042A Trainer: 

WENM043A Narrative sent 

WENM044A No users active 

WENM045A Narrative from: Question from: 

WENM046A Session has ended. 

WENM047A Question sent 

WENM048A TRAINEE SCROLL 

WENM049A Controller: 

WENM050A CONF SCROLL 

WENM051A Control: 

WENM052A Conference session has ended. 

WENM053A Request sent 

WENM054A No requests 
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WENM055A No questions 

WENM056A Already requested 

WENM057A Session Control 

WENM058A Session control has been transferred to: 

WENM059A Session control has been transferred to you. 

WENM060A Authorization has been updated 

WENM061A Record session has ended 

WENM062A Session record 

WENM063A RECORD SCROLL 

WENM064A Narrative added 

WENM065A Session recording has ended due to VSAM I/O error. 

WENM066A Session record updates were successful. 

WENM067A PLAYBACK SCROLL 

WENM068A Playback mode/delay: 

WENM069A Press ENTER to receive the next screen. 

WENM070A Suspend Resume 

WENM071A Invalid mode 

WENM072A Invalid delay 

WENM073A Playback session has ended. 

WENM074A Session playback has ended. 

WENM075A Session recording has ended due to storage overload. 

WENM076A Press PF3 to clear narrative. 

WENM077A Specified user list is undefined. 

WENM078A Specified user list is invalid. 

WENM079A Specified user name is undefined. 

WENM080A There are no user lists to display. 

WENM081A Unable to display graphics data. 

WENM082A Press ENTER to exit out of the 

WENM083A TPXVIEW session. 

WENM084A SUSPENDED 

WENM085A Playback is PAUSED when utility is selected. 

WENM086A Specified masked entry has no matches. 

WENM087A Unsupported option with the current release of NVW. 

WENM088A Session TRACKING is not supported under NVW. 

WENM089A You cannot specify your own USERID. 

WENM090A Specified list does not contain any valid entries. 

WENM091A User being assisted has set the "DNV" option. 

WENM092A *** User has set the "DO NOT VIEW" option. (enter F3 or F4) 

* 

IENVW00A 

IENVW00B Conference: &ODESC 

IENVW00C You have been requested to join a PRIVATE conference. 

IENVW00D To join the conference, start a TPXVIEW session, and select the 

IENVW00E "Join Conference" option. 

IENVW00F Description: &ODESC 

IENVW00G Scheduled Start Date: &TDATE 

IENVW00H Scheduled Start Time: &TTIME 

IENVW00I You have been registered for a training session. 

IENVW00J The training session you were registered for has been canceled. 

IENVW00K Your training session registration has been deleted. 

IENVW00L Description: &ODESC 

IENVW00M A training session you are registered for is beginning. 

IENVW00N To join the training session, start a TPXVIEW session, and select 
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IENVW00O the "Join Training Session" option. 

IENVW00P You are scheduled to give a training session in 15 minutes. 

IENVW00Q User: &ODATA1 &OTRM is now assisting session: &ODATA2 

IENVW00R Warning: Access to this session will be denied. 

IENVW00S User: &ODATA1 &OTRM has completed assisting session: &ODATA2 

IENVW00T User: &ODATA1 &OTRM IS VIEWING: &ODATA2 &ODATA3 &ODATA4 &ODATA5 

IENVW00U Your sessions are now being TRACKED by: &ODATA1 &OTRM 

IENVW00V Your sessions are no longer being VIEWED by: &ODATA1 &OTRM 

IENVW00W Your sessions are no longer being TRACKED by: &ODATA1 &OTRM 

IENVW00X Terminal input has been ignored. 

IENVW00Y Training Session: &MDATA 

* 

MENX001A Enter all the required information 

* 

VENX001A ===> USERID: &MDATA 

VENX002A ===> Your sessions are now being TRACKED by: &MDATA 

VENX003A ===> Your sessions are no longer being VIEWED by: &MDATA 

VENX004A ===> Your sessions are no longer being TRACKED by: &MDATA 

* 

*WARNING: All entries beginning with "I" are stored without the message prefix. 

* Unless the leading space is significant, the data must begin in 9 or 

* 10. Space in 9 is ignored. Space in 10 will not. 

* 

I$ 

I$ALTERN Alternate 

I$BROWSE Browse 

I$BULLET NVi/TPX Bulletin 

I$CLEAR Clear 

I$DMY dd/mm/yy 

I$EDIT Edit 

I$ENTER Enter 

I$GLISTS Group lists 

I$MESSAG NVi/TPX Message 

I$MDY mm/dd/yy 

I$NEW <New> 

I$NLISTS General lists 

I$PLISTS Personal lists 

I$PF1 Pf1 

I$PF2 Pf2 

I$PF3 Pf3 

I$PF4 Pf4 

I$PF5 Pf5 

I$PF6 Pf6 

I$PF7 Pf7 

I$PF8 Pf8 

I$PF9 Pf9 

I$PF10 Pf10 

I$PF11 Pf11 

I$PF12 Pf12 

I$PF13 Pf13 

I$PF14 Pf14 

I$PF15 Pf15 

I$PF16 Pf16 
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I$PF17 Pf17 

I$PF18 Pf18 

I$PF19 Pf19 

I$PF20 Pf20 

I$PF21 Pf21 

I$PF22 Pf22 

I$PF23 Pf23 

I$PF24 Pf24 

I$PRIMAR Primary 

I$STARTU STARTUP 

I$UDMY DD/MM/YY 

I$UMDY MM/DD/YY 

I$XBULLE Expired NVi/TPX Bulletin 

I$XMESSA Expired NVi/TPX Message 

* Status values for the menu variable UENTWSTS follow: 

I$MSDFLT 

I$MSACL ACL 

I$MSOP O/P 

I$MSACT ACT 

I$MSQS Q/S 

I$MSNA N/A 

I$MSPASS PASS 

I$MSPTIX PTIX 

I$MSQTIX PTIX 

* Status values for the menu variable UENTWSTL follow: 

I$MLDFLT 

I$MLACL ACL Active 

I$MLOP Output Pending 

I$MLACT Active 

I$MLQS Appl Quiesced 

I$MLNA Not Available 

I$MLPASS Passed Session 

I$MLPTIX Pass Ticket 

I$MLQTIX Pass Ticket 

I$MLPTX2 Pass Sess/PTIX 

I$MLQTX2 Pass Sess/PTIX 

I$MLETX2 Pass Sess/EQPT 

* Values for Check Messages/Access= on the menu (W3) follow: 

I$MMDFLT 

I$MMCKMG Check MAIL Msgs 

I$MMACSS Access=Single 

I$MMACSP Access=Pass 

I$MMPTIX Pass Ticket 

I$MMQTIX Pass Ticket 

* 

TPX55580 NVision: 80% of &smrpcmax authorized client licenses in use 

TPX55590 NVision: 90% of &smrpcmax authorized client licenses in use 

TPX555MX NVision: All &smrpcmax authorized client licenses in use 

* The following messages are displayed on the TPX Logo in various situations. 

IENPN01A Terminal transfer pending...to continue hit Enter 

IENIC01A Terminals incompatible...to continue enter a valid 

IENIC01B transfer option: Yes|No|Hold 

IENIC11A Terminals incompatible...enter the following below 
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IENIC11B USERID/Password//x where x = Y/N/H 

IENTV01A Terminal security violation...enter Yes to continue 

IENTV01B and terminate session | No to disallow 

IENTV11A Terminal security violation...enter the following 

IENTV11B USERID/Password//x where x = Y/N 

IENQS01A &XPTNAME. system is shutting down 

IENPC001 Invalid datastream received from terminal 

IENPC002 Your &XPTNAME. supports only Access=Pass 

IENPC003 N-Vision for Windows level incompatible with mainframe 

IENPC004 Unknown error occurred within N-Vision for Windows 

IENPC005 Co-operative mode is not possible 

* 

* The size and location of the TPXVIEW utility window menus and 

* popup displays can be changed by adding window configuration 

* entries. The format is as follows: 

* 

* TENX???Y AAAA BBBB CCCC DDDD 

* 

* WHERE: X = PANEL LOCATION (1-9) 

* Y = TERMINAL MODEL TYPE (2 3 4 5 6 F H V Z) 

* ??? = PANEL NUMBER 

* AAAA = ROW POSITION 

* BBBB = COLUMN POSITION 

* CCCC = HEIGHT OF WINDOW 

* DDDD = WIDTH OF WINDOW 

* 

* The following is the default configuration for the conference 

* controllers utility menu. 

* 

TEN33342 0003 0048 0015 0032 MOD2 

TEN33343 0003 0048 0015 0032 MOD3 

TEN33344 0003 0048 0015 0032 MOD4 

TEN33345 0003 0100 0015 0032 MOD5 

TEN33346 0003 0048 0015 0032 MOD6 

TEN3334F 0003 0128 0015 0032 62 x 160 

TEN3334H 0003 0128 0015 0032 31 x 160 

TEN3334V 0003 0048 0015 0032 62 x 80 

TEN3334Z 0003 0048 0015 0032 UNKNOWN 

* 

* The following is a list of panels that can be altered: 

* 

* TEN3334y CONFERENCE CONTROLLERS UTILITY MENU 

* HEN5334y CONFERENCE CONTROLLERS HELP 

* TEN3335y CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS UTILITY MENU 

* HEN5335y CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS HELP 

* TEN5336y CONFERENCE SESSION ENDED NOTIFICATION 

* TEN5338y CONFERENCE EXIT CONFIRMATION 

* TEN5339y CONFERENCE SESSION CONTROLLER SELECTION 

* TEN1340y NARRATIVE DISPLAY (LOCATION 1) 

* TEN2340y NARRATIVE DISPLAY (LOCATION 2) 

* TEN3340y NARRATIVE DISPLAY (LOCATION 3) 

* TEN4340y NARRATIVE DISPLAY (LOCATION 4) 

* TEN5340y NARRATIVE DISPLAY (LOCATION 5) 
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* TEN6340y NARRATIVE DISPLAY (LOCATION 6) 

* TEN7340y NARRATIVE DISPLAY (LOCATION 7) 

* TEN8340y NARRATIVE DISPLAY (LOCATION 8) 

* TEN9340y NARRATIVE DISPLAY (LOCATION 9) 

* TEN5341y CONFERENCE SESSION PARTICIPANT LIST 

* TEN5342y QUESTION CREATION 

* TEN5343y QUESTION SELECTION LIST 

* TEN5344y QUESTION DISPLAY 

* TEN5345y NARRATIVE CREATION 

* TEN3366y TRAINER'S UTILITY MENU 

* HEN5366y TRAINER'S HELP 

* TEN3367y TRAINING SESSION STUDENTS UTILITY MENU 

* HEN5367y TRAINING SESSION STUDENTS HELP 

* TEN5368y TRAINING EXIT CONFIRMATION 

* TEN5369y TRAINING SESSION STUDENT LIST 

* TEN5370y TRAINING SESSION ENDED NOTIFICATION 

* TEN3373y SESSION ASSIST UTILITY MENU 

* HEN5373y SESSION ASSIST HELP 

* TEN5374y SESSION ASSIST EXIT CONFIRMATION 

* TEN3381y SESSION RECORD UTILITY MENU 

* HEN5381y SESSION RECORD HELP 

* TEN5382y SESSION RECORD EXIT CONFIRMATION 

* TEN3384y SESSION PLAYBACK UTILITY MENU 

* HEN5384y SESSION PLAYBACK HELP 

* TEN5385y SESSION PLAYBACK EXIT CONFIRMATION 

* TEN5390y GRAPHICS INCOMPATIBILITY 

* TEN5396y ASSISTED SESSION HAS ENDED 

* TEN5398y VSAM ERROR DURING SESSION RECORD  

Log Messages
This section describes the messages that TPXmay write to the data set described by the LOG DD statement. Messages
are written at initialization time and during normal processing. The log processor manages and formats log message
requests asynchronously with other processes but synchronously with other log requests. Log messages are written in the
order they are presented to the log writer.

Format of Log Messages
Log messages have the following format:

TPyLnnnn mm/dd/yy.ddd hh:mm:ss.th text

where:

y
Carries the following values:
X

If issued in the online environment.
B

If issued in the batch environment.
Some messages can be issued in both environments.

L
Indicates that this is a log message.
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mm/dd/yy.ddd
Indicates the date the message is issued.

hh:mm:ss
Indicates the time of day.

The indicated time is the time the message was processed by the log writer and may be later than the event that
generated it. This is especially true of initialization messages that are not processed until the subtask has initialized.

Log Operator Messages
Operator messages with the TPX prefix (issued in the online environment) and the TPB prefix (issued in the batch
environment) are also copied to the log. These messages are documented in the section "Operator Messages."

Log Message Descriptions
Log messages are presented here in numerical order, regardless of message prefix.

TPBL0001 or TPXL0001
TPX VERSION xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is issued at startup time to identify the version, release, and service level of TPX.

Action:

None.

TPBL0002 or TPXL0002
ENVIRONMENT/OPERATING MODE: environment, mode

Reason:

The product is executing in the specified environment with the specified local mode of operation.

Possible environments are:

• MVS/XA/ESA (which includes OS/390 or z/OS)
• VM/GCS

Possible operating modes are:

• TSO
• AUTH (APF authorized)
• FASTPATH (VTAM Authorized Path Facility in use)

Action:

None.

TPBL0003 or TPXL0003
modulename-mm/dd/yy-hh.mm EP=entry-point

Reason:
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This is a diagnostic message identifying each module that is loaded during initialization and the date and time of
assembly. Where no module statistics are available, either no data is displayed or the text <USER EXIT> may appear.
This message may be particularly useful in verifying the assembly date of any installation-written user exits.

Action:

None.

TPBL0004 or TPXL0004
VTAMLST MAJOR NODE majnode

Reason:

The specified VTAMLST major node contains the virtual terminal and virtual printer definitions. This is the member/file
name in the data set identified by the VTAMLST DD statement or the VNODE PARM field value. A listing of the major
node definition may follow this message.

Action:

None.

TPBL0005 or TPXL0005
PRIMARY ACB OPEN - APPL NAME applname ACB NAME acbname VTAM VERSION v

RELEASE r.m. SSCP sscpname HOST hostname NETWORK netname

Reason:

This message is issued after the primary ACB has been opened. It identifies the global and local network name for the
primary ACB and, where possible, identifies the release of VTAM and the local SSCP, HOST, and NETWORK names.

Action:

None.

TPBL0006 or TPXL0006
text

Reason:

This message is issued after you enter the TPXOPER VTADD command to add virtual terminal definitions. The value of
text is one of the following:

VIRTUAL TERMINAL ADDITIONS PROCESSING DONE

INVALID ENTRY IN VTAMLST MEMBER

SRBEXIT/FASTPATH CONFLICT. PROCESSING STOPPED

STORAGE NOT AVAILABLE. PROCESSING STOPPED

ERROR GENERATING NEW TERMINAL. PROCESSING STOPPED

INVALID OR NO MEMBER SPECIFIED. PROCESSING STOPPED

NO NEW VIRTUAL TERMINALS ADDED. PROCESSING DONE

VTAMLST ADDITIONAL NODE nnnnnnnn

Action:

None.
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TPBL0007 or TPXL0007
TPX STARTING UP AS JJJJJJJJ, TPX VERSION X.X LEVEL LL

Reason:

This message is issued at startup time to identify the TPX jobname of JJJJJJJ, running version X.X at the service level of
LL.

Action:

None.

TPBL0008 or TPXL0008
HIGHEST ACT GROUP NUMBER = nnnn

Reason:

This is an informational message. nnnn identifies the number of applications defined as type Group.

Action:

None.

TPBL0010 or TPXL0010
event TERMINAL: name, USER: userid

Reason:

The specified user has either signed on or off the specified terminal. The event variable has a value of either SIGNON or
SIGNOFF.

Action:

None.

TPBL0011 or TPXL0011
SESSION status: applid vterm sessionid userid

Reason:

The specified virtual terminal session has ended or been killed. The virtual terminal session is identified by the VTAM
application ID, the virtual terminal used, the session ID, and the associated user ID. The status variable has a value of
ENDED or KILLED.

Action:

None.

TPBL0012 or TPXL0012
CLEANUP TERMINAL termid sb-address

Reason:

A terminal session has ended.

Action:
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None.

TPBL0015 or TPXL0015
K (LOGOFF) ISSUED FOR USERID: userid ON: termid

Reason:

The specified user has logged off from the product.

Action:

None.

TPBL0018 or TPXL0018 (with terminal)
TIMEOUT: USERID: userid TERMID: termid type goal actual action

Reason:

The specified terminal for user userid has timed out. The value of type specifies 1 for a first stage timeout, 2 for a second
stage timeout, or L for a logo timeout.

The value of goal specifies the goal timeout interval for the terminal. The value of actual specifies the actual timeout
interval. The value of action specifies the command issued as a result of the timeout.

Action:

None.

TPBL0018 or TPXL0018 (with session)
TIMEOUT: USERID: userid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified session for user userid has timed out.

Action:

None.

TPBL0019 or TPXL0019
*OVERLOAD* userid terminal sessionid applid

Reason:

A session cannot be started because there is a storage overload condition.

Action:

None.

TPBL0020 or TPXL0020
OPERATOR - USER = userid ===> cmd

Reason:

The specified user has issued an operator command.
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Action:

None.

TPBL0020 or TPXL0020 (updated main memory)
OPERATOR - USER = userid ===> *** UPDATED MAIN MEMORY ***

Reason:

The specified user has modified storage from an operator session.

Action:

None.

TPBL0021 or TPXL0021 (virtual printer termination)
PPS PRINTER SESSION KILLED: applid vprtrid PRINTER=prtrid

Reason:

A VTAM TERMSESS macro has been issued to terminate a virtual printer session.

Action:

None.

TPBL0021 or TPXL0021 (physical printer termination)
PPS PRINTER SESSION KILLED: prtrid

Reason:

A VTAM TERMSESS macro has been issued to terminate a physical printer session.

Action:

None.

TPBL0022 or TPXL0022
PPS APPL SESSION ENDED: applid vprtrid PRINTER = prtrid

Reason:

The product has received a VTAM UNBIND from a virtual printer, indicating that the virtual printer session has ended.

Action:

None.

TPBL0023 or TPXL0023 (PPS session end)
PPS SESSION ENDED:prtrid

Reason:

A passthrough print request has been completed.

Action:
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None.

TPBL0023 or TPXL0023 (PPS printer session end)
PPS PRINTER SESSION ENDED: applid vprtrid PRINTER = prtrid

Reason:

A physical printer session was ended and the software was notified by the Network Services exit (NSEXIT). This usually
means that the session with the printer was ended by the VTAM "vary inactive" command with the "force" option.

Action:

None.

TPBL0024 or TPXL0024
INVALID RETURN CODE FROM USER EXIT

Reason:

The product received an invalid return code from the SIGNON/SIGNOFF user exit.

Action:

Correct the exit and restart the product.

TPBL0025 or TPXL0025
LOGOFF TERMINAL termid sb-address

Reason:

The specified terminal has logged off from the product.

Action:

None.

TPBL0028 or TPXL0028
RESETSR: USERID: userid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The product has detected an overrun condition on session sessionid for user userid and has issued a RESETSR to inhibit
any further input and will terminate the session.

Action:

None.

TPBL0029 or TPXL0029
PROFILE profile NOT FOUND

Reason:

The product could not locate the profile in the ADMIN2 file. The profile was requested for a user at signon time.

Action:
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None.

TPBL0030 or TPXL0030
VALIDATING MASK/MODEL SELECTION

Reason:

ACB selection has started. This message is issued during virtual terminal ACB selection processing when the ACB
selection trace has been requested.

Action:

None.

TPBL0031 or TPXL0031
TERMINAL-ID: termid, USING MASK mask

Reason:

ACB trace is active and the specified mask is being used for the subsequent search.

Action:

None.

TPBL0032 or TPXL0032
SUCCESSFUL SELECT MATCH

Reason:

ACB trace is active and has selected a virtual terminal ACB mask that matches the user's real terminal name.

Action:

None.

TPBL0033 or TPXL0033
TERMINAL-ID: termid, USING MASK mask FOR VIRTUAL TERMINAL-ID vtermid

Reason:

ACB trace is active and is testing a virtual terminal ACB for eligibility.

Action:

None.

TPBL0034 or TPXL0034
SUCCESSFUL REPLACE MATCH

Reason:

ACB trace is active and has found a virtual terminal ACB that matches the requested mask.

Action:
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None.

TPBL0035 or TPXL0035
PASS SESSION STARTED FOR USER: userid APPL: applid

Reason:

The product has started a PASS session for the specified user and application session.

Action:

None.

TPBL0036 or TPXL0036 (for virtual terminal)
ACB vterm SELECTED FOR USER userid APPL applid

Reason:

The product has selected the specified ACB for the specified user and application.

Action:

None.

TPBL0036 or TPXL0036 (for virtual printer)
ACB vprtrid ALLOCATED BY APPLICATION applid address

Reason:

The specified application has requested a session with the virtual printer. The address is the address of the session
control block for the session.

Action:

None.

TPBL0037 or TPXL0037 (with user id)
NO ACB AVAILABLE FOR userid applid

Reason:

No eligible virtual terminal is available to start a session. If no user ID is available, the message shows the real terminal
name.

Action:

Check the following to determine why an ACB was unavailable:

• The number of virtual terminals defined for the type specified in the message. You may need to add more.
• The virtual terminal definition for the type specified in the message. There may be an error in the definition.
• Your virtual terminal masking rules set in TPX system administration in TPX online administration.
• Your use of the “Keep ACB” parameter set in TPX session options in TPX online administration. It may prevent virtual

terminals from becoming available.

For more information about application and virtual terminal definitions, see Installing and Programming.

You may want to run an ACB trace with the operator TRACE command, as described in the Operating.
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TPBL0037 or TPXL0037 (with terminal id)
NO ACB AVAILABLE FOR termid sessionid

Reason:

No virtual terminal is available for the specified session.

Action:

See the suggested action for message TPXL0037.

TPBL0038 or TPXL0038
type SESSION LIMIT EXCEEDED FOR name (UID or TERM)

Reason:

A session limit has been exceeded. The session that the product is currently starting will be aborted. The type variable
specifies the type of limit (USER or APPLICATION) and the name variable specifies either the user ID or the real terminal
name.

Action:

None.

TPBL0039 or TPXL0039
SESSION REQUEST FOR LOGGED-OFF USER

Reason:

The product has rejected a session request because the user is pending a signoff.

Action:

None.

TPBL0040 or TPXL0040
LOGON REJECT - RECURSIVE LOGON

Reason:

The product has rejected an attempt to establish a session between a virtual terminal ACB and the primary ACB.

Action:

None.

TPBL0041 or TPXL0041
LOGON REJECT - SESSION ALREADY ESTABLISHED

Reason:

The product has rejected a logon request from a terminal that is already logged on.

Action:

None.
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TPBL0042 or TPXL0042
DFA39DEV - RPQ REPLY LENGTH(S) INVALID

Reason:

The product received a terminal query reply that contains an invalid structured field length value. The query reply is
rejected and the terminal is treated as unable to be queried.

Action:

None.

TPBL0043 or TPXL0043
INELIGIBLE DEVICE TYPE, TERMINAL:termname

Reason:

The product does not recognize the type of terminal with which it is in a session and cannot determine if the device is a
3278, a 3279, a 3179, and so on. This message is for informational purposes only.

Action:

None.

TPBL0044 or TPXL0044
TERMINAL NOT A MODEL 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, F, H, V

Reason:
The terminal session parameters do not contain a standard screen size.

Supported models and screen sizes for TPX are as follows:

3270 Model Primary Screen Size (Row x Column) Alternate Screen Size (Row x Column)
2 24 x 80 No alternate
2 24 x 80 24 x 80
3 24 x 80 32 x 80
4 24 x 80 43 x 80
5 24 x 80 27 x 132
6 (3193) 24 x 80 48 x 80
F (3290 Full screen) 24 x 80 62 x 160
H (3290 Half screen) 24 x 80 31 x 160
V (3290 Vertical screen) 24 x 80 62 x 80

IBM Dynamic is supported as the equivalent to 3290 Full screen.

Logmodes that are used for the physical terminal are normally not TPX logmodes. They are IBM standard logmodes, such
as SNX32703 (Model 3 SNA LU 2 device with EDDATS), that TPX detects as model 3E. For a listing of all valid logmodes,
see the IBM Default logon mode table (ISTINCLM).

Currently, the TELNET CLIENT/SERVER determines the logmode that is being used. The TPX virtual terminal is assigned
the TPX logmode name that is based on the model unless there is an override of the logmode name.

Action:
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None.

TPBL0045 or TPXL0045
APPLICATION RETURNED INVALID BIND

Reason:

The product has received a bind from an application that is incompatible with the connected terminal.

Action:

None.

TPBL0046 or TPXL0046
LOGON REJECT - UNSUPPORTED LU TYPE

Reason:

The terminal that is attempting to log onto TPX is not defined as an LU0, LU1, or LU2.

Action:

Correct the LU definition in VTAM for this terminal.

TPBL0048 or TPXL0048
SAVE AREA EXPANSION ENTERED

Reason:

The product has entered a save area expansion.

Action:

None.

TPBL0049 or TPXL0049
SCREEN CODE code SBNAME address

Reason:

The product has encountered an error during screen image processing. This message might be followed by a User 350
abnormal termination. If ERROPT=RECOVER is coded in the SMRT, processing will continue.

Action:

None.

TPBL0050 or TPXL0050
LOSTERM ENTERED FOR SESSION sessionid SB address, REASON CODE: reason

Reason:

The LOSTERM exit was invoked for the specified session for the specified reason. If a LOSTERM reason code greater
than 36 is encountered, the code is printed in hexadecimal. The following reasons may appear:
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12
UNRECOVERABLE TERMINATION

16
TERMINATION COMPLETE

20
UNCONDITIONAL TERMINATION

24
SESSION FAILURE

32
CONDITIONAL TERMINATION

36
BUFFER SHORTAGE REPORTED

Action:

None.

TPBL0051 or TPXL0051
NSEXIT RU: type PLU: applid SLU: termid REASON:reason SENSE: code

Reason:

NSEXIT has been scheduled on the specified session with the specified REASON and SENSE data. The following is a list
of values and corresponding meanings that the variable type can have:

CLEANUP
A CLEANUP RU (810629) was received. The session will be cleaned up.

NOTIFY
A NOTIFY RU (810620) was received. The session will either be terminated or an appropriate message will be
issued to the end user.

NSPE
An NSPE (010604) is an error caused by VTAM being unable to associate a session with its correlated user. This
error may occur with the following situation:

1. A user signs on to and starts a PASS session to another application.
2. The user's session to the product is queued.
3. The user powers off the terminal, at which time the session needs to be cleaned up.

UNKNOWN
An unexpected RU has been encountered by the exit. Instead of the PLU and SLU, the RU type will be printed in
hexadecimal. This message only appears for RU types that are not:
CLEANUP = 810629
NOTIFY = 810620
NSPE = 010604

The following lists possible values that the variable reason can have and their corresponding meanings:
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• X'80' -- Error sending CINIT to PLU
• X'40' -- Error sending BIND to SLU
• X'20' -- Session rejected at PLU
• X'10' -- Session rejected at SLU
• X'08' -- Session setup procedure error
• X'02' -- Initiation rejected at SSCP
• X'01' -- NSPE comprehensive format (only set for CLEANUP). Sense code follows.
• X'00' -- NSPE condensed format. No sense code follows.

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0052 or TPXL0052
TERMINAL termid RELEASED

Reason:

The specified terminal has been released because another application issued a SIMLOGON OPTCD=(Q,RELRQ)
command and the terminal is considered eligible for release.

Action:

None.

TPBL0053 or TPXL0053
BINDLOST reason

Reason:

The product has rejected the bind from an application. The reason variable can have one of the following values:

- SBSREQS NOT ON -

- ISSUES CLSDST PASS - ACT= act-name, PLU=applid

- AMAPSB NOT AN SB - ACB= vtrm-ID, PLU=applid

- SBACTP .NE. ACTADDR

- BIND RECEIVED FOR NONSLU ACB

- UNSUPPORTED PRINTER TYPE

- PPS SUPPORT NOT AUTHORIZED

- VPS VIRTUAL PRINTER NOT AVAIL.

- PRINTER NOT AVAIL. OR INCOMPATIBLE ACB=vprtrID :

- MAXSESS REACHED . . . PPS SESSION REJECTED

- APPL QUIESCED . . . PPS SESSION REJECTED

- NO ACT ENTRY FOUND - ACB= vtrm-ID, PLU=applid

- NO CPS ON ACT

- NO SB FOUND FOR SIMLOGON/ACQUIRE - ACB= .vtrm-ID PLU=applid

- NO SB FOUND FOR CLSDST PASS - ACB= vtrm-ID PLU=applid

- UNEXPECTED BIND RECEIVED, SBACPS NOT ON - vtrm-ID PLU=applid

- SBAPPID .NE. ACTNAME - SBAPPID= vtrm-ID ACTNAME= act-name

- SIMLOGON/ACQUIRE REJECTED - PLU= applid ACB=vtrm-ID

- BAD BIND IMAGE

- VIRTUAL PRINTER MASK RESOLVES TO BLANKS

- PRINT DEST. TABLE HAS NO ENTRIES
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- REJECTED BY TPXUPSEL EXIT

- NO PRINTER AVAILABLE

- VIRTUAL PRINTER NOT DEFINED IN PRINT DEST. TABLE

Action:

If the reason is not clear to local TPX support, contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0054 or TPXL0054
RELEASE REQ. FOR INACT PRINTER prtrID

Reason:

The specified printer cannot be released because it is not in session with the product.

Action:

None.

TPBL0056 or TPXL0056
NOTEPAD COULD NOT CLOSE NOTE FILE, ACBERFLG=flag

Reason:

The product could not close the note file.

Action:

See IBM documentation on VSAM administration for information on ACBERFLG values.

TPBL0057 or TPXL0057
NOTEPAD VSAM ERROR, RC=code

Reason:

The notepad has encountered a VSAM error.

Action:

See IBM documentation on VSAM administration for information on return codes and reason codes.

TPBL0058 or TPXL0058
RESETSR: USERID: userid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The product has issued the RESETSR macro because the application was flooding the software with data. The product
will terminate the session.

Action:

None.

TPBL0059 or TPXL0059
RU LENGTH GREATER THAN 65K
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Reason:

The product received a data RU with a length greater than 65K.

Action:

None.

TPBL0060 or TPXL0060
ACL FLOW TRACE: aclname userid sessionid termid vtermid CARD IMAGE

Reason:

The instruction is being executed in the specified ACL/E program.

Action:

None.

TPBL0061 or TPXL0061
SCRIPT PROCESSING COMPLETED

PLU: termid SLU: sessionid SCRIPT: aclname CODE: code MEANING: text

BAD RECORD: acl-card-image

Reason:

This message is issued at the end of an ACL/E program if the OPTION FLOW was on. The meaning variable can have
these values:

NORMAL COMPLETION

-operation- OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND n

-operation- OPERATION ENCOUNTERED OUT-OF-RANGE CONDITION

SCRIPT EXCEEDED INSTRUCTION EXECUTION LIMIT

NO OPCODE ENCOUNTERED IN STATEMENT

STATEMENT CONTAINS AN INVALID OPCODE

-DELETE- OPERATION ENCOUNTERED OUT OF RANGE CONDITION

-EOF- TRIED DOING EOF ON A PROTECTED FIELD

ACLPGM STARTED ANOTHER ACLPGM FOR INVALID SESSION

-DISPLAY- PANEL VIOLATES NAMING CONVENTIONS

-DISPLAY- PANEL NAME NOT FOUND IN LIBRARY

-DISPLAY- PANEL NOT BUILT DUE TO DEFINITION ERRORS

-COMMAND- OPERAND-1 IS NOT A VALID TPX COMMAND

-*DEFINE- OPERAND-n INVALID

-*DEFINE- OPERAND-2 IS NOT NUMERIC

-*DEFINE- OPERATION FAILED

-*DELETE- OPERAND-1 INVALID

-*DELETE- OPERATION FAILED

OPERATION CONTAINED AN INVALID OPERAND 1

-OPTION- TIMEOUT VALUE IS NOT NUMERIC

-OPTION- TIMEOUT ADDRESS IS NOT A VALID LABEL

-OPTION- OPERAND-1 INVALID

-SET- INVALID ROW/COLUMN SPECIFICATION

OPERAND-1 INVALID

OPERAND-1 IS NOT NUMERIC
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OPERAND-2 INVALID

-NOTIFY- OPERAND-1 IS NOT A VALID SESSION NAME

-NOTIFY- OPERAND-1 IS NOT AN ACTIVE SESSION

****** ACL/E FUNCTIONS NOT AUTHORIZED ******

-SUBSTRING- NON-NUMERIC VALUE SPECIFIED

Operand can have one of the following values: ADD, BRANCH, COMPARE, DELETE, DOWN, EOF, IN, KEY, LEFT, MSG,
OPTION, PA, PF, RIGHT, SCRIPT, SEARCH, SET, SUB, or UP. n can specify operand one or operand 2.

Action:

None.

TPBL0062 or TPXL0062
ACLLIB OPEN ERROR - ACL FUNCTION DISABLED

Reason:

TPX attempted to open the ACL/E Library pointed to by the ddname ACLLIB. An error occurred and the library is
inaccessible. ACL/E scripts are disabled.

Action:

Correct the error and restart TPX.

TPBL0064 or TPXL0064
ACL MESSAGE FROM PLU: pluname SLU sluname ACLPGM: program-name text

Reason:

An ACL/E program has issued the MSG command. The prefix identifies the application, virtual terminal, and ACL program
name. The user text follows in the next line.

Action:

None.

TPBL0066 or TPXL0066
INITIALIZATION ERROR: PPS CLOSE OR OPEN FAILURE FOR uprtrid ACBERFLG=nn

Reason:

The JES file cannot be opened or closed for passthrough printing with the specified virtual printer.

Action:

Contact your JES system programmer.

TPBL0068 or TPXL0068
***TRACE RECORDS ARE BEING LOST***

Reason:

The internal trace table has wrapped around and a new trace entry is overwriting an existing entry that has not been
written to the log. This message is issued only when the overflow condition starts.

Action:
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Increase the size of the "Internal Trace Entries" found on the Debugging Parameters panel of the System Options Table
(SMRT).

TPBL0069 or TPXL0069
TRACE OVERFLOW CONDITION IS OVER: RECORDS LOST: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The overflow condition described in message TPXL0068 has ended. The TRACE component is no longer overwriting
entries not yet written to the log. If the condition occurs again, message TPXL0068 is reissued.

Action:

None.

TPBL0070 or TPXL0070
QUIESCE COMPLETED FOR applid

Reason:

A quiesce request has been completed and all sessions have terminated. This message is issued with message
TPXL700I.

Action:

None.

TPBL0071 or TPXL0071
MAILBOX TASK DELAYING DUE TO cause

Reason:

If the value of cause is PACING COUNT EXCEEDED, the number of recipients processed while sending or saving a
message exceeded the pacing count set in the System Options Table (SMRT).

If the value of cause is STORAGE OVERLOAD, the internal storage usage exceeded the overload threshold set in the
SMRT.

In either case, the product suspends the processing of the message, allowing the mailbox facility to process other user's
tasks. The product resumes processing at the end of the queue of mailbox facility requests after a short delay.

If the cause of this message is an overload and the overload still exists, the processing will be delayed again. When the
overload condition is resolved, the product issues message TPXL0072.

Action:

None.

TPBL0072 or TPXL0072
MAILBOX DELAY DUE TO cause ENDED

Reason:

The storage overload condition described in message TPXL0071 has been resolved.

Action:
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None.

TPBL0081 or TPXL0081
INVALID RPL DETECTED

Reason:

An RPL that was passed to VTAM has failed VTAM validity checking. The RPL was rejected by VTAM with a value of
X'18'(24) in Register 0. The RPL may have failed VTAM validity checking for the following reasons:

• The RPL was already in use.
• The CHECK request was issued inappropriately.
• The RPL pointer was overlaid.
• The RPL was overlaid.

Action:

None.

TPBL0082 or TPXL0082
RPL MACRO REQUEST ISSUED ON A CLOSED ACB

Reason:

An RPL-based macro request has been issued against an ACB that is not open.

Action:

None.

TPBL0083 or TPXL0083
SCREEN IMAGE RELEASED DUE TO ERRORS TERMINAL: termid USER: userid

SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The current screen image has been rejected with a 1005 sense code and is therefore being reset to null.

Action:

None.

TPBL0084 or TPXL0084
REPETITIVE RPL ERROR DETECTED

Reason:

A terminal or application session generated ten errors in a row. The product will attempt to end the session.

Action:

None.
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TPBL0085 or TPXL0085
RPL ERROR MANAGEMENT ROUTINE ENTERED PLU = pluname

SLU = sluname APPLID = applid SID = sessionid USER = userid

INBOUND REQ = request TO applterm TERMSB = address

APPLSB = address EB = address RPL = address RTNCD = code

DBK2 = code MEANING = text SENSE CODE = code

MEANING text . . . ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN: list

Reason:

A non-zero return code has been detected and the error management routine has been invoked. In this message, the PLU
is usually the real terminal and the SLU is the virtual terminal. The message indicates whether the error occurred on an
inbound or outbound activity and whether it was to or from an application or terminal. The REQ field is the RPL request
code that is followed by the option bytes from the RPL.

Where applicable, the following information is displayed:

• The associated application ID, session ID, and user ID
• The addresses of the associated terminal and application session blocks, the event block, and RPL
• The VTAM return code and feedback fields and a possible meaning
• The SNA sense code and a possible meaning
• A list of actions you can take.

The request codes are documented in IBM documentation on VTAM programming. The return code, feedback, and sense
codes are documented in IBM documentation on VSAM messages.

Action:

None.

TPBL0086 or TPXL0086
OPEN ACB ERROR MANAGER ENTERED APPLID = applid

SLU = sluname TERMSB = address APPLSB = address

ACB = acbname R15 = value MEANING = text

ACBERFLG = flag MEANING = text SESSION CLEAN-UP

Reason:

An error was encountered when opening a virtual terminal ACB. This message identifies the following:

• The application to be accessed (APPLID)
• The name of the virtual terminal that failed (SLU)
• The addresses of the associated terminal session blocks (TERMSB)
• The addresses of the associated application session blocks (APPLSB)
• The address of the failing ACB (ACB)

The values for Register 15 and the ACB error flag are documented under the OPEN macro in IBM documentation on
VTAM programming.

The ACB will be marked as UNAVAIL and will be recovered by the ACB recovery routine. Recovery will not occur if the
SMRT INQINT parameter has a value of 0.
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Action:

None.

TPBL0087 or TPXL0087
CLOSE ACB ERROR MANAGER ENTERED APPLID = applid

SLU = sluname TERMSB = address APPLSB = address

ACB = acbname R15 = value MEANING = text . . .

ACBERFLG = flag MEANING = text SNAP, PURGE, SESSION CLEAN-UP

Reason:

An error was encountered when closing a virtual terminal ACB. This message identifies the following:

• The application to be accessed (APPLID)
• The name of the virtual terminal that failed (SLU)
• The addresses of the associated terminal session blocks (TERMSB)
• The addresses of the associated application session blocks (APPLSB)
• The address of the failing ACB (ACB)

The values for Register 15 and the ACB error flag are documented under the CLOSE macro in IBM documentation on
VTAM programming.

Action:

None.

TPBL0088 or TPXL0088
VTAM MANIPULATIVE MACRO ERROR MANAGER ENTERED

PLU = pluname SLU = sluname TERMSB = address

APPLSB = address BLK = address R15 = value MEANING = text

R0 = value MEANING = text . . . SNAP, PURGE, AP, PURGE, SESSION CLEAN-UP

Reason:

An error was encountered when issuing a VTAM MODCB, TESTCB, or SHOWCB macro. This message identifies the
following:

• The application to be accessed (APPLID)
• The name of the virtual terminal that failed (SLU)
• The addresses of the associated terminal session blocks (TERMSB)
• The addresses of the associated application session blocks (APPLSB)
• The address of the failing control block

The values for Register 15 and 0 are documented in IBM documentation on VTAM programming.

Action:

None.
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TPBL0097 or TPXL0097
RCV FAILED, VTAM SHORT ON STORAGE, SB = address

Reason:

A receive issued by the product failed because a VTAM buffer pool was exhausted. VTAM signals this by placing
RTNCD=8, FDBK2=0 in the RPL of the request. For details, see IBM documentation on VTAM messages.

Action:

None.

TPBL0098 or TPXL0098
VSAM COMPATIBILITY: KEY=objectid RDW=length REASON=reason

Reason:

The specified object had an incorrect record length. The software discovered this while checking VSAM records updated
by TPX 3.0 or 2.0 programs that do not have TPX VSAM compatibility installed. Any View facility authorization or STX
signon information related to the object will not be used because it is unreliable.

This message will appear every time the record is read until the record is written.

Action:

See Installing for information about setting up VSAM sharing and VSAM compatibility between versions of TPX.

TPBL0099 or TPXL0099
(TPXL0099)

Reason:

This message has many possible wordings.

The TPXL0099 message number is used for diagnostic and debugging messages placed in the code.

Action:

Typically, no action is required. If the same TPXL0099 message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

TPBL0101 or TPXL0101
LOGON TERMINAL: termid sb-address

Reason:

The specified terminal has logged on to TPX.

Action:

None.

TPBL0102 or TPXL0102
BUILD PANEL: panelid

Reason:
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The product is going to build the specified panel in memory.

Action:

None.

TPBL0103 or TPXL0103
ACTIVE S.B. FOUND FOR TERMINAL termid sb-address NEW S.B. CREATED

Reason:

A terminal logoff was not completed when a logon was received for the same terminal.

Action:

None.

TPBL0136 or TPXL0136
SESSION ENDED: applid vtermid sessionid userid sb-address

Reason:

The product is going to end the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPBL0137 or TPXL0137
SESSION KILLED: applid vtermid sessionid userid sb-address

Reason:

The product is going to terminate the specified session because of an error condition.

Action:

None.

TPBL0138 or TPXL0138
QUIESCE COMPLETED FOR applid

Reason:

The specified application is now quiesced. If the command

Q applid was issued, this message appears after the last user in session with this application ends the session. If the
command Q applid,SHUT= was issued, this message appears at the time specified.

Action:

None.

TPBL0139 or TPXL0139
SESSION INQUIRE FAILED: applid vtermid sessionid userid address
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RCFB=xxxxx - tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt

Reason:

This message occurs when VTAM returns the application status to the product after an INQUIRE request that indicates
the application is not available for session logons or is not defined or found. This may occur when the search limit for
inquiry requests is exceeded and the application status is not found. Usually the application is a cross-domain application.

The xxxxxx is the return code and feedback (RCFB) information provided by VTAM; tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt is the meaning of
the RCFB.

Action:

Set the ACT table field INQUIRE-ON-APPL-STATUS to NO for this application when the returned status is in error and the
application is known to be available. The product will not inquire on this application; it is assumed that application status is
available.

TPBL0140 or TPXL0140 (PPS)
PPS -- JES REQ. INVALID FOR VM

PPS -- JES DYN. ALLOC. ERROR

PPS -- JES OPEN ERROR

PPS -- JES CLOSE ERROR

PPS -- JES DYN. UNALLOC ERROR

Reason:

The specified problem occurred when the product was establishing a PPS session for which the output destination was a
JES SYSOUT data set.

Action:

None.

TPBL0140 or TPXL0140 (JES)
JES DCB CLOSE ERROR FOR PPS SESSION

JES DCB DE-ALLOCATION ERROR FOR PPS SESSION

JES DCB ALLOCATION ERROR FOR PPS SESSION

JES DCB OPEN ERROR FOR PPS SESSION

Reason:

These messages may occur if two minutes pass with no activity in a PPS session that has a JES SYSOUT data set as an
output destination.

Action:

Correct the specified error and try again.

TPBL0141 or TPXL0141
DELETE table-type table-name BY userid

Reason:
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The user has deleted a table in TPXADMIN.

Action:

None.

TPBL0142 or TPXL0142
***** ESTAE ENTERED FOR ABEND *****

Reason:

An abend has occurred and the ESTAE routine has been entered to obtain a dump and attempt recovery.

Action:

None.

TPBL0143 or TPXL0143
ACL TIMEOUT: aclname

Reason:

An ACL/E timeout has occurred for the specified program.

Action:

None.

TPBL0144 or TPXL0144
SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR

Reason:

A data RU was received while an ACLPGM verb was being processed. The RU is ignored, and execution of the ACL/E
program resumes when the called ACL/E gains control.

Action:

None.

TPBL0145 or TPXL0145
CORRELATION ERROR

Reason:

The product has terminated ACL/E execution because the backward pointer referring from a called ACL/E program to the
ACL/E program that called it is no longer valid. This message is sent by the script task after the called ACL/E program has
been built.

Action:

None.

TPBL0146 or TPXL0146
LSIB RECOVERY WILL BE ATTEMPTED
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Reason:

An ABEND has occurred in a screen manipulation module. Processing will be performed to prevent recurrent ABENDs.

Action:

None.

TPBL0147 or TPXL0147
RECOVERY PERFORMED FOR LSIB AT value, RUQ WAS value

Reason:

A new LSIB and RUQ have been obtained. The values in the message are for Broadcom Support.

Action:

None.

TPBL0148 or TPXL0148
VALIDATION ERROR AT ESTAE OFFSET offset, VALUE = value LSIB RECOVERY UNSUCCESSFUL

Reason:

An invalid address pointer has made LSIB recovery impossible. Values in the message are for Broadcom Support.

Action:

None.

TPBL0150 or TPXL0150
NSEXIT RU: CLEANUP PLU: pluname SLU: sessionid event EVENT IGNORED, VTAM PASSED AN INVALID
PARAMETER.

Reason:

NSEXIT was driven, but VTAM passed a user correlator that does not point to a valid session block.

Action:

Correct the user correlator and try again.

TPBL0151 or TPXL0151
NSEXIT RU: CLEANUP PLU: pluname SLU: sessionid event EVENT IGNORED,

PREVIOUS VTAM EVENT NOT COMPLETED

Reason:

NSEXIT was driven for the specified session before an RPL exit for a VTAM request for that session was completed.

Action:

None.
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TPBL0152 or TPXL0152
NSEXIT RU: NOTIFY PLU: pluname SLU: sessionid event EVENT IGNORED,

VTAM PASSED AN INVALID PARAMETER.

Reason:

NSEXIT was driven, but VTAM passed a user correlator that does not point to a valid session block.

Action:

Correct the user correlator and try again.

TPBL0153 or TPXL0153
NSEXIT RU: NOTIFY PLU: pluname SLU: sessionid event EVENT IGNORED,

PREVIOUS CLSDST/PASS NOT COMPLETED

Reason:

A session in PASS mode was requested and the RPL exit for the resulting CLSDST/PASS had not been completed when
NSEXIT was driven for the terminal.

Action:

Ignore if this message accompanies TPXL0155.

TPBL0154 or TPXL0154
NSEXIT RU: NOTIFY PLU: pluname SLU: sessionid event EVENT IGNORED, PREVIOUS VTAM EVENT NOT
COMPLETED

Reason:

NSEXIT was driven for the specified session before an RPL exit for a VTAM request for that session was completed.

Action:

None.

TPBL0155 or TPXL0155
DELAYED CLSDST/PASS COMPLETED, SLU: sessionid sb-address

Reason:

A session in PASS mode was requested and the RPL exit for the resulting CLSDST/PASS had not been completed when
NSEXIT was driven for the terminal.

Action:

None.

TPBL0156 or TPXL0156
CLP3PROG: CLSDST PROCESSING BYPASSED FOR termname sb-address

Reason:
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A session in PASS mode was requested and the RPL exit for the resulting CLSDST/PASS encountered a corrupted
control block.

Action:

None.

TPBL0190 or TPXL0190
STARTING TO BUILD USER NAMES IN MEMORY

Reason:

This message is generated when the user name list is built at startup time. This list is created when the SMRT
Performance Parameter “Build user name list at startup” is set to Y.

Action:

None.

TPBL0191 or TPXL0191
FINISHED BUILDING USER NAMES IN MEMORY

Reason:

This message is generated when the user name list is built at startup time. This list is created when the SMRT
Performance Parameter “Build user name list at startup” is set to Y.

Action:

None.

TPBL0200 or TPXL0200
PRINTER - RPL ERROR ROUTINE ENTERED

RPL=address SB=address

TERMID=termid PRINTER-ID=prtrid

RTNCD=code FDBK2=code MEANING= meaning1

SENSE CODE=code MEANING= meaning2

Reason:

The RPL error management routine has been entered for a printer. This message indicates the RPL error and the actions
to be taken. See IBM documentation on VTAM messages for information on the return, feedback, and sense codes.

Action:

None.

TPBL0250 or TPXL0250
Session Manager Reference Table nnnnnnnn Storage:

where nnnnnnnn is the name of the active SMRT table.

Reason:
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This message indicates the start of SMRT storage display. The SMRT storage display will be logged at TPX session start
time and when
the SMRT is reloaded.

Action:

None.

TPBL0300 or TPXL0300
STORAGE STATISTICS BELOW/ABOVE 16M LINE:
Reason:
One or more storage slot pools has overflowed. Refer to the preceding TPB300 or TPX300 messages in the LOG.
Storage displays are written to the LOG in subsequent TPXSTRG messages. These messages are similar to the displays
produced by TPXOPER D(DISPLAY) STOR and D STORXA, removing the requirement for manually generating the
messages in an overflow situation when users may not be able to log in to TPX.
Action:
Adjust slot allocations. Usually one slot pool overflow can be managed by TPX using alternate slot pools. A critical
situation can happen, when a second or third pool also overflows.
For more information, see Adjust Slot Pool Percentages in SMRT in Best Practices for Installing. 

TPBL0350 or TPXL0350
ACLPGM QUEUE ERROR. . .ACLPTR=address

Reason:

This message indicates that an ACL/E program delete request has failed.

Action:

None.

TPBL0351 or TPXL0351
ACLPGM QUEUE ENTRY NOT FOUND PTR=address

Reason:

An ACL/E program delete request could not find the ACLPGM.

Action:

None.

TPBL0400 or TPXL0400
VSAM ERROR. KEY = key RTNCD/FDBK = code REQUEST TYPE = type

Reason:

A VSAM error has occurred. The RTNCD/FDBK values can be found in IBM documentation on VSAM administration.

Action:

None.
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TPBL0412 or TPXL0412
GETSEB FAILURE - ASB value

Reason:

This message indicates a control block failure.

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0420 or TPXL0420
ADMIN1 FILE OPEN ERROR. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE IMPOSSIBLE, ACBERFLG=flag

Reason:

The ADMIN1 file could not be opened.

Action:

See IBM documentation on VSAM administration for information on ACBERFLG values. If ACBERFLG=00, examine the
log for prior error messages that may be related to this message.

TPBL0421 or TPXL0421
ADMIN2 FILE OPEN ERROR. USER MAINTENANCE IMPOSSIBLE, ACBERFLG=flag

Reason:

The user administration files could not be opened.

Action:

See IBM documentation on VSAM administration for information on ACBERFLG values. If ACBERFLG=00, examine the
log for prior error messages that may be related to this message.

TPBL0422 or TPXL0422
MAIL FILE OPEN ERROR. USER MAINTENANCE IMPOSSIBLE, ACBERFLG=flag

Reason:

The mail file could not be opened.

Action:

See IBM documentation on VSAM administration for information on ACBERFLG values. If ACBERFLG=00, examine the
log for prior error messages that may be related to this message.

TPBL0423 or TPXL0423
NOTES FILE OPEN ERROR. USER MAINTENANCE IMPOSSIBLE, ACBERFLG=flag

Reason:

The notepad file could not be opened.

Action:
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See IBM documentation on VSAM administration for information on ACBERFLG values. If ACBERFLG=00, examine the
log for prior error messages that may be related to this message.

TPBL0450 or TPXL0450
VSAM FILE MAIL ALREADY CLOSED

Reason:

The mail file was already closed during the TPX shut down process.

 Action:

Check the TPX log for message TPBL0422 or TPXL0422 and the Action for that message.

TPBL0500
number RECIPIENTS HAD number MESSAGE LOCATORS ON FILE

Reason:

This message appears after a DELETE MAILMESSAGE statement is processed. Before the purge began, number user
IDs had an aggregate number message locators stored in the MAIL file.

Action:

None.

TPBL0501 or TPXL0501
number MESSAGE LOCATORS AND number MESSAGES DELETED

Reason:

This message appears after a DELETE MAILMESSAGE statement is processed. The variables indicate the number
of message locators and messages deleted. Note that messages are deleted only when all message locators for that
message are deleted. The use count, which is the number of message locators using the message text, is zero in this
case.

Action:

None.

TPBL0502 or TPXL0502 (text for bulletin)
MESSAGE TEXT refid FROM sender DELETED FOR BULLETIN

Reason:

This message appears when a bulletin is deleted online or through the Batch facility. The variables have the following
meanings:

refid
Indicates the text reference ID.

sender
Indicates the sender of the bulletin. If the bulletin was generated in the Batch facility, the sender will be the job
name.

Action:
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None.

TPBL0502 or TPXL0502 (locator for user)
MESSAGE LOCATOR refid FROM sender DELETED FOR userid

Reason:

This message appears when a message is deleted online or through the Batch facility. The variables have the following
meanings:

refid
Locator reference ID that uniquely identifies the locator. It is the third through eighteenth characters of the text
reference ID, except for acknowledgment locators.

sender
Indicates the sender of the message. If the message was generated in the Batch facility, the sender will be the job
name.

userid
Indicates the recipient of the message.

Action:

None.

TPBL0502 or TPXL0502 (text for user)
MESSAGE TEXT refid FROM sender DELETED FOR userid

Reason:

This message appears when a message is deleted online or through the Batch facility. The variables have the following
meanings:

refid
Indicates the text reference ID.

sender
Indicates the sender of the message. If the message was generated in the Batch facility, the sender will be the job
name.

userid
Indicates the recipient of the message.

Action:

None.

TPBL0503 or TPXL0503
MESSAGE TEXT refid NOT FOUND

Reason:

The message text record identified by the specified text reference ID was not found when attempting to update the use
count. This record was identified in the message locator described by the preceding TPBL0502 or TPXL0502 message.

Action:
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Diagnostic message. Normally no action is required. If this message appears often and is accompanied by a problem, call
Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0504 or TPXL0504
MESSAGE NOT STORED, NO VALID RECIPIENTS

Reason:

The names specified in the USERIDS or USERLISTS field could not be found.

Action:

Correct the names and resubmit the job.

TPBL0600 or TPXL0600
table-description TABLE LOADED=table-name

Reason:

This message lists the system tables loaded at startup time.

Action:

None.

TPBL0601 or TPXL0600
SCREEN PRINTED FOR USERID=userid | TERMID=termid

Reason:

A /P request was printed to the log.

Action:

None.

TPBL0603 or TPXL0603
table-name mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss xxxxx038 SMRT by userid

Reason:

This informational message appears each time the product is started. The variable table-name shows the name of the
SMRT specified in the startup procedure. The variable mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss is the time stamp from the VSAM record. The
variable xxxxx038 is the address at which the SMRT is loaded. Note that the VSAM record header is found at xxxxx000.
Userid is the user ID who last updated this SMRT.

Action:

None.

TPBL0605 or TPXL0605 (set log failed)
module: ATTEMPT TO SET ACTIVE SEND LOG FAILED NEWRPL = address, OLDRPL = value

Reason:
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Modules SSNDPROG and PAVRETY attempt to set the active SEND log using a compare and swap. This message
appears if the compare and swap fails. The variables have the following meanings:

module
Either SSNDPROG or PAVRETY

address
Address of the rpl currently being sent

value
Current value of the send log when a compare and swap is performed

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0605 or TPXL0605 (reset flag failed)
module: ATTEMPT TO RESET ACTIVE SEND FLAG FAILED NEWRPL = address, OLDRPL = value

Reason:

Modules SNDXPROG and PAVPRG attempt to reset the active SEND log by a compare and save. This message appears
if the compare and save fails. The variables have the following meanings:

module
Either SNDXPROG or PAVPRG

address
Address of the rpl currently being processed

value
Current value of the send log when a compare and save is performed

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0605 or TPXL0605 (log update failed)
RCVANY TABLE ERROR ON name

Reason:

This message appears when the active RECEIVE log update fails in ISSUPROG. The variable name identifies the
acbname for an SLU receive or the PLU name for a PLU receive.

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0605 or TPXL0605 (print request discarded)
QUEUED PRINT REQUEST FOR printer DISCARDED

Reason:
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An already queued event is put back in the softcopy queue, but the printer is not currently available. This message is
followed by a SNAP of the EB and PSB. The variable printer identifies the printer name.

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0610 or TPXL0610 (VSCRNPRT allocation error)
VSCRNPRT: ERROR ALLOCATING SYSOUT DATASET - DAIR = code

Reason:

JES was unable to allocate a SYSOUT data set. The variable code identifies the DAIR code.

Action:

Consult with your JES system programmer to correct the JES allocation failure based upon the DAIR code.

TPBL0610 or TPXL0610 (VSCRNPRT de-allocation error)
VSCRNPRT: ERROR DE-ALLOCATING SYSOUT DATASET - DAIR = code

Reason:

JES was unable to deallocate a SYSOUT data set. The variable code identifies the DAIR code.

Action:

Consult with your JES system programmer to correct the JES allocation failure based upon the DAIR code.

TPBL0610 or TPXL0610 (allocation error)
module: ERROR ALLOCATING SYSOUT DATASET - DAIR = code

Reason:

JES was unable to allocate a SYSOUT data set. The variables have the following meanings:

module
Either VJESPROG or VJESSCNP

code
DAIR code

Action:

Consult with your JES system programmer to correct the JES allocation failure based upon the DAIR code.

TPBL0610 or TPXL0610 (de-allocation error)
module: ERROR DE-ALLOCATING SYSOUT DATASET - DAIR = code

Reason:

JES was unable to de-allocate a SYSOUT data set. The variables have the following meanings:

module
Either VJESPROG or VJESSCNP
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code
DAIR code

Action:

Consult with your JES system programmer to correct the JES allocation failure based upon the DAIR code.

TPBL0611 or TPXL0611
VIDLSEST PPS VTAM IDLE SESSION TIMEOUT FOR pprtr/vprtr

Reason:

This message appears when you set the "PPS VTAM Idle Session Timeout" field. The variables have the following
meanings:

pprtr
Physical printer name

vprtr
Virtual printer name

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0612 or TPXL0612
VJESSCNP PPS JES IDLE SESSION TIMEOUT FOR jprtr/vprtr

Reason:

This message appears when you set the "PPS JES Idle Session Timeout" field. The variables have the following
meanings:

jprtr
JES printer name

vprtr
Virtual printer name

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0613 or TPXL0613
VPSPROG PPS RELEASE REQUEST TIMEOUT FOR pprtr/vprtr

Reason:

This message appears when you set the "PPS Release Request Timeout" field. The variables have the following
meanings:

pprtr
Physical printer name

vprtr
Virtual printer name
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Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0700 or TPXL0700
FRR ENTERED FOR ABEND CODE = code PSW = status

Reason:

An abend has occurred and the ESTAE routine has been entered to obtain a dump and attempt recovery.

Action:

None.

TPBL0701 or TPXL0701
CONNECTION ESTABLISHED TO FILE SERVER ON L-Serv SUBSYSTEM name

Reason:

The product has connected to the file server on the specified L-Serv subsystem. This message is informational.

Action:

None.

TPBL0703 or TPXL0703
VSAM DD PREFIX = prefix L-Serv SUBSYSTEM NAME = name

Reason:

Indicates the prefix of the VSAM file(s) for this L-Serv subsystem. This message is informational.

Action:

None.

TPBL0704 or TPXL0704
OPEN SUCCESSFUL FOR VSAM DD name B= size

Reason:

The specified VSAM file has been opened. If indicated, size specifies the size of the I/O buffer for the file. Below-the-line
slot pools will use buffer pools of this size. The size was calculated by determining the maximum VSAM record size and
rounding that number up to a multiple of 256 bytes. This message is informational.

Action:

None.

TPBL0705 or TPXL0705
CLOSE SUCCESSFUL FOR VSAM DD name

Reason:
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The specified VSAM file has been closed.

This message may accompany TPXL0704 when the product opens and closes the ADMIN files at start up. The specified
files will then be reopened by the TPX administration function. This message is informational.

Action:

None.

TPBL0706 or TPXL0706
L-Serv REQUEST FAILED. REQUEST: type

L-Serv SUBSYSTEM NAME: name DDNAME: name

RETURN CODE = code ACBERFLG = flag RPLFDBWD = code KEY = key

Reason:

The specified request made to L-Serv has failed. The file DD name is given if the request applies to a specific file (is not a
L-Serv initialize or terminate request). If applicable, the error fields in the ACB and RPL are formatted and the VSAM key
given.

Action:

See the L-Serv portion of the Common Components and Services guides and the VSAM guides to determine the correct
action based on the codes you receive.

TPBL0708 or TPXL0708
VSAM/TRANSPARENCY IN USE FOR name

Reason:

The specified VSAM file is processed as a Datacom file using the VSAM/Transparency feature in Datacom.

Action:

None.

TPBL0709 or TPXL0709
VSAM FILE: filename BEING MARKED status

Reason:

The product has determined that the specified VSAM file has either become unavailable or available, and is marking it
accordingly.

Action:

If the file is being marked UNAVAILABLE, check the status of L-Serv to determine if L-Serv is down or why the file has
been closed.

TPBL0710 or TPXL0710
CONNECTION TO CA-L-SERV HAS BEEN LOST

Reason:

The product has determined that L-Serv is unavailable.
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Action:

See the L-Serv portion of the Common Components and Services guides for information on restoring L-Serv.

TPBL0711 or TPXL0711
RECONNECTION TO CA-L-SERV IS BEING ATTEMPTED

Reason:

The product is attempting to reconnect to L-Serv. This message is informational.

Action:

None.

TPBL0712 or TPXL0712
RECONNECTION TO L-Serv HAS status

Reason:

The product's attempt to reconnect to L-Serv has either succeeded or failed.

Action:

If the attempt has failed, check the status of L-Serv and consult the L-Serv portion of the Common Components and
Services guides.

TPBL0713 or TPXL0713
VSAM ACCESS REQUEST DENIED. FILE status, DDNAME: ddname REQUEST TYPE: type

Reason:

The product was unable to access the specified VSAM file. The file's status is either quiesced or unavailable.

Action:

If the file status is UNAVAILABLE, check the status of L-Serv.

TPBL0717 or TPXL0717
DEQ RC=xxxxxxYY  RNAME IS: ffffffff

Reason:

During CLOSE processing for file ffffffff a DEQ call for this file failed with a return code addressed by R15.  R15 addresses
a value of xxxxxxYY. YY is DEQ return code failure.

This could prevent a batch RESET INTEGRITY job to fail for file ffffffff.

Action:

Contact TPX support and supply all the logs from the TPX job.

TPXL0721
ADD table-type table-name BY userid

Reason:
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The user has added a table in TPXADMIN.

Action:
None

TPXL0800
MENU INPUT FOR SIGNED-OFF USER sb-address

Reason

This message is used for diagnostic purposes when certain problem conditions exist. You can ignore it if it appears
independent of a problem condition.

Action

None.

TPBL0801 or TPXL0801
MENU OUTPUT FOR SIGNED-OFF USER

Reason:

This message is used for diagnostic purposes when certain problem conditions exist. You can ignore it if it appears
independent of a problem condition.

Action:

None.

TPXL0802
MENU INPUT FOR SIGNED-OFF USER, INVALID SB TYPE sb-address

Reason

This message is used for diagnostic purposes when certain problem conditions exist. You can ignore it if it appears
independent of a problem condition.

Action

None.

TPXL0803
MENU INPUT FOR SIGNED-OFF USER, DELINK sb-address

Reason

This message is used for diagnostic purposes when certain problem conditions exist. You can ignore it if it appears
independent of a problem condition.

Action

None.
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TPBL0900 or TPXL0900
UNABLE TO CONTINUE DIALOGUE FOR USER: userid TERMINAL: termid address

UNABLE TO CONTINUE DIALOGUE FOR USER: userid IN APPLICATION: applid address

Reason:

The two possible forms for this message are shown above.

Dialogue between the user and the product cannot continue. The variables have the following meanings:

userid
User ID or NO USER if TERMSB SBUIDX does not point to a UINDEX

termed
Terminal ID

applid
Internal application name (that is, TPXADMIN, TPXVIEW, and so on)

address
TERMSB or APPLSB address

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0910 or TPXL0910
event TERMINATED FOR USER: userid ON TERMINAL: termid . SIGNON/SIGNOFF EVENT ALREADY IN
PROGRESS

Reason:

The specified user has tried to sign on or off, but a signon or signoff is already in progress for this user. The variables
have the following meanings:

event
SIGNON or SIGNOFF

userid
User ID or NO USER if TERMSB SBUIDX does not point to a UINDEX

termed
Terminal ID

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0911 or TPXL0911
SIGNOFF EXCEPTION/CLEANUP FORCED FOR TERMINAL: termid address

Reason:

The specified terminal was previously hung when a user signed on or off. This message may appear when a SIGNOFF
event is generated by a terminal disconnect or TPXOPER CANCEL command. The variables have the following
meanings:
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termed
Terminal ID

address
TERMSB address

Action:

Diagnostic message. Normally no action required. If this message appears often and accompanies a specific problem,
contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

TPBL0920 or TPXL0920
AFFINITY SIGNON PASS TICKET GENERATION FAILED FOR USER ID: userid

ON TERMINAL: termid RECONNECT SIGNON PASS TICKET GENERATION FAILED

FOR USER ID: userid ON TERMINAL: termid SIGNON PASS TICKET GENERATION FAILED

FOR USER ID: userid ON TERMINAL: termid

Reason:

These messages appear in the log if there is a failure for a Pass Ticket user attempting to sign on to the product.

Pass ticket generation failed for this userid attempting a signon to an affinity target region or to reconnect after a pass
session ends.

Action:

The user should contact the security administrator to determine the reason for the pass ticket generation failure.

TPBL0921 or TPXL0921
SESSION START PASS TICKET GENERATION FAILED FOR USERID: userid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

Pass ticket generation failed for this userid attempting to start an application session through the product using a pass
ticket.

Action:

The user should contact the security administrator to determine the reason for the pass ticket generation failure.

TPBL0922 or TPXL0922
AFFINITY SIGNON PASS TICKET GENERATION SUCCESSFUL FOR USERID: userid

ON TERMINAL: termid

RECONNECT SIGNON PASS TICKET GENERATION SUCCESSFUL FOR USERID: userid

ON TERMINAL: termid

SIGNON PASS TICKET GENERATION SUCCESSFUL FOR USERID: userid

ON TERMINAL: termid

Reason:

The above messages appear in the log for a successful generation of a pass ticket for a TPX signon. These are
informational messages that only appear if RSVOPT 042 is set to Y (for yes) on panel TEN0096. RSVOPT 042 can be
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used to verify that pass tickets are being successfully generated for users attempting a signon to an affinity pass TPX
region or to reconnect after a pass session ends.

These are informational messages. Pass ticket generation was successful for this userid attempting to signon to an affinity
target region or to reconnect after a pass session ends.

Action:

None.

TPBL0923 or TPXL0923
SESSION START PASS TICKET GENERATION SUCCESSFUL FOR USERID: userid

SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The above message appears in the log for a successful session start using a pass ticket. This is an informational
message that only appears if RSVOPT 042 is set to Y (for yes) on panel TEN0096. RSVOPT 042 can be used to verify
that pass tickets are being successfully generated for session starts.

This in an informational message. Pass ticket generation was successful for this userid attempting to start an application
session through the product using a pass ticket.

Action:

None.

TPBL0924 or TPXL0924
EXTRACT GRP ERROR PASSTICKET GENERATION FAILED FOR USER: userid SESSION: session

Reason:

TPX attempted to generate a qualified pass ticket based on Top Secret or ACF2 qualified ptktdata profile. Retrieving the
information requires the security group to be extracted the from the security system. A failure occurs if the user does not
have a group attached to his security record. The variables have the following meanings:

userid
User ID signed on

session
Session selected

Action:

Have the security administrator add a group to the Top Secret or ACF2 security record of the user.

TPBL0925 or TPXL0925
EXTRACT PTKTDATA ERROR PASSTICKET GEN FAILED FOR USER: userid SESSION: session

Reason:

TPX attempted to generate a qualified pass ticket based on Top Secret or ACF2 pktdata profiles. The appropriate ptktdata
profile does not exist in the security database. The session request fails.

Action:

Have the security administrator define qualified PTKTDATA profiles in the Top Secret or ACF2 security database.
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TPBL0926 or TPXL0926
ACLUSER FIELD INVALID FOR PASSTICKET : GEN FAILED FOR USER: userid

SESSION: session ACLUSER: acluser

Reason:

Pass ticket or qualified pass ticket use is not permitted with a different userid than the userid used to sign on to the
product under which the session request is being made. The authorization is impossible to verify. Session setup fails. The
variables have the following meanings:

userid
User ID signed on

session
Session selected

acluser
Acluser specified in the user, profile, or ACT definition of the application

Action:

Either set the Passticket or Qualified Passticket to No or remove the acluser in the session definition.

TPBL0927 or TPXL0927
EXCLUSIVE QUALIFIED PASSTICKET REQUEST NEEDS CA-SECURITY, REQUEST FAILED FOR USER: userid
SESSION: session

Reason:

TPX requires either Top Secret or ACF2 as the external security system under which it runs to generate qualified
pass tickets. It is determined that neither of the above is currently active. Generate Qualified Passticket is set to Y and
Generate Passticket is set to N, which limits pass tickets to the qualified type. The session request fails because a
qualified pass ticket cannot be generated and a pass ticket is not permitted.

Action:

Set Generate Passticket to Y.

TPBL0928 or TPXL0928
AFFINITY SIGNON EXTRACT GROUP PASSTICKET FAILED

Reason:

TPX attempted to generate a qualified pass ticket based on Top Secret or ACF2 qualified ptktdata profiles. Retrieving
the information requires the Group to be extracted from the security system. A failure occurs if the user does not have a
Group attached to his security record.

Action:

Have the security administrator add a Group to the Top Secret or ACF2 security record of the user.

TPBL0929 or TPXL0929
AFFINITY SIGNON EXTRACT PTKTDATA PASSTICKET FAILED

Reason:
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TPX attempted to generate a qualified pass ticket based on Top Secret or ACF2 qualified ptktdata profiles, but no such
profile exists in the security database. The session request fails.

Action:

Have the security administrator define qualified profiles to the Top Secret or ACF2 database.

TPBL0930 or TPXL0930
AFFINITY SIGNON FAILED QUALIFIED PASSTICKET AND NO CA-SECUITY

Reason:

When a pass ticket is required based only on qualified profiles, Top Secret or ACF2 must run on the system that TPX is
running on. The session request fails.

Action:

Either set Generate Qualified Passticket to N or set Generate Passticket to Y in the user record or in the user profile
record.

TPBL0931 or TPXL0931
MIXED PWD/PHRASE, UID: ________ ON TERMID: ________

Reason:

TPX detected an invalid password and passphrase combination in the sign-on fields for password/passphrase (passcode)
and new password/passphrase (passcode). The following can result in an invalid combination:

• When current passcode is a password (eight characters or less), it is not valid for the new passcode to be greater than
eight characters. 

• When current passcode is greater than eight characters, the new passcode must also be greater than eight characters.

Action:

The user is prompted with the following message:

"NEW PASSWORD/PASSWORD PHRASE VERIFICATION ERROR SIGNON ATTEMPT HAS BEEN CANCELLED "

TPBL0999 or TPXL0999
informational-message

Reason:

This is a general informational message.

If the informational-message is a VSAM INTEGRITY message, a serious error may have occurred in VSAM sharing. A
U999 abend occurs, and one of the following informational-messages may be issued:

WARNING: NO VSAM INTEGRITY

The product cannot access the VSAM files for one of the following reasons:

• You did not set the VSAM sharing options correctly. If the first VSAM share option is less than three, no VSI is built.
• The TPX.CB0VLOAD file is not an authorized library.

VSAM INTEGRITY: UNABLE TO LOCATE VSI

You did not set the VSAM sharing options correctly. If the first VSAM share option is less than three, no VSI is built.
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VSAM INTEGRITY: INVALID VSI DETECTED

VSAM or z/OS problems may exist.

VSAM INTEGRITY: TPX RUNNING UNDER VM

VSAM sharing is not implemented for TPX/VM.

VSAM INTEGRITY: TPX NOT AUTHORIZED

VSAM sharing requires the product to be authorized.

VSAM INTEGRITY: SEVERE VSAM CONTENTION

Two copies of the product (most likely running in batch) are executing at the same time. This results in too much
contention for the VSAM files and is not recommended.

VSAM INTEGRITY: CONTROL RECORD 0 NOT FOUND

A first time user has selected VSAM sharing on a VSAM file. Your VSAM files may have been moved, which requires
deleting control record 0.

VSAM INTEGRITY: WRITING CONTROL RECORD 0

Control record 0 is written to the VSAM file if one is not found. See the CONTROL RECORD 0 NOT FOUND message
above.

VSAM INTEGRITY: DELETING CONTROL RECORD 0

Your VSAM files have been moved. Control record 0 is deleted because the information it contains is inaccurate.

VSAM INTEGRITY: UPDATING VSI

A cross-system change to the VSAM files has been detected. The product updates the VSAM shared information (VSI) for
the system that is out of sync.

VSAM INTEGRITY: DETECTED VSI CHANGE

The product has expanded one of the VSAM files. The product will pass information about the change to other copies of
TPX by rewriting control record 0, which will contain information about the change.

VSAM INTEGRITY ERROR

UNABLE TO GET CONTROL RECORD 0

UNABLE TO PUT CONTROL RECORD 0

UNABLE TO GENERATE RPL FOR GET

UNABLE TO GENERATE RPL FOR PUT

The product has encountered an error in reading or writing control record 0. The VSAM file might be corrupted. Locate a
backup of the VSAM file. If you cannot delete control record 0 with TPX batch administration, restore the VSAM file from
the backup and then delete control record 0 using batch administration

VSAM INTEGRITY: VSAM FILE HAS BEEN MOVED

The product has determined that one of the VSAM files has been moved. The product will delete control record 0. If the
VSAM file was moved within the same pack, the product cannot detect that it has been moved and will not delete control
record 0.

Action:

If the message text indicates that a VSAM problem exists, fix the problem as described above.
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TPBL1000 (text)
text

Reason:

This message displays the text of statements in your batch job as the statement is executed.

Action:

None.

TPBL1000 (jobname)
JOBNAME jobname ON systemid

Reason:

This message appears at the start of your batch job. It indicates the name of your job and where it is running.

Action:

None.

TPBL1000 (userid)
VM USERID userid

Reason:

This message appears at the start of your batch job. It indicates your user ID on VM.

Action:

None.

TPBL1001 (message file)
MISSING MSGFILE

Reason:

The MSGFILE DD statement required in the CONVERT MSGFILE or CONVERT MAIL statement is missing.

Action:

Add the MSGFILE DD statement to the CONVERT MSGFILE or CONVERT MAIL statement.

TPBL1001 (sysin)
MISSING SYSIN

Reason:

Your SYSIN file is not defined.

Action:

Define your SYSIN file and try again.
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TPBL1001 (ddname)
MISSING ddname

Reason:

The specified data definition name is not defined. The data definition name was specified in a USING or GIVING
parameter immediately preceding the message.

Action:

Define the data definition name and try again.

TPBL1001 (operator)
OPERATOR - USER=userid -> command text

Reason:

An operator command (indicated by command text), was issued by userid.

Action:

None.

TPBL1002 (ddname)
OPEN FAILED FOR ddname

Reason:

The product was unable to open the specified file. The data definition name was specified in a USING or GIVING
parameter immediately preceding the message.

Action:

Check that the data definition name is defined correctly and referring to the correct file.

TPBL1002 (sysin)
OPEN FAILED FOR SYSIN

Reason:

The product was unable to open the SYSIN file.

Action:

Check that the SYSIN file is defined correctly and referring to the correct file.

TPBL1003
RECORD record TOO LONG, TRUNCATED

Reason:

The data contained in the specified record was too long for the file where the product was writing it. The software has
truncated the data in the record to fit the file. The file containing the truncated record is the file specified in the most recent
GIVING parameter.

Action:
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Redefine your space allocation appropriately and try again.

TPBL1004
RECORD record NOT WRITTEN, ADDRESS ZERO

Reason:

The product encountered an internal error in trying to write to the specified record. The file where the software attempted
to write the record is the file specified in the most recent GIVING parameter.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

TPBL1005
SYSTEM 013-34 ABEND AVOIDED FOR extract-ddname

Reason:

The product was unable to read the specified file because the file was never written.

Action:

Check that the file was extracted before being specified as a USING parameter.

TPBL1008 (ddname)
CLOSE FAILED FOR ddname

Reason:

The product was unable to close the specified file. The data definition name was specified in a USING or GIVING
parameter immediately preceding the message.

Action:

Check your definition for the file.

TPBL1008 (sysin)
CLOSE FAILED FOR SYSIN

Reason:

The product was unable to close the SYSIN file.

Action:

Check your SYSIN definition.

TPBL1009 (using)
number RECORDS READ USING (ddname)

Reason:

The product has read the specified number of records from the specified file.

Action:
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None.

TPBL1009 (from)
number RECORDS READ FROM SYSIN

Reason:

The product has read the specified number of records from the SYSIN file.

Action:

None.

TPBL1009 (giving)
number RECORDS WRITTEN GIVING (ddname)

Reason:

The product has written the specified number of records into the specified file.

Action:

None.

TPBL1010
optional-info component optional-info RETURN CODE IS code

Reason:

A component (usually VSAM) has returned the specified return code. This message relates to the statement echoed in the
most recent TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message.

This message is usually found with other, indented, messages that elaborate on the problem. If a VSAM error has
occurred, the VSAM record key, or the first record of the table is indicated in such a message.

Possible values of component and the component's corresponding action are described in the following table.

Action:

Refer to the accompanying messages for help in determining the problem.

Component Action
VSAM GET Performs VSAM input of a single record.
VSAM PUT Performs VSAM output.
VSAM ERA Performs VSAM erasure of a record or table.
VSAM GSQ Performs VSAM input of the names of all tables of a given type.
VSAM GSP Performs VSAM input of a table primary record(s).
VSAM GSS Performs VSAM input of a table secondary record(s).
VGET References the value of a variable. The optional-info specifies the

variable.
VPUT Sets the value of a variable. The optional-info specifies the

variable.
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UIDXVGET References the value of a variable. A UIDX record was being
processed by EXTRACT when the message was issued. The
optional-info specifies the variable.

PIDXVGET References the value of a variable. A PIDX record was being
processed by EXTRACT when the message was issued. The
optional-info specifies the variable.

UENTVGET References the value of a variable. A UENT record was being
processed by EXTRACT when the message was issued. The
optional-info specifies the variable.

PENTVGET References the value of a variable. A PENT record was being
processed by EXTRACT when the message was issued. The
optional-info specifies the variable.

MRG CP8 Assists in building a merged user.

TPBL1011
UNKNOWN COMMAND

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message included a command that the product does not
recognize.

Action:

Check that:

• All sets of parentheses match.
• The input statements do not have sequence numbers.
• The statement has correct syntax.

TPBL1012
REQUIRED PARAMETER LIST MISSING

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message did not include a required parameter list in a
command.

Action:

Insert the parameter list and try again.

TPBL1013
PARAMETER LIST SYNTAX ERROR

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message contained an error in the syntax of a parameter
list.

Action:

Correct the syntax and try again.
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TPBL1014
UNKNOWN PARAMETER

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message included a parameter that the product does not
recognize.

Action:

Replace the parameter with one that is valid and try again.

TPBL1015
PARAMETER LESS THAN MINIMUM

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message specified a parameter that is too small.

Action:

Replace the parameter with one that is larger and try again.

TPBL1016
PARAMETER GREATER THAN MAXIMUM

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message specified a parameter that is too large.

Action:

Replace the parameter with one of fewer characters and try again.

TPBL1017
REQUIRED PRECEDING STATEMENT MISSING

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message requires a preceding statement.

Action:

Add the required statement and try again.

TPBL1018
REQUIRED PRECEDING ENTRY MISSING

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message requires a preceding entry.

Action:

Add the required entry and try again.
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TPBL1019
PREMATURE END-OF-FILE ON SYSIN

Reason:

The product encountered an end-of-file while parsing a statement.

Action:

Check the syntax in the SYSIN file.

TPBL1020
REQUIRED PARAMETER MISSING

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message requires a missing parameter.

Action:

Add the required parameter and try again.

TPBL1022
PARAMETER HAS INVALID VALUE

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message includes a parameter that has an invalid value.

Action:

Replace the parameter with one that is valid and try again.

TPBL1023
CLOSE PARENTHESIS REQUIRED TO END PARAMETER LIST

Reason:

The last control statement echoed in a TPBL1000 or TPXL1000 message is missing a parenthesis at the end of a
parameter list.

Action:

Add the parenthesis and try again.

TPBL1030
NO CRITERIA SPECIFIED, NO RECORDS EXTRACTED

Reason:

You did not specify any criteria in an EXTRACT statement, so the product did not extract any records.

Action:

Enter the EXTRACT statement with extraction criteria and try again.
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TPBL1031 (adding)
WHILE ADDING record-key

Reason:

This message is produced with another, preceding message to indicate that the product was adding the specified record
when the accompanying message was sent.

Action:

None.

TPBL1031 (copying)
WHILE COPYING record-key

Reason:

This message is produced with another, preceding message to indicate that the product was copying the specified record
when the accompanying message was sent.

Action:

None.

TPBL1031 (copying sessions)
WHILE COPYING record-key (SESSIONS)

Reason:

This message is produced with another, preceding message to indicate that the product was copying the specified
sessions when the accompanying message was sent.

Action:

None.

TPBL1031 (deleting)
WHILE DELETING record-key

Reason:

This message is produced with another, preceding message to indicate that the product was deleting the specified record
when the accompanying message was sent.

Action:

None.

TPBL1031 (updating)
WHILE UPDATING record-key

Reason:

This message is produced with another, preceding message to indicate that the product was updating the specified record
when the accompanying message was sent.
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Action:

None.

TPBL1031 (evaluating)
WHILE EVALUATING record-key

Reason:

This message is produced with another, preceding message to indicate that the product was evaluating the specified
record when the accompanying message was sent.

Action:

None.

TPBL1032 (already exists)
ADD FAILED FOR record-key ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

An ADD statement failed because the record to be added already existed in the ADMIN file.

Action:

Delete the existing record and use the ADD statement.

TPBL1032 (does not exist)
ADD FAILED FOR record-key object DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

An ADD statement attempted to add a session to a user or profile that does not exist.

Action:

Add the user or profile before adding a session to the user or profile.

TPBL1033 (added)
record-key ADDED

Reason:

The specified record was successfully added.

Action:

None.

TPBL1033 (deleted)
record-key DELETED

Reason:

The specified record was successfully deleted.
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Action:

None.

TPBL1033 (processed)
record-key Prcssed

Reason:

The specified request was against an existing record and all processing is complete. Review the prior messages for the
results of the request.

Action:

None.

TPBL1033 (purged)
record-key PURGed

Reason:

The specified request could not be completed. The partially built record has been purged.

Action:

None.

TPBL1033 (updated)
record-key UPDATED

Reason:

The specified record was successfully updated.

Action:

None.

TPBL1034
field-name IS THE PRIMARY VARIABLE. IT CAN NOT BE UPDATED

Reason:

One of the fields (indicated by field-name in the message) you specified to be updated is a primary variable. The primary
variables, UIDXNAME, PIDXNAME, UENTUSER, and PENTUSER cannot be changed with the UPDATE command.

Action:

To update a field that is a primary variable, you must delete the existing record and then add a new record that has the
new value for the field.

TPBL1035
DMIN2 FILE HAS SESSION RECORDS WITHOUT USER RECORD, KEY=record-key

Reason:
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The product has found session records for the specified user or profile but no corresponding user or profile record exists.

Action:

Add a user or profile record or delete the records.

TPBL1035 (updating terminated)
ALL FIELDS SPECIFIED ARE PRIMARY VARIABLE(S). UPDATING TERMINATED

Reason:

The fields you specified to be updated are primary variables which cannot be changed. The product did not perform the
update. The primary variables, UIDXNAME, PIDXNAME, UENTUSER, and PENTUSER cannot be changed with the
UPDATE command.

Action:

To change the primary variables delete the existing record and then add a record that has new values for the fields.

TPBL1036
FIELD field-name NOT FOUND

Reason:

The product did not find the specified field when trying to update a record.

Action:

None.

TPBL1037
NO FIELDS UPDATED FOR record-name

Reason:

The product did not update any fields in the specified record while executing an UPDATE command.

If preceded by the message L1010 VSAM GET RETURN CODE IS 12, the table containing the specified record was
locked by another user who was updating the table.

Action:

None.

TPBL1038 (not added)
ENTRY entry NOT ADDED FOR object, ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

The specified record was not added because a record of the same name already exists. This message can occur after an
ADD USERPROF or ADD USERMAGN statement.

Action:

None.
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TPBL1038 (not deleted)
ENTRY entry NOT DELETED FOR object, NOT FOUND

Reason:

The specified record was not found so it could not be deleted. This message can occur after a DELETE USERPROF or
DELETE USERMAGN statement.

Action:

None.

TPBL1039
var-name IS NOT A KNOWN VARIABLE FOR THIS OBJECTTYPE

Reason:

You specified an invalid object type for this command.

Action:

Specify a valid object type and try again.

TPBL1040
NO LINES SPECIFIED, NO RECORDS FORMATTED

Reason:

You did not specify any field names in the line definition of a REPORT statement.

Action:

Add line definitions to the REPORT statement and try again.

TPBL1041
UNABLE TO BUILD username DUE TO UNDEFINED PROFILES

Reason:

The product has encountered undefined profiles while executing an EXTRACT command and cannot build the specified
user.

Action:

Either define or delete the profiles.

TPBL1042
UNABLE TO DELETE, WRONG SESSION TYPE

Reason:

The batch facility was unable to delete a session because the session type (TPX or STX) did not match that specified in
the DELETE statement.

Action:

Check the session type and try again.
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TPBL1043
UNABLE TO ADD REQUESTED SESSION TYPE, WRONG OBJECT TYPE

Reason:

The batch facility was unable to add a session to a profile or user because, although the profile or user exists, the signon
authority of the profile or user (TPX or STX) did not match that of the session. For example, you tried to add a TPX
session to a profile that only has a STX component.

Note that you cannot assign TPX or STX signon authority to a user by assigning the user a profile with that authority.

Action:

Check the session type and try again.

TPBL1044
RECORD EXISTS, BUT IS WRONG SESSION TYPE

Reason:

The batch facility was unable to copy a session because, although the session exists, the session type (TPX or STX) does
not match that specified in the COPY statement.

Action:

Check the session type and try again.

TPBL1045
SESSION AMBIGUOUS. TPX OR STX MUST BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

The batch facility was unable to copy, add, or delete a session because you are authorized for both TPX and STX but did
not specify which type of session you want to add. Specify TPX or STX in the ADD, COPY, or DELETE command.

Action:

Check the session type and try again.

TPBL1046 (deleted)
RECORD EXISTS, BUT SEGMENT TO BE DELETED DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The batch facility was unable to delete a profile or user because, although the profile or user exists, the type of user or
profile (TPX or STX) does not match that specified in the command. For example, you might have specified DELETE STX
USER USR05 when USR05 is a TPX user.

Action:

Check the user or profile type and try again.

TPBL1046 (updated)
RECORD EXISTS, BUT SEGMENT TO BE UPDATED DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:
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The batch facility was unable to update a profile or user because, although the profile or user exists, the profile or user is
not authorized for the specified component. For example, you may have executed a UPDATE STX USER statement but
the user does not have a STX segment.

Action:

Check the profile or user type and try again.

TPBL1046 (copied)
RECORD EXISTS, BUT SEGMENT TO BE COPIED DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The batch facility was unable to copy a profile or user because, although the profile or user exists, the profile or user is
not authorized for the specified component. For example, you may have executed a COPY??TX USER statement but the
user does not have a STX segment.

Action:

Check the profile or user type and try again.

TPBL1047
DELETE OF USER SESSION WILL BE DONE BY SESSION OVERRIDE

Reason:

A DELETE USERSESSION statement is being processed. The record to be deleted does not explicitly exist in the user
definition. It may exist in a profile. A user session override record is being created to indicate that the record is deleted.

Action:

None.

TPBL1048
SESSION record-key FAILED MATCH FOLLOWING MERGE cpo (NPRF=b)

Reason:

While building the user definition for the specified record a logic error occurred. If b is N, there is an obsolete session
override record on file that will be deleted the next time the user signs on. If b is Y, this message is followed by a U918
user abend.

Action:

None.

TPBL1049
UNABLE TO INITIALIZE ddname, FILE NOT OPEN

Reason:

The product was unable to initialize VSAM integrity for the specified file because the file was found unopen. This message
appears after a TPBL0420, TPBL0421, or TPBL0423 message.

Action:

Check that the data definition name is defined and try again.
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TPBL1050
MASK CHARACTER maskchar FOUND WHERE NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

You used a masking character, specified by maskchar, in an invalid location. Your batch programs continues, depending
on the value of the variable MASKERLV:

• If MASKERLV=0, the action you requested is executed.
• If MASKERLV=2, the batch program acts as if it has reached the end of the control record file.
• If MASKERLV=3 or greater, abend U930 occurs.

Action:

Check and correct your usage of masking characters.

TPBL1050 (suppressing action)
MASK CHARACTER maskchar FOUND WHERE NOT ALLOWED, SUPPRESSING ACTION

Reason:

You used a masking character, specified by maskchar, in an invalid location and the variable MASKERLV=1. The product
does not process the item containing the invalid masking character and moves on to the next item.

Action:

Check and correct your usage of masking characters.

TPBL1051
MEANS RECORD ACCESSED NOT ON FILE

Reason:

The record was not on file. This message accompanies the TPBL1010 message.

Action:

Make sure you are using the correct record name.

TPBL1052
MEANS TABLE HELD BY ANOTHER ADDRESS SPACE

Reason:

The product could not access the table because it was held by another address space. This message accompanies the
TPBL1010 message.

Action:

Make sure you are using the correct table.

TPBL1053
MEANS VARIABLE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR THIS RECORD

Reason:
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You specified an incorrect variable. This message accompanies the TPBL1010 message. If this message occurs during
extraction of profile records, a selection field is undefined. If this message occurs during an update, you may be updating
a read-only variable.

Action:

Correct the variable and try again.

TPBL1054
MEANS VALUE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR THIS VARIABLE

Reason:

You specified an incorrect value for a variable. This message accompanies the TPBL1010 message.

Action:

Correct the value and try again.

TPBL1055
MEANS VARIABLE APPROPRIATE FOR THIS RECORD, BUT HAS NO ASSIGNED VALUE

Reason:

You specified a variable that does not have a value assigned to it. If the variable is displayed on a panel, it appears as
underscores. This message accompanies the TPBL1010 message and applies only to profile variables.

Action:

Correct the variable assignment if necessary.

TPBL1056
MEANS REQUEST SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED

Reason:

The product has successfully performed some task such as initializing VSAM integrity.

Action:

None.

TPBL1057
MEANS USER PROFILE LIST CONTAINS UNDEFINED PROFILE

Reason:

You specified an incorrect profile. This message accompanies the TPBL1010 message.

Action:

Correct the profile and try again.

TPBL1059
USER ADMINISTRATION AUTHORITY WILL BE SET USING AUTHCODE
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Reason:

An ADD USERMAGN statement specified a user that does not have user administration authority, and the control
statement did not indicate what user authority to confer, TPX or STX. The authority will be determined by the LMP key.

Action:

None.

TPBL1060
EXCESS DDNAMES IN USING LIST FOR CONVERT IGNORED

Reason:

The USING parameter of the CONVERT statement contained too many ddnames. When converting a STXT, STX users or
STX profiles, one ddname is required in the USING parameter. When converting an NPT, two ddnames are required.

This message appears once for each excessive ddname.

Action:

Specify the correct number of ddnames in the USING parameter and try again.

TPBL1061
NOT ENOUGH DDNAMES IN USING LIST FOR CONVERT, ABORT

Reason:

The USING parameter of the CONVERT statement did not specify the required number of ddnames. The Batch facility will
stop executing the CONVERT statement.

When converting a STXT, STX users or STX profiles, one ddname is required in the USING parameter. When converting
an NPT, two ddnames are required.

Action:

Specify the correct number of ddnames in the USING parameter and try again.

TPBL1062
USER EXISTS, BUT SEGMENT FOR SESSION TYPE TO BE DELETED DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The batch facility was unable to delete the user session because the user does not have the specified session.

Action:

Check the user's sessions and try again.

TPBL1063 (STX)
STX USER ADMINISTRATION AUTHORITY

Reason:

This message appears after an ADD MAGN statement was executed to indicate that STX authority was assigned to the
user specified in the statement.

Action:
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None.

TPBL1063 (TPX)
TPX USER ADMINISTRATION AUTHORITY

Reason:

This message appears after an ADD MAGN statement was executed to indicate that authority was assigned to the user
specified in the statement.

Action:

None.

TPBL1064
*WARNING* USER SESSION COPIED IS AN OVERRIDE

Reason:

This message appears after a COPY USERSESSION statement is executed. The session that was copied exists as an
override to a session in a profile.

If a session of this name exists in a profile assigned to the target user, the override will have effect; but the override fields
cannot be verified as being appropriate for the overridden session.

If a session of this name does not exist in a profile assigned to the target user, the override record will be written to the file,
however, the session will:

• Not appear in the session list in TPXADMIN or STXADMIN
• Be deleted at signon to the relevant TPX component.

Action:

None.

TPBL1065
USER TO ADD|CONVERT IS ALREADY TPX SAVED DYNAMIC USER

Reason:

You have tried to add or convert a STX user that is already recorded as a TPX saved dynamic user. The ADD or
CONVERT statement would make the user static, but "Optional Parameter 25" in the System Options Table (SMRT) is on,
which disallows such a change.

Action:

If you want to add or convert the user as a static user, you must set "Optional Parameter 25" off for the remainder of the
batch run and then add the user. You can do this by placing a statement SET SOTOP065 'N' in the batch control stream
before the ADD or CONVERT statement.

If you want the user to remain dynamic, and be able to sign on to STX, you must configure this product to allow dynamic
users.

TPBL1066
TPX SAVED DYNAMIC USER IS BEING CHANGED TO STATIC
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Reason:

You are converting or adding a TPX user that is already recorded as a TPX saved dynamic user. The CONVERT or ADD
statement makes the user static. "Optional Parameter 25" in the System Options Table (SMRT) is off, so TPX allows the
user to become static.

Action:

None

TPXL1067
TPX OPERATOR SESSION ABORTED, TO PREVENT POSSIBLE LOOP SCENARIO

Reason:

TPX has discovered a possible loop situation in the TPX operator code.

The session is cancelled. A related TPX00003 SVC dump may be taken.

Action:

Save the SVC dump and all output from the TPX job. Contact TPX support.

TPBL1068
Delete of the default profile is not allowed

Reason:

A user has attempted to delete the default profile in a TPX batch utility job.

TPX will not let a user delete the default profile on a system using dynamic profiles.

Action:

None.

TPBL1098
USING parse-table-name

Reason:

You have invoked the parse table trace. The product is using the specified parse table.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (built)
table IS BUILT

Reason:

The specified user or profile was successfully built when the product executed an EXTRACT statement.

Action:

None.
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TPBL1099 (session rejected)
table ENTRY sessionid REJECTED

Reason:

A profile or user entry with the specified session ID has not been extracted because it does not match the extraction
criteria you specified in the EXTRACT statement.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (rejected)
table REJECTED

Reason:

The specified user or profile has not been extracted because it does not match the extraction criteria you specified in the
EXTRACT statement.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (building)
BUILDING table

Reason:

The product is about to build the specified user or profile while executing an EXTRACT statement.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (primary variable)
CHECKING PRIMARY VARIABLE field-name

Reason:

The product is checking for records that include the specified field, which you specified as extraction criteria in an
EXTRACT statement. In this case the extraction criteria is a primary variable.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (variable)
CHECKING VARIABLE field-name

Reason:

The product is checking for records that include the specified field, which you specified as extraction criteria in an
EXTRACT statement.

Action:
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None.

TPBL1099 (reading)
product READING record-key

Reason:

The product is currently reading the specified record.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (writing)
product WRITING record-key

Reason:

The product is currently writing the specified record.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (adding)
ADDING record-key

Reason:

The product is about to add the specified record.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (copying)
COPYING record-key

Reason:

The product is about to copy the specified record.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (deleting)
DELETING record-key

Reason:

The product is about to delete the specified record.

Action:

None.
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TPBL1099 (updating)
UPDATING record-key

Reason:

The product is about to update the specified record.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (processing)
PROCESSING CODE:code

Reason:

While creating a report, the product has read an extract record identified by the specified variable management SYMCB
code.

Action:

None.

TPBL1099 (spaces rejected)
blank spaces REJECTED

Reason:

You specified blank spaces in the field name specified in an EXTRACT statement. This is invalid. Blank spaces will
consist of a b for every blank space. For example, the following message would indicate that the field included three blank
spaces:

TPBL1099 bbb REJECTED

Action:

Specify the field name without blank spaces and try again.

TPBL1100
generated VTAM APPL statement

Reason:

This message shows VTAM APPL statements generated as a result of the current active model and the current VTAM
modeling statement.

Action:

None.

TPBL1101
INVALID NUMBER OF PARAMETERS

Reason:
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The parameters on the TPX,MDL statement must be in sets of four parameters (start value, type, count and order). If
there is only one set of parameters, the order parameter can be skipped.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1102
START VALUE PARAMETER MUST BE 1 THRU 7 CHARACTERS

Reason:

The start value parameter cannot be more than seven characters in length.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1103
START VALUE PARAMETER CONTAINS AN INVALID CHARACTER

Reason:

There is an invalid character in one of the start value parameters. Valid characters are based upon the type parameter as
follows:

• A -- A through Z
• N -- 0 through 9
• B -- A through Z and 0 through 9
• H -- 0 through 9 and A through F

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1104
START VALUE AND TYPE PARAMETERS ARE MISMATCHED

Reason:

A character in the start value parameter is valid but not for the type parameter. Valid characters for each type parameter
are as follows:

• Type A -- A through Z
• Type N -- 0 through 9
• Type B -- A through Z and 0 through 9
• Type H -- 0 through 9 and A through F

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1105
TYPE PARAMETER MUST BE 1 CHARACTER
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Reason:

The type parameter cannot be more than one character in length.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1106
TYPE PARAMETER MUST BE N, A, B OR H

Reason:

The type parameter must be one of the following:

• A -- Alphabetic
• N -- Numeric
• B -- Both (or Alphanumeric)
• H -- Hexadecimal

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1107
COUNT PARAMETER MUST BE 1 THRU 4 NUMERIC CHARACTERS

Reason:

The count parameter cannot be more than four characters in length.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1108
COUNT PARAMETER MUST CONTAIN A VALUE OF 1 THRU 9999

Reason:

The count parameter must be greater than 0 and less than 10000.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1109
COUNT PARAMETER IS TOO HIGH FOR START VALUE

Reason:

The count parameter would cause all characters of the start value parameter to overflow.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.
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TPBL1110
ORDER PARAMETER MUST BE 1 CHARACTER

Reason:

The order parameter cannot be more than one character in length.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1111
ORDER PARAMETER MUST CONTAIN A VALUE OF 1 THRU 7

Reason:

The order parameter must be greater than 0 and less than 8.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1112
DUPLICATE ORDER PARAMETER VALUES FOUND

Reason:

Each order parameter on a statement must contain a unique value from 1 through 7.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1113
ORDER PARAMETERS CONTAIN GAPS

Reason:

The order parameters specified on a statement should not contain any missing values.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1114
MDL PARAMETERS MUST END BEFORE COLUMN 72

Reason:

The parameter list on a TPX,MDL statement must not extend beyond column 71.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.
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TPBL1115
field NAME IS GREATER THAN 8 CHARACTERS

Reason:

The specified field (either LUNAME or ACBNAME) must not be greater than eight characters in length.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1116
GENERATED field NAME IS GREATER THAN 8 CHARACTERS

Reason:

The specified field (either LUNAME or ACBNAME) that gets generated based upon the model parameters, must not be
greater than eight characters in length.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1117
ACBNAME CANNOT BE MODELED IF LUNAME IS NOT

Reason:

Either the LUNAME, for an APPL statement, did not contain any wildcard characters or the attempt to generate an
LUNAME, based upon the model parameters, resulted in an error.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1118
VTAMLST RECORD IS NOT PROPERLY FORMATTED

Reason:

A format error was encountered in the APPL statement being processed.

Action:

Correct the statement and re-run the job.

TPBL1119
9999 STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN GENERATED FOR THIS MODEL - STATEMENT GENERATION STOPPED

Reason:

The combination of model parameter sets resulted in more than 9999 APPL statements being generated.

Action:

The generation of the APPL statements for this model statement is stopped after the 9999th one. If more are desired,
create additional APPL models for the additional values.
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TPBL1150
CRITICAL ERROR - STATEMENTS SKIPPED

Reason:

Some unexpected error was encountered.

Action:

Re-run the job. If this continues, contact Broadcom Support.

TPBL1199
BUILDING MODELED STATEMENTS

Reason:

VTAM APPL statements will be generated based upon the current active model and the current VTAM modeling
statement.

Action:

None.

TPBL1200
OPEN FAILED FOR STXT SOURCE DEFINITIONS

Reason:

TPX batch was unable to open the file containing the STXT to be converted.

Action:

Check that the data definition name is defined correctly and referring to the correct file.

TPBL1201
ERROR - BUFFER FOR PROCESSING STXT SOURCE DEFINITIONS IS FULL. STXT SOURCE CANNOT BE
PROCESSED

Reason:

The source code of the STXT being converted exceeded the buffer. TPX batch was unable to convert the STXT.

Action:

Check the STXT source code to determine why it used so much space.

TPBL1202
STXT SOURCE RECORDS

Reason:

The batch facility is beginning to convert STXT source definitions.

Action:

None.
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TPBL1204
PARSE ERRORS IN STXT DEFINITIONS

Reason:

The STXT being converted contained parsing errors in the definitions. This message will be accompanied by one or
more of the parse error messages, which have the TPXL or TPBL prefix and numbered 1213-1245. These messages will
specify the error and, if possible, give options for correcting the error.

Action:

Refer to accompanying messages and make corrections as necessary to the STXT.

TPBL1205
END OF STXT SOURCE RECORDS

Reason:

The batch facility has finished converting STXT source definitions.

Action:

None.

TPBL1206
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE MODULE DATA AREA

Reason:

The batch facility was unable to perform a GETMAIN.

Action:

Check your region size and space allocations.

TPBL1207
ACIPATH PARAMETER IS IN ERROR. REVERTING TO DEFAULT OF value

Reason:

The STXT being converted contained an invalid ACIPATH parameter. The specified default is being used.

Action:

Change the parameter value if you do not want to use the specified default.

TPBL1208
BREAK AND TOGGLE KEYS CONFLICT. REVERTING TO DEFAULTS OF BREAK=PA1, TOGGLE=PA2

Reason:

The STXT being converted contained TOGGLE and BREAK parameters that were set to the same value. This is invalid.
The specified defaults are being used.

Action:

Change the parameter values if you do not want to use the defaults.
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TPBL1209
SXTT2PROG: INVALID CALLPSZ. DEFAULT OF 128 TAKEN. VALID VALUES ARE: 16, 32, 64,

128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048 AND 4096

Reason:

The STXT being converted contained an invalid value for the CALLPSZ parameter. The specified default is being used.

Action:

Change the parameter value to one of the valid values if you do not want to use the default.

TPBL1210
INVALID SPOLDST. DEFAULT OF PRTDSN TAKEN. VALID OPTIONS ARE: RTNDSN, PRTONLY

Reason:

The STXT being converted contained an invalid value for the SPOLDST parameter. The specified default is being used.

Action:

Change the value of the SPOLDST parameter to one of the valid options if you do not want to use the default.

TPBL1211
SXT2PROG: ERROR - BELOW-THE-LINE SLOT POOL PERCENTAGES DO NOT SUM TO 100

Reason:

The below-the-line STX slot pool assignments do not add up to 100%.

Action:

Correct the slot pool assignments.

TPBL1212
SXT2PROG: ERROR - ABOVE-THE-LINE SLOT POOL PERCENTAGES DO NOT SUM TO 100

Reason:

The above-the-line STX slot pool assignments do not add up to 100%.

Action:

Correct the slot pool assignments.

TPBL1213
UNBALANCED PARENTHESIS

TPBL1214
MISQUOTED TEXT STRING. CHECK PRECEDING DELIMITER
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TPBL1215
TOO MANY PARENTHESES

TPBL1216
SYSTEM LOGIC ERROR

TPBL1217
PARSE BUFFER OVERFLOW - CHECK FOR DUPLICATE PARAMETER DECLARATIONS

TPBL1218
PARAMETER parameter IS EXTRANEOUS

TPBL1219
PARAMETER parameter IS REQUIRED

TPBL1220
PARAMETER parameter IS NOT RECOGNIZED BY STX

TPBL1221
PARAMETER parameter WAS SPECIFIED MORE THAN ONCE

TPBL1222
PARAMETER parameter IS AMBIGUOUS. COULD BE EITHER parm1 OR parm2

TPBL1223
PARAMETERS parm1 AND parm2 ARE MUTALLY EXCLUSIVE

TPBL1224
SPECIFY ONE OF THESE PARAMETERS: parameter list

TPBL1225
TOO MANY SUBPARAMETERS SPECIFIED. MAXIMUM ALLOWED IS n

TPBL1226
TOO MANY CHARACTERS SPECIFIED. MAXIMUM ALLOWED IS n TARGET MAY CONTAIN

THE FIRST n CHARACTERS
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TPBL1227
THE VALUE SPECIFIED (value) IS TOO LARGE. MAXIMUM VALUE IS n

TPBL1228
THE VALUE SPECIFIED (value) IS NOT NUMERIC

TPBL1229
OPTION option UNRECOGNIZED. ALLOWABLE OPTIONS ARE: list

TPBL1230
OPTION option IS AMBIGUOUS. COULD BE option1 OR option2

TPBL1231
THE parameter PARAMETER EXPECTS A NUMBER BETWEEN n AND m

TPBL1232
A NUMBER BETWEEN m AND n MAY ALSO BE SPECIFIED

TPBL1233
THE parameter PARAMETER EXPECTS A HEX NUMBER OF MAXIMUM LENGTH length

TPBL1234
THE parameter PARAMETER EXPECTS A HEX NUMBER OF MAXIMUM LENGTH length

TPBL1235
A TEXT STRING OF MAXIMUM LENGTH n MAY ALSO BE SPECIFIED

TPBL1236
THE parameter PARAMETER ALLOWS THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS: option list

TPBL1237
THESE OPTIONS: option list MAY ALSO BE SPECIFIED

TPBL1238
NO MORE INPUT IS EXPECTED HERE
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TPBL1239
YOU CAN SPECIFY ANY OR ALL OF THE FOLLOWING KEYWORDS: keyword list

TPBL1240
THE parameter MUST BE SPECIFIED

TPBL1241
THE RANGE SPECIFIED FOR THE parameter PARAMETER IS INVALID

TPBL1242
OPTION SPECIFIED, option IS TOO LARGE. MAXIMUM VALUE IS n

TPBL1243
VALUE SPECIFIED (value) IS TOO SMALL. MINIMUM VALUE IS n

TPBL1244
TOO MANY ITEMS SPECIFIED FOR PARAMETER parameter

TPBL1245
UNDETERMINED ERROR. INPUT PARMS INVOLVED ARE: list of parms

TPBL1246
NPT RECORDS

Reason:

The batch facility is starting to convert NPT records.

Action:

None.

TPBL1247
END OF NPT RECORDS

Reason:

The batch facility has finished converting NPT records.

Action:

None.

TPBL1248
ERROR - BUFFER FOR PROCESSING APPL OR TABLE DEFINITIONS OVERFLOWED.
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PRECEDING DEFINITION IGNORED

Reason:

The source code of the APPL or table being converted exceeded the buffer. The Batch facility was unable to convert the
definition.

Action:

Check the source code to determine why it used so much space.

TPBL1249
ERROR - COMMAND MISSING OR INVALID. VALID COMMANDS ARE: NPTGEN, XIDGEN,

PSWGEN

Reason:

The source statement being converted did not contain a valid command.

Action:

Specify one of the valid commands and try again.

TPBL1250
ERROR - PARSE ERRORS IN NPT DEFINITIONS

Reason:

The NPT being converted contained parsing errors in the definitions. This message will be accompanied by one or more
of the parse error messages, which have the TPXL or TPBL prefix and numbered 1213-1245. These messages will
specify the error and, if possible, give options for correcting the error.

Action:

Refer to accompanying messages and make corrections as necessary to the NPT.

TPBL1251
ERROR - STATEMENT LABEL TOO LONG. XIDGEN DEFINITION WILL BE IGNORED

Reason:

An XIDGEN command contained a label consisting of too many characters. The definition will not be converted.

Action:

Correct the label and try again.

TPBL1252
ERROR - NAME REQUIRED FOR STATIONID TABLE

Reason:

An XIDGEN command was missing a statement label.

Action:

Add the label and try again.
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TPBL1253
ERROR - BUFFER FOR PROCESSING APPL DEFINITIONS HAS OVERFLOWED.

THIS APPL DEFINITION WILL BE IGNORED

Reason:

The source code of the APPL definition being converted exceeded the buffer. The Batch facility was unable to convert the
definition.

Action:

Check the source code to determine why it used so much space.

TPBL1254
ERROR - APPLID MISSING OR TOO LONG

Reason:

A source statement did not contain a valid application ID.

Action:

Check and correct the application ID and try again.

TPBL1255
ERROR - APPLID IS DUPLICATE

Reason:

The source statement contained an application ID that is already being used.

Action:

Check and correct the application ID and try again.

TPBL1256
ERROR - LU SUFFIX LIMITS ARE OF UNEQUAL LENGTH

Reason:

A source statement contained an LUSUFX parameter that included low/high limits that were of unequal length. The limits
must consist of one to seven characters and be of equal length.

Action:

Check and correct the suffix values and try again.

TPBL1257
ERROR - SWITCHED-LU NAMES ARE LONGER THAN 8 CHARACTERS

Reason:

A source statement specified switched LU names that were longer than eight characters.

Action:
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Specify LU prefix and suffix parameters that will create names of eight characters or less and try again.

TPBL1258
WARNING - UPPER LIMIT OF LU SUFFIX RANGE WAS LOWER THAN LOWER LIMIT.

UPPER LIMIT SET TO LOWER LIMIT

Reason:

A source statement contained an LUSUFX parameter that specified an upper limit that was lower than the specified lower
limit.

Action:

Change the value of the upper limit if you do not want it set equal to the lower limit.

TPBL1259
WARNING - INVALID COLS PARAMETER. COLS SET TO DEFAULT OF 80.

VALID OPTIONS ARE 40, 80, AND 132.

Reason:

A source statement contained a COLS parameter with an invalid value. The specified default value was assigned.

Action:

Change the parameter value if you do not want to use the default.

TPBL1260
ERROR - COL1 IS GREATER THAN COLS

Reason:

A source statement contained a COL1 parameter that has a value greater than that given in the COLS parameter.

Action:

Specify a value for COL1 that is equal or less than the value specified in the COLS parameter.

TPBL1261
WARNING - TRAN AND PARITY PARMS ARE IGNORED FOR TERM=3270.

TRAN AUTOMATICALLY SET TO NO

Reason:

A source statement specified ASCII/EBCDIC translation or set ASCII parity or both for a 3270 application. This is not valid.
The TRAN parameter was set to NO.

Action:

None.

TPBL1262
WARNING - TRAN=NO BUT ASCII PARITY SPECIFIED. PARITY IGNORED
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Reason:

ASCII/EBCDIC translation was not specified but parity was. This is not valid. Parity is ignored.

Action:

None.

TPBL1263
ERROR - DBCS=K BUT KATAKAN=NO

Reason:

A source statement specified that the DBCS parameter be set to K and that the KATAKAN parameter be set to NO. This
indicates that the application supports double-byte characters for Katakana, but the Katakana is not specified.

Action:

Specify the correct values for the doublebyte-character option and Katakana.

TPBL1264
ERROR - KATAKAN=YES BUT DBCS OFF OR SET TO A

Reason:

A source statement specified that the DBCS parameter be set to OFF or A and that the KATAKAN parameter be set to
YES. This indicates that the application does not support double-byte characters for Katakana, but Katakana is specified.

Action:

Specify DBCS=K if the application supports Katakana.

TPBL1265
ERROR - code MUST BE 2,4, OR 6 HEX DIGITS

Reason:

A source statement included a Kanji or Katakana shift code that consists of an invalid number of digits.

Action:

Specify a code consisting of 2, 4, or 6 hex characters.

TPBL1266
ERROR - EOLSEQ MUST BE 2 OR 4 HEX DIGITS

Reason:

A source statement included an end-of-line sequence for XMODEM that consists of an invalid number of characters.

Action:

Specify a sequence consisting of 2 or 4 hex characters.

TPBL1267
ERROR - CALLADDR MUST BE 1 TO 15 DECIMAL DIGITS
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Reason:

A source statement specified an invalid CALLADDR parameter.

Action:

Specify an address consisting of 1 to 15 hex characters and try again.

TPBL1268
ERROR - INVALID CALLPSZ PARAMETER

Reason:

A source statement specified an invalid maximum packet size in the CALLPSZ parameter.

Action:

Specify a valid maximum packet size of 16, 32. 64. 128. 256, 512, 1024, 2048, or 4096.

TPBL1269
ERROR - MCHADDR MUST BE 1 TO 15 DECIMAL DIGITS

Reason:

The source statement contained an invalid MCHADDR parameter.

Action:

Specify an address consisting of 1 to 15 hex characters and try again.

TPBL1270
WARNING - DNIC DOES NOT MATCH NETWORK ID SPECIFIED AS PART OF MCHADDR.

THE LATTER WILL BE USED

Reason:

A source statement specified an invalid DNIC parameter. The data network ID code (DNIC) does not match the first
four digits of the MCHADDR parameter. The DNIC parameter will be ignored and the first four digits of the specified
MCHADDR will be used.

Action:

Change the DNIC value if you do not want the first four digits of the MCHADDR used.

TPBL1271
ERROR - DNIC MUST BE 4 DECIMAL DIGITS

Reason:

A source statement specified a DNIC parameter that does not contain four digits.

Action:

Specify a valid DNIC and try again.
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TPBL1272
ERROR OUF MUST BE AN EVEN NUMBER OF DIGITS

Reason:

A source statement specified an OUF parameter that does not contain an even number of digits.

Action:

Specify a valid OUF value and try again.

TPBL1273
WARNING - EVEN NUMBER OF NUMERIC VALUES REQUIRED FOR NATIONAL PAD PARMS.

NATIONAL PAD PARMS IGNORED

Reason:

A source statement specified an odd number of values for the national PAD parameters. An even number of values,
consisting of the parm-number and value for each parameter, must be specified.

Action:

Specify valid values and try again.

TPBL1274
WARNING - HPPFDSP SPECIFIED BUT TERMINAL TYPE IS NOT HXP2622.

HPPFDSP PARAMETER IGNORED

Reason:

A source statement specified HP2622 function-key-display options but the specified terminal emulation type is not
HP2622. The function-key-display options will be ignored.

Action:

None.

TPBL1275
ERROR - PAD MUST BE GATE WHEN TERM=3270

Reason:

A source statement specified either PAD=INTEGRATED or MCH for a 3270 application. PAD must be either transparent
or set to GATE.

Action:

Correct the PAD value and try again.

TPBL1276
INVALID ENTRY IN TRANSLATE TABLE

Reason:

An invalid byte was found in the translate table being converted.
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Action:

Check and correct the translate table and try again.

TPBL1277
INVALID RECORD IN TRANSLATE TABLE

Reason:

An invalid line was found in the translate table being converted.

Action:

Check and correct the translate table and try again.

TPBL1278
NO SUCH TRANSLATE TABLE

Reason:

A source statement specified a translate table that could not be found.

Action:

Check the source statement and specify a valid translate table.

TPBL1279
ERROR - EITHER IDBLK AND IDNUM OR STAID REQUIRED

Reason:

A source statement is missing required parameters.

Action:

Check the source statement and specify either IDBLK and IDNUM or STAID.

TPBL1280
ERROR - IDBLK AND IDNUM ARE BOTH REQUIRED

Reason:

A source statement specified IDBLK or IDNUM without the other. Both must be specified together.

Action:

Check the source statement and specify both IDBLK and IDNUM.

TPBL1281
ERROR - IDBLK AND IDNUM MAY NOT BE SPECIFIED WITH STAID

Reason:

A source statement specified IDBLK and IDNUM with STAID. These parameters cannot be specified together.

Action:
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Check the source statement and specify either IDBLK and IDNUM, or STAID.

TPBL1282
ERROR - parameter BASE VALUE REQUIRED

Reason:

A source statement specified a count value without a base value.

Action:

Check the source statement and specify a base value.

TPBL1283
ERROR - parameter BASE AND COUNT VALUES REQUIRED

Reason:

A source statement did not specify a base or a count value.

Action:

Check the source statement and specify base and count values.

TPBL1284
ERROR - parameter COUNT VALUE REQUIRED

Reason:

A source statement specified an increment without a count value.

Action:

Check the source statement and specify a count value.

TPBL1285
ERROR - IDBLK MUST BE EXACTLY 3 HEX DIGITS

Reason:

The source statement specified an invalid value for the IDBLK parameter.

Action:

Specify a IDBLK value consisting of three hexadecimal digits.

TPBL1286
ERROR - IDNUM BASE VALUE MUST BE EXACTLY 5 HEX DIGITS OR W/O BASE VALUE

Reason:

A source statement specified an invalid value for the IDNUM parameter.

Action:

Specify an IDNUM value consisting of five hexadecimal digits.
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TPBL1287
ERROR - STAID MUST BE EXACTLY 5 HEX DIGITS

Reason:

A source statement specified an invalid value for the STAID parameter.

Action:

Specify a STAID value consisting of five hexadecimal digits.

TPBL1288
ERROR - IDNUM VALUES WILL BE TOO LARGE

Reason:

A source statement specified an invalid IDNUM parameter. The base, count, and increment values will produce IDNUM
values larger than the maximum possible 5-digit hexadecimal number.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the IDNUM parameter.

TPBL1289
ERROR - STAID VALUES WILL BE TOO LARGE

Reason:

A source statement contained an invalid STAID parameter The base, count, and increment values will produce station IDs
larger than the maximum possible 8-digit hexadecimal number.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the STAID parameter.

TPBL1290
ERROR - STATION-ID TABLE OVERFLOW

Reason:

A source statement specified a station ID table that is too large. The count of entries is maintained in a signed halfword
integer field. An attempt to build a table with more than 32,767 entries will produce this message.

Action:

Check the station ID table and remove some entries.

TPBL1291
ERROR - NO PASSWORD PROMPTS WERE SPECIFIED

Reason:

A source statement specified an empty password prompt table.

Action:

Check the table if necessary.
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TPBL1292
ERROR - LABEL REQUIRED ON PSWGEN COMMAND

Reason:

A source statement specified a PSWGEN command without specifying a label.

Action:

Correct the source statement and try again.

TPBL1293
ERROR - ALIAS alias IS A DUPLICATE APPLID

Reason:

A specified alias refers to a duplicate application ID.

Action:

Correct the alias and try again.

TPBL1294
ERROR IN NPT DEFINITION GATE APPL applid REFERS TO NONEXISTANT MCH table

Reason:

The specified GATE application refers to a specified MCH table that does not exist.

Action:

Check the MCH definition and try again.

TPBL1295
3270 APPL applid REFERS TO NONEXISTENT XID table

Reason:

The specified 3270 application refers to a specified station ID table that does not exist.

Action:

Check the station ID table reference and try again.

TPBL1296
APPL applid REFERS TO NONEXISTENT PSWTAB table

Reason:

The specified application refers to the specified password table which does not exist.

Action:

Check the password table reference and try again.
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TPBL1297
ERROR - parameter IS A REQUIRED PARAMETER WHEN PAD IS SET AS SPECIFIED

Reason:

The specified parameter must be included in the source statement when the PAD option is set as specified.

Action:

Add the parameter and try again.

TPBL1298
WARNING - NPT parameter DOES NOT APPLY WHEN PAD IS SET AS SPECIFIED.

WILL NOT BE USED

Reason:

The specified NPT parameter does not apply when the PAD option is set as specified.

Action:

None.

TPBL1299
ERROR - NPT parameter IS A REQUIRED PARAMETER WHEN TERM IS SET AS SPECIFIED

Reason:

The specified NPT parameter is required when the TERM option is set as specified.

Action:

Add the required parameter and try again.

TPBL1300
WARNING - NPT parameter DOES NOT APPLY WHEN SET AS SPECIFIED. WILL NOT BE USED

Reason:

The specified NPT parameter does not apply when Terminal Emulation is set as specified.

Action:

None.

TPBL1301
STXBC4 - OPEN FAILED FOR NPT SOURCE DEFINITIONS

Reason:

The batch facility was unable to open the NPT source definitions.

Action:

Check the data definition name for the NPT data set.
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TPBL1303
ERROR - DDNAME FOR USERS FILE NOT PROVIDED, REQUIRED FOR TRANSLATE TABLES

Reason:

The CONVERT statement for the NPT must include a ddname that specifies the data set or data set member that
contains the translate tables used by the NPT.

Action:

Correct the CONVERT statement and try again.

TPBL1304
MSGFILE NOT VALID

Reason:

The CONVERT MSGFILE or CONVERT MAIL statement requires the MSGFILE DD statement to reference a valid
message file from a prior release of TPX. The file has been successfully opened, but the first record is not the INFO
header record. This file is either initialized or damaged.

Action:

Specify a valid message file.

TPBL1305
LISTS MATCH

Reason:

The list name you specified to convert already exists on the MAIL VSAM file and the contents of the lists are the same
(contain the same entries in the same order). If you specified REPLACING, the list is not replaced to preserve the TITLE
and last update information.

Action:

None.

TPBL1306 (added)
LIST name ADDED

Reason:

The list name you specified to convert does not exist on the MSGFILE. It already has been converted.

Action:

None.

TPBL1306 (replaced)
LIST name REPLACED

Reason:

The list name you specified to convert already exists on the MSGFILE. Because you specified for it to be replaced, the list
was converted.
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Action:

None.

TPBL1307 (already exists)
LIST name NOT CONVERTED, ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

The list name you specified to convert already exists on the MSGFILE. You did not specify for it to be replaced.

Action:

None.

TPBL1307 (not userids)
LIST name NOT CONVERTED, NOT A LIST OF USERIDS

Reason:

The list you specified to convert contains something other than user IDs. MSGFILE can only hold lists of user IDs.

Action:

Specify a list containing only user IDs.

TPBL1308
CONVERSION TERMINATED, MSGFILE IS FULL

Reason:

The MSGFILE is full, so no more records can be converted.

Action:

Take one of the following actions:

• Make a new MAIL file.
• Convert the old MSFGILE to the new MAIL file.
• Format a new MSFGILE.
• Convert the new MAIL file to the new MSGFILE. Then re-convert the old MAIL file to the new MSFGILE. You can use

this technique to expand the size of any MSGFILE. It also reorganizes and compacts a MSGFILE.

TPBL1309
MENG0004 VSAM ACCESS ERROR, RTNCD=code, REASON=reason

MENG0008 VSAM RECORD NOT FOUND

MENG0009 VSAM RECORD IN USE BY ANOTHER USER

MENG0010 VSAM CANNOT EXTEND THE DATASET

MENG0011 VSAM INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE

Reason:
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This message appears after a CONVERT MAIL statement is processed. A VSAM error occurred reading messages
from the VSAM MAIL file. The message text entered in the log corresponds to the online message with the number
MENGnnnn. The message appears in the language specified in the SMRT. It is informational only.

Action:

None.

TPXL1501
userid termid IS NOW VIEWING userid termid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user is using the View facility viewing another user's session, as specified.

Action:

None.

TPXL1502
userid termid IS NOW TRACKING userid termid

Reason:

The specified user is using the View facility to track another user as specified.

Action:

None.

TPXL1503
userid termid IS NO LONGER VIEWING userid termid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user is no longer using the View facility to view another user's session, as specified.

Action:

None.

TPXL1504
userid termid IS NO LONGER TRACKING userid termid

Reason:

The specified user is no longer using the View facility to track another user as specified.

Action:

None.

TPXL1505
userid termid HAS INITIATED A CONFERENCE, SESSION: sessionID

Reason:
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The specified user has started a Conference feature conference session. The session is on the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1506
userid termid HAS JOINED A CONFERENCE WITH userid termid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user has joined a Conference feature conference session. The conference was started by the specified user
on the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1507
userid termid HAS LEFT THE CONFERENCE SESSION WITH userid termid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user is no longer using the Conference feature to join a conference started by the specified user on the
specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1508
userid termid HAS ENDED THE CONFERENCE SESSION, SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user has ended the Conference feature conference session. The conference was on the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1509
userid termid HAS INITIATED A RECORD SESSION, SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user is using the Record/Playback feature to record the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1510
userid termid HAS ENDED A RECORDED SESSION, SESSION: sessionid

Reason:
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The specified user is no longer using the Record/Playback feature to record the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1511
userid termid HAS STARTED A PLAYBACK SESSION, RECORDER: userid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user is using the Record/Playback feature to playback a recorded session from the Playback library.

Action:

None.

TPXL1512
userid termid HAS ENDED A PLAYBACK SESSION, RECORDER: userid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user is no longer using the Record/Playback feature to playback a recorded session from the Playback
library.

Action:

None.

TPXL1513
userid termid HAS INITIATED A TRAINING SESSION, SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user has started a Trainer feature training session. The session is on the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1514
userid termid HAS JOINED A TRAINING SESSION, TRAINER userid termid

SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user has joined Trainer feature training session. The training session was started by the specified user on
the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1515
userid termid HAS ENDED A TRAINING SESSION, SESSION: sessionid
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Reason:

The specified user has ended a Trainer feature training session. The training session was on the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1516
userid termid IS ASSISTING userid termid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user is using the Session Assist feature with the specified user and session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1517
userid termid HAS COMPLETED ASSISTING userid termid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user is no longer using the Session Assist feature with the specified user and session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1518
userid HAS UNLOADED RECORD SEQUENCE TO data set DESCRIPTION: description

Reason:

The specified user is using Playback Library Maintenance to unload the specified data set.

Action:

None.

TPXL1519
userid HAS LOADED RECORD SEQUENCE TO data set DESCRIPTION: description

Reason:

The specified user is using Playback Library Maintenance to load the specified data set.

Action:

None.

TPXL1520
VIEW SECURITY CHECK ERROR FOR: userid REASON:reason

Reason:
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The attempt to read the VSAM user record for the viewer/assister failed with the reason stated. The userid is the viewer's
user ID. The reason can be either RECORD NOT FOUND or RECORD IN USE.

Action:

None.

TPXL1521
userid termid HAS SELECTED userid termid FOR A PRIVATE CONFERENCE, SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user set the started Conference as private and selected the specified user as a valid participant. The
session is on the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1522
userid termid HAS DELETED A RECORDED SESSION, RECORDER: userid

DESCRIPTION: description

Reason:

The specified user deleted the Playback session identified by the specified user and description.

Action:

None.

TPXL1523
userid termid HAS UPDATED A RECORDED SESSION, RECORDER: userid

DESCRIPTION: description

Reason:

The specified user modified the characteristics of the Playback session identified by the specified user and description.

Action:

None.

TPXL1524
userid termid HAS LEFT A TRAINING SESSION, TRAINER: userid termid

Reason:

The specified user left a training session. The training session was started by the specified user on the specified session.

Action:

None.
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TPXL1525
userid termid HAS REGISTERED FOR A TRAINING SESSION, TRAINER: userid termid

Reason:

The specified user registered for a training session. The training session was set up by the specified user on the specified
session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1526
userid termid HAS REGISTERED userid termid FOR A TRAINING SESSION,

TRAINER: userid termid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user registered the second specified user for a training session. The training session was set up by the
specified user on the specified session.

Action:

None

TPXL1527
userid termid HAS SCHEDULED A TRAINING SESSION, TRAINER: userid termid

SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user scheduled a training session. The training session was set up by the specified user on the specified
session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1528
userid termid HAS DELETED A TRAINING SESSION, TRAINER: userid termid

SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user deleted a training session. The training session was set up by the specified user on the specified
session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1529
userid termid HAS UPDATED A TRAINING SESSION, TRAINER: userid termid
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SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user updated a training session. The training session was set up by the specified user on the specified
session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1530
userid termid HAS DELETED userid termid FROM A TRAINING SESSION,

TRAINER: userid termid SESSION: sessionid

Reason:

The specified user deleted the second specified user from a training session. The training session was set up by the
specified user on the specified session.

Action:

None.

TPXL1550
ACB OPEN SUCCESSFUL FOR VIRTUAL PRINTER: vprtrid

Reason:

The ACB for the named virtual printer was successfully opened.

Action:

None.

TPXL1551
ACB CLOSE SUCCESSFUL FOR VIRTUAL PRINTER: vprtrid

Reason:

The ACB for the named virtual printer was successfully closed.

Action:

None.

TPXL1552
ERROR OPENING ACB FOR VIRTUAL PRINTER: vprtrid ACBERFLG=nn

Reason:

An error occurred during the open of the ACB for the named virtual printer.

Action:

See the ACB error flag meanings documented under the OPEN macro in IBM documentation on VTAM programming.
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TPXL1553
ERROR CLOSING ACB FOR VIRTUAL PRINTER: vprtrid ACBERFLG=nn

Reason:

An error occurred during the close of the ACB for the named virtual printer.

Action:

See the ACB error flag meanings documented under the CLOSE macro in IBM documentation on VTAM programming.

TPXL2222
TPXUMAIL EP=nnn SENDER@ssssssss RECIP@rrrrrrrr SYMCB@tttttttt

Reason:

This message appears only if the exit compatibility interface obtained from Broadcom Support is used. When TPX
starts, this message always appears with EP=036. The address of the sender's UINDEX, ssssssss, and the address of
the recipient's UINDEX, rrrrrrrr, will be 00000000. The address of the token is tttttttt. There is a flag that may be set in
TPXOPER that causes this message to appear every time TPXUMAIL is called. From the TPXOPER command line, enter
the following: D MEM,AREA=SMRT. Page down to offset 57B and set that byte to X'04' It will be X'00' before you do this.
This message is for informational purposes only.

Action:

None.

TPXL2232 - TPXL2237
TPXUBROD…

Reason:

These messages are produced by an integrated debugging facility in the TPXUMAIL-TPXUBROD conversion facility.
These message numbers are reserved. These messages are for informational purposes only.

Action:

None.

TPXL5101
CF Connect - Str= ssss, Conn= ccccc, Rc=xxxx, Rsn=yyyy, Disp=ddd

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF USERS SUPPORTED=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The product has attempted to connect to the Coupling Facility structure. ssss indicates the structure name; cccc indicates
the connection name; xxxx indicates the return code associated with the request; yyyy indicates the reason code
associated with the request ddd; indicates the Status of the Structure; NEW indicates that the Structure was created
by this request; OLD indicates that the Structure previously existed. nnnnnnnn is the approximate number of users the
structure can support.

Action:

See IBM documentation for the meaning of the return and reason codes. This message is informational and does
not necessarily indicate a problem. The error codes may be useful in diagnosing problems related to coupling facility
connectivity.
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TPXL5102
Allocating Master Entry in List 0

Reason:

This message is informational. It indicates the progress of Coupling Facility structure allocation.

Action:

None

TPXL5103
Error allocating Master List entry 0, will disc

Reason:

An error has occurred during Coupling Facility structure allocation. VTAM generic resource support will not be available.

Action:

See message TPXL5130 for specific details on the error.

TPXL5104
Locating Appl Entry in List 0

Reason:

This message is informational. It indicates the progress of Coupling Facility structure allocation.

Action:

None

TPXL5105
Error locating Appl entry - Disconnecting

Reason:

An error has occurred during Coupling Facility structure allocation. VTAM generic resource support will not be available.

Action:

See message TPXL5130 for specific details on the error.

TPXL5106
Clearing application entries for listnum(llll)

Reason:

This message is informational. It indicates the progress of Coupling Facility structure allocation. llll is the list number being
cleared

Action:

None
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TPXL5107
Delete_mult failed - Disconnecting

Reason:

An error has occurred during Coupling Facility structure allocation. VTAM generic resource support will not be available.

Action:

See message TPXL5130 for specific details on the error.

TPXL5108
Read for Master entry failed - Disconnecting

Reason:

An error has occurred during Coupling Facility structure allocation. VTAM generic resource support will not be available.

Action:

See message TPXL5130 for specific details on the error.

TPXL5109
Rewrite for Master entry failed - Disconnecting

Reason:

An error has occurred during Coupling Facility structure allocation. VTAM generic resource support will not be available.

Action:

See message TPXL5130 for specific details on the error.

TPXL5110
Write failed for addrspace List 0 record - Disconnecting

Reason:

An error has occurred during Coupling Facility structure allocation. VTAM generic resource support will not be available.

Action:

See message TPXL5130 for specific details on the error.

TPXL5111
Master Entry verification failed - Disconnecting

Reason:

One or more items (such as the Mail Data set) are not the same for all instances of the product operating with this generic
resource name.

Action:

Review the explanations associated with messages TPXL5113, TPXL5114, and TPXL5115. Correct the discrepancies and
restart this instance of the product.
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TPXL5112
No more available list headers - Disconnecting

Reason:

The maximum number of Instances for this generic resource has already connected to the Structure. No additional
instances may connect to this structure. VTAM generic resource support for this instance will not be available.

Action:

Increase the Generic Resource Member Count on panel TEN0270 for all members of this generic resource group. Bring
down all members and then restart members as necessary.

TPXL5113
Snapping contents of CF Master Entry:

Reason:

Following is the contents of the Master List Entry in the Coupling Facility structure. This message is followed by message
TPXL5115 showing the details.

Action:

See message TPXL5111 for an explanation of why this occurred and action to be taken.

TPXL5114
Snapping contents of local Master Entry:

Reason:

Following is the contents of the Master List Entry as expected by this instance. This message is followed by message
TPXL5115 showing the details.

Action:

See message TPXL5111 for an explanation of why this occurred and action to be taken.

TPXL5115
SMRTxxxx=dddd

Reason:

This message identifies the information being compared for all instances of the product running with the same generic
resource name and connected to this structure. The information must be the same for instances of the product.

xxxx identifies the variable being displayed:
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• CSRT -- Identifies the SMRT name
• CACT -- Identifies the ACT name
• CPRT -- Identifies the Print Destination Table name
• CTRM -- Identifies the Terminal Options Table name
• VFL1 -- Identifies the ADMIN1 data set name
• VFL2 -- Identifies the ADMIN2 data set name
• VFL3 -- Identifies the MAIL data set name
• VFL4 -- Identifies the NOTES data set name
• VFL5 -- Identifies the VIEW data set name

dddd indicates the value for specific variable.

Action:

Review the explanation of messages TPXL5113 TPXL5114 and TPXL5111. Correct any discrepancies and restart this
instance of the product.

TPXL5116
Adding application entry for listnum(llll)

Reason:

This message is informational. It indicates the progress of Coupling Facility structure allocation. llll is the list number being
allocated.

Action:

None

TPXL5117
Reading Master Entry in List 0

Reason:

This message is informational. It indicates the progress of Coupling Facility structure allocation.

Action:

None

TPXL5118
Updating Master Entry in List 0

Reason:

This message is informational. It indicates the progress of Coupling Facility structure allocation.

Action:

None

TPXL5119
Unable to obtain lock - Disconnecting

Reason:
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During initialization, a number of unsuccessful attempts were made to lock a List in the Coupling Facility. The lock is being
held by the system. The product will not use the structure, nor will it use VTAM generic resource support.

Action:

Review the error codes previously provided by message TPXL5130, which occurs once per attempt. Determine who is
holding the Lock and rectify the problem. Restart the affected instance of the product.

TPXL5120
CF EVT EXIT ENTERED EC=cccc, UNKNOWN Sub=nnnn

Reason:

An event has occurred associated with a Coupling Facility structure that the product is connected to. The product does not
recognize the event code identified by cccc. The connection name that is the subject of the event is identified by nnnn.

Action:

See IBM documentation for the meaning of the event code. This message is informational and does not necessarily
indicate a problem. The error codes may be useful in diagnosing problems related to coupling facility connectivity.

TPXL5121
CF-EVT-EXIT: nnnn ALREADY CONNECTED TO STRUCT ssss

Reason:

The product has just connected to structure ssss. The product is being notified of a previous existing connection to this
structure by the name of nnnn. This message is informational.

Action:

None.

TPXL5122
CF-EVT-EXIT: nnnn HAS JUST CONNECTED TO STRCT ssss

Reason:
The product currently is connected to structure ssss in the Coupling Facility. A new connection was made to this structure
by connection name nnnn, which is a member of the TPX Generic Resource Group. This message is informational.

Action:
None.

TPXL5123
CF-EVT-EXIT: nnnn DISCONNECTED/FAILED, STRUCT ssss

Reason:

The product is currently connected to structure ssss in the coupling facility. A connection by the name of nnnn has
disconnected from this structure and has indicated an error condition exists. This instance of the product will ensure
entries in the coupling facility structure related to failed system will be deleted. This message is informational.

Action:

None
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TPXL5124
CF-EVT-EXIT: nnnn DISCONNECTED/NORMAL, STRUCT ssss

Reason:

The product is currently connected to structure ssss in the coupling facility. A connection by the name of nnnn has
disconnected from this structure for normal reasons (such as shutdown). This message is informational.

Action:

None

TPXL5125
CF-EVT-EXIT: nnnn CONNECTIVITY LOST, STRUCT ssss

Reason:

The instance of the product connected to structure ssss with connection name nnnn has lost connectivity to the structure.
If this instance of the product is the affected instance, a Disconnect Failure Request will be attempted; VTAM generic
resource support will be impaired. This message is informational.

Action:

Determine why the connection failed and correct any problem. Restart the affected instance of the product.

TPXL5126
CF-EVT-EXIT: nnnn STRUCTURE FAILED, STRUCT ssss

Reason:

The product that is connected to structure ssss by the name nnnn is being notified that the named structure has failed. A
Disconnect Failure Request will be attempted. VTAM generic resource support will be impaired.

Action:

Determine why the connection failed and correct any problem. Restart the affected instance of the product.

TPXL5127
CF-EVT-EXIT: nnnn NOW vvvv, STRUCT ssss

Reason:

The product is connected to structure ssss with connection name nnnn. The volatility state of this structure has changed.
The current state of volatility is indicated by vvvv. Possible values are VOLATILE and NON-VOLATILE. This message is
informational.

Action:

None.

TPXL5128
CF-EVT-EXIT: Locating appl entry for failed system

Reason:
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The product is in the process of updating the coupling facility structure for a failed system. This message indicates the
progress of this process. See message TPXL5123 for an additional explanation.

Action:

None.

TPXL5129
CF-EVT-EXIT: Clearing application entries for listnum(llll)

Reason:

The product is in the process of updating the coupling facility structure for a failed system. This message indicates the
progress of this process. llll indicates the number of the List being cleared. See message TPXL5123 for an additional
explanation.

Action:

None.

TPXL5130
CF-REQ: Func=ffff, Rc=rrrr, Rsn=ssss, Lst#=llll, Enty=eeee

Reason:

A request was issued to the Coupling Facility. This message indicates the relative success of the request and is not
necessarily indicative if a problem. ffff identifies the function requested. rrrr indicates the return code associated with the
request. ssss indicates the reason code associated with the request. llll indicates the List Number associated with the
request. eeee indicates the entry name associated with the request.

Action:

See IBM documentation for the meaning of the return and reason codes. This message is informational and does
not necessarily indicate a problem. The error codes may be useful in diagnosing problems related to coupling facility
connectivity.

TPXL5131
TPX CMPL EXIT DRIVEN, RC=xxxx, RSN=yyyyy

Reason:
An asynchronous Coupling Facility request has completed. Value xxxxx indicates the return code. Value yyyyy indicates
the reason code.

Action:
See the IBM documentation for the meaning of the return and reason codes. This message is informational and does not
necessarily indicate a problem (even if codes are non-zero). This information may be useful in diagnosing other related
problems.

TPXL5131 (normal disconnect)
CF Disconnect/Normal - Rc=rrrr, Rsn=ssss

Reason:
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The product has attempted to disconnect for normal reasons from the Coupling Facility structure. rrrr indicates the return
code associated with the request. ssss indicates the reason code associated with the request. This message may appear
as part of the shutdown process.

Action:

See IBM documentation for the meaning of the return and reason codes. This message is informational and does
not necessarily indicate a problem. The error codes may be useful in diagnosing problems related to coupling facility
connectivity.

TPXL5132
CF Disconnect/Fail - Rc=rrrr, Rsn=ssss

Reason:

The product has attempted to disconnect due to some abnormal condition from the Coupling Facility structure. rrrr
indicates the return code associated with the request. ssss indicates the reason code associated with the request. The
abnormal condition may or may not be related to Coupling Facility.

Action:

See IBM documentation on Sysplex Services for the meaning of the return and reason codes. This message is
informational and does not necessarily indicate a problem. The error codes may be useful in diagnosing problems related
to Coupling Facility connectivity.

TPXL5133
CF-EVT-EXIT: SYSTEM-MANAGED REBUILD REQUESTED, STRUCT yyyyyyy

Reason:

A system-managed rebuild for the TPX structure yyyyyyy has been started by operations.

Action:

None.

TPXL5134
CF-EVT-EXIT: SYSTEM-MANAGED REBUILD COMPLETED, STRUCT yyyyyyy

Reason:

A system-managed rebuild for the TPX structure yyyyyyy has been completed.

Action:

None.

TPXL5135
CF-EVT-EXIT: STRUCTURE ALTER REQUEST BEGIN, STRUCT yyyyyyy

Reason:

An alter structure request has been initiated for the TPX structure yyyyyyy.

Action:

None.
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TPXL5136
CF-EVT-EXIT: STRUCTURE ALTER REQUEST ENDED, STRUCT yyyyyyy

Reason:

An alter structure request for the TPX structure yyyyyyy has been completed.

Action:

None.

TPXL5137
CF-EVT-EXIT: SYSTEM-MANAGED REBUILD STOPPED, STRUCT yyyyyyy

Reason:

A system-managed rebuild request has been stopped by operations for the TPX structure yyyyyyy.

Action:

None.

TPXL5138
CF Connect - Str= yyyyyyy Conn=zzzzzz Prevented, retry in progress

Reason:

A Connect request to structure yyyyyyy for the connector zzzzzz has been denied because a system-managed rebuild or
alter is in progress. Retry will be attempted.

Action:

None.

TPXL5140
SIGNONS DISABLED

Reason:

Due to a structure outage, signons are not currently allowed.

Action:

None.

TPXL5141
RECONNECT INITIATED FOR nnnn

Reason:

The current TPX, named nnnn, is attempting to reconnect to the Coupling Facility structure, following a structure outage.

Action:

None.
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TPXL5142
CF REBUILD STARTED FOR nnnn

Reason:

The current TPX, named nnnn, has successfully reconnected to the Coupling Facility structure. It has started the process
of rebuilding the necessary data to continue processing as part of the Generic Resource pool.

Action:

None.

TPXL5143
CF REBUILD COMPLETED FOR nnnn

Reason:

The current TPX, named nnnn, has successfully completed the process of rebuilding the necessary data to continue
processing as part of the Generic Resource pool.

Action:

None.

TPXL5144
SIGNONS ENABLED

Reason:

All members of the Generic Resource pool have completed rebuilding their Coupling Facility data and signons are once
again allowed.

Action:

None.

TPXL5145
REMOTE RECONNECT INITIATED FOR rrrr

Reason:

The remote TPX, named rrrr, is attempting to reconnect to the Coupling Facility structure, following a structure outage.

Action:

None.

TPXL5146
REMOTE REBUILD STARTED FOR rrrr

Reason:

The remote TPX, named rrrr, has successfully reconnected to the Coupling Facility structure. It has started the process of
rebuilding the necessary data to continue processing as part of the Generic Resource pool.

Action:
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None.

TPXL5147
REMOTE REBUILD COMPLETED FOR rrrr

Reason:

The remote TPX, named rrrr, has successfully completed the process of rebuilding the necessary data to continue
processing as part of the Generic Resource pool.

Action:

None.

TPXL5151
CA TPX CF MANAGER TASK HAS BEEN STARTED

Reason:

The task that manages the Coupling Facility Requests has been started. This message typically occurs during startup.

Action:

None.

TPXL5152
CA TPX CF MANAGER TASK SHUTDOWN IS NOW IN PROGRESS

Reason:

The task that manages the Coupling Facility Requests in now terminating. This message normally occurs during
shutdown.

Action:

None.

TPXL5153
CA TPX CF MANAGER TASK IS ENDING

Reason:

The task that manages the Coupling Facility requests has ended.

Action:

None.

TPXL5154
TPX CF MANAGER TASK POSTED FOR INVALID EVENT, EB=ccccc

Reason:

The Coupling Facility Manager Task was posted with an event it did not recognize. The event code is indicated by ccccc.

Action:
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This is not a normal condition and indicates a programming error. Notify Broadcom Support of this message. Additional
documentation may be requested.

TPXL5156
CA TPX CF MANAGER TASK DISC-USERID CONNECTION FAILED

Reason:

The connect request to the Coupling Facility failed. Sysplex Services will not be available.

Action:

Review message TPXL5101 and determine why failure occurred.

TPXL5157
CA TPX CF MANAGER TASK DISC-USERID STRUCTURE NAME MISSING

Reason:

The structure name was not properly supplied. The connection will not be attempted. Sysplex Services will not be
available.

Action:

Review documentation and supply a structure name.

TPXL5158
Unlock failed - Recovery abandoned

Reason:

The product is in the process of cleaning up the structure for a failed instance. An Unlock Request has failed and the
recovery will be abandoned by this instance of the product.

Action:

See message TPXL5130 for more specific information on the failure.

TPXL5159
CA TPX CF MANAGER TASK DISCONNECT REQUEST FAILED

Reason:

The product issued a Disconnect Request to the Coupling Facility. The request failed. Processing continues. This may
occur during shutdown or recovery processing.

Action:

See message TPXL5131 or TPXL5132.

TPLX5160
TPX CF MANAGER RESUME FAILED RC=cccc

Reason:
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A z/OS or OS/390 Resume request was issued and ended with a non-zero return code. cccc indicates the value of the
return code.

Action:

See IBM documentation for the meaning of this return code.

TPXL5161
CA TPX CF MANAGER TASK DISCONNECT REQUEST TOKEN / FUNCTION INVALID

Reason:

The coupling facility manager task was called to disconnect from the coupling facility with an invalid token or type function.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

TPXL5162
CA TPX/TPXCFTSK - XCF group name already connected

Reason:

The instance of the product is already connected to the cross-system Coupling Facility (XCF). This message may occur
during recovery processing.

Action:

None.

TPXL5163
Recovery already in progress by a peer node

Reason:

The product is in the recovery process for a failed instance. It has determined another instance of the product and has
already enqueued the recovery lock for the failed instance. Recovery will be abandoned by this instance.

Action:

None.

TPXL5164
Lock failed - Recovery abandoned

Reason:

The product is in the process of cleaning up the structure for a failed instance. A Lock Request was issues and completed
in error. See message TPXL5130 for more specific information regarding this error. The recovery process will be
abandoned by this instance of TPX. Another instance of TPX may successfully process the recovery.

Action:

None.
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TPXL5165
Locating appl entry for failed connection (cccccccc)

Reason:

The product is in the process of cleaning up the structure for a failed instance of the product. cccccccc identifies the
connection name of the failed system.

Action:

None.

TPXL5166
Unable to locate appl entry for failed connection(cccccccc)

Reason:

The product is in the process of cleaning up the structure for a failed instance. cccccccc identifies the connection name
of the failed system. The Index Entry for the failed instance could not be located. This may be due other problems. This
message is provided for informational purposes.

Action:

None.

TPXL5167
Clearing application entries for listnum(nnnn)

Reason:

TPX is performing Coupling Facility list recovery for a peer instance that has abruptly disconnected from the structure. The
list number cleared is identified by nnnn.

Action:

None.

TPXL5168
Delete_mult failed - Recovery abandoned

Reason:

The product is in the process of cleaning up the structure for a failed instance. A Delete_Mult Request has failed and the
recovery will be abandoned by this instance.

Action:

See message TPXL5130 for more specific information on the failure.

TPXL5169
Recovery completed for (cccc) Rc=xxxx, Rsn=yyyy

Reason:

The product has completed the recovery process for a failed instance identified by connection name cccc. The return code
and reason code of the final request associated with the recovery are indicated by xxxx and yyyy respectively.
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Action:

None

TPXL5174
CONTROL = CFRB….APPLIDXX……..

Reason:

This TPX instance is getting a TPX Coupling Facility REBUILD (CFRB) XCF message from another TPX instance in
the TPX Generic Resource Group. The source instance is identified by a APPLIDXX value. This message is related to
TPXL5175, which has the short message and is the result of a System Managed Rebuild caused by a Coupling Facility
(CF) failure where the TPX List structure resides in a TPX Generic Resource environment.

Action:

None.

TPXL5175
MESSAGE = {DISC, BEGN or END}

Reason:

This TPX instance is receiving a TPX Coupling Facility REBUILD (CFRB) XCF message from another TPX instance
identified in the TPXL5174 message. This message indicates the phase of that instance in the System Managed Rebuild
process of the TPX List structure for a TPX Generic Resource environment:

DISC
Disconnect from old/reconnect to new.

BEGIN
Begin rebuild process for the instance identified in TPXL5174.

END
Rebuild Process ENDED for the instance rebuild identified in TPXL5174.

Action:

None.

TPXL5176
CONTROL = CFRB….APPLIDXX……..

Reason:

This TPX instance is broadcasting (sending) a TPX Coupling Facility REBUILD (CFRB) XCF message to all other TPX
instances in the TPX Generic Resource Group. The instance is identified by a APPLIDXX value. This message is related
to TPXL5177 which has the short Message and is the result of a System Managed Rebuild caused by a Coupling Facility
(CF) failure where the TPX List structure resides in a TPX Generic Resource environment.

Action:

None.
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TPXL5177
MESSAGE = {DISC, BEGN or END}

Reason:

This TPX instance is broadcasting (sending) its Coupling Facility REBUILD (CFRB) XCF phase message to all other TPX
instances. This short message indicates the phase this instance is in during the System Managed Rebuild process of the
TPX List structure for a TPX Generic Resource environment:

DISC
Disconnect from old/reconnect to new.

BEGIN
Begin rebuild process for the instance identified in TPXL5176.

END
Rebuild Process ENDED for the instance rebuild identified in TPXL5176.

Action:

None.

TPXL5190
Lock failed - Disconnecting

Reason:

During initialization, a number of unsuccessful attempts have been made to lock a List in the Coupling facility. The product
will not use the structure, nor will it use VTAM generic resource support.

Action:

Review the error codes previously provided by message TPXL5130, which occurs once per attempt. Determine who is
holding the Lock and rectify the problem. Restart the affected instance.

TPXL5251
CA TPX Global Router Task has started

Reason:

This is an informational message noting that the global router task has started.

Action:

None.

TPXL5259
TPX Global session connected: Term(termid), Sysid(Target Sys ID), Applid(Target TPX instance APPLID)

Reason:

TPX Global Route Task has connected a session to send messages to the target location. The target location is identified
by Term, Sysid and Applid in this message.

Action:

None.
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TPXL5260
CA TPX Global session spawned: Term(tttttttt) Sysid(ssssssss) Applid(TPXOPER)

Reason:

This is an informational message noting that a Global TPXOPER session has been started for terminal tttttttt on TPX
system ssssssss.

Action:

None

TPXL5261
CA-TPX spawned session ended: Term(tttttttt) Sysid(ssssssss) Applid(TPXOPER)

Reason:

This is an informational message noting that a Global TPXOPER session has ended for terminal tttttttt on TPX system
ssssssss.

Action:

None

TPXL5262
TPX Global session ended: Termid(termid), Sysid(Target Sys ID), Applid(Target TPX instance APPLID)

Reason:

TPX Global Route Task has ended a session to send messages to the target location. The target location is identified
by Termid, Sysid and Applid in this message.

Action:

None.

TPXL5301
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK HAS BEEN STARTED

Reason:

This is an informational message noting that the Internet Protocol service task has been started.

Action:

None.

TPXL5302
TPX IP SERVICE TASK: LOGMODE TABLE nnnnnnnn LOADED

Reason:

This is an informational message noting that the Logmode Table named nnnnnn has been loaded into memory that will be
used with the IP interface.

Action:
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None.

TPXL5303
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK: LOGMODE TABLE NOT LOADED

Reason:

The IP service task has encountered an error condition loading the Logmode Table that would be used in conjunction with
the IP interface. This is a critical error. IP services will not be available.

Action:

Check the log for a message (TPXL5317 to TPLX5321) for additional information relating to the error condition.

TPXL5304
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK: IP ACB INITIALIZED

Reason:

This is an informational message that the Internet Protocol service task has successfully initialized.

Action:

None.

TPXL5305
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK: XM SERVICE INITIALIZED

Reason:

This is an informational message that the Internet Protocol service task has initialized the cross-memory communication
interface.

Action:

None.

TPXL5306
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK: WAITING FOR WORK

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating the task is waiting for the next event.

Action:

None.

TPXL5307
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK: EVENT BLOCK RECEIVED

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating the task received an event and will process it.

Action:
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None.

TPXL5308
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK: POSTED WITH INVALID EB CODE=

Reason:

This is an informational and diagnostic message indicating the task received an invalid event.

Action:

None.

TPXL5309
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK: POSTED FOR TPEND

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating that the IP service task has been posted for termination.

Action:

None.

TPXL5310
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK: POSTED FOR TPEND, WRONG ACB

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating the task received an IP-end event. However, the address received in event
does not match the address of IP-ACB. The event is ignored.

Action:

None.

TPXL5311
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK SHUTDOWN IS NOW IN PROGRESS

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating the IP service task has begun the shutdown process.

Action:

None.

TPXL5315
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK: INIT FAILED FOR THE ACB/EXLST/API

Reason:

The TPX IP service task failed in building critical structures needed for loading the Application Program Interface (API).
The IP service task will shut down. IP services will not be available.

Action:
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Check the log, JES job log, and the system log for the appropriate messages indicating the failing component or reason.

TPXL5316
CA TPX IP SERVICE TASK ENDED

Reason:

The TPX IP service task has ended. IP services are no longer available.

Action:

None.

TPXL5317
TPX IP SERVICE TASK: MISSING DDNAME=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The TPX IP service task could not locate the ddname nnnnnnnn. This is a critical error. IP services will not be available.

Action:

Add the necessary DD statement to the JCL. Recycle the product.

TPXL5318
TPX IP SERVICE TASK: OPEN FAILED FOR DDN=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Open failed for ddname nnnnnnnn. This is a critical error. IP services will not be available.

Action:

Check the data set pointed to by ddname nnnnnnn. Ensure it is available and in the appropriate data set organization
(PDS, flat file, and so on) as described in the TPX documentation. Recycle the product.

TPXL5319
TPX IP SERVICE TASK: LOGMODE TABLE nnnnnnnn WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

The TPX IP service task could not find the Logmode Table nnnnnnnnn as member of the library pointed to by the
VTAMLIB DD statement. This is a critical error. IP services will not be available.

Action:

Ensure that the Logmode Table name given by MODETAB= JCL parameter or the default, ISTINCLM, is a member in the
library data set pointed to by the VTAMLIB DD statement. Recycle TPX.

TPXL5320
TPX IP SERVICE TASK: LOAD FAILED FOR LOGMODE TABLE nnnnnnnn

Reason:
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An error occurred when TPX attempted to load the Logmode Table nnnnnnnn from the library pointed to by ddname
VTAMLIB. This is a critical error. IP services will not be available.

Action:

1. Review the system log and TPX log for associated messages and reason codes.
2. Check the data set pointed to by the VTAMLIB DD statement. Ensure it is a load module library and that member

nnnnnnnn can be loaded.
3. Ensure there is sufficient storage available. Check System Options Table -- System Storage.
4. Recycle the product.

TPXL5321
TPX IP SERVICE TASK: CLOSE FAILED FOR DDN=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

TPX IP service task has encountered an error during CLOSE of the library referenced by ddname nnnnnnnn.

Action:

Check the JES job log and system log for the operating system message that indicates the error.

TPXL5501
XCF Connect - Group=group_name Member=member_name Rc=xxxxxxxx Rsn=yyyyyyyy

Reason:

This is an informative message to confirm the status of connecting to XCF at startup.

Action:

None

TPXL5502
XCF CONNECT FAILED - NO STORAGE

Reason:

The product could not connect to XCF due to insufficient main storage.

Action:

Increase region size and restart.

TPXL5503
XCF Disconnect - Group=group_name Member=member_name

Reason:

This is an informative message to confirm disconnecting of the product from XCF.

Action:

None
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TPXL5555
TPX SYSPLEX SERVICES FOR NODE(nnnnnnnn) are enabled

Reason:

The product has successfully initialized XCF and XES Services. nnnnnnnn identifies the system ID of the node.

Action:

None.

TPXL5556
TPX SYSPLEX SERVICES FOR NODE(nnnnnnnn) are disabled

Reason:

The product has terminated XCF and XES Services. nnnnnnnn identifies the system ID of the node.

Action:

None.

TPXL5601
XCF Sendmsg Error - Rc=xxxxxxxx Rsn=yyyyyyyy

Reason:

Message transmission through XCF has failed.

Action:

See your z/OS documentation to determine the correct action based on the code you receive.

TPXL5602
XCF Query Error - Rc=xxxxxxxx Rsn=yyyyyyyy

Reason:

Query of XCF for connected systems failed.

Action:

See your z/OS documentation to determine the correct action based on the code you receive.

TPXL5603
XCF Getmsg Error - Rc=xxxxxxxx Rsn=yyyyyyyy

Reason:

Receiving an incoming XCF message failed.

Action:

See your z/OS documentation to determine the correct action based on the code you receive.
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TPXL5604
Incoming XCF/MAIL processing failed

Reason:

The MAIL facility failed to receive an incoming mail message.

Action:

Check the log for any XCF error messages with more specific status information.

TPXL5605
Invalid XCF/MAIL buffer

Reason:

The MAIL facility received an invalid message buffer through XCF. A system dump is taken to help detect the nature of the
failure.

Action:

None

TPXL5606
Incoming XCF/GRTR processing failed

Reason:

Failure processing incoming Global Router message buffer through XCF.

Action:

Check the log for any XCF error messages with more specific status information.

TPXL5607
Invalid XCF/GRTR buffer

Reason:

The Global Router facility received an invalid message buffer through XCF. A system dump is taken to help detect the
nature of the failure.

Action:

None

TPXL6601
SECURITY ACTION/MESSAGE TABLE (SAMT) CANNOT BE FOUND FOR userid

WITH sectype SECURITY

Reason:

The specified user has signed on with a security system that requires a SAMT, but none could be found or loaded. This
message is also written to the system log. The variable sectype has a value of RACF, SAF, ACF2, or TOPS.

Action:
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Specify the correct SAMT in online administration or the startup procedure.

TPXL6602
SAMT ENTRY COULD NOT BE FOUND FOR RETURN CODE/MESSAGE code FOR userid

Reason:

The specified user has signed on and received a return code or message from the security system that is not in the SAMT.
The variable code has the value of either the return code or message ID that was not found.

Action:

Add the return code to the SAMT.

TPXL6603
ACF2 CVT COULD NOT BE LOCATED

Reason:

The product cannot find the ACF2 CVT with the information specified in System Options "CVT Location and CVT
Offset" (on panel TEN0090). Because the product cannot always determine if the address is correct or not, a possible
result could be a SOC4 abend. This message is also written to the system log.

Action:

Check with your ACF2 systems programmer to make sure it is set up correctly.

TPXL6604
SECURITY PROFILE profile NOT FOUND FOR USER userid

Reason:

The specified user has signed on using user-level profile selection (other than for ACF2), and a group specified on the
user's security record does not match any profiles. This message is displayed as a diagnostic zap only.

Action:

None.

TPXL6610
DAT OFF; CANNOT CHECK SAF MSG STORAGE KEY  

Reason:

The Dynamic Address Translation (DAT) hardware function is off on this system, as seen in current Program Status Word
(PSW) where the TPX instance is running. Therefore, TPX cannot check the STORAGE KEY associated with messages
returned through the SAF Interface.

Action:

Typically, this error should not occur on Z system hardware. Consult your systems programmer.

TPXL6611
SAF MESSAGE FREE SUCCESSFUL
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Reason:

The storage containing the SAF message was successfully returned to the operating system. 

Action:

None.

TPXL6612
SAF MESSAGE FREE FAILED

Reason:

The storage containing the SAF message was not returned to the operating system, because the Free Storage failed. This
problem may lead to S878 ABENDs in the future.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.  

TPXL6701
MM/DD/YY.JJJ HH:MM:SS.TH LOCKED: USERID: XXXXXXXX TERMID: TTTTTTTT        

Reason:

User's terminal is locked.

Action:

None

TPXL6702
MM/DD/YY.JJJ HH:MM:SS.TH UNLOCKED: USERID: XXXXXXXX TERMID: TTTTTTTT

Reason:

User's terminal is now unlocked and work can continue.

Action:

None.

TPXL6703
MM/DD/YY.JJJ HH:MM:SS.TH UNLOCK FAILED SAF=CCCC SEC RC=RRRR RSN=SSSS

Reason:

User entered incorrect credentials for verification and the terminal remains locked. SAF and security return and reason
codes are listed in the message in decimal format.

Action:

Look up the return and reason codes in the IBM z/OS Security Server RACROUTE Macro Reference to determine why
the verification failed.
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Support Knowledgebase Articles
TPX knowledge base articles of special interest are:

1. Can I issue an MVS Modify command to send a broadcast message to TPX?
2. How do I dynamically add additional virtual terminals to my TPX?
3. Where are the TPX timeouts specified?
4. Where can I get a summary of all TOTAL ACTIVE SESSIONS in TPX?
5. When and how should an SVCDUMP of the TPX region be taken?
6. What are the considerations for using SessionData for a session/application within TPX?
7. How can a physical terminal id be passed to an application using TPX?
8. What are the benefits of using external security to determine the applications that will appear on the TPX Menu for a

given user?
9. How many megabytes of Coupling Facility (CF) storage are required for the TPX list structure?
10. What causes VSAM integrity errors in TPX?
11. What does the TPX RESET INTEGRITY batch job BATCHINI provide and when should it be run ?
12. How to implement ACF2 as the security system for TPX ?
13. How to implement Top Secret (TSS) as the security system for TPX
14. How to implement RACF as the security system for TPX ?
15. How to use the SECDEBG security debugging trace in TPX?
16. What steps are needed to define TPX as a Generic Resource?
17. Setting up TPX in a SYSPLEX as a Generic Resource
18. What steps are needed to produce an SVC dump of a TPX region
19. How do I keep my TPX related VSAM files in 'healthy' shape?
20. How to set up TPX to work with Pass Tickets in ACF2
21. How to set up TPX to work with Pass Tickets in Top Secret Security (TSS)
22. How to set up TPX to work with Pass Tickets in RACF
23. How to set up TPX to work with Password Phrases in ACF2 environment
24. How to set up TPX to work with Password Phrases in Top Secret Security (TSS) environment
25. How to set up TPX to work with Password Phrases in RACF environment
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references, and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Learning Paths for TPX
• Mainframe Software Education
• Video: Accessing the Learning Management System
• Mainframe Education Community
• Product Badges

Product Support

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more information about maintaining TPX:

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• TPX for z/OS Community
• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Follow us on social media:

• Twitter
• LinkedIn
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